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Peace Corps Training Center
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Extension Division
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Dean of Students

PERSONAL WELFARE.
VOCATIONAL ADVISEMENT, COUNSELING, TESTING
GIFTS, GRANTS AND BEQUESTS.

. ..... Dean of Women or Dean of Men
Counseling and Testing Center
Director of Development

University office hours are, in general, B:OO to 12:00 and 1:00 to 5:00 Monday through Friday.
The Information desk of the Office of Admissions and Records, Room 102, Administration Building
is also open 8:00 to 12:00 Saturday. Office hours of the University Cashier are 8:30 to 12:00
and 1:00 to 3:30 Monday through Friday. Administrative offices are open during most of the
days of the official student Recess periods.
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR
1966 PRESESSION
(Registration by mail through Office of Admissions and Records through June 1; thereafter, in
person before first day of classes.)
Instruction begins

... June 13, Mon.

Session ends

. June 24, Fri.

1966 SUMMER SESSION
1966
LAST DATE FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATION AND CREDENTIALS OR APPOINTMENT
REQUEST FOR ASSURANCE OF JUNE 25 REGiSTRATION
June 18, Sat. Noon
New Student Orientation
Registration

June 24, Fri., 8 a.m.
Room 101, Anthropology Bldg.

.

.

.

. . June 25, Sot.

Instruction begins; late registration fee applies

.. June 27, Mon.

Late Registration closes; lost day for additions to programs;
change of program fee applies
.
Fourth of July, holiday

. .July 1, Fri., 5 p.m.

.

. July 4, Mon.

End of second week; last day for withdrawal
from course without grade ...
End of sixth week; Iast day for withdrawal
from course without college approval

. . July 8, Fri., 5 p.m.
................ Aug. 5, Fri., 5 p.m.
.Aug. 19, Fri., 10 p.m.

Session ends ....

1966 ANTHROPOLOGY FIELD SESSION
Reg istration
Field Session ends

.... June 18, Sot.
...... July 30, Sot.

.

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF ADMISSION APPLICATIONS
AND CREDENllALS FOR FALL SEMESTER ..
SEMESTER I, 1966·67
New Student Orientation Period:
Assembly for New University College Students
Orientation for All New Undergraduates
Preregistration processing for new NROTC students,
Stadium Bui Iding
.

........ July 15

1966
.......... Sept. 11, Sun., 7:30 p.m.
Johnson Gymnasium
. . .. Sept. 12, Mon.-Sept. 13, Tues.
. Sept. 12, Mon.-Sept. 13, Tues.
. . .Sept. 14, Wed.-Sept. 17, Sat.

Advisement and Registration for all students .. ,
Instruction begins; late registration fee applies
Late Registration closes; last day for additions
to prog rams; change of program fee applies
End of fourth week; last day for withdrawal
from course without grade

.

. .. Sept. 19, Mon.
...... Oct. I, Sot. noon
.. Oct. 14, Fri., 5 p.m .

NMEA Convention, recess begins

. . Oct. 26, Wed., 10 p.m.

Classes resume

.Oct. 31, Mon., 7:30 a.m .

.

. . Nov. 5, Sat.

Homecoming, hoi iday ..
Midsemester; deadline for faculty grade
reports for first half of Fall semester
Thanksgiving recess begins
Classes resume

.

End of twelfth week; last day for removal
of Incomplete grade; lost day for withdrawal
from course without college approval .
Christmas recess begins

... Nov. 16, Wed., 9 a.m.
.. Nov. 23, Wed., 10 p.m.
........ Nov. 28, Mon., 7:30 o.m.

. ... Dec. 17, Sat. noon
.. Dec. 21, Wed., 10 p.m.
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR
1967

.... Jon. 5, Thu., 7:30 a.m.

Classes resume

.......... Jan. 16, Mon.-Jon. 28, Sat.
.Jan. 16, Mon.-Jan. 22, Sun.
...... Jan. 23, Mon.-Jon. 28, Sat.

'Closed Period
'Pre-Examination Week
'Semester Final Examinations

....... Jan. 28, Sat., 10 p.m.

Semester ends
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF ADMISSION APPLICATIONS
AND CREDENTIALS FOR SPRING SEMESTER

.

.Jan. 1

SEMESTER II, 1966-67

New Student Orientation Period:
Assembly for New University College Students .................. Feb. 2, Thu., 7:30 p.m.
.. Feb. 3, Fri.-Feb. 4, Sat.
Orientation for All New Undergraduates
Advisement and Registration for all students
Instruction begins; late registration fee applies
Late Registration closes; last day for additions
to programs; change of program fee applies
End of fourth week; lost day for withdrawal
from course without grade

.... Feb. 9, Thu.
.... Feb. 22, Wed., 5 p.m.
... Mar. 8, Wed., 5 p.m.
.... Mor. 21, Tues., 10 p.m.

Spring recess begins

............. Mar. 29, Wed., 7:30 a.m.

Classes resu me
Midsemester; deadline for faculty grade
reports for first half of Spring semester

............ Apr. 12, Wed., 9 a.m.
........ To be announced

Honors Assembly
End of twelfth week; last day for removal
of Incomplete grade; lost day for withdrawal
from course without college approval
Fiesta day, holiday

.. May 10, Wed., 5 p.m.
......... To be announced

'Closed Period
'Pre-Examination Week
'Semester Final Examinations
Deadline for Faculty Grade Reports
for Graduating Students
Semester ends

.. Feb. 6, Mon.-Feb. 8, Wed.

.

Commencement

.. May 24, Wed.-June 6, Tues .
. . . . May 24, Wed.-May 30, Tues.
.May 31, Wed.-June 6, Tues.
.. May 31, Wed .., 9 a.m.
.June 6, Tues., 10. p.m .
. . .June 9, Fri., 7:30 p.m.

1967 SUMMER SESSION

Registration (probable date)
Instruction begins (probable date)

... June 24, Sat.
" .June 26, Mon.

• Pre-Examination Week and Semester Final Examination Week are closed to extracurricular and
social campus activities.
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IMPORTANT
The Catalag is the student's gUide to the pragrom and regulations of the University. The
student is expected to familiarize himself with University regulations and to assume his proper
responsibility in connection with them.

GLOSSARY OF COLLEGE TERMS
(as used at this University)
ACADEMIC YEAR . • . tne period which includes the Summer Session (beginning in June), Semester
I (mid-September through January), and Semester II (February to early June).
ACCREDiTATION . . . tne type of recognition held by an educational institution. There are a
number of nationally recognized accrediting agencies and associations which are reliable
authorities on the quality of training offered by educational institutions. By voluntarily con·
forming to the standards of excellence set by an agency or association, an institution becomes eligible for inel usion in its accredited or approved list. Regionol accrediting' associations
sucn as the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Scnools accredit the institution as a whole; professional agencies such as the Engineering Council for Professional Development are concerned in particular with the standards of the professional schools or programs
in their respective fields.
ADMISSION . . . acceptance of an applicant for enrollment.
CLASS . . . the regularly scheduled meeting of an academic course; also a group of students whose
graduation date is the same-freshman, sophomore, junior, senior.
CLASSIFICATION . . . the designation used for the student's year of study in terms of his progress
toward his chosen degree-freshman, sophomore, junior, senior.
COLLEGE . . . on organizational unit of the University normally offering courses and curricula
leading to a particular degree or degrees, and supervising the academic progress of students
working toward those degrees. The University College supervises all freshmen programs but
is not a degree-granting college. The degree colleges to which students may transfer, if eligible,
after completion of the freshman year are: Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, Nursing, and Pharmacy. The Graduate School, the School of Law,
and the School of Medicine offer advanced study.
COURSE . . . a particular subject in which instruction is offered within a given period of timethus, a course in English.
CREDIT . . . a nLJmerical system for evaluating
in terms of semester "ours (see definition of
normal four-year period, the student will
semester since the minimum credit required
CURRICULUM . . .
field of study.

0

a student's progress toward a degree, described
semester hours). In order to earn a degree in the
average at least 16 semester hours' credit per
for any bachelor's degree is 124 semester hours.

body of courses required for a degree or a diploma or constituting a major

DEGREE . . . a title bestowed as official recognition for the completion of a curriculum. The
bachelor's degree is the first-level degree granted normally upon completion of a four-year
course of study in a given field. The Bachelor of Laws degree, however, is a professional
degree and normally requires seven years of college study. The master's degree is an advanced
degree ranking above the bachelor's and below the doctorate. It normally requires at least
one year beyond the bachelor's degree. The doctor's degree, or doctorate, is an advanced
degree reqUiring at least three years beyond the bachelor's degree. The honorary degree is
bestowed in recognition of autstanding merit ar achievement without reference to the fulfillment of academic course requirements.
DEPARTMENT . . • a division of a college which offers instruction in a particulor branch of
knowledge; for example: the Department of English.
ELECTIVE . . . a course which the student may study by choice but which mayor may not be reo
quired for nis porticLJlor degree.
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GRADUATE STUDENT . . • one who has earned a bachelor's degree and is enrolled for advanced
work in the Graduate School.
MAJOR

the field of study in which the student chooses to specialize.

MINOR
the field of second emphasis. Fewer semester hours' credit are required for a minor
than for a major.
NEW STUDENT . . . one who is registering for the first time in The University of New Mexico or
for the first time in its Graduate School, its School of Law, or its School of Medicine, or a
student transferring from non-degree to degree status in this University.
PREREQUISITE . . . the requirement which must be met before a certain course con be taken.
READMITTED STUDENT . . . one who has previously registered for residence credit in this Uni·
venity but whose attendance has been interrupted by one or more semesters.
REGI~TRATION . . . the act of enrolling in classes. A registration period is held at the beginning

of each semester and summer session. At that time, the student with the help of his adviser
chooses a program of courses for the session and fills in forms necessary for proper recording of his enrollment.
RESIDENT·FOR-TUITION-PURPOSES . . . classification as a resident of the State of New Mexico
for purposes of assessing tuition. Determined on the basis of regulations applying to all
institutions of higher learning in New Mexico.
RESIDENT STUDY (OR RESIDENCE WORK) . . . enrollment in courses on the campus or in courses
off-campus which are allowed by special action to count as residence credit, as distinguished
from correspondence or extension credit.
RETURNING STUDENT . . . one who was registered in the immediately preceding session.
SEMESTER . . . an instructional period of 16 weeks. Semester I, or the Fall Semester, runs from
mid-September through January; Semester II, or the Spring Semester, runs from February
through early June.
SEMESTER HOUR . . . the credit that is allowed for one 50-minute period per week throughout
a semester in a lecture class. A course listed for three hours' credit would meet for three
periods per week throughout the semester; for example: on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
from 10:30 to 11 :20 a.m. Credit for laboratory work, activity physical education, and ensemble music requires more class time per credit hour.
Many other terms are defined within the text of the catalog. Cansult the index for page references.
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THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
THE HONORABLE JACK M. CAMPBELL, Governor of New Mexico,
_. . . . . . .

ex officio

. .. Santa Fe

LEONARD J. DeLAYO, State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
ex officio

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Santa Fe

BRYAN G. JOHNSON, President
THOMAS R. ROBERTS, Vice President

Albuquerque
........... Los Alamos

MRS. FRANK A. MAPEL, Secretary-Treasurer

Albuquerque

HOWARD C. BRATTON

Albuquerque

LAWRENCE H. WILKINSON

Albuquerque
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES AND OFFICERS. 1965-66
TOM L. POPEJOY, MA, LL.D..

. . President

SHERMAN EVERETT SMITH, Ph.D.

.... Administrative Vice President

JOHN NICOLL DURRIE, BA

... Secretary of the University
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE

LARS HALAMA, BA
R. MICHAEL LAINE, B.A.
WINIFRED STAMM REITER, M.A.

· . Director of Development,
Executive Director, Alumni Associotion
.
Director of Alumni Relotions
........................
. ... Editor

INFORMATION AND PUBLICATIONS OFFICE
G. WARD FENLEY, Ph.D.
. ... Director
ANTHONY G. HILLERMAN, B.A.
. .. Associate Director
MARJORIE Z. SOLENBERGER
...................... Director of News Bureau
RICHARD P. MELESKI
.................... Director of Photo Services
JESS R. PRICE, B.A. .
.
· .. Director of Publications
EDWARD J. GROTH, M.A.
. .... Director of Sports Publicity
PAUL EDWARD McDAVID, MA
JOHN P. DOLZADELLI, B.S.
IKE SINGER, JR.

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
.
.... Director of Athletics
. .. Assistant Director of Athletics,
Business Manager of Athletics
· ..... Athletic Coordinator

STATION KNME-TV
F. CLAUDE HEMPEN, Ph.D.
.
Director of Television, Station Manager
E. WAYNE BUNDY, Ph.D. .
. Program Manager
ROBERT M. GORDON J..............
.
Director of Engineering
UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT'S OFFICE
VAN DORN HOOKER, B.Arch.
. University Architect
EDWARD B. T. GLASS, B.Arch.
. . Assistant to University Architect

ACADEMIC, RESEARCH, AND PUBLICATIONS DIVISIONS
13

HAROLD LeROY ENARSON, Ph.D.
MORRIS S. HENDRICKSON, Ph.D.

.
Academic Vice President
................... Acting Academic Vice PresidentS,
Assistant to the Academic Vice President7
Director of Institutional Research

COLLEGES, SCHOOLS, AND OTHER ACADEMIC DIVISIONS
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
HOYT TROWBRIDGE, Ph.D.
.
HOWARD J. DITTMER, Ph.D.

. Dean
Assistant Dean

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
HOWARD VIVIAN FINSTON, Ph.D.
LOTHAR GEORGE WINTER, Ph.D.

Dean
. Assistant Dean

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
CHESTER COLEMAN TRAVELSTEAD, Ph.D.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
..........
RICHARD HUDSON CLOUGH, Sc.D.
CHARLES THERON GRACE, M.S.M.E.

. ..... Dean

.

.
Dean
Assistant Dean

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
CLINTON ADAMS, M.A.
7 First semester only.
SSecond semester only.

12

.
13

Dean

Resignation effective Januory 31,1966.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
COLLEGE OF NURSING
VIRGINIA POINDEXTER CRENSHAW, Ed.D

.

13

. Dean

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
• ELMON LAMONT CATALlNE, Ph.D.
.
Dean
7 GEORGE LeROY BAKER, Ph.D.
.
Acting Dean
MONICA NOVITSKI, D.D.S.
. ... Director, Dental Hygiene Program
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AND COUNSELING CENTER
WILLIAM HENRY HUBER, JR., LL.B.
.
.
.
.
MARGUERITE R. MONK, M.A.
SCHOOL OF LAW
THOMAS WELDON CHRISTOPHER, S.J.D.
ALBERT EDGAR UTTON, M.A.
MYRON FI NK, LL.M.

.

Director
Director of Testing

. ... Dean
Assistant to the Dean
. Law Librarian

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
REGINALD HEBER FITZ, M.D.
GEORGE MOORE BOYDEN, M.D. .
WILLIAM SHELDON CURRAN, M.D.
ROBERT T. DIVETT, M.A.

..... Dean
. Assistant Dean
.
Assistant Dean
. . Librarian, Library of Medical Sciences

.

GRADUATE SCHOOL
GEORGE P. SPRINGER, Ph.D.
SIDNEY ROSENBLUM, Ph. D.
ARTHUR STEGER, Ph.D.
HAROLD LE ROY WALKER, E.Met

. ... Dean
............
. ... Assistant Dean
...............
. . Assistant Dean
Director of Research and Fellowship Services

HOLLOMAN GRADUATE CENTER
. Director

JOE REEDER FOOTE, Ph.D.
LOS ALAMOS GRADUATE CENTER
.

GLENN ALAN WHAN, Ph.D. . .

Director

SANDIA CORPORATION GRADUATE PROGRAM
CHARLES THERON GRACE, M.S.M.E.
.
.

....... Director

AIR FORCE RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS UNIT
WILLIAM C. NAYLOR, Lt. Col., U.S.A.F., M.Ed.
RICHARD TERRY JONES, Capt., U.S.A.F., B.A.

.Commanding Officer
. ... Executive Officer

DIVISION OF EXTENSION, SUMMER SESSION, AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
HAROLD ORVILLE RIED, Ph.D.
.............
. ... Director
. Assistant Director
MORRIS H. McM ICHAEL, Ed.D.
.Assistant Director
JOHN l. ~OBROFF, M.A.
MONICA NOVITSKI, D.D.S.
. Director, Dental Assisting Program
GENERAL HONORS PROGRAM
DUDLEY WYNN, Ph.D

Director

NAVAL RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS UNIT
TONY FREDERIC SCHNEIDER, Capt., U.S.N. M.A.
EDWARD DAVIS JONES, Cdr. U.S.N., B.A.

. . . . . . . . ..

. .... Commanding Officer
. .... Executive Officer

PEACE CORPS TRAINING CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICA
DAVID THEODORE BENEDETTI, Ph.D.

..........

.

Director

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
DAVID OTIS KELLEY, M.A.
ARTHUR LEON DeVOLDER, M.A., ..
NORRIS K. MAXWELL, M.S.L.S.

--2
1

On sabbat ieal leave first semester.
First semester only.

.

.... Librarian
. .. Technical Services Librarian
Readers' Services Librarian

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
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RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS DIVISIONS
BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH
ARTHUR A. BLUMENFELD, M.A. .
,.................
. Director
JOHN BROWNELL ARANGO, B.S.
.
Director, Center for Community Action Services
WILLIAM A. SHINNICK, M.S.
. ... Director, Technology Application Center

lS

BUREAU OF ENGINEERING RESEARCH
WAYNE WILLIS GRANNEMANN, Ph.D. ,
.

Director

DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT RESEARCH
FREDERICK CLARENCE IRION, Ph.D.

. Director

NATURAL RESOURCES JOURNAL
ALBERT EDGAR UTTON, M.A.
.

.. Editor

NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW
ELEANOR B. ADAMS B.A.

.

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND FELLOWSHIP SERVICES
HAROLD LEROY WALKER, E.Met.
.
.

, . Director

DALE SPARKS, B.S..

Editor

RESEARCH COMPUTER CENTER
.................... Director of Research Computer Facilities

SOUTHWESTERN JOURNAL OF ANTHROPOLOGY
HARRY WETHERALD BASEHART, Ph.D.
STANLEY STEWART NEWMAN, Ph.D.

. ,Co-Editor
.Co-Editor

UNIVERSITY PRESS, PUBLICATIONS SERIES, NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY
ROLAND FRANCIS DICKEY, B.A
,.............

. Director

ERIC H. WANG CIVIL ENGINEERING RESEARCH FACILITY
EUGENE MILTON ZWOYER, Ph.D.
..........

. Director

STUDENT AFFAIRS DIVISIONS
HAROLD WADE LAVENDER, Ph.D.

. Dean of Students

ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS OFFICE
, , Director of Admissions and Registrar
J. C. MacGREGOR, B.A. . . .
K. LANCE WOODLIFF, B.B.A.
.
Director of Registration
OFFICE OF THE DEANS OF MEN AND WOMEN
HELEN WHITESIDE, Ed.D.
. .. Dean of
KAREN McKEE GLASER, M.S.Ed.
..............
. . Assistant Dean of
. ... Assistant Dean of
ELNORA SUE METZGER, M.S.Ed.
HOWARD VINCENT MATHANY, M.A.
.Deon
. . Associate Dean
WILLIAM MILTON CHASE, M.S.
. . , , . . . ..
FRED REAGAN, M.A
Assistant Dean
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL SERVICES
GERALD M. SLAVIN, M.A....
.

Women
Women
Women
of Men
of Men
of Men

, , .. Director

NEW MEXICO UNION
WILLIAM ROBERT BIERBAUM, B.S.
PLACEMENT CENTER
.
.
H. MAXWELL CAMPBELL, M.A. ..
GRA'DELLE PRATHER DUNCAN, B.J.
.
,.,,
JOHN REESE SMITH, B.S.
15

Deceased December 11, 1965.

. .. Director

. ... Director
Assistant Director
Assistant Director
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STUDENT AIDS OFFICE
· . Director
. . Assistant Director
.. Admissions Counselor

CHARLES JACK SHEENAN, MA
JOHN C. McCLURE, B:A.
LAVON J. McDONALD, M.A.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
A. KENNETH YOUNG, M.B., Ch.B., l.M.C.C. .
.........
IAN l. SHAND, M.D.
.
JACK M. McCASE, M.D.
WALTER H. YEIDER, M.D.
HENRY BLAKE, M.D.
ERIC W. SEST, M.D.
.
J. HUNT SURRESS, M.D.
.
JEROME G REENSlATT, M.D.,
.........
.
.
ANTHONY W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
ALICE E. KELLEY, R.N.

.

Director
Assistant Director
.
University Physician
.University Physician
. . Psychiatrist (Part-time)
University Physician (Part-time)
University Physician (Part-time)
University Physician (Part.time)
. University Physician (Part-time)
. .. Nursing Supervisor

BUSINESS DIVISIONS
.. Comptroller
. Assistant Comptroller

JOHN PEROVICH, M.B.A.
JOE D. HARRIS, C.P.A.
CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICE

... Safety Coordinator

WALTER B. LEWIS
CAMPUS SECURITY

· . Director

JACK A. CAIRNS
F. PARKER FOWLER, M.S.
JACK H. FEISE .....

DATA PROCESSING CENTER
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.

.. Director
Manager

FOOD SERVICE
...... Director
. .. Assistant Director
... Assistant Director

HARLAND EDWIN SYMMONDS
DORIS M. BARKER, B.S.....
LEONA G. BRICKMAN
GOLF COURSE

· . Director

RICHARD McGUIRE, B.S. in Ed.

HOUSING
E. JAMES SMITH, Ed.D.
.....................................
. .. Director
ROSCOE EARL STORMENT, D.S.C.
. . Assistant Director
NON-ACADEMIC PERSONNEL
JAMES M. ElHER10N, B.S

Director
PHYSICAL PLANT

MYRON FICKAS FI FIELD, B.S. in C.E.
HYMAN S. ADLER ...
FLOYD B. WILLIAMS, JR., B.S. in C.E.

.
Director
. .. Manager, Services Division
. Manager, Construction and Maintenance Division

PRINTING PLANT
... Director

EDWIN JAMES SCHODORF
PURCHASING
FRANK D. MANFREDI, B.BA

...... Purchasing Agent

EMERITI
KENNETH MILLER ADAMS, N.A., Art Institute of Chicogo; Art Students' League of New York.
Professor Emeritus of Art.
NINA McGINNIES ANCONA, B.S., M.A., University of New Mexico. Associate Professor Emeritus
of Music.
ARTHUR PAUL BAILEY, B.S., Jomes Millikin University; M.S., Iowa Stote University. Professor
Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering.
WILLIS LEE BARNES, Assistant Professor Emeritus of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
GLENN E. BLOOM, Superintendent Emeritus of the Printing Plant.
EARL BOWDICH, Superintendent Emeritus of the Deportment of Buildings ond Grounds.
EDWARD FRANKLIN CASTETTER, B.S., Lebonon Volley College; M.S., Pennsylvania State College;
Ph.D., Iowa State University. Academic Vice President Emeritus, Dean Emeritus of the Graduate School, Professor Emeritus of Biology.
KENNETH M. CHAPMAN, Art Institute of Chicogo, Art Students' League, New York; Litt.D., University of Arizona; L.H.D., University of New Mexico; D.F.A., Art Institute of Chicogo.
Professor Emeritus of Indian Art.
LENA CECILE CLAUVE, B.A., University of New Mexico; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University. Dean Emeritus of Women, Professor Emeritus of Music Education.
RALPH WADDELL DOUGLASS, B.A., D.F.A., Monmouth College; Art Institute of Chicago; Julian's
Academy (Paris); Art Students' Leogue of New York. Professor Emeritus of Art.
HELEN HEACOCK ELLIS, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico; M.S.W., University of Chicago.
Associate Professor Emeritus of Sociology.
JAMES LAWTON ELLIS, B.S. in E.E., M.S. in E.E., Georgia School of Technology. Professor Emeritus
of Electrical Engineering.
MARSHALL ELMER FARRIS, B.S. in M.E., Purdue University; M.S. in M.E., University of Texas.
Dean Emeritus of the College of Engineering, Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering.
EVERETT HAYES FIXLEY, B.S. in Ed., University of Kansas; Ed.M., Ed.D., Harvard University.
Professor Emeritus of School Administration.
ETHEL ARNOLD FLEMING, B.A., University of Nebraska; M.A., Colorado State College. Assistant
Professor Emeritus of English.
ALBERT DUANE FORD, B.S. in M.E., M.S. in M.E., Montana State College. Professor Emeritus of
Mechanicol Engineering.
RAYMOND JOHN FOSS, B.S.C.E., South Dakota School of Mines and Technology. Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering.
FRANK C. GENTRY, B.A., MA, University of Oklahoma; Ph.D., University of Illinois. Professor
Emeritus of Mothemotics.
12 THERESA WITHERSTINE GILLETT, B.A., Rockford College; B.S. in L.S., MA, University of Illinois. Chief Cataloger Emeritus, University Librory.
J. E. JACKSON HARRIS, M.D., Yale University. Director Emeritus of the University Health Service,
Associate Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Health.
HELEN HEFLING, B.S., Kansas State Teachers College at Emporio; B.S. in L.S., University of Illinois.
Associate Librarian Emeritus.
ROY WILLIAM JOHNSON, B.A., University of Michigan; Certificat, Universite de Poitiers, France.
Professor Emeritus of Physical Education.
RAYMOND JONSON, Chicago Academy of Fine Arts; Art Institute of Chicogo; Portland, Oregon,
Art School. Professor Emeritus of Art.
JULIA MARY KELEHER, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Associate Professor Emeritus of
English.
FRANCIS MONROE KERCHEVILLE, BA, Abilene Christian College; M.A., Ph.D., University of
Wisconsin; Certificat, Universite de Paris (Sorbonne). Professor Emeritus of Modern
Longuages.
JAY CARROLL KNODE, B.A., M.A., University of Nebraska; Ph.D., Columbia University. Dean
Emeritus of the College of Arts and Sciences and of the General College, Professor Emeritus
of Philosophy.
----,--12 Retired December J, J965.
16

EMERITI

17

CLINTON H. S. KOCH, B.A., Hamline University; M.A., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages.
WILLIAM MARTI N KUNI<EL, Kimball School of Music; formerly flute soloist with John Philip Sousa's
Band. Assistarlt Professor Emeritus of Music.
LINCOLN LaPAZ, B.A., Fairmont College; M.A. Harvard University; Ph.D., University of Chicago.
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics and Astronomy.
ERNEST LYNNE MARTIN, B.S., New Mexico Western University; M.A., Ph.D., Indiana University.
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry.
MAMIE TANQUIST MILLER, B.A., Hamline UniverSity; M.A., University of Minnesota; Ph.D., University of Southern California. Associate Professor Emeritus of Sociology.
LYNN BOAL MITCHELL, B.A., Ohio State University; M.A., Ph.D., Cornell University. Professor
Emeritus of Classics.
LILLIAN SWENSON PANKRATZ, B.A. Colorado College; B.S., Simmons College; AM.L.S. University of Michigarl. Cataloger Emeritus.
THOMAS MATTHEWS "EARCE, B.A. University of Montano; M.A., Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.
Professor Emeritus of English.
GEORGE MAXWELL PETERSON, Ph.B., M.A., Ph.D., University of Chicago. Professor Emeritus
of Psychology.
BESS CURRY REDMAN, B.A., University of New Mexico; B.Mus., Lamont School of Music. Assistant
Professor Erne ritus af Music.
FRANK DRIVER REEVE, B.A, M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., University of Texas. Research Professor Emeritus of History.
JESSE TAYLOR REID, B.A., Howard Payne College; M.A, Baylor UniverSity; Ed.D., Teachers
College, Columbia University. Professor Emeritus of Education.
JOHN DONALD ROBB, B.A., Yale University; Juilliard School of Music; American Conservatory
at Fontainebleau; M.A., Mills College. Dean Emeritus of the College of Fine Arts, Professor
Emeritus of Music.
JOSIAH COX RUSSELL, B.A., Earlham College; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University. Professor
Emeritus of History.
18 RUTH RUSSELL, Assistant Librarian Emeritus.
BENJAMIN SACI<S, B.A., University of New Mexico; M.A., McGill University; Ph.D., Stanford
University. Professor Emeritus of History.
FRANCE VINTON SCHOLES, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University. Research Professor Emeritus
of History.
RAMON JOSE SENDER, B.A, Instituto de Zaragoza; Lic. en Filosof1a y Letras, Universidad
Central de Madrid. Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages.
WILMA LOY SHEL10N, B.A., B.L.S., University of Illinois. Librarian Emeritus, Professor Emeritus of
Library Science.
ELIZABETH "ARKI NSON SIMPSON, B.S., University of New Mexico; M.S., Iowa State University.
Professor Emeritus of Home Economics.
DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH, B.A., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University. Professor Emeritus of English.
VERNON GUY SORRELL, B.A, State University of Iowa; M.A., University of Illinois; Ph.D.,
University of California. Dean Emeritus of the College of Business Administration, Profe9
sor Emeritus of Business Administration.
EVELYN PHILLI PS STURGES, M.D., Medical College of Virginia. University Physician Emeritus.
RALPH WILVER TAPY, B.S. in E.E., E.E., Rose Polytechnic Institute; M.S. in E.E., University of
Michigan. Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering.
WILLIAM CHAUNCEY WAGNER, B.S. in C.E., C.E., South Dokota School of Mines; M.S. in C.E.,
Iowa State University. Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, JR., B.A., Ph.D., Stanford University; M.A., University of New Mexico.
Professor Emeritus of Sociology.
ARTHUR ALBERT WELLCK, B.A, Carleton College; M.A., University of Chicago; Ph.D., Columbia
University. Director Emeritus of Counseling and Testing.
17 CECIL VIVIAN WICKER, B.A, M.A. University of Michigan, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.
_.-,;P~r~o::.:fessorEmeritus of English.
17 Deceosed March 29, 1965.
18 Deceased November 14, 1965.

FACULTY
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1965-66
TOM. L. POPEJOY, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico; Ll.D., University of Arizona. President of
the University.
7 JAMES WILLIAM ABARR, B.A •• San Diego State College; M.A., University of Oregon. Visiting
Lecturer in Journalism (Part-time).
WARD TERRY ABBOn, B.S., U.S. Military Academy; C.E., M.C.E., Cornell University_ Instructor
in Civil Engineering.
7 SANFORD ABRAMS, B.A., University of Chicago. Visiting Lecturer in Business Administration
(Part-lime).
8 NORMA JEAN ADAMO, B.S., Loyola University; M.S., University of Maryland; Ph.D., University
of Florida. Instructor in Anatomy.
CLINTON ADAMS, B.Ed., M.A., University of California. Dean of the College of Fine Arts,
Professor of Art.
FREDERICK KARL ADAMS, B.S., Florida Southern College; M.Ed., Ph.D., University of Florida.
Assistant Professor of Elementary Education.
7 NASIR AHMED, B.E., University of Mysore, Bangalore, Indio. Instructor in Electrical Engineering
(Part-time).
BOHUMIL ALBRECHT, C.E., Slovak Institute of Technology, Czechoslovakia; M.S., Ph.D., Columbia University. Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
HUBERT GRIGGS ALEXANDER, B.A., Pomona College; Ph.D., Yale University. Professor of Philosophy.
DELORES GORDON ALLEYNE, B.A., M.D., University of Louisville. Adjunct Assistant Professor
of Pediatrics (Part-time).
LINDA KAY AMOS, B.S., M.S., Ohio State University_ Instructor in Nursing.
ROBERT EDWIN ANDERSON, B.A., College of Wooster; M.D., Western Reserve Medical School.
Assistant Professor of Pathology.
ROGER YATES ANDERSON, B.S., M.S., University of Arizona; Ph.D., Stanford University. Associate Professor of Geology.
SHAREL ANDERSON, B.S., M.S., Utah State University. Instructor in Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation.
FRANK ANGEL, JR., B.S., University of New Mexico; M.S., University of Wisconsin; Ph.D., University
of California. Professor of Education.
GARO ZAREH ANTREASIAN, B.F.A., John Herron School of Art. Associate Professor of Art.
GEORGE WARREN ARMS, B.A., Princeton University; Ph.D., New York University. Professor of
English.
ARTHUR ALEXANDER ARMSTRONG, JR., B.Ch.E., M.S., Ph.D., North Carolina State College.
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering.
CONRAD FREDRICK AUB, B.A., M.A., Cambridge University. Visiting Assistant Professor of
Geography.
JOSEPHINE ELIZABETH BACA, B.S. in Nursing, St. Louis University; M.P.H., University of
Minnesota. Assistant Professor of Nursing.
ARCHIE JOHN BAHM, B.A., Albion College; M.A., Ph.D., University of Michigan. Professor of
Philosophy.
GEORGE LeROY BAKER, Ph.C., B.S., University of Colorado; M.S., University of Florida; Ph.D.,
Purdue University. Professor of Pharmacy, Acting Dean of the College of Pharmacy.7
WARREN J. BAKER, B.S., M.S., University of Notre Dame. Lecturer in Civil Engineering (Parttime).
7 WILLIAM ERNEST BAKER, B.S.M.E., Ph.D., University of Texas; M.S., University of New Mexico.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
JANE LUCILE BALTZELL, B.A., Pembroke College; B.A., M.A., Cambridge University; M.A.,
University of California. Assistant Professor of English.
7 First semester only.

18

8

Second semester only.
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ROBERT KNIGHT BARNEY, B.S., M.S., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation, Varsity Swimming Coach.
S ELINORE M. BARRETT, B.A., M.A., University of California. Visiting lecturer in Geography.
HARRY WETHERALD BASEHART, M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University. Professor of Anthropology,
Co-editor of the Southwestern Journal of Anthropology.
JOHN MONTAYNE BATCHELLER, B.S., Potsdam Teachers College; M.A., Ed.M., Ph.D., University
of South Co rolina. Associate Professor of Music.
ERNEST WARREN BAUGHMAN, B.A., Ball State Teachers College; M.A., University of Chicago;
Ph.D., Indiana University. Professor of English.
, ELIZABETH ANNE BEACH, B.A., M.A., University of Texas. Instructor in English (Part-time).
JOHN W. BEAKLEY, B.A., Texas Technological College; M.A., University of Texas; Ph.D., University of Arizona. Assistant Professor of Biology.
BARRETT LYNN BEER, B.A., DePauw University; M.A., University of Cincinnati; Ph.D., Northwestern University. Assistant Professor of History.
'STOUGHTON BELL, II, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of California. Visiting lecturer in Mathematics (Part-time).
EDWIN GEORGE BElZER, JR., B.S., West Chester State College; M.A., University of Maryland;
Ph.D., University of Illinois. Assistant Professor of Health Education.
DAVID THEODORE BENEDETTI, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., University of
Colorado. Associate Professor of Psychology, Director of the Peace Corps Training Center.
HAROLD RAYMOND BENSON, JR., B.A., M.Arch., Harvard University. Assistant Professor of
Architectu reo
ROBERT JOHN BERGER, B.S.L., William Mitchell College of Law; M.A., Colorado State College; Ph.D., Arizona State University. Assistant Professor of Educational and Administrative
Services.
DAVID WILMOT BESSEMER, B.S., M.S., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of Psychology.
JOHN McCALL BICKNELL, B.A., M.D., University of Michigan. Assistant Professor of Neurology and Neurobiological Sciences.
NADENE SIMON BLACKBURN, B.A., Eastern Washington College of Educotian; M.A., Northwestern University. Associate Professor of Dramatic Art.
WIlliAM RANDALL BLAKELEY, B.A., M.D., University of California at los Angeles. Instructor
in Surgery. (Full-time', part-timeS)
JOSEPH BLANKENSHIP, B.S., Ohio University; M.M., Cincinnati Conservatory of Music; Ph.D.,
University of Texas. Professor of Music, Chairman of the Department of Music.
S NANCY LEE BLOOMBERG, B.A., University of Miami; M.A., Columbio University; Ph.D., Adelphi
University. Instructor in Guidance and Special Education (Part-time).
JULIUS RUBIN BLUM, B.A., Ph.D., University of California. Professor of Mathematics, Chairman
of the Deportment of Mathematics ond Statistics.
ARTHUR A. BLUMENFELD, B.B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of
Business Administration, Director of the Bureau of Business Research.
LEWELLYN BOATWRIGHT, JR., B.S., Clemson Agricultural College; M.S., Ph.D., University of
Illinois. Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering.
PHILIP KARL BOCK, B.A., Fresno State College; M.A., University of Chicago; Ph.D., Harvard
University. Assistant Professor of Anthropology.
CLAUDE MARIE BOOK, License, University of Paris; M.A., University of Texas. Instructor in Modern
Languages.
ERNEST TRUETT BOOK, B.A., Baylor University; Ph.D., University of Texas. Assistant Professor of
Modern Languages.
GEORGE MOORE BOYDEN, B.A., Colorado College; M.D., University of Colorado Medical
School. Assistant Professor of Medicine, Assistant Dean of the School of Medicine.
BEN JAY BRABB, B.S., M.S., D.D.S., University of Michigan. Instructor in Dental Hygiene
(Part-time).
MARTIN DAN! El BRADSHAW, B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., University of Wichita; Ph.D., Carnegie Institute of Technology. Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering.

---

, First semester only.

S Second semester only.
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BENJAMIN BRANCH, A.B., Dartmouth College; M.D., Harvard Medical School. Adjunct instruetor in Obstetrics and Gynecology (Part-time).
MARTIN BRANDFONBRENER, M.D., Albany Medical College. Associate Professor of Medicine.
JOHN G. BREI LAND, B.A., Luther College; M.S., State University of iowa; Ph.D., University of
California at Los Angeles. Associate Professor of Physics.

7

PAUL ALBERT BRINKER, B.A., M.A., Univers' f of Pittsburgh; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University. Visiting Professor of Economics.
JACOB JEROME BRODY, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of Anthropology; Curator of Exhibits.
CHESTER RAYMOND BROWN, B.S., M.S., Stout State College. Associate Professor of Education.
HOWARD CARNES BRYANT, B.A., University of California; M.S., Ph.D., University of Michigan.
Associate Professor of Physics.
EDITH BUCHANAN, B.A., Meredith College; Ph.D., Duke University. Associate Professor of
English.
JANE STANLEY BUCKLES, B.A., Iowa Wesleyan College; M.A., Northwestern University. Lecturer in Dramatic Art (Part-time).
MARCIA MAE BULLARD, B.A., University of New Mexico; M.A., University of California. Instructor in English (Part-time).
EDWARD WAYNE BUNDY, B.A., M.A., State University of Iowa; Ph.D., University of Michigan.
Program Director, Production Manager, Station KNME-TV; Associate Professor of Speech.

BAINBRIDGE BUNTING, B.S., University af Illinois; Ph.D., Harvard University. Professor af Art.
DORELEN FEISE BUNTING, B.A., Oberlin College; M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor
in English (Part-time).
LLOYD ROBERT BURLEY, B.Ed., Duluth State Teachers College; M.A., Ph.D., State University of
Iowa. Professor of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
7 MARY LOUISE BUTLER, B.S., Iowa State UniverSity; M.S.Ed., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Mathematics (Part-time).
DOLORES SMITT BUTT, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of
Speech.
WILLIAM JACKSON BYATT, B.S., Guilford College; M.S., University of North Carolina; Ph.D.,
University of Alabama. Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
WILLIAM AsMER BYNUM, JR., B.A., M.A., Marshall University; M.A., New Mexico Highlands
University; Ph.D., University of Illinois. Assistant Professor of Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation, Varsity Wrestling Coach.
FLOYD OLAN CALVERT, B.S.M.E., M.M.E., University of Oklahoma. Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Acting Chairman of Mechanical Engineering.'
• LAURA MERLE CALVERT, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Modern Languages.
JOHN MARTIN CAMPBELL, B.A., University of Washington; Ph.D., Yale University. Associate
Professor of Anthropology, Chairman of the Department of Anthropology.
ALICE CARMONA·MORGAN, M.A., University of Lisbon. Instruetor in Modern Languages (Parttime).
JOHN BRYAN CARNEY, JR., B.S., M.C.E., University of Oklahoma; Ph.D., University of Arizona.
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering.
PATRICK GARRY CARR, B.S., Illinois Institute of Technology; M.A., University of Oregon.
Instruetor in Mathematics.
7 ALLAN MATLOCK WEBER CARSTENS,
B.S., M.S., University of New Mexico. Instructor in
Mathematics (Part-time).
WILLIAM FREDERICK CARSTENS, B.A., Ph.D., State University of Iowa. Instructor in English
(part·time).
DOROTHY MERRIL CARTER, B.S., M.A., University of Washington. Instructor in Nursing.
RAYMOND N. CASTLE, B.S., University of Idaho; M.A., Ph.D., University of Colorado. Professor of
Chemistry, Chairman of the Department of Chemistry.
THOMAS TElIsPHORE CASTONGUAY, B.Met.Engr., University of Detroit; Ph.D., State University
of Iowa. Professor of Chemical Engineering, Chairman of the Department of Chemical
_ _ _E_n....,g:....in eering.
7

• On leave for the year.
, First semester only.

8

Second semester only.
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ElMON LAMONT CATAlINE, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., UniversiTy of Michigon. Deon of the College of
Phormacy, Professor of Pharmacy.
ROY DUDLEY CATON, JR., B.S., M.A., Fresno Stote College; Ph.D., Oregon State University.
Assistont Professor of Chemistry.

ROBERT THOMAS CAUTHORNE, B.S., University of Virginia; M.D., Medical College of Virginia.
Assistant Professor of Medicine.
S JOHN CHAMBERLAIN, Attended Art Institute of Chicago and Black Mountain College. Visiting
Lecturer in Art (Part-time).
CHIEN FONG CHAO, B.s" Tai Wan University. Instructor in Electrical Engineering (Part-time).
FREDERICK MARTIN CHREIST, B.A., DePauw University; M.A., Ph.D., Northwestern University.
Professor of Speech,
LEON WHITNEY CHRISTENSEN, B.S., Utah State University. Instructor in Mechanical Engineering (Part-time).
KARL CHRISTMAN, B.S., M.B.A., Indiana University; C.P.A. Assistant Professor of Business
Administration.
THOMAS WElDON CH RISTOPHER, B.A., Washington and Lee University; Ll.B., University of
Alabama; LL.M., 5.J.D., New York University. Dean of the School of Law, Professor of Law.
PHAM CHUNG, license en Droit, University of Saigon; M.A., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.
Assistant Prafessor of Economics.
JAMES SPENCER CLARKE, B.S., Harvard College; M.D., Harvard Medical School. Professor of
Surgery, Choirman of the Department of Surgery.
EILEEN MARIE CLEARY, B.S.N., Loyola University; M.S.N., University of California. Instructor
in Nursing.
WOODROW WILSON CLEMENTS, B.A., New Mexico Highlands University; M.A., University of
New Mexico. Associ ate Professor of Health, Physical Education, ond Recreation, Assistant
Chairman of the Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
DOROTHY IRENE CLINE, B.A., University of Michigan; M.A., University of Chicago. Associate
Professor af Government.
RICHARD HUDSON CLOUGH, B.S., University of New Mexico; M.S., University of Colorado; Sc.D.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Dean of the College of Engineering, Professor of Civil
Engineering.
JUDITH DODD CLOWARD, B.A., University of New Mexico; M.A., Stanford University. Instructor
in Speech.
RUBEN COBOS, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of Modern Languages.
7

7

8

CHARLES EDWARD COCKELREAS, B.A., University of Washingtan; M.F.A., State University of
Iowa. Instructor in English (Part-time).
JOANNE COCKELREAS, B.A., University of Oregon; M.F.A., State University of Iowa. Instructor in English (Part-time).
FREDERICK COHN, B.S., Franklin and Marshall College; M.D., University of Pennsylvania. Adjunct Instructor of Obstetrics and Gynecology (Part-time).
VAN DEREN COKE, BA., University of Kentucky; M.F.A., Indiana University. Associate Professor
of Art, Chairman of the Department of Art, Director of the Art Museum.
LE ROY CONDIE, B.A., Brigham Yaung University; M.S., New York University; Ph.D., University
of New Mex ico. Associate Professor of Educatian.
JAMES GORDON COOPER, B.S., University of Maine; M.A., Ed.D., Stanford University. Associate
Professor of Ed ucotion.
CARL ERNEST CORDS, JR., B.S., Arizona State University; Ph.D., University of Washington.
Instructor in Microbiology.
BENEDICT E. COREN, B.S., M.S., Westchester State College. Instructor in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (Part-time).
ROSE COSDEN, B.A., M.A., Hunter College. Instructor in Guidonce ond Special Education
(Part-time).
WILLIAM THEODORE COTTON, A.B., Cornell University; M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in English.

- -On-sabbaticol leave first semester.
2

7

First semester only-.

8

Second semester only.
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MARION MARVIN COTTRElL, B.S., M.S., University of New Mexico. Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering.
KENNETH EDWARD COX, B.Sc., Imperial College of Science and Technology, London; M.A.Sc.,
University of British Columbia; Ph.D., Montana State University. Assistant Professor of
Chemical Engineering.
BONNER MILTON CRAWFORD, B.A., Central Michigan University; M.A., Ph.D., University of
Michigan. Professor of Educotion.
CLIFFORD SMEED CRAWFORD, B.A., Whitman College; M.S., Ph.D., Woshington State University. Assistant Professor of Biology.
ROBERT WHITE CREElEY, B.A., Black Mountain College; M.A., University of New Mexico.
Lecturer in English.
VIRGINIA POINDEXTER CRENSHAW, B.A.B.E., Columbia Bible College; B.S.N., Vanderbilt University; M.P.H., University of North Carolina; Ed.D., George Peabody College for Teachers.
Dean of the College of Nursing, Professor of Nursing.
GLENN ARTHUR CROSBY, B.S., Waynesburg College; Ph.D., University of Washington. Associate
Professor of Chemistry.
• NORTON BARR CROWEll, B.S., M.A., Southern Methodist University; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard
University. Professor of English.
7 GARY DALE CROWN, B.A., M.S., Wichita University. Instructor in Mothematics (Part-time).
7

EDGAR FRANK CRUFT, B.S., Durham University, England; Ph.D., McMaster University, Canada.
Assistant Professor of Geology.
CHARLES EDWARD CULLEN, D.D.S., Marquette University. Lecturer in Dental Hygiene (Parttime).
ALLIS W. CURRAN, B.A., University of Iowa; M.S.S., Smith College. Instructor in Psychiatric
Social Work (Part-time).
WILLIAM SHElDON CURRAN. B.A., Harvard College; M.D., Harvard Medicol School. Assistant
Professor of Medicine, Assistant Dean of the School of Medicine.
ALICE HUSTON CUSHING, B.S" University of New Mexico; M.D., University of Colorado School
of Medicine. Instructor in Pediatrics.
"'DONALD COLGETT CUTTER, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of California. Professor of History.
WILLIAM MINOR DABNEY, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Virginia. Professor of History.
GUIDO H. DAUB, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin. Professor of Chemistry.
7

JAMES AVERY DAVIS, B.A., Occidental College; M.A., Long Beach State College. Instructor
in Mathematics (Port-time).
JEFFREY ROBERT DAVIS, B.E.E., M.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Ph.D., Washington University. Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
PAUL BENJAMIN DAVIS, B.A., Oberlin College; M.A., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin. Assistant
Professor of English.
NED J. DAVISON, B.A., University of Utah; M.A., Ph.D., University of California at Los
Angeles. Associate Professor of Modern Languages.
CHRISTOPHER DEAN, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University. Associate Professor of Physics.
JAMES L. DEAN, B.S., M.S., Utah State University. Instructor in English.
WILLIAM GEORGE DEGENHARDT, B.A., Syracuse University; M.S., Northeastern University; Ph.D.,
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University. Assistant Professor of Biology.

7

WILLIAM NIXON DEHON, B.A., Montana State University. Instructor in English (Part-time).
WILLIAM FREDERICK JEKEl DeJONGH, B.A., M.A., University of Michigan; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard
University. Professor of Modern Languages.
AGAMEMNON DESPOPOULOS, B.M., B.S., M.D., University of Minnesota. Associate Professor
of Physiology.
JOHN RICHARD DETTRE, B.A., B.S.Ed., M.A., Ph.D., Ohio State University. Assistant Professor
of Secondary Education.
ROBERT CHRISTOPHER DICK, B.S.E., Kansas State Teachers College; M.A., University of New
Mexico. Assistant Professor of Speech.
• On sabbatical leave nrst semester.
'On leave second semester.

7

First semester only.
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FRANKLIN MILLER DICKEY, B.A., University of Wisconsin; Ph.D., University of Colifornia at Los
Angeles. Professor of Eng Iish.
LORAIN FREDRICK DIEHM, B.S., M.S., Kansas State Teachers College. Assistant Professor of
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, Athletic Trainer.
EVERETT GEORGE DILLMAN, B.B.A., M.B.A., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of
Business Adm inistration.
LETA PERRY DISALVO, B.A., Lawrence University; B.S., Spencerian College; M.A., Syrocuse
University. Instructor in English (Part-time).
HOWARD J. DITTMER, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., ,State University of Iowa.
Professor of Biology, Assistant Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.

ROBERT THOMAS DIVETT, B.S., Brigham Young University; M.A., George Peabody College for
Teachers. librarian of the Library of Medical Sciences, Associate Professor of Medical
Bibliography.
JOVAN DJURIC, Elec. Engr., University of Belgr'Jde; D.E.E .. Serbian Academy of Sciences.
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
• BOBBY JOE DONHAM, B.S., M.S., New Mexico State University. Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering.
2 RICHARD CHARLES DOVE, B.S. in M.E., M.S. in M.E., Ph.D., Stote University of Iowa. Professor
of Mechanical Engineering, Chairman af the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
ROBERT JOHN DOXTATOR, B.Ed., M.Ed., University of Indio no; Ed.D., University of Colorado.
Associate Professor of Education.
HAROLD DEAN DRUMMOND, B.A., M.A., Colorado State Callege; Ed.D., Stanfard University.
Professar of Education, Chairman of the Department of Elementary Education.
DONALD WARD DUBOIS, B.S. in M.E., M.A., Ph.D., University of Oklohoma. Associate Professor af Mathematics.
MARIE·LOUISE duFAULT, B.S., Ed.M., Boston University. Assistant to the Director of the Dental
Hygiene Program, Assistant Professor of Dental Hygiene.
ROBERT MANLY DUNCAN, B.A., M.A., Oberlin College; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin. Professor of Modern languages.
JACK LOWELL DYER, B.A., Oklahoma City University; M.A., University of North Carolina;
Ph.D., University of Colorado. Assistant Professor of Sociology.
ROBERT ROZEBOOM DYKSTRA, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Iowa. Assistant Professar af
History.
BESS LOU EARP, B.A., Western State College of Colorado; M.A., University of Colorado.
Assistant Director of General Honors, Instructor in English (Part-time).
WILLIAM SHERWIN EBERLY, B.S., Seattle 'Pacinc College; M.S., University of Washingtan; Ph.D.,
Washington State University. Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
RALPH LEMON EDGEL, B.A., University of Utah; M.B.A., Northwestern University. Professor
of Business Admi nistration, Business Analyst in the Bureau of Business Research.
GORDON ALEXANDER LESLIE EDWARDS, B.S., M.S., State University of New York, College
at Cortland. Inst ructor in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (Part-time).
JOHN RICHARD ELLEFSON, B.S., M.S., Montana State College. Instructor in Mathematics (Part.
time).
2 FLORENCE HAWLEY ELLIS, B.A., M.A., University of Arizona; Ph.D., University of Chicago.
Professor of Ant hropalagy.
HENRY CARLTON ELLIS, B.S., Callege af William and Mary; M.A., Emory University; Ph.D.,
Washington University. Associate Professor of Psychology .
.ROBERT M. ELLIS, B.A., Mexico City College; M.F.A., University of Southern California. Assistant
Director of the University Art Museum, Assistant Professor of Art.
WILLIS HILL ELLIS, A.B., Wabash College; J.D., Indiana University. Visiting Associate Professor
of Low.
GRACE LONG ELSER, B.Ped., New Mexico Highlands University; B.S., Kansas State College; M.S.,
Cornell University. Associate Professor of Home Economics, Chairman of the Department of
Home Economics.
2 On sabbatical leave first semester.
• On leave for the year.

7

First semester only.
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WOLFGANG EUGENE elSTON, B.S., City College 01 the City of New York; M.A., Ph.D.,
Columbia University. Associate Professor of Geology.
13

HAROLD LEROY ENARSON, B.A., University 01 New Mexico; M.A., Stanford University; Ph.D.,
American University. Academic Vice President, Associate Professor of Government.
ROGER CHARLES ENTRINGER, B.S., State University of lawa; M.S., Ph.D., University of New
Mexico. Assistant Professor of Mathematics.

• BERNARD EPSTEIN, B.A., M.S., New York University; Ph.D., Brown University. Professor of
Mathematics.
AHMED ERTEZA, B.S., M.S., Calcutta University; M.S.E.E., E.E., Stanford University; Ph.D.,
Carnegie Institute of Technology. Professor of Electrical Engineering.
8

3

ROBERT E. ESTERLY, B.A., Macalester College; M.A., George Washington University. Visiting
Lecturer in Government (Part-time).
WAYNE C. EUBANK, B.S., West Texas State College; M.A., Northwestern University; Ph.D.,
Louisiana State University. Professor of Speech, Chairman of the Department of Speech.
MelBOURNE GRIFFITH EVANS, B.A., Reed College; M.A., Ph.D., University of California. Associote Professor of Philosophy.
WilliS LYNN EVERETT, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Michigan. Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering.
ROBERT HARRISON FELDA, B.S., Wisconsin State College. Instructor in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (Part-time).
KARL THOMAS FelDMAN, JR., B.S.M.E., University 01 Kansas; M.S.M.E., Ph.D., University of
Missouri. Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
GARY GENE FERGUSON, B.S., University of Houston; M.S., Baylor University. Instructor in
Pharmacology.
JACK DEAN FERGUSON, B.A., Long Beach State College; M.A., University of New Mexico.
Instructor in Speech (Part-time).
PelAYO HIPOLITO FERNANDEZ, B.A., University of California; M.A., Wayne State University;
Ph.D., Salamanca University, Spain. Assistant Professor af Modern Languages.
DOUGLAS PETER FERRARO, A.B., Columbia College; M.A., Ph.D., Columbia University. Assistant Professor of Psychology.
WIlliAM CARL FIEDLER, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Purdue University. Associate Professor of Pharmacy.
JAMES SMITH FINDLEY, B.A., Western Reserve University; Ph.D., University of Kansas. Associate
Professor of Biology.
MYRON FINK, B.A., Cornell University; Ll.B., Ll.M., New York Law School; M.S. in loS.,
Columbia University. Law librarian, ASSOciate Professor of Law.
THEODORE NEWSON FINLEY, B.S., University of Washington; M.D., Johns Hopkins Medical
School. Associate Professor of Medicine.
HOWARD VIVIAN FINSTON, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Stanford University. Dean of the College
of Business Administration, Professor of Business Admin istration.
REGINALD HEBER FITZ, B.A., M.D., Harvard University. Dean of the School of Medicine, Professor
of Medicine.
J. PAUL FITZSIMMONS, B.S., Ph.D., University of Washington. Professor of Geology, Acting
Chairman of the Department of Geology:
MARTIN WILLIAM FLECK, B.S., M.S., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., University of Colorado.
Professor of Biology.

7

CRAWFORD LEE flETCHER, JR., B.S., M.S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute. Instructor in Mathematics (Part-time).

1

TROY SMITH flOYD, B.J., M.A., University of Missouri; Ph.D., University of California. Associate
Professor of History.
EILEEN DEBORAH flYNN, B.A., College of New Rochelle; M.P.H., Yale University; Ph.D., New
York University. Associate Professor of Nursing.
'On sabbatical leave for the year.
3 On sabbatical leave second semester.
• On leave for the year.

First semester only.
Second semester only.
13 Resignation effective January 31,1966.
7

8
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• FRANK PARKER FOWLER, JR., B.S., M.S., University of Colorado. Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Director of Data Processing.
DONALD THA FRAZIER, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Kentucky. Assistant Professor of
Physiology.
KURT FREDERICK, GradlJOte of the State Academy of Music and State College of Music in
Vienna; B.S., University of New Mexico; M.Mus., Ph.D., University of Rochester. Professor
of Music.
MORRIS FREEDMAN, BA, City College of the City of New York; MA, Ph.D., Columbia University.
Professor of English.
NATHANiel AIlRAHAM FRIEDMAN, B.S., M.S., University of Michigan; Ph.D., Brown University. Assista nt Professor of Mathematics.
RICHARD HINDMAN FROST, A.B., Swarthmore College; M.A., Ph.D., University of California.
Visiting Assistant Professor of History.
ROBERT WATKINS FUGATE, Lieutenant, U.S.N.; B.S., University of North Carolina. Assistant
Professor of Naval Science.
WILLIAM ROGERS GAFFORD, B.S., University of New Mexico; M.S., University of Texas. Professor of Civil Engineering, Special Adviser in the University College.
DAVID GALE, B.S., College of the City of New York; Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley).
Assistant Professor of Microbiology.
LEONARDO GARCIA·BUNUEl, M.D., University of Zaragoza, Spain. Assistant Professor of
Psych iatry.
7 GARLAND GENE GARDENHIRE, B.S., West Texas State College; M.S., University of
New
Mexico. Instructor in Mathematics (Part-time).
WALTER ALVIN GATHMAN, B. Arch., Yale University. Lecturer in Architecture (Part-time).
IlRUNO GEBA, Diploma, National Institute for Physical Education (Vienna); Absolutorium;
Doktorat on der Philosophischen Fakultaet, University of Vienna. Assistant Professor of
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, Director of Student-Faculty Recreation and
Intramurals.
RONALD JOHN GIBBS, B.S., M.S., Northwestern University; Ph.D., Scripps Institute of Oceanography, University of California. Assistant Professor of Geology.
JAMES DARRELL GIBSON, B.S.A.E., M.S.A.E., Purdue University. Instructor in Mechanical
Engineering (Part-time).
7 ROBERT STANDISH GILLESPIE, B.A., University of Illinois; M.A., University of Iowa. Instructor
in English (Port-time).
'
GEORGE BERNARD GILMORE, B.S., State College, Slippery Rock; M.Ed., University of Pittsburgh.
Instructor in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, Varsity Gymnastics Coach.
SAMUEL MARTIN GLASSER, B.S., City College of New York; M.D., State University College of
Medicine at New 'l'ork City. Associate Professor of Radiology (Part-time).
NANCIE L. SOLIEN DE GONZALEZ, B.S., University of North Dakota; M.A., Ph.D., University
of Michigan. Associate Professor of Anthropology and Sociology.
RUDYARD IlYRON GOODE, B.A., Davis-Elkins College; MA, Ph.D., University of Virginia. Associate Professor of Business Administration.
CHARLES THERON GRACE, B.S.M.E., University of Colorado; M.S.M.E., University of Illinois.
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Assistant Dean of the College of Engineering, Director of the Sandia Technical Development and Educational Aids Program.
GERALD EDWARD GRAFF, B.A., University of Chicago; Ph.D., Stanford University. Assistant
Professor of English.
WAYNE WILLIS GRANNEMANN, B.S.E.E., M.A., Ph.D., University of Texas. Professor of
Electrical Engineering, Director of the Bureau of Engineering Research.
GLENDA RUTH GRAY, Il.A., Wichita State University; M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Speech.
JOHN ROOT GREEN, B.S., Ph.D., University of California. Professor of Physics.
MILDRED EPSTEIN GREENE, B.A., Wellesley College; MAT., Radcliffe College; M.A., University
of Massachusetts; Ph.D., University of New Mexico. Instructor in English (Part-time).
ARNOLD H. GREENHOUSE, B.A., M.D., University of Kansas. Associate Professor of Medicine.
7

First semester only.

• On leave from September 1, 1965 to December 1, 1965.
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CHARLES RAY GRIFFITH, B.A., Ohio State University; Ph.D., Harvard University. Associate
Professor of Education.
KATHRYN JANE GRISMER, B.S., University of Miami; M.S., University of Colorado. Associote
Professor of Nursing.
RONALD LLOYD GROW, B.A., MA, University of California at Los Angeles. Assistant Professor
of Art.
MERCEDES GUGISBERG, B.S., M.S., University of Minnesota. Associate Professor of Health,
Physicol Education, and Recreotion.
ROBERT EDWARD HAEBEl, Major, U.S.M.C.; B.S., Westchester Teachers College. Assistant
Professor of Naval Science.
WILLIAM WALTER HAKALA, B.S., M.S.C.E., Un'versity of Minnesota; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic
Institute. Lecturer in Civil Engineering.
ROBERT LEWIS HALLE, B.S., Wisconsin State College at Oshkosh; M.S., University of Oregon.
Instructor in Speech, Director of Forensics.
DAVID BOYCE HAMILTON, JR., B.A., M.A., University of Pittsburgh; Ph.D., University of Texas.
Professor of Economics, Acting Chairman of the Deportment of Economics.'
7

7

LEE DUANE HANSEN, B.S., Ph.D., Brigham Young University. Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER HARDY, B.S., M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Mathematics (Part-time).
WILLIAM RICHARD HARDY, B.S., M.D., University of Illinois. Assistant Professor of Medicine.
RUTH BRODERICK HARRIS, B.S., Cornell University; M.S., University of Tennessee. Assistant Professor of Home Economics.
HElEN MAYER HARRISON, BA, Queens College; M.A., New York University. Instructor in
English (Port-time).
NEWTON HARRISON, B.F.A., M.F.A., Yale University. Assistant Professor of Art.
EDWARD HENRY HEATH, B.S., College of Idaho; M.Ed., University of Idaho. Assistant Professor
of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
KATHLEEN FRANCES HEATH, B.A., Marylhurst College; M.S., University of Illinois. Instructor
in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (Port-time).

3

7

ROBERT LAWRENCE HEATH, B.A., Western State College of Colorado. Instructor in Speech.
JOHN JAMES HEIMERICH, B.S., M.S., Kansas State College. Professor of Architecture.
PETER ALLARD HElFERT, B.S. in Ed., University of Kansas; M.A. in Ed., Columbia University;
Ph.D., University of Texas. Associate Professor of Educational and Administrotive Services.
FRANCES LOUISE HENSLEE, B.A., University of Texas. Instructor in English (Part-time).
WILLIAM HENTEl, B.S., New York University; M.D., University Basel, Switzerland. Associate
Professor of Pathology.
SIMON HERMAN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Wayne State University. Visiting Lecturer in Business Administration (Port-time).
REUBEN HERSH, B.A., Harvard University; M.S., Ph.D., New York University. Assistant Professor
of Mathematics.

3

FRANK CUMMINGS HIBBEN, BA, Princeton University; M.S., University of New Mexico; Ph.D.,
Harvard University. Professor of Anthropology, Director of the Museum of Anthropology.

RICHARD CHARLES HILDNER, B.S., College of Wooster; M.A., Ph.D., Ohio State University.
Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics (Port-time).
HAMLIN LEWIS HILL, JR., B.A., University of Houston; M.A., Ph.D., University of Texas. Associate Professor of English.
3 WILLARD WILLIAMS HILL, BA, University of California; Ph.D., Yale University. Professor of
Anthropology.
ABRAHAM HILLMAN, B.A., MA, Brooklyn College; Ph.D., Princeton University. Associate
Professor of Mathematics.
GEORGE HIRSHFiElD, B.A., Brooklyn College; M.A., Columbia Teachers College. Instructor
in Secondary Education.
RICHARD DEAN HOAGLAND, B.S., University of Colorado; M.S., University of New Mexico.
Instructor in Civil Engineering (part-time 7 , Full-times)
CLARENCE CLAYTON HOFF, B.A., Bradley University; M.S., Ph.D., University of Illinois. Professor
_ _ _o~f~B:..:.iology.
7

3
7

On sabbatical leave second semester.
First semester only.

3

Second semester only.
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ANNIE LAURA HOGAN, B.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in English (Part-time).
JOANNE FIELD HOLLAND, A.B., Bryn Mowr College; B.A., Oxford University; Ph.D., Horvord
University. Assistant Professor of English.

7

RICHARD ANDREW HOLLEY, B.S., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Mothemotics (Port.
time).
ROBERT HOLZAPFEL, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., State University of Iowa. Assistant Professor of Modern
Languages.
TAMARA HOLZAPFEL, B.A., University of North Carolina at Greensboro; M.A., Ph.D., State
University of lawa. Assistant Professor of Madern Languages.

7

SCOTT HOLZHAUZER, B.S., University of Delaware; M.S., Carnegie Institute of Technology.
Instructor in Electrical Engineering (Part-time).
LISE MARIE HOSHOUR, B.A., Barnard College. Instructor in Modern Languages (Part-time).
ARTHUR VINCENT HOUGHTON, III, B.S., M.S., University of Illinois; Ph.D., Purdue University.
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
JOHN LEE HOWARTH, B.A., M.A., University of Cambridge; B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of
London. Associate Professor of Physics.
EDWIN CHASE HOYT, B.A., Harvord University; LL.B., Harvard Law School; Ph.D., Columbia
University. Associate Professor of Government, Chairman of the Department of Government.
WILLIAM HENRY HUBER, JR., B.A., LL.B., Ohio State University. Director of the University College and Counseling Center, Professor of Business Administration.

7

GEORGE WILLIAM HUDSON, B.S.E., University of Arkonsos; M.S., University of New Mexico.
Instructor in Mothematics (Part-time).
GARY CLYDE HUFBAUER, B.A., Harvard College; Ph.D., University of Cambridge. Assistant
Professor of Economics.
MARY KATHERINE VOGT HUFF, B.S., M.S., University of Texas. Instructor in Home Economics.
CORNIE LEONARD HULSBOS, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Iowa State University. Professor of Civil
Engineering, Chairman af the Department of Civil Engineering.
GEORGE MILLARD HUNSLEY, B.A., University af New Mexico. Visiting Lecturer in Journalism
(Part-time).
DAVID HERBERT HUNT, B.A., University af New Mexico. Instructor in Health, Physical Educotion, and Recreation (Part-time).
RICHARD GEORGE HUZARSKI, B.S.C.E., University of Wisconsin; M.S., Texos Technological College. Professor of Civil Enginep.ring.
FRANK WILLIAM IKLE, B.A., Pb.D., University of California at Berkeley. Professor of History.
HELEN MOYER I NGRAM, B.A., Oberlin College. Visiting Assistant Professor of Government.

15

FREDERICK CLARENCE IRION, B.J., B.A., University of Missouri; M.A., University of Wisconsin;
Ph.D., Syracuse University. Associate Professor of Government, Director of the Division of
Government Research.
CYNTHIA IRWI N-WILLIAMS, B.A., M.A., Rodcliffe College; Ph.D., Horvard University. Visiting
Assistont Professor of Anthropology (Part-time).
WILSON HOWARD IVI NS, B.A., Western Michigan University; M.A., University of Arizona; Ed.D.,
University of Colorado. Professor of Education, Chairman of the Deportment of Secondary
Education.
WILLIS DANA JACOIIS, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., University of North Carolina.
Professor of Englis".
MELVIN FIVA JANOWITZ, B.A., University of Minnesota; Ph.D., Wayne State University. Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
FRANK J. JANZA, B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., University of Denver; D.Sc., University of New Mexico.
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
JAMES RUSH JARRETT, B.A., Quincy College; B.Arch., Yale University. Assistant Professor of
Architecture.
LEONARD LEON JERMAIN, B.S., M.S., University of Oregon. Associate Professor of Journolism.

ROBERT CLIFFORD JESPERSEN, B.A., University of Utah; M.A., Stonford University. Assistont
_ _ _P_r_o_fessor of Modern Languages.
7

First semester only.

" Deceased December 11, 1965.
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NORMAN LAFAYETTE JETER, Lieutenant Commander, U.S.N., B. Mus. Ed., Centro I Missouri
State College; M.M., Northwestern University. Assistant Professor of Naval Science.
DAVID MARCUS JOHNSON, B.A., St. Olaf College; M.A., Ph.D., University of Connecticut.
Assistant Professor of English.
GORDON VERLE JOHNSON, B.S., M.S., University of California (Berkeley); Ph.D., University
of Arizona. Assistant Professor of Biology.
WILLIAM WAYNE JOHNSON, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Minnesota. Assistant Professor of
Biology.
DONALD PETER JOHNSTON, B.A., St. John's University (New York); M.A., Ed.D., New York
University. Assistant Professor of Education.
EDWARD DAVIS JONES, Commander, U.S.N.; B.A., University of Missouri. Associate Professor
of Naval Science.
RICHARD TERRY JONES, Captain, U.S.A.F., B.A., Williams College. Associate Professor of Air
Science.
16 MIGUEL JORRiN, B.A., Colegio "De 10 Salle";
Dr.Pub.Low, Dr.Civ.Law, Universidad de 10
Habana. Professor of Government and Modern Languages, Director of the Division of
Foreign Studies.
SCOTT WILSON JORDAN, A.B., M.D., University of Kansas. Assistant Professor of Pathology.
FREDERICK DSUIN JU, B.S., University of Houston; M.S., Ph.D., University of Illinois. Associate
Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
CHARLES BURNET JUDAH, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Illinois. Professor of Government.
ANNE CAROLINE JUE, B.S.N., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Nursing (Port-time).
JOHN KACERE, M.F.A., State University of Iowa. Visiting Professor of Art, Artist in Residence.
MILTON KAHN, B.S., University of California; Ph.D., Washington University. Professor of
Chemistry.
SIMON TSAI KAO, B.S., Chi-Non Notional University of Chino; Ph.D., Catholic University of
America. Visiting Associate Professor of Mathematics.
SHLOMO KARNI, B.S.E.E., Israel Institute of Technology; M.Eng., Yale University; Ph.D., University of Illinois. Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
MELVIN LOUIS KATZ, JR., B.S., Ph.D., California Institute of Technology. Associate Professor
of Mathematics.
M. LUE KEEFFE, D.H., Marquette University. Instructor in Dental Hygiene (Part-time).
WALTER BURROUS KELLER, B.Mus., M.A., Indiana University; Juilliard Graduate School; Ph.D.,
Harvard University. Professor of Music.
DAVID OTIS KELLEY, B.A., M.A., University of Southern California. University Librarian, Professor
of Library Science.
2 VINCENT COOPER KELLEY, BA, University of California at Los Angeles; M.S., Ph.D., California
Institute of Technology. Professor of Geology, Chairman of the Department of Geology.
RUBEN DAVID KELLY, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University. Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
DALE EUGENE KEMPTER, B.M., B.M.E., University of Kansas; M.M.E., University of New Mexico.
Assistant Professor of Music.
GEORGE LEONARD KEPPERS, B.Ed., St. Cloud State College; M.A., Colorado State College; Ed.D.,
University of Colorado. Professor of Education, Chairman of the Deportment of Guidance
and Special Education, Special Adviser in the University College, Director of Manzanita
Center.
S LOIS KEPPERS, BA, St. Cloud State College. 'Instructor in Secondary Education (Part-time).
DAVID SOLOMON KING, B.A., Manchester College; M.A., Ph.D., Indiana University. Assistant
Professor of Astronomy.
DONALD RICHARD KING, B.A., M.A., University of Colorado. Instructor in English (Port-time).
7 RONALD
GWIN KIRKPATRICK, B.A., Oklahoma City University. Instructor in Mathematics
(Port-time).
THOMAS OWEN KIRKPATRICK, B.BA, M.B.A., North Texas State University. Assistant Professor
of Business Administration.
7

2

7

On sabbatical leave first semester.
First semester only.

S
16

Second semester only.
Deceased May 7, 1965.
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ALEXANDER LIONEL KISCH, B.A., Columbia University; M.S., Harvard Medical School. Assistant Professor of Medicine.
HAZEL-MAE KLAR B.S., University of Colorado; M.N., University af Washington. Assistant Pro~
fessor of Nursing.
'WILLIAM D. KLEIN, B.S., New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. Instructor in Methematics (Part-time).
EUGENE LARUE KLINGLER, JR., B.S., M.D., Tutfs University. Instructor in Medicine.
KARL PETER KOENIG, B.A., Trinity College; M.S., Ph.D., University of Washington. Assistant
Professor of Psychology.
JACK KOLBERT, B.A., M.A., University of Southern California; Ph.D., Columbia University.
Professor of Modern Languages.
'ROLAND BEALL KOOL, LL.B., University of New Mexico. Visiting Lecturer in Business Administration (Pa rt·ti me).
LAMBERT HERMAN KOOPMANS, B.A., San Diego State College; Ph.D., University of California at Berkeley. Associate Professor of Mathematics.
I

7

ARNOLD HERMAN KOSCHMANN, B.A., Valparaiso University; B.S.E.E., M.S., Ph.D., Purdue University. Professor of Electrical Engineering, Chairman of the Department of Electrical Engineering.
FRIEDA ANN KOSTER, B.A., Colorado College. Instructor in Mathematics (Part-time).
WILLIAM JACOB KOSTER, B.S., Ph.D., Cornell University. Professor of Biology.
IRVIN HENRY KRALl B.S.R.E., Indiana Institute of Technology; B.A., M.S.E.E., University of
New Mexico. Instructor in Electrical Engineering (Part-time).
JOHN CECI L KRAMER, B.A., University of California at Los Angeles; M.D., University of
California School of Medicine. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychiatry (Part-time).
JOSEPH MARSHALL KUNTZ, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., University of Denver.
Associote Professor of English.
AARON J. LADMAN, B.A., New York University; Ph.D., Indiana University. Professor of Anatomy, Chairmon of the Department of Anatomy.
ENRIQUE EUFRASIO LAMADRID, B.A., Western Maryland College; M.A., New Mexico Highlands
University; M,A.T.S., University of New Mexico, Assistant Professor of Modern Languages.
JOSEPH S. LAMBERT, B.S., University of Pittsburgh; M.S., Ph.D., University of Michigan. Associate
Professor of Electrical Engineering.

ERNEST KARL LANGE, B.S., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation (Port-time).
MURIEL FLORA LATHAM, B.S., Teachers College, Columbia University; M.A., Eastern New
Mexico University. Instructor in English.
ALAN RICHARD LAURAIN, M.D., Washington University (St. Louis). Instructor in Pathology.
HAROLD WADE LAVENDER, A.B., Southern Methodist University; M.A., Ph.D., University of
New Mexico. Dean of Students, Assistant Professor of Educational and Administrative
Services.
JOHN K. LEAC H, B.S., Baldwin-Wallace College; M.D., Albany Medical College. Assistant
Professor of Medicine.
CHRISTOPHER PRATT LEAVITT, B.S., Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Professor of
Physics.
FRANCIS NEWTON LEBARON, B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.A., Boston
University; Ph.D., Harvard University. Associate Professor of Biochemistry.
JAE NUM LEE, B.A., Brown University; M.A., University of Idaho. Instructor in English (Parttime).
7 UNJA
LEE, B.A., Ewha Women's College; M.A., Claremont Graduate School. Instructor in
Government.
MARY SCANLAN LEHMER, B.A., University of New Mexico; Ed. M., Harvard University. Instructor in Home Economics (Part-time).
ANNA MULNO LELAND, A.B., Wheaton College; M.A., Middlebury College. Instructor in
English.
7

First semester on Iy.
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LEONA LOUISE LEONARD, B.S., Columbia University; M.S., Ph.D., New York University.
Assistant Professor of Pathology.
MATTHEW BENJAMIN LESSER, M.D., New York Medical College. Assistant Professor of
Radiology.
JAMES VERNON LEWIS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of California. AssOciate Professor of
Mathematics.
RALPH WAYNE LEWIS, B.F.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of Art.
LESTER M. L1BO, M.A., Ph.D., Stanford University. Associate Professor of Psychiatry.
WOLFRAM L1EPE, B.A., Antioch College; M.A., University of Chicago. Associate Professor of
Economics.
EDWIN L1EUWEN, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of California. Professor of History, Chairman of
the Department of History.
ALAN DONALD L1KER, B.B.A., City College of New York; LL.B., LL.M., New York University
School of Low. Assistant Professor of Low.
7

JOHN DAVID LINSLEY, B.S., Ph.D., University of Minnesota. Associate Professor of Physics.
Visiting Lecturer in General Studies (Port-time).
ROBERT BERNER LOFTFIELD, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University. Professor of Biochemistry,
Chairman of the Deportment of Biochemistry.
FRANK ANDERSON LOGAN, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., State University of Iowa. Professor of
Psychology, Chairmon of the Deportment of Psychology.
ROBERT LEROY LONG, B.S.E.E., Bucknell University; M.S.E., Ph.D., Purdue University. Assistant Professor of Nuclear Engineering.
AARON NORTH LONGFIELD, B.A., University of North Carolina; M.D., Northwestern University;
M.S., University of Colorado. Associate Professor of Medicine.
ALBERT RICHARD LOPES, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of California. Professor of Modern
Languages.
CATHERINE ELLEN LOUGHLIN, B.S., University of Connecticut; M.Ed., Pennsylvania State
University; Ed.D., Rutgers University. Assistant Professor of Elementary Education.
WILLIAM STEVENS LOVEKIN, B.S., University of Arizona; M.D., Columbia University. Assistant
Professor of Medicine.
ALICE HENTZELT LUFT, Pharmacological Institute of the University of Jena; Certificate, Ministry of
the Interior, Thuringia. Instructor in Modern Languages (Part-time).

8

S

7

MARY SAUL LYNCH, B.S., M.A., University of Minnesota. Instructor in Secondary Education
(Part-time).
PATRICK DANIEL LYNCH, B.A., St. John's University; M.A., Ph.D., University of Minnesota.
Associate Professor of Education.
WILLIAM CLAYPOOL LYONS, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Kansas. Adjunct Professor of
Civil Engineering (Port-time).
RAYMOND RALPH MacCURDY, JR., B.A., M.A., Louisiana State University; Ph.D., University of
North Carolina. Professor of Modern Languages, Chairman of the Deportment of Modern
and Classical Languages.
FRED IRA MAGEE, B.S., University of Southern Mississippi; M.A., University of Mississippi.
Instructor in Mathematics (Part-time).
MIRIAM PITSCHNER MALM, B.S., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Chemistry.
NORMAN ELBERT MARIN, B.A., University of New Mexico. Visiting Assistant Professor of
History, Acting Director of the Division of Inter-American Affairs.
LEON JESUS MARQUEZ, B.A., M.A.T.S., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Modern
Languages.
JOEL H. MARTIN, JR., B.S., M.S., Oklahoma State University. Adjunct Professor of Mechanicol
Engineering (Port-time).
JOHN STEPHEN MARTIN, B.A., Hofstra University; M.A., University of Georgia; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin. Assistont Professor of English.
WILLIAM CLARENCE MARTIN, JR., B.S., Purdue University; M.A., Ph.D., Indiana University.
Associote Professor of Biology.
7

First semester only.

S

Second semester only.
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JOSE ELEAZAR MAR.T1NEZ, B.S. in C.E., University of New Mexico; M.S., State University of Iowa.
Professor of Civil Etlgineering.
ALEXANDER SIMEON MASLEY, B.S., University of Minnesota; M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University.
Professor of Art Education, Chairman of the Department of Art Education.
MARVIN CLARK MAY, B.S. in C.E., University of New Mexico; M.S., Oklahoma State University.
Professor of Civil Engineering.
JORG WERNER PETER MAYER, DipI.Math., Dr.Rer.Nat., University of Giessen, Germany.
Associate Professor of Mathematics, Assistant to the Chairman of the Deportment of
Mathematics and Statistics.
1 SIGRID
LUISE HENRIETTE MAYER, University of Malaya. Instructor in Modern Languages
(Port-time) .
BAILEY B. MCBRI DE, B.A., David lipscomb College; M.A., Ph.D., University of Tennessee. Assistant Professor of Eng lish.
,. DOUGLAS REEVE McEWEN, B.S., Bowling Green State University; M.M.Ed., Indiano University;
.
Ph.D., Colorada Stote College. Assistant Professor of Music.
FRANCES McGILL, B.A" Mills College; M.S., University of Woshingtan; Ph.D., Ohio State University. Associate Professor of Health, Physico I Education, ond Recreation.
DONALD ALEXANDER McKENZIE, B.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., Stanford University.
Professor of Modern Languoges.
LEROY CLARENCE McLAREN, B.A., Son Jose State College; M.A., Ph.D., University of California ot los Angeles. Professor of Microbiology, Chairmon of the Deportment of Microbiology.
DONALD REED McLAUGHLIN, B.S., University of Colifornia at Los Angeles; Ph.D., University
of Utah. Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
JOHN WOOD McMAHAN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Illinois. Visiting Lecturer in Business
Administrotion (Part·time).
BRUCE WHITTAKER McMULLAN, B.A., Amherst College; M.F.A., Yale University. Assistant Professor of DrcJmotic Art.
IMOGEAN HELENA McMURRAY, B.S., Oklahomo College for Women; M.S., University of Tennessee. Assistant Professor of Home Economics.
DONALD CHRISTOPHER McRAE, B.F.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of
Music.
HAROLD CHARLES MEl ER, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Colorado. Assistant Professor of
.Sociology.
VELMA RUTH MELLOTT, B.A., Hamline University. Instructor in Dental Hygiene, Assistant Director of the Dental Assisting Program.
JOSEPH DENNIS MENAPACE, B.S., Pennsylvania State University. Instructor in Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation (Part·time).
RICHARD CLYDE METZLER, B.S., University of Michigan; M.A., Woyne State University. Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
FAY MEYER, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Secondary Education (Parttime).
11 HUGH MILTON MILLER, B.A., University of Oregon; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University. Professor
of Music.
1 INA SUSSMAN. MILLER.,
B.A., M.A., University of Michigan; M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in English (Port-time).
GLADYS ELIZABETH MILLIKEN, B.A., Bates College; M.A., New York University. Assistant Professor of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
MERLE MITCHELL, B.A., Southern Methodist University; M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D.,
George Peabody College for Teochers. Associote Professor of Mathemotics.
RONALD RUTT MOHLER, B.S., Pennsylvonia State University; M.S.E.E., University of Southern
California; Ph.D., University of Michigan. Associote Professor of Electrical Engineering.
ENRIQUE E. MONTENEGRO, B.F.A., University of Florida. Visiting Associote Professor of Art.
1 First semester only.
,. On leave from Jan~ary 1, 1966 to March 31, 1966.
11 Exchange professor to University of Hawaii for academic year 1965-66.
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JOHN ALBAN MONTGOMERY, B.A., University of Colifornio at Berkeley; M.S., University of
Illinois. Assistant Professor of Heolth, Physical Education, and Recreation.
ALEXANDER VALENTINE MONTO, B.S., University of Illinois; M.D., Washington University;
M.P.H., University of Pittsburgh. Assistant Professor of Psychiatry.
7 HElKE MOORE, B.A., Central College. Instructor in Modern and Classical Languages (Parttime).
MARION EDWARD MOORE, B.S., West Texas State College; M.S., Texas Technological College.
Instructor in Mathematics.
LEROY MORAIS, B.A., Tulane University; M.F.A., Indiana University. Instructor in Art.
PERRY T. MORI, B.S., B.A., M.B.A., Northwestern University; Ll.B., University of New Mexico;
c.P.A. Professor of Business Administration.
JESSIE FARRINGTON MORRIS, B.A., Salem College; M.A., University of Connecticut. Instructor in English.
BURT JULES MORSE, B.S., City College of New York; M.A., Columbia University; Ph.D., New
York University. Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
ROBERT AlliOT MUNSICK, B.S., Cornell University; M.D., Ph.D., Columbia University. Professor
of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Chairman of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
RICHARD E. MURPHY, B.A., St. Lawrence University; M.A., George Washington University;
Ph.D., Clark University. Visiting Professor of Geography, Chairman of the Department of
Geography.s
LEONARD M. NAPOLITANO, B.S., Santa Clara University; M.S., Ph.D., St. Louis University.
Associate Professor of Anatomy.
• GERALD DAVID NASH, B.A., New York University; M.A., Columbia University; Ph.D., University
of California. Associate Professor of History.
MARSHAll RUTHERFORD NASON, B.A., M.A., Louisiana State University; Ph.D., University of
Chicago. Professor of Modern Languages.
IRENE MURPHY NAVARRE, G.D.H., University of Minnesota. Clinical Instructor in Dental Hygiene
(Part-time).
WILLIAM C. NAYlOR, lieutenant Colonel, U.S.A.F.; B.S., East Central State College; M.Ed., SuI
Ross State College. Commanding Officer of the Air Force ROTC Unit, Professor of Air Science.
ROBERT DEWEY NESBITT, B.S., North Texas State University; M.Ed., Texas Agricultural and
Mechanical University. Assistant Professor of Secondary Education.
7 JOHN WYNN NEWFiElD, B.S., St. Michael's College. Instructor in Mathematics (Part-time).
STANLEY STEWART NEWMAN, Ph.B., M.A., University of Chicago; Ph.D., Yale University. Professor of Anthropology. Co-editor of the Southwestern Journal af Anthropology.
THUAN VAN NGUYEN, B.A., Nguyen Khuyen College; M.A., University of New Mexico; M.S.,
Stanford University. Instructor in Electrical Engineering.
EDWARD GILLIGAN NOLAN, B.Ed., University of Edinburgh; M.A., Ph.D., Princeton University.
Associate Professor of Business Administration and Education.
RALPH DAVID NORMAN, B.S., College of the City of New York; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University; Ph.D., Ohio State University. Professor of Psychology.
CATHERINE MARY NORRIS, B.S., Boston University; M.A., Ph.D., Teachers College, Columbia
University. Professor of Nursing.
STUART ALVORD NORTHROP, B.S., Ph.D., Yale University. Research Professor of Geology, Curator
of the Geology Museum.
MONICA NOVITSKI, D.H., D.D.S., Marquette University. Associate Professor of Dental Hygiene,
Director of the Dental Hygiene Program.
NANCY BABB NUNEZ, B.S.N., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Nursing.
RALPH DOUGLAS O'DElL, B.S., Ph.D., UniverSity of Texas. Assistant Professor of Nuclear
Engineering.
JANICE KAY OLSON, B.A., Western State College; M.S., University of Wisconsin. Instructor in
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
CYRUS OMID' VARAN, B.S., South Dakota State College; M.S., University of Kansas; Ph.D.,
___
U_n_iversity of Delaware. Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering .
• On leave for the year.
7 First semester only.

8

Second semester only.
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CULLEN BRYANT OWENS, B.A., Berea College; M.S., Northwestern University; Ph.D., Cornell
University. Associate Professor of Speech.
CARL ERICH PAAI(, B.A.E., School of the Art Institute of Chicago; M.A., Ohio State University.
Associate Professor of Art.
7 JUDITH IRENE f>ALM, B.A., Hamline University; M.S., University of Minnesota. Instructor in
Mathematics (Po rt-time).
FRANK EDWARD PAPCS'Y, B.S., Upsala College; M.A., New York University; A.C.S.M. Assistant
Professor of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
JULIANNE L. PAPCSY, B.A., Upsala College; M.A., New York University. Instructor in Educational and Administrative Services (Part-time).
RENEE WOLFSON PAPPER, B.A., Barnard College; M.D., New York University College of
Medicine. Assistant Professor of Radiology (Part-time).
SOLOMON PAPPER, B.A., Columbia University; M.D., New York University. Professor of Medicine,
Chairman of the Department of Medicine.
• JAMES WALLACE PARK, B.S.C., M.B.E., University of Mississippi. Assistant Professor of Business
Administration.
ALFRED LEROY PARKER, B.S., M.S., Oklahoma State University. Assistant Professor of
Economics.
" INGRID JUNGHANS f>ARKER, M.A., Texos Technological College. Instructor in Modern Languoges.
BILLY BOB PATTEN, B.A., University of New Mexico; M.A., University of Michigan. Instructor
in Guidance and Special Education (Part-time).
DANIEL PAUL PETERSEN, B.M.E., D.E.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; M.S.M.E., Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
7 DONALD PALMER PETERSON, B.A., M.A., Washington State University; Ph.D.,
University of
Oregon. Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics (Part-time).
• GEORGE THOMAS PETROL, B.S., Albright College; M.A., University of New Mexico. Assistant
Professor of Health, Physical Educotion, and Recreation.
PAUL VERNON PETTY, B.S.E., Arkansas State Teachers College; M.A" Duke University; Ph.D., University of Texas. Professor of Education, Chairman of the Department of Educational and
Administrative Services.
A. G. DAVIS f>HllIP, B.S., Union College; M.S., New Mexico State University; Ph.D., Case
Institute of Technology. Assistant Professor of Astronomy.
DOUGLAS DUANE PHILLIPS, B.S.Ch.E., Washington University; Ph.D., University of Minnesota.
Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering.
ROY GLENWOOD PICKETT, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., State University of Iowa. Associate Professor
of Eng lish.
CHARLOTTE LEWIS PI PER, B.A., Baker University. Instructor in Heolth, Physical Education, and
Recreation, Special Adviser in the University College.
MICHAel POLLA'Y, B.S., M.D., University of Wisconsin; M.S., University of Colorado. Assistant
Professor of Neuros urgery and Neurobiological Sciences.
LOREN DAVID POTTER, B.S., North Dakota State Agricultural College; M.A., Oberlin College;
Ph.D., University of Minnesota. Professor of Biology, Chairman of the Department of Biology.
7 RICHARD ROLAND PRAIRIE, B.S., University of Minnesota; M.S., Ph.D., North Carolina State
College. Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering (Part-time).
• PETER PROUSE, B.A., Princeton University; M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., Northwestern
University. Associate Professor of Education.
CHARLES WILLIAM QUINLAN, B. Arch., Cornell University. Lecturer in Architecture (Port-time).
KEEN RAFFERTY, B.A., University of New Mexico. Professor of Journolism, Chairman of the Deportment of Journalism.
PETER RANIS, B.A., Brandeis University; M.A., University of Washington; Ph.D., New York
University. Visiting Assistant Professor of Government.
RAMAMOHAN KAMISETTY RAO, B.E.E., University of Madras (India); M.S. in E.E., University of
Florida. Instructor in Electrical Engineering (Part-time).

---

• On sabbatical leave second semester.
• On leave for the year.
• On leave second semester.

7 First semester only.
" Resignation effective January 31, 1966.
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" MARY HICKS RAYMOND, B.A., Baylor University; M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in
English (Part-time).
DAVID DOllOFF READ, B.F.A., M.F.A., Ohio University. Instructor in Art.
ROBERT WilLIAM REDDING, A.B., los Angeles State College; M.A., University of California
(Berkeley). Instructor in English (Full-time", part-time").
VICTOR H. REGENER, Dr.-Ing., Technische Hochschule, Stuttgart. Research Professor of Physics,
Chairman of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
HEINZ JURG RENGGlI, Dr.Sc., Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. Associote Professor of
Mathematics.
VIRGINIA REVA, B.A., St. Mary's College, Notre Dame; M.A., University of Michigan. Associate
Professor of Business Administration.
WilLIAM EARL RHOADS, B.Mus., M.Mus., University of Michigan. Associate Professor of Music.
JOHN MARSHALL RHODES, B.A., University of Coliforn ia at los Angeles; M.A., los Angeles
State College; Ph.D., University of Southern Californio. Associate Professor of Psychology.
EDWARD JAMES RHOMBERG, B.S.C.E., M.S.C.E., University of Notre Dame; Ph.D., lowo State
University. Associate Professor of Civil Engineering.
CAROL THOMAS RHUDY, B.S., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Health, Physicol
Education, and Recreation (Part-time).
CHARLES GILBERT RICHARDS, B.S.E., M.S.E., Ph.D., University of Michigon. Assistant Professor
of Mechanical Engineering.
GEORGE MEYER RIDENOUR, B.A., College of Wooster; M.A., Ph.D., Yale University. Professor
of English.
JESSE LeROY RIEBSOMER, B.A., DePouw University; Ph.D., Cornell University. Professor of Chemistry.
HAROLD ORVillE RIED, B.A., Nebraska Wesleyon University; M.A., Ph.D., University of Nebrasko.
Director of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services, Professor of Education.
MARVIN LeROY RIEDESEL, B.A., Cornell College; M.S., Ph.D., Stote University of Iowa. Associate
Professor of Biology.
GEORGE ROBERT, Student of Edword Steuermann ond Anton von Webern. Professor of Music.
S

RUTH ROBERTS, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Instruetor in Secondary Education (Parttime).
JUDAH ISSER ROSENBLATT, B.A., Johns Hopkins University; Ph.D., Columbia University. Associate
Professor of Mathematics.
ESTELLE HelENE ROSENBLUM, B.S., Wayne State University. instructor in Nursing.
SIDNEY ROSENBLUM, B.A., Drew University; M.A., Ohio State University; Ph.D., State University
of Iowa. Associote Professor of Psychology, Assistant Dean of the Graduate School.
ABRAHAM ROSENZWEIG, B.S., University of Pennsylvania; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College. Associote
Professor of Geology.
GUNTHER ERIC ROTHENBERG, B.A., Ph.D., University of Illinois; M.A., University of Chicago.
Associate Professor of History.
DONALD DENNIS ROYER, B.S., University of Albuquerque. Visiting lecturer in Business Administration (Part-time).
WILLIAM BARTON RUNGE, B.S., M.Ed., Colorado State University; Ed. D., University of Southern
Colifornia. Professor of Education.
WALTER EDWARD RUTKOWSKI, B.S., Rhode Island School of Design. instructor in Art Education.
DEVOY ALONZO RYAN, B.S., Southwest Missouri Stote College; M.Ed., D.Ed., University of Missouri. Professor of Educotion.
ACYR SALGARELlO, A.B., Foculdade de Filosofia, Universidode de Minas Gerais, Brazil. Assistant Professor of Modern Languages.
CHARLOTTE GAYLE SAMPLEY, B.A., M.A., Eastern New Mexico University. Instructor in Business Administration.

l. NORMA SANTA ANNA, B.A., University of Arizono; M.A.T.S., University of New Mexico.
Instructor in Modern longuages.
" First semester only.

S

Second semester only.
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CHARLES WILLIAM SARGENT, B.A., Michigan State University; M.A.l.S., University of Michigan; Ph.D., University of New Mexico. Visiting Assistant Professor of History (Port-time).

HelEN SAUNDERS, B.A., Knox College; B.S. in l.S., University of Illinois; M.A., University of
New Mexico. Instructar in library Science (Part-time).
JOSEPH VICTOR SCALETTI, B.A., M.S., University of Connecticut; Ph.D., Cornell University.
Associate Professor of Microbiology.
TERENCE JOSEPH SCALLEN, B.S., College of St. Thomas; M.D., Ph.D., University of Minnesota.
Assistant Professor of Biochemistry.
T WENDEL AUREL SCARBROUGH, B.A., M.A., New Mexico Highlands University. Instructor in
Mathematics (Port-time).
DON PAUL SCHLEGEL, B.A., University of Cincinnati; M.A., Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Associate Professor of Architecture.
PAUL FREDERIC SCHMIDT, A.B., University of Rochester, Ph.D., Yale University. Professor of
Philosophy, Chairman of the Department of Philosophy.
RICHARD ANTONE SCHMUTZ, B.A., San Fernando State College. Visiting Assistant Professor
of History.
TONY FREDERIC SCHNEIDER, Captain, U.S.N.; B.A., Westminster College; M.A., Boston University. Commanding Officer of the Naval ROTC Unit, Professor of Naval Science.
MORTON GERALD SCHOENFelD, Juilliard Graduate School; B.Mus., Rollins College; M.Mus.,
University of Wisconsin. Associate Professor of Music.
HOWARD LINN SCHREYER, B.Sc., University of Alberta; M.S., Ph.D., University of Michigan.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
flORENCE MARGARET SCHROEDER, B.S., Iowa State College; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia
University; Ph.D., New York University. Associate Professor of Home Economics.
KARL H. SCHWERI N, B.A., University of California; Ph.D., University of California at Los
Angeles. Assistant Professor of Anthropology.
VICTOR VIO SEARCY, B.S., M.S., Oklahoma State University. Instructor in Chemistry.
8

WILLIAM FRANKLIN SEARS, M.D., University of Texas. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychiatry (Part-time).
LLOYD SEATON, JR., B.A., M.S., San Jose State College; C.P.A. Assistant Professor of Business
Administration.
JAMES MARSHALL SEBRING, B.A., Indiana University. Assistant Professor of Anthropology.
VERLE RUE SEED, B.A., B.S., J.D., University of Illinois; LL.M., Columbia University. Professor of
Law.
DONALD FRANK SEELINGER, B.A., University of Colorado; M.D., University of Colorado School
of Medicine. Adiunct Assistant Professor of Neurology and Neurobiological Sciences (Parttime).
RICHARD JOSEPH SEI, D.D.S., Creighton University. Instructor in Dental Assisting (Part-time).
ARMOND HAROLI> SEIDLER, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Illinois; FAC.S.M. Professor of Health,
Physical Education, ond Recreation, Chairman of the Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
WESLEY THOMAS SELBY, B.F.A., Western Maryland College; M.M., University of New Mexico;
M.M., University of Colorado. Instructor in Music (Part-time).
CARL MARVIN SEll NGER, A.B., University of California at Berkeley; Ll.B., Harvard Law School.
Associate Professor of Law.
ROBERT ALAN SENESCU, BA, Columbia College; M.D., Boston University Medical School.
Professor of Psychiotry, Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry.
WilliAM MAC SEYMOUR, B.Mus.Ed., Music and Arts College. Instructor in Music.
IAN LORIMER SHAND, B.S., M.D., University of Manitoba. Assistant Director of the Student
Health Service, Associate Professor of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.

MALCOLM PITMAN SHARP, B.A., Amherst College; M.A., University of Wisconsin; Ll.B., S.J.D.,
Harvard Law School. Visiting Professor of Law.
T EDWIN JOHN SHERRY, B.A., M.A.,
Fordham University; Ph.D., Yeshiva University. Visiting
Lecturer in Mathematics (Part-time).
T

First semester only.

8

Second semester on Iy.
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MARC STEVEN SIMMONS, B.A., University of Texas; M.A., Ph.D., University of New Mexico.
Visiting Assistant Professor of History (Part-time).
ERNEST R. SIMON, M.D., Harvard Medical School. Assistant Professor of Medicine.

7

KATHERINE GAUSS SIMONS, B.A., Grinnell College; M.A., Columbia University. Associate Professor of Eng lish.
DOROTHY LYNN SINGLER, B.S., M.A., Northwestern University. Instructor in English (Part-time).
DONALD EMANUEL SKABELUND, B.S., Utah State University; Ph.D., University of Utah. Assistant
Professor of History and Physics.
VICTOR J. SKOGLUND, B.S., M.S., University of California; D.Eng., Yale University. Professor of
Mechanical Engineering.
ELLA MAY SMALL, B.A., Texas Wesleyan College; M.A., Texas State College for Women; Ed.D.,
University of California at Los Angeles. Professor of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, Assistant Chairman of the Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
DANIEL EDWARD SMITH, B.A., University of New Mexico; M.D., University of Colorado School
of Medicine. Assistant Professor of Surgery.
GEORGE WINSTON SMITH, B.A., M.A., University of Illinois; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.
Professor of History.
LESLIE FRANK SMITH, B.Sc., Ph.D., University of Landon. Visiting Assistant Professor of Biochemistry.
SAMUEL DAVID SMITH, Studied in Africa, Orient, Near East, and United States. Professor of
Art.
ROBERT EDWIN SNAPP, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico; M.F.A., Yale University. Professor
of Dramatic Art, Chairman of the Department of Dramatic Art.
JAMES ARNOLD SNEDDEN, B.A., M.A., University of Western Ontario; Ph.D., University of
Buffalo. Assistant Professor of Philosophy.
JANE SNOW, B.Mus., M.Mus., Cincinnati College of Music. Associate Professor of Music.
SIDNEY SOLOMON, B.S., University of Massachusetts; Ph.D., University of Chicago. Professor
of Physiology, Chairman of the Department of Physiology.
HARALD SONNENBERG, B.Sc., M.Sc., University of Manitoba; Ph.D., Free University, Berlin.
Assistant Professor of Physiology.
PAUL MARK SONNINO" B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of California at Los Angeles. Assistant
Professor of History.
HAROLD DEAN SOUTHWARD, B.S., West Texas State College; M.A., Ph.D., University of Texas.
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
GEORGE P. SPRINGER, A.B., M.A.T., M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University. Dean of the Graduate
School, Associate Professor of Anthropology.
MARJORIE EVARTS SPRINGER, B.A., Smith College; M.S.W., Simmons College. Adjunct Instructor in Psychiatric Social Work (Part-time).
KENNETH HOTTENSTEIN STAHL, B.A., Carthage College; B.S., M.S., State University of Iowa;
Ph.D., University of Maryland. Associate Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry.
ARTHUR STEGER, B.A., University of Pennsylvania; M.A., Ph.D., University of California. Associate Professor of Mathematics, Assistant Dean of the Graduate School.

• EUGENE FRANCIS STEINER, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., University of Missouri. Assistant Professor of
Mathematics.
RALPH WILLIAM STELZER, B.S., University of Dayton. Instructor in Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation (Part-time).
JOHN AULTON STEPHENS, Lieutenant Commander, U.S.N.; B.S., California Maritime Academy.
Assistant Professor of Naval Science.
7 MARY LAURINE STEPHEN, B.A., D'Youville College; M.A., University of Detroit. Instructor in
Mathematics (Part-time).
JACK RAMSEY STEPHENSON, B.Mus.Ed., B.Mus., M.Mus.Ed., Ph.D., University of Kansas. Professor of Music.
ROBERT SAMUEL STONE, B.A., Brooklyn College; M.D., Downstate Medical Center, State University of New York. Professor of f'athology, Chairman of the Department of Pathology.
• On leave for the year.

7

First semester only.
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HARRY PAUL STUMPF, B.A., University of Colorado; M.A., George Washington University;
Ph.D., Northwestern University. Assistant Professor of Government.
1

ALAN DEXTER SWAIN III, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Ohio Stote University. Visiting Associate Professor
of Psychology (Part-time).
DEREK BERTRAM SWINSON, B.Sc., Queen's University, Belfast; M.Sc., Ph.D., University of
Alberta. Assistant Professor of Physics.
KEN MICHAEL SYMES, B.S., M.S., Utah State University. Instructor in English.
RICHARD GEORGE TALBOYS, B.M.E., Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn; M.M.E., University of
New Hampshire. Instructor in Mechanical Engineering (Part.time).
KATHRYN STEPHENSON TALLEY, A.B., Morehead State College; M.A., Ph.D., University of
New Mexico. Assistant Professor of Elementary Education.
JOHN TATSCHL, Diploma, Austrian State Teachers College; Diploma, Vienna Academy of
Applied Arts; Diploma, Master School of Sculpture, Vienna Academy of Fine Arts. Profes·
sor of Art.
MARCELLA TATSCHL, B.A., University of Kansas. Instructor in Modern Languages (Part-time).

3

ERNEST WARNOCK TEDlOCK, JR., B.A., M.A., University of Missouri; Ph.D., University of
Southern California. Professor of English.
PAUL THORLEIF THERKILDSEN, B.S., Bradley University; M.S., Ph.D., University of Colorado.
Associate Professor of Economics.
ROY THOMAS, B.Se., University of Alberta; Ph.D., University of California. Professor of Physics.

13

WILLIAM HARRY THONSON, B.S., Illinois Institute of Technology; M.F.A., California College
of Arts and Crafts. Assistant Professor of Art.
DONALD CHILDRESS THORN, B.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; M.S., Ph.D.,
University of Te~as. Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
JOHN THOMAS THORNSLEY, Lieutenant Commander, U.S.N.; B.A., LaVerne College; M.A.,
University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of Naval Science.

JAMES IRVING THORNTON, B.A., University of New Mexico; M.M., Cincinnati Conservatory.
Assistant Professor of Music.
JAMES LLEWELLYN THORSON, B.S., in Ed., M.A., University of Nebraska. Assistant Professor
of English.
MICHAEL EDWARD THURMAN, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., University of Southern California. Visiting
Assistant Professor of History.
3 ADELINA MARIA T1MOFEYEW, B.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Music (Part-time).
3

HENRY JACK TOBIAS, B.A., Ohio State University; M.A., Yale University; Ph.D., Stanford
University. Assistant Professor of History.
CHESTER COLEMAN TRAVELSTEAD, B.A., Western Kentucky State College; M.Mus., North·
western UniverSity; Ph.D., University of Kentucky. Dean of the College of Education,
Professor of Edllcation.
GEORGE EMMANUAl TRIANDAFILIDIS, B.S., Robert College; M.S., Ph.D., University of
Illinois. Associate Professor of Civil Engineering.
HOYT TROWBRIDGE, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin. Dean of the College of Arts
and S~iences, Professor of English.
13 YI-FU TUAN, B.A., M,A., University of Oxford; Ph.D., University of California. Associate Professor of Ge09 raphy, Acting Chairman of the Department of Geography.'
EMILY AGNEW TUTTLE, B.S.N., University of Dubuque; M.S., Unixersity of Colorado. Clinical
Assistant Professor of Nursing.
HORACIO ULIBARRI, B.A., St. Thomas Seminary; M.A., New Mexico Highlands University;
Ed. D., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of Educational and Administrative
Services.
1 SABINE REYES ULIBARRI, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., University of California
at Los Angeles. Associate Professor of Modern Languages.
1

ROBERT FELLOWS UTTER, B.A., Ph.D., University of California at Los Angeles. Lecturer in
Educational and Administrative Services (Part-time).

"0 n sabbatico I leove for the year.
On sabbaticQ I leave second semester.
, First semester only.
3

8
13

Second semester only.
Resignation effective January 31, 1966.
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ALBERT EDGAR UTTON, B.A., University of New Mexico; B.A., M.A., Oxford
Associate Professor of Law, Editor of the Natural Resources Journal.

University.

CARLOS A. VAAMONDE, M.D., University of Buenos Aires. Instructor in Medicine.
WYBE JELLE'S Van der MEER, B.S., in Arch., Illinois Institute of Technology; M.S., University of
New Mexico. Instructor in Civil Engineering. (Part-time).
DAVID WRIGHT VARLEY, B.A., Oberlin College; M.A., Ph.D., University of Michigan. Associate
Professor of Sociology, Chairman af the Department of Sociology.
• RICHARD GEORGE VAUGHAN, B.S., M.S., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of
Civil Engineering.
RAYMOND VAUGHT, B.A., M.A., University of Idaho; M.Mus., Eastman School of Music; Ph.D.
Stanford University. Visiting Professor of Music.
ANNA MAE VODA, B.S., University of California at Los Angeles; M.S., University of Colorado.
Instructor in Nursing.
ALBERT WILLIAM VOGEL, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico; Ed. D., American University.
Assistant Professor of Education.
BEVERLY LACY SCHOONOVER VOGEL, B.A., University of North Carolina at' Greensboro;
M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Art Education (Part-time).

8

7

7

HELMUT HARTMANN VON ERFFA, B.A., M.A., Harvard University; M.F.A., Princeton University. Visiting Professor of Art.
THOMAS REED VREELAND, JR., B.A., B.Arch., Yale University. Professor of Architecture, Chairman of the Department of Architecture.
EVELYN SARGENT SLATIN WALKER, B.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in English
(Part·time).
HAROLD LEROY WALKER, B.S., M.S., E.Met., Michigan College of Mining and Technology.
Director of Research and Fellowship Services, Professor of Metallurgical Engineering.
JERRY GREEN WALLACE, B.A., University of the South; B.J., M.A., University of Missouri. Instructor in English (Part-time).
ROBERT J. WALPOLE, D.D.S., Baylor University. Lecturer in Dental Hygiene (Part-time).
L. HELEN WALTERS, B.S., Teachers College, Columbia University; M.A., University of Minnesota;
Ed.D., Colorado State College. Associate Professor of Education.
JAMES CHARLES WAMBOLD, B.S., Pennsylvania State University; M.S., Carnegie Institute
of Technology. Instructor in Mechanical Engineering.
DAVID LLOYD WAPLES, B.A., West Liberty Stote College; M.Ed., Temple University. Instructor
in Health, Physical Educotion, and Recreation (Part-time).

7

JOHN LAWRENCE WARD, B.A., Hamilton College; M.A., Yale University. Lecturer in Art
(Part time).
RICHARD ALLEN WARNER, B.S., Central Michigan University; M.S., Bradley University; Sp.E.,
University of Michigan. Assistant Professor of Secondary Education.

7

ANTHONY WELLS WARREN, B.A., Whitman College; M.A., University of New Mexico. Instructor in Mathematics (Part-time).
ELIZABETH WATERS, Hanya Holm School. New York City; student of the dance with Ruth St.
Denis. Assistant Professor of Dance.
FRED WILLIAM WATKINS, B.A., M.D., University of Colorado. Instructor in Medicine.
RICHARD S. WATTS, M.D., Wayne University. Instructor in Medicine.
JAMES KILBURN WEAVER, B.A., Harvard College; M.D., University of Colorodo School of
Medicine. Assistant Professor of Surgery.
WILLIAM UZZIEL WEEKS, B.S., M.S., Iowa State University. Associate Professor of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation, Head Football Caach.
HENRY P. WEIHOFEN, Ph.B., J.D., J.S.D., University of Chicago. Professor of Law.
BERNHARD LAURENCE WEINBERG, B.S.E.E., Milwaukee School of Engineering; M.S.E.E., Ph.D.,
University of Wisconsin. Visiting Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering.
PAULA FENIMORE WEINS, B.S., Bradley University; M.A., Northwestern University. Assistant
Professor of Nursing.
• On leave for the year.
First semester only.

7

8

Second semester only.
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BURTON WENDROFF, B.A., Ph.D., New York University; M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Visiting Associate Professor of Mathematics.
SHERMAN ALEXANDER WENGERD, B.A., College of Wooster; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University.
Professor of Geology.
BRUCE DAVID WEST, B.S" M.S., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin. Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
GLENN ALAN WHAN, B.S., Indiana Institute of Technology; M.S., Montana State University;
Ph.D., Carnegie Institute of Technology. Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering, Director of the Graduate Center, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
ROBERT WHANG, B.S., M.D., St. Louis University. Assistant Professor of Medicine.
MARY BESS WHIDDEN, B.A, Ph.D., University of Texas; M. A, University of North Carolina.
Assistant Professor of English.
HENRY ELLIS WHITE, JR., B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Purdue University. Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
JULIAN EUGENE WHITE, JR., B.A., Randolph-Macon College; M.A., Ph.D., University of North
Carolina. Assistant Professor of Modern Languages.
HELEN WHITESIDE, B.A., B.S., East Texas State Teachers College; M.A., West Texas State
Teachers College; M.A., Ed. D.; Teachers College, Columbia University. Dean of Women,
Assistant Professor of Education.
JAMES LOVIC WH ITLOW, B.F.A., M.Mus., University of New Mexico. Assistant Professor of
Music.
MAURICE WILBERT WILDIN, B.S.M.E., University of Kansas; M.S.M.E., Ph.D., Purdue University,
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
TOM WILEY, B.A., Montezuma College; M.A., Ed.D., University of New Mexico. Associate Professor of Educational Administration.
RICHARD HUSTON WILLIAMS, B.S., BA, Valparaiso University; M.S., Sc.D., University of New
Mexico. Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
WILLIAM OWEN WILSON, B.S., M.S., Ed.D., Indiana University. Associate Professor of
Education.
LOTHAR GEORGE WINTER, B.B.A., College of Business Administration, Konigsberg; M.A., Ph.D.,
University of Freiburg. Associate Professor of Business Administration, Assistant Dean of the
College of Business Administration.
TOMMIE PHILLIP WOLF, BA, Municipal University of Wichita; M.A., Stanford University.
Assistant Professor of Government.
"NATHANIEL WOLLMAN, B.A., Pennsylvania State College; Ph.D., Princeton University. Professor
of Economics, Chairman of the Department of Economics.
CHARLES EMMERT WOODHOUSE, B.A., University of Colorado; M.A., Ph.D., University of
California. Assistont Professor of Sociology.
LEE ALBERT WOODWARD, B.S., B.A., M.S., Montana State University; Ph.D., University of
Washington. Assistant Professor of Geology.
DUDLEY WYNN, B.A., University of Texas; M.A., Ph.D., New York University. Director of the
General Honors Program, Professor of English, Acting Chairman of the Deportment of
English.
JAMES TSU-PING YAO, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Illinois. Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering.
JOHN ALBERT YEAKEL, B.S., M.S., Pennsylvania State University; C.P.A. Assistant Professor of
Business Adm inistrotion.
JOSEPH EUGENE YEll, JR., B.F.A., M.F.A, Art Institute of Chicago. Professor of Dramatic Art.
CHARLOnE YESSELMAN, B.A., Hunter College; M.S., New York University. Instructor in
Mathematics' and Elementary Education. (Port-time).
A. KENNETH YOUNG, M.B., Ch.B., University of Glasgow; L.M.C.C. (Canada). Director of the
Student Health Service, Associate Professor of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
• LARRY MYRLE YOUNKIN, B.S., Geneva College; B.S. in C.E., M.S. in C.E., University of Pittsburgh. Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering.

--_...:.

• On leave for the year.
• On leave first semester.

7

First semester only.
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FU LI YU, B.S., Taiwan Provinciol College of Agriculture; M.S., University of Alabama; Ph.D.,
University of California. Instructor in Biochemistry.
JOSEPH BENEDICT ZAVADIL, B.A., M.A., Loyola University; Ph.D., Stanford University. Assistant
Professor of English.
NICHOLAS HENRY ZELLER, B.S., St. Thomas College; M.D., University of Minnesota. Instructor
in Medicine.
JOHN THOMAS ZEPPER, B.S.Ed., Glossboro State College; M.Ed., Ohio University; Ed. D.,
University of Missouri. Assistant Professor of Education.
7 WILLIAM JOHN ZIMMER, B.S., St. Joseph's College; M.S., Ph.D., Purdue University. Visiting
Lecturer in Mathematics (Part-time).
MILES VERNON ZINTZ, B.A., Iowa State Teachers College; M.A., Ph.D., State University of
Iowa. Professor of Education.
BERT ZIPPEL, B.A., City College of New York; Ph.D., Princeton University. Assistant Professor
of Psychology.
CARL GEORGE ZWEIG, B.S., Hillsdale College; M.A., University of Michigan. Assistant Professor of Education.
EUGENE MILTON ZWOYER, B.S. in C.E., University of New Mexico; M.S. in C.E., Illinois
Institute of Technology; Ph.D., University of Illinois. Director of Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility, Professor of Civil Engineering.

HOlLOMAN GRADUATE CENTER
JACQUES MAURICE BECKERS, Ph.D., University of Utrecht. Professor of Physics (Part-time).
DONALD NATHANAEL FARRER, B.A., M.S., San Jose State College; Ph.D., Washington State
University. Visiting Professor of Psychology (Part·time).
JOE REEDER FOOTE, B.S., Texas Technological College; Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Professor of Mathematics, Director of the Graduate Center at the Air Force
Missile Development Center, Holloman AFB.
8 CHARLES LATIF HYDER, B.S., M.S., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., University of Colorado.
Professor of Physics (Part.time).
8 HERBERT HAL REYNOLDS, B.S., Trinity University; M.S., Ph.D., Baylor University. Professor of
Psychology (Part-time).
7 GEORGE LOUIS SCHOFIELD, JR.,
B.C.E., Cornell University; M.S., University of Michigan.
Instructor in Physics (Part-time).

8

7

LOS ALAMOS GRADUATE CENTER
MORRIS E. BATTAT, B.S., University of California; M.A., Ph.D., Washington University. Adjunct
Professor of Nuclear Engineering (Part-time).
8 WILLIAM AARON BEYER, B.S., Pennsylvania State University; M.S., UniverSity of Illinois; Ph.D.,
Pennsylvania State University. Professor of Mathematics (Part-time).
7 EDMOND D. CASHWELL, B.A., University of Florida; M.S., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin. Pro·
fessor of Mathematics (Part-time).
ROBERT REICHMAN CASWEll, B.S., Midland College; M.S., Oklahoma State University. Instructor in Physics (Part-time).
8 JAMES STERLING CHURCH, B.S., Waynesburg College. Instructor in Material Science (Parttime).
7 THEODORE P. COTTER, JR., B.S., Brown University;
Ph.D., Cornell University. Professor of
Physics (Part-time).
7 ROBERT E. COWAN, B.S., M.S., University of Illinois. Adjunct Professor of Chemical Engineering (Part-time).
JOSEPH JAMES DEVANEY, B.S., Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Professor of
Physics (Part-time).
• DONALD JOHN DUDZIAK, B.S., U.S. Merchant Marine Academy; M.S., University of Rochester;
Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh. Professor of Mathematics (Part.time).
8 RICHARD ALLEN GENTRY, B.S., San Jose State College; M.S., University of Oklahoma; Ph.D.,
New Mexico State University. Professor of Physics (Part-time).
7

--7

First semester only.

8

Second semester only.
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PAUL EUGENE HARPER, B.S., M.S., Oregon State University; Ph.D., Oklahoma State University. Professor of Mathematics (Part-time).
NELSON JARMIE, B.S., California Institute of Technology; Ph.D., University of California.
Professor of Physics (Part-time).
1 WALLACE T. LELAND, B.E.E., Ph.D., University of Minnesota. Professor of Mathematics (Parttime).
8 HAROLD RALPH
LEWIS, JR., A.B., S.B., University of Chicago; M.S., Ph.D., University of
Illinois. Prafessor af Physics (Part-time).
PAUL CHARLES McWILLIAMS, B.S., University af Dayton; M.A., University of New Mexico.
Instructor in Mathematics (Part.time).
1 MARY TSINGOU MENZEl, B.S., University of Wiscansin; M.S., University of Michigan. Instructor in Mathematics (Part-time).
1 ROGER HUGHES MOORE, B.S., M.S., University af Oregan; Ph.D., Oklahoma State University.
Professor of Mathematics (Part-time).
8 NORRIS G. NERESON, B.A., Concordia College; M.S., University of Denver; Ph.D., Cornell
University. Professor 0-1 Nuclear Engineering (Part-time).
DONALD FRANCIS PETERSON, B.A., DePauw University; M.S., South Dakota State University;
Ph.D., University of Cr.icago. Professor of Cr.emistry (Part·time).
8 JOHN WILLIAM STARNER, B.A., Knox College; M.S., University of New Mexico. Laboratory
Instructor in Nuclear Engineering (Part-time).
8

ADVISORY COUNCIL
Members at Large: RICHARD H. CLOUGH, THEODORE A. DUNN, J. M. B. KElLOGG, GEORGE
P. SPRINGER, ARTHUR STEGER, HOYT TROWBRIDGE, GLENN A. WHAN.
Chemistry: ROBERT L. ANDELIN, RAYMOND N. CASTLE, F. NEWTON HAYES, JAMES E.
SATTIZAHN.
Engineering: JAMES S. CHURCH, RICHARD H. CLOUGH, HOWARD B. DEMUTH, RICHARD
CHARLES DOVE, LEROY C. HORPEDAHL, ARNOLD KOSCHMANN.
Mathematics: JULIUS RUBIN BLUM, EDMOND D. CASHWELL, ROGER H. MOORE, GEORGE
N. WHITE, JR.
Physics: CHARLES lo CRITCHFIELD, CHRISTOPHER P. LEAVITT, DONALD D. PHILLIPS, SR.,
JERRY D. WACKERLE.

LIBRARIANS
DAVID OTIS KELLEY, B.A., M.A., University of Southern California. University Librarian, Professor
of library Science.
CLAIRE BENSINGER, B.A., Evansville College; M.A., Indiana University. Catologer.
ARTHUR LEON DeVOLDER, B.S., Indiana University; B.S. in loS., University of Denver; M.A., Uni.
versity of New Mexico. Technical Services librarian.
DONALD LEROY FOSTER, B.Mus., M.Mus., DePaul University; M.S.L.S., University of Illinois.
Chief Cataloger.
U THERESA WITHERSTINE GILLETT, B.A., Rockford College; B.S., in
L.S., M.A., University of
Illinois. Chief Cataloger.
ROBERT B. HARNESS, B.A., Ohio State University; B.S. in L.S., Columbia University. Documents
librarian.
8 MAGNUS MACK CARY HOMESTEAD, B.A., Kenyon College; M.L. University of Washington.
Social Science librorian.
BENNY LYNN JOHNSTON, B.A., Baylor University; M.A., University of Denver. Acquisition
Librarian.
NORRIS KNOX MAXWELL, B.S. in Ed., M.S.l.S., University of Texas. Readers' Services librarian.
MARILYN PENDLETON, B.S., Centenary College; M.S. in L.S., Louisiana State University. Assistant Acquisition libro rian.
KATHERINE ROTHERHAM POLICH, A.B., University of California (Berkeley); M.S. in L.S.,
University of SOlJtr.ern California. Cataloger.

---1

8
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GENEVIEVE REBECCA PORTERFIELD, Ph.B., University of Chicogo; M.S., Columbia University.
Reference Librarian.
DONALD LOWELL ROBERTS, B.A., Friends University; A.M.L.S., University of Michigan. Fine
Arts Librarian.
NANETTE REED SARGENT, B.A., Texas Woman's University; B.S.L.S., Michigan State University.
Assistant Acquisition Librarian (Part-time).
JEROME DEAN SIMPSON, B.A., Central State College; M.L.S., University of Oklo homo. Co to·
loger.
MARY ELLEN SOPER, B.A., M.S., University of Illinois. Serials Librarian.
CAROL JOHANNA THOMASSON, B.A. M.A. in L.S., University of Denver. Special Collections
Librorian.
CHARLES WILLIAM WARREN, B.Mus.Ed., Northwestern University; M.Mus., University of Southern
California; M.A.L.S., Indiana University. Assistant Reference Librorian.
THOMAS LARRY WELCH, B.A., Sacramento State College; M.A., University of Illinois. Circulation Librorian.
DOROTHY ARLENE WONSMOS, BA, St. Olaf College; M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers. Assistant Reference Librarian.
S SIDNEY SHIH-CHWEN YEN, BA, Tai Wan Normal University; M.L.S., George Peabody College
for Teachers. Cataloger.

---

MYRON FINK, B.A., Cornell University; LL.B., LL.M., New York Law School; M.S. in L.S., Colum·
bia University. Associate Professor of Law, Law Librarian.

JANE A. GOLDMAN, BA, Roanoke College; B.S. in L.S., George Peabody College for Teachers. Assistant Law Librarian.
,. ARIE WILLIAM POLDERVAART, B.A., Coe College; M.A., J.D., State University of Iowa. Law
Librarian (retired).

---

ROBERT T. DIVETT, B.S., Brigham Young University; M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers.
Librarian of the Library of Medical Sciences, Associate Professor of Medical Bibliography.
MARIAN RUTH AUSHERMAN, BA, Muskingum College; M.A., Ohio State University; B.S. in
Nursing, M.S.L.S., Western Reserve University. Assistant Librarian of the Library of Medical
Sciences.
HAROLD BELLINGHAM, B.A., Hope College; B.S. in L.S., Columbia University. Associate Librarian of the Library of Medical Sciences.
EVA BAERWALD, Engineering Diploma Technical, University of Breslau; M.S.L.S., Western Reserve
University. Assistant Librarian of the Library of Medical Sciences.
LOUISE SMALL, B.S., University of Nebraska; B.S.L.S., University of Denver. Associate Librarian
of the Library of Medical Sciences.

TEACHING ASSISTANTS
JORGE NEPTALI ALARCON, Diploma, Instituto "5. Peitro," Italy. Department of Modern and
Classical Languages.
JERRY LEE BENBOW, B.A., M.A., University of Ohio. Department of Modern and Classical
Languages.
ARTHUR JOHN BENNETT, B.A., Fairfield University. Deportment of English.
GERALD JOHN BRENNER, B.A., University of Colorado; M.A., San Francisco State College.
Department of English.
CLAUS·PETER BUECHMANN, B.A., University of Kiel, Germany; M.A., University of Kansas.
Department of English.
MARY FRANCES DeMOUROL, B.A., College of New Rochelle; M.A., Colgate University. Department of English.
CARLOS MARCIAL de ONIS, Diploma, University of Salamanca; MA, University of New
Mexico. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
RICHARD WILLIAMS DOXTATOR, B.A., College of Emporia; M.A., Kansas State Teachers
College. Department of English.
S

1<

Second semester only.
On disability retirement as of July 1, 1963, but not on emeritus status.
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JOYCE ROGERS EMERT, B.A., M.A., Texas Christian University. Department of English.
JAMES ROBERT FEYNN,' B.A., Texas Technological College. Department of English.
7 MARTA FiElD, B.A., University of California at Los Angeles. Department of English.
DAVID FRANKS, B.A., Hobart College. Department of English.
FRANK OLIVER HANSSERGER, B.A., University of the South. Department of English.
LINDA ELiZABET~ HAUGHTON, B.A., Texas Western University; M.A., University of Arizona.
Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
WILLIAM ALBERT HE'YDE III, B.S., University of Missouri; M.S., Northwestern University. Department of English.
CAROLYN SUSAN NAH JONES, B.A., Miami University. Department of English.
JOEl MACKAY JONES, B.A., Yale University; M.A., Miami University. Department of English.
ElAINE BUSH KALMAR, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of English.
CHARLOTTE SWAIN McCLURE, B.A., Denison University. Department of English.
CAROL A'ilN McHENRY, B.A., Mount Holyoke College; M.A., Putney Graduate School, Vermont. Department of English.
ALEXANDER GEOFfREY MOORE, B.A., M.A., University of Oregon. Department of Modern
and ClossiCClI Languages.
CHRISTOPHER NYE, B.A., Earlham College; M.A., University of New Mexico. Department of
English.
JOSE OTERO, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
JAMES STONE RAMSO, B.A., University of Kansas; M.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
DIANA HANKS RUff, B.A., Grinnell College; M.A., University of New Mexico. Department of
English.
ALMIRA LYNN SAFFLE, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of English.
JUNE LOUISE ~AIG SIMONS, B.A., M.A., University of Oregon. Department of English.
HOWARD JAMES STARK, B.A., M.A., University of the Pacific. Department of English.
GEORGE GREGORY STEP~EN, B.S.E.E., Lawrence Institute; M.A., University of Detroit. Department of Mathematics.
JERRY TECKLlN, B.A., Grinnell College; M.A., University of Wyoming; M.A., Harvard University. Department of English.
NANCY NAIRN WARR, B.A., Douglass College; M.A., New York University. Department of
English.
ALAN McCABE WATSON, B.A., Dartmouth College. Department of English.
CHARLES MICHAEL WELLS, B.A., Yale University. Department of English.
JAMES EDWIN WOODARD, B.A., M.A., University of the Americas. Deportment of English.

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
NICHOLAS P. ABEYTA, B.S., University of Albuquerque; M.S., University of New Mexico. College
of Education.
FELIX DIAZ ALMARAZ, JR., B.A., M.A., St. Mary's University. Department of History.
J. KENDALL ANDERSON, B.S., Willamette University. Department of Educationol and Administrative Services.
ERNEST JUSTI NIANO BACA, JR., B.S., College of Santa Fe; M.S., New Mexico Highlands University. Department of Chemistry.
ROBERT RUDOLF BACAlSKI, B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Modern and
Classical Languages.
FREDERICK WILLIAM BACHHUBER, B.S., M.S., University of Wisconsin. Department of Geology.
JOHN GREGORY SAKER, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Mechanical Engineering.
TIMOTHY MARK BARNES, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of History.
WILLARD PRINCE BASS, B.S., Wheaton College; M.A., University of New Mexico. Department
of Education(J1 and Administrative Services.
7

First semester only.
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JON RICHARD BATDORFF, B.F.A., Ohio University. Department of Art.
JOHN WILLIAM BEARDSLEY, B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Anthropology.
CLARENCE DEMPSEY BECK, BA, M.A., University of New Mexico. Department of History.
JOHN CLINTON BECKLEY, B.FA, Ohio University. Deportment of Art.
RICHARD DUANE BELlAN, B.S., University of New Mexico. Depa rtment of Physics.
BETTY SUE BENISON, B.S., Louisiana State University; M.A., University of Michigan. Department of Physical Education.
PETER IGNATIUS BENNI, B.M.E., Illinois Wesleyan University. Department of Music.
BEVERLY JANE BERGER, B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Biology.
WILBUR WILFORD BIGELOW, B.B.A., University of New Mexico. College of Business Administration.
GARY LUTHER BINTZ, B.A., Cornell College. Department of Biology.
HELEN MAE BOBISUD, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Biology.
JAMES ROBERT BOLTON, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Art.
HOWARD ALLEN BOYD, JR., B.S., University of New Mexico; M.S., New Mexico Highlands
University. Department of Chemistry.
1 BARBARA JOYCE BRIM, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Modern and Classical
Languages.
JAMES CALEB BROWN, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of History.
PETER GRANVILLE BROWN, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of History.
TIMOTHY ALAN BROWNING, B.A., Pacific Lutheran University. Department of Speech.
NEAL MALCOLM BURDICK, BA, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Department of Mathematics.
WINFIELD JOHN BURGGRAAFF, B.A., Hope College. Department of History.
ABNER WENGER BURKHOLDER, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Philosophy.
CHARLES HARVEY BURMEISTER, B.F.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Physics.
1 RONALD ALBERT BURNS, B.A., Sir George William's
University (Montreal); MA, University
of the Americas. Department of History.
PATRICIA ANNE BUTlER, B.A., Smith College; M.Ed., Harvard University. Department of
English.
CARL ARTHUR CALVERT, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Philosophy.
DONALD LEE CAMPBELL, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Civil Engineering.
GAIL LEE CARNS, B.A., Hiram College; M.A., University of New Mexico. Department of
Mathematics.
RICHARD CLARK CASSIN, B.A., Mexico City College. Department of History.
ARNOLD DEAN CAUDILL, B.A., University of California, Berkeley; M.A., University of New
Mexico. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
MENG SAM CHAN, B.S., Heald Engineering College. Department of Mechanical Engineering.
FAROOK YUSUF CHANDIWALA, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Civil Engineer.
ing.
CHUAN·RUN CHEN, B.S., National Taiwan University. Department of Chemistry.
RICHARD WESLEY CHRISTIANSEN, B.S., Rutgers University. Department of Physics.
TSIN FU CHUANG, B.S., Taiwan Normal University. Department of Biology.
LARRY DEAN CLINE, B.S., Missouri School of Mines. Department of Civil Engineering.
GARY LEE COATS, B.S., Portland State College. Department of Mathematics.
WILLIAM COLLINS, B.S., United States Military Academy; M.A., University of New Mexico.
Department of History.
JOHN CHARLES COOK, B.A., West Virginia State College. Department of Physical Education.
RAYMOND BENJAMIN COUNSELLOR, JR., B.S., Drexel Institute of Technology; M.S., New
Mexico Highlands University. Department of Biology.
NANCY LEE COX, B.A., Miami University. Department of Anthropology.
JAMES DALE CRAMER, B.S., Fresno State College; M.S., University of Oregon. Department of
Physics.
BENJAMIN LINCOLN CROSBY III, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Government.
1
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BARRY ALAN CROUCH, B.A., Western State College; M.A., University of Wyoming. Department of History.
SHElLEY MAXINE CROWE, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
THOMAS JAMES CROWLEY, B.S., University of Manitoba; M.S., University of Alberta. Deportment of Bio logy.
ElEANOR ELiZASETH DAllY, B.A., Waynesburg College. Deportment of Modern and Classical
Languages.
GERALD LEAF DAWSON, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Anthropology.
JOHN LOUIS de ANDREA, B.F.A., University of Colorado. Department of Art.
DAVID MOORE del CASTILLO, B.S., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Psychology.
MODESTO del CASTILLO, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Biology.
WILLIAM VERNON DODD, B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of English.
MERRILLEE ANN DOLAN, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Government.
KATE CORBIN DUNCAN, B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Art.
RUTH ANN DUnON, B.A., Berea College. Department of Art Education.
BILLY DONALD ENGMAN, B.A., Eastern New Mexico University. Department of Secondary
Education.
LYNDA ELiZABElti FAtiLEN, B.S., University of the Pacific. Department of Biology.
VERNON WAYNE FALL, B.S., Wichita University; M.A., Ft. Hays Kansas State College. Deportment of History.
ROBERT LAMAR FEUGE, B.A., Howard Payne University. Department of Psychology.
DANiEl EDWARD FICEK, B.S.Ed., University of New Mexico. Department of Educational and
Administrative Services.
DAVID CHARLES FITCH, B.S., American University. Department of Geology.
ROBERT ERWIN FOREMAN, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Biology.
HOWARD MICHAEl FRASER, B.A., Columbia University. Department of Modern and Classical
Languages.
ILSE JENKINGS GAY, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Elementary Education.
JOHN LEONARD GETMAN, B.A., Baker College. Deportment of Modern and Classical Languages.
MONIKA WHITE GHATTAS, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of History.
PATRICIA M. GILLESPIE, B.A.Ed., University of New Mexico. College of Education.
GARY JACOB GITTLESON, B.S., Clarkson College of Technology. Department of Mathematics.
JIMMY DALE GLOVER, B.S., M.S., Texas Technological College. Deportment of Chemistry.
ALLAN STEPHEN GNAGY, B.A., Occidental College. Deportment of Philosophy.
LLOYD ALLEN GODING, JR., B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Chemistry.
WALTER H. GOETZ, B.A., Brown University. College of Education.
JAMES LEE GONZALES, B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Speech.
JOHN ROBERT GRABEl, B.S., North Texas Stote University; M.A., University of New Mexico.
Department of Educational and Administrative Services.
JEANNE BLAIR GREAlISH, B.A., Meredith College. Department of Music.
MELVIN HENRY GRUENSFElDER, B.S., M.S., University of
Education.

Illinois. Deportment of Physical

IBRAHIM NASRI HAJJ, B.E., American University of Beirut. Deportment of Electrical Engineering.
JAMES OLAF HALVORSEN, B.A., University of the Americas. Department of Anthropology.
LAURENCE McNEIL HARDY, B.S., New Mexico State University; M.A., University of Kansas.
Department of Biology.
ElMER HARVEY t1ARRELSON, B.A., University of Oklahoma; M.A., University of New Mexico.
Department of History.
RAYMOND WILLIAM HARRIGAN, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Chemistry.
ROBERT LYNN HARRIS, B.S., West Virginia Wesleyan College. Department of Mathematics.
CATHERINE SPAI N HARROUN, B.S., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Biology.
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WILLIAM O'DONNEL HATCHELL, B.S., University of South Carolina. Department of Geology.
RONALD PHILIP HATHAWAY, B.S., Fort Lewis College. Deportment of Biology.
DOUGLAS DALE HAUTALA, B.A., University of Minnesota. Department of Art.
DENNIS BREWSTER HAYES, B.S., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Physics.
DEBORAH MAE HEGBERG, B.A., Rosary College. Deportment of Modern and Classical Languages.
JOHN PAUL HEIDE, B.S., South Dakota School of Mines. Department of Mathematics.
DUFORD JAMES HENRY, B.S., University of Southern Louisiana. College of Business Administration.
BERNARD HERMAN, B.S.E., Wayne State University; M.A., University of Michigan. College of
Education.
ALBERT BENJAMIN HIAT, B.S., Columbia University. Deportment of Psychology.
MICHAEl HITTMAN, B.A., Long Island University; M.A., New York University. Deportment of
Anth ropology.
7 ANN REGINA HOFMAN, B.S., Eastern Illinois University. Department of Modern and Classical
Languages.
ERVIN FREDRICH HOLLE, B.S.Ed., Concordia Teachers College, Deportment of Educational and
Administrative Services.
LARRY E. HOMAN, B.S., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Psychology.
ROBERT LAWRENCE HUGHEN, B.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas; M.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Mathematics.
JAMES W. HUGHES, B.S., State University College at Buffalo; M.A., University of New Mexico.
Department of Elementary Education.
DAVID CHARLES HUTCHINSON, B.F.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Economics.
BENJAMIN GARBA ISHAKU, B.S., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Electrical Engineering.
DOUGLAS ElMER JACKSON, B.S., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Mathematics.
PYATI JAGADEESH, B.S., St. Joseph's College, Bangalore; M.S., Central College, Bongalore.
Department of Biology.
DIETER WALTER JAHNS, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Psychology.
ARLEE WAYNE JOHNSON, B.A., Southwestern State College, Oklahoma. Department of
Speech.
JEAN GWENOLA JONES, B.S., New Mexico State University. Deportment of Physical Education.
WILLIAM JAMES JUDGE, B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Anthropology.
JIN-SOOK HONG KANG, B.S., Ewha Women's University, Korea. Department of Chemistry.
IYADUARAI KASIRAJ, B.S., Modras University; M.S., Harvard University. Deportment of Civil
Engineering.
CHARLES LORANS KENNEDY, B.A., St. Francis College. Department of Government.
LLOYD KYlE KERBOW, B.A., Texos Technological College; M.Ed., North Texas State College.
Department of History.
CAVALLI ERE GLENN KETCHUM, B.F.A., Arizona State University. Department of Art.
ANTHONY LAWRENCE KILBERT, JR., B.S.Ed., State College of Indiana; M.A.T., University of
North Carolina. Department of Chemistry.
NICHOLAS SEYERLYN PERCIVAL KING, B.A., Dartmouth College. Deportment of Physics.
AUDREY LEE BUTlER KIRKPATRICK, B.A., Oklahoma City University. Deportment of Mathematics.
JOAN HOWDEN KLiKOFF, B.A., Barnard College; M.A.T., Wesleyan University. Deportment of
History.
DOROTHY KAY KNOBLOCK, B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Modern and
Classical Languages.
')
GAIL CONRAD KOBETICH, B.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of Biology.
JAMES VIRGIL KOHL, B.A., University of California at Berkeley. Deportment of History.
MARY SHARON HUNNICUT KOHL, B.A., Gettysburg College. Deportment of Mathematics.
7
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CAROL LYNNE KOTLER, B.A., Temple University. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
JANUSZ SWIATOPELK KOZIKOWSKI, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of English.
YOUNG DUCK KWON, B.S., M.S., National University, Seoul. Department of Electrical Engineering.
JUA-IN LAI, B.A., Taiwan Provincial Chung Hsing University. Department of Economics.
GARY LEE LANDRETH, B.A., Southeastern State College; M.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Educational and Administrative Services.
REX WALDO LASLEY, B.S., University of New Mexico. College of Business Administration.
DAVID ALLEN LAYCOCK, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Biology.
ROBIN CLAIR LEASE, B.S., University of South Carolino. Department of Geology.
ANDREW EARL LEE, B.A., M.A., New Mexico State University. Department of Psychology.
JOSEPH DAY LEE III, B.S., Duke University. Department of Nuclear Engineering.
PATRICIA TANDROW LEWIS, B.A., San Jose State; M.A., University of New Mexico. College
of Ed ucation.
ALVIS LEE L1SBENBEE, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Geology.
ORESTE WOODBURY LOMBARDI, B.S., California Institute of Technology; M.S., New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology. Department of Geology.
KARL KILBY LONG, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Psychology.
WILLIAM WALLACE LONG, B.A., M.A., University of New Mexico. Deportment of History.
ZANE BARRY LOWENKRON, B.A., M.A., University of California at Las Angeles. Department
of Psychology.
PATRICIA LYDIA LUNA, B.S., New Mexico Western University. Department of Physical Education.
JAMES LAWRENCE McCONVILLE, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Latin
American Studies.
ESTHER YVONN E MA, B.S., Taiwan Cheng Kung University. Department of Physics.
JONATHAN K. L. MA, B.S., Taiwan University. Department of Chemical Engineering.
ERNEST ANTHONY MARES, B.A., University of New Mexico; M.A., Florida State University.
Department of History.
RICHARD ARLING MARSHALL, B.A., Drury College; M.A., University of Missouri at Columbia.
Department of Anthropology.
CARLOS NOGUEIRA·MARTINS, Diploma, Industrial Institute, Lisbon, Portugal; M.A., University of Colorado. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
BETTY JANE MEADOWS, B.A., Hanover College; M.S., Purdue University. Department of
Biology.
MICHAEL KAY MEHRING, B.S., Colorado State University; M.S., Idoho State University. Department of Health, PhYSical Education and Recreation.
RICHARD FOSTER MEYERHEIN, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Chemistry.
JOHN JOSEPH MIGLlO, JR., B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Chemistry.
LOUISE ANNE MILLER, B.A., University of Californio. Department of Modern and Classical
Languages.
ROBERT MELVIN MILLER, B.A., Oberlin College. Deportment of Music.
DELORES ELIZABETH GUTIERREZ MILLS, B.A., Highlands University; M.A., University of Missouri. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
J. R. MORGAN, B.S., San Diego State College. Department of Geology.
JOYCE MORRIS, B.A., San Jose State College; M.A., University of New Mexico. College of
Education.
ROBERT BERNARD MURILLO, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Sociology.
PHILIP YALE NICHOLSON, B.S.Ed., Temple University; M.A., University of Pennsylvania. Department of History.
KJELL WALTER NIELSEN, B.S., Montana State College; M.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Nuclear Engineering.
WILLIAM OGLE, B.S., University of Hawaii. Department of Physics.
WALTER CARL OLIVER, B.A., New Mexico State University. Department of Modern and Classi
cal Languages.
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ERIC ALBERT OUDEQUEEST, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Economics.
BRIAN JOHN PANKUCH, BA, Drew University. Department of Chemistry.
STANLEY EUGENE PAREGIEN, B.A., David lipscomb College. Department of Speech.
BYONG KI PARK, B.S., Engineering College, National University, Seoul. Department of Electrical Engineering.
NATALIE B. PATIISON, B.S., MA, Arizona State College at Flagstaff. Department of Anthropology.
JON ARTHUR PETRUCHYK, B.A., Beloit College. Department of Art.
CHRISTOPHER MILLER PIERCE, B.FA, University of New Mexico. Department of Art.
JOSEPH A. PITTI, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of History.
JOHN LEO POLICH, B.S., Loyola University; M.S., M.A., University of Southern California.
Department of History.
HElEN ROSE POTTER, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Sociology.
DAVID LEE POWELL, B.S., Stanford University. Department of Mathematics.
CHARLES HENRY RADER, JR., B.B.A., University of New Mexico. College of Business Administration.
CAROL LOUISE RAVEN, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Modern and Classical
Languages
RUTH CAROLE REA, B.A., Kansas State University. Department of Modern and Classical
Languages.
DOUGLAS PATRICK REAGAN, B.A., Hartwick College. Department of Biology.
JOAN HIGGINS REED, B.A., Stanford University. Department of Elementary Education.
THEODORE RUSSElL REINHART, B.A., Pennsylvania State University; M.A., George Washington University. Department of Anthropology.
GEORGE MARSHALL REYNOLDS, B.A., Whitworth College; MA, University of Idaho. Department of History.
RICHARD l. RHORER, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Mechanical Engineering.
CHARLES STEPHEN RIMAI, B.F.A., Hunter College. Department of Art.
PYUNG SYK RO, B.A., National University, Seoul. Department of Physics.
JEFFREY HOWARD ROBBINS, B.S., Carnegie Institute of Technology. Department of Physics.
JON GUY ROGERS, B.A., Kansas State Teachers College; M.A., University of Arkansas. Depo rtment of Psychology.
RICHARD JAMES RONAN, B.S., Michigan State University; M.S., Long Beach State College.
Department of Secondary Education.
CYNTHIA ROSENBLOOM, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
WALTER JOHN ROTH, B.S., University of Michigan; M.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Mathematics.
RANDAll BERNARD SCHMIDT, B.A., Hamline University. Department of Art.
RICHARD HAROLD SCHNEIDER, B.A., Monmouth College. Department of Psychology.
GEORGE ALLEN SEELY, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Physics.
VIRENDRAKUMAR NAVINCHANDRA SHAH, B.S., Gujarat University. Department of Mechanical Engineering.
ZIN·TZAI SHI, B.S., Taiwan University; M.S., University of Nevada. Department of Civil
Engineering.
KE-CHIANG SHIH, B.S., Taiwan Christian College. Department of Nuclear Engineering.
SURRENDRA PRATAP SINGH, B.S., M.S., University of Agra; M.S., New Mexico State University. Department of Biology.
MARGARET JANE SLAUGHTER, BA, Coe College; M.A., University of New Mexico. Department of History.
PETER SEABORN SMITH, B.A., M.A., University of Toronto. Department of History.
WARREN DREW SMITH, B.S., Princeton University. Department of Electrical Engineering.
STEPHEN EDWARD SNYDER, B.B.A., University of New Mexico. College of Business Administration.
JAMES JOSEPH SRUBECK, B.S., Pennsylvania State University. Deportment of Art Education.
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ROBERT HENRY STAAT, B.S., University of New Mexico. Deportment of History.
BETTY ALICE STANFORD, B.S., Texas Technological College. Department of Elementary Education.
1 JOHN JOSEPH STEGE, A. B., Harvard University. Department of English.
JAMES E. STIMSON, B.Ed., Chicago Teachers College; M.Ed., Loyola University. Department
of Education,,1 and Administrative Services.
KATHLEEN MARGARET STOUT, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of English.
ARTHUR HERBERT STUKEY, B.S., Tufts University. Department of Geology.
JAMES ANTON STURDEVANT, B.S., M.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Geology.
FRANK SWANCARA, JR., B.A., University of Denver; M.S., University of Wyoming. Department
of Biology.
ERNEST SZABO, 1'..5., M.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Geology.
GIM TAN, B.S., University of Washington. Department of Chemical Engineering.
WILLIAM JOHN TAGGART, B.S., Marquette University; B.F.A., Art Institute of Chicago. Department of Art.
ANNEHARA KATHLEEN TATSCHL, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Biolog)l' - - _,
JOHN LORENZ TATSCtlL, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Biology.
LARRY WAYNE Ttl ACKER, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Electrical Engineering.
ROBERT RAY THEDE, B.A., Hastings College. Deportment of Physics.
THOMAS RUSSELL THOMAS, B.S., University of Washington. Department of Chemistry.
KAREN DIANE TIPTON, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Government.
CAROLYN LEE TOPPING, B.S., University of Wisconsin. Department of Home Economics.
ANNE URIBE, B.A., Lawrence University. Department of Modern and Classical Languages.
STEVE FRANK VANDER HEIDEN, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Speech.
PETER JOSEPH VAN HOVE, B.A., University of California at Berkeley. Deportment of History.
SVAJA LUCIA VANSAUSKAS, B.A., University of Illinois. Department of English.
MARGARET RUTti VASQUEZ, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Anthropology.
ARTHUR CHARLES VICORY, B.A., University of California at Berkeley; M.A., San Jose State
College. Dep"rtment of Psychology.
MARIE LOUISE VINCENT, B.A., American University. Department of Anthropology.
PAUL ROBERT VOLCHANSKY, B.S., Indiana State University. Department of Secondary Education.
ANNA FRANKE WALTER, B.A., Texas Agricultural and Industrial College. Department of
Mathematics.
RAYMOND JUI-MIN WAN, B.S., Northwestern Engineering College of China. College of
Business Admin istration.
WEN LONG WANG, B.S., Taiwan University; M.S., University of Utah. Department of Civil
Eng ineering.
VAUGHN RAMSEY WARD, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Secondary Education.
DAVID JOSEPH WEBER, B.S., State University of New York Teachers College at Fredonia;
M.A., University of New Mexico. Department of History.
MATALIE QUINCIE WHAM, B.F.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Music.
DONALD RUSSELL WHEELER, B.A., Grinnell College. Department of Physics.
CHARLES EVAN WHITE, B.A., University of New Mexico. Department of Anthropology.
GEORGE MARTIN WHITSON, III, B.S., University of Mississippi; M.S., University of Massa·
chusetts. Deportment of Mathematics.
DON ElLIS WILSON, B.S., University of Arizona. Department of Biology.
RICHARD NATHANIEL WILSON, B.S., University of New Mexico. Department of Geology.
CURTIS MacDONALD WISE, B.S., Hamline University. Department of Physics.
EDDIE FOOK HONG WONG, B.A., University of Washington. Department of Art.
JAMES JERRY YOUNG, B.S., West Texas State College. Department of Biology.
JOHN HARRY ZOLLER, I'..B.A., University of Minnesota. College of Business Administration.
1

First semester only.

GENERAL INFORMATION
HE UNIVERSITY of New Mexico has as its primary responsibility the task of
serving the citizens of the State of New Mexico by offering the opportunity
of a well-rounded education at the higher level. The ultimate goal of college
or university education is to equip the maximum number of citizens with the
understanding and wisdom which will aid them in becoming useful and responsible members of a democratic society. The University also recognizes its duty
to supply other services which foster the culture and welfare of thl3 people.

T

GENERAL EDUCATION

There are skills, intellectual abilities, and standards
of behavior which are essential to the educational and moral progress of every
individual. Therefore, the University recognizes its responsibility to help each
student toward theJl.ighest possible personal development through the attainment
and maintenance of skills of communication, skills of reasoning and critical thinking, good habits of study and of independent investigation, and sound standards
of behavior in matters of health and of social responsibility.
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT.

LIBERAL EDUCATION. The University proposes also to bring the student to an
awareness of current problems and a desire to aid in their solution, and above
all, to give him the enlarged perspective that comes through an understanding
of the social, scientific, artistic, literary, religious, and philosophical traditionsthe cultural heritage of mankind.
SPECIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

It is a further purpose of the University to provide opportunities for training
in scholarly and technical fields. To serve the needs of the State and the welfare
of its people, the University offers a variety of curricula for those students who
desire and are capable of professional attainment. Training in the professions
is intended to supplement the general education of the student and to equip him
for a career.
SCHOLARSHIP AND RESEARCH

A prime responsibility of the University is to make its contribution to the total
body of knowledge through original investigation. A special obligation to give
due concern to the problems of the State and region is also recognized. To these
ends the University encourages its students and faculty to engage in research,
scholarship, and creative activity by providing suitable facilities in an atmosphere
conducive to achievement.
The findings of research are made available to the public through various
bureaus, a program of publications, and technical adVisory services.
ADULT EDUCATION AND CULTURAL PROGRAMS

In order to extend its services to those not regularly enrolled as full-time
students, the University offers extension, correspondence, and evening courses.
In addition, by sponsoring exhibits, lectures, forums, and concerts on its campus
and through the media of radio and television, the University seeks to make
significant contributions to the cultural life of the State.
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ACCREDITATION
The University has been a member of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools since 1922. The Extension Division was approved
by the Nationa I Un iversity Extension Association in 1930. Approval of the Association of American Universities was given to the University in 1933, and the
American Association of University Women recognized the University in the same
year. The curricula in Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering have been
fully accredited by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development since
1937. In 1948 the College of Pharmacy was accredited by the American Council
on Pharmaceutical Education and in 1952 it was accepted into membership by
the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. The School of Law was approved by the American Bar Association in February, 1948, and was admitted
to membership in the Association of American Law Schools in December, 1948.
In the same year, the College of Education was accredited by the American Association of Co lieges for Teacher Education. In 1954 the Association transferred
its list of accredited institutions to the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education. In 1961 this National Council conducted a full-scale examination of the teacher education programs and, as a result, granted full accreditation for all programs at this institution for the preparation of teachers,
school administrators, and guidance counselors through the doctor's degree.
The University was admitted to membership in the National Association of
Schools of Music in 1950. The program of the Department of Journalism has
been accredited by the American Council on Education for Journalism since 1955.
The basic program of the College of Nursing, including public health nursing,
was first accredited in 1959 by the National League for Nursing. The School of
Medicine has been recognized as a provisional mem,ber of the Association of
American Medical Colleges since 1963. Formal accreditation by the Liaison Committee on Accreditation of the Council on Medical Education of the American
Medical Association and the Association of American Medical Colleges is sched•
uled for 1966.
The University is approved for veterans' training under the several Public
Laws governing educational benefits.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
The University is composed academically of eight undergraduate colleges, the
Graduate School, the School of Law, and the School of Medicine. The undergraduate co[leges include:
University College, an administrative unit which supervises the programs of
all freshman students
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Business Administration
College of Education
College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Nursing
College of Pharmacy
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Information about these colleges and their programs is contained in the individual
college sections of this bulletin.
Summer and evening credit offerings are also a part of the University's academic program on the campus. Off-campus credit is offered by extension classes
and correspondence courses and through off-campus residence centers at Gallup,
and the Holloman and Los Alamos Graduate Centers.

SITUATION
The University is situated in Albuquerque, the center of a metropolitan area
of 350,000 inhabitants. The campus lies a mile above sea level on a plateau
overlooking the Rio Grande, and about 12 miles from the lofty Sandia mountains. Albuquerque is noted for its dry and sunny climate. Although the weather
undergoes the normal seasonal changes, temperatures are not extreme.
New Mexico is assuming a position of growing importance in the development of atomic and nuclear weapons and nuclear propulsion, and as a center
for guided missile and rocket research and testing. The Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory, birthplace of the atomic bomb, is located 100 miles to the north;
the Air Force Missile Development Center at Holloman Air Force Base and the
Army's White Sands Proving Grounds are some 250 miles to the south; while in
Albuquerque itself are the Air Force Special Weapons Center at Kirtland Air
Force Base, the Field Command of the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project
at Sandia and Manzano Bases, and one of the maier research and development
centers of the Atomic Energy Commission.
The city is on the A.T.&S.F. Railway and is served by transcontinental bus and
air lines. Interstate Highways 40 and 25 intersect at Albuquerque.
Historic Santa Fe is approximately 60 miles to the north, and a number of
Indian pueblos including picturesque Taos and Acoma are within easy driving
distance.

HISTORY
The University of New Mexico was created by an act of the Territorial Legislature in 1889, opened as a summer normal school on June 15, 1892, and began
full-term instruction on September 21 of the same year. Its development in the
76 years since its inception has been extraordinary. The 20 acres comprising the
original campus have become more than 500; buildings have increased from a
single structure to 79 permanent structures.
The development of new colleges and divisions has kept pace with the
physical growth of the instituti~:Jn. The College Department became the College
of Literature and Arts in 1898, later acquiring its present title of College of
Arts and Sciences. The College of Engineering opened in 1906, and the Graduate
School in 1919. In 1928 the College of Education was created; in 1935 the
General College; and in 1936 the College of Fine Arts. A unit of the United States
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps was established May 20, 1941. In 1945 the
following new divisions became an active part of the University program: the
College of Pharmacy, the Division of Government Research, and the Bureau of
Business Research. In 1946 the Institute of Meteoritics was added to the University's
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research program. 1he College of Business Administration and the College of Law
were organized in the fall of 1947. The title "College of Law" was changed to
"School of Law" in 1960. An Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps unit was
established in 1949. Although extension work was offered as early as 1913, the
Extension Division as a separate unit with a full-time director began operations in
1928. A reorganization took place in 1953 which combined the Division of Extension, the Summer Session, the credit and non-credit evening program, conferences, and short-course offerings under the single administrative unit, Division of
Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services. This Division also administers the Community College (credit and non-credit sections). The College of Nursing was established in 1955, and in 1956 the Los Alamos Graduate Center and
the University College were created. Upon the establishment of the University
College, the General College was abandoned. The Holloman Graduate Center
was created in 1957. The School of Inter-American Affairs, established in 1941,
was known as the Division of Foreign Studies from 1959 to 1965 when it became
the Division of Inter-American Affairs. A 2-year School of Medicine was established in 1961 a nd it is planned to move to a 4-year program in the near future.
The University has 44 instructional departments; work. leading to the master's degree is offered in 39 fields, and toward the doctor's degree in 16.
University administrators have for many years realized that the situation of
The University of New Mexico provides it with a wealth of source material in the
historical and archaeological background of the nation, and that its proximity
to the Indian, Span ish, and Mexican cultures makes it a natural place for the
study and appreciation of those cultures. They have, therefore, encouraged the
development of Southwestern and Latin American studies and research. Some
tangible evidences of this interest are found in the unifo~m architectural style (a
modification of the Indian pueblo), which has been described as "the outstanding
example of the effective use of regional architecture in the United States," the
offering of a maior in Latin American Studies, the annual Field Session in Anthropology, the presence on the campus of the Peace Corps Training Center for Latin
America, and the various examples of Indian, Mexican, and Spanish-American
paintings, carving, and weaving to be found throughout the campus buildings.

GOVERNMENT AN D SUPPORT
The government of the University is vested in the Regents and the Faculty.
Five Regents are appointed by the Governor of the State for a term of six years;
the Governor and the Superintendent of Public Instruction are ex officio members
of the Regents.
The University is supported chiefly by appropriations made by the State
Legislature, by income from the rental of lands granted to it by the Federal
Government, by the income from royalties on the oil taken from these lands, and
by student fees.

DEVElOPMENT OFFICE
The function of the Development Office is to encourage private support, both
financial and non-fi nancial, of The University of New Mexico, thereby enabling
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the University to increase its contributions to the State and to the Nation in terms
of teaching, research, and service. Additional financial support obtained from
private sources enables the University to incorporate into its program those features which are essential to educational leadership and distinction, but which
are beyond the financial responsibility of the State. Non-financial support-that
is, understanding and goodwill-is essential to the successful execution of the
programs and policies of the University.
The major objectives of the Development Program are: (1) to promote a better understanding of The University of New Mexico and to interpret its programs,
its progress, and its needs to the public; (2) to develop and enlist the active interest and support of individuals and groups in its behalf; and (3) to provide these
individuals and organizations with the opportunity to support voluntarily the
University.
Although it operates as a separate unit, the Alumni Office is a part of the
Development Office. This makes it possible to coordinate Alumni Association
activities with the promotional activities of the overall development program.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The Association is maintained through cooperative efforts of the University
and the alumni body. All graduates and former students of The University of New
Mexico are members of the Association. Programs and policies of the organization are determined by a board of directors, whose members are chosen with
respect to college, graduation year, and geographic location.
The Association coordinates and directs Homecoming activities, arranges
class reunions, organizes alumni clubs throughout the State and Nation, promotes
citizenship among undergraduates, assists with student recruitment, provides
advice to the University administration upon request, assists in the University's
legislative relations program, and in other ways encourages alumni interest in
and support of the University.
The Greater U. N. M. Fund has recently been established to help provide
through contributions from alumni and friends, certain features that are characteristic of a quality institution but which are often beyond the ability of the State
to provide. These would include such benefits as scholarships, specialized equipment, library materials, and funds for faculty research.
The Alumnus, official organ of the Association, is published six times a year
and is mailed to all members. Alumni Association file records include information on more than 30,000 persons who have attended the University since its
opening. Master, geographical, and class files are maintained.
The Association's offices are located in the New Mexico Union, Suite 242.

CAMPUS AND BUILDINGS
The campus of The University of New Mexico is in the eastern section of the
city of Albuquerque and comprises over 500 acres, landscaped with grass, giant
cottonwoods, elms, and mountain evergreens. The 79 permanent bUildings exemplify the University's distinctive architectural style, contemporary in treatment
but with strong influence from the Spanish and Pueblo Indian cultures. The architecture is characterized by rectangular terraced masses, protruding vigas, patios,
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balconies, porta Is, a nd earth-color walls slightly inclined to recall ancient adobe
houses. Within easy walking distance of the instructional and administrative center of the campus are the dormitories, an 18-hole golf course, a swimming pool,
tennis courts, campus theatre, faculty residences, and sorority and fraternity
houses.
The permanent campus buildings include: Administration Building, Alumni
Memorial Chapel, Alvarado Hall (men's dormitory), Anthropology Building,
Apartments for Married Students, Architecture BUilding, Art Building, Art Department Crafts Annex, Art Education Building, Bandelier Hall (departmental
offices), Basic Medical Science Building, Basketball Arena, Biology Building,
Bureau of Business Research Building, Business Administration Annex, Carlisle
Gymnasium, Chemical Engineering Building, Chemistry Building (Clark Hall),
Civil Engineering Building, Civil Engineering Research Laboratory, Clinical Psychiatry BUilding, Concert Hall, Coronado Hall (men's dormitory), Drama Building, Education Adm inistration Building, Education Classroom BUilding, Education
Office Building, Electrical Engineering BUilding, Engineering Annex, Fine Arts
Center, Geology Building, Golf Course Clubhouse, Heating Plant, Hodgin Hall,
Hokona Hall (women's dormitory), Home Economics Building, Home Management
House, Industrial Arts Building, Johnson Gymnasium, Jonson Art Gallery, Journalism Building, Kiva, KNME-TV, Law Building (Bratton Hall), Lecture Hall,
Library of the Medical Sciences, Manzanita Center (Educational Laboratory),
Marron Hall (departmental offices), Mechanical Engineering Building, Mechanical
Engineering Shops, Medical Science Departmental Building, Medical Science
Interim Facilities, Mesa Vista Hall (men's dormitory and departmental offices),
Meteoritics Building, Mitchell Hall (classrooms), New Mexico Union, Nuclear
Engineering Laboratory, Observatory, Onate Hall (men's dormitory), Ortega
Hall (languages), Pharmacy Building, Physics-Astronomy Building, President's
Home, Research Center, Rifle Range, Santa Ana Hall (women's dormitory),
Santa Clara Hall (women's dormitory), Sara Raynolds Hall, Service Building,
Speeech BUilding, Stadium BUilding, State Public Health Laboratory, Student
Health Service, Student Health Center, Testing Center, University Stadium, University Theatre (Rodey Hall), Yatoka Hall (Business Administration), Zimmerman
Library.

THE ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY
BUILDING. The general University Library is housed in a bUilding which is
frequently cited as the best example of the modified pueblo style of Southwestern architecture unique to this campus. The building, enlarged by an addition completed in the spring of 1966, provides for a future collection of 650,000
volumes and seats for 1,725 readers. It contains 59 faculty studies and 207
carrels for graduate students. On separate floors are complete library services for
the Social Sciences, Humanities, Science and Engineering, and General Reference. The Special Collections Department is housed in second-floor rooms including a large vault and the Thomas Bell Room for rare materials.
RESOURCES.
Library collections include 348,073 cataloged and processed volumes, severa I thousand other cataloged serials and pamphlets, 157,174 govern-
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ment publications, 8,599 reels of microfilm, 111,882 microcards, 55,718 maps,
several thousand pamphlets and pictures, and a large collection of archival
material. These resources provide adequate study and research facilities for
undergraduate work and for the special fields in which graduate work is
offered.
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. The Coronado Room contains an extensive collection of
books and other materials concerning the history and culture of the Southwest in
general and New Mexico in particular. It contains State publications and books
about New Mexico, several hundred bound volumes of photostats of the archives
of Spain, Mexico, and New Mexico, letters, manuscripts, documents and State
archival materials assembled by the U. S. Historical Records Survey.
The business history collection contains records of the First National Bank of
Santa Fe, 1871-1926, the Ilfeld Company, 1865-1907, Gross, Kelly & Co., 18801940, Bond & Son, Inc., 1900-1940, and several others.
The Van de Velde Collection of Mexican Materials, consisting of 8,686 bound
volumes, 93 maps, and 50 linear feet of pamphlets was purchased in 1939 by a
special appropriation of the State Legislature. It contains much rare and valuable
material dealing with history, archaeology, ethnology, geology, folklore, literature, and art of Mexico.
The Catron Collection, of 9,574 volumes, is an extensive and valuable library
begun by Julia W. and Thomas B. Catron and given to the University Library by
their sons, C. C. Catron, T. B. Catron, F. A. Catron and J. W. Catron. Outstanding
items are several hundred Spanish and Mexican publications of the 16th to 19th
centuries, and 375 filing cases and boxes of letters and documents dealing with
territorial New Mexico events, particularly the land grant system of the State.
The Otero Collection, given by former Governor and Mrs. Miguel A. Otero in
1939, contains 465 volumes on the Southwest and general fields, as well as a
valuable manuscript and museum collection.
The Field Collection of old Spanish and Mexican Art, which includes 96 pieces
of silver and 69 other art objects, was given by the estate of Will B. and Mary
Lester Field in 1939.
USE OF THE LIBRARY.
The Library is open to all students in all departments of
the University. In addition to serving the students and faculty, and subject to their
needs, the Library is available for use by citizens of the State, by permission.
Books withdrawn for home use may be kept one month. Reserved books may
be used only according to rules posted at the Reserve desk; reference books may
not be taken from the Reference room. Fines are charged for the late return of
books.
HOURS. The Library is open from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m., Mondays through Fridays;
from 8 a.m. to .s p.m., Saturdays; and Sundays from 1 to 11 p.m.

FINE ARTS LIBRARY
The Fine Arts library is located in the Fine Arts Center. This newly established
library contains the library materials for art, music, drama, and architecture.
Reference service in these areas is handled by the Fine Arts Library staff. A
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special room houses rare books and other valuable resources. Two practice
rooms, with pianos, are located in the library complex. Library patrons use
these facilities to perform works from scores.
The Fine Arts Library maintains its own complete card catalog. Separate
divisions are provided for approximately 20,908 books and scores and 4,000
recordings and tapes. The audio materials, which include the Archive of Southwestern Music, are available for use through specially designed listening
facilities.
A reference collection of approximately 52,000 slides and 13,350 photographs and reproductions is maintained by the Fine Arts Library. The collections
are particularly strong in American Indian art, Pre-ColumbIan art, Spanish
Colonial art and architecture, and 20th-century art and architecture.

LAW LIBRARY
The School of Law Library, housed separately with the law school, received
an auspicious start through donation of the Francis C. Wilson, Francis E. Wood
and other private law library collections. It contains 65,000 volumes and is being augmented by approximately 200 volumes each month. The library includes
comprehensive collections of British, Federal and State court reports, including
special and annotated series, session laws, current State and Federal statutes,
legal treatises, periodicals, encyclopedias and digests, administrative reports,
and other classes of legal materials.

LIBRARY OF THE MEDICAL SCIENCES
The Library of the Medical Sciences, School of Medicine, housed at 900
Stanford Dr., N.E., also houses the Bernalillo County Medical Society Library.
The collection, now totaling about 30,000 volumes, is growing at a very rapid
pace. The Library now subscribes to over 1300 biomedical serials. The staff is
engaged in research in medical communications and documentation and is
developing one of the most highly mechanized medical libraries in the United
States.

MUSEUMS, COLLECTIONS, AND EXHIBITIONS
MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY

The collections and exhibits of the Museum of Anthropology are located in
the south wing of the Anthropology Building. Exhibits feature the life of the
Palaeo Indians, Early Pueblo life, the Pueblo Golden Age, and two exhibits on
late pueblo culture. In the latter is a full sca Ie reproduction of a section of one
of the famous painted kivas at the site of Pottery Mound. Other exhibits in the
new Museum of Anthropology Hall include those of Navajo, Northwest Coast,
Eskimo, Plains and South American Indians. A series of special anthropological
exhibits feature Navajo silver, the Gallina culture, Mimbres pottery, Mound
Builder cultures, Mexican and Andean archaeology, Navajo and Pueblo weaving,
evolution, races of Man, linguistics, archaeological and ethnological techniques,
cultures of Oceania, African tribal art, and cultures of the South Pacific and of
various prehistoric periods of Europe and the Old World. These exhibits are
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available to the public. The museum wing is open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday. School groups and others may make special arrangements.
Director: Frank C. Hibben. Curator: J. J. Brady.
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM

The University Art Museum, located in the Fine Arts Center Building, was
opened in October, 1963. The Museum's physical facilities, among the finest in
the Southwestern States, are of a size to permit concurrent presentation of a
continuing series of major exhibitions, together with selections from the University's permanent collection. Notable among the exhibitions organized by the
Museum during the past two years were Art Since 1889, a survey of European
and American pointing, sculpture, drawing, and prints; The Pointer and the
Photograph, on exh ibition tracing the relationships of painting and photography
in 20th century art; and The Drawings of Andrew Dasburg. Two major exhibitions, Impressionism in America and 20th Century Sculpture, were organized
in cooperation with the Junior League of Albuquerque. The gallery is open daily
except Monday and Saturday from 12 to 5 p.m.; for groups, other hours by
arrangement; closed during academic holidays. Director: Van Deren Coke.
GEOLOGY MUSEUM

(Geology Building) The Geology Museum has a double purpose: it is designed
to serve the general public and to supplement the instructional program. Exhibits
include a systematic series of minerals, a stratigraphic series of fossil animals and
plants, a paleontologic series of fossil and modern invertebrates, and systematic
series of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks.
Other notable features are an exhibit illustrating how fossils are preserved;
an exhibit of New Mexico metallic and nonmetallic ores; rotating exhibits of
various geological materials; a series of map displays; a geologic cross-section
through Mount Taylor and the Sandia Mountains, together with numerous rock
samples; and an unusually fine fluorescence-phosphorescence exhibit of minerals
under both long-wave and short-wave ultraviolet light. The Albuquerque Gem
and Mineral Club maintains a case with rotating exhibits of specimens, including
gems and precious stones. A visual seismic recorder, connected to a seismograph
at the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey's Albuquerque Seismic Center in the
Manzano Mountains southeast of Albuquerque, shows maior earthquakes as they
occur throughout the world. The museum is generally open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Saturday. Curator: Stuart A. Northrop.
HARWOOD FOUNDATION

The University of New Mexico maintains the Harwood Foundation in Taos,
New Mexico. The Foundation has an excellent and extensive collection of paintings by artists who have lived and worked in New Mexico. Selections from the
collections are frequently exhibited. Director: Mrs. Toni Tarleton.
JONSON GALLERY

This gallery on the campus at 1909 Las Lomas Road is open to the public
daily from 12 noon to 6 p.m. The exhibition program features monthly one-man
shows or group shows by New Mexico artists, with emphasis upon contemporary
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painting. During the summer, the gallery presents an annual exhibition of
paintings by Raymond Jonson, Director of the gallery.
MUSEUM OF SOUTHWESTERN BIOLOGY

(Biology Building) The Department of Biology maintains the Museum of Southwestern Biology, the most important single source of New Mexican vertebrates
and plants, including the J. Stokley Ligon bird collection. This is a research museum, maintained for the use of all serious students of Southwestern field biology,
although priority in the use of materials is reserved for University students and
staff. Curators: Mammals and Birds, J. S. Findley; Reptiles and Amphibians, W.
G. Degenhardt; Fishes, W. J. Koster; Plants, W. C. Martin.

RESEARCH AND FElLOWSHIP SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND FELLOWSHIP SERVICES

Harold l. Walker, Director
The Office of Research and Fellowship Services is an administrative agency of
the Graduate School of the University.
The broad purposes of the Office of Research and Fellowship Services are:
(1) to foster a more effective and more extensive program in research and
other scholarly pursuits within the University;
-(2) to make a continuing survey of the research and other scholarly and
creative interests, activities, and needs, as well as of the human and
physical resources, within the University; and to disseminate this information to departments, the University administration, and possible
sponsors of research;
(3) to coordinate, insofar as possible and desirable, the various research
activities on campus;
(4) to seek funds in support of research and other scholarly and creative
activities and interests in the University, including faculty and student
fellowships; and to disseminate to appropriate individuals, faculty, and
administration information concerning application procedures for such
financial aid;
(5) to assist faculty members, when requested, in determining that proposals are prepared in' accordance with the policies of the University
and of the sponsoring agency.
RESEARCH ALLOCATIONS COMMITIEE. The
Research Allocations Committee
supervises and allocates the University Research Fund. The Committee communicates with the Dean of the Graduate School and meets with him formally
at least once each semester to discuss the availability and allocation of funds.
The Committee receives requests from faculty members for grants-in-aid, determines faculty eligibility for grants from the Fund and the amount of such
grants, and appraises the merits of proposed research projects as well as the
productivity of the applicants.
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THE BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH

Arthur A. Blumenfeld, Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Director;
Ralph l. Edgel, Professor of Business Administration, Business Analyst; A.
David Sandoval, Economist; Peter J. lalonde, Assistant Economist; David M.
Bloom, Assistant Economist; Carolyn G. Lindberg, Assistant Economist; Margaret I. Meaders, Editor; Linda l. Hawkins, Assistant Editor; Shirley J. Huzarski, Data Supervisor.
The Bureau of Business Research, established in July 1945, cooperates closely
with the College of Business Administration. Its purpose is to promote the
economic welfare of the State through investigation and study of economic and
business problems and through the dissemination of information. More specifically, its objectives are to promote the development and intelligent use of the
State's resources and full employment for its people; to assist businesses in
dealing with their problems of marketing, internal operations, and planning; to
encourage the pursuit of business and economic research by students and
faculty; and to provide a medium through which the skills and talents of the
College of Business Administration and the University as a whole may be made
of assistance to the community.
The basic activities of the Bureau consist of gathering, analyzing, and interpreting data concerning the economic life of the State-its population, natural
resources, employment opportunities, income, business activities, and markets.
Studies are initiated by the Bureau or are undertaken for business concerns,
governmental agencies, or other interested organizations. So that the results of
its studies may be used, information is disseminated through Bureau publications, the press, radio, and television. Bureau publications include:
New Mexico Business, a monthly journal which regularly carries more than
70 indexes of business activity in New Mexico, a short article summarizing recent business activity, and a feature article on some business or economic
problem or area. The William Jackson Parish Research Award is offered annually to seniors and graduate students in the College of Business Administration for an outstand ing article to be published in New Mexico Business.
The Retail Food Price Bulletin, a quarterly report presenting the results of
the Bureau's survey of food prices at representative food stores in Albuquerque.
The "Business Information Series," which consists of numerous releases incorporating results of small studies and collections of information of current
interest.
The "New Mexico Studies in Business and Economics," a series in which research monographs on various subjects are issued at irregular intervals.
The "County Economic Background Series," individual reports on the development and nature of the economy of New Mexico counties.
Other activities include the Southwest Management Development Program,
which embraces several types of intensified adult-education programs, including special courses and conferences tailored to the needs of specific groups and
a series of week-long advanced executive conferences offered several times
each year at pleasant Bishop's lodge in the foothills of the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains north of Santa Fe.
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The Bureau also acts as consultant to persons desiring to avail themselves
of its services; in addition, it sponsors conferences at which businessmen, civic
leaders, and scholars may meet to exchange information and pool their resources toward the solution of common problems.
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION CENTER. This Center, a new Bureau division, provides the means of transferring newly developed product ideas, processes, innovations, and other new technology to private industry. In association with
NASA's Office of Technology Utilization, TAC combines sophisticated techniques
of handling information with a multidisciplinary staff of experienced engineers
and business specialists, complemented by the faculty and the resources of the
University and several other participating centers throughout the Nation. The
four major areas of services offered are (1) a retrospective search, starting with
identification of clients' problems and including a computerized search of some
200,000 data documents and an ultimate selection of all information relevant to
each problem; (2) a selective dissemination service, consisting of making available to clients a bimonthly selection of reports on pertinent developments, new
materials, and new products; (3) industrial applications, consisting of another
series of bimonthly reports-these aimed at aiding clients to streamline their
technological needs; (4) other services, including marketing information and access to a series of special bibliographies and a wide range of aids in management, engineering, and the sciences, with these aids being made available by
numerous campus programs. Staff: William A. Shinnick, Director; Applications
Engineer: Thomas R. Lyons, Eugene Burch.
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY ACTION SERVICES. Another new division of the Bureau, this
Center operates a broad program of technical assistance to communities desiring
to set up community-action agencies and programs. The Center is part of the program of the Office of Economic Opportunity. Staff: John B. Arango, Director;
Gerald T. Kenna, Assistant Director; William W. McKinstry, Assistant Director;
Field Representatives: Byron T. Hopewell, Facundo B. Valdez, Eugene Rey Hill,
Macon Foster, Gabriel Rodriguez, Willfred Martinez.
THE BUREAU OF ENGINEERING RESEARCH

W. W. Grannemann, Professor of Electrical Engineering, Director.
Established in 1937 as an Engineering Experiment Station, the Bureau of
Engineering Research is an integral part of the College of Engineering. Research
activities in the College of Engineering are directed toward (1) maintaining an
engineering faculty who are leaders in the discovery and development of new
engineering knowledge, (2) supporting the engineering graduate program by
affording graduate students high-level research opportunities, and (3) service
to the citizens and industry of the State of New Mexico.
It is the purpose of the engineering research program not only to train future
research workers, but also to carry out a program of research that assures both
sound investigations of a fundamental nature in the engineering sciences and
work devoted to the solution of State problems and to greater utilization of the
State's natural resources. Through publications, cooperative activity with New
Mexico industry, and the conduct of sponsored contract research projects, it is
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the pLlrpose of tne Bureau of Engineering Research to playa prominent role in
the industrial and technical development of New Mexico.
THE DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT RESEARCH

Supervisory Board: David B. Hamilton, Professor of Economics, Chairman; Nancie
Gonzalez, Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology; Harry Stumpf,
Assistant Professo r of Government.
The Division of Government Research, which was created by the University in
July 1945, has as its purpose the study of problems of government in New Mexico,
including the economic and social as well as the political aspects of such problems.
The Division selects for study contemporary subjects of importance to the
people of the State, publishes the completed studies, and makes them available
to interested citizens and officials in New Mexico and elsewhere. Outside specialists as well as members of the faculty of the University are utilized as consultants and to make studies.
Other functions of the Division include the training in research of graduate
students, advisory and consultant work, and the sponsoring of conferences.
No conclusions concerning University policies or views are to be drawn from
published studies. Opinions expressed in studies are those of the authors, who
accept responsibility for them. The Division does accept responsibility for giving
them a chance to appear.
Over-all responsibility for the work of the Division is exercised by the Supervisory Board, under the administrative supervision of the Academic Vice President.
The Director, who sits as a non-voting member of the Board, is responsible to it.

LECTURES
THE ANNUAL RESEARCH LECTURESHIP

The Annual Research Lectureship of the University, established in 1954, was
authorized by the General Faculty in order to encourage, recognize, and honor
research and creative work and to acquaint the University community and the
publiC with the achievements of faculty members. The Graduate Committee and
the University Research Committee, in joint sponsorship and with the approval of
the University Adm inistration, make the yearly nominations of the lecturer.
CARL GRABO MEMORIAL LECTURES

These lectures in memory of Carl Grabo, Visiting Professor at the University
from 1947 to 1954, are offered each year under the auspices of the Department
of English and are open to the public. They are supported by income from a fund
established by friends of Carl Grabo.
JOHN FIELD SIMMS MEMORIAL LECTURES (1954)

These lectures are supported by the income of a gift to the University of
$25,000 by Albert Gallatin Simms, in memory of his brother, John Field Simms,
a Regent of the University, Justice of the Supreme Court of New Mexico, creative
thinker, diligent worker on various State and local public boards and commissions, eminent trial lawyer and counselor, and beloved citizen of Albuquerque,
New Mexico. As stated in the establishing document, the gift is to provide for
"the annual presentation of a lecture or lectures by a distinguished and learned
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member of the legal profession, including practicing attorneys, jurists, and outstanding law teachers and scholars" to afford "students of the law, members of
the legal profession, and the public in general an opportunity to hear and learn,
at first hand from those learned in the law, the basic concepts and principles of
law and ethics which have proved to be the bulwark of justice and liberty among
civilized men." The document was later amended by Mr. Simms to permit the
selection of any distinguished person.

MILITARY TRAINING
AIR FORCE ROTC

The purpose of Air Force ROTC is to select and train students who possess
the character, intelligence, aptitude, and desire to become officers in the United
States Air Force.
Air Force ROTC is now a 2-year program, with no military drill, for university juniors and seniors. Normally, a student will begin during the fall semester
of his sophomore year processing which includes written and physical tests as
well as 6 weeks of field training during the summer preceding his junior year.
All male students who have 2 years of academic work remaining for their degree, either at the baccalaureate or graduate level, are eligible for formal enrollment providing all processing has been completed the previous year and
providing all AFROTC courses can be completed prior to their 28th birthday.
Veterans with 2 years or more of active duty may have until their 30th birthday
to complete the program.
Uniforms and textbooks for Air Force ROTC courses are provided by the
Air Force. Participants receive approximately $117 for the 6-weeks training
period (in addition to six cents per mile travel pay) and $40 per month for 20
months while participating in the program on campus. Total cadet pay for the
2-year program will be approximately one thousand dollars.
Cadets are required to attend Aerospace Studies courses for 3 hours per
week. Credit for Air Force ROTC courses may be applied toward an academic
degree. The undergraduate colleges of the University have made arrangements
whereby Aerospace Studies courses may be used as elective courses. For cadets
who have gained sufficient hours under the old 4-year program, the College of
Arts and Sciences and the College of Education offer a minor study in Aerospace Studies.
Those cadets who were enrolled in AFROTC during or before the 1964-65
academic year will continue with the 4-year program. No freshmen or sophomores will be formally enrolled in AFROTC during the 1966-67 academic year.
Interested freshmen and sophomores are encouraged to join the Mitchell
Aerospace Flight, an AFROTC honorary for potential Air Force officers.
NAVAL ROTC

A Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Unit, established by the Navy Department is in operation at The University of New Mexico. The NROTC offers the
opportunity for NROTC students to obtain a commission in the U.S. Navy
and Marine Corps and the U. S. Naval Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve upon
completion of the baccalaureate requirements.
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Three types of programs are included in the NROTC. Entering male freshmen
who have been selected by the Navy Department after nationwide competitive
examination are enrolled as Regular NROTC students. Regular NROTC students
receive $50 per month and have their tuition, books and fees, and uniforms paid
for by the Navy. Examinations for the Regular Program are given each winter by
the Navy Department. Additional information concerning the Regular Program
can be obtained from high school principals, Navy recruiters, and the Professor
of Naval Science in the University NROTC Unit.
The 4-year Contract NROTC program is open to all entering male freshmen.
The Professor of Naval Science will select applicants based on the results of a
written examination and a required physical examination, both of which are
given at the University during July, August, and September. Contract NROTC
students receive their Naval Science textbooks and uniforms without charge and
are paid approximately $40 per month during their junior and senior years.
Additional information on the Contract Program can be secured from the Professor of Naval Science in the NROTC Unit.
The 2-year Contract NROTC program is open to male students who have
2 more years of academic work remaining until the award of their baccalaureate
degrees. Such students are required to attend a 6-week summer cruise prior to
entering the program to make up the Naval Science academic and military
training they would have taken in their first 2 years of college had they been
in the NROTC program. While on this cruise the participants receive approximately $117 for the 6-weeks training period. Upon entering the program at the
beginning of their junior year they will commence to receive $40 per month,
which will be paid during their junior and senior years.
Regular NROTC students are commissioned in the Regular Navy or Marine
Corps, while Contract students are commissioned in the Naval or Marine Corps
Reserve. Contract students may, however, be commissioned in the Regular Marine
Corps, provided they so request and vacancies exist.
Students may enter the NROTC at other than freshman level provided their
entry is approved by the Naval Science Department Chairman and they agree
to "double up" in Naval Science courses in order to graduate in a total of 4 years
of college-level work.
Naval Science courses are open to any student who is attending The University
of New Mexico; however, registration as a "Naval Science student" must be approved by the Chairman of the Naval Science Department. Students desiring to
take Naval Science for credit need not be members of the NROTC Unit.

PEACE CORPS lRAINING
PEACE CORPS TRAINING CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICA

D. T. Benedetti, Ph.D., Director; A. S. Homme, Ph.D., Chief Assessment Officer;
J. J. Stout, M.D., Medical Officer; E. M. Joganic, M.A., Program Officer and
Logistics; G. A. Justis, Chief, Administrative Services; F. J. Shoemaker, M.A.,
Chief, Volunteer Services; C. Carossino, Librarian; S. Denlinger, Coordinator,
Community Development; C. R. Brown, M.S., Coordinator, Industrial Arts; R. G.
_ Huzarski, M.S., Engineering Consultant; L. J. Marquez, M.A.T.S., Coordinator,
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Spanish; Ron Jacobsen, B.S., Coordinator, Physical Training; P. Ranis, Ph.D.,
Coordinator, Intercultural Studies; M. P. Simmons, M.S., Coordinator, Community Health Action.
The Peace Corps Training Center for Latin American was established at The
University of New Mexico in 1962. The year-round Center, the first of its kind, is
contracted to receive contingents of trainees each semester and during the summer. Each contingent undergoes a rigorous program of preparation in Spanish,
intercultural studies, technical skills, health, physical training and Outward
Bound. While the principal emphasis is on training for rural and urban community development, other special types of projects have included community health
action, educational television, phYSical education and recreation, and school
construction. The on-campus phase of the 3-month training program is devoted
largely to Spanish and the other academic components, technical skills, and
physical training; the field experience in community development is accomplished
in Spanish-speaking communities of the state. At the conclusion of the training
and screening process, successful candidates are graduated as Peace Corps
Volunteers ready for overseas assignment. Graduating volunteers may receive
academic credit for those portions of the training program which equate to University catalog listings and are taught by University staff. Normally, the Peace
Corps volunteer who successfully completes the program may expect a maximum
of 15 semester hours of credit. While appointment of candidates to the Training
Center will be made by Peace Corps' Division of Selection, the Center will receive and forward applications for Peace Corps service, administer placement
exams at intervals prescribed by Peace Corps, Washington, and counsel with
prospective applicants.

WESTERN REGIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM
The University participates in the Western Regional Student Program in the
fields of Journalism and Nursing. For further information regarding eligibility
for the Program, the student should consult the Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education certifying officer in his home state.

INTERNSHIPS IN LATIN AMERICAN EDUCATION
Under a grant from The Ford Foundation, the University of New Mexico
has established a program of Internships in Latin American Education designed
to provide a supply of educators competent to help in shaping strategies of
educational development in Latin America. Exceptionally qualified persons (with
at least a master's degree) will be selected to work in educational agencies
and institutions in Central and South America. Following their tours of duty,
interns will have added a special knowledge to their formal preparation and
will be able to assist the United States in meeting its commitments to help Latin
American nations advance the level of education of their people.
Inquiries concerning the program may be addressed to the Director, Internships in Latin American Education, 1819 Roma Ave. N.E., The University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106.

ADMISSION AND REGISTRATION
APPLICATION AND CREDENTIALS
l COMMUNICATIONS regarding entrance to the undergraduate colleges
of the University should be addressed to the Director of Admissions. The
University requires that each new student file an application for admission
(form to be obtained from the Office of Admissions and Records) and pay a $10
application fee. In addition, he must have his credentials sent directly to the
Director of Admissions from the high school or college(s) previously attended;
transcripts in the possession of students are not acceptable for entrance purposes. All beginning freshmen and transfer students who have completed fewer
than 26 semester hours of credit acceptable to this University are required also to
take the American College Tests and to have official scores transmitted to the
Director of Admissions A former student in the University who was not enrolled
here for the previous regular semester is required to file an application for readmission, except that students who complete work in the summer session are not
required to file an application to re-enter in the fall. Transcripts of any collegelevel studies ta ken since the last regular attendance at the University will be required. Deadlines for the receipt of application and credentials are July 15 for
the fall semester and January 1 for the spring semester. The deadline for application to the Dental Hygiene Program is April 1, and to the Data Processing
Program, April 15.
Students are accepted for admission to the University for the second semester, which begins in February, as well as for the fall and summer sessions, except that students may enroll for the first semester of law, Medicine, or Dental
Hygiene only in the fall.
Applicants for the Graduate School, the School of Law or the School of
Medicine and applicants for the Dental Hygiene, Dental Assisting, or Data
Processing prog rams are referred to those respective sections of this catalog.

j)\

AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTS (ACT). The American College Testing Program battery
of tests is required for advisement and placement purposes of all students
applying for admission as beginning freshmen and of transfer students applying with fewer than 26 semester hours of college credit acceptable by this University. Other national tests may not be substituted for the ACT. Although the
American College Tests are given several times each year, it is recommended
that they be taken on a fall testing date during the student's senior year in high
school. Students are required to register with ACT in advance of the testing sessions. High school seniors should consult their counselors for registration deadlines and testing dates and places. Students who have completed high school but
who have not taken the ACT tests may write for this information to: ACT Central
Registration Un it, 519 West Sheridan Road, McHenry, Illinois.
APPLICATION fEE. An Application Fee of $10 is payable when the application
for admission is submitted. This fee is not refundable. The application and
credentials of students who apply for admission but do not enroll are kept on
file for one calendar year after the beginning of the session for which applica-
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tion was made. The Application Fee paid with the original application will be
extended to cover a reapplication made within that time-limit.

FRESHMEN
HOW TO APPLY

Each freshman is required to:
1. Present em application for admission (see above).
2.

Enclose with the application form the $10 application fee.

3.

Have ACT scores (see p. 67) sent to the Director of Admissions.

4.

Request that his high school send an official transcript of his record
to the Director of Admissions.

When the application, transcript, and ACT test results have been received,
the Office of Admissions will send to the applicant notice of eligibility or ineligibility for admission. In some cases, a preliminary notice of eligibility will
be issued prior to the final notice of admission. The final notice of admission
will be accompanied by an advisement and registration appointment, a housing
application form if the student requires dormitory accommodations, registration
instructions, and a medica I examination form.
WHEN TO APPLY

The University has a July 15 deadline for receipt of applications, all required
credentials, and reqLJired test scores from students planning to enroll for the fall
semester. The deadline for receipt of these items for the spring semester is
January 1. To accommodate students desiring an early determination, applications from high school students will be accepted as early as the first semester
of the senior year, prOVided ACT scores are also available at that time. From
the University's standpoint, the ideal time for a student to file his application is
shortly after the beg inning of his final semester. At that time the student should
arrange to have his ACT scores sent to the University (unless he has previously
done so), and to have his high school mail directly to the Director of Admissions
a transcript complete for his first seven semesters and including a list of all
courses in progress. No application will be processed until all required items, including the ACT scores, are available. The partial transcript will prOVide a basis
for extending tentative admission to the apparently eligible applicant, subject
to receipt of a flna I transcript shOWing grades and credit for the senior year, and
the graduation date.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

All freshmen are enrolled in the University College until they have completed
satisfactorily a min imum of 26 semester hours and have met specific requirements
for admission to the degree-granting colleges of the University.
ADMISSION BY CERTIFICATE

The standard of preparation for admission to freshman status in the University
is the 4-year high school course. High schools accredited by regional accrediting associations, state departments of education, or state universities, are recognized by The University of New Mexico.
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Graduates of accredited high schools may be admitted to the University upon
presentation of transcripts showing graduation from a 4-year high school with
no fewer than 15 units (or graduation from a senior high school with a minimum
of 11 units). The term "unit" means the completion of a course of study consisting
of recitation periods of at least 40 minutes each, held 5 times a week during
36 weeks.
.
The minimum qualitative requirement for admission of New Mexico residents
is a grade average of C in previous academic work, exclusive of grades in physical education activity and ensemble music courses. A higher average (2.5 on
a 4.0 grading system) is required of applicants who are not legal residents of
New Mexico. The applications of students whose records do not meet the indicated requirements may be subject to review by the Committee on Entrance
and Credits.
Graduates of unaccredited or partially accredited high schools who present
transcripts which meet admission requirements in a II respects except accreditation
may become eligible for admission upon validating the unaccredited high school
work by successful scores on the ACT tests.
If the applicant is not a high school graduate but has completed a minimum
of 15 required units in an accredited high school, has achieved an exceptional
record, has satisfied the specified high-school-Ievel subject-matter requirements
of this University, and makes a score satisfactory to the University on the ACT
tests, he may be admitted upon the unqualified recommendation of his principal
or superintendent. The University does not encourage early admission.
The University recommends that freshmen be at least 16 years of age.
SUBJECT MATTER REQUIREMENTS. In determining admission status, it is the primary concern of the University that the applicant have adequate preparation
for successful college work. As evidence of adequate preparation, it is required
that the applicant's transcript show within the 15 required total units successful
completion of a minimum of 13 units in specified subject-matter areas. Of these
13 units, 9 units must be distributed as follows:

English-3 units
Social Studies-2 units (including 1 unit in U. S. history)
Science-2 units, 1 unit of which must be in Biology, Chemistry, or Physics
Students intending to study nursing are advised to have completed at least
1 unit in chemistry.

Mathe~atics-2 units (Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, or higher mathematics)
The minimum 2-unit requirement may be satisfied with 2 units of algebra
or 1 unit of algebra and 1 unit of geometry.
A student ifltending to study engineering or architecture will find it necessary, in order to complete his prescribed curriculum without loss of time,
to have completed at least the following high-school mathematics: 2 units
of algebra, 1 unit of plane geometry, Y2 unit of trigonometry or collegepreparatory mathematics. See "High School Preparation" in College of
Engineering or Department of Architecture sections. These preparatory
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courses are also recommended for students planning to major in mathematics.
Students planning to enter the fields of pharmacy, pre-medicine, predentistry, nursing, the sciences, or business administration are advised to
include in their preparation at least intermediate algebra and plane
geometry.
The remaining 4 units of the specified 13 must be chosen from the following list
of restricted electives. Not more than 2 units in Group A and 2 units in Group F
may be used to satisfy restricted elective requirements.
Group A-English, Journalism, Speech
Group B-French, Spanish, Latin, German, and other foreign languages
.
Group C-Algebra, Plane Geometry, Solid Geometry, Trigonometry, or
higher mathematics
Group D-General Science, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Physiology, Geology
Group E-History, Geography, Sociology, Economics, Government, Psychology, Social Science
Group F-Fine Arts (Music, Art, Drama)
The 2 or more additional units may be from any of the above categories or
in any other courses for which credit is granted by the student's high school.
ADMISSION WITH ENTRANCE DEFICIENCIES

An applicant who otherwise qualifies for admission to the University may be
admitted with a high school record which shows no more than 2 units in subjectmatter deficiencies, except that admission to the Dental Hygiene Program is not
granted when deficiencies exist. Time limitations in that program preclude
deficiency removal after enrollment.
REMOVAL OF ENTRANCE DEFICIENCIES

Applicants admitted to the University with subject-matter deficiencies are
urged, when ti me permits, to enroll in an accredited high school for the specific
courses in which they are deficient and to complete these courses before actual
enrollment in the Un iversity.
A student admitted to the University with deficiencies in English or in mathematics may not enroll in a college-level course in these fields until he has satisfied
the specified high school requirements. If he qualifies on the ACT tests for enrollment in college-level mathematics or for unrestricted enrollment in college-level
English courses, the deficiencies in these subjects will be considered removed. If
the student does not achieve qualifying scores on these tests in English and
mathematics, deficiencies in these areas must be removed by high school correspondence courses or non-credit courses offered by this University.
A student admitted with deficiencies in areas other than English or mathematics may remove deficiencies by satisfactory completion of regular college
courses in the areas of deficiency. Although a grade of D in a college course may
be used to satisfy a high-schaal-level deficiency, college credit will be granted
only for courses in which the student earns a grade of C or better. A 3-semesterhour college course will remove a l-unit entrance deficiency except in laboratory
science in which 4 semester hours will be required.
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ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION

A graduate of an accredited high school who is not eligible for admission
because of excessive subject-matter entrance deficiencies may be admitted if he
has achieved a qualifying percentile on the University of New Mexico norms
for the ACT.
A student 21 years of age or more who has not been graduated from high
school may be admitted if he achieves standard scores averaging 61 or above
on the high-school-Ievel General Educational Development tests.
The student admitted by examination will be held responsible for removal
of deficiencies in the speCified subject-matter areas. (See "Removal of Entrance
Deficiencies" above.)
ADMISSION OF RECOMMENDED STUDENTS FROM
PILOT HIGH SCHOOLS IN NEW MEXICO

In accordance with an agreement between New Mexico colleges and certain
approved "Pilot" high schools in the State, students recommended by such high
schools for unconditioned entrance will be admitted by The University of New
Mexico without regard to existing deficiencies in the specified subject-matter
areas. Applicants planning to enter programs in engineering, pharmacy, business administration, mathematics or certain science fields will be required to
demonstrate competence in mathematics indicative of the background knowledge
necessary for registration in college courses in those fields.
ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM

The University participates in the Advanced Placement Program of the College
Entrance Examination Board. Credit may be granted upon recommendation of
the academic departments concerned for advanced placement examinations
completed with grades of 3, 4, or 5.

TRANSFERRING STUDENTS
HOW TO APPLY

Each new student who has attended other colleges or universities and who is
seeking admission to an undergraduate college is required to file with the Office
of Admissions and Records an application for admission (form to be obtained
from that office) accompanied by the required $10 Application Fee. He should
also request the authorities at each institution attended to send an official transcript of his record to the Director of Admissions. The student who is applying
with fewer than 26 semester hours of college credit acceptable by this University
must also have sent to the Director of Admissions his official scores on the
American College Tests (see p. 67). No application will be processed until all
required items, including the ACT scores where applicable, are on file.
A student currently enrolled in another institution at the time he makes application and applying for admission for the following session to one of the
undergraduate colleges of this University should arrange to have forwarded to
the Director of Admissions an official transcript which includes a listing of courses
in progress as well as all completed work. On the basis of these partial credentials,
a determination of admission status will be made pending receipt of the final
transcript, thus enabling the student to make definite his plans for transfer.
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When the student has satisfactority completed fewer than 26 semester hours
in an accredited institution at the college level, a complete official transcript of his
high school work, as well as his ACT scores, will also be required.
The student must indicate on the application all previous college attendance.
An applicant is not permitted to ignore previous college attendance or enrollment even though he may prefer to repeat all of his previous college courses. A
student found guilty of non-disclosure or misrepresentation in filling out the admission application form will be subject to disciplinary action, including possible
dismissal from the University.
Applicants seeking admission to the Graduate School, the School of Law,
or the School of Medicine of this University are referred for admission requirements and procedures to those respective sections of this catalog and to the
Bulletin of the respective School.
WHEN TO APPLY

The application, required credentials, and ACT results (when applicable)
must be on file in the Admissions Office not more than 6 months in advance of
the session for which application is being made and not later than July 15 for
the fall semester and January 1 for the spring semester.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

All students who have completed fewer than 26 semester hours of acceptable
college credit will be required to enroll in the University College. (See p. 129.)
The student who has completed 26, but fewer than 64, semester hours of acceptable college cred it and who is found admissible but who has not met the
special admission requirements of the degree-granting college of his choice may
be required to enroll in the University College until he has qualified for transfer
to the degree-granting college. (See the respective college sections of this catalog
for admission requ irements.)
The University College will not accept students who have attempted 72 or
more academic semester hours or who have earned 64 or more academic
semester hours.
ADMISSION PROCEDURE

When the application, Application Fee, all required credentials, and the
ACT results (if applicable) have been received, the Office of Admissions will
send to the applicant a notice of eligibility, or ineligibility, for admission. In
some cases preliminary notice of eligibility will be issued prior to the final notice
of admission. The final notice of admission will be accompanied by an advisement and registration appointment, a housing application form if the student
requires dormitory accommodations, registration instructions, and a medical
examination form.
An evaluation of the transferred credit will be completed as soon as possible
after the adm ission status has been determined. In some instances it will not be
prepared until after the notification of admission has been issued. If the student
receives his evaluation prior to registration, he should retain it for use at that time.
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REGULATIONS

The minimum qualitative requirement for University admission of New Mexico
residents is a grade average of C in all previous college work, exclusive of
grades in physical education activity and ensemble music courses. A higher
average (2.5 on a 4.0 grading system) is required of applicants who are not
legal residents of New Mexico. The applications of students whose records do
not meet the indicated requirements may be subiect to review by the Committee on Entrance and Credits. A student under suspension from any other college
or university will not be considered for admission during the period of disqualification.
A transferring student is required to meet the freshman entrance requirements
(see p. 70) except that if he has completed in an accredited collegiate institution, which has granted him regular status, 2 semesters (26 semester hours minimum) of work which meets the University's qualititative admission requirements,
his preparatory record will be considered cleared even though the credits do
not meet our requirements in full.
Students from fully accredited institutions ordinarily will be given full credit
for work transferred, insofar as the courses taken are the same as, or equivalent
to, courses offered in the college in which the student enrolls in this institution.
Grades of D earned in other institutions are not acceptable for credit in The
University of New Mexico.
Only an approximate evaluation can be made prior to registration, and all
credit is tentative until the student has completed at least one semester of satisfactory work in residence.
Credits transferred from an accredited junior college will be accepted up to
a maximum to be determined by the college in which the student is enrolled. In
accepting junior college credits, no courses will be considered as above sophomore level.
No credit is accepted from technical institutes which are not members of
regional accrediting associations. Only credit earned in non-technical subjects is
accepted from technical institutes which are accredited by a regional accrediting
association.
Applicants from unaccredited institutions must have the equivalent of a 2.5
University of New Mexico index to be eligible for admission by transfer. Credit
earned in unaccredited institutions is usually accepted on the same basis as by
the state university of the state in which the institution is situated. When acceptance of credit on a validation basis is indicated, the student will be required to
validate such credit by at least a 2.0 index on his first 30 semester hours of
residence study here. The maximum credit which will be allowed on a validation
basis is 60 semester hours plus not more than 4 credits in physical education
activity courses. Where it seems proper, examinations for the validation of credit
may be required.
Correspondence and extension credit from institutions not accredited by
regional accrediting associations is not accepted for transfer. A student who has
completed such correspondence or extension work in a course comparable to
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one offered by this University has the privilege of establishing credit here under
the regulations governing special examinations to establish credit.
CONCURRENT ENROLLMENTS. Credit will not be granted for college courses carried either through extension or correspondence, or in residence at another institution of college level, when a student is enrolled for residence credit in this
University, except upon specific written approval of the dean or director of the
college in which the student is enrolled here.
UNCLASSI FlED STUDENTS. Students transferring from unaccredited or partially
accredited institutions are unclassified until they have validated credit in accordance with the University regulations. This designation is also used temporarily
when the eva luation has not been made and definite classification cannot, therefore, be determined.

READMITTED STUDENTS
A student who has previously enrolled in residence in the University but whose
attendance has been interrupted by one or more regular semesters is reqUired
to file an appl ication for readmission whether he plans to attend in degree or in
non-degree status. The degree student who, during his absence from the University, has attended another collegiate institution, or has taken college-level courses
by correspondence or extension, must provide complete official transcripts of such
studies. The Application Fee is not required of undergraduate students who
have formerly attended the University in degree status. Students applying for
readmission in regular status are reqUired to meet the application deadlines.
A student enrolled in another institution at the time of application and
applying for readmission to one of the undergraduate colleges should arrange
to have forwarded an official transcript which includes a listing of courses in
progress as well as a II completed work. An applicant for readmission to the
Graduate School, to the School of Law, or to the School of Medicine will have
the required transcripts sent to the respective School. On the basis of these partial credentials, a determination of readmission status will be made pending
receipt of the final transcript, thus enabling the student to make definite his plans
for re-entry.
Credit earned during suspension from this University will not be accepted for
transfer.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

The readmitted student in regular status who has not completed 26 semester
hours of acceptable college credit will be required to enroll in the University
College (see p. 129).
The readm itted student in regular status who has completed 26, but fewer than
64, semester hours of acceptable college credit and who is found readmissible
but who does not meet the special admission requirements of the degree-granting
college to which he is seeking readmission may be reqUired to enroll in the
University College until he has qualified for transfer to the degree-granting
college. (See the respective college sections of this catalog for admission
requirements.)
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The University College will not accept students who have attempted 72 or
more academic semester hours (including hours with grade of Incomplete) or
who have earned 64 or more academic semester hours.

NON-DEGREE STUDENTS
Persons wishing to pursue credit courses, either evening or daytime, without
meeting the full requirements for admission to undergraduate status, may apply
for non-degree status in the University's Community College provided the following qualifications are met:
The applicant must be at least 21 years of age, or must have been graduated
from high school. (High school graduates who have not been out of high school
for a year or more may not enroll in non-degree status, but should file formal
application for degree status in the University.)
A student who has exhausted his eligibility in the University College Clnd who
is not academically eligible to enter a degree-granting college of this University
may not enroll in non-degree status.
It is not the policy of the University to permit students from other countries to
register in non-degree status.
The applicant who wishes to register in non-degree status is required to file
a short application form with the Office of Admissions. These forms may be obtained from that office.
Previous academic records are not required of applicants for non-degree
status, but such applicants are required to certify that they are not under scholarship suspension from any college or university. It is urged, however, that nondegree students planning to enroll in advanced courses requiring prerequisites
bring with them at registration some evidence that prerequisites have been
fulfilled.
The student registered in non-degree status is subject to all University regulations governing registration, attendance, and academic standing. Undergraduate credit earned in non-degree status is recorded on the student's permanent
record and may be applied in a degree program when the student has satisfactorily established degree status by meeting the entrance requirements of the
University and of the degree-granting college of his choice. Credit earned in
non-degree status may not be allowed for graduate credit or applied toward a
degree in the Graduate School even though graduate status is subsequently
established or re-established.
The student in non-degree status may not enroll for more than 7 semester
hours during a regular session without special approval of the Director of the
Community College.
No undergraduate college of the University will accept in a degree program
in excess of 30 semester hours earned while the student has been registered in
non-degree status, nor is a college obligated to accept any hours earned in
non-degree status which do not fulfill college degree requirements. The student
who is apPJoaching this 30-hour limitation in non-degree status, and who wishes
to continue taking courses for credit, should consult the Admissions Office concerning procedures required to establish regular degree status. Regular status
must be attained prior to the student's next registration. If regular status is not
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attained, the student will be allowed to register in courses as an auditor only,
receiving no cred it.
Non-degree students applying for regular status are required to follow admission procedures and to provide all items requested of transfer students
(see p. 72).

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Refer to "Graduate School" and to the Graduate School Bulletin.

LAW STUDENTS
Refer to "School of Law" and to the Law School Bulletin.

MEDICAL STUDENTS
Refer to "School of Medicine" and to the Medical School Bulletin.

STUDENTS FROM OTHER COUNTRIES
The University admits qualified students who are citizens of other countries.
The non·citizen is required, for visa purposes, to enter in regular status. He is,
therefore, required to present, in addition to the application for admission:
official certified transcripts from each secondary school attended; official certified transcripts from each college and university attended; American College
Tests scores, if applicable (see p. 67); official certifications of any state or national examinations taken; evidence of satisfactory results on the "Testing of
English as a Foreign Language" examinations in areas where these examinations
are administered (in other areas, a certificate or statement from the American
consul as evidence of a competent reading, writing, and speaking knowledge
of the English language will be considered); and a statement which shows
ability to meet financial responsibilities while in the United States.
To facilitate his admission procedure, the applicant should gather all credentials and send them in the same mail to the Director of Admissions, except that
American College Tests results are sent direct to the University by ACT. Applications for graduate-level study (beyond a first college-level degree) and all the
credentials listed a bove (excepting only the secondary school credentials)
should be mailed to the Dean of the Graduate School.

VETERANS
A veteran is defined as any person who served in the Armed Forces for a
minimum of 90 days from September 16, 1940 to July 26, 1947, or who during
a subsequent period of active duty, became eligible under one of the Public Laws
governing educational benefits for veterans.
The veteran student should follow the requirements and procedures outlined
in the "Admission and Registration" section of the catalog in seeking admission
to the University. For certification of eligibility for educational benefits under
one of the Publ ic Lows, he should make application to the Regional Office of the
Veterans Administration for his home state.
Credit for service training and experience is granted on the basis of measured

o
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educational achievement, in conformity with the procedures recommended by
the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and the American Council on Education. Students who were el igible for educational benefits
under one of the Public Laws or who served on active duty during a period of
at least 1 calendar year after July 26, 1947 must apply for such credit during the
first semester of enrollment in regular status. Any credit tentatively allowed will
become a part of the student's permanent record after he has completed a minimum of 12 semester hours at this University. Total semester hours of military credit
to be accepted in a specific degree program will be at the discretion of the degreegranting college of this University in which the student is registered. A maximum
of 8 semester hours elective credit is allowed for basic or recruit training
apportioned as follows: First Aid, 2 semester hours; Hygiene, 2 semester hours;
Physical Education Activity, 4 semester hours. Eight semester hours, apportioned
the same as credit granted for service in the U. S. Armed Forces, will be granted
to foreign students who have completed military training, provided they can show
official credentials in support of their statements. Credit earned in specialized
army and navy programs conducted by college and university staffs is allowed in
accordance with the recommendations of the administering institution. Credit for
work done in formal training programs is allowed in accordance with the recommendations of the American Council on Education or on the basis of examinations
here. U. S. Armed Forces Institute courses are acceptable if courses have been
taken through university extension divisions accredited by regional accrediting
associations. Other U.S.A.F.!. courses may be accepted if recommended by the
American Council on Education and validated by successful scores on "End-ofCourse Tests" or "Subject Standardized Tests." U.S. Armed Forces Institute correspondence courses not directly transferable or validated by these tests may be
established by examination in this University. No credit is allowed for the College-Level General Educational Development Tests nor for the Comprehensive
College Tests (General Examinations). The veteran has the opportunity, while
enrolled in regular status in the University, to demonstrate his competence in
any University subject, and to establish credit in that subject, by passing an
examination as required by the Committee on Entrance and Credits.

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
A full-time student enrolling for the first time or returning to the University
after an absence of one year or more is required to have a physical examination
from his own doctor. This must be reported on the official University forms (provided at the time the student is notified of his admission) and must be filed with
the Student Health Service prior to his registration. Students will be re-examined
by the University physicians when such examinations are indicated. Health-seeking students are accepted at the University if, in the iudgment of the University
physicians, their admission does not endanger themselves or their associates. The
University may refuse enrollment to, or cancel the enrollment of, any student who
is unfit to carryon class work, or whose condition might be a menace to the
health of other students.
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REGISTRATION
ORIENTATION

At the opening of each semester a new-student orientation period is conducted
beginning with a new-student assembly (see the Calendar). The purpose of this
program is to acquaint the new student with some of his fellows, to help him feel
more at home in new surroundings, to permit him to meet advisers and counselors, and to familiarize him with University methods and life.
Every freshman student entering the University is required to take a speech
test administered by a Speech Department staff member. If this test shows
significant defects, the student may be required to take Speech 103 or Speech
105, and to do additional work in the Speech and Hearing Clinic under staff
direction.
After the student's arrival on the campus, the Student Council issues a Freshman Handbook which contains information on student organizations, library rules,
campus regulations, suggestions for effective study, etc.
During his first registration, each new student is assigned by the dean or
director of his college to a faculty adviser who assists him in planning his academic program. The adviser keeps a permanent file on each of his advisees and
is available for consultation.
REGISTRATION PROCEDURE

Details of the registration procedure are contained in a special notice issued
by the Admissions and Records Office, and distributed to students with their
appointments for advisement and registration.
TIME OF REGISTRATION

Students are urged to register on the days set aside for registration (see
University Calendar). A late registration fee is charged to each student who does
not complete h is registration on the specified days. No student may enroll late in
any course unless he has the permission of the instructor concerned and of the
dean or director of the college in which he is enrolled. A student may not be
admitted to the University more than two weeks after the opening of a semester.
PAYMENT OF TUITION AND FEES.

Payment of tuition and fees is required in advance of registration. Instructions for payment and payment deadline dates are made available to the student in advance of each session. For specific information about tuition and fees,
see pp. 81-84.
SELECTIVE SERVICE REGULATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL DEFERMENT

Selective Service regulations require that the University report the enrollment of all male students who have registered with Selective Service. Every
male student 18 years of age or older must be prepared, therefore, to prOVide
as a part of his University registration his Selective Service number (and the name
and address of his Selective Service Board). It is anticipated that under these
regulations, considerable discretion will be left to individual boards in the matter of criteria used for educational deferment determination. Most Selective
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Service Boards require that for educational deferment the student be enrolled
for a full course of study and that he remain in good standing. It is suggested
that students check with their respective boards to be sure of the requirements.
It is the responsibility of the student seeking educational deferment to inform his
draft board in writing of his enrollment in the University at the beginning of
each school year.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY

The University will hold the student responsible for completion of the
courses for which he has been enrolled, unless he obtains approval for a
change in his registration, or files an official withdrawal from the University.
CHANGE IN ENROLLMENT

See "General Academic Regulations."

STUDENT EXPENSES
FEES (REGULAR SESSION)

F

EES ARE CHARGED according to the number of semester hours carried by
a student; auditors (those enrolled in a course for no credit) pay the same
fees as students enrolled for credit.

REGISTRATION FEES (undergraduate, graduate, and Law):
Per Semester
N.M. Residents
Non-Residents
Students carrying 12 or more hours:
Tuition and Fees*
. $168.00
$396.00
Student Group and Health and Accident Fee
(optional)'
8.50
8.50
lata 1 Tuition and Fees with
Group Insurance
...... $176.50
All students carrying 11 hours or fewer:
Tuition and Fees, per semester hour
$ 14.00
$ 33.00

Graduate students who enroll for master's thesis or for doctoral dissertation
will pay regular tuition rates.
Applied music fees of $16 per credit hour, in addition to regular tuition, will
be charged all full-time University students enrolling for applied music courses
beyond their curriculum requirements. Part-time students should consult the
Music Department for a schedule of applied music fees.
REGISTRATION FEES (Medical School):

Per Semester
N.M. Residents
Non-Residents

Tuition and Fees"
.
.
. $300.00
$600.00
Student Group Health and Accident Fee
(optional)1
.
.
8.50
8.50
lata 1 Tuition and Fees with
G roup Insurance
$308.50
$608.50
Students enrolling in the School of Medicine as non-residents will pay non-resident tuition during
the full period of enrollment in the Medical School except that Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Educat ion E><change Students will be charged the some tuition as a resident of the
State of New Mexico.

TUITION AND FEE PAYMENT
All students are required to pay tuition and fees, or to make arrangements
satisfactory to the University for such payment, prior to the beginning of the advisement and reg istration procedure.
Instructions 'for payment of tuition and fees are outlined in the Fee Announcement which is sent to the student with his other registration materials.
Checks or money orders should be made payable to THE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO and should be mailed to the Cashier, The University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106. Do not mail cash. To assure credit
to the proper studellt account, it is mandatory that payment be accompanied by
the Student Paymellt Record form and the Cashier's Record form. These forms
bear the student's name and identification number.
* Tuition and fees in the case of all new students includes a $5 matriculation fee; and in the
case of all full-time students, includes fees for maior athletic events.
1 The group health and accident insurance is available only to students enrolling for 8 or
more semester hou rs. Participation is at the student's option.
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HOUSING FEES
See Catalog section "Student Housing."

OTHER FEES FOR SPECIAL SERVICES
Application fee ..
.
.
Change in program after end of second week
.
Late payment penalty (tuition)
.
Late registration fee
.
Removal of Incomplete grade, per course
.
.
Advanced Standing Examination, and examination to establish credit, per credit hour
Examination to validate creditt, per course
.
Other faculty-administered special examinations*
.
.
Transcript of credit (per copy)
.............
.
Deferred payment fee
..................
.
.
Penalty for dishonored checks ..
.
.
Late ACT Testing
................
.
.
Graduate School Foreign Language Test
.
Miller Analogies Test
.
Air Force ROTC activity fee, per year payable in full Semester I
.
Graduation fee, all bachelor's and master's candidates
.
Master's thesis binding fee
.............
.
.
Architectural thesis fee
..........
.
.
English 010
...........
. . . . . . . . .. .
.
.
Mathematics 010.
...................
.
.
Home Economics 445L (Home Management)
.
.
.
Horseback Riding (PE 131)
Men's Bowling (PE 137)
.
Women's Bowling (PE 130)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.
.
Ice Skating and Skiing (PE 141)
Applied Music (see p. 81).
Use of practice rooms
1 hour per day, per semester
...............
Each additional hour per day, per semester

.$10.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
2.50
2.00
2.00
.
1.00
5.00
2.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
8.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
20.00
20.00
50.00
20.00
6.50
13.00
30.00

4.00
2.00

RESIDENCE FOR TUITION PURPOSES. A resident student, subject to the qualifications below, is defined as one who shall have maintained bona fide residence
in the State of New Mexico for at least 12 consecutive months immediately preceding his or her registration or re-registration in The University of New Mexico
and who can provide evidence satisfactory to the University of his or her intent
to retain residence in New Mexico.
Any person unable to qualify as a resident for tuition purposes shall be required to pay the non-resident fee.
The following general rules govern:
A Minor Student is entitled to resident student status upon proof of the bona fide
residence in New Mexico of his, or her, custodial parent or guardian for the one
year immediately preceding the student's registration or re-registration.
An Adult Student is entitled to resident student status if he or she has maintained bona fide residence in New Mexico continuously for 12 months immediately preceding his or her registration or re-registration and if he or she
can provide evidence satisfactory to the University of intent to retain residence
in the State. The residence of a married woman is determined by the residence
of her husband.

t Applies to college credit already earned in another college-level institution but not directly
acceptable under University regulations.
:j: See definition of special examinations, p. 122.
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Teachers. Any person who has taught in a public or parochial school system in
New Mexico on a full-time basis for a full school year of approximately nine
months immediately in advance of his registration or re-registration may
qualify as a resident of New Mexico for tuition purposes, provided such person
can give evidence satisfactory to the University of intent to continue to make
New Mexico his home.
Special Residence Problems. Persons who have special problems concerning
residence shou Id arrange for a conference with the Director of Admissions.
Changes in Residence Status. A change in status from non-resident to resident
for tuition purposes can be made only after satisfactory evidence has been
presented in writing to the Director of Admissions that residence requirements
have been met.
BREAKAGE. The tuition provides for a nominal or "normal" amount of breakage in laboratory or other courses. Excessive breakage will be billed separately
to the students responsible therefor.
INSURANCE PLAN.

See p. 110 for explanation.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS FEE. The assessment of this fee is a voluntary action of
the student body, through its organization, the Associated Students of The University of New Mexico and the University collects this fee as an accommodation
to the Associated Students. The fee is included in the fees paid by all full-time
students. The Associ oted Students Fee is distributed to the student organ izations
as shown in the Constitution of the Associated Students. Copies of the Constitution may be obtained from the Office of the Deans of Men and Women.
STUDENT ACCOUNTS. Students are required to pay all accounts due the University during one semester before registering for a new semester.
REFUNDS UPON WITHDRAWAL

When a full-time student withdraws voluntarily from the University during
the 1st week of the semester, $5 of his tuition will be retained as a service fee.
After the 1st week, registration fees will be refunded (where the student withdraws voluntarily) to the end of the 5th week of the semester as follows:
80%
60%
40%
20%

refund
refund
refund
refund

during
during
during
during

the
the
the
the

2d week
3d week
4th week
5th week

Students withdrawing after the 5th week of a semester, or those withdrawing at any time under discipline or because of academic deficiencies, will not
be entitled to any refund. There is no refund for English 010 or Mathematics
010 after the first week of classes.
PROGRAM CHANGE. $1.00 is charged for processing after the second week
of classes on all changes in program of studies. Tuition, as applicable, is charged
for all courses added. The refund schedule above, for withdrawal, applies when
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courses are dropped and a tuition adjustment is necessary. There is no refund
for English 010 or Mathematics 010 after the first week of classes.
ESTIMATE OF TOTAL EXPENSE

The minimum amount necessary for expenses of resident students while attending the University is estimated as follows, per semester:
Tuition and fees

. $168.00

Student hea Ith and accident insurance
Books and supplies
Board and room
Clothing, laundry, mise.
Total, per semester.

.

.. .. .. .

8.50

.

60.00

.

381.00
233.50
.$851.00

Non-resident students must add $228 per semester to the foregoing tuition.
All charges are subject to change without notice.

STUDENT HOUSING
FACILITIES AND REGULATIONS
HE UNIVERSITY operates residence halls for full-time undergraduate students. All of these structures are modern, relatively new buildings with
attractive living accommodations designed to meet the specific needs of
University students. The convenience and economy of housing and dining
facilities located on campus within easy walking distance of classroom and
recreational facilities are welcomed by students carrying a full academic load.
The housing services are an integral part of the total educational experience provided by the University. Each hall is under the supervision of trained
personnel who provide leadership, counsel, and a wealth of educational
opportunities to the residents. Residents of each hall elect a governing body
which plans and organizes a full program of cultural, intramural, and social
activities. All residents are afforded the opportunity to enjoy and participate in
a democratic type of group living.
Students enrolled in the University College, whose homes are not in Albuquerque, are required to live in University residence halls unless given permission to live elsewhere by the Dean of Men or by the Dean of Women upon
authorization of the students' parents. Women enrolled in degree-granting colleges may live off campus with parental authorization. Wherever they live,
students are expected to conduct themselves so as to bring no discredit to the
University.
A proportion of the residence hall capacity will be reserved for returning
students. The remainder will be available to students new to the University and
will be assigned in order of the receipt of housing contracts and deposits.
All students must register their correct addresses with the Deans of Men and
Women. Any change in address should be reported immediately to the Records
Office which will in turn notify the Personnel Dean and the dean or director of
the college in which the student is enrolled.

T

RESERVATIONS
NEW AND READMITTED STUDENTS

The Director of Admissions will study each student's application for admission or readmission and his high school or college transcript. When the
applicant has been found admissible, the procedures will be as follows:

1. The student will be informed of his acceptance and if he is required to
have, or desires, University housing, he will be sent a housing application
which he should complete and return to the Housing Collections Office,
Mesa Vista Hall.
2.

When the student's housing application is received, a formal room and
boord contract will be issued according to room space available. The
student should complete the contract (to include the signature of his
parent or guardian if he is under 21 years of age), and return it with
his advance housing deposit of $25.00 to the Housing Collections Office.
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By the terms of this contract, the student agrees to reside in University
housing for 2 semesters within an academic year.
3.

When the student's remittance is received, housing space will be confirmed by the Housing Collections Office. Upon arrival at the University,
students should report directly to the hall to which they have been assigned. Specific room assignments are issued only when a student checks
into his hall. Both men and women students should plan to arrive between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.

4.

All questions concerning an exception to housing regulations should be
addressed to the Dean of Men or to the Dean of Women.

HOUSING RESERVATION FEE

An advance deposit of $25.00 is required of all students who desire University housing. The deposit is retained by the University against possible losses
or damages incurred by the resident for as long as the student remains in the
residence halls and renews his room and board contract for succeeding years.
The deposit is automatically forfeited if an applicant for housing fails to give
notice of cancellation, or if notice of cancellation is received later than August 1
in the case of a fall semester reservation, or January 1, if the reservation is for
the spring semester. The deposit is also forfeited if a student fails to complete
residence for the period of his room and board contract.
STUDENTS CONTINUING IN ATTENDANCE

Students living in the residence halls are required to make housing reservations for the folloWing year not later than May 1 of the spring semester.
Student occupancy in residence halls is on a school-year basis. Unless a contract is renewed with the Housing Collections Office, living space will be assigned to another student and the deposit will be automatically refunded by
July 15.
CHANGES IN STUDENT'S PLANS

Should an applicant for admission or re-admission to the University find it
impossible to keep an advance reservation, he should notify the Director of Admissions. A reservation must be cancelled no later than August 1 for Semester I,
or January 1 for Semester II, in order to receive a refund of the Advance Housing
Deposit. A student returning for the fall semester should notify the Housing Collections Office no later than August 1, 1966. The deposit is automatically forfeited
if notice of cancellation is received later than the applicable dates above.
GENERAL REGULATIONS

Upon receipt of the housing contract and the $25.00 advance housing deposit, a residence hall assignment will be made. Consideration will be given to
the preference of the student when possible, but the University reserves the
right to make room assignments and changes.
Married women students must have permission of the Dean of Women to
live in residence halls.
The University reserves the privilege of closing its residence halls during
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the Christmas and spring recesses. When the halls are to be closed, they must
be vacated by noon of the first day of the recess. They will be re-opened the
day before classes resume.
A,II students who are not required to remain on campus for Commencement
activities must vacate their rooms not later than 24 hours after their last final
examination in the spring semester.
Dogs or otl1er pets are not permitted in University buildings or on University
premises for sanitary reasons.

ROOM AND BOARD CHARGES
All students occupying rooms in residence halls are required to take their
meals at the University dining halls. Room and board charges are payable in
advance to the Housing Collections Office, Mesa Vista Hall. Payment may be
made in full or in tl1ree installments as described below.
Rates for Board and Room in Residence Halls
Per Semester
Single Room

.

Double Room (per person)

Per Year

. .. $429.00

$858.00

... 381.00

762.00

Rates include a $3.00 residence hall social fee for each semester.
All rates for University room and board are subject to change whenever
necessary to defray operating costs. These rates do not provide for meals during official recesses as listed in the Academic Calendar.
All the foregoing rates for University housing for men or women provide
for University-supplied bed linens. All other personal linens, pillows, towels, and
blankets are provided by the student. The use of electric blankets is not permitted. Phones are provided in each student room.

PAYMENT OF ROOM AND BOARD
Room and board is payable on or before August 15 for Semester I, and
January 5 for Semester II. Installment payments include a $2.00 deferred payment fee and are due as follows:
Double
1st payment
2nd payment
3rd payment

$183.00
.. $100.00
.. $100.00

Single
$231.00
$100.00
$100.00

Semester I
August 15
September 20
October 25

Semester II
January 5
March 15
April 25

A student moving into a residence hall during a semester will make payment on or before the date he occupies his room.
DINING HALLS

To the extent that facilities permit, students living off-campus or in fraternity
or sorority houses are permitted to eat at the University dining halls. Information
concerning rates and types of meal tickets can be obtained from the Housing
Collections Office, Mesa Vista Hall.
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MARRIED HOUSING
The University owns and operates some furnished one-bedroom apartments
for married students. An applicant for this type of housing must be enrolled in
The University of New Mexico as a full-time student. Apartment residents may
remain in University housing during the summer months if they plan to reregister for the fall semester. No dogs or other pets are permitted.

REFUNDS
ROOM REFUNDS

Refunds for room rent are calculated on the following basis:

If a student officially withdraws:
Refund
During
During
During
During

the first 2 weeks of classes
the 3rd and 4th weeks of classes .
the 5th and 6th weeks of classes
the 7th and 8th weeks of classes

...... 80%
.60%
.. .40%
...... 20%

A student who withdraws after the 8th week of classes will receive no rent
refund.
BOARD REFUNDS

Board refunds are prorated on a weekly basis according to an established
rate schedule.

FINANCIAL AID
EMPLOYMENT
HE PLACEMENT CENTER is maintained to assist students in finding part-time
employment to supplement their incomes while they are in school as well as
to aid graduating students and alumni in finding suitable and satisfactory
employment in permanent positions.
.
The part-time employment program is quite extensive, including work both
on and off the campus. Campus jobs are located in the various offices of the
University, in the din ing halls, and in the dormitories. A few students obtain work
in private homes where they may earn their room and board in exchange for a
few hours of work a day. The Center also has many calls from business and private citizens in Albuquerque for students to fill part-time iobs.
Any student wisning part-time employment is requested to file an application
with the Center. Applications for campus employment must be renewed each
year.

T

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY PROGRAM
The University participates in the College Work-Study Program established
under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. This program permits colleges
and universities to employ students who are in need of earnings from part-time
employment in order to pursue their courses of study. Students are limited to
15 hours per week while enroll€ld full time in the University. During summer,
and periods when the University is not in session, they may work 40 hours per
week. Interested students should apply to the Director of Student Aids, Building
Y-1 for application forms and further information.

LOAN FUNDS
The University administers its own Student Loan Fund and cooperates in the
administration of several others. Applications and information concerning all loan
funds are ova iI ab Ie in the Student Aids Office.
The maximum amount available from this fund is $100. General rules applying to the University loan funds are:
1. Applicant must have been in residence at The University of New Mexico
for at least one semester.
2.

Applicant must be receiving grades of "C" or better in subjects carried
at the ti me of application.

3.

Applicants desiring loans from the student loan fund may be requested to
have the signature of one substantial local citizen on the bank note.

4.

In order for (J student to be eligible to apply for a student loan, it will be
necessary for him to have paid in full any previous loans which he has
obtained.

Six other loan funds are available for small, short-term loans: The Mortar
Board Loan Fund, the Khatali-Vigilante Loan Fund, the Joe L. Kramer Loan Fund,
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the Phikeia Loan Fund, the Donald R. Fellows Memorial Loan Fund, and the
S. U. B. Club Loan Fund. These six funds are administered through the Office of
the Dean of Men.
Other loan funds available to students at the University are: The American
Association of University Women's Loan Fund; Revolving Loan Fund of the Ancient,
Free and Accepted Masons of New Mexico; Educational Loan Fund of the Grand
Commandery of Knights Templar of New Mexico; The McGaffey Memorial Loan
Fund of the Albuquerque Rotary Club; The Women's Club Loan Fund; The Altrusa
Club Loan Fund; The G. Perry Steen Memorial Student Loan Fund; Zonta Club of
Albuquerque Loan Fund; A. & L. Rosenbaum Loan Fund; The Pharmacy Scholarship Loan Fund; The Kiwanis-Milne Loan Fund; the State Bar of New Mexico Loan
Fund; the Lois and Harry Bruch Memorial Loan Fund; and the Walter B. Fuente
Memorial Loan Fund.
NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT LOANS
The National Defense Student Loan Program is one of the features of Public
Law 85-864, the National Defense-Education Act of 1958. Under the terms of
the act, funds are available for loans to qualified undergraduate and graduate
students. The law provides that special consideration be given to students with
superior academic backgrounds. The deadline for filing a loan application is
August 1 for the fall semester and December 1 for the spring semester.
NURSING STUDENT LOANS
Low interest loans, 'from Federal funds, are available to regularly enrolled
students in the College of Nursing who are in need of funds to help finance
their education.
The student must be enrolled in the College of Nursing to qualify for a loan
under this program. Interested students should apply to the Director of Student
Aids, Bldg. Y-1. Deadlines for applications are August 1 for the fall semester
and December 1 for the spring semester.
FEDERAL PROGRAM OF LOW-INTEREST INSURED LOANS TO STUDENTS
The University participates in this program established under the Higher
Education Act of 1965, PL 89-329. Loans made to students under this program
are endorsed with Federal funds. This program, at present, is being operated
within the framework of United Student Aid Funds. Applicants may secure these
loans from commercial banks after being certified by the University. Repayment
starts 9 months after the student leaves school. Interest will be paid by the
Federal Government while the student remains in school and one-half after
he leaves school if his adjusted family income is less than $15,000 per year.
Interested students should contact the Director of Student Aids, Building Y-1 for
further information.
UNITED STUDENT AID FUND LOANS
The University of New Mexico has established a reserve with United Student
Aid Funds, so that students can obtain low-cost, long-term bank credit. This reserve enables United Student Aid Funds to endorse bank loans made to needy
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students by their hometown banks. The applicant applies to the loan officer at
his hometown bank. Applications are available from either the bank or the
Student Aids Office.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
(For the Physica Ily Handicapped)
Through the New Mexico Division of Vocational Rehabilitation which operates
under the supervision of the State Board for Vocational Education, the State and
Federal Government offer financial assistance for payment of tuition to those
students who have physical disabilities. Other assistance may also be given to
these physically handicapped students who are financially unable to provide the
services for themselves.
The following are some of the requirements for acceptance for service by the
Program:
(1) Appliea nt must be a resident of New Mexico and have a permanent physical disability, whether congenital or as a result of an accident or a disease, and
(2) must be capable of carrying a course and maintaining at least a "C" average.
(3) Training in the course chosen must offer an opportunity for employment for
the individual without being injurious to his health and must be within his physical
capacities.
Both men and women are eligible for the service. Those with military service
who have acquired physical disabilities will be accepted only after their training
under the Veterans Administration has expired.
The Rehabilitation Service is a part of our system of public education as are
our grammar schools, high schools, colleges and universities. Those who can
qualify should apply for this service.
HOW TO APPLY. Those students having disabilities who wish to apply should
do so by writing to one of the New Mexico Rehabilitation Offices at the National Building, 5th and Marquette; Albuquerque, New Mexico; P.O. Box
2406, Santa Fe, New Mexico; 104 North Penn, Roswell, New Mexico; 128 South
Water, Las Cruces, New Mexico; or P.O. Box 328, Las Vegas, N.M. A counselor
will arrange an interview to discuss the program in detail with those who have
applied. Application must be made and case accepted before obligation for
tuition has been made.

SCHOlARSHIPS AND AWARDS
The University awards scholarships to a substantial number of its entering
freshmen and upperclassmen each year. The qualifications expected of the recipients and the a mounts of the awards vary. Some carry special stipulations or
require that the student major in a specific field, but the majority of awards require only a strong scholastic record and a need for financial assistance.
Announcements of awards for scholarships, prizes, medals, and certificates are
made after approval by the Faculty Scholarships and Prizes Committee. Information on all scholarships and awards may be obtained from the University Student.
Aids Office.
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Application for admission to the University of New Mexico, and scores on
the American College Tests (in the case of freshman applicants), must be on file
in the Admissions Office before a student can be awarded a scholarship (see
"Admissions" section of this catalog). A scholarship application must also be
submitted to the Student Aids Office; only one scholarship application is required regardless of the number of scholarships in which a student may be interested. Scholarship application forms may be obtained from the Student Aids
Office. High school seniors may also obtain forms from their high school counselors or principals. April 1 is the deadline for applying for scholarships for the
folloWing fall semester.
These factors are considered in awarding scholarships: (1) the academic
record; (2) scores on the ACT tests, if applicable; (3) need for financial assistance; and (4) the recommendation of the student's counselor or principal (in
the case of freshman applicants).
The Thomas S. and Louise Freeman Bell and the Daniel e. Jackling Scholarships are for students with outstanding academic records. The Bell and Jackling
Scholarships vary in amount from $300 to $800, with a financial evaluation
by College Scholarship Service used as the criterion for determining the amount
of the award. Tuition scholarships are awarded to students with outstanding
academic records. Financial need is not so important a consideration in the
awarding of these scholarships as in the Bell and Jackling awards.
Achievement awards, with token stipends, are presented to graduating high
school seniors in recognition of their outstanding high school records when there
is no indication of need. A few scholarships are avai lable for students who are not
residents of New Mexico. These students are required to file statements with College Scholarship Service regardless of the award sought.
For information on scholarships in Latin American Studies, Law, Naval
R.O.T.e., and Pharmacy, see those respective sections of this catalog.
Fellowships and Assistantships for graduate students are also available. Application for these may be made to the Dean of the Graduate School.
A listing of the scholarships and prizes available to University of New Mexico students follows.
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS

The University of New Mexico, under provisions of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 PL 89-389, awards several Educational Opportunity Grants each
year to incoming freshmen and enrolled students. In order to be selected a
student must:
(1) Be accepted for enrollment and be in good standing;
(2) Show evidence of academic or creative promise and capability of maintaining good standing in his course of study;
(3) Be of exceptional financial need and unable to pursue a course of study
without the Grant.

Students who think they are qualified should write or see the Director of
Student Aids, Bldg. Y-l for application forms and further information.
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FRESHMAN SCHOLARSHIPS
Albuquerque Breakfast lions Club Scholarship. A $200 annual scholarship given to a student who suffers a handicap of vision not correctable to a reading level. Recipient may be resident or non-resident.
The Aibuquer'llle City Panhellenic Scholarships. Each year the Albuquerque City Panhellenic
provides a number of scholarships for entering freshman women' from the Albuquerque public high
schools. The awards are based on recommendations from the high school principals, scholastic
aptitude, participation in e:xtracurricular activities, and financial need.
The Albuquerqlle DowI\town Lions Club Scholarship I. The award covers full tuition costs for an
instate student. Recipient mllst be a graduate of a New Mexico high school, show need for financial
assistance and have demonstrated ability to do college work.
The Aibuquer'llle Downtown lions Club Scholarship II. The award covers full tuition costs for an
instate student. The recipient must be a graduate of a New Mexico high school, must signify his
intention of taking, or must be pursuing, a course in the field of physical therapy. He must show
need for financial help and have demonstrated ability to do college work.
The Allstate Insu'rance Company Foundation Scholarship in Nursing. The recipient is to be a
first-year nursing student selected on the basis of financial need, interest in a nursing career, and
scholastic ability. Preference will be given to students who have residence in New Mexico, or
secondly, in the Rocky Mountain states.
Alumni Association Scl1olarships. The Alumni Association, through the Greater UNM Fund,
has mode available four annual $250 scholarships for sons or daughters of University alumni.
The awards, based on scholastic ability and financial need, are determined by the University
scholarship committee.
American Legion Auxiliary Department of New Mexico Scholarship. A $100 scholarship is given
to the finalists in the American Legion Department Oratorical Contest.
The Associated General Contractors of New Mexico Scholarships. The Associated General
Contractors of New Me:xico present a number of scholarships yearly to Civil Engineering students.
These scholarships are in tne amount of $200 per year for 4 years and may be granted to
freshmen at The Un iversity of New Mexico or at New Mexico State University.
Band Grant·ln·Aid. Awards of $100 made to students selected by tne Music Department to
participate in The University of New Mexico "Pep" Band.
The Clayton C. al\c1 Agnes May Barber Memorial Scholarships. A trust fund established in

1956 by the wills of the late Clayton C. Barber, former employee of the University, and of his wile,
Agnes May Barber, provides scholarships for children of the employees of the physical plant.
The Thomas S, and Louise Freeman Bell Scholarships. Income from a trust fund is used for
scholarships for worthy students. The purpose of this gift is solely to help promote and encourage
among the students a higner grade of scholarship and application to studies.
The philo S. Ben nett Scholarship. The income from a trust fund of $1,200 is awarded annually
to a woman student, at the beginning of the second semester of her freshman year, who is most
worthy, who has resided in New Mexico for at least the preceding 4 years, and who will continue
as a resident student in the University.
The Burkhart·Parsons Memorial Scholarships. The income from a trust fund established by the
late Mrs. Miriam P. Burkhart provides approximately $800 for scholarships to be awarded annually
to men and women freshmen students who are graduates of the public high schools of Albuquerque.
The Caroline 1110rnton Carson Memorial Scholarship. The income from a trust fund of $20,000
established by Mr. JcJmes G, Oxnard and Mr. Thornton Oxnard in memory of their mother provides
a scholarship for a freshman engineering student who has high academic record, and wno is of
high moral character and in need of fiQancial assistance. There shall be no restrictions as to race,
color, religion, or sex.

The Christian Sciel\ce Organization Tuition Scholarship. The fund for this scholarship was
established by Dr. Marie !>ope Wallis in honor of tne late Dr. Dorothy Woodward. A full tuition
scnolarship, it is ovoilable to any student who is a Christian Scientist and who demonstrates
financial need. Recipients may retain the award for as long as 5 years on maintenance of a C
average.
The Contractors' Equipment and Supply Company Scholarship. A tuition scholarship established by the above company for an entering freshman who intends to major in engineering.
Selection of the recipient is based on scholastic ability and need for financial assistance.
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The James M. Doolittle Memorial Scholarship. The interest from a trust fund of $1,000 established by Mrs. J. M. Doolittle in memory of her husband, Mr. James M. Doalittle, is awarded each
year ta a student who has made a high scholastic average in a New Mexico high school, who
enters The University of New Mexico as a freshman, and who is in need of finonciol assistance.
The Joe Feinsilver Student Assistance Fund. Mr. Feinsilver set up a $36,000 trust, income from
which is to be used to help students in financial need. The program is administered through the
Student Aids Office.
The Forty and Eight Grand Voiture of New Mexico Scholarships in Nursing. The following
scholarships are given annually to freshmen in the College of Nursing upon the recommendation
of the Dean of the College: Bob Mullin Memorial Scholarship, $300 per year for 4 years; Earle
Stark Memorial Scholarship, $150 per year for 4 years; Grand Voiture Scholarship, $150 per
year for 4 years.
The Forty and Eight Voiture 703 Scholarship in Nursing. A scholarship sponsored by Voiture
703 in Albuquerque for a student in nurse's training. The award pays $150 per year for 4 years.
The General Motors Scholarship. A scholarship sufficient to supplement fully the resources of
the student so that he will be assured of 4 years of college is made available annually to an
entering freshman by the General Motors Corporation. The award is made by the University.
Benjamin K. Horton Scholarship. An award of $1,000 which is made to a regularly enrolled
student who is participating in intercollegiate track and field. Selection will be made by the Faculty
Committee on Scholarships and Prizes, based on recommendations from the Director of Athletics.
The Daniel C. Jackling Scholarships. Income from a trust fund is used for scholarships for
worthy students. The purpose of this gift is solely to help promote and encourage among the students
a higher grade of scholarship and application to studies.
The Frederick Herbert Kent and Christina Kent Scholarships. Three scholarships are awarded
annually to high school students, residents of the State, on the basis of high school grades, recommendation of the principal, and financial need.
The Kirtland Air Force Base Officers' Wives Scholarships. Two tuition scholarships awarded to
children of Armed Services personnel assigned to Kirtland Air Force Base or to children of retired
Air Force personnel living in the immediate area. The recipients are selected on the basis of their
academic achievement, recommendations, and citizenship. The award is renewable if th" student's
academic achievement is outstanding. Selection is made by the Scholarships and Prizes Committee
of The University of New Mexico.
The Kiva Club Scholarships. A few tuition awards are made to Indian students each year by
the University of New Mexico Kiva Club.
The Kiwanis Club of Highland Scholarship. The Kiwanis Club of Highland each year awards
a year's tuition scholarship to a deserving student who is a resident of Albuquerque.
Kiwanis Club of Sandia Scholarship. A scholarship awarded by the Sandia Kiwanis Club to a
member of the Highland High School Key Club. The award is for $300 and goes to a young man
who has shown leadership ability, good citizenship, and has established a good high school record.
The Carlisle Kruger Memorial Scholarship. A $500 scholarship is awarded annually to a
male student who is in good academic standing and who participates in intercollegiate track.
Pueblo of Laguna Scholarship. The governing body of the Pueblo has established a scholarship
fund to assist students who are members of the pueblo to obtain their college education. The size
of the award varies according to the student's needs. Final selection is in the hands of a committee
set up by the Governor of the Pueblo. Applications can be obtained directly from the Pueblo Governor's Office.
The Louis A. McRae Scholarship Fund. A scholarship fund established in the name of Mr.
Louis A. McRae, a pioneer of New Mexico and long-time friend of The University of New Mexico.
The income from a trust fund to a first-semester freshman, resident of New Mexico.
The Phillip D. Miller Memorial Scholarship. Mrs. Kathleen P. Miller has established a scholarship in memory of her husband, Mr. Phillip D. Miller. The scholarship is given annually to
an entering freshman interested in a career in engineering, with the opportunity of having it renewed if his academic work is satisfactory. The award is for $350 and is made to a senior in an
Albuquerque high school.
The Music Performance Awards. From the proceeds of departmental concerts, the faculty of
the Department of Music in 1956 established a number of awards to be given freshman students
on the basis of auditions conducted among New Mexico high school seniors in piano, voice,
stringed instruments, and wind instruments respectively, the Judges ta be faculty members of the
Department of Music. The scholarships are paid in two installments; in order to receive the second
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half of his scholarship a recipient must maintain creditable grades as defined by the Department
of Music. Interested high school seniors may obtain information obout auditions from the Department of Music.
National Merit Scholarship. A supplementol grant to the public colleges attended by National
Merit Scholars for assista nee to students who are not Merit Scholars. For National (unsponsored)
Merit Scholars the grant is $100 a year, up to a maximum of 20 annual grants at anyone college.
The New Mexico Allied Pharmaceutical Scholarship. A scholarship of $300 a year for 5
years is awarded an the basis of scholarship, ability, and need to a graduate of a New Mexico
high school who enrolls in the pharmacy program. This scholarship was established and is maintained by the contributions of New Mexico pharmacists.
The New Mexico Philosophical Society Tuition Scholarship Essay Contest. New Mexico high
school students may win a tuition scholarship for one year at one of the five state institutions of
higher learning by writing an essay on "the doctrine of human equality." The contest is spansored jointly by the Philosophical Society and the five schools.
Premmco Track Scholorship. An award of $500 made to a regularly enrolled student who
participates in intercollegiate track and field. Selection is made by the Committee on Schalarships and Prizes, based on recommendation of the Directar af Athletics.
Sandia Base Waman's Club Schalarships. The Sandia Base Woman's Club awards two $250
tuitian scholarships. One scholarship is for an entering freshman student and the other far a
second-year student. The awards are to be made by the Sandia Base Waman's Club on the basis
of financial need a nd scholarship. Students applying for the scholarships must be legal dependents
or wards of Armed Farces personnel attached to Sandia Base, ar of personnel employed at Sandia
Base by the Sandia Corporation, or of personnel employed at Sandia Base by A.E.C.
Sandia Mountain Lodge Na. 72 Schalarship. A $150 schalarship awarded by the Lodge to a
Sandia High School student to assist the student in the continuation of his or her education. The
scholarship is renewable to the same person for succeeding academic years, if his record warrants.
The Santa Fe Motor Company Scholarship. This scholarship is awarded to a child of an
employee of the Santa Fe Motor Company. It covers tuition, fees, and bO'ara-an'o' room.
Dr. Joseph Franklin Schoen Scholarship. A tuition scholarship established by the Contractors'
Equipment and Supply Company in honar af Dr. Schaen. The award gaes to an entering freshman
in any of the prafessiona I colleges of the University. Selection of the recipient is based on scholastic
ability and need for fino ncial assistance.
The Department of Speech Forensic Scholarship for Freshmen. A scholarship awarded annually to a worthy fresh man. The basis for awarding the scholarship is forensic excellence, good
scholarship, and need. TIle Department of Speech is to make recommendations to the Scholarships
and Prizes Committee.
'
The Universal Constructors Scholarship. Universal Constructors of Albuquerque established
several annual scholorships of $700 each for sons and for daughters of weekly employees. The
scholarships may be renewed to the original recipi.ents each semester until graduation, provided
that they maintain a satisfactory academic record and have financial need.
The United Daughters of the Confederacy Scholarship. The Nora Mitchell McDowell Chapter of
Albuquerque awards a $100 scholarship for the second semester of each academic year to a male
or female student who is the lineal descendant of a Confederate soldier.
Helene Wurlitz:er Foundation of New Mexico Arts and Sciences Scholarship. An annual $250
scholarship awarded by .the Wurlitzer Foundation is made to a Taos High School graduate who will
enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences here at the University. The recipient is recommended to
t.he Foundation by tile prillcipal of Taos High School.
FRESHMAN AWARDS AND PRIZES
Achievement Award. Awarded to entering freshmen an the basis of high school scholastic
achievement and recommendations of high school teachers and the high school principal.
Kappa Alpha Theta Poetry Awards. To stimulate interest in creative writing, Kappa Alpha
Theta annually presents awards in amounts of $15 and $10 for the two outstanding poems
presented to the English Department.
The Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumnae Memorial Prize for Poetry. An annual prize of $25 to be
awarded as a first prize for poetry in the undergraduate literary contests in the English Department. This prize wos established by the Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumnae Association in memory
of all deceased members af the Association and of the New Mexico Chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
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The Phi Kappa Phi Freshman Prizes. Cash prizes of $25 are awarded to the man and woman
who, while carrying a full-time course of study, rank highest in general scholarship for the freshman year.
Pickett and Eckel Slide Rule Prize. A prize consisting of a slide rule is awarded annually to an
outstanding freshman student in architecture.
The Vemco Prize in Architectural Engineering. A prize consisting of a set of Vemco drawing
instruments and Vemco Tee pencil is awarded to the outstonding regularly enrolled freshman
in engineering drawing upon recommendation of the faculty of the Department of Architecture.
UPPER CLASS SCHOLARSHIPS
Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps Cadet Scholarships. Two scholarships, in the
amounts of $100 and $50, are awarded annually to sophomore or junior cadets in AFROTC.
The awards are based on academic ability, leadership, and financial need.
Albuquerque Breakfast Lions Club Scholarship. A $200 annual scholarship given to a student
who suffers a handicap of vision not correctable to a reading level. Recipient may be resident
or non-resident. .
Albuquerque Chapter of the National Secretaries Associotion Scholarship. An annual award
of $150 made by the above group to a female student at the University. Selection of the recipient
is made by the association.
The Albuquerque Classroom Teachers Association Scholarship. A scholarship awarded annually
by the Albuquerque Classroom Teachers Association to a student in the College of Education who is
preparing to teach in the elementary schools of New Mexico.
The Albuquerque Downtown Lions Club Scholarship I. The award covers full tuition costs for
an instate student. Recipient must be a graduate of a New Mexico high school, show need for
financial assistance and have demonstrated ability to do college work.
The Albuquerque Downtown Lions Club Scholarship II. The award covers full tuition costs for
an instate student. The recipient must be a graduate of a New Mexico high school, must signify
his intention of taking, or must be pursuing, a course in the field of physical therapy. He must
show need for financial help and have demonstrated ability to do college work.
Albuquerque Food Service Association Scholarship. A scholarship in honor of Dr. Charles
R. Spain, former Superintendent of Albuquerque Public Schools, is given a graduate of an Albuquerque public high school. Financial need and potential for completing degree with a major
in Home Economics are necessary. Applicant must have completed 13 hours in Home Economics
and have enrolled in 13 additional hours.
The Albuquerque Gem and Mineral Club Scholarship. An annual scholarship of $200 to be
awarded to a deserving geology major with special interest in mineralogy.
The Allstate Insurance Company Foundation Scholarship in Nursing. The recipient is to be a
first-year nursing student selected on the basis of financial need, interest in a nursing career, and
scholastic ability. Preference will be given to students who have residence in New Mexico, or
secondly, in the Rocky Mountain states.
The Alpha Delta Kappa-Gamma Chapter Schalarship. A $50 annual scholarship. This is to be
given to a woman who is training to become a teacher and who is in her junior or senior year.
The Alpha Delta Pi Alumnae Scholarship in Art. The Albuquerque Alumnae Club of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority has established a scholarship to be awarded to a sophomore woman in the
Deportment of Art who has attended the University at least one year and who is recommended
by the faculty of the Department of Art on the basis of need and creative ability. The scholarship
is paid to the recipient at the beginning of her junior year.
Alumni Association Scholarships. The Alumni Association, through the Greater UNM Fund,
has made available four annual $250 scholarships for sons or daughters of University alumni.
The awards, based on scholastic ability and financial need, are determined by the University
scholarship committee.
The American Association of University Wamen Scholarship. A scholarship of $200 is granted
by the Albuquerque branch of the A.A.U.W. to promote advanced training for women. It is given
to a graduate woman student. Selection is made on the basis of scholarship, financial need, and
ability as indicated by recommendations from professors.
The American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education Scholarships. These scholarships are
awarded to third-, fourth- or fifth-year students in the College of Pharmacy who rank in the upper
quarter of their classes scholastically and who can demonstrate need. The scholarships vary in
value and are made possible by an annual grant from the American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education.
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The American Institute of Architects Scholarship. A scholarship and a book on architecture are
awarded to on outstanding junior student in Architecture, the scholarship to be applied toward
the student's tuition in his fifth year.
The American Petroleum Institute Scholarships. The Institute each year awards a number of
scholarships of $500 to outstanding students.
The American Society for Quality Control Scholarship. A scholarship of $200 established by
the Albuquerque Section of the American Society for Quality Control is awarded annually to a
junior or senior in the College of Engineering on recommendation of the Dean of that college.
The scholarship has been established to promote interest in the application of statistical methods
and quality control in the engineering field.
The Archaeolog ical Society of New Mexico Scholarship. A scholarship is awarded by the
Archaeological Society of New Mexico to a student majoring in archaeology. The recipient of
this scholarship will be selected by the members of the Deportment of Anthropology.
Army Nurse Corps Candidate Program. An effort by the Army to train nurses for the Army
Nurse Corps. The Army pays the tuition, fees, room, boord, books, and supplies. Application is
mode through the Dean of the College of Nursing.
Art Fund Scholarships. The Art Department receives a limited amount of funds each year
from projects it sponsors. This income is used for scholarships for students in the Art Department.
The Associated General Contractors of New Mexico Scholarships. The Associated General
Contractors of New Mexico present a number of scholarships yearly to Civil Engineering students.
These scholarships a re in the amount of $200 per year for 4 years and may be granted to
freshmen at The University of New Mexico or at New Mexico State University.
The Aztec Oil and Gas Company Scholarship. Aztec Oil and Gas Company annually awards
$400 to a geology maior on the basis of need, scholarship, and interest in follOWing a career
in petroleum exploration. The recipient preferably will be a New Mexico resident at the junior
or senior level. Selection is mode by the Department of Geology.
The Ballut Abyad Scholarship. The interest from a trust fund of $2,500 is given annually to
either a man or woman student at The University of New Mexico who is in need of financial
assistance.
Bond Grant-In-Aid. Awards of $100 mode to students selected by the Music Deportment to
participate in The University of New Mexico "Pep" Bond.
Bandelier Parent-Teacher Association Scholarship. Awarded for the second semester to a
junior or senior in the College of Education. The recipient sholl have indicated a sincere desire to
enter the teaching profession, be of high moral character, have a high academic standing and
financial need.
The Clayton C. and Agnes May Barber Memorial Scholarships. A trust fund established in
1956 by the wills of the late Clayton C. Barber, former employee of the University, and of his
wife, Agnes May Barber, prOVides scholarships for children of the employees of the physical plant.
John E. Beck Memorial Scholarships. The family of the late Otho E. Beck has established
three annual $500 scholarships in memory of their son and brother, John E. Beck. Two
scholarships are awarded each semester in the College of Engineering ond one each semester
in the College of Ed ucotion. Recipients are residents of New Mexico with demonstrated academic
ability and financial need. Selections are mode upon recommendations from the deans of the
Colleges of Engineering and Education.
The Thomas S. Clnd Louise Freeman Bell Scholarships. Income from a trust fund is used for
scholarships for worthy students. The purpose of this gift is solely to help promote and encourage
among the students a higher grade of scholarship and application to studies.
The Bernalillo County Council of Parent-Teacher Association Scholarships. Several annual
scholarships of $250 each have been provided by the Bernalillo County Council of Parent-Teacher
Association for jun iors or seniors in the College of Education preparing to teach in the elementary
schools of New Mexico.
The Bernalillo County Medical Association Scholarship. A scholarship in the amount of $300
given to a first-year medical student who must be a resident of Bernalillo County.
Beta Sigma Phi Schelarship in Music. A $250 scholarship established by the Albuquerque
chapters of Beta Sig ma Ph i for a woman student majoring in music who is a resident of Albuquerque.
The recipient must be of high moral character, have a satisfactory academic record, and have
genuine financial need. Preference will be given members or relatives of members of Beta Sigma
phi. The scholarship is renewable each year.
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The Eva Boegen Newmon Center Memorial Scholarships. Two scholarships of $50 each are
awarded annually by the Aquinas Hall Newman Center in memary of Mrs. Eva Boegen, one ta a
student who maintains at least a B average and has financial need and one to a student who
maintains at least a C average and has financial need. (See also the Eva Boegen Newman Center
Prize listed below.)
The Clorence Milton Botts, Jr., Memorial Scholarship. The income from a trust fund of $5,000,
given by Dr. W. R. Lovelace as a memorial to Lieutenant Colonel C. M. Batts, Jr., who was killed
in action near Manila, Philippine Islands, May 15, 1945, is awarded each year to a premedical
student of junior or senior rank who is outstanding in scholarship and who gives promise of being
a good medical student.
The Borbara Hunt Bresenhom Memorial Scholarship in Nursing. An annual scholarship in the
amount of $300 established by Jack Bresenham, an alumnus of the University, as a memorial to
his late wife, Barbara Hunt Bresenham, a former student in the College of Nursing. The recipient
shall be a female student in the College of Nursing who has completed her freshman year, who
has indicated a desire to follow a career in nursing, and who is a member of the Student
Nurse's Association.
The Craig Elton Bresenham Memorial Scholorship in Engineering. An annual scholarship in
the amount of $300 established by Jack Bresenham, an alumnus of the University, as a memorial
to his late son, Craig Elton Bresenham. The recipient shall be an undergraduate student in the
Callege of Engineering who has displayed an active interest in the engineering profession through
participation in ane or more student professional organizations.
The Corter Scholarships. Income from a trust fund estoblished by Mr. ond Mrs. Rufus H.
Carter, Jr., provides scholarship owards for qualified students in the Colleges of Engineering
and Nursing. Recipients ore selected on the basis of financial need and scholarship.
The Chi Omega Alumnoe Scholorship. A scholarship equal ta one semester's resident tuition
given each year by the Chi Omega Alumnae to a woman student who has earned a minimum of 30
semester hours at The University of New Mexico, who hos creditable scholarship, and who has need
of financial assistance.
The Christian Science Organization Tuition Scholarship. The fund for this scholarship was
established by Dr. Marie Pope Wallis ·in honor of the late Dr. Dorothy Waodward. A full tuition
scholarship, it is available to any student who is a Christian Scientist and who demonstrates
financial need. Recipients may retain the award for as long as 5 years on maintenance of a C
average.
Lena C. Clauve Scholarship of the Maia Chapter of Mortar Board. A scholarship established in honor of lena C. Clauve by the Maia Chapter of Mortar Board. It is to be awarded to a
woman student wha has completed 3 semesters af creditable work at the University and is in
need of financial assistance. The recipient is selected by a special Mortar Board Committee.
The Carl Cramer Memorial Band Scholarship. Friends of the late Carl Cramer have
established this scholarship to be awarded to a member of the University band. Primary selection
criteria are scholastic and musical ability and financial need.
The Credit Women's Breakfost Club of Albuquerque Scholarship. This scholarship of $50 is
awarded to a woman student in the College of Business Administration upon recommendation of
the Dean of that College.
The Lou Beverly Damron Memorial Scholarship. At least $100 of the proceeds from a trust
fund established by the parents af Lou Beverly Damron, Class of 1952, as a memorial to their son,
is awarded annually to a member af Sigma Chi Fraternity abave the rank of freshman who
has the highest scholastic record during the year.
The John W. Dargavel Foundation Scholarship. The John W. Dargavel Foundation, sponsored by the National Association of Retail Druggists, annually provides a $200 scholarship
for a third-, fourth-, or fifth-year student in the College of Pharmacy. The award is made by
the College of Pharmacy.
The Daughters of Penelope Memorial Scholarship. An annual scholarship in the amount of
$50 established in memary of all deceased members af the Helen of Troy Chapter 19, Daughters
of Penelope, to be awarded to a man or woman student who is a resident of New Mexico and
who plans to teach in the elementary ar secondary schools. Scholarship and need are determining
factors.
The Davis Brothers Scholarship. A scholarship of $300 provided by the Albuquerque Division of Davis Brothers, Inc., is awarded annually to a student in the College of Pharmacy on
the basis of scholarship, ability, and need.
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Delta Kappa Gamma Grant-in-Aid in Education. A scholorship of $75 awarded for the spring
semester by the AlblJqlJerque Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society, an internotionol hOharary
for women educators. The recipient must be a junior or senior in the College of Education who
needs financiol assistance.
The Duke City Business and Professional Women's Club Scholarship. A scholarship of $200
established by the Duke City Business and Professional Women's Club is awarded annually to
a sophomore or junior woman student in the College of Business Administration or the College
of Education on the basis of scholarship, need, and the recommendation of the dean of the
college involved.
The Faculty Women's Club Scholarships. One or more scholarships of $135 are awarded to
senior or junior women on the basis of need and scholarship. The awards are made in May of each
academic year.
The Eva M. Farone Memorial Scholarship. A scholorship of $500, established in memory of
the lote Eva M. Fa rone by her husband, is awarded annually to a qualified and deserving
student in the College of Pharmacy. Preference will be given to women students.
The Joe Feinsilver Student Assistance Fund. Mr. Feinsilver set up a $36,000 trust, income from
which is to be used to help students in financial need. The program is administered through the
Student Aids Office.
The Forty and Eight Vaiture 703 Scholarship in Nursing. A scholarship sponsored -by Voiture
703 in Albuquerque for a student in nurse's training. The award pays $150 per year for 4 years.
The Forty and Eight Voiture 1377 Scholarship in Nursing. The Los Alamos Voiture of the
Society of Forty and Eight provides 0 scholorship of $100 to be aworded to 0 student in the College
of Nursing upon recommendation of the faculty of that College.
The Edward Grisso Memorial Scholarship Fund. A trust fund established by Mr. W. D. Grisso
of Oklohomo City as a memoriol to his son provides a scholarship each fall for a junior male
student who has made the most improvement in grodes during his sophomore year over his freshman year. The recipient is selected by a special advisory board.
The Alfred and Miriam N. Grunsleld Scholarships. The income from a $10,000 trust fund
provides two scholarships for men and two for women. The conditions governing the Grunsfeld
Scholarships are as follows: (1) recipients must be legal residents of the State of New Mexico; (2)
recipients must have been in full-time attendance at the University during their sophomore year;
(3) recipients shall not nave completed more than 66 semester hours by the end of the semester in
which they are awarded the scholarships; (4) at least three of the four scholarships shall be
awarded to students who declare at the time of application their intention to moior in the Department of History or the Deportment of Government ond Citizenship (A subsequent change in the
major from either of these two departments to another department may terminate the award); (5)
in selecting the recipients, consideration shall be given to their general scholarship and to their
financial need.
.
The Dr. Eric P. Hausner Memorial Scholarship. The income from a trust fund established by
the Santa Fe Chapter of the Heart Association is awarded annually to a junior or senior student
who has been accepted for admission to an approved medical college.
The Gwinn Henry Memorial Scholarship Fund. A $500 fund established by the University of
New Mexico Alumni Letterman's Association as a memorial to the late Coach Gwinn Henry is used
to assist in the edlJcation of a worthy student athlete who is regularly enrolled at The University
of New Mexico.
Benjamin K. Horton Scholarship. An award of $1,000 which is made to a regularly enrolled
student who is participating in intercollegiate track and field. Selection will be made by the Faculty
Committee on Scnolarsnips and Prizes, based on recommendations from the Director of Athletics.
The Interfraternity Council Scholarship. The Interfraternity Council of The University of New
Mexico provides an annual scholarship wnich is awarded to a member of a social fraternity on the
basis of scholarsnip, leadership, and need.
The Portio Irick Nursing Scholarship. A fund established under the joint sponsorship ..,f the
Altrusa Clubs and BlJsiness and Professional Women's Clubs throughout New Mexico in nonor of
Portia Irick, who was an outstanding public health nurse in New Mexico.
The Ives Memorial Scholarships. These scholarships were establisned in memory of Mrs. Julia
Louise Ives and Mrs. Helen Andre Ives. The income from a $15,000 fund provides tnree scholarships
for women students. Candidates must be residents of New Mexico, preferably living in Albuquerque,
in good healtn, of good morol charocter, of hign scholostic stonding, ond tney must intend to
teach. The scholarships are awarded by the President of the University in July of eoch yeor.
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The Daniel C. Jackling Scholarships. Income from a trust fund is used for scholarships for
worthy students. The purpose of this gift is solely to help promote and encourage among the
students 0 higher grade of scholarship and application to studies.
The Kappa Kappa Gamma Memorial Scholarship. A scholarship of $150 is given each year by
Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity to a woman student who hos earned a minimum of 30 semester
hours at The University of New Mexico, who has creditable scholarship, and who has need of
financial assistance.
Kappa Kappa Iota-Beta Conclave Scholarship. An annual scholarship of $50 to be given to
a worthy senior from the College of Education, upon recommendation of the Dean of the College.
The Kappa Omicron Phi Scholarship. Pi Chapter of this national professional honorary in
home economics provides a $60 scholarship for a senior who is a major in home economics. It is
awarded on the basis of scholarship and financial need.
The Theo Karvelas Scholarship in Philosophy. Mr. Theo Karvelas, longtime Albuquerque
resident and friend of the University, has established a $250 annual scholarship for students
maioring in philosophy. Criteria for selection of recipients are financial need and academic
ability.
The George A. Kaseman Memorial Scholarship. A trust fund established by Mrs. George A.
Kaseman as a memorial to her late husband, to perpetuate his interest in the development of New
Mexico by aiding young people in obtaining a university education, provides an annual scholarship
of $750 or more to be awarded to a student in the College of Arts and Sciences, preferably a
resident of New Mexico, who shall rank in the upper one-fifth of his high school graduating class
and who shall have economic need for this scholarship.
The Kennecott Copper Corporation Scholarships. The Chino Mines Division of the Kennecott
Copper Corporation provides a number of scholarships of $500 each to students in New Mexico
institutions. Two of these scholarships are awarded to students who are sophomores or upperclassmen at the University, who are majoring in certain specified fields, who have acceptable scholarship and financial need, and who are recommended to the Chino Mines Scholarship Committee by
the University through the Scholarships and Prizes Committee.
The John F. Kennedy Memorial Scholarship. Income from a trust fund is awarded to a
student or students engaged in original and scholarly research in the humanities or social
sciences, preferably in the history of New Mexico and the Southwestern United States. Recipients
shall be designated by the Scholarships and Prizes Committee upon recommendation by the chairmen of the humanities and social science departments. Neither race nor creed is a factor in the
selection of recipients. Two distinguished citizens of New Mexico, Calvin P. Horn and Senator
Clinton P. Anderson, were instrumental in the establishment of this fund which is financed by
private contributions and by the income derived from the sale of a book written by Mr. Horn
entitled New Mexico's Troubled Years.
Kinney Brick Company Scholarship in Architecture. The Kinney Brick Company of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, has established two awards of $250 each for students in the Architecture Deportment who have completed at least 2 years. The scholarship is renewable, and the recipient is
selected by the Scholarship and Prizes Committee of the University based on recommendations
received from the Chairman of the Architecture Department.
The Don Kirby Forensic Scholarship. A scholarship of $100 established by Mr. Kirby because
of his belief that participation in forensic octivities is of extreme importance to college students.
Selection of the recipient is based on forensic excellence, good scholorship, and need. The oword
is made by the University Scholarships and Prizes Committee upon the recommendation of the
Department of Speech.
The Kirtland Air Force Base Officers' Wives Scholarships. Two tuition scholarships awarded to
children of Armed Services personnel assigned to Kirtland Air Force Base or to children of retired
Air Force personnel living in the immediate area. The recipients are selected on the basis of
their academic achievement, recommendations, and citizenship. The award is renewable if the
student's acodemic achievement is outstanding. Selection is made by the Scholarships and Prizes
Committee of The University of New Mexico.
The Kiva Club Scholarships. A few tuition awards are made to Indian students each year by
the University of New Mexico Kiva Club.
The Kiwanis Club of Highland Scholarship. The Kiwonis Club of Highland each year awards
a year's tuition scholarship to a deserving student who is a resident of Albuquerque.
The Carlisle Kruger Memorial Scholarship. A $500 scholarship is aw'arded annually to a
male student who is in good academic standing and who participates in intercollegiate track.
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Pueblo of log una Sci'lolarship. The governing body of the Pueblo has established a scholarship fund to assist students who are members of the pueblo to obtain their college education. The
size of the award varies according to the student's needs. Final selection is in the hands of a
committee set up by the Governor of the Pueblo. Applications can be obtained directly from the
Pueblo Governor's Office.
The Harry and Mable F. leonard Scholarship Fund. This is a scholarship established by the
leonards for an underg raduate student in engineering or geology. The recipient must be a resident of the State of New Mexico. The need for financial aid is the primary factor in selection and
scholarship is the second.
The Marjorie Little-Emily Hines Memorial Scholarship. Provided by the New Mexico Nurses
Association, District # 12, of Grant County, this $200 scholarship is for a nursing student who
is a resident of New Mexico, preferably from Grant County.
Marshall Scholarships. These are offered by the British Government in gratitude for the
Program for European Recovery. Graduating seniors and graduate students of either sex under
26 years of age are eligible for the 24 new awards made annually. The scholarships are for two
years, and may be extended for a third year. They are tenable in any university in the United
Kingdom for study leading to a degree in any field. The stipend covers tuition fees, transatlantic
passages, and a maintenance grant of $1,540.
The Reverend Uvalda Martinez Memorial Scholarship. A scholarship provided by the New
Mexico Health fou ndation as a memorial to the late Reverend Uvoldo Martinez is awarded
to a student who desires to enter the field of public health nursing in New Mexico, is Spanishspeaking, needs financial assistance, and shows creditable scholarship.
Charles May Memorial Scholarship Fund. A memorial scholarship fund established by Mr.
May's wife. The interest f rom a $5000 trust fund is awarded each year to a pre-medical student
with outstanding scholarship and the promise of being a good medical student.
The Kathleen McCann Memorial Scholarship of Pi lambda Theta. Alpha Mu Chapter of Pi
lambda Theta, women's honorary society in education, has established a scholarship of $100 as a
memorial to the late Professor Kathleen McCann. The scholarship is awarded to a woman student
above freshman rank who is preparing to teach.
lloyd McKee Motors Scholarships. Lloyd McKee Motors, Inc., of Albuquerque has established several $500 scholarships for residents of New Mexico. Criteria for selection are
academic ability and financial need. Preference is given to students from Bernalillo County.
McKesson and Robbins, Inc. Pharmaceutical Scholarship. A scholarship of $300 established
by the EI Paso and Amarillo Divisions of McKesson and Robbins, Inc., to be awarded annually
to a student in the Col/ege of Pharmacy.
The Alonzo Bertram McMillen Memorial Scholarship. The Occidental Life Insurance Company
established this scholarship as a memorial to the late Alonzo Bertram McMillen, a founder of the
company, to cover for the cost of room, board, and tuition. The scholarship is awarded annually to
a student in the College of Business Administration who is a resident, is of excellent character,
shows active interest in good citizenship and in general student activities, has an average
academic record, ond is in need of financial assistance.
The John Milne Memorial Scholarship Fund. A trust fund of $5,000 established as a memorial
to the late John Milne, Superintendent of Albuquerque Schools for 45 years, provides scholarships for students who plan to be teachers.
The Abraham Lincoln Mitchell Scholarship. Miss Dorothy Coulter of Albuquerque has established a trust fund in the amount of $4,000 in honor of Abraham Lincoln Mitchell. The income
from this fund is to be awa rded to a man or woman student of The University of New Mexico
who has completed the freshman year of college. First consideration will be given second or
third-year students in the School of law. Students interested in the field of race relations will be
given special consideration.
Mu phi Epsilon Scholarship, Albuquerque Alumnae Chapter. A scholarship of $75 awarded
each spring, to be applied toward tuition for the following fall semester, by the Albuquerque
Alumnae Chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon, national professional music sorority. The recipient, who must
be a music major, is selected by a committee from the Music Department and Mu Phi Epsilon.
Notional Infantile Paralysis Foundation Scholarships. Two annual scholarships of $300 each
are provided for students in the School of Medicine. Recipients must be New Mexico residents
and are selected upon recommendation from the Dean of the School of Medicine.
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National Merit Scholarship. A supplemental grant to the public colleges attended by No.
tional Merit Scholars for assistance to students who are not Merit Scholars. For National (unsponsored) Merit Scholars the grant is $100 a year, up to a maximum of 20 annual grants at
anyone college.
Navy Nurse Corps Candidate Program. An effort by the Navy to train nurses for the Navy
Nurse Corps. The Navy pays the tuition and fees, room and board, and books and supplies.
Application is made through the Dean of the College of Nursing.
The Neely Sales Division/Hewlett-Packard Scholarshi ps. These scholarsh ips are open to
electrical engineering or physics students above the rank of freshman who are residents of
California, Arizono, Nevada, or New Mexico.
The New Mexico Allied Drug Travelers Association Scholarship. A scholarship of $300 is
awarded annually to a junior or senior student in the College of Pharmacy who has creditable
scholarship and who has need of financial assistance.
The New Mexico Allied Pharmaceutical Scholarship. A scholarship of $300 a year for 5
years is awarded on the basis of scholarship, ability, and need to a graduate of a New Mexico
high school who enrolls in the pharmacy program. This scholarship was established and is maintained by the contributions of New Mexico pharmacists.
The New Mexico Art League Scholarship. A scholarship of $100 provided by the New Mexico Art League to promote art education is awarded On the basis of scholarship, need and ability
to a junior or senior student on recommendation of the faculty of the Art Department.
New Mexico Chapter of The American Institute of Architects' Scholarship. A scholarship and a
book on architecture are awarded to on outstanding junior student in Architecture, the scholarship
to be applied toward the student's tuition in his fourth year.
New Mexico Nurses Association District Number 1. A scholarship of $150 is awarded by the
Nurses Association of District No. 1 to a student in Nursing. Selection is based on academic
achievement, nursing aptitude, and the recommendation of the Dean of the College of Nursing.
The New Mexico Petroleum Industries Scholorships. Each year the N.M.P.I.e. awards two
scholarships for $250 to students of the six state institutions.
The New Mexico Society of Certified Public Accountants Scholarship. Awarded on basis of a
competitive examination. Information available at the Student Aids Office.
New Mexico Stote Medical Society Women's Auxiliary Scholarship in Nursing. This scholarship
of $300 is awarded annually to a student in the College of Nursing upon recommendation of the
Dean of that College.
The Jean Norris Scholarship in Nursing of the Progress Women's Club of Albuquerque. This
scholarship provides $300 for a student in the College of Nursing upon recommendation of the
Dean of that College. It was established to honor Jean Norris who was a nurse and a past president of the club.
Hal Patton Memorial Scholarship. A scholarship established by the Phidelity Educational Foundation in memory of Hal Patton. The income from a trust fund is awarded to a male undergraduate
student who has established a good scholastic record and is in need of financial assistance to
continue his college education.
The Women's Pharmaceutical Auxiliary Scholarship. A scholarship of $300 established by the
Women's Pharmaceutical Auxiliary in New Mexico to cover the cost of tuition and books is awarded
annually to a student in the College of Pharmacy upon the recommendation of the Dean and the
approval of a committee of the Auxiliary.
Pharmacy Alumni Association Scholarship. The Pharmacy Alumni Association of New Mexico
annually awards a scholarship to a pharmacy student of junior or senior rank. The award is for
resident tuition for one academic year as well as payment of the health insurance. The recipient
is selected by a committee composed of Pharmacy Alumni Association members.
Pi Beta Phi Arrowcraft Scholarship. An annual scholarship is awarded to a University of
New Mexico student, either a graduate or undergraduate, for summer study in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Credit is given through the University of Tennessee. The program includes concentrated
study in all maior areas of crafts. The award covers room, board and tuition and is awarded in the
spring.
The Piggly Wiggly Scholarship. The Piggly Wiggly Stores of Albuquerque award biennially a
scholarship which includes a full year's tuition and all necessary textbooks.
The Pilat Club of Albuquerque Scholarships in Nursing. Scholarships of $300 each have been
established by the Pilot Club of Albuquerque to be awarded to students in the College of Nursing
upon recommendation of the faculty of that College on the basis of residence, grades and ability,
and need.
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Premmco Track Schola rship. An award of $500 made to a regularly enrolled student who
participates in intercollegiate track and fJeld. Selection is made by the Committee on Scholarships
and Prizes, based on recommendation of the Director of Athletics.
The Presser Foundation Scholarship in Music. A scholarship of $400 is awarded by The Presser
Foundation of Philadelphia to a student in music upon recommendation of the President of the
University and the Chairman of the Music Department.
The Progress Wornen's Club of Albuquerque Scholarship in Nursing. This scholarship provides $300 per year for a student in the College of Nursing. The recipient is selected upon
recommendation of the Dean of the College.
Residents Housing Council Scholarships. Two annual scholarships, each in the amount of
$300, will be available to dormitory residents. One scholarship will be awarded to a female
student, the other to a male student, upon the recommendation of the Residents Housing Council.
Reynolds Metals Compol1y Competition. An annual award of $200 to the student submitting
the best original desig n for 0 building component in aluminum.
The Rhodes Scholarship. The trustees of the will of Cecil Rhodes provide for a maximum of
32 scholars each year, each scholar to receive an honorarium of $2,000 per year and to study 2
or 3 years in Oxford University, England. Early in the fall semester a representative of the University nominates candidates to the state committee for selection. This committee may select 2 men
to represent the State of New Mexico before the district committee, which in turn selects no more
than 4 scholars to represent the 6 states which compose a district.
The Millicent A. Rogers Foundation Scholarship in Education. This scholarship of $500 is
awarded annually to a resident above the rank of freshman in the College of Education, on the
basis of need and scholastic achievement. The Millicent A. Rogers Foundation has been established
by the sons and friends of the late Mrs. Millicent A. Rogers, who was for many years a resident of
Taos and who was deeply and actively interested in the people and the culture of the region.
Millicent A. Rogers foundation Scholarship in Nursing. An award of $500 is made to a student
in the College of Nursing.
The Rust Tractor CompclI1y Scholarship. The Rust Tractor Company has established a scholarship of $500 to go each year to a sophomore in Civil Engineering. The award is open to residents
of New Mexico and co n be renewed each year until graduation if the recipient's academic work
is good and he cantin "es to progress satisfactorily toward a degree in Civil Engineering.
The Dora Lewis Sanders Scholarship. An annual scholarship of $100 established by the New
MexiCO Federatian of Garden Clubs in 1951 is awarded to a junior or senior student majoring
in botany.
Sandia Base Wornan's Club Scholarships. The Sandia Base Woman's Club awards two $250
tuition scholarships. One scholarship is for an entering freshman student and the other for a
second-year student. Tne aWCJrds are to be made by the Sandia Base Woman's Club an the basis
of financial need and scnolarship. Students applying for the scnolarships must be legal dependents or wards of Armed Forees personnel attached to Sandia Base, or of personnel employed at
Sandia Base by the SCJndia Corporation, or of personnel employed at Sandia Base by A.E.C.
Sandia Mountain Lodge No. 72 Scholarship. A $150 scholarship awarded by the lodge to a
Sandia High School student to assist the student in the continuation of his or her education. The
scnolarship is renewable to the same 'person for succeeding academic years, if his record warrants.
Sandia Savings and Loan Association Scholarship in Architecture. The Sandia Savings and
Loan Association Scholarsnip in Architecture in the amount of $2,000 is awarded to fourth-year
Architectural students on the bCJsis of an architectural design competition.
The Santa Fe Motor Company Scholarship. This scholarship is awarded to a child of an
employee of the Santo Fe Motor Company. It covers tuition, fees, and board and room.
The Wilma Loy Shelton International Fellowship for Women. This annual fellowship, established
in J951 by The University of New MexiCO Chapter of Mortar Board, senior women's honarary
society, to promote international understanding through the education of women leaders, awards
$400 provided by the active chapter of Mortar Baard plus tuition and fees provided by the University to a foreign woman student, preferably in the Graduate Schaal, to be chosen by a special
committee.
The Sigma Alpha Iota Alumnae Scholarships in Music. The Albuquerque Alumnae Chapter of
Sigma Alpha lata will mal<e available one or more tuition scholarships to qualifying applicants
in the field of music. There will be an alumnae scholarship cammittee appointed yearly to organize
and review qualifications with the University af New Mexico Schalarships and Prizes Committee.
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The Sigma Alpha Iota Patroness Scholarship. The Albuquerque Patroness Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Iota has established an annual scholarship of $50 to be awarded to a member of the
Alpha Sigma Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, national honorary music fraternity.
Sigma Chi Mothers Club Scholarships. Two scholarships of $120 each have been provided by
the Sigma Chi Mothers Club. One of the scholarships is to be awarded in the spring semester
and one in the fall. They are to be awarded to members of the Sigma Chi Fraternity who are
above the rank of freshman, have financial need, and have satisfactory scholarship.
The Sigma Delta Chi Scholarship in Journalism. A scholarship of $100 or more established by
the New Mexico Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, journalism society, is awarded to a male student
majoring in journalism on the recommendation of the faculty of the Department of Journalism.
The Albert Gallatin Simms Music Scholarship Fund. A trust fund established by music lovers
who have enjoyed the June Music Festivals for many years has been established as a means of
expressing their gratitude to Mr. Simms. The income from the fund will provide one or more
scholarships for students maioring in music and studying stringed instruments.
The Elizabeth P. Simpson Scholarship. A scholarship equal to one semester's resident tuition
given each year by Chi Omega Alumnae of Albuquerque in honor of Mrs. Elizabeth P. Simpson,
Professor Emeritus of Home Economics and Chi Omega member. The award is granted to a woman
student who has earned a minimum of 30 semester hours at The University of New Mexico, who has
creditable scholarship, and is in need of financial assistance.
The Southern Union Gas Company Scholarships. Two scholarships of $500 each are provided
by the Southern Union Gas Company, one for a student in the College of Business Administration
. and one for a student in the Department of Mechanical Engineering. Recipients must be male
students, preferably juniors or seniors. They shall be of good character and proven ability and
shall be in need of financial assistance.
The Standard Oil Company of Texas Scholarship in Chemical Engineering. A scholarship of
$500 established by the Standard Oil Company of Texas is awarded to a junior or senior in the
Department of Chemical Engineering on recommendation of the faculty of that department on the
basis of scholarship, extracurricular activities, and good citizenship. A matching grant of $500 is
made to the Department of Chemical Engineering. Available periodically on a ratatio,;,,1 basis.
The Student Nurses Association Scholarship. The Student Nurse Association of the University of New Mexico offers a scholarship each year ta a nursing student who is active in the
Association.
The Theta Sigma Phi Scholarship in Journalism. This scholarship of $100 or more provided by
the Alumnae Chapter of Theta Sigma Phi is awarded to a promising member of or pledge to the
undergraduate chapter.
The Toppino-Golden Scholarship in Journalism. A scholarship of $100 which was established
to encourage students to pursue a Career in journalism is awarded in the fall of each year by the
Journalism Department.
.
The United Daughters of the Confederacy Scholarship. The Nora Mitchell McDowell Chapter
of Albuquerque owards a $100 schalorship for the second semester of each academic year to 0
male or female student who is the lineal descendant of a Confederate soldier.
The Universal Constructors Scholarship. Universal Constructors of Albuquerque established
several annual scholarships of $700 each for sons and for daughters of weekly employees. The
scholarships may be renewed to the original recipients each semester until graduation, provided
that they maintain a satisfactory academic record and have financia I need.
University Dames Club Scholarship. A full tuition scholarship is awarded annually by the
University Dames Club to a member or the husband of a member of the Dames Club who has
attended The University of New Mexico and who has attained a 2.5 grade average. The recipient
must be a full-time student working for a degree and must have financial need.
University Golfer's Association Scholarship. A $375 scholarship is given to a student participating in the intercollegiate golf program of the University. The recipient will be selected by the coach
of the golf team, who will make his recommendation to the Scholarship and Prizes Committee of
the University.
The University Theatre Training Scholarship. The Department of Dramatic Art provides a
scholarship of $150 each semester which is awarded in the spring of each year upon recommendation of the faculty of the Department on the basis of need, scholarship, and suitability for the
train ing involved.
The Berta Hurt Van Stone Memorial Scholarship. Mr. and Mrs. Wolter M. Moyer of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, have established a scholarship of $100 to be given annually in memory of Mrs.
Berta Hurt Van Stone, Mrs. Mayer's mother, to a student majoring in the field of music.
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The Western Electric Fund Scholorship. Through this fund, Western Electric provides on
annual scholarship to a student in the College of Engineering. The award is for tuition, fees,
and books.
Western Electronic Educational Funds Scholarships. Two scholarships of $250 to electrical
engineering majors of sophomore or higher rank. Selection is based on academic achievement,
financial need. The University Scholarship and Prizes Committee will make the final selection based
on recommendations received from the Electrical Engineering Department.
The Thomas M. Wilkerson Memoriol Scholarship. The income from a trust fund of $5,000
established by Dr. W. R. Lovelace in honor of Major Thomas M. Wilkerson, who was killed January
29, 1946 while in the service of his country, is awarded each year to a junior or senior premedical
student who is outstanding in scholarship and who gives promise of being a good medical student.
Eric L Williams Memorial Scholarship. The University of New Mexico Golf Course has established in memory of Eric L Williams an annual scholarship consisting of a tuition and fees award
to a student active in the collegiate golf program.
The Women in Construction Scholarship. The Albuquerque Chapter of Women in Construction has established an annual scholarship for students in electrical, mechanical, or civil engineering or architecture. Scholastic ability and financial need are primary factors in selection of
recipients.
The Women's Club of Albuquerque Scholarship. The Women's Club of Albuquerque has
established an annual $100 scholarship for a first-year woman student in the University's
School of Medicine. Selection, made upon the recommendation of the Dean of the School of
Medicine, is based on scholastic ability and financial need.
Helene Wurliher Foundation of New Mexico Fine Arts Scholarship. The foundation offers a
scholarship of $250 to a student in the College of Fine Arts at the University of New Mexico.
Selection of the recipient will be made by the Governing Board of the Foundation in connection
with the College of Fine Arts.
UPPER CLASS AWARDS AND PRIZES
The ACF Industries Prizes in Technical Writing. Prizes of $50, $30, and $20 are provided by
ACF Industries for winners in a University-wide competition in technical writing.
The Allied Arts Competition of the Illuminating Engineering Society. Prizes of $25, $15, and
$10 are awarded to students in Architecture for the winning entries in a competition in illumination
design.
The Student Branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association Sophomore Award in Pharmacy.
The University of New Mexico Branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association annually awards
an appropriate book and certificate to the sophomore student in the College of Pharmacy who
ranks highest in scholarship in his class.
American Society for Testing Materials Membership Awards. Two student memberships in the
American Society for Testing Materials are awarded to two outstanding senior students in
arch itertu re.
Evelyn Duffett Ancona Prize (Music). A $25 prize is awarded each April to an active
member of Alpha Sigma Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota who has made a valuable contribution to
the group through her active interest and participation.
The Architectural Design Faculty Awards. Three prizes, each consisting of a current architectural
book, are awarded annually to the outstanding sophomore, junior, and senior student in
Architecture.
The Eva Boegen Newman Center Prize. An annual prize of $50 is awarded to the student who
renders outstanding service to the Newman Center.
The George E. Breece Prize in Engineering. A cash prize consisting of the income from a $600
trust fund is awarded to a graduating senior in engineering, who is enrolled for a full time course
of instruction, upon the basis of character, general ability, and excellence of scholastic record as
shown during the last 2 consecutive years of residence in the University.
The Chemical Rubber Company Handbook Award in Physics. A current copy of the Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics will be awarded annually to the student in Physics 260, 261, ar 262
selected as most capable by the Chairman and staff of the Physics Department.
The Chi Omega Prile in Economics. Twenty-five dollars is awarded each year to the regularly
enrolled woman student (Chi Omega members excepted) who has done the best work in economics
during the academic yea r. Selection is made on the basis of scholarship.
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The Charles Florus Caan Prize. The income from a trust fund donated by faculty and friends
as a memorial to Charles Florus Coan, Ph.D., Professor of History and Political Science, is awarded
annually, for excellence in scholarship, to a worthy student whose maior field of study is history.
The Marian Coons Prize. A memorial prize consisting of the interest from a $750 trust fund is
given each year to the regularly enrolled senior in the Department of Home Economics who is
voted the most kind by her classmates and teachers in that department.
The Harry L. Dougherty Memorial Prize in Engineering. A cash prize consisting of the income
from a trust fund contributed by colleogues, students, and friends, as a memorial to Mr. Harry
L. Dougherty, Assistont Professor of Civil Engineering, is owarded each year to the student in the
College of Engineering who has made the highest scholastic average in residence during his freshman and sophomore years while carrying a normal course of study.
Faculty Award in Pharmacy. The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy annually makes an appropriate award to the graduating senior in the College of Pharmacy who has attained the highest
grade average far the entire course in pharmacy.
The Charles LeRoy Gibson Memorial Prize. The interest from a trust fund created by students
and colleagues af Charles LeRoy Gibson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry, is given to the
senior student, major or minor in chemistry, who is judged most outstanding by the faculty of that
department.
Carol M. Goodkin Prize. An onnual prize of $25 to be awarded to an Indian student in the
College of Nursing. The award was established by Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Goodkin to recognize
outstanding achievement in this area.
Robert P. Goodkin Prize. An annual prize of $25 to be awarded to an Indian student maioring
in Sociology. The award was established by Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Goodkin to recognize outstanding
achievement in this area.
The H. J. Hagerman Prize. An annual $50 cash prize was established by the New Mexico
Taxpayers Association in 1938. This is awarded to the regularly enrolled undergraduate student
who presents the best original study in the field of taxation and public finance in New Mexico.
The study should be submitted by December 1st to the faculty of the Department of Economics.
The Hamilton Watch Award. Each year the Hamilton Watch Company presents a watch to an
outstanding senior in the College of Engineering. The recipient is selected by the College of Engineering Scholarship and Awards Committee.
R. E. "Jake" Haverstock Award in Art. An award of $150 will be made each year to a student
in the Art Department who has demonstrated some form of unusual ability or progress in any field
of that Department.
The Telfair Hendon, Jr., Memorial Prize. The interest from a trust fund 01 $500 established by
John F. Hendon in memory of his brother, Mr. Telfair Hendon, Jr., Instructor in English, is given to
the graduating senior who has achieved the highest scholastic record as a maier in the Department
of English.
The H. E. Henry Award in Pharmacy. A pocket watch appropriately engraved is presented
annually to a male student in the graduating class of the College of Pharmacy an the basis of
scholarship, ability, and promise in the field of pharmacy.
Kappa Alpha Theta Poetry Awards. To stimulate interest in creative writing. Kappa Alpha
Theta annually presents awards in amounts of $15 and $10 for the two outstanding poems
presented to the English Department.
The Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumnae Memorial Prize for Poetry. An annual prize of $25 to be
awarded as a first prize for poetry in the undergraduate literary contests in the English Department. This prize was established by the Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumnae Association in memory
of all deceased members of the Association and of the New Mexico Chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
Langell Art Supply Stores Award. The recipient of this $25 award is selected by the
Faculty of the Art Department for the best creative work of art, in painting, submitted in the
:mnual student art show.
Law Prizes, see School of Law Bulletin.
The Mike S. Millican Memorial Prize. The interest from a trust fund established by colleagues
of Mike S. Millican, members of the Chemistry Department, and friends of the University is
given to a senior student with a B.S. major in chemistry who is judged outstanding by the
faculty of the department.
New Mexico Home Builders Competition. Prizes of $100, $75, $50, and $25 are awarded
annually to students in the Department of Architecture who are winners in a competition for the
best residential designs.
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The New Mexico Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers Award. A certificate of
merit with entrance dues paid for junior membership in the A. S. C. E., together with a membership.
badge, is given to a graduating student in civil engineering who excels in scholarship, holds
membership in the student section of the engineering society, is active in student engineering organizations, and who, in the opinion of his professors, shows promise of becoming a successful engineer.
The New Mexico Society of Professional Engineers' Wives Award. The Women's Auxiliary of
the New Mexico Society of Professional Engineers owords each spring to a graduating senior in
the College of Engineering a cash prize equivalent to the registration fee for the New Mexico
Engineer-in-Training Examination. The prize is awarded on the basis of need, scholarship, and
interest in Professional Engineering Registration.
The Phi Kappa Phi Senior Prize. Fifiy dollars is given each year by the local chapter of Phi
Kappa Phi to the g raduoting senior of any of the colleges of the University who mokes the highest
scholastic record of his class.
Phi Sigma Kappa Prize in Creative Play Writing. Phi Sigma Kappa has established an award
of $30 annually for the best one-oct play submitted in the creative writing contest.
Carl Redin Memorial Prize for Drawing. An award of $25 to be made for the best creative
work of art submitted in the annual student art show.
Reynolds Metals Company Competition. An annual award of $200 to the student submitting
the best original design for a building component in aluminum.
The Rose Rudin Roosa Prize. The income from a $1,000 trust fund is awarded each year to the
upperclassman or graduate student in the Department of Government and Citizenship who has
indicated in the opinion of his professors, the most positive interest in the development of good
citizenship. A paper is required.
The George St. Clair Memorial Prize. The interest from a trust fund established by colleagues,
students and friends of George St. Clair, Professor of English, Department Head and Dean of
the College of Fine Arts, is granted to the student who has made the greatest contribution in
acting, stage design, lig hting, or production in the Department of Dramatic Art.
The Katherine Mother Simms Memorial Prize. A $50 prize as a memorial award is made each
year to a regularly enrolled undergraduate, who has been in residence at least one semester
preceding the time of the contest, on the basis of excellence in prose composition and on the
quality of a competitive essay,
The Smead Manufacturing Company Prize. For outstanding achievement in business education
a student is annually awarded a prize consisting of membership in the United Business Education
Association, a subscription to the U.B.E.A. Forum, and a binder embossed with the student's name.
The Student Nurse Association Award. The Student Nurse Association gives a cash award
each year to the nursing student who is chosen the Student Nurse of the Year.
The Tile Council of America Award in Architectural Engineering. Prizes of $25, $15, and $10
are awarded by the Tile Council of America ta the winning students in a competition in architectural design.
The lenna M. lodd Memorial Prize. The interest from a trust fund of approximately $2,000 is
available annually to be awarded to the student or students doing the best work in creative writing
in the Department of English. This endowment was created by the will of Dana Paul Todd, as a
memorial to his mother, Mrs. lenna M. Todd. Dana Todd, Class of '33, served in the United States
Army in the Philippines and died in a Japanese prison camp at Osaka, on or about August 15, 1943.
The Wall Street Journal Award. A prize consisting of a one year's subscription to the Wall
Street Journal and a suitably engraved medallion are given annually to the graduating senior in
the Finance Concentration of the College of Business Administration who has the highest scholastic
average.
The Eric H. Wang Memorial Fund. Because of Mr. Wang's interest in the improvement of
the engineering profession, the interest from a trust fund established in his name is used to help
senior engineering students either to poy for speciol refresher courses taken prior to the
Engineer-in-Troining examination or to pay the EIT examination fee.
MEDALS AND CERTIFICATES
The Beta Alpha Scholarship Key in Accounting. A certificate of achievement and a gold key
are awarded annually by Beta Alpha, honorary accounting fraternity, to the graduating senior in
the College of Business Administration with the highest grade in all his accounting courses.
Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key. This key is awarded annually by Delta Sigma Pi, national
professional fraternity in business administration, to that male senior who upon graduation ranks
highest in scholarship for the entire course in commerce and business administration.
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The C. T. French Medal. The medal is awarded to a graduating senior af the College af Arts
and Sciences who has obtained, during his last two years of continuous residence, the highest
general averoge for scholarship in a program of not less than 14 credit hours a semester.
The Kappa Psi Award in Pharmacy. A certificate is awarded annuaily to the male student who
has the highest scholastic average in the senior class of the College of Pharmacy. If the student
is a member of Kappa Psi, a key is awarded in addition to the certificate.
The Kappa Psi Junior Award in Pharmacy. Gamma Rho Chapter of Kappa Psi pharmaceutical
fraternity annually awards an appropriate book and certificate to the iunior student in the College
of Pharmacy who ranks highest in scholarship in his class.
The Kappa Psi Scholarship Honors Certificate. The Grand Council of Kappa Psi pharmaceutical
fraternity awards annually a certificate to each member of Kappa Psi who completes the full junior
and/or senior year (last 2 years of the professional curriculum) with a minimum grade-point
average of 3.0 for each year. A member may qualify for a certificate for each of the 2 years.
The New Mexico Pharmaceutical Association Award in Pharmacology and Other Biological
Sciences. The New Mexico Pharmaceutical Association annually awards an appropriate book, or
books, and certificate to the graduating senior in the College of Pharmacy who ranks highest in
scholarship in the required courSes in Pharmacology and other biological sciences.
The College of Pharmacy Alumni Association Award in Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Chemistry. The Alumni Association of the College of Pharmacy annually awards an appropriate book, or
books, and certificate to the graduating senior in the College of Pharmacy who ranks highest in
scholarship in the required courses in pharmaceutical chemistry and chemistry.
The Phi Gamma Nu Scholarship Key. This key is awarded annually to the senior woman student. not necessarily a member of the fraternity, who upon completion of seven semesters of
college work ranks highest for the entire course in Business Administration or Commercial Education. The award is made by the Dean of the College of Business Administration and the Dean of
the College of Education.
The Phi Sigma Certificates in Biology. Each year the National Society of Phi Sigma awards a
certificate to a regularly enrolled undergraduate student and another certificate to a graduate student in The University of New Mexico for excellence in biology and promise of future achievement.
Pickett and Eckel Slide Rule Prize. A prize consisting of a slide rule is awarded annually to
an outstanding freshman student in architecTure.
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L divisions of the University concerned with student welfare'and activities

are under the coordinating supervision of the Dean of Students. There
follow descriptions of some of the services and programs which supplement the University's educational program and assist the student in his academic and personal development.
Information in regard to Admission and Registration, Student Housing, and
Financial Aid will be found in those respective sections of this catalog. An explanation of the orientation and advisement program is given on p. 79.

DEANS OF MEN AN D OF WOMEN
The Deans of Men and of Women and their staffs are responsible for most
of the personal counseling of individual students. Records of the extracurricular
activities of students are compiled and kept in this office.
,
The Deans are responsible for the counseling programs in the residence halls
and for the supervision of social fraternities and sororities. They also serve as
advisers to the student honorary organizations.

COUNSELING AND TESTING SERVICES
See "University College and Counseling CenTer," pp. 129-131.
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM. The University of New Mexico is committed to the support and encouragement of an international student program.
The Director of International Services acts in a liaison capacity with faculty
and administrative departments of the University on behalf of the foreign students. His staff also endeavors to assist the student from abroad by counseling
with him and by encouraging him to use the services offered by the University
in areas such as academic advising, student health, insurance, counseling and
testing, housing, and employment.
In addition to making proper referrals, the Office of International Services
provides orientation programs, community hospitality, and immigration assistance to the student from abroad. The Director attempts, moreover, to give a
maximum of personal attention to the unique problems of the foreign students.
FULBRIGHT PROGRAM. The Director of International Services acts as Fulbright
Program Adviser. His duties in this capacity include publicizing the Fulbright
competition, announcing grants offered, providing application forms, counseling
American students, and arranging faculty committees for interviews and evaluations.

HEALTH SERVICE
The Student Health Service provides facilities for medical advice, treatment,
and if necessary, bed care for acute illnesses of relatively short duration. The
Student Health Service is not a teaching department and is staffed by experienced physicians and graduate nurses. Consultation with the physicians is
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available at regular morning and afternoon office hours, and the Service is open
for emergency care 24 hours a day.
The Student Health Service is supported by a budgeted allocation from fees
paid by all students carrying 12 or more semester hours. Beyond this there is
no charge for medical services rendered. It should be noted, however, that drugs
ordered on prescription must be purchased by the student from any drugstore.
Should the services of a specialist be required, the student will be referred for
treatment at his own expense.
Each student enrolling for the first time, or re-enrolling after an absence of
a year or more, is required to arrange for a physical examination by his own
physician prior to enrollment or re-enrollment. The examination is to be reported
on a form prepared by the Health Service. Evaluation of the health of a student
whose medical examination reveals a condition affecting his eligibility, or his
ability to perform s~tisfactorily, is the responsibility of the 'Health Service. A
student whose condition indicates the need of a limitation of activity in physical education, or an excuse from the physical education requirement, may
obtain such an excuse from one of the University physicians. The Health
Service is authorized to exclude from residence halls or classrooms a student
suffering from contagious or communicable disease.
The Health Service maintains constant supervision over sanitary conditions
in residence halls, dining halls, SWimming pools, and classrooms.
Full information is contained in the brochure, "This Is Your Health Service,"
which is issued at registration and should be preserved for reference.
INSURANCE PLAN

The University, after study and consultation with representatives of insurance
companies, has adopted an insurance plan designed to protect students against
those burdensome expenses which' may result from unexpected severe illness,
injury, or major surgery. Participation is optional on the part of the student.
The University plan provides low-cost coverage, through a national insurance
company, while the student is in school and while he is away during interim
vacation periods. It provides for medical, surgical, and hospital benefits to apply
against expense incurred for necessary care beyond that provided by the Student
Health Service. Benefits under this plan are payable in addition to those the student may receive from any other policy.
Any student enrolled during a regular semester for 8 or more semester
hours is eligible to participate in the plan during that semester upon payment of
a special fee (see Student Expenses). Arrangements may also be made for protection during the summer session or summer vacation period.
Details of this insurance plan, including a schedule of benefits, are mailed to
new and readmitted students as a part of the admissions procedure.

PLACEMENT CENTER
The Placement Center is maintained to assist students in finding part-time
employment to supplement their incomes while they are in school, and to aid
graduating seniors and alumni in finding suitable and satisfactory employment
in permanent positions.
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The Center acts as a general clearing house for registrants seeking employment and for employers and school administrators seeking college-trained personnel. Seniors who are graduating, alumni who are seeking a change, and
students who are seeking part-time employment are urged to register with the
Center, Building T-1 0, Roma Avenue.
The Center keeps on file a complete record of each registrant's scholarship,
employment experience, activities, and personal qualifications and seeks the
proper placement of the individual, commensurate with his training and background. The Center maintains constant contact with the conditions and trends
of the nation's job market. Representatives from industry and school administrators are urged to visit the campus to interview seniors for possible employment.
No fee is charged for services rendered. Graduates are invited to use the
services of the Center in the years following their graduation.

STUDENT AIDS OFFICE
The Student Aids Office is responsible for the administration of all forms of
student financial aid and financial counseling to students who apply for aid.
Students who are interested in loans, scholarships, Work-Study employment, or
deferred tuition payment should apply to this office. Some of the programs administered by the StLJdent Aids Office are: NDEA Loans, Nursing Student Loans,
Cuban Loans, USA loans, Federal Guaranteed Loans, University Short Term
Loans, The Federa I Work-Study Program, The University Scholarship Program,
and the EdLJcational Opportunity Grant Program. The Student Aids Office is
located in Building Y-l.

DIVISION OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
The University of New Mexico is fully approved for the training of students
eligible under the Veterans Administration educational assistance programs.
The Division of Veterans Affairs was established to provide every possible
service to these stLJdents, and to aid in the solution of any problems that might
arise in the stLJdents' relations with the University and the Veterans Administration. The student is given assistance in obtaining a certificate of eligibility from
the Veterans Adm inistration, certification of his registration so that training allowance may start, proper withdrawal or interruption of his educational program,
and information of any changes in procedures and regulations of the University
and the Veterans Administration. This Division also has the authority to provide
educational or vocational counseling to any student under the Veterans Administration educational program, and to assist students in the selection of an
objective and in the development of a program of education. All documentary
forms necessary for these government programs are available in this office.

NEW MEXICO UNION
The New Mexico Union is well planned to provide a focal point for the cultural and recreation al activities of the University. It is the center of a consolidated
program enlisting tile joint efforts of student government, program directorate
committees, student organizations, and staff to bring about a balance of activi-
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ties providing the greatest values and benefits for students and staff. All students
are members of the Union, and their cooperation and contributions are depended
upon to assure its total success. A board made up of students, faculty, alumni,
and administrative representatives acts as adviser to the Union Director in building matters. The Program Directorate, working under the Student Council of the
Associated Students and with the Union staff, has the responsibility of planning
and executing a program of activities for the Union.
The Associated Students' Bookstore, the Alumni Offices, and the Activities
Center, the hub of out-of-c1ass activities at the University, are located in the
Union. A feature of the Activities Center is the master calendar, which lists all
campus events of student interest and provides a clearing house for these events.
Union food services include a fountain, cafeteria, dining room, catering facilities,
and a recreation lounge which converts to a commuters' room over the noon
lunch period. Also included are a hobby-crafts area, music listening rooms,
barber shop, a 200-seat auditorium, and complete games facilities inclu9ing
bowling, table tennis, and billiards. Eight guest rooms are available to campus
visitors. Lounges, a ballroom, and many meeting rooms round out the facilities
which enable the Union to serve the University campus.

ATHLETICS
The University.'s intercollegiate athletic program is conceived to be an extension of the work offered in the Physical Education Department, which, in turn,
shares a responsibility with all other segments of the University to maintain general ocademic standards of high quality. Athletes are expected to participate,
first and primarily, as full members of the student community. The faculty of the
University, within its powers, assumes responSibility for keeping the environment
conducive to these objectives.
Intercollegiate athletics are governed by regulations of the Western Athletic
Conference, the general athletic policy of the University, the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and the National Collegiate Athletic
Association.
Varsity sports include football, basketball, track and field, baseball, tennis,
golf, swimming, wrestling, and gymnastics.
The University also sponsors an intramural program designed to supplement
the prescribed courses in physical education. The intramural program includes
swimming, tennis, handball, golf, cross-country, track and field, volleyball, touch
football, bowling, baseball, lacrosse, softball and basketball. A parallel program
of sports appropriate for women is sponsored by the Women's Recreational
Association.
Indoor sports are centered in Johnson Gymnasium, which includes an indoor
pool, two large arenas, handball courts, and other specialized areas. Outdoor
recreational facilities maintained by the University include a golf course, a swimming pool, rifle range, tennis courts, and numerous playing fields.

CULTURAL OPPORTUNITIES
The Associated Students, through allocations from the Associated Students
Fee, support an extensive program in the arts, including the Band, Chorus,
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Orchestra, Opera Workshop and the University Theater. The Cultural Program
Committee presents a varied fare of concerts, theater, and lectures. All of these
fee-supported events are available to students without charge. Students may also
purchase season tickets for Community Concerts, the Civic Symphony, and the
Albuquerque Little Theater, in some instances at reduced rates.
The University Art Museum in the Fine Arts Center presents masterworks of
traditional and contemporary art as well as the work of faculty and students.
The Jonson Gallery, also on the campus, offers one-man shows by contemporary artists. New Mexico has a long tradition in the visual arts. Museums and
galleries abound in the State. Those in Albuquerque and Sahta Fe are readily
accessible to the interested student.

RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
Practically all religious denominations are represented in the city of Albuquerque. The churches all welcome the University students and invite them to
share in their religious life and services. The University maintains a policy of
non-sectarianism, but encourages its students to affiliate with the religious organizations of their choice and to attend services regu larly.
The following religious organizations invite student aff] liation: Baha'i Student Association, Baptist Student Union, Canterbury Club, Christian Science
Organization, Christian Student Center, Deseret Club, Hillel Counselorship,
The Islamic Society, Lobo Christian Fellowship, Lutheran Student Association,
Newman Club, United Campus Christian Fellowship, and Wesley Foundation.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

All students enrolled for 12 or more semester hours are affiliated as "The
Associated Students of The University of New Mexico." The Associated Students
function under a constitution approved by student referendum, by the Faculty,
and by the Regents of the University. The govern ment of the Associated Students
has three principal branches: the executive, consisting of the President and elected
Council; the legislative, which is the Student Senate, made up of representatives
of all recognized student organizations; and the judicial, which is the Student
Court. Various boards and committees governing enterprises of the Associated
Students have student representation.
ASSOCIATED WOMEN STUDENTS

The Associated Women Students is composed of all regularly enrolled undergraduate women students of the University. The purpose of the organization is to
govern women students in women's affairs, to maintain standards of conduct,
and to promote broad social interests for all women students. It is governed by a
council, the members of which are representatives of all women's organizations
on the campus.
HONORARY AND SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

The following organizations are active: Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi,
Sigma Xi, Blue Key, Mortarboard, Alpha Phi Omega, Chakaa, Las Campanas,
Spurs, Vigilante.
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Many professiona I and departmental organizations are also active on the
campus.
SOCIAL GROUPS

Fraternities: Alpha Epsilon Pi, Delta Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Omega Psi Phi, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Delta Theta,
Phi Sigma Kappa, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi,
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
.
Sororities: Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Delta Pi, Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta,
Delta Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Phi Mu,
Pi Beta Phi.
Fraternity and sorority relations are controlled by the Interfraternity Council
and the Panhellenic Council respectively. These organizations also take prominent
places in student activities.
Other social groups: Town Club.
For information in regard to other student organizations and activities, see
the Student Handbook.
STUDENT PUBLICAllONS
The New Mexico Lobo, the campus newspaper, is published four times each
week, and The Mirage is the campus yearbook issued at the end of the spring
semester each year. The Thunderbird, a literary magazine issued twice during
each semester, carries literary contributions submitted by students.
The publications are edited and managed by students under the supervision
of the Student Publications Board comprised of both student and faculty members,
the maiority of the Board, however, being student members.
The student editors and managers of these publications are elected by the
Publications Board for a period of two semesters.

GENERAL ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

T

HE STUDENT is advised to familiarize himself with the academic regulations
of the University. He is solely responsible for complying with all regulations
of the University, of his respective college, and of the departments from
which he takes courses, and for fulfilling all requirements for his particular degree.
CLASS HOURS AND CREDIT HOURS

A class hour consists of 50 minutes. One class hour a week of recitation or
lecture, throughout a semester, earns a maximum of one credit hour. One class
hour a week of laboratory, orchestra, chorus, or physical training, throughout
a semester, earns from one-third to one-half credit hour.

GRADES
The grades awarded in all courses are indicative of the quality of work done.
Their significance is as follows:
A, Excellent. 4 grade points per credit hour.
B, Good. 3 grade points per credit hour.
C, Average. 2 grade points per credit hour.
D, Barely Passed. 1 grade point per credit hour.
F, Failed. F is also given in any course which the student drops after the
fourth week of a semester or second week of a summer session, while doing failing
work.
I, Incomplete. The grade of I is given only when circumstances beyond the
student's control have prevented his completing the work of a course within the
official dates of a session. (See grade of PR.) The I automatically becomes an F
if not removed (1) within the first 12 weeks of the next semester of residence, (2)
within the next 4 semesters, if the student does not re-enroll in residence. The
student may change the I to a passing grade by satisfactorily performing the
work prescribed by the instructor. (Arrangements should be made with the instructor within a reasonable time in advance of the planned date of completion.)
The student obtains from the office of his dean or director a permit to remove
the I, pays the $2 fee, and takes the card to the instructor, who completes it
and returns it to the Office of Admissions and Records where official entry on
the student's record is made. A student may re-enroll in a course for which a
grade of I still stands on his record only upon petition to, and approval by, the
Committee on Entrance and Credits for change of the Incomplete grade to a
grade of W.
W, Dropped Without Discredit. W is given in any course which the student
drops officially after the fourth week of the semester or second week of the summer session, while doing passing work, subject to the regulations for dropping a
course or for withdrawal from the University. These regulations appear under
"Change in Program of Studies" on p. 117, and under "Withdrawal from the
Un iversity" on p. 118.
CR, Credit. CR is used to report satisfactory completion of a master's thesis
or doctor's dissertation.
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NC, No Credit. NC is used to report unsatisfactory completion of master's
thesis or doctor's dissertation.
PR, Progress. This grade is used to indicate that a thesis, dissertation, or a
graduate problem, is in progress but not complete. When the problem is complete, a regular grade is reported. When the thesis or dissertation is complete,
CR or NC is reported.
The mark of NR, No Report, is used only in reports prepared by the Records
Office for release to students and parents, to indicate that the instructor has not
reported a grade.
CHANGE IN GRADE.
No grade except I can be raised by a special examination. A grade of I can be changed to a passing grade in a manner to be determined in each case by the instructor concerned with the approval of the dean or
director of the college. (See I above.)
Any other change in grade, after the grade is on record in the Office of
Admissions and Records, may be made only after reasons for such change have
been submitted in writing by the instructor concerned, and approved by the Committee on Entrance a nd Credits.
GRADE REPORTS

At mid-semester (normally the end of the eighth week of the semester), and
at the end of the semester, grades are reported for all courses to the Admissions
and Records Office.
Copies of end-of-semester grades are mailed to parents of undergraduate
students, with the exception of married students and students over 21 years of
age.
SCHOLARSHIP INDEX

A student's academic standing is referred to in terms of a scholarship index
obtained by dividing the total number of grade points earned at The University
of New Mexico by the total number of hours attempted at The University of New
Mexico. * Hours given a mark of W or I will be excluded in this computation, but
hours of F will be counted. All honors and prizes depending upon scholarship
are determined by ranking students according to this index.

CHANGES IN ENROLLMENT
CHANGE IN PROGRAM OF STUDIES. The student who desires to add a course to,
or drop a course from, his program of studies should obtain from his college
office a petition for change in program of studies. The student obtains signatures
called for and returns the form to the Office of Admissions and Records where
official entry is made on the student's record. A course may not be added to a
student's program after the second week of the semester or the first week of the
summer session (see the Academic Calendar). No grade is assigned when a
student officially drops a course during the first 4 weeks of the semester or
the first 2 weeks of the summer session, except that a grade of F assigned by an
instructor on the basis of University regulations relating to student dishonesty
will be shown. When a student drops a course officially after the first 4 weeks of

*

Exclusive of ~ours in nonprofessional p~ysical education and ensemble music.
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the semester or the second week of the summer session, he will receive a grade
of W or F according to his standing in the course at the time of withdrawal,
except that no student may withdraw after the twelfth week of the semester or
the sixth week of the summer session with a grade of W without petition to,
and approval by, the dean or director of his college. For regulations governing
withdrawal from all courses for which a student is enrolled, refer to "Withdrawal from the University" below. In the School of Law, a student desiring
to drop a course after the first 8 weeks must petition the faculty of that School
in writing to drop the course and receive a grade of W therein.
The student is responsible for the completion of every course for which he has
registered; if he drops a course at any time without filing the official change of
program form, he will receive a grade of F in the course. A fee of $1 is charged
for any change made in the student's program of studies after the end of the
second week of the semester or after the end of the first week of the summer
session.
Transfer from one section to another section of the same course is effected by
application to, and approval by, the department chairman involved. By use of the
Section Change Authorization form, the department chairman notifies the Records Office of the approved change. No withdrawal grade is assigned in a
section change.
CHANGE IN COLLEGE. A student who desires to change his registration from
one college to another within this University shall petition the dean or director of
the college in which he is currently enrolled. This petition requires approval of
both colleges and is then filed in the Office of Admissions and Records.
CHANGE IN ADDRESS. Each student is expected to keep the University authorities informed as to his address. Any change in address should be reported
immediately to the Office of Admissions and Records.
ADDITION OF CORRESPONDENCE OR EXTENSION COURSES TO PROGRAM. A resident
student may enroll for correspondence and extension courses only when the
addition of such courses does not cause his program to be in excess of the maximum load allowed, and only after permission has been given by the dean or
director of his college.
WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY

When a student wishes to withdraw from all the courses in which he is enrolled during the semester, he should secure a withdrawal card from the office
of the Dean of Men or Women. Any unmarried undergraduate student under 21
years of age must have a letter of permission from parents to withdraw from
the University. No grades are assigned when a student withdraws officially from
the University during the first 4 weeks of the semester or the first 2 weeks of the
summer session, except that grades of F assigned on the basis of University regulations relating to student dishonesty will be shown. Grades of W or F are shown
on the student's record if he withdraws officially from the University after the
first 4 weeks of the semester or first 2 weeks of a summer session, except that no
undergraduate or non-degree student may withdraw from the University after the
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twelfth week of the semester or the sixth week of the summer session with a grade
or grades of W except upon petition to, and approval by, both the dean or
director of his college and the Personnel dean. The graduate student withdrawing
under these conditions must petition to and secure approval from the Graduate
Dean. When a student leaves the University during a semester and does not carry
out his withdrawal according to this regulation, he becomes liable for a grade
of F in all of his classes, even though he is passing his courses up to the time of
leaving.

REPETITION OF COURSE
A student may repeat a course without special permission (but may receive
credit only once), except for one in which a grade of Incomplete was earned
(see p. 116). When a student repeats a course in which he has previously made
a D or F, hours and points for all attempts will be counted in his scholarship index.
Hours and poi nts for repetition of a course in wh ich the student has previously
earned a grade of C or better will not be counted in his scholarship index.

AUDITED COURSES
A student may register for a course as an auditor, without credit, provided
he obtains the permission of the instructor concerned and of the dean or director
of the college having jurisdiction over his program of studies. The fee for audited
courses is the same as for credit courses.
A student may not change from audit to credit basis after the first 2 weeks
of the semester or the first week of the summer session.
He may change from credit to audit basis within the first 4 weeks of the"
semester or the first 2 weeks of the summer session regardless of his grade at the
time the change is made. Change from credit to audit between the end of the
fourth week and the end of the twelfth week of the semester or between the end
of the second week and the end of the sixth week of the summer session can be
made only if the undergraduate student is earning a passing grade. The student
enrolled for graduate credit may change from credit to audit after the fourth
week of the semester or the second week of the summer session only if he is earning a grade of A or B. After the twelfth week of the semester or the sixth week of
the summer session, a student enrolled for undergraduate credit may, subject to
approval by the dean or director of his college, change from credit to audit only
if he is earning a grade of C or better.

CLASSIFICATION
A student admitted to one of the degree-granting colleges from the University
College will be classified on entry into the degree-granting college as a sophomore. Classification beyond sophomore status will be determined by the college
on the basis of the student's progress toward his chosen degree.

SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS
DEAN'S LIST

At the end of each semester all the undergraduate colleges and the School
of Law recognize excellence in scholarship by publishing the names of students
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who have achieved outstanding academic records. These Dean's Lists are made
available to University and outside news media.
SCHOLASTIC STANDING

The standing of all students (including those who withdraw from the University during the session) with respect to scholarsh ip is checked at the end of
each semester and summer session (or at the time of withdrawal). At such times,
all students who are deficient in scholarship are placed on probation, or suspended, in accordance with the following regulations. A student placed on
probation at any time will remain on probation until the next final examination
period.
PROBATION

The minimum scholarship index to remain in good acaUNIVERSITY COLLEGE.
demic standing in the University College is lAO through the semester or summer
session in which a student has equaled or exceeded the limit of 30 hours attempted. Thereafter the minimum scholarship index required shall be 1.70. A
student is placed on academic probation at the end of any semester or summer
session in the University College if his scholarship index falls below the applicable
minimum indicated above.
DEGREE-GRANTING COLLEGES AND NON-DEGREE STATUS. A student in a degreegranting college or in non-degree status is in good academic standing if his
academic record shows either: (1) a scholarship index (as defined in this catalog)
of 2.0 or better, or (2) a grade-point average of 2.0 or better on all work taken
while enrolled in a degree-granting college or in non-degree status. A student
will be placed on academic probation at the end of any semester or summer
session when his academic record fails to equal one of the two minimums set out
above. (The student is reminded that the grade-point average required for graduation from some colleges may be, in certain individual cases, higher than the
grade average necessary to avoid probation.)
SUSPENSION

A student is subject to suspension at the end of any
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.
semester or summer session in which he was carried on academic probation as
defined above, unless he has succeeded in removing himself from such probation.
by acquiring the minimum scholarship index. No student, however, is subject to
suspension or dismissal because of his grade-point index until the end of the
semester or summer session in which the cumulative number of hours attempted
exceeds 16.
DEGREE-GRANTING COLLEGES AND NON-DEGREE STATUS.
A student in a degreegranting .ii0llege or in non-degree status whose name has appeared on a probation list at the end of any semester or summer session is subject to suspension at
the end of his next semester or summer session if he has not qualified for removal
from probation status by that time.
A student who has been suspended is not eligible to re-apply for admission
for a period of one calendar year from the date of suspension. The readmission
of a suspended student to the University after the expiration of the suspension
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period is contingent upon the approval of the dean or director of the college to
which he is seeking admission or readmission. A student who is suspended for
poor scholarship or who, after having been placed on probation, fails to reregister for the following semester, shall be considered as on probation upon
his return to the University. The same regulation applies to a student who withdraws from the University while on probation (unless his withdrawal grades make
him subject to suspension). A dean may require a student who is on probation
at the time of registration to enroll for the minimum number of hours, and he
may at any time require a student on probation to drop as many hours as seem
to be in excess ofthe student's ability.
College of Business Administration: For additional regulations, see section
"College of Business Administration."
College of Nursing: For additional regulations, see section "College of
Nursing."
College of Pharmacy: Far additional regulations, see section "College of
Pharmacy."
SUSPENSION BY SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEES OR DEANS. Regulations on probation
and suspension as described above apply only at the end of a semester or summer
session. However, during the progress of any semester or summer session the
dean of a college may refer the case of a delinquent student to a college committee on scholarship; and such committee may recommend to the dean probation
or suspension from the University for such student.
Attention is called also to the possibility of suspension as a result of excessive
absence. See below.
GRADUATE SCHOOL DISQUALIFICATION

See the Graduate School Bulletin.
ATTENDANCE

Students are expected to attend all meetings of the classes in which they
are enrolled. No extensions of the vacation periods are given to any students,
regardless of the location of their homes. Non-attendance at classes due to late
registration is considered the same as absence incurred after registration.
Instructors will keep a record of class attendance, and will report excessive
absences to the dean or director of the college concerned. A student with excessive absences may be dropped from a course with the grade of F, by the dean or
director of the college upon recommendation of the instructor. The dean or
director may suspend a student from the University, on the grounds of neglected
duty, when he has thus been dropped from two courses.
Absences due to illness, field trips, athletic trips, etc., are to be reported by
the student to the instructor and to the Personnel Dean. Such report does not
relieve the student of responsibility for lost work. It is the duty of the student to
take the initiative in arranging with his instructors to make up work missed.
Students who are absent and unexcused from final examinations, or other
closing exercises of the classes in which they are enrolled shall be given the
grade of F. A grade of I may be given when there is a valid reason for absence
from the examination.
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DISHONESTY IN ACADEMIC MATTERS

Every student is expected to abide by the highest standards of honorable
conduct in academic matters. Dishonest action in connection with tests, quizzes,
or assignments, whether in the classroom or out, generally will be cause for
dismissal from the University.
Non-disclosure or misrepresentation in filling out applications or other University records will make a student liable for disciplinary action, including possible dismissal from the University.

TRANSCRIPTS OF CREDIT
A student is entitled to one official transcript without charge at undergraduate
and at graduate level prior to graduation. He is entitled to a second transcript
without charge after graduation. A student who has not requested a free transcript
before graduation is entitled to two transcripts without charge after graduation.
After a student has secured the transcripts to which he is entitled without charge,
additional transcripts are charged for at the rate of $1 each. No charge will be
made for transcripts submitted to the New Mexico State Department of Education
for teacher certification purposes. Transcripts of credits cannot be issued until all
accounts with the University are settled.
If the student requires special statements to be made concerning his record,
or if special forms are to be filled out, the transcript fee of $1 will be charged
for such service.
SCHOLASTIC STATUS. An undergraduate student has the status: "in good standing," "on probation," or "under suspension." The University's period of suspension
is one calendar year. At the expiration of the suspension period, the student may
apply for readmission; but re-enrollment requires the approval of the college
dean or director.
HONORABLE DISMISSAL. The status "in good standing," or "on probation," entities the student to honorable dismissal, and on transcripts no separate statement
of honorable dismissal is necessary. Whether he completes a semester, or withdraws with permission before the end of the semester, a student is entitled to
honorable dismissal provided that he has the necessary scholastic status and is
in good standing regarding conduct and financial obligations. Honorable dismissal implies that the University will permit the student to re-register in the next
session.

EXAMINATIONS
REGULAR EXAMINATIONS. Examinations in each course are held at the close of
each semester, and at intervals during the semester at the discretion of the instructor. All students, including graduating seniors, are required to take semester
final examinations.
GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION.

See p. 125.

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS. A special examination is one taken at a time other
than regularly with the class. Classified as special examinations are: examinations given to make up missed regular course examinations, Advanced Standing
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examinations, exam inations to establish credit, examinations to validate unaccredited, or otherwise unacceptable, credit earned at other college-level institutions, examinations to remove a grade of I, examinations for the removal of
entrance deficiencies.
A fee is charged for all special academic examinations administered by the
faculty. Examinations for Advanced Standing and all examinations to establish
credit are charged for on a per-credit-hour basis. (See p. 82.) For fees charged
for other types of special examinations, see p. 82.
Before the student is admitted to a special examination, he must present to
the instructor a permit signed by the dean or director of his college. For those
examinations where a fee is required, the permit must show the Comptroller's
receipt of the fee.
EXAMINATION FOR ADVANCED STANDING. A student in residence in an undergraduate college shall have the privilege of passing a course in the University
by special examination without attendance upon the course, and receive undergraduate credit therefrom, such privilege to be subject to the following restrictions:

1. He shall not have been previously registered in the course in any division
of any college or university.
2. The applicant shall have a scholarship index of 3.0 or more in a normal
program of studies completed during the last semester (or last 2 summer sessions)
in residence, and he shall be doing superior work at the time of taking the examination.
3. The examination shall have the approval of the dean or director of the
college, the chairman of the department, and the instructor concerned.
4. The applicant shall obtain from the dean or director of his college a permit
for the examination, and shall pay in advance the required fee of $2.50 per
credit hour.
5. The student shall obtain in the examination a grade not lower than C,
and shall show a mastery of the course acceptable to an examining committee
of three, appointed by the dean or director, including the instructor and the
chairman of the deportment concerned.
6. Credits earned through advanced standing examinations do not apply to
residence requirements.

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
The student may graduate under the catalog requirements for the year in
which he was enrolled for the first time in the degree-granting college of The
University of New Mexico from which he is seeking a degree, provided he completes graduation requirements within a continuous six-year period. If a student
interrupts his attendance, or transfers from one degree-granting college to another
within the University, he must graduate under the catalog in effect at the time of
his readmission or transfer.
For information concerning the various degrees offered, and for course and
scholastic requ irements leading to these degrees, students should refer to those
sections of the catalog devoted to the colleges.
The student is solely responsible for knowing the rules and regulations con-
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cerning graduation requirements and for registering in the courses necessary to
meet specifications for the degree.
TWO UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES.
Two undergraduate degrees may not be
granted a student until he has earned the equivalent of 5 years' college work
(as represented by a minimum of 30 semester hours above the requirements for
the first degree) and has fulfilled all requirements for both degrees. A transferring
graduate should notify the Director of Admissions when applying for admission
if he plans to work for a second undergraduate degree.
SCHOLASTIC REQUIREMENT.
The minimum University requirement for a bachelor's degree is at least a 2.0 cumulative grade-point average on the last 124
semester hours of degree work or such greater number as is required for the
degree sought. The individual colleges, however, have the privilege of requiring
for their respective degrees an average higher than this minimum. The student is
referred to the various college sections for individual college requirements.
SPECIFIC COURSES REQUIRED.
Four semester hours of nonprofessional activity
physical education shall be completed by all undergraduate students in the University. Veterans, NROTC students, students over 30 years of age, and handicapped students excused by the University Physician are exempted from the
physical education requirement. Exemption for NROTC and for medical excuse
is on a semester-by-semester basis. Not more than 1 semester hour per semester
nor more than 4 total hours of nonprofessional physical education may be
credited toward a degree.
For specific requirements leading to degrees in the various curricula, students
should refer to the courses of study outlined in the listings of the different colleges.
DIVIDENDS AND PENALTIES. For every 15 semester hours of A, or for every 30
semester hours of B, the hours required for graduation are reduced by one. The
maximum of such dividends allowed is four. For every 15 semester hours of D,
the hours required for graduation are increased by one. No dividends or penalties
are given in the Colleges of Business Administration, Engineering, Fine Arts,
Nursing, and Pharmacy. Dividends and penalties are assessed only on work done
in residence at The University of New Mexico.
SENIOR RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS.
Residence credit is defined as credit earned
by attendance in regular classes on the University of New Mexico campus or in
one of its field sessions. Credits earned through the Extension Division or by
examination are not counted toward the residence requirement.
Students who have done less than 60 semester hours in residence previous
to senior status (see "Classification") shall earn 30 semester hours in residence
in the senior year.
Students who have done 60 semester hours, but less than 90, in residence
previous to senior status, shall earn 24 semester hours in residence in the senior
year.
Students who have done 90 or more semester hours in residence previous to
senior status shall earn 15 semester hours in residence in the senior year.
In no case is the number of hours specified to be earned in the senior year
to be interpreted as necessarily the last hours.
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Students may fulfill part or the whole of this residence requirement by summer session attendance.
RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS IN MAJOR AND MINOR.
At least one-half of the minimum number of credit hours required for major study and one-fourth of the
minimum number of credit hours required for minor study must be class or laboratory work earned in residence in the University. When a senior transfer student
plans to complete a major by presenting credit hours earned in residence at
another institution, the major department, or the director of the interdepartmental
major, may modify this ruling, not, however, below one-fourth of the total minimum hours requ ired for the major (or the interdepartmental major).
GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION. All seniors are required to take the Graduate
Record Examination during the last term of residence.
EXTENSION AND CORRESPONDENCE HOURS ALLOWED
TOWARD DEGREE

1. Credit is allowed for correspondence and extension courses completed
at this University or through other colleges and universities accredited by
regional accrediting associations.
2.

As many as 40 semester hours in correspondence and extension courses
will be allowed toward the bachelor's degree provided that at least 10
of the 40 have been earned in extension courses taught by regular resident instructors of the University. Of this 40-hour maximum, no more
than 30 hours will be allowed in correspondence work.

3.

Credit for extension and correspondence courses completed in institutions
not accredited by regional accrediting associations is not accepted for
transfer. A student who has completed such correspondence or extension
work in a course comparable to one offered by the University has the
privilege of establishing credit here under the regulations governing special exam inations to establish credit.

4.

The hours earned by correspondence or extension from accredited institutions other than The University of New Mexico may be counted towards degree requirements but the grades will not be included in the
grade-point average of the student. (See "Scholarship Index," p. 117.)

5. Courses taken from other institutions must correspond to those offered at
The University of New Mexico.
6.

Any graduating senior not in residence who expects to offer credits
earned by correspondence toward fulfillment of degree requirements
must have prior approval of the dean of his college.
For regu lations governing the addition of correspondence or extension courses to the student's program while he is in residence, refer to
p.118.

7.

No credit will be given for a course taken by correspondence if the student has previously received a grade of F in the course at this University.
Exceptions to this rule can be made only upon petition to, and approval
by, the Comm ittee on Entrance and Credits.
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8. The student is solely responsible for complying with all regulations stated
in the current Correspondence Bulletin.
COMMENCEMENT

Normally, commencement exercises are held at the end of Semester II. Students who complete their requirements in an off-session receive their diplomas at
the next regular commencement.
Students must participate in the commencement exercises at the time of receiving diplomas, unless excused by the dean of the college concerned.

HONORS WORK AND GRADUATION WITH HONORS
It is possible for a student to graduate with General Honors (Honors in General Studies), or with Departmental Honors, or with both. The designations for
the various levels of Honors in General Studies are as follows: cum laude in
General Studies, ,magna cum laude in General Studies, summa cum laude in
General Studies. The student becomes a candidate for Honors only; the level of
Honors with which he is graduated is determined by the General Honors Council.
Designations for graduation with Departmental Honors are as follows: cum laude,
magna cum laude, and summa cum laude. In Departmental Honors also the student is a candidate for Honors and the level of Departmental Honors with which
he graduates is determined by his department (or college, in colleges which are
not departmentalized).
.
Graduation with Honors, either General or Departmental, is in no sense automatic. The student is required to make application for candidacy. Information
regarding Honors in General Studies and the method of gaining admission to this
program can be obtained in the office of the Director of General Honors.
High school graduates who intend to enter the University in the fall and who
would like to be considered for admission to the General Honors program
should make application for admission to the Un iversity as early in the spring
as possible and should request of their high school principals that their full
transcripts be sent to the University as promptly as possible after their high
school graduation. Chances of being accepted into the Honors program will be
greatly enhanced if students take the required University placement examinations in the late spring or early summer. (Write to the Office of Counseling and
Testing, The University of New Mexico, for various dates on which these examinations are given.) No freshman or transferring student, even if fully qualified,
can be assured of a place in the General Honors program in the first semester
of his enrollment unless he has taken the placement examinations well in advance of registration for that semester.
Information regarding the Honors Program in a specific department or college can be obtained in the main departmental or college office.
THE GENERAL HONORS PROGRAM. The General Honors Program (leading to
graduation with Honors in General Studies) is available to students in any undergraduate degree-granting college or division of the University. Normally, the
student enters this program in his freshman year. Requirements for graduation
with Honors in General Studies are as follows: (a) an over-all grade point
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average of 3.2; (bl completion of 15 to 21 hours in courses listed under "General Studies" in the section of this catalog entitled "Courses of Instruction," including normally the program for the junior and senior years; (c) certification
by the General Honors Council; (d) completion at The University of New Mexico of all of the last 60 hours of the work for the bachelor's degree. In addition
to these minimal requirements, the General Honors Council may set such additional qualitative requirements as are approved by the University Faculty.
Completion of the required General Studies courses does not necessarily mean
that the student will graduate with General Honors.
The major purposes of the program of General Honors are as follows: (1) to
supply additional breadth to the student's general education; (2) to put the able
student more directly into competition with other able students so that his achievement may be more nearly in line with his potentialities; (3) to give the able student full opportunity to express himself in writing and in vital discussions in small
groups; (4) to tl1rllst the abler student into an environment that will offer improved
intellectual opportunity and a greater challenge.
Performance and the level of achievement in the General Honors Program
will not be judged by mechanical quantitative standards. The student will be
under constant surveillance in small groups by a variety of faculty members. The
program, in short, is designed to offer the student an opportunity; and the student is expected to respond with liveliness, imagination, and complete conscientiousness.
The candidate for General Honors may be dropped from the program at any
time when his performance shows that he is not responding fully to the opportunities being offered him.
Special advising is available to all students who are candidates for General
Honors. Information about advising of Honors students can be obtained in the
office of the Director of General Honors.
Students in General Honors will be constantly encouraged to undertake also
Departmental Honors.
r

THE DEPARTMENTAL HONORS PROGRAM. A Departmental Honors program is
available to the qualified student in many departments of the University and
will ultimately be available in nearly all departments. The student should inquire
of the chairman of his major department (or the dean of the college in colleges
which are not departmentalized) as to the availability of a program. Normally,
the student enters a Departmental Honors program in his junior year. He should
at least make his intention of graduating with Departmental Honors known to
his chairman or dean early in his junior year. Admission to Departmental Honors
candidacy can in no case be granted later than the beginning of the student's
senior year.
Minimal requirements for graduation with Departmental Honors are as follows: (a) an over·a II grade point average of 3.2; (b) not less than 6 credit hours
in independent study, senior thesis, or special courses open only to candidates for
graduation with Honors in the department (or college, if the college is not
departmenta lized).
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Departments or colleges may have differing additional quantitative and
qualitative requirements. The prospective Departmental Honors student should
confer with the chairman of the department (or the dean of the college) regarding the requirements above the minimum requirements set forth just above.
The purposes of departmental honors programs are as follows: (1) to intensify
and deepen the student's knowledge in his major field; (2) to put this specialized
knowledge into better relationship with knowledge in related fields and in the
larger general area of the student's specialization; (3) to bring the student under
closer gUidance of, and into closer acquaintance with, teachers in his field.
Graduation with Departmental Honors shall never be a matter solely of performance in standard courses or of grade-point averages in either the field of
specialization or the entire program of the student. Continuance in departmental
honors programs and the level of honors at which the candidate shall be graduated are both in the discretion of the department.
SCHOOL OF LAW GRADUATION HONORS

The LL.B. degree may, in the discretion of the Law School faculty, be awarded
with the honors indicated to graduating students who have achieved the following
over-all grade-point averages in their law school work: 3.4, cum laude; 3.6,
magna cum laude; 3.8, summa cum laude.
GRADUATION WITH DISTINCTION

Students graduating with a scholarship index wh ich ranks them in the upper
5 per cent of the graduating class of the University will automatically receive the
degree "with Distinction." Ranking will be based only upon work taken by the
student at The University of New Mexico. Eligible senior students who have taken
all of their work at this University will automatically receive this honor. Transferred students must present a minimum of 45 semester hours earned at this
University in order to be eligible for the "Distinction" list; however, their transfer
records shall be subject to review by the Scholarships and Prizes Committee for
the purpose of determining the quality of their over-all academic accomplishment.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AND COUNSELING CENTER
L FRESHMEN entering the University are enrolled in the University College.
The primary purpose of the College is to give each student the maximum
opportunity to select the course of study best suited to his needs and
aptitudes. To this end the College plans an individual program of testing, counseling, and guida nee for each student.
A freshman who has decided to prepare for admission to a specific degreegranting college of the University will be assigned an adviser from the faculty
of that college. With his adviser's approval, he should undertake a program of
courses recommended by his chosen college for the freshman year. These programs are described in the sections of this catalog devoted to the several colleges.
A freshman who has not decided on a specific college should develop, with
the aid of his adviser, a program of first-year courses designed to help him
discover areas of interest and special competence. He should also request vocational guidance. The student who uses this exploratory approach should be
advised that if he Iater chooses to enter one of the colleges having a very specific
freshman program, he may require more than the usual 4 years to earn a degree.
Students who fail to meet the admission requirements of a degree-granting
college at the end of the freshman year, or who wish further to adjust themselves
to degree work, may remain in the University College through the sophomore
year, subiect to th e scholastic regulations of the College.
Many students, for one reason or another, do not find a 4-year course leading
to a degree advisable. For them the University College can provide a variety
of 2-year programs leading to a certificate of completion.

A

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
For admission requi rements to the University College, see the "Admission"
section of this bulletin. The University College will not accept students who have
attempted 72 or more academic semester hours or who have earned 64 or more
academic semester hours.
No student may enroll in the University College after he has been admitted
to any degree-granting college of The University of New Mexico.

CONTINUATION IN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
No student will be permitted to re-enroll in the University College if at the
end of his previous semester or term of enrollment he had attempted a total of 72
or more semester hours (including hours with grade of Incomplete) or earned a
total of 64 or more semester hours.

SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS
See pp. 119-12l.

ADMISSION TO A DEGREE-GRANTING COLLEGE
The minimum requirements for transfer from the University College to any
degree-granting college are:
1.
Twenty-six hours of earned credit.
2. (a) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted;
or
129
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(b) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted in the
previous 2 semesters of enrollment; provided that, if fewer than 26
hours were attempted in the previous 2 semesters, a scholarship index
of at least 2.0 shall be required on all work attempted in as many
previous consecutive semesters as are necessary to bring the student's
total hours attempted to at least 30.

3. (a) A satisfactory score on the English Proficiency Examination (administered by The University of New Mexico);
or
(b) A grade of C or better in a remedial English course offered on a noncredit basis by The University of New Mexico English department.
For additional admission requirements of a particular degree-granting college, refer to the admission regulations set forth in the section of this catalog devoted to that college.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

Upon application to the University College Office, a University College Certificate will be awarded to any student who meets the following requirements: (1)
completion of 60 semester hours of college work with a passing grade, of which
at least 30 hours have been earned in The Un iversity of New Mexico with J 5 of
these 30 hours earned in the University College of The University of New Mexico;
and (2) a cumulative average of J.70 on all work attempted through the semester
or session in which the total of college credits earned first becomes 60 or more.
(Nonprofessional courses in physical education may not be counted in these
totals.)
Students seeking the University College Certificate may pursue courses in
the Department of Naval Science only with the permission of the Director of the
University College and the Professor of Naval Science.

COUNSELING
For assistance with problems related to scheduling or specific courses, students should contact their academic advisers during regular office hours scheduled for consultation.
Students needing assistance with educational, personal, or career problems
should contact the Counseling Center, a division of the University College,
which offers counseling without charge to all regularly enrolled students of The
University of New Mexico. Students are assisted with their problems through
conferences with counselors and special advisers, and through the use of standardized tests, such as interest, study habits, and adjustment inventories. Emotional problems are given consideration in cooperation with the Student Health
Services.
A reading clinic is available within the Counseling Center for any student
whose reading deficiences will detract from his ability to derive maximum benefit from his university experience. This service is conducted in small classes and
supervised laboratory practices which begin in the first weeks of the semester.
All classes are non-grade, non-credit, and require no additional fee.
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Students wishing to make use of the Counseling Center are invited to telephone or stop in ot the University College office in the Stadium Building, Room
240, to arrange for an appointment.
DIVISION OF VETER.ANS AFFAIRS

See p. 11l.

TESTING

/

For information about the American College Testing Program, the English
Proficiency Examination, the Graduate Record Examination, and other tests
required by the University, students should contact the Testing Center, located
in the Counseling and Testing BUilding. The Testing Center also coordinates
special testing within the University and, where possible, serves as a testing
center for professional and educational agenCies. Pre-enrollment testing for
non-university students is provided at a nominal charge.

TWO-YEAR SECRETARIAL PROGRAM
In recognition of the increasing demand for trained office personnel, this
program is designed to give students not only the basic knowledge and skills
necessary for initial employment, but also a solid background in the liberal arts.
In recent years greater appreciation of the value of well-planned and welldirected office services has opened an attractive field of employment for collegetrained men and women. Those who choose this curriculum are able to advance
more rapidly toward positions requiring managerial and supervisory responsibility.
Freshman Year
Second Semester
Fi rst Semeste r
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
3
3
History 102 Western Civ
Hist 101 Western Civ
BA 112 Interm Typ
3
BA 114 Begin Dicto
BA 113 Shorth Theory
3
BA 262 Adv Typ
Spch 101 or 255 Fund of Spch or Pub Spkg 3
Elective
Physico I Ed
1
Physical Ed

15
BA 105 Pri n of Acctg
BA 117 Off Moch 8. Filing
Econ 200 Prin of Ec
BA 253 Transcription
Electives
Physico I Ed

+

PE

3
3

3
3

3
1
15

Sophomore Year
BA 257 Sec Off Proc
3
BA 265 Bus Communications
2
Electives
3
Physico I Ed
3

+ PE
3
3
9

1

4
1
15

+ PE

15

+ PE

Electives waul d be taken from the following areas as determined by the
student's major adviser:
Government
Fine Arts
English
Mathematics
Psychology
Sociology
Data Processing
A student who has had business subjects in high school would be advised to
omit BA 112, BA 113, and BA 114. This arrangement would enable the student to select 9 more flours from the list of electives.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
HE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES offers instruction in subiects or fields
which relate to man's cultural, social, and scientific achievements, with more
regard to historical and philosophical backgrounds and developments than
to immediate practical use. Although the fields of study offered in the College
underlie the more specialized work of the graduate, professional, or vocational
school, the degrees and courses of study are designed as ends in themselves,
supplying knowledge of mankind's and the student's own potentialities which
will enable him to live better and later to perform better in his chosen field.

T

DEGREES

Upon the recommendation of the: faculty and the President of the University,
the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science is conferred by the Regents
upon those candidates who have completed all specified requirements. Differing
requirements are specified for the Bachelor of Arts degree and for the Bachelor
of Science degree if chemistry, geology, or psychology is the subject of maior
study; the student must choose beforehand the degree for which he wishes to
work. A candidate who completes the requirements for a major in biology,
dietetics, mathematics, or physics will receive the degree of Bachelor of Science
unless special request is made for the Bachelor of Arts degree. (Bachelor of
Science in Medical Technology is the only choice of degree in that field.) A
candidate who completes requirements with a maior in any other subject will
receive the Bachelor of Arts degree.
RELATION TO PROFESSIONAL AND VOCATIONAL COURSES

Courses preparatory to law, medicine, and the other professions are planned
and taught as cultural subjects and do not infringe upon the work of the professional school. Concerning the limited acceptance of work in business administration, education, engineering, law, medicine, pharmacy, and fine arts, see
"Electives" and "Special Curricula."

ADMISSION
All freshman students are admitted to the University College. A detailed
statement of entrance requirements is in the "Admission" section of this catalog.
ADMISSION FROM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Requirements for transfer from the University College into the College of Arts
and Sciences are as follows:
1.

Twenty-six hours of earned credit.

2. (a) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted;
or
(b) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted in the previous 2 semesters of enrollment; provided that, if fewer than 26 hours
were attempted in the previous 2 semesters, a scholarship index of at
least 2.0 shall be required on all work attempted in as many previous
consecutive semesters as are necessary to bring the student's total
hours attempted to at least 30.
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3.

Completion of the English Proficiency Examination (administered by
The University of New Mexico) with a satisfactory score or a grade of
C or better in a remedial English course offered on a non-credit basis
by the University's English Department.

4.

Of the 26 hours mentioned in "1" above, 23 hours must be acceptable
towa rds g ra duation from the College of Arts and Sciences.

TRANSFERS

Transfer to the College of Arts and Sciences from another degree-granting
college of The University of New Mexico requires a scholarship index of 2.0 on all
work attempted while the student was enrolled in the other degree-granting
college(s).
A student seeking to transfer to the College of Arts and Sciences from another
accredited institution must meet the University's general qualitative admission
requirements for transfer and, in addition, must present a minimum of 26 semester hours, 23 hours of which must be in courses acceptable toward graduation from the College of Arts and Sciences. Transfer students must complete
admission requirement No. 3 (immediately above) during the first semester of
enrollment in this University.
TRANSFERRED GRADE OF D. Courses with grade of D transferred from another
institution cannot be allowed for credit in The University of New Mexico. In
certain sequences of courses in the College of Arts and Sciences, however, where
grades of D from another institution are involved, it is possible for a student to
secure a waiver of certain lower-division requirements. For information upon this
possibility, the student may consult the Dean of the College.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Candidates fo r the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science are
required to complete a total of 124 semester hours in academic subjects, and 4
semester hours in physical education, with a scholarship index of 2.0 on all work
attempted in academic subjects.
In the first 2 years, whether the student is technically enrolled in the College
of Arts and Sciences or not, he is expected to acquire certain basic essentials
and to explore severo I different fields to determine where his interests lie. In the
last 2 years the student devotes himself to the completion of his group requirements, to his ma ior an d minor, and to the permitted electives that he may wish
to take.
As soon as the student has earned as much as 80 semester hours toward
his degree, he should pick up a degree application from the Dean's office, have
it completed, and return it to the Dean's office. A summary showing exactly
what is required for completion of the degree will be prepared and sent to the.
student. The student is solely responsible for completing all requirements for
graduation.
Specific graduation requirements are as follows:
1. Completion of 124 semester hours in academic subjects and 4 semester
hours in physical education.
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2. Grade points equal to twice the totaLnumber of hours of college-level work
which the student has ever attempted. This is exclusive of hours in nonprofessional
physical education and ensemble music.
3. Completion of at least 40 hours in courses numbered 300 or above, with
at least a 2.0 average in all such hours attempted.
4. Completion of the English Proficiency Examination with a satisfactory
score. (Normally, this is a requirement for admission.)
5. Completion of at least 1 major and 1 minor, or 2 majors; or fulfillment of
all requirements in one of the combined curricula of the College of Arts and
Sciences definitely speCified in the catalog.
6. Completion of the Graduate Record Examination.
7. Completion of the Group Requirements described below.
GROUP REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of the following group requirements is to insure that the student
will explore various fields of knowledge before beginning to concentrate too
heavily in a field of his choice. The group requirements also aim to give a certain
guarantee of the breadth of the student's knowledge regardless of the specialty
he may wish to choose in taking his degree. The student should arrange his
program so that he will be able to fulfill these group requirements as early in his
career as possible. He has not earned the right to concentrate in his specialty
until he has made a reasonable effort to fulfill the group requirements. The
folloWing rule, therefore, is extremely important:
A student may not take any courses numbered 300 or above (junior-senior
courses) until he has completed 30 hours in the 5 groups and unless he is also
concurrently enrolled in 1 course in a majority of the groups in which he still
has deficiencies. (If there are deficiencies in 4 or 5 groups, at least 1 course in
each of 3 of those groups must be taken; deficiencies in 2 or 3 groups, at least
1 course in each of 2 of those groups; deficiency in 1 group, 1 course in that
group.) Exceptions to this rule can be made on Iy with the written permission of
the Dean of the College.
The acceptability of transferred work toward fulfilling group requirements
lies in the judgment of the Director of Admissions and the Dean of the College.
No course may be counted toward the satisfaction of requirements in more
than one group, but a course may be counted toward the fulf1llment of both a
group requirement and a maior or minor requirement.
Courses in General Studies, taken in the Honors Program, may, with the approval of the Dean, be counted toward the satisfaction of requirements in
similar areas in Groups III, IV, and V.
The requirements in the groups are as follows:

I. English. Six semester hours must be earned in Engl ish 101, 102 (unless
English 101 has been waived), and 3 additional credit hours must be earned in
a course in literature numbered above 200. A student deficient in writing skill
may at any time be referred to English Workshop for remedial aid. Normally
English 101 and 102 should be completed within the first 2 semesters of enrollment in the University.
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II. Foreign language. The student is required to take as many semesters of
one foreign language as he needs to complete the intermediate courses (251,
252) in that language. For the student who chooses a language which he has
not previously studied, this ordinarily means a minimum of 4 semesters, as well as
a minimum of 12 semester hours.
Students who have studied a language in high school, or those who believe
they have some proficiency in a language, may determine the level at which
they should begin language study by consulting the Chairman of the Department of Modern Languages. However, a student who has had two or more
years of a foreign language in high school cannot enroll for credit in the beginning semester of that language.
To receive cred it hours toward graduation for demonstrated competence
in a foreign language, without actually taking courses in the language, a student
must take advanced standing examinations. (See p. 123.)

III. Humanities. Nine semester hours (not more than 6 from anyone area)
must be completed in courses in the following areas: (a) History; (b) Literature
(either English or foreign); (c) Philosophy; (d) Art History or Music History or
Speech (to the extent of 3 semester hours).
IV. Social Science. Nine semester hours (not more than 6 from anyone area)
must be completed in courses in the following areas: (a) Anthropology; (b) Economics; (c) Geography; (d) Government; (e) Sociology.
V. Mathematics and Natural Science. Fourteen semester hours (not more than
8 from anyone area, and including 2 semesters in courses that require laboratory
work) must be completed in courses in the following areas: (a) Astronomy; (b)
Biology; (c) Chemistry; (d) Geology; (e) Mathematics; (f) Physics; (g) Psychology.
MAJOR AND MINOR STUDIES

At the beginning of his junior year a student shall select and declare (1) a
major and a minor subject or (2) two major subjects, or (3) one of the special
curricula of the College, and his program of studies thereafter shall meet with
the approval of the chairman of his major department or the supervisor of the
special curricu lum.
.
Only work of at least C quality is accepted toward the major and the minor;
in the case of a special curriculum, all work within the general area of the
specialization must be of at least C quality. (Courses in which grades of Dare
earned in The University of New Mexico may be accepted as electives and in
fulfillment of group requirements.)
For the Bachelor of Science degree in the College of Arts and Sciences in
departments requiring a major and a minor, the major department may specify
in lieu of a single n1 inor .in one department a distributed minor in courses in related departments. The distributed minor shall consist of not less than 30 semester
hours nor more than 36 semester hours. With the permission of the Dean, some
relaxation may be allowed in the rules relating to number of hours required in
courses numbered 300 or above and to penalties for exces~ive hours in freshman
courses when these ru les are in conAict with distributed minor requirements. In all
cases, however, the student will be expected to have at least 35 hours in courses
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numbered 300 or above. The student should consult the chairman of his major
department if he wishes to take a distributed minor.
A distributed minor in Comparative Literature or in Russian Studies may be
elected by candidates for either the Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts degree. A distributed minor in American Studies is also available for students majoring in Anthropology, Economics, English, Government, History, Philosophy, or
Sociology. A distributed minor in Paleoecology is offered to students majoring
in Anthropology, Biology, Chemistry, or Geology.
CERTIFICATION TO TEACH IN HIGH SCHOOL

It is often possible for a student taking a degree in the College of Arts and
Sciences to achieve certification as a secondary school teacher in New Mexico
on the same basis as students graduating from the College of Education and
without going beyond the 124 semester hours required by the College of Arts
and Sciences for graduation. To do this, however, requires careful planning of
the program. In certain maior-minor combinations a student cannot achieve the
B.A. or B.S. degree from the College of Arts and Sciences and also achieve
teacher certification without taking more than 124 semester hours. The plan is
possible only when the maior-minor combination (or double major) is in subject
areas usually offered in high school (see p. 174 for approved areas). All studen.ts
at The University of New Mexico who expect to follow a course of study leading
to certification are subiect to the requirements for admission to teacher education
listed on pp. 156-158 in the College of Education section of this catalog.
In selecting courses to meet group requirements, students seeking both
teacher certification and a bachelor's degree in Arts and Sciences must include the following courses:
1.

A course in speech and a course in general psychology.

2.

Hours offered in laboratory science must be taken in biology, chemistry,
geology, physics, or astronomy.

3.

At least 6 hours in fine and practical arrs, of which one course in art
or music history may also be counted toward fulfillment of the A&S requirement in humanities.

Students interested in following this plan should consult the office of the Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences as early as possible, preferably at the beginning of the sophomore year but at least by the beginning of the junior year. Additional time may be required to complete the program if advice is sought too late.
ELECTIVES

A student who has fulfilled all other requirements for graduation may use
electives to complete his total of 124 hours for graduation, subject to the restrictions stated below.
A maximum of 24 hours in any combination, earned in courses offered in the
Colleges of Business Administration, Engineering, Law, Education,* Fine Arts, **
* Except in the Case of a Home Economics maior, when a maximum of 34 hours will be
accepted.
** Except in the Case of an Art major, when a maximum of 32 hours will be accepted.
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Nursing, and Pharmacy, or in Naval Science and Aerospace Studies, is acceptable as electives in the College of Arts and Sciences, with the following exceptions:
(1) Courses in typing or in office machines and filing in the College of
Business Administration.
(2) Ensemble music in excess of 4 hours.
(3) Shop work in excess of 3 hours.
(4) Courses in hea Ith, physical education, and recreation in excess of 7 hours,
the 7 permissible hours to be chosen from courses Health Education 171,
Physical Education 397, 398, 399, 461, 489, Recreation 303, 374,452.
(5) Courses in educational methods, supervision, and practice teaching, except 3 hours of high school methods and 6 hours of high school practice
teaching. (If the student has taken the full 21 hours in Education plus the
additional courses required for certification to teach in a New Mexico
high school, these 21 hours will be accepted in the College of Arts and
Sciences. See "Certiflcation," etc., immediately above.)
GENERAL RULINGS

1. Students with less than junior standing may not carry more than 8 hours
in one department du ring one semester.
2. Not more than 50 hours in courses open to freshmen may be taken without a penalty of 1 hour for every 3 excessive hours.
Exceptions to these rules may be made only by the Dean.

NORMAL FRESHMAN·SOPHOMORE PROGRAMS
A student wishing ultimately to enter the College of Arts and Sciences should
take the following standard program while enrolled as a freshman in the University College. Deviations from this program should be made only with the permission of the University College adviser.
First Semester
tEnglish 101 (Group I)
At least 9 hou rs from
Groups II, III, IV, or V
Elective
Physical Education

Second Semester

3
9-10
3
1

English 102
At least 9 hours from
Groups II, III, IV or V
Elective
Physical Education

16-17

3
9-10
3
1

16-17

If a student intends to take a degree in the College of Arts and Sciences, his
program as a sophomore (whatever college he is enrolled in as a sophomore)
should be as follows. Deviations should be made only with the permission of the
student's adviser.
First Semester
At least 12 hours from
Groups I, II, III, IV, or V
Elective
Physical Education

Second Semester

12-13
3
1

16-17

At least 12 hours from
Groups I, II, III, IV, or V
Elective
Physical Education

12-13

3
1

16-17

t If the student fails to make a satisfactory score on the ACT, he will be required by his
adviser to take remedial work or tutoring.
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PRE-PROFESSIONAL AND OTHER CURRICULA
Students are cautioned against assuming that 4-year college courses always
prepare for professional work. At least 1 year of specialized graduate work is
advisable, even if not actually required.
COMBINED CURRICULUM IN ENGINEERING AND ARTS AND SCIENCES

Degrees in both the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Engineering may be obtained by following a 5-year curriculum to be outlined in
each case, jointly, by the deans of the two colleges. Any student interested in
this curriculum should confer with the deans before the end of the sophomore
year. For students interested in careers in countries to the south of the United
States, attention is called to a major in Latin American Studies along with
engineering.
COMBINED 6-YEAR PROGRAM IN LAW AND ARTS AND SCIENCES

It is possible for the properly qualified student to gain admission to a combined 6-year program in Law and Arts and Sciences leading to the Bachelor of
Arts or Bachelor of Science degree from the College of Arts and Sciences and
to the Bachelor of Laws degree in the School of Law. Such a student fulfills all
requirements of the College of Arts and Sciences by using certain of his Law
courses as a minor in the College. See "School of Law," and the School of Law
Bulletin.
CURRICULUM PREPARATORY TO DENTISTRY

The minimum requirement for admission to accredited dental schools is 2
years of acceptable academic work with a scholarship index of 2.5.
Because of the varying requirements of different dental schools, it is not
possible to formulate a definite predental program. However, among the courses
required for admission are English, soci~1 science, biology, physics, inorganic and
organic chemistry.
The student should select the dental school (s) to which he plans to seek
admission, and then, with the assistance of the predental adviser, plan a course
of study which will meet the admission requirements of the school(s) in which he
is interested. A student who plans to do more tha n 2 years preparatory to entering a dental school should select courses which will give him a broad liberal arts
background as well as courses which will prepare him for the more technical
requirements of dental school.
Ordinarily, the student will be expected to plan his academic program in such
a manner that, if his plans to go to dental school do not materialize, he will still
have made progress towards a baccalaureate degree.
CURRICULUM PREPARATORY TO FORESTRY

Because of the variable admission requirements of different schools of forestry,
the student is advised to seek admission information from the Department of
Biology. Two years of preforestry are available.
FOR CURRICULA RELATING TO FOREIGN STUDIES

See "Division of Inter-American Affairs" and "Department of Government."
FOR STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO STUDY LAW

See "School of Law."
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PREMEDICAL AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CURRICULA

Certification as Medical Technologist
For requirements relating to certification as a medical technologist without a
bachelor's degree, write to Registry of Medical Technologists, Box 44, Muncie,
Indiana. Required college academic training, preceding 12 months in an approved School of Medical Technology, is 90 semester hours including 4 semesters of chemistry, 4 semesters of biology, and 1 semester of mathematics, with
physics recom men ded.
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology
The curriculum and requirements leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Medical Technology are listed below. Following the prescribed academic
work, candidates for the degree must satisfactorily complete a 12-month medical technology program at a school of medical technology approved by the
American Society of Clinical Pathologists. Before completing the year's work
at the school of medical technology, for which 16 hours of credit are allowed,
the student must satisfactorily complete a minimum of 108 academic hours, of
which at least 45 shall be earned while the student is in residence on the campus of The University of New Mexico. Thirty of these 45 hours shall be earned
at The University of New Mexico after the student has attained junior status. Of
the 53 hours of speCified courses in science and mathematics, not fewer than
21 hours shall be earned in residence on the campus of The University of New
Mexico.
The order of courses in the prescribed program should be followed as closely
as possible. On Iy the student's adviser may give permission to vary the order of
courses.
Students wishing to follow this program should make their intention known
to the Chairman of either the Department of Biology or the Department of Chemistry as early in their student careers as possible.
The program described below meets all Group Requirements and all requirements as to major and minor in the College of Arts and Sciences.
The number of hours from outside the College of Arts and Sciences which
can be counted towa rds this degree is reduced from the usual 24 hours to 12 hours
(not counting the 16 hours of credit from the hospital course).
PRESCRIBED PROGRAM-MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Freshman Year
First Semester
Second Semester
Chem 101 L Gen
4
Chem 102L Gen
Engl lDl Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
3
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
Foreign Longuoge
Foreign Language
3
Math 120 or 121 or 160 or 162
4-5
*Humanities
tSoc Sci
tSoc Sci
3
Physicol Ed
Physical Ed
1
17-1B + PE

4
3
3
3
3
1
16

+ PE

* For this particular requirement only, "Humanities" may include courses in the departments
of English, History, Modern and Classical Languages, and Philosophy, and in the College of Fine
Arts. History cOllrses may be counted as either Humanities or Social Science, but not as both.
t Any course in the social sciences that is allowed in the stated Group Requirements of the
College of Arts and Sci e nees.
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BioI 101 L Gen
Chem 301-303L Organic
English Literature
Foreig'n Longuage
Physics 111-113L Gen
Physical Ed

Sophomore Year
Bioi 102L Gen
4s
Chem 302-304L Organic
4
Foreig n Language
3
Physics I 12-114L Gen
3
4
:lSocia I Science
Physical Ed
1
18

Bioi 429L Cellular Physiol
Chem 253L Quant Anol
tSoc Sci
Electives

+ PE

4
4
3
4
3

1

18

Junior Year
Bioi 393L Gen Bact
4
Chem 323 Intro Bioi Chem
4
Chem 324L Intro Bioi Chem Lab
3
Electives
3-6

*Humanities

4
3
1
6-9
14-17

14-17

:lSociol Science
Electives

+ PE

Senior Yeor
3
12 months in
3
School of Medical
7-10
Technology

13-16

16

Totol Number of Hours Required-124

+ PE

The program can be accelerated by completion of two summer sessions and
entrance to the school of medical technology in June or September.
After completing the above course program and completion of a 12-months'
course in medical technology at an approved school, the student will submit a
transcript of his work (to complete his application) for the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Medical Technology from The University of New Mexico.

Curriculum Preparatory to Medicine
The requirement for admission to medical schools approved by the Association of American Medical Colleges and by the Council on Education of the
American Medical Association is ordinarily at least 90 semester hours in a college
of arts and sciences. However, because of the large number of applications for
admission to medical schools in recent years, it is difficult to gain admission to
many accredited medical schools without a bachelor's degree.
Because of variable requirements for admission to different medical schools,
it is not possible to outline for the student a specific program, particularly beyond
the first 2 years. For admission, many medical schools require that a student shall
have had 2 years of a foreign language, preferably French, German or Russian;
varying amounts of English, speech, social science, and mathematics; and 1
year of physics with laboratory. Normally, 1 year of general chemistry, a year
of organic chem'istry, and 1 semester of quantitative analysis are required. Most
medical schools require 1 year of general biology and two of the following

t Any course in the social sciences that is allowed in the stated Group Requirements of the
College of Arts ond Sciences.
* For this particular requirement only, "Humanities" may include courses in the departments
of English, History, Modern and Clossical Languages, ond Philosophy, and in the College of Fine
Arts. History courses may be counted as either Humanities or Social Science, but not as both.
:I For this particular requirement only, "Social Science" shall include courses in the departments of Anthropology, Economics, Geography, Government, History, and Sociology. History
courses may be counted as either Humanities or Social Science, but not oS both. (Of the 9 hours
required in the social sciences, not more than 6 may be from one deportment,)
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courses: vertebrate embryology, comparative vertebrate anatomy, and genetics.
Normally the student should major in biology, chemistry, or physics.
In view of the varying admission requirements, the student is advised to
determine the medical school(s) to which he plans to seek admission and then,
with the assistance of the premedical adviser, plan a course of study which will
meet the admission requirements of the school(s) in which he is interested. The
student is urged to seek early the advice of the premedical adviser.
Following is a suggested premedical curriculum for the first 2 years at The
University of New Mexico.
First Year
English 101, 102
French. German or Russian
Chemistry lOll. 102l
Biology lOll, 102 L
Math 120 or J21 or 160 or 162
Physical Ed

3-3
3-3
4-4
4-4
4-5
1-1

Second Year
English, and Psychology 101
French, German. or Russian
Chemistry 253L. Social Science
Biology 271L and 421L
Physics 111, 112. 1 13L, 114L
Physical Ed

3-3
3-3
4-3
4-5
4-4
1-1

N.R.C.T.e. CURRICULUM

(Suggested curriculum for the first 2 years.)
First Year
English
Foreign Language
Social Science
tMath
*Naval Science
Elective

3-3

3-3
3-3
3-2

3-3
2-3

Second Year
English
:j:Physics
Foreign language
*Naval Science§
Social Science
Electives

3
4-4
3-3
3-3

3
6

DIVISION OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS
Norman E. Marin. Assistant Professor of History, Acting Director

The Division of Inter-American Affairs is an administrative unit of the College
of Arts and Sciences and of the Graduate School. Founded in 1941, the division
offers the Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees in the field of Latin
American Stud ies. Curricula in Western European Studies and Russian Studies,
formerly administered within the division, are now supervised by the Department
of Government and Citizenship.
THE UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM

The curriculum in Latin American Studies is designed to provide basic training
in fundamental subjects and a choice of supplementary courses to meet individual
needs and preferences. The emphasis is upon language study and the social
sciences, with particular attention to the im'portant countries of the area. Proficiency in Spanish and a reading knowledge of Portuguese are basic requirements for
the Latin Ameri can major and students are expected to use the languages as
tools in various advanced courses in the program.

* One laboratory drill period, at hours indicated in the final Schedule of Classes, must
also be reserved in student's progrom of studies.
t See NROTC adviser,
:j: Required for all NROTC regular students; must include laboratory.
§ Regular and contract midshipmen must take a general psychology course during the spring
semester.
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MAJOR IN LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
FOREIGN LANGUAGES, 37 hours
Sponish 101, 102,251, 252, 292, 301, 302, 357, 358;
Portuguese 275, 276, 277, 278.
HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, GOVERNMENT, ECONOMICS, 36 hours
History 101, 102, 181, 182, 381, 382, 384;
Geography, 301, 302;
Government 203, 355 or 356;
Economics 200.
ElECTIVES, 28 hours
15 hours of courses numbered above 300 to be chosen from a list of courses of Latin American
content made available to the student at the beginning of each semester; the remaining 13 hours
wi II be free electives.

THE GRADUATE CURRICULUM
Facilities for graduate work leading to the Master of Arts in Latin American
Studies and to the Ph.D. in Ibero-American Studies are provided through interdepartmental programs. For prerequisites and requirements see the Graduate
School Bulletin.
SCHOLARSHIPS
ALL-UNIVERSITY LATIN AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIPS. In the academic year 1966-67,
The University of New Mexico is offering 2 scholarships covering tuition and room
and board, and 4 covering tuition only, to qualified graduate and undergraduate
students from any Latin American countries who are planning to pursue studies in
any of the departments of the University. These scholarships have been established by the Regents and are administered jointly by the University and the
Institute of International Education. Information may be obtained from the Director of the Division of Inter-American Affairs. All applications must be received not
later than May 1.
SCHOLARSHIPS IN LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES. The Division of Foreign Studies is
offering in the academic year of 1966-67 six tu ition scholarships in the general
course leading to a B.A. in Latin American Studies. These scholarships are open
to well-qualified graduates of high schools in the State of New Mexico who deserve financial assistance and who are planning to enter the University as
freshmen. It also offers three tuition scholarships to undergraduates above the
freshman level or graduate students from New Mexico or outside the State. For
application forms and further information address the Director of the Division.
All applications must be received not later than May 1.

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
The College of Arts and Sciences offers work in the fields listed below:
American Studies
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Comparative Literature

Economics
Economics-Philosophy
English
English-Philosophy
Foreign Studies
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Geography
Geology
Government and Citizenship
History
Ibero-American Studiest
Journalism
Latin-American Studies *
Mathematics and Statistics
Modern and Classical Languages

Paleoecology
Philosophy
Physics and Astronomy
Psychology
Russian Studies **
Sociology
Speech
Western European Studies

**

Major and minor requirements and descriptions of the courses offered will
be found, listed by departments, in the catalog section "Courses of Instruction."
The student is referred also to the Departments of Art, Dramatic Art, Home
Economics, and Music for major or minor studies acceptable in the College of
Arts and Sciences.

*
**

t

Requirements outlined under "Division of Inter-American Affairs," pp. 141-142.
Requirements listed under Department of Government and Citizenship.
Ph.D. program only.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

C

URRICULA in the College of Business Administration are designed to give
broad experience in the liberal arts and applied sciences as preparation
for productive living and progress toward executive responsibilities. The
student will find his studies spread over diverse disciplines throughout his four
years that he may maximize his opportunities to'apply wide-ranging facts, opinions, and techniques to the art of decision-making. Whether a student's objective
be that of proprietor or partner in a firm, executive in a private corporation,
or officer in a public or quasi-public institution, the core work presented is basic
to the appreciation and practice of the administrative function.
The program of studies designed to achieve these objectives has three main
divisions. The first division includes courses in a number of areas of knowledge outside the fields of economics and business and comprises 40 percent or more of the
entire 4-year program; the second division is that of a group of courses in
economics, qUGmtitative analysis, and management specifically required of all
students in the College; the third division comprises a group of courses in a specialized field (concentration) of the student's own choosing. Thus a student
graduating with a degree in the College of Business Administration will have had
the opportunity to gain a broad knowledge of the institutions and culture of the
society in which he will live and work, a special understanding of the economic
institutions with which almost inevitably he will become connected, and a reasonable competence in one or more of the major administrative functions present in
the organization and direction of economic activities.
The College would not wish to impart to any student a feeling of security in
his path toward executive responsibilities. He may hold confidence in his ability
to advance more rapidly toward such goals in consequence of his academic
background; yet he should recognize that success in any field of endeavor depends upon many factors. One of these, obviously, is experience gained through
diligent work in preparatory jobs.
The College of Business Administration includes within its framework a Bureau
of Business Research (see p. 61).
ADMISSION

All freshman students are admitted to the University College. A detailed statement of entrance requirements is in the "Admission" section of this catalog.
ADMISSION FROM THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.
The minimum requirements for
transfer from the University College to the College of Business Administration are:

1. Twenty-six hours of earned credit.
2.

(a) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted;
or
(b) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted in the
previous 2 semesters of enrollment; provided that, if fewer than 26
hours were attempted in the previous 2 semesters, a scholarship index of at least 2.0 shall be required on all work attempted in as
145
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many previous consecutive semesters as are necessary to bring the
student's total hours attempted to at least 30.
3.

A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all Business Administration and
Economics hours attempted.

4.

Completion of the English Proficiency Examination (administered by The
University of New Mexico) with a satisfactory score, or a grade of C or
better in a remedial English course offered on a non-credit basis by The
University of New Mexico English Department.
The successful completion of Mathematics 122.

5.

TRANSFERS.
Students seeking to transfer from other degree-granting colleges
of the University must present at least 26 semester hours of acceptable credit
with a grade-point average of 2.0 or better on all work attempted. Transfer
students must meet the minimum requirements for transfer from the University
College (see above) except that qualification 2(b) under these requirements
shall not apply; non-resident transfers must meet the qualitative admission requirement set forth on p. 74 as well as the specified requirements above. Any
student admitted to the College of Business Administration lacking mathematics,
statistics, or accounting will be required to take certain of these courses the
first semester of enrollment.
DEGREES OFFERED

For the degree of Bachelor of Business Administration, the student is required
to complete satisfactorily a 4-year course including a chosen field of concentration
and to maintain a 2.0 cumulative grade-point average as specified under "Scholastic Regulations" below. To receive the degree, the student must have completed
satisfactorily at least 128 semester hours, including 4 semester hours of physical
education and to have met all the requirements of the University and of the
College of Business Administration.
For the degree of Master of Business Administration, the student should consult the Graduate BuIletin.
DEGREES IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER COLLEGES

If a student wishes to secure a degree in another college, he is urged to seek
advice early in his college career from the deans of the colleges concerned. With
care inselecting his program of studies, it is possible for a student to secure two
degrees in one to two extra years, depending on the degrees he seeks.
SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS

The student should become familiar with the general academic and scholastic
rules which apply to all students enrolled in the University (see pp. 119-121).
Special attention is called to the rules on probation and suspension. Special rules
for the Coll~ge of Business Administration are as follows:
1. To graduate with the B.B.A. degree a student must have a scholastic index of 2.0 on all his
semester hours attempted at The University of New Mexico, except that those University College
hours with grade points that had not been certified for entrance to the College of Business Administration may be excluded.
2. To graduate with a B.B.A. degree a student must have a grade.point average of 2.0 on
all Business Administration and Economics hours attempted.
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3. To graduate with the B.B.A. degree a student must have earned a minimum of 124 hours
of degree work.
4. To graduate with a B.B.A. degree a student must have earned a minimum of 54 hours in
courses in Business Administration and Economics.
5. The normal load for students in the College of Business Administration shall be 16-17
hours (not counting PEl.
6. The followi ng will count as laboratory science: Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Geology.
7. To graduate with a B.B.A. degree a student must hove completed successfully the Proficiency Examinotion in English or have attained a grade of C in the non-credit remedial English
course offered by the Uni'lersity's Department of English.
8. To receive the B.B.A. degree, transfer students must take 0 minimum of 18 hours in Eco·
nomics and Business Administration subiects while enrolled in the College of Business Administrotion.
9. The College af Business Administration will accept as free electives credits eorned in other
colleges of the University with the following exceptions:
A. All theory a nd methods courses in Physico I Education.
B. All courses in Education in methods and supervision. (Student Teaching will be accepted
to the extent of 6 hours.)
C. More than 4haurs in ensemble music.
D. More thon 3 haurs of shop work.
E. Mathematics 111.
10. Credit is not allawed toward a degree in the College of Business Administration for typewriting.

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
Requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Business Administration (for description of courses, see section "Courses of Instruction"):
Credit
A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1. English 101 and 102 (6 hrs.); Literature (6 hrs.)*
12
9
2. History 101, 102 (6 hrs.); Government 102
9
3. Behaviora I Science (Psychology 102, Sociology 101, and Anthropology 102)
4. Option. Either ane of the following:
(a) A single foreign language (12 hrs.)
12
(b) An approved 12·hour progrom outside the College of Bus. Adm.**
8
5. Mathematics 121 and 122
6. Philosophy 355 or 255 or History 306 (or 6-8 hrs. of lab science exclusive of Psych)
3
7. Fine Arts electi'le
3
4
8. Physico I Education
Total
B. SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS IN ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
COURSES COMMON TO ALL CONCENTRATIONS
BA 202, Data Processing
BA 105, 106, Principles of Accounting
BA 225, Managerial Accounting (for non·accountants)
BA 289, Statistical Analysis
BA 306, 307, Ma n, Society, and Law; Law of Contracts
BA 308, Marketing
BA 310, Principles of Finance
BA 329L, Quantitative Analysis for Mngt
BA 330, Organization Theory
BA 492, Sen iar Seminar
Ec 200, Prin of Economics
BA 290, Managerial Economics
Ec 315, Money and Banking
Total
C. CONCENTRATION REQUIREMENTS (vories with concentrotion)
D. FREE ELECTIVES
_ _ _--'-Total hours of credit for degree

60

3

3-3
3

3
3-3
5
3
3
5

3
3
3
3
49
10-18
1-9
128

* 3 hrs. of literatu re must be upper-division.
** Approval by the Dean or his designoted representative ordinarily requested at beginning
of iunior year.
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General Studies. Students who accept an invitation to join the General Studies
program (see p. 126) may apply their various sem inars to satisfying appropriate
General Requirements as approved by the Dean of the College.
English. The beginning freshman will take either English 101 or English 102,
depending on the scores made on the ACT English area.
laboratory Science. Laboratory science means laboratory courses in Chemistry, Physics, Geology, and Biology.
Option. If a student chooses option (a) and is admitted with high school language credits and wishes to enter courses above the elementary level, he should
consult the Chairman of the Modern and Classical Languages Department (in the
College of Arts and Sciences).
Mathematics. During the freshman year the student must take Mathematics
010 (Intermediate Algebra-non-credit) as a prerequisite to Mathematics 121 if
his ACT score in Mathematics is not satisfactory.
FRESHMAN PROGRAM (Taken in the University College)

1st Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Math 121 Intro Math for Soc Sci
BA 105 Prin of Acct
Foreign Lang (if elected)
General Requirements at the 100 level
PE
16

3
4
3
3
3-6
1

+

2 nd Semester
Eng I 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
Math 122 Intra Fi nite Math
BA 106 Pri n of Acct
Foreign lang (if elected)
General Requirements at the 100 level
PE
16

PE

3
4
3
3
3-6
1

+ PE

SOPHOMORE PROGRAM

1st Semester
BA 202 Data Processing
BA 225 Managerial Acct
(BA 263 in Acct and in Finance)
Econ 200 Prin of
Foreign Lang (if elected)
General Requirements at 100
or 200 level
PE

3
3
3
3

2nd Semester
BA 290 Managerial Economics
BA 289 Statistical Analysis
Foreig n lang (if elected)
General Requirements at 100
or 200 level
PE

3
3
3
6-9
1

3-6
1
15

+

PE

15

+

PE

JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS

During the first semester of the junior year students should file in the Dean's
office an application for the B.B.A. degree. This application will include a declaration by the student of his field of concentration. A graduation summary sheet will
then be prepared and a copy will be supplied the student. No student will be
included on a list of candidates for graduation unless an application for degree
has been approved.
During the junior and senior years students in the College of Business Administration must take any of the General Requirements, as listed on p. 147, which
were not taken in the first 2 years. General prerequisites to all upper-division
courses are Economics 200, BA 105, 106,202,225,289, and 290, but any course
may have a specific prerequisite which will be stated in its description.

CONCENTRATIONS
1.

ACCOUNTING. Advisers: Mr. Mori, Mr. Christman, Mr. Seaton, Mr. Yeakel.

Those students who are looking toward careers in either private accounting or public
accounting should follow the Accounting concentration. Knowledge of accounting principles and
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practices is basic to any business venture both for the purpose of internal control and for guiding
policy. The proper keeping of records and their analysis, a proper function of the accountont, is
especially necessary in tax matters, both federal and local. Those students who ospire to become
Public Accountants probably should take more than the minimum number of courses required in
the Concentration.
Concentrotion requirements in addition to specific requirements: BA 321,384, 447, 449.
NOTE: Students in tnis concentration probably will hove enrolled in BA 263 and BA 264 during
their sophomore yea r. Students who begin accounting in their sophomore year may enroll in
BA 264 and BA 384 concu rrently in their iunior year.
Recommended ElectivEs: SA 265, 422, 327, 328, 487, and 450.
2.

FINANCE. Adviser: Mr. Matthews.
A survey of the cou rses offered in this concentration will reveol that they have been carefully
selected to give the student a sound bosic understanding of the principles and practices of both
private and public finance. Thus the program serves not only those who plan to enter the banking,
insurance, investment security, and similar businesses; it will also provide highly useful training for
the average citizen who will olmost certainly deal with banks, buy life insuronce, make some investments, vote on fiscal proposals, and poy the tax collector. To provide the student with an informed
and intelligent approach to such problems is the aim of the concentration.
Concentration requirements in addition to specific requirements: BA 363, 366, 469, Econ. 350.
Note: Student may substitute 263 for 225. Students in this concentration are required to take
3 hrs. from the recommended electives.
Recommended ElectivEs: BA 264, 327; Econ 303.
3.

GENERAL BUSI NESS. Advisers: Mr. Huber, Mrs. Saner.
If a student has developed no special interest in one of the other concentrations, he should
choose General Business. A.s the title implies, this program gives a student a broader and more
diversified training tnan the other programs but with no less emphasis on the basic knowledge and
principles which are common to all good business practices. For those students who pion to toke a
graduote degree in business administration this concentration is suggested, as a field of specialization moy be chosen after receiving the bachelor's degree. Likewise those students planning to enter
the School of law or other professional schools, after graduation, should give careful consideration to choosing this cancent ration.
Concentration requirements in addition to specific requirements:
a. 12 hou rs in BA from the following: BA 263, 327, 328, 305, 495, 363, 366.
b. 6 hours in Economics from the folloWing: Econ 300,303,306,320,350,360, and 450.
4.

INDUSTRIAL ADMI NI STRATION. Advisers: Mr. Finston, Mr. Dillman, Mr. Nolan.
This concentration is designed to foster an understanding of managerial functions and responsibilities in a changing world. Emphasis is upon developing manogement perspective, improving
decision-moking ability, and broadening perception of inter-personal and organization relationships. The importance of administration is steadily growing in recognition, whether the enterprise is
large or small, and whether it is industrial. commercial, governmental, educational, or philanthropic.
Students planning careers in general management, personnel, or labor relations administration
should select this concentration.
Concentration requirements in addition to specific requirements: BA 493, 495, 496. Soc 341;
Econ 320.
5.

MARKETING. Adviser: Mr. Winter.
Those students who are looki!,g forward to positions in selling, purchasing, advertising, and
merchandising, or who a re interested in establishing businesses of their own, especially in retailing
and wholesaling, should follow the Marketing concentration. Opportunities exist in manufacturing,
agriculture, mining, petroleum, building, and other industries, for those trained in the field. The
prablem of the proper and efficient movement of merchandise from the original producer through
various channels to the COnsumer is often a very complex one in modern society and demands
well-trained people all along the line.
Concentration requ ire ments in addition to specific requirements: BA 483, 305, 410, 486;
Econ 332.

AIR FORCE AND NAVAl ROTC
Students enrolled in the Air Force ROTC and Naval ROTC moy receive the degree of Bochelor
of Business Administration and their commissions at the end of 4 years. To do this the student must
use his required Naval and Air Force courses as his "free electives." Thus, eoch student enrolled
in the College of Business Administration must be sure he is taking the required courses for the
degree. Naval students are not required to toke Physical Education.
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DATA PROCESSING PROGRAM
The Data Processing Program is a 14-month curriculum leading to a Certificate in Data Processing. The program is open to men and women who meet the
admission requirements and are selected for enrollment by the Admissions Committee of the program.
OPPORTUNITIES IN DATA PROCESSING

Although the field of data processing is not new in itself, having a history of
some 50 years, the advent of the modern high-speed electronic computer in the
early 1950's marked the beginning of a new era. While the computer itself is
well-known to the layman in caricature, relatively few people have sufficient
understanding to meet the demand created by both public and private enterprise. The automation of administrative processes, however, is expected to continue, and the person with a merchantable skill in this area will find a ready
market for his services. Coupled with imagination and willingness to work, such
a. skill can assure long-run rewards in both an economic and a work-satisfaction
context.
It is the objective of the Data Processing Program to develop a high degree
of technical skill in all phases of data processing up to and including elementary systems design. Realizing that technical skill itself does not suffice, the program also includes a selection of courses which bear upon the general
development of the student, as indicated in the curriculum below. In his technical
training, the student is provided with "hands-on" hardware time in which he
applies the theory and principles developed in class work.
Much of the curriculum conforms to the suggestions of the Data Processing
Management Association, a professional association of people active in data
processing work. Membership in the association is available to practitioners in
the area of data processing. In addition, the DPMA supervises the examination
of candidates for the professional certificate on a basis similar to that of the
Certified Public Accountant. However, the profeSSional certificate (not to be confused with the certificate awarded upon completion of this program) requires
not only technical skill, but the completion of college work in specific subjects as well as a stated amount of experience on the job.
ADMISSION

A class of 25 students will be enrolled in the program only at the beginning
of each summer session at The University of New Mexico. The program continues through the regular academic year, and each class will finish the program at the end of the next following summer session. (Technical courses in the
summer session may extend slightly beyond the regular 8-week term of the
session.) Students will be selected on the basis of scholarship, aptitude, and
demonstrated ability to do work of a high quality. Students who have poor.
motivation for academic work are not encouraged to apply, since the program
is both academic and technical, in conformance with the requirements of the
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data processing profession. Students should not apply for the program unless
they seriously plan to enroll; failure to enroll upon acceptance, or dropping out
of the program, will ordinarily preclude readmission.
Requirements for admission are:
1.

Admissibility to The University of New Mexico as described in this
catalog (refer.to "Admission"), without deficiencies.

2.

Sufficiently high scores on the American College Test (see p. 67) to
place the applicant in English 101 and Mathematics 120 upon entrance.
These are minimum courses, students who qualify for higher numbered
courses in the Eng lish and/or Mathematics sequences may enroll for
such courses.

The deadline date for receipt of applications and credentials required for
enrollment in tile program is April 15 prior to the summer in which enrollment
is desired. All requirements for admission as outlined above must be completed
by this date. Communications regarding entrance to the program, including the
submission of applications for enrollment, etc., must be addressed to the Director
of Admissions, The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106.
All applicants will be notified by approximately May 1 whether or not they have
been selected for the program, notification will be made by the Office of
Admissions.
Students having advanced standing at The University of New Mexico, or
transferring to the University with credits from another university, may apply as
above, with the understanding that all work attempted at the college level will
be evaluated in determining eligibility for the program. Students in these categories with less than satisfactory scholarship indexes (2.0/4.0) will not be considered. All freshman students admitted to the program will be enrolled in the
University College but their programs will be supervised by members of the
program staff.
FEES

Tuition is charged at the regular University rates (see p. 81) based upon
the total number of class hours taken in each session. No special fees are
assessed.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CERTIFICATE IN DATA PROCESSING

The candidate for the Certificate must:
1) Complete all of the work outlined in the curriculum of the Program, and
at the time it is offered.
2) Maintain a grade average of at least 2.0 in all work exclusive of Physical
Education.
3) Complete the English Proficiency Examination (administered by The University of New Mexico) with a satisfactory score.
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CURRICULUM LEADING TO THE CERTIFICATE IN DATA PROCESSING
Fall Semester

First Summer Session
Credit Class
Hrs. Hrs.
BA 202 Data Processing
DP 005 Unit Record Lab

3

a

3
5
8**

Credit Class
Hrs. Hrs.
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs Expos
GOY 102 Intro to
BA 105 Prin of Acctg
Math 121 Int Math Sac Sci
(or Math 120 Elem Math)
DP 010 Systems Prog

3
3
3

3
3
4

4

4

5

5
5

a

19 (or 20)
Second Summer Session

Spring Semester
Engl 264 Inf Writing
Psych 102 Gen Psych II
BA 106 Prin of Acctg
Ecan 200 Prin of Econ
DP a11 Systems Prog

3

3

3

3

3
3

3
3

a

DP 015 Syst Des and Dey
DP
16 Field Proj
DP 017 SUPy and Trng

a

a

a

a

3
2
3

5
17

8**

Nate: 2 credits of Physical Education must be completed during the course of the program.

** During the two summer sessions, students will spend a minimum of 7 hours per day in
laboratory and other work, from approximately 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. Allowances will not be made
for other course work or for a job where the time requirements conflict with this schedule.

()

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
NE of the most important and urgent responsibilities of The University of
New Mexico is the effective preparation of teachers and school service
personnel (e.g. principals, counselors, supervisors, and superintendents).
In this connection the University's College of Education plans, develops, coordinates, and evaluates the preparation programs for these teachers and school
service personnel. The College of Education also is solely responsible for all the
courses, seminars, and professional laboratory experiences which constitute the
professional education portions of these programs.
The College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Fine Arts, and, to a limited
degree, the College of Business Administration, work closely with the College of
Education both in determining and meeting the educational needs of those expecting to serve, or a Iready serving in elementary and secondary schools. The
cooperative effort of these colleges is greatly enhanced by the work of the
U. N. M. Advisory Committee on Teacher Education, a group of faculty members
and administrative officers representing these colleges, which serves in an advisory capacity to the dean and faculty of the College of Education.
Every Un iversity of New Mexico program which leads to professional certifIcation for New Mexico's elementary and secondary schools is made up of: 1)
breadth in general (liberal) education; 2) depth in subject-matter specialization;
and 3) appropriate offerings in professional education. All three categories
are deemed necessary in each program. At the present time all the certifIcation programs offered by this institution for elementary and secondary school
classroom teachers inc! ude at least 4 years of col/ege work.
Students wishing to qualify for either the Standard Continuing Certificate
or the Prof~ssional Licensure in New Mexico should consult chairmen of the departments concerned. Both of these programs include at least 1 full year of
work beyond the bachelor's degree. Four-year programs will continue to be offered, but those persons completing them will qualify only for provisional certification in New Mexico, which will entitle the holder to teach for a limited time
only.*
All programs for the preparation of school service personnel are offered at
the graduate level only.

O

ACCREDITATION AND CERTIFICATION

The University of New Mexico is fully accredited by the National Council for
the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). This full accreditation covers
every bachelor's degree program described in this section of the catalog and all
graduate programs for teachers and school service personnel listed in the current
Graduafe School Bulletin, including those offered at the master's, sixth-year, and
doctoral levels.
This full accreditation means that graduates of this institution's teacher education programs are eligible not only for appropriate certification to teach in
New Mexico, but also for comparable certification (same level and/or same sub-

* Eight years after provisional certificate is issued, provided requirements for renewal at
end of 4 years are met.
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ject field) in all of the 28 States of the United States which have entered voluntarily into a reciprocity agreement for certification based upon NCATE accreditation of institutional programs.
The University is also an active member of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

All the University of New Mexico undergraduate programs accredited by
NCATE are devoted entirely to the preparation of regular classroom teachers
(elementary or secondary) and of teachers in special areas (i.e., Art Education;
Health and Physical Education; Music Education; Industrial Education; and Home
Economics) who may teach in grades 1 through 12. (See curricula for all these
programs in later sections of the catalog.) An undergraduate major is also
offered in the field of Recreation.
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS.
A departmental honors program is offered in several
of the departments of the College of Education. Application for participation in
the program must be made during the junior year. The program may consist of
anyone of the following: (1) a senior thesis, (2) a reading and tutorial program
under the major adviser, (3) honors in student teaching. All students permitted
to enter the honors program will meet University regulations as described on
p. 127. Permission of the major adviser is required for enrollment in course 49Z,
Reading and Research in Honors.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS

The College of Education offers through the
MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS.
Graduate School programs leading to the master's degree in the following areas
of work: Art Education, Educational Administration, Elementary Education, Guidance and Counseling, Music Education, Physical Education, Recreation, Science
Education, Secondary Education, the Teaching of Home Economics, and the
Teaching of Industrial Subjects. This College also offers, in cooperation with the
Department of Modern and Classical Languages, a master's degree in the
Teaching of Spanish. All these programs except Recreation include work in subject matter areas, 'as well as courses and seminars ,in professional education.
For further information, consult the current Graduate School Bulletin.
SIXTH YEAR PROGRAMS.
Sixth year graduate programs leading to the "Certificate of Education Specialist" are available in the areas of 1) Educational
Administration, 2) Guidance and Counseling, and 3) Curriculum and Instruction.
Consult appropriate departments for details of these programs.
DOCTOR'S DEGREE PROGRAMS. The College of Education offers through the
Graduate School two doctoral programs in Education: one leading to the degree,
Doctor of Philosophy; and the other leading to the degree, Doctor of Education.
Both these degree programs include work in professional education and subjectmatter areas outside professional education. Persons pursuing either of these
degrees must complete a concentration of work in one of the following areas of
,study: (1) Foundations of Education; (2) Administration and Supervision; (3) Curriculum and Instruction; and (4) Pupil Personnel Services. Consult the current
Graduate School Bulletin for details of these programs.
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TEACHER EDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
As stated in an earlier section of this catalog, teacher education at The University of New Mexico is viewed as a broad, institutional responsibility. In an
effort to marshall all relevant resources of the University to the support of teacher
education programs on this campus, the College of Education, the College of
Arts and Sciences, and the College of Fine Arts have agreed upon and now support the following principles, procedures, and requirements with respect to undergraduate teacher education programs offered by the University.
Principles
1. Every University of New Mexico student, irrespective of the college in which
enrolled, who expects to teach i" an elementary or secondary school after receiving the bachelor's degree at this institution is required to submit formal application for admission to the teacher education program he wishes to pursue. Admission to such a program is separate from: (1) admission to the University; and
(2) admission to a degree-granting college.
2. There shall be at this institution only one approved preparation program
leading to anyone teaching objective. (This principle does not preclude flexibility
and elective possibilities in a program.)
3. All University of New Mexico students requesting admission to a particular
teacher education program shall be subject to the same admission requirements,
irrespective of the college in which enrolled.
4. Every teacher education program at the University shall include at least:
48 semester hours of general (liberal) education; 50 semester hours of subiectmatter specialization (subject area or areas in which the person expects to teach);
and 24 semester hours of professional education. *
5. All colleges and departments concerned with the preparotion of teachers
will cooperate in every way possible in carrying out the six steps listed below.
1) Admission to teacher education
2) Identification of majors and minors
3) Advisement of students

4) Recommendation for student teaching assignment
5) Supervision of student teaching
6) Recommendation for teacher certification

Requirements for Admission to Teacher Education Programs

1. Eligibility for admission to a degree-granting college from University
College:
1) Twenty-six hours of earned credit
2) (a) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted;
or
(b) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted in the
*

Some work may count for both general education and subject-matter specialization.
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previous two semesters of enrollment; provided that, if fewer
than 26 hours were attempted in the previous two semesters, a
scholarship index of at least 2.0 shall be required on all work attempted in as many previous consecutive semesters as are ne.cessary to bring the student's total hours attempted to at least 30.
3) Completion of the English Proficiency Examination (administered by
the University of New Mexico) with a satisfactory score, or a grade of
C or better in English 010, a non-credit course offered by the Department of English.

2. Evidence of satisfactory speech patterns
3. Satisfactory performance 1 on:
1) Academic aptitude test (SCAT, ACT, or ACE)
2) Personality inventory administered by th~ Counseling and Testing Service of the University

3) Selected achievement tests in appropriate subject areas.
4. Evidence of ability to write coherently, clearly, and effectively. (Includes
minimum levels in legibility, correctness of spelling and grammar, effectiveness of
thought.)
5. Absence of obvious physical conditions which might interfere materially
with one's performance as a classroom teacher.
Procedures for Admission to Teacher Education
1. As soon as possible after a student has met requirements for admission
to a degree-granting college and has decided to become a teacher, and not later
than the semester in which he tokes his first professional course,2 the student shall
make formal application for admission to teacher education. Forms for this purpose may be obtained at the Selection Session to be held once each semester
at a time and place ta be designated and widely publicized well in advance
of each session by the Dean of the College of Education.
2. Attendance at the SeleCtion Session mentioned in # 1 above is mandatory. Applicants must also toke and pass successfully all tests administered
at this session.
3. Any student admitted to a teacher educatio~ program after the first
semester of his junior year, may be required to spend one or more additional
semesters beyond the usual 4-year period, in order to complete the desired
program.
4. Students transferring from other colleges or universities or students in the
University College wishing to pursue any of the preparation programs listed below
must enroll in the College of Education as soon as eligible. These programs are
1. "Satisfactory perfarmance" details available in the Office of the Dean, College of Education.

2. Educational Foundations 290, Foundations of Education, is usually the first professional
cou rse ta ken.
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available only through the College of Education: a) Elementary Education; b)
Health and Physical Education; c) Home Economics; d) Industrial Education;
e) Recreation*; f) Composite in Science (Secondary Level); g) Composite in
Social Sciences (Secondary Level); h) Composite in Communication Arts (Secondary Level).
5. Persons wishing to pursue either the Art Education Curriculum or the Music
Education Curriculum may enroll in either the College of Education or the College
of Fine Arts, inasmuch as these two programs are jointly offered by these two
colleges.
6. Persons wishing to pursue the Business Education Curriculum may enroll in
either the College of Education or the College of Business Administration.
7. All students expecting to complete teaching majors in general subject areas
usually found in the secondary school curriculum (e.g. English, Mathematics,
History, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Foreign Languages, Government, and
Speech) and wishing to be recommended and certified to teach in one or more
of these areas at the junior or senior high school level may enroll' in either
the College of Education or the College of Arts and Sciences.
TRANSFER STUDENTS

All students transferring from another college or university and wishing to
pursue a teacher education program at this University are subject to all requirements for admission to these teacher education programs. (Non-resident students must also meet the University's qualitative admission requirement set forth
on p. 74.) They may be enrolled conditionally for only one semester or summer
session in the College of Education, during which time they must complete all
the requirements referred to above. Any such transfer student not completing
these requirements during his first semester or summer session at this University
shall be declared ineligible for further enrollment in teacher education programs.
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HOURS

No student in the College of Education may enroll for more than 17 semester
hours during a regular semester or 8 semester hours during a summer session,
plus 1 hour of physical education (or military drill in the cas of NROTC
students), unless his standin gfor the previous semester was at least B in two
thirds of his studies, with no grade below C; and then only by presenting a
written petition to the chairman of his department, who may, at his discretion,
grant permission to enroll fo rextra hours, not to exceed 21 including physicol
education in a regular semester of 10 semester hours in a summer session.
PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY EXPERIENCES

All degree programs offered through the College of Education include organized and sequential experiences with children and youth. These required
experiences (usually referred to as professional laboratory experiences) include
directed observation of pupils at work and at play, guided participation with
groups of children, and, finally, the formal student teaching assignment.

* Not a teacher education program. Consult Deportment of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation for specific details.
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OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION. Selected elementary and secondary schools
in the Albuquerque Public Schools, other nearby school systems, and selected
community agencies, are used for observation and participation with children
and youth in their work and play activities.' These pre-student-teaching experiences are carefully planned and directed cooperatively by University faculty
members and representatives of the cooperating school systems and agencies.
STUDENT TEACHING. The student teaching assignment, usually occurring in the
senior year, is the culminating experience of the entire undergraduate preparation program, and is considered one of the most important prerequisites to graduation and certification for teaching. Because of the importance of this experience,
specific requirements are set up for admission to student teaching. Every student
must complete these requirements before his admission to student teaching, and
it is recommended, therefore, that he read and thoroughly understand them
before he makes formal application for a student teaching assignment.

Requirements for Admission to Student Teaching
For admission into student teaching the student must have:
1. Been regularly admitted and be in good standing in the college in which
enrolled at the time of application. This requirement means specifically that the
English Proficiency examination must have been passed wid that the student is
not on probation at the time of application. Also, any stipulations indicated
at time of admission to a program must have been removed.
2. Registered with the University supervisor of student teaching (elementary
or secondary) the spring before the actual student teaching begins.
3. Passed a phYSical examination, inCluding a chest X-ray, as required of
regular teachers in the elementary and secondary schools. Evidence of the examination and its findings, completed within three months of the date of application, must be filed with the Director of Professional Laboratory Experiences (Secondary Education) or the Chairman of the Department (Elementary) at the
time application is made.
4. Achieved a general grade-point average of at least 2.00 (C) in all courses
attempted at The University of New Mexico. Graduate students must also meet
these reqUirements and maintain a 3.0 grade-point average.
5. Achieved a grade-point average of at least 2.3 in all courses attempted
in the major teaching area. Some departments may and do require a higher
grade-point average.
6. Completed Speech 255 or, in exceptional cases and upon recommendation of the chairman of the department of teacher education through which
the student is preparing to teach, present objective evidence of highly successful experience in communication in situations comparable to those in which
the prospective teacher will teach.
7. Demonstrated proficiency in English usage. If any staff member in the
University has reported a deficiency in the use of written English (including spelling and grammatical usage), the student will also be reqUired to pass a special
written examination prepared and scored by at least three members of the College of Education department involved (Secondary or Elementary).
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8.

Completed satisfactorily all prerequisites for student teaching listed in the
current University catalog.
9. Demonstrated ability to use effectively appropriate audio-visual equipment.
10. Planned a total semester schedule of no more than 15 hours of course
work, including student teaching. A coul-se load of 12 hours is highly recommended. Elementary student teachers must be available between 8:30 a.m. and
12 noon daily and secondary student teachers must have a block of three hours
daily (between 8:00 a.m. and ,3:00,p.m.) 'clear for assignment in the schools.
1 i. Arranged his schedule in order to be available to start an assignment in
the fall when public school students report for the fall semester (usually late
August or early September). Students should register for student teaching in the
spring and carefully check starting dates with an adviser.
12. Filed an application for degree in the office of the dean of the college.

Each Elementary Student Teacher Must Also Have:
1. Completed at least one semester or one summer session in residence
study, including at least one course in the Department of Elementary Education.
2. Passed a proficiency examination in preparing typed, duplicated
materials for use with an elementary school class. Specific requirements are
available in the Department of Elementary Education.
3. Demonstrated proficiency in handwriting-both cursive and manuscript
styles-both on paper and on the chalkboard. Acceptable standards of legibility
and form will be required.

Each Secondary School Teacher Must Also Have:
1. Submitted recommendations from three faculty members indicating that
the student is believed ready for student teaching.
2. Completed a major portion of work in his teaching major and minor.
3. Attained at least a 2.5 grade-point average in a major (teaching) concentration and at least a 2.2 grade-point average over-all.
The student teaching assignment is carried on under the personal direction of
selected teachers in the cooperating school systems and professors from the
University.
These experienced and competent supervisors and the excellent facilities of
the nearby elementary and secondary schools provide a splendid opportunity
for University students to work in a practical laboratory situation, in which the
principles of good teaching can be studied, observed, and applied. Furthermore,
this student teaching experience is closely correlated with campus courses and
seminars included in the students' programs.
COOPERATING TEACHERS

The University of New Mexico is deeply indebted to the cooperating teachers
in the Albuquerque and nearby school systems who help to supervise the student
teachers during their assignments for the actual classroom experience.
These carefully selected teachers who work closely with the University faculty
representatives in planning and carrying out these practical experiences for the
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student teachers are in every sense of the word temporary members of the University faculty, and are, therefore, accorded some of the privileges extended to the
permanent faculty mem bers. It is hoped that these privileges may be extended as
the cooperation between the University and nearby school systems is increased.
The names of the cooperating teachers are listed each year in the Student
Teaching Handbook~ published and distributed by the University.
LABORATORIES AND SERVICES
LEARNING MATERIALS CENTER. (Located in the College of Education Center.) Students pursuing undergraduate and graduate programs may make use
of the Learning Materials Center which includes samples of all textbooks used in
New Mexico elementary and secondary schools, courses of study, curriculum
guides, manipulative materials used in the teaching of mathematics and science,
globes, charts, tests, and other miscellaneous materials. There are also study
and work spaces where the students may examine published materials and
construct equipment and materials for use in teaching.
AUDIO·VISUAL .EQUIPMENT LABORATORY
(an extension of the Learning Materials
Center described above). This laboratory contains all types of modern equipment which may be used as aids to teaching (e.g., movie projectors, film-strip
and slide projectors, overhead and opaque projectors, and reproduction machines such as ditto and mimeograph).
MANZANITA CENTER. An integral part of the College of Education Center,
Manzanita Center is a laboratory where both undergraduate and graduate
students may, under supervision, observe and participate with children and
youth, in a variety of educational activities. The College's nursery and kindergarten groups are housed here. Also available for study and research purposes
are other specia I groups of children, as well as selected individual children and
youth who have been referred to this Center for diagnosis of educational deficiencies and re media I services.
LABORATORY IN BUSINESS EDUCATION. (Located in the College of Business Administration.) A laboratory in business education is now available for those
who are preparing to teach in that field.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION LABORATORIES. (Located in the College of Education
Center.) Industrial education laboratories are maintained for the use of students
in various IE courses in woodworking, sheet metal, and machine shop.
SCHOOL PLANT PLANNING SERVICES. A service is provided for public and private schools in the area of facilities planning. Professors having varying, special
competencies are used as consultants, working with a University school plant
specialist. A nominal fee to defray expenses is charged on the more extensive
assignments.
NEW MEXICO RESEARCH AND STUDY COUNCIL. This is a cooperative arrangement among the University, the State Department of Education, and about
twenty-five local school systems, established for the purpose of improving elementary and secondary education. The University serves as Chief Consultant
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agency and is in turn benefited through the availability of the staff and facilities of these school systems for various internship, study, and research programs.
DATA PROCESSING LABORATORY.

(Located in College of Education Center.)

EDUCATION PLACEMENT

Education placement is a function of the Placement Center of the University.
See p. 110 for description of services.
SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS

See pp. 119-121.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Upon the completion of all specified requirements, including approval by
the general faculty of the University, candidates for degrees in the College
of Education who major in business education, elementary education, mathematics, or a science, receive the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education; those
who major in home economics receive the degree of Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics Education; those who major in health and physical education receive
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Health and Physical Education; those who
major in recreation receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Recreation; those
who major in industrial education receive the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Industrial Arts Education; those who major in music education receive the degree of Bachelor of Music Education; and those who major in other subjects
receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education.
Students shou Id decide, with the help of their advisers, whether a course
in statistics is appropriate for them at the undergraduate level. At the present
time, however, a course in statistics is not required for graduation.
Candidates for degrees in the College of Education are required to comply
with the following regulations:
1. All students must complete an application for degree no later than the
last semester of their junior year. Application can be obtained from office of
the Dean.
2. Students who plan to be secondary school teachers should complete a
teaching major and a teaching minor in subjects usually taught in secondary
schools. See description of programs in Secondary Education for details.
3. Each student should follow the prescribed curriculum which leads to the
desired degree. A minimum of 124 semester hours plus physical education (or
equivalent NROTC credits) is required for graduation. Every student must have
at least a 2.0 grade-point average on the 124 semester hours being counted
toward graduation, at least a 2.0 grade-point average on all work attempted
at The University of New Mexico, and at least a 2.3 grade-point average in the
maior teaching field.
4. In addition to the required work in general education and in teaching
majors and minors, professional courses in education are required as outlined
in the various curricula. All candidates for degrees are required to take a core
of three courses in professional education,! a course (6-9 sem. hrs.l in student
1. Educational Foundations 290, 300, and 310.
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teaching (Elem Ed 400 or Sec Ed 461 or 462), and other professional courses
listed in the porticu lor curriculum being followed.
5. Students who plan to teach in the elementary schools are required to have
a major or a minor of at least 24 sem. hrs. in a subject area. They will be expected
to follow the curriculum as outlined on p. 167.
6. Each candidate for a degree must complete at least 40 semester hours in
courses numbered 300 or above.
7. All students in the College of Education are required to pass the English
Proficiency Examination (administered by The University of New Mexico) or earn
a grade of C or better in English 010, a non-credit course offered by the Department of English. No student shall be recommended for graduation unless he shows
ability to write and speak clear and correct English.
8. Every candidate for graduation must take the Graduate Record Examination. (See p. 125.) Any person wishing to take the National Teacher Examination
in addition to the Graduate Record Examination may do so at his own expense.
9. For minimum residence requirements, see pp. 124-125.
10. No more than 5 semester hours of credit earned in workshops may be
used toward any bachelor's degree. (See course 429 listed with each of the
Education depa rtmental offerings.) For workshop restrictions related to graduate
degrees, see the current Graduate School Bulletin.
GENERAL (LIBERAL) EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS. _

All prospective teachers should be broadly educated as a foundation for
a successful professional career. It is required, therefore, that each UNM student
expecting to teach include in his preparation program a minimum of 48 semester hours of general education. In general, the group requirements as currently
listed for the College of Arts and Sciences and for the College of Fine Arts
will satisfy the general education requirements for those expecting to teach.
But there are some minor exceptions which will be explained by the Dean of
the College of Education. The College of Education requires all its graduates
to complete the general education requirements as follows. Minimum requirements in items # 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 below must be met. Others are optional,
but a total of 52 sem. hrs. is required.
Semester
hours
1. Human ities and Social Science. The following fields are ac- 9-15
cepted in th is area: anthropology, economics, geography, government and citizenship, history, literature, philosophy, and
sociology. At least one course in literature and work in two
other areas are required.
2. Behavioral Science. A course in General Psychology is required. 3-6
3. Biological and/or Physical Science. At least 8 hours in labora- 8-12
tory sciences are required. Work acceptable for meeting this
requirement is offered in the following departments: Biology,
Chemistry, Geology, Physics, or Astronomy.
4. Communicative Arts. English 101 and 102 and a course in 9-15
speech are required.
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Fine and Practical Arts. Work in art, art education, industrial
education, music, architecture, music education, creative dance,
dramatic art, business education, and home economics may be
taken to meet this requirement. At least one course in history
or appreciation (e.g. of music, art, or of architecture) is required.
6. Mathematics.
7. Foreign language. Two semesters of a language are required
if this area is represented.
8. Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. 4 semesters of
activity courses in physical education are required. An additional 4 semester hours of work in courses other than activity
courses may be included.
5.

6-12

3-6
6
4-8

Total required . . . . 52 sem. hrs.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

All students pursuing teacher education curricula must complete the three
professional education courses listed below: 1
1. Foundations of Education 290: Foundations of Education
2. Foundations of Education 300: Human Growth and Development
3. Foundations of Education 310: Learning and the Classroom*
CURRICULA

Curricula are outlined on the following pages under the respective departments for the purpose of directing students in their chosen fields of work. There
are curricula for students preparing to teach in secondary schools and for students who wish to teach in the elementary schools.
Special curricula are provided for students preparing to teach art, music,
physical education, home economics, business subiects, or industrial arts in·
elementary or secondary schools.
NROTC students may substitute required military science courses for
courses in required Physical Education. The courses in military science may also
be substituted for certain courses in several of the curricula when approved
by the appropriate department chairman.
Descriptions of the courses offered will be found, listed by departments, in
the catalog section "Courses of Instruction."
ART EDUCATION
MAJOR STUDY (TEACHER CERTIFICATION FOR ART AND
PROVISIONAL SECONDARY CERTIFICATES)

A student may enroll in either the College of Education or the College of Fine
Arts and satisfy requirements for teacher certification at the secondary level.
The candidate for the B.A. in Education must complete at least 40 semester
hours in courses numbered 300 or above.
1. In addilion 10 Ihese Ihree courses (Ihe professional care) every student must lake olher
professional education courses as prescribed in Ihe curriculum he 'is following. A minimum of
24 semester hours in professional education is required.
* Or approved substitute.
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The following curriculum prepares the student to teach art and a second subject area in grades 7-12. The successful completion of this curriculum entitles the
graduate to the Provisional Secondary Certificate endorsed for the teaching of
art issued by the New Mexico Department of Education. *
CURRICULUM FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS**
Freshman Year
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
tHum & Soc Sci
tBiol & Phys Sci
Art 103 Visuol Funda
Art 105 Funda of Draw
PE Activity

3
3
4
3
3
1
17

Second Semester
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
tHum & Soc Sci
tBiol & Phys Sci
Art 104 Visual Fundo
Art 270 Hist of Art J
PE Activity

3

3
4

3
3
1
17

Sophomore Yeor

3

Lit
tHum & Soc Sci
Gen Elective
Art Ed 210 Creot Art in Sec Sch
Art 271 Hist of Art II
PE Activity

3
3
3
3
1
16

Spch 255 Pub Spkg
Ed Fdns 290 Fdns of Ed
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
Art Ed 2 J) Creat Art in Sec Sch
Art 272 Hist of Art III
PE Activity

3
3
3

3
3
1
16

Junior Year
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwlh & Dev
Sec Ed 301 Fdns of
Art Ed 320 Pre-Tcng Exp in Art
Art, Sturlio
Art Electives

3

3
3
6
2

Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm
Art Ed 434 Tchg Art in Sec Sch
Art, Studio
Art Electives (above 300)
tGen Electives

3
3
6

2
3
17

17
Senior Year
Ed Fdns 415 Philos of Ed
Art Electives (above 300)
tGen Electives

3
7
6
16

ttSec Ed 461 Student Tchg
tGen Electives (above 300)

6

6
12

MINOR STUDY IN ART EDUCATION

Elementary Education students: Art 103, 104, 105, and 270 or 271; Art
Education 110, 115, 400, and 320. Secondary Education students: same as above
except that Art Education 210 and 211 must be substituted for Art Education
110 and 115.
* Students wishing to qualify for a special certificate endorsed for the teaching of ort in
Grodes 1-12 must include in the curriculum outlined on this poge Art Education 400 (3 cr.) and
Elementary Education 400 (3 cr.). Credits earned in these courseS may be substituted for an equol
omount of tne General Elective credits reqUired. In the cose of 0 student desiring 1-12 certification in art no minor is requ ired.

** Students enrolled in College of Fine Arts must meet group requirements listed on pp. 191192.
t Electives are 10 be used to meet departmental minor requirements. A minor may be selected
from approved list shown an p. 174.
tt Student teaching may be divided between the 2 semesters of the senior year.
t Choose from General Education requirement of College of Education, p. 163.
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BUSINESS EDUCATION
SECRETARIAL CURRICULUM

(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education.)
Sophomore Year

Freshman Year
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
• Laboratory Science
'Soc Sci
Bus Ad 112 Interm Typ
Math 111 Arith EI Sch Tchrs
Fine Arts Elective
Bus Ad 117 Office Mach & Filing
PE Activity
Elective

3
3
B

3
3
3
3
2

2
3
33

Junior Year
Bus Ad 253 Transcription
Bus Ad 257 Sec Office Prac
Econ 330 Consumer Ec
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwth & Dev
Bus Ad 306 Man, Society and Law
Bus Ad 307 Law of Contracts
Bus Ad 265 Bus Commun
Sec Ed 301 Founda of
Electives & Minor
Sec Ed 439 Tchg of Bus Subis

English (Literature)
Spch 255 Pub Spkg
Ed Fdns 290 Founda of Ed
Bus Ad 262 Adv Typ
Econ 200 Prin of
tBus Ad 105, 106 Prin of Acctg
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
HBus Ad 113 Shorth Theory
HBus Ad 114 Begin Dictation
PE Activity

3
3
3
3
3
6
3
3
3
2
32

Senior Year

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Fine or Practical Arts (not Bus Ed)
Sec Ed 310 Mater & Meth of Tchg
Sec Ed 461 Stu Tchg (in 2 subiects)
Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm
Electives & Minor

3
3
6
3
18

3
3
30

33

GENERAL BUSINESS CURRICULUM

(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education.)
Freshman Year
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
• Laboratory Science
Fine Arts Elective
'Soc Sci
Math 121.
Electives or Minor
Elective
PE Activity

Sophomore Year

3
3
8
3
3
4
3
3
2
32

Junior Year
Sec Ed 30 I Founda of
Bus Ad 306 Man, Society, and Law
Bus Ad 307 Law of Contracts
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwth & Dev
Bus Ad 265 Bus Commun
Bus Ad 315 Money & Banking
Bus Ad 308 Prin of Mktg
Sec Ed 310 Mater & Meths of Tchg
Electives or Minor
Fine or Practical Arts

English (Literature)
Spch 255 Pub Spkg
Econ 200, 20 I Prin of
Bus Ad 289 Statistical Anal
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
tBus Ad 105, 106 Prin of Acctg
Ed Fdns 290 Founda of Ed
Elective or Minor
PE Activity

3
3
6
3
3
6
3
3
2
32

Senior Year

3
3
3
3

3
3
5
3
3
3
32

Sec Ed 461 Student Tchg
§Ed Electives
Bus Ad 310 Prin of Finance
Bus Ad 330 Org Theory
Electives or Minor
Bus Ad Elective
Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm

6
3
3
5
9
3
3

32

• Choose from General Education requirements listed on p. 163.
t BA 105 is open to freshmen who are eligible to enroll in, or have completed, Math 121.
§ As approved by the Chairman of the Department of Secondary Education.
:j::j: Certain elementary courseS may be waived on the basis of a placement test if the student
has had shorthand in high school, but 6 hours of credit must be earned in shorthand and 6 in
typewriting.
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Majors in either the Secretarial or the General Business curriculum must
earn a minor of 18 hours outside the field of business. A minor in Economics
is suggested.
MINOR STUDY IN BUSINESS EDUCATION (SECRETARIAL)

BA 105 and 106, and 15 additional hours in secretarial Business Administration courses.
MINOR STUDY IN BUS INESS EDUCATION (GENERAL BUSINESS)

BA 105 and 106, and 15 additional hours in Business Administration general
business courses and in Economics courses.

EDUCATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
See pp. 260-263 for course descriptions, and the Graduate Bulletin for detailed descriptions of master's and doctoral programs.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CURRICULUM FOR STUDENTS PREPARING TO TEACH IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Sophomore Year

Freshman Year
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
Bioi lOll, 102L Gen
Soc 101 or Econ 100 Intro
Moth III Arith EI Sch Tchrs
Art Ed 110 Creat Art in EI Sch
Art Ed 115 Creat Croft in EI Sch
PE ActiVity
§§ Electives

3
3

8
3
3
3
3
2
6

Hist 261, 262 US
Phys Sci 261 Intro or Geol 101 Physical
Phys Sci 262 Intro or Geol 102 Historical
Math 212 Struc of Aritll
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
Mus Ed 293 Prim Sch Mus
Mus Ed 294 Interm Sch Mus
Ed Fdns 290 Founda of Ed
PE Activity
§§Electives

34
Junior Year

Geog 102 Gen
Spch 255 Pub Spkg
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwth & Dev
Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm
EI Ed 319 PE in EI Sch
EI Ed 321 Soc Studies in EI Sch
EI Ed 331 Reading in EI Sch
EI Ed 333 Tchg Oral-Wrtn Engl
EI Ed 400 Stu Tchg in EI Sch
EI Ed 441 Child Lit
§§Electives

3
3
3
3
2
2

3

6
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
6
33

Senior Yeor
Literature elective
H Ed 171 Personal & Comm Hlth
Gavt 303 Probs of Democ
EI Ed 353 Science in EI Sch
EI Ed 361 Arith in EI Sch
EI Ed 400 Stu Tchg in EI Sch
§§Electives

3
3
3
3

2
6
9

2

3
2

6
32

29

GUIDANCE AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
This Department offers graduate programs (master's, sixth-year, and doctoral) in the field of Guidance and an undergraduate minor in the field of
Special Education. Students Wishing to pursue any of these programs should
consult the Department Chairman for details. See pp. 269-270 for course descriptions.
§§ Students must use these hours toward a minor of at least 24 sem. hrs. in a subiect area
approved by the Deportment of Elementary Education. Students Wishing to complete both a
maio r in elementary education and a second maior in another field should consult both departments concerned. Students wishing to work with mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed children should consult a stoff member in Special Education.
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HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, & RECREATION
MAJOR STUDY IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN

(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Health and Physical Education.)
Freshman Year
Second Semester

First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
tSoc Sci
H Ed 164 First Aid
PE Elective
PE 160 Phys Fitness Prog
Fine Arts Elective
PE Activity

3
3

2
2-3

2
2-3
1

Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in lit
tSoc Sci
H Ed 171 Pers & Commun Hlth
PE Elective
PE 163 Swim
Elective
PE Activity

3
3
3
2

2
3
1
17

15-17
Sophomore Yea r
Engl (literature)
tSoc Sci
Bioi 112L Gen Zool
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
PE 201 Gymnastics
PE Elective
PE Activity

3

3
4
3
2

2

Spch 255 Pub Spkg
3
tSoc Sci
3
Bioi 136 and 139L Hum Anat & Phys & Lab 5
PE 203 Combatives
2
PEE lective
2-3
PE Activity
1

1
16-17

18

Bioi 326L Phys of Exercise
Elective
PE 301 Recreo Sports
PE 319 PE in EI Sch
H Ed 370 Tchg Hlth Ed in Schs
PE 398 Prin of

Junior Year
Ed Fdns 290 Foundo of Ed
3
PE 373 Treat of Athl Iniuries
3
PE 397 Kinesiology
2
PE 399 Org & Adm of PE
2
Electives
3
PE 302 Recrea Sports
3

Senior Year
3
*EI Ed 400 Stu Tchg in EI Schs
3-6
or Sec Ed 462 in Sec Schs
3
Recrea 452 Org of Sports Progs
3
H Ed 410 Adm of a Sch Hlth Prog
3
Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm
Elective

3
3
2

3
3
3
3
3-4
15-16

15-18
MINOR STUDY IN ATHLETIC COACHING FOR MEN
PE 161 Th & Prac of Bskball
2
PE 203 Combotives
2
PE 202 Th & Prac of Baseball
PE 162 Th & Prac of Football
PE 204 Th & Proc of Tr & Fld
2
PE 397 Kinesiology
PE 373 Treat of Ath Injuries
2
Recrea 452 Org of Sports Progs
PE 398 Prin of
3
PE 160 Phys Fitness Prog
2
MINOR STUDY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
H Ed 171 Pers & Commun Hlth
3
Recrea
PE 163 Swimming
2
PE 399
H Ed 164 First Aid
2
PE 397
PE 201 Gymnastics'
PE 398
2
PE 160 Phys Fitness Prog
2
PE 203 Combotives
2

2

4

17

16

Ed Fdns 300 Hum Growth & Dev
Sec Ed 461 Stu Tchg
H Ed 401 Gen Safety Ed
PE Elective
PE 461 Adapt & Carr PE

3

301 Recrea Sports
Org & Adm of
Kinesiology
Prin of

2
2

4
3
24

2
3
4
3
25

t Choose from General Education requirement listed on p. 163.
* Students wishing to be certified on kindergarten through 12 basis must take EI Ed 400 (P.E.).
For certification at the secondary level, only Sec Ed 461 is reqUired.
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MAJOR STUDY IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN

This curricul um leading to a degree of Bachelor of Science in Health and
Physical Education is designed to prepare the student to teach health and physical
education in the schools, to supervise physical education in the elementary
schools, and to serve as the health coordinator in a school system.
Freshman Year
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
tSoc Sci
Art
Bioi 112L Gen Zool
PE 151 Body Mech & Self-Test Activ
PE Activity

English (Literoture)
Art
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
H Ed 164 First Aid
PE 210 Folk Donce
PE Activity
Electives

Bioi 326L Phys of Exercise
PE 307 Team Sports in Sec Sch
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwt h & Dev
PE 360 Officio in Sports or
366 Tchg of Contemp Dance
H Ed 370 Tchg of Hlth Ed in Schs
PE 345 Prof Lob Exp
PE 398 Prin of

3
3
3
4
1
1

Second Semester
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
tSoc Sci
Bioi 136 & 139L Hum Anat & Phys & Lob
PE 152 Team Sports
H Ed 171 Per & Commun Hlth
PE Activity

14+1
Sophomore Year
3
Moth or Science
3
Spch 255 Pub Spkg
3
tSoc Sci
2
PE 211 Indiv & Duol Sports
1
PE 345 Prof Lob Exp
1
Ed Fdns 290 Foundo of Ed
3
PE Activity
Electives

3
3
5
1

3
1

15+ 1

3

3
3
1
1

3
1
2-3

16-17+
15+ 1
Junior Year
3
PE 319 PE in the EI Sch
2
PE 397 Kinesiology
3
PE 308 Indiv & Dual Sports in Sec Sch
PE 310 Folk Dance in Sch Prog
2
PE 444 Tchg PE in Sec Schs
PE 399 Org & Adm of PE
3
1

Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm
PE 345 Prof Lab Exp
PE 461 Adopt & Carr PE
EI Ed 400 (PE)* Stu Tchg in EI Schs
PE 345 Prof Lob Exp
PE 309 Aqua and Gymst
Recrea 452 Org of Sports Progs

1

2
4
2
2
3
3

3
17
Senior Year
Sec Ed 461 Stu Tchg in Sec Sch
3
1
H Ed 410 Adm of a Sch Hlth Prag
3
H Ed 401 Gen Safety Ed
3
Electives
1

16

6
3
3
3

2

3
15

16
MINOR STUDY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
3
PE 151, 152,210, 211
PE 398 Prin of
H Ed 164 First Aid
2
PE 399 Org & Ad of PE or 319 PE in
2
PE 345 Prof Lab Exp in H PE & R
Elem Sch
PE 310 Folk Dance and PE 309 Aqua &
PE Electives
Gymst
4
Recrea 452 Org of Sports Progs
3

3
3 or 2

5-6
24-26

MINOR STUDY IN HEALTH EDUCATION

This minor in Hea Itil Education is designed to prepare the student to teach
health education.
H Ed 171 Per & Com Hlth
H Ed 370 Tchg of Hlth Ed in Schs
Home Ec 325 Nutrition
H Ed 401 Gen Safety Ed

3
3
3
3

H Ed 164 First Aid
H Ed 410 Adm of a Sch Hlth Prog
Electives

2

3
3
20

t Choose from General Education requirement listed on p. 163
* Students wishing to be certined on kindergarten through 12 basis must take EI Ed 400 (P.E.).
For certincation at the secondary level, only Sec Ed 461 is reqUired.
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MAJOR STUDY IN RECREATION

(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Recreation.)
Freshmon·Yeor
Second Semester

First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
tSoc Sci
Art, Art Ed, or I Ed
tNat Sci
PE Activity
Elective

3
3
3
4
1

3
17

Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
tSoc Sci
tNat Sci
Art, Art Ed, or I Ed
PE Activity
Elective

3
3
4
3
1
3

17

Sophomore Year
Engl (Literature)
tNat Sci
Mus 295 Mus in Recrea
tSoc Sci
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
H Ed 164 First Aid
PE Activity

3
3

2
3
3
2
1

Spch 255 Pub Spkg
Psy Elective
tSoc Sci
Mus 296 Mus in Recrea
Recrea 290 Socia I Recreation
PE Activity
Elective

17

3
3

3
2
2
1

2-3
16-17

Junior Year
Recrea 303 Prin of Recrea
Sociology Elective
DA Elective
PE 160 Phys Fitness Progs
PE 163 Swim or 360 Officio in Sports
Elective

3
3
3
2
2

3

Recrea 331 Prin & Prac of Camp
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwth & Dev
Reerea 301 Reerea Sports or PE 308
Indiv & Dual Sports in Sec Sch
Reerea 374 Org of Commun Recrea
PE 201 Gymnastics or Elec
Elective

3
3
2

3
2-3
2

15-16

16-17
Senior Year
Recreo 475 or 476 Fld Wk in Recrea
Psy Elective
Recrea 452 Org of Sports Progs
Electives

3
3
3

7

Recrea 475 or 476 Fld Wk in Recrea
Gov (City, State, Nat'l)
Sociology Elective
Recrea 478 Outdaor Reerea
Electives

3
3
3
3
4

16

16
MINOR STUDY IN RECREATION

290 Social Recrea
303 Prin of Recrea
374 Org. of Commun Recrea
Electives (331, 351, 475,
477, 478)

Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea

2

3
3

5-6
13-14

Supparting Electives for minar from
fallowing areas,
Arts and Crafts
Dramatics
Music
Sports and Dance

6

HOME ECONOMICS
MAJOR STUDY

See curriculum. For requirements for a maior in dietetics in the College of
Arts and Sciences, see p. 275.
For a combined major in Home Economics Education and Dietetics, an additional semester of courses is required plus those listed in the "Curriculum for
Students Preparing To Teach Home Economics".**

t Choose from General Education requirements listed on p. 163.
** See adviser for selection of courses to meet the requirements far Plan III, Emphasis I, II, or
III and Concentration A or C of the American Dietetic Association.
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MINOR STUDY

A total of 23 or 24 hours, at least 9 hours numbered above 300, chosen from
the following 4 areas and from the following courses:

1. Family Relations and Child Development, 6 hours: H.E. l02L, 408L, 418.
2.
3.
4.

Clothing and Textiles, 6 hours: H. E. 150L, 252, 254L, 456L.
Foods and Nutrition, 6 hours: H. E. 120L, 222L, 325.
Housing, House Furnishings, Home Management and Health, 5-6 hours:
H. E. 240, 341, 443.
Any substitutions must be approved by the Chairman of the Department.

CURRICULUM FOR STUDENTS PREPARING TO TEACH HOME ECONOMICS

This curriculum leading to a degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics Education is designed to prepare the student to teach Home Economics
in junior and senior high schools, for Home Economics Extension work, and for a
career in Home Economics in business. The curriculum for students preparing to
teach in public schools is approved by the State Department of Vocational
Education for positions in the federally-aided schools of the state. Such students must do their student teaching in reimbursed home economics departments and may hove to go out of the Albuquerque area to do this for a period
of about 6 weeks. Costs for such assignments are to be assumed by students.
At least 36 hours of home economics subject-matter for a maior and 18
hours in a teaching minor are required for a 4-year provisional vocational
home economics certificate or a 4-year provisional secondary certificate in
New Mexico. Some suggested minors are: Art Education, Biology, Business
Education, English, Journalism, History, Modern Languages, and Music.
Freshman Year
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Art Ed 130 Tech of Design Ed
H Ec 150L Cloth Se lec & Constr
H Ec 102L Infont Growth & Dev
*Humanities & Soc Sci
PE Activity

Chern 141 L Elem of Gen Chern
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
H Ec 222L Food and Nutrition
H Ec 254L Tailoring
Elective
PE Activity

3
3
3
3
3
1
16

Second Semester
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
Bioi 136 Human Anat & Physiol
Art Ed 131 Tech of Design Ed
H Ec 120L Food and Nutrition
*Humanities & Soc Sci
PE Activity

Sophomore Year
4
Chem 142L Elem of Org Chem
Spch 255 Pub Spkg
3
H Ec 240 Pers & Fam Hlth
3
H Ec 252 Texti les
3
Ed Fdns 290 Founda of Ed
3
PE Activity
1
17

3
3
3
3
3
1
16

4
3
2
3
3
1
16

Junior Year'
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwth & Dev
Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm
H Ec 341 House & Its Furn
Ec 330 Consumer Ec
Electives

3
3
3
3
6

Sec Ed 310 Mater & Meth of Tchg
H Ec 41 B Family Relationships
H Ec 325 Nutrition
Electives

18
* Choose from Humonities and Social Science requirement listed on p. 163.

3
3
3
6
15
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Senior Yeor
3
H Ec 443 Home Mngt
3
H Ec 445L Home Mngt Residence
3
H Ec Ed 465 H Ec Seminar
__
6
Sec Ed 461 Student Tchg

H Ec 408L Child Growth & Dev
Eng (Lit)
H Ec Ed 437 Tchg of H Ec
Electives

3
4
2

6
15

15

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
CURRICULUM FOR STUDENTS PREPARING TO TEACH INDUSTRIAL ARTS

(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Industrial Arts Education.)
Freshmon Yeor
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
*Soc Sci
lEd 101 Shop Computa
lEd 105 Intro to lED
lEd 110L Wood Area I
IEd 120L Metol Area I
lEd 125 Design in IA
CE 111 L Draft I
CE 112L Draft II
Art Ed 120-121 Tech of Croft Ed
PE Activity

3
3
3
4
2
3
3
2
2

3
4

Sophomore Year
Engl (Lit)
Ed Fdns 290 Founda of Ed
Spch 255 Pub Spkg
*Soc Sci
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
IEd 265L Wood Area II
lEd 280L Gen Elect & Electronics
lEd 285L Metal Area II
CE 261L Draft III
PE Activity

3
3
3
9
3
3
3
2

2
2

2
33

34
Senior Year

Junior Year
*Science & Lab
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwth & Dev
Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm
IEd 386L Meta I Area III
lEd 315L Wood Area III
lEd 230L Power Mechanics
JEd 390L Metal Area IV
lEd 350L Wood Area IV
Technical Elective
CE 362L Draft IV

8
3
3
2
2

3
2
2

4
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6

I Ed 433 Tchg of IA
Ed Elective (over 300)
lEd 466 Th & Org of Gen Shop
Sec Ed 461 or Elem Ed 400 Stu Tchg
Sec Ed 462 Student Tchg
lEd 462L Wood Area V
lEd 465L Metal Area V
Elective
lEd 335L Int. Power Mechanics

2

32

29

MUSIC EDUCATION
NASM MEMBERSHIP

The University of New Mexico is a member of the National Association of
Schools of Music. The requirements for entrance and for graduation as set forth
in this catalog are in accordance with the published regulations of the National
Association of Schools of Music.
CURRICULUM FOR STUDENTS PREPARING TO TEACH MUSIC
IN GRADES 1-12 (133 hours)

(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music Education.)
Freshman Year
First Semester
EngJ 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
tScience
Mus 105 Music Theory J
Mus 107 Ear-Training I
Applied Mus Elective
Ensemble Elective
PE Activity

3
4
2
2

3
1
1

15

+ 1 PE

Second Semester
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
tScience
Mus 106 Music Theory II
Mus 108 Ear-Training II
Applied Mus Elective
Ensemble Elective
PE Activity

3
4
2

2

3
1
1
15

+

1 PE

* Choose from General Education requirement listed on p. 163.
t Choose from General Education requirements on p. 163. At least 6 hours of the Natural
Science must be in a laboratory science as described on p. 163.
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Eng I (lit)
tSoc Sci
Mus 205 Music Theory III
Mus 207 Ear Training III
Mus 263 Conducting
Applied Mus Elective
Mus 271 Music Lit I
Ensemble Elective
PE Activity
17

Sophomore Year
3
D A 101 Voice and Diction or Spch
3
tSoc Sci
Mus 206 Music Theory IV
2
Mus 208 Ear-Training IV
2
1
Mus 264 Choral Cand and Org
3
Applied Music Elective
Mus 272 Music Lit II
2
Ensemble Elective
1
1
PE Activity
1 PE
17

173

3
3
2
2

1
3
2

1

1
-+-1 PE

+

Psy 101 Gen Psy I
D A 315 Theatre Procl for Tchrs
Mus Ed 293 Prim Sch Mus
Mus Ed 445 Jr High Mus
Mus 309 Form and Comp
Applied Mus Elective
Mus 313 Band Org and Cond
Ensemble Elective

Junior Year
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwth & Dev
3
D A 316 Theatre Prod for Tchrs
3
2
Mus Ed 294 Interm Sch Mus
2
Mus Ed 446 Sr High Mus
2
Mus 310 Form and Camp
3
Applied Mus Elective
1
Mus 314 Orch Cond and Org
Ensemble Elective
1
17

Ed Fdns 290 Found of Ed
Mus 311 Music Lit III
Sec Ed 46) Student Tchg in Sec Sch
Mus 453 Instr umentation
Applied Mus Elective
Ensemble Elective
Elective or Student Tchg

Senior Year
3
EI Ed 400 (Music) Student Tchg in EI Sch 3
2
Mus 312 Music Lit IV
2
3
Sec Ed 462 Student Tchg in Sec Sch
3
2
Mus 458 Adv Instru Conducting
2
2
Mus 405, 406, 409, 463 or 467
2
1
2
Applied Mus Elective
Ensemble Elective
1
3
15
16

3

3
2
2
2

3
1
1
17

In addition, Educational Foundations 310 should be scheduled if possible.

All students pursuing the curriculum listed above are also subject to all requirements pertain ing to Music Education listed on p. 336.
MINOR IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Mus 105, 106 Mus Theory land II
Mus 107, 108 Ear-Training land II
Mus Apprec or Mus Hist
Music. Piano
Music. Voice

4
4
3-4
4
2

Mus 263, 264 Cond; Choral Cond
Mus Ed 293, 294 Prim and Interm
Sch Mus or 445 and 446
Jr & Sr High Mus
Ensemble

2
4
2

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
See Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, p. 168.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
PROGRAMS FOR TEACHERS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

The following curricula, leading to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts in Education and Bachelor of Science in Education, are designed for students preparing
for junior and senior high school teaching. Each student should select one of
these curricula no later than 4 semesters prior to his expected date of graduation.
The general conditions under which students may select these curricula are to be
found under "Degree Requirements" of the "General Academic Regulations."
t Choose from General Education requirement listed On p. 163. Six of 12 hours required
in Social Science snould be in music history.
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For graduation from the College of Education in Secondary Education the
candidate must have successfully completed, in conformity with the regulations
prescribed for the several major and minor concentrations, not less than one
departmental major concentration and one departmental minor concentration.
These concentrations shall total at least 51 semester hours of credit.
Acceptable as major or minor concentrations are: Biology, Chemistry, English,
French, German, Government and Citizenship, History, Mathematics, Physics,
Spanish, and Speech. Acceptable as minor concentrations only are: Naval Science (if the major concentration is an acceptable science), Anthropology, Astronomy, Business Administration, Dramatic Art, Economics, Geography, Geology,
Journalism, Latin, Library Science, Philosophy, Portuguese, Psychology, and Sociology. All teaching minors must include at least 18 semester hours.
Students who wish to elect teaching major and minor concentrations not
listed above will consult the Chairman of the Department of Secondary Education and the department concerned for information as to detailed requirements.
SPECIAL FIELDS FOR TEACHING
1. Art Education: For details see p. 164.
2. Business Education: For details see p. 166.
3. Home Economics: For details see p. 170.
4. Industrial Education: For details see p. 172.
5. Music Education: For details see p. 172.
6. Health and Physical Education for Men: For details see p. 168.
7. Health and Physical for Women: For details see p. 169.
8. Health Education: Minor teaching subject only.
GENERAL EDUCATION. The General Education program for students in Secondary Education is the same as that required of other undergraduate students in
Education, (See p. 163 of this catalog.)
DEPARTMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR STUDENT TEACHING. Students under jurisdiction of this department must present an over-all grade-point average of at
least 2.2 and a grade-point average in a major (teaching) concentration of at
least 2.5 at the time of enrollment in student teaching.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Semester Credits
Ed Fdns 290 Foundations of Education
Ed Fdns 300 Human Growth & Development
Ed Fdns 310 Learning & The Classroom
Sec Ed 301 Foundations of Sec Ed
Sec Ed 310 Materials & Methods of Tchg
Sec Ed 430-443 Special Methods of Tch in Sec Schs or Ed Substitute
*Sec Ed 461 Student Tchg
**Total Professional Education

3
3

3
3
3
3
6
24

COMPOSITE TEACHING AREAS

The composite teaching major area is designed to enable the prospective
teacher to acquire unified learning within a broad field of closely related subject
matter disciplines which would not be possible in a single subject-matter major
teaching area.
* See p. 159 for admission requirements. Secondary Education 462 may be included as a second experience in student teaching, with the approval of the adviser.
** Ordinarily, students may enroll in not more than 9 hours of work in this kind of course in
anyone registration period.
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The application of this unified knowledge to the teaching of currently unified
or generalized secondary school subjects (e.g., Communication Arts, General
Science, Socia I Studies) is an avowed purpose of this form of preparation.
The composite is also designed to prepare students to teach adequately in
several closely related subjects. This type of preparation will be of advantage to
novice teachers beginning their careers in small secondary schools in which they
must expect mu Itiple rather than single subject teaching assignments.
COMPOSITE I N SOCIAL STUDIES IN SECONDARY EDUCATION. The composite major
in general social studies shall consist of at least 54 hours, including freshman
courses, of which at least 24 hours must be in the Department of History, including
2 courses in United States and 2 courses in European or World History; 9 hours
in the Departments of Government or Economics; 12 hours in the Departments of
Anthropology, Geography, Philosophy, or Sociology; and 9 hours in electives
from these departments. No minor is required with the general social studies
major, but one is strongly recommended.
COMPOSITE I N SCI ENCE. The composite major in science shall consist of at least
54 hours, including freshman courses, in the Departments of Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, and Geology, of which at least 11 hours must be in each of 3 of the
first 4 departments listed above. Regardless of choices of sciences included in
this composite, however, students must include a minimum of 8 hours each of
physics and biology. It is desirable that preparation in each of the four be included in this composite. No minor is required with the composite science major,
but one is strongly recommended.
COMPOSITE IN COMMUNICATION ARTS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION.
The composite
major in communication arts shall consist of at least 54 hours, including freshman
courses, in the Departments of English, Speech, Dramatic Art, and Journalism. At
least 24 of these hours must be in English: English 101, 102, 253, 254; 6 hours
in upper-division courses in American or World Literature; 3 hours in an upperdivision course in British literature; and 3 hours in creative or informative writing.
At least 12 hours must be in the Department of Speech: Speech 255 and 9 additional hours or Speech 101 and 102 and 6 additional hours in courses numbered above 200. Nine hours must be in the Departments of Dramatic Art or
Journalism. The remaining 9 hours of electives must be in upper division courses
from anyone or any combination of the departments concerned. No minor is
required with the communication arts major, but one is strongly recommended.
SECONDARY EDUCATION CURRICULUM
Freshman Year
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng wJRdgs in Expos
*Moth or Sci
*Soc Sci
Electives or Ma ior
PE Activity

3
4
3

3-6
1

Second Semester
Engl 102 Wrtng wJRdgs in Lit
*Math or Sci
*Soc Sci
Psy 101 Gen Psy I
Electives or Maior
PE Activity

14-17

* Choose from General Education requirement listed on p. 163.

3

4
3
3
3
1
17
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Eng (lit)
Ed Fdns 290 Founda of Ed
Elective
*Soc Sci
~Fine Arts or Major
PE Activity

Sophomore Year
3
Spch 255 Pub Spkg
3
Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm
*Soc Sci
3
3
Hine Arts or Major
3
PE Activity
1
Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwth & Dev

16
Sec Ed 301 Founda of
Electives, Maior or Minor

3

3
3
3
1

3
16

Junior Year
3
Sec Ed 310 Mater & Meth of Tchg
11-14
Electives, Major or Minor

3
11-14

14-17

16-17

Senior Year
Sec Ed 430-443 Tchg of Sec Sch Subj or
Electives, Major or Minor
Ed Elec
3
**Sec Ed 461 Student Tchg in Sec Sch
6
Electives
3-6
12-15

14-17

14-17

* Choose from General Education requirement listed on p. 163.
3-6 semester hours in Fine Arts may be taken during any semester of the first
2 years. One course in history or appreciation must be included.
** See p. 159 for admission requirements. Student Teaching may be taken during either or
both of the semesters in 'the senior year.
~ The required

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
HE ENGINEER is a creator and a builder. He directs his imagination, ingenuity, resourcefulness, and intelligence to the economical usage of our
natural resources. He is beginning to probe the mysteries of cosmic space.
Few professions offer the individual greater challenge, stimulation, and satisfaction of creative accomplishment. In these days, when breathtaking technological
advances are commonplace, the engineer requires ever greater breadth and
depth of mathematical and scientific cognition. Of increasing importance are the
ability for clear self-expression and a sympathetic appreciation of the social,
economic, and human values of the world in which we live. The engineer is not
only an interpreter of science and mathematics to the producers of material
human needs, but he is also a manager of men, money, materials, and machines
in effecting the satisfaction of these needs.
The continued growth of American industry and technology has created a
demand for engineers far in excess of supply. Present and predicted enrollments
in schools of engineering indicate that the shortage will continue for many years
to come. Certainly, no profession offers greater challenges or a more promising
future. Surveys show that the income of the engineer compares very favorably
with that of the other professions. American industry and commerce are increasingly utilizing engineers in top administrative positions.
The several curricula of the College of Engineering are designed to give the
student suitable education, attitudes, and motivations for his entry into a successful career as a practicing engineer, administrator, researcher, or educator.
The undergraduate programs are solidly founded on mathematics and the natural
sciences with additional emphasis being placed upon human values and relations. This broad grounding in itself is not sufficient, however, and these curricula
strive to develop the beginnings of sound judgment, perspective, and a penetrating curiosity. Many graduates continue their formal education at the postgraduate level and work toward the master's or doctor's degree. The student
must realize, however, that education does not stop with the completion of college. More truthfully, this is when education really begins. The true professional
engineer never stops learning; he is continually broadening his intellectual horizons. One indication of continued growth and development is registration as a
professional engineer. Every state has established criteria of education and
experience which must be met before an engineer can enjoy this status.
In the College of Engineering, the student is afforded an opportunity for
scholarly study, laboratory exercise, and research participation. He daily rubs
shoulders with engineers nationally recognized in their fields. The University of
New Mexico strongly believes that engineering teachers must be competent engineers in their own right, and faculty members are encouraged to participate
actively in professional practice and research. This experience keeps the faculty
informed on new developments, increases their understanding of subjects taught,
and gives the student the benefit of their findings and personal experiences.
Faculty and students work side by side in research and instructional laboratories.
The College of Engineering maintains a Bureau of Engineering Research. For
details of the Bureau's purposes and activities, see p. 62.

T
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HIGH SCHOOl PREPARATION
It is important that the high school student who wishes to pursue professional
engineering studies at The University of New Mexico orient his subject selection in
the proper directions at the earliest possible moment. The student properly prepared will be able to follow the regular pattern of studies without the necessity
of making up scholastic deficiencies. Students inadequately prepared in mathematics or English are required to take remedial work for no credit to remove
these subject deficiencies. Students with particularly high scores in the English
area of the ACT are excused from English 101 (3 hours); those who are placed
in Mathematics 163 are excused from Mathematics 162 (4 hours).
Students intending to study engineering should take in high school all of the
mathematics and English possible as well as chemistry and physics. The mathematics should include a minimum of 2 units of algebra, 1 unit of geometry, and
Y2 unit of trigonometry or college-preparatory mathematics.
ADMISSION
All freshman students are admitted to the University College. A detailed
statement of entrance requirements to University College is in the "Admission"
section of this catalog. All freshman engineering students, during their residence
in University College, take the prescribed freshman engineering course of study
as set forth on p. 181. In addition, each freshman engineering student is advised
by a faculty member of the student's major engineering department.
ADMISSION FROM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

To be eligible for transfer to the College of Engineering from the University
College, the student must meet the requirements listed below:

1. Completion of 26 semester hours of the freshman engineering program.
2.

(a) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted;
or
(b) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted in the previous 2 semesters of enrollment; provided that, if fewer than 26 hours were
attempted in the previous 2 semesters, a scholarship index of at least 2.0
shall be required on all work attempted in as many previous consecutive
semesters as are necessary to bring the student's total hours attempted to
at least 30.

3.

A satisfactory score on the English Proficiency Examination (administered
by The University of New Mexico) or a grade of C or better in a remedial
English course offered on a non-credit basis by the English Department of
The University of New Mexico.

TRANSFERS

A student will be eligible for transfer to the College of Engineering from
other degree-granting colleges of the University or from other accredited institutions if he has a grade-point index of 2.0* or better on all work attempted in
the other degree-granting colleges or institutions, and if he has completed 26
semester hours of acceptable credit.
*

Refer to p. 74 for the quolitative admission requirement for non-resident transfers.
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COURSES OF STUDY

The College of Engineering offers 4-year programs of study leading to the
degrees of Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering, Bachelor of Science in
Civil Engineering, Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering, and Bachelor of
Science in Mechanical Engineering. These 4-year curricula are designed for the
student who enters without deficiencies and who is capable of carrying the required scholastic loads indicated under the respective departmental programs.
Otherwise, the student should plan on spending more than 8 regular semesters
to complete req uirements for his degree.
The College of Engineering is a member of the American Society for .Engineering Education. The curricula in Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering are
fully accredited by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development.
SPECIAL FIELDS

In addition to the major fields of study listed above, it is possible for the
student to specialize in some degree by choosing appropriate elective courses
within the basic curriculum of his major department. A few of the many possibilities are: Aerospace Engineering, Electronic Computers, Fuel Processing, Structural Engineering, and Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. All departments make
use of the modern, high-speed electronic computers located in the University of
New Mexico Computer Center.
DEGREES IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER COLLEGES

If a student wishes to secure a degree in another college together with his
engineering degree, he is urged to seek advice early in his college career from
the deans of the colleges concerned. With care in selecting his program of studies,
it is possible for a student to secure two degrees in one additional year.
AEROSPACE STUDIES, NAVAL SCIENCE

It is possible for students enrolled in the Air Force ROTC or the Naval ROTC
to complete their degree program in 4 years. However, students may need an
extra semester to complete the requirements for both a degree and a commission.
The student should consult the department chairman concerned in planning his
program.

GRADUATE STUDY
A program of graduate studies is offered by the College of Engineering leading to the Master of Science degree with a major in Chemical Engineering, Civil
Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Nuclear Engineering. A fifth year of study leading to the Master's degree is strongly recommended for students of more than usual ability who believe that they can
profit from the additional study.
The College of Engineering offers through the Graduate School a program
leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering, under which study
concentrations may be pursued in a variety of engineering fields. Consult the
current Graduate School Bulletin for details of these programs.
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NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Nuclear engineering is that branch of engineering directly concerned with
the release, control and utilization of all types of energy from nuclear sources.
As such it includes the design and development of systems for the controlled
release of nuclear energy as well as the engineering applications of radiation.
Graduate nuclear engineers find many challenging opportunities in projects
dealing with fission reactors, controlled nuclear fusion, direct energy conversion,
space energy systems, industrial process heat, water desalination, etc.
Elective courses in this field are available to a[1 seniors and a complete graduate program is offered leading to the Master of Science degree with a major
in nuclear engineering. A study concentration in nuclear engineering leading to
the Doctor of Science in Engineering is also avai[able. Graduates in engineering
or science from any recognized college or university may apply for admission
to graduate nuclear engineering study.
The principal equipment 1n the Nuclear Engineering Laboratory includes the
following: AGN 201 critical reactor; pulsed neutron generators; water moderated, natural uranium, sub-critical reactor; reactor simulator; recording gammaray spectrometer; multi-channel analyzers; graphite pile; and supporting radiation counting equipment.
Radiation and reactor facilities at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and
Sandia Corporation are used for instruction and may be used for graduate
research in certain problem areas.

SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS
The student should become familiar with the general academic and scholastic
rules which apply to all students enrolled in the University. (See pp. 119-121.)
Special attention is called to the rules on probation and suspension.
COURSES NUMBERED 300 OR ABOVE

A student may be admitted to courses numbered 300 or above in the College
of Engineering (1) if he is not more than 8 hours short of completing all freshman
and sophomore requirements, (2) if he has completed all prerequisites for the
course in question, (3) if the remaining lower-division requirements appear on his
program, or (4) at the discretion of the Dean of the College. If a student fails a
required lower-division course while enrolled in a 300-level course, he will not
be eligible to enroll in additional 300-level courses until all required freshman
and sophomore courses have been completed.
The College of Engineering will not accept 300 level or above engineering
courses which have been taken by extension or correspondence.
MAXIMUM SEMESTER HOUR LOAD

The maximum semester hour load for students in the College of Engineering
is 20 hours, including physical education. Only in exceptional cases and with
approval of the Dean of the College will a student be permitted to carry 21 hours.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Specific graduation requirements are as follows:
1. Candidates for the Bachelor of Science in any of the engineering depart-
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ments must complete all of the work outlined in their respective curricula.
The student is solely responsible for completing all requirements for
graduation.
2.

Each candidate for a degree must have at least a 2.0 grade-point ,average on work taken at The University of New Mexico which is counted
toward his graduation. Three-fourths of the semester hours offered toward
a degree must be of C grade or better.

3.

Every candidate for graduation must take the Graduate Record Examination.

4.

All students in the College of Engineering, including transfer students,
must either have passed the English Proficiency Examination (administered
by The University of New Mexico) or have earned a grade of C or better
in a remedial English course offered on a non-credit basis by the English
Department of the University.

5.

For mini mum residence requirements, see pp. 124-125.

6.

If a beginning student is placed in Mathematics 163 because of high ACT
test scores in that area and completes the course with a grade of C or
better, the hours required for graduation will be reduced by four.

7.

If a student is placed in English 102 because of high ACT test scores in
in that a rea and completes the course with a grade of C or better, the
hours required for graduation will be reduced by three.

8.

Each student must make formal Application for Degree with his major department at tile beginning of his last semester in residence.

CURRICULA OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
The College of Engineering offers work in the departments listed in alphabetical order on the following pages. Curriculum requirements are set forth under
each department. Descriptions of the courses offered will be found, listed by
departments, in the catalog section "Courses of Instruction."

COURSE OF STUDY FOR ALL ENGINEERING STUDENTS
Freshman Year
Fi rst Se meste r

Math 162 Intra Math fDr
Phys Sc
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in
Expos
Chem lOlL Gen
CE 101 L Engr Graph ies
CE 103 Engr Lectures

Second Semester
Cr.

Hrs.
Lect.-Lab.

4

(4-0)

3

(3-0)
(3-3)

4
3
1
15
1

Cr.
Math 163 Intro Math for Phy Sc
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
Chern 102L Gen
CE 102L Engr Camp Meth
Physics 260 Gen

Hrs.
Lect.-Lab.

4

(4-0)

3

(3-0)
(3-3)

4
3
3

(2-4)

(3-0)

(2-4)

~

(13-7)
(15-7)
17
PE
PE
1
NOTES:
1. High schaol preparation fDr Mathematics 162 should include at least 2 units of olgebra, 1
of geometry, and Y2 of trigonometry or college preparatory mathematics. Students who lack
this minimal preparation are urged to remove their mathematics deficiencies in the University's
summer session immediately after their high schaol graduation. Students whD make unsatisfactDry
scores in the ACT mathematics area will be required tD take Mathematics 160 and 161 rather
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than Mathematics 162 and 163. Students who place very Iowan their ACT mathematics scares will
be required to take Mathematics 010 prior to taking Mathematics 160.
2. Students with unsatisfactory scores in the ACT English area will be required to take
remedial English.
3. For a description of the freshman courses refer to p. 319 for Mathematics; to p. 296 for
English; to p. 250 for Chemistry; to p. 281 for Civil Engineering; and to p. 347 for Physics.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Chemical engineering is that branch of engineering concerned with the development and application of manufacturing processes in which chemical or
certain physical changes of material are involved.
The course in Chemical Engineering is designed to afford the student broad
training in the fundamentals of mathematics, physics, chemistry, and engineering
to meet the needs of the chemical or related industries where men competent to
design, develop, and operate new processes and to improve existing processes
are required. The chemical engineer is not specifically trained for only one industry. The distinctly professional courses of Unit Operations and Unit Processes
enable him to apply his knowledge to any chemical or process industry with
relatively little difficulty.
The graduate chemical engineer will find many avenues of opportunities in
research and development; production, operation, and maintenance; management and administration; design, construction, and installation; technical service
and sales; consulting; teaching, and technical writing, etc., in such industries as
industrial chemicals, petroleum, explosives, plastics, rubber products, paper and
allied products, synthetic rubber, food products, drugs, insecticides, glass, cement,
clay, iron and steel, paints and varnishes, oils, soaps, rayon and synthetics.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY. The Chemical Engineering building has a
floor space of over 8,000 sq. ft. and contains a laboratory adequately equipped
with pilot plant equipment for use in the study of Unit Operations of Chemical
Engineering such as fluid flow, heat flow, evaporation, distillation, air conditioning, absorption, filtration, crystallization, etc., and Unit Processes such as nitration,
sulfonation, hydrogenation, etc.
The process development laboratory is well equipped for the study of small
scale manufacture of chemical products.
Adequate classroom space and design laboratory are available. Shop
facilities are in conjunction with the well-equipped Engineering Shop.
CURRICULUM IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Hours required for graduation: 139:1:

+ 4 PE.

Sophomore Year
First Semester

Math 264 Calc w/Coord Geom
Physics 261 Gen
Physics 263L Gen Lab
Chem 301 & 303L Organic
ChE 251 Chern Calc
Ec 200 Prin of
PE

Second Semester
Cr.
4
3
1
4
3
3
18
1

Hrs.
Lect.-Lab.
(4-0)
(3-0)
(0-3)
(3-3)
(3-0)
(3-0)

Moth 265 Calc w/Coard Geom
Physics 262 Gen
Physics 264L Gen Lab
Chem 302 & 304L Organic
ChE 252 Ind Stoichiometry
CE 202L Engr Statics

(16-6)
PE

Cr.
4
3
1
4
3
3

18
1

:j:Reduced for students placed ahead in freshman mathematics and/or English.

Hrs.
Lect.-Lob.
(4-0)
(3-0)
(0-3)
(3-3)
(3-0)

~
(15-9)

COllEGE OF ENGINEERING

ChE 401 Prin of Thermo I
Chem 311 & 313l Physical
CE 302 Mech of Materials
tElective
*Elective

ChE 412 Unit Oper II
ChE 414l Unit Oper Lab I
ChE 481l Proc Lab I
ChE 451 Seminar
tElective
*Elective

3
4
3
6
3
19
3

2
2
1
3

6

17

Junior Year
(3-0)
ChE 402 Prin of Thermo "
(3-3)
ChE 411 Unit Oper I
(3-0)
Chern 312 & 314l Physical
(6-0)
EE 202 Elect Engr II
(3-0)
tElective
(18-3)
Senior Year
(3-0)
ChE 413 Unit Oper III
(0-6)
ChE 415l Unit Oper lab II
(0-6)
ChE 4B2l Proc lab II
ChE 452 Seminar
(1-0)
ChE 472 ChE Econ
(3-0)
(6-0)
ChE 494l ChE Design
ChE 39B Field Trip
*Elective
(13-12)

3
3
4
3
3
16
3
2

2
1
3
2
0

6
19

183

(3-0)
(3-0)
(3-3)
(3-0)

~
(15-3)

(3-0)
(0-6)
(0-6)
(1-0)
(3-0)
(1-3)
(0-0)

~

(14-15)

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil Engineering is the oldest branch of engineering and training in this
field continues to provide the student a broad educational background. The
civil engineer plans, designs, and constructs the facilities required by man to
live in a modern progressive society. These facilities include bUildings, bridges,
water supply and sewerage systems, irrigation and drainage systems, dams,
nuclear and conventional power plants, and transportation systems including
highways, railroads, airports, pipelines and waterways. The civil engineer is
involved in many aspects of the space program such as the de.Jign and construction of launching facilities and space structures.
The graduate civil engineer is prepared for a career in public or private
organizations in management and administrative areas as well as in an engineering capacity, The training offered by this Department is designed to give
the young engineer a broad background of knowledge to allow him the maximum latitude of choice in his career.
CIVil ENGINEERING LABORATORIES. The Civil Engineering Laboratories have
been especially designed for the experimental verification of the fundamental
principles of theories as developed in the lecture courses.
The Mechanics of Materials laboratory is equipped for torsion, bearing,
compression, tension, shear, flexure, impact, and hardness testing of engineering materials, and includes mechanical, electrical, photoelastic, and stress-coat
strain measuring devices.
The Concrete and Soils laboratories are equipped with a 300,000 lb. testing
machine, direct shear machine, tri-axial apparatus, and other modern equipment used for the engineering testing of soils, concrete, masonry, and other
construction materials.
The Bitum inous laboratory contains equipment for making standard tests

* Electives a re to be chosen from the humanities and social sciences. See Department Chairman for list of approved courses.
t Technical electives may be chosen from ChE 317, 353, 354l, 362, 470, Chern 253l, Chern
454L. Students emollee! in the ROTC programs may, with the approval of the Department Chairman, substitute Aerospoce Studies or Naval Science for up to 6 hours of technical electives.
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on road oils and asphalts, and for designing and testing bituminous mixes for
highways, airports, and other pavements.
The Sanitary Engineering laboratory affords the student the opportunity of
gaining practical experience in performing customary tests and experiments
with municipal and industrial wastes.
The Fluid Mechanics laboratory is equipped for the study of the basic
principles of fluid mechanics.
Equipment for classes in Engineering Measurements and Surveying includes
transits, levels, alidades, optical theodolites and geodetic instruments of the
latest design.
All classes have access to key punch machines and an IBM 1620 Computer.
The use of this computer is made an integral part of instruction at all levels.
Whenever possible, research projects are carried on in the instructional
laboratories. This permits the student to become aware of problems and techniques beyond the scope of usual undergraduate training.
CURRICULUM IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Hours required for graduation: 139*

+ 4 PE.

Sophomore Year
Second Semester

First Semester
Cr.
Moth 264 Calc w/Coord Geom 4
Phys 261 Gen
3
Phys 263L Gen Lob
1
CE 202L Engr Statics
3
CE 281 L Engr Meos
3
3
Engl 264 Info Writing
or
Speech 255 Pub Spkg
3
PE
Moth 311 Engr Moth
CE 302 Mech of Materials
CE 303L Mech of Mater Lab
CE 305 Struc Anal I
CE 330 Fluid Mech
CE 382 Transp Engr
**Elective

17
1

3
3
1

3
3
?
3
18

CE 411 Rein Caner Des
CE 435L Sanitary Engr
CE 460L Soil Mech
CE 370 Engr Mater Science
tElective
**Elective

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Hrs.
Lecl.-Lab.
(4-0)
(3-0)
(0·3)
(2-3)
(2-3)
(3-0)

Cr.
Math 265 Calc w/Coord Geom 4
Phys 262 Gen
3
Phys 264L Gen Lab
1
CE 270L Constr Mater
1
CE 282L Engr Surveys
3
ME 206L Dynamics
3
Econ 200 Prin of
3

Hrs.
Lecl.-Lab.
(4-0)
(3-0)
(0-3)
(0-3)
(2-3)
(2-3)
(3-0)

~
(14-9)

18
1

(14-12)

3
3
3
3
3
3

(3-0)
(3-0)
(2-3)
(2-3)
(3-0)
(3-0)

(17-3)
Senior Year
(3-0)
CE 490 Prof Probs in Engr
(2-3)
EE 202 Elect Engr 11
(2-3)
tElectives
**Elective
(3-0)
(3-0)
(3-0)

18

(16-6)

3
3
9
3

(3-0)
(3-0)
(9-0)
(3-0)

(16-6)

18

(18-0)

PE
Junior Year
(3-0)
§Math Elective
(3-0)
CE 306 Struc Anal "
(0-3)
CE 332L Water Res & Hydr E I
(3-0)
CE 324L Struc Des in Metals
(3-0)
ME 301 Thermodynamics
**Elective
(2-0)
(3-0)

* Reduced for students placed ahead in freshman mathematics and/or English.
t Technical electives may be chosen from the following courses: CE 401. 402. 416L, 420. 430.
436. 440. 44 L 462; 463, 471 L. 472, 475L. 476. 480. 482. 491. 492. ME 494L. Students enrolled
in the ROTC programs may. with approval of the Deportment Chairman, substitute Aerospace
Studies or Naval Science for up to 6 hours of technical electives.
§ To be selected from Mathematics Sections "I and IV (see Deportment of Mathematics).
** Electives are to be chosen from the humanities and social sciences. See Department
Chairman for list of approved courses.
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ElECTRICAL ENGINEERING
The technology of electrical engineering is changing extremely rapidly.
Common practice one year is obsolete the next. To prepare the student for the
technology with which he will work, the Electrical Engineering curriculum stresses
fundamentals rather than current practice. Thus, the student is prepared to
understand future developments with a minimum of background reading.
The increasing complexity of electrical engineering demands more engineers
with training beyond the bachelor's degree. Students with fairly high grades
should plan to continue at least as far as the master's degree (5 years). Exceptional students should plan to continue formal training through the doctorate.
The curricu lurn provides considerable freedom in choice of electives. Students
planning graduate study should concentrate on mathematics and physics. Those
interested in sal es and administrative work may take up to 13 hours in business
administration. Other possible combinations include "human engineering" (up
to 25 hours of psychology) and medical electronics (up to 13 hours of biology).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORIES. Circuits, electronics, power, and microwave laboratories are provided. Research laboratories of the Bureau of Engineering Resea rch are available for individual proiects and employment on
research projects is frequently possible.
The circuits and fields laboratory ;s equipped to acquaint the student with
elementary measurements on electric and analogous circuits, and to instruct in
the use of a variety of instruments. It also permits a variety of field and travelingwave experiments.
The electronics laboratory provides an opportunity to design electronic devices, quickly make experimental hook-ups, and test performance with a variety
of electronic laboratory instruments. The circuits studied form the basis for radio,
radar, television, automatic control, telephone, electronic computer, and other
systems.
The power laboratory provides facilities for determining characteristics of
various power conversion devices, including dc and ac rotating machines, transformers, rectifiers, and the associated control devices.
The microwave laboratory makes possible the study of tubes and transmission
devices at frequencies above 3.0 kmc. Standard microwave power and impedance measurement techniques are taught.
CURRICULUM IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Hours required for graduation: 138t
First Semester
Cr.
*EE 201 Elec Engr I
3
Moth 264 Colc w/Coord Geam 4
Physics 261 Gen
3
Physics 263L Gen Lab
1
Ec 200 Prin of
3
Elective
3

PE

17
1

+ 4 PE.

Sophomore Yeor
Second Semester
Hrs.
Hrs.
Cr. Lect.-Lab.
Lect.-Lob.
(0-3)
(3-0)
EE 205L EE Lab I
1
(4-0)
(3-0)
*EE 202 Elec Engr II
3
(4-0)
(3-0)
Moth 265 Colc w/Coord Geom 4
(0-3)
(3-0)
Physics 262 Gen
3
(3-0)
(0-3)
Physics 264L Gen Lab
I
(2-3)
(3-0)
CE 202L Engr Statics
3
Elective
3 ~
(15-9)
(16-3)
18
PE
1

t Reduced for students placed ahead in freshmon mathematics and/or English.
* 201 ond 202 may be token concurrently in the second semester.
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Junior Year
EE 361 Electromag Fields I
EE 311 Elec Circ Anal
EE 305L EE Lab II
Math 311 Engr Math
ME 206L Dynamics
Engl 264 Info Writing
or
Spch 255 Public Speaking
Elective

3
3
1
3
3
3

(3-0)
(3-0)
(0-3)
(3-0)
(2-3)
(3-0)

3
3

(3-0)
(3-0)

19

(17-6)

3
1

(3-0)
(0-3)

3
3
2
6

(3-0)
(3-0)
(2-0)
(6-0)

18

(17-3)

EE 362 Electramag Fields II
EE 306L Traveling Waves Lab
EE 312 Elec Circ Anal
EE 321 Electronic Circ I
EE 325L Electronics Lab I
CE 302 Mech of Materials
Phys 330 Atomic & Nuclear

3
1
3
3
1
3
3

(3-D!
(0-3)
(3-0)
(3-0)
(0-3)
(3-0)
(3-0)

17

(15-6)

Senior Year
EE 322 Electronic Circ II
EE 326L Electronics Lab II
EE 481 Electromech Energy
Canv Prin
ME 301 Thermodynamics
EE 470 Electronic Devices
Elective

2
1
2
3
2
7

(2-0)
(0-3)
(1-3)
(3-0)
(2-0)
(6-3)

17

(14-9)

EE 482 Prin of Dir Energy Conv
EE 406L Senior Lab
EE 498 Seminar
EE 431 Servomechanisms
ME 356 indus Engr
Elective

ELECTIVES:

1. At least 12 hours of electives are to be taken in the humanities and social sciences, including
modern languages.
2.

At least 3 hours of electives are required in ather engineering, mathematics, science, or
business administration.

3.

The remaining
enrolled in the
stitute up to 6
tive plan must

4.

Electives in the senior year shall, in general, be numbered 300 or higher. They must
have the approval of the Department.

electives may be taken in any field, with departmental approval. Students
ROTC programs may, with the approval of the Department Chairman, subhours of Aerospace Studies or Naval Science for free electives. An elecbe approved by the end of the first semester of the iunior year.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mechanical engineering is concerned with engineering research, development, design, production, and operation of mechanical systems, as well as with
the management of these activities. Typical mechanical systems include power
plants, exemplified by centra I power stations, jet and rocket engines, and
nuclear reactors; environment control systems; automated production plants; all
kinds of machines and mechanism for power transmission or motion control;
and mechanical structures.
In view of the rapidly expanding and changing technology, the preparation
of the engineering student must be broad and hence the program of study is
designed to give the engineer not only the tools of his trade, in the narrow
sense of the word, but also a general education with built-in flexibility to adapt
to the changing needs of his profession. The undergraduate curriculum begins
with a thorough preparation in mathematics and physical sciences together with
studies in the humanities and social sciences. The basic science courses are followed by the fundamental courses of engineering science: theoretical and applied mechanics; thermodynamics; electricity and magnetism; and materials
science. These courses are followed by courses in wh ich the student has an opportunity to analyze and design important engineering systems.
The laboratory content of the curriculum provides instruction in the basis
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and the techniques of making engineering measurements and the methods of
experimental engineering.
In the senior year, students have the opportunity to choose technical electives which apply the principles previously learned. Students may choose electives in prepa ration for graduate study, to enhance their preparation for a
broad career in mechanical engineering, or they may choose sequences of technical electives to gain proficiency in certain areas such as AEROSPACE ENGINEERING, THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS, INDUSTRIAL ENGiNEERING.
CURRICULUM IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Hours required for graduation: 134:1:

+ 4 P.E.

Sophomore Year
Fi rst Semester

Second Semester

Hrs.
Cr. lect.·Lab.
Math 264 Calc w/Coord Geom 4
(4-0)
Phys 261 Gen
(3-0)
3
Phys 263L Gen Lab
1
(0-3)
Econ 200 Pri n of
(3-0)
3
* Elective
(3-0)
3
or
Engl Elect
3
(3-0)
CE 202L Eng r Statics
(2-3)
3
17
1

PE
Moth 31 ) Engr Math
ME 301 Thermodynamics
ME 317 Fluid Mech
ME 314L Interm Dyn of Sol
or
ME 316L Space Flight Dyn
EE 202 Elect Eng r II
CE 302 Mech of Materials

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

ME 358L Desig n of Sol Sys
ME 363L Ana I of Fluid Sys
ME 351L ME Lab II
"ME 356 Indus Engr
or
tElective
'Elective
tElective

3
3
2
2
3
3
3

16 or 17

Cr.
Math 265 Calc w/Coord Geom 4
Phys 262 Gen
3
Phys 264L Gen lab
1
3
ME 206L Dynamics
*Elective
3
or
3
Engl Elect
EE 201 Elect Engr I
3

-17

(15-6)
PE

(3-0)

~
(15-6)

1

Junior Year
ME 302 Thermochem & Gas Dyn
(3-0)
(3-0)
ME 320 Heat Transfer
(3-0)
ME 357L Anal of Sol Sys
(2-3)
ME 318L ME Lab I
ME 370 Engr Mater Science
(2-3)
'Elective
(3-0)
(3-0)
(17-3)
Senior Year
(2-3)
ME 359L Mech Engr Des
(2-3)
ME 352L ME Lab III
(0-6)
tElective
(2-0)
or
"ME 356 Indus Engr
(3-0)
'Elective
(3-0)
tElective
(3-0)

(12-12)
or (13-12)

Hrs.
Lect.-Lab.
(4-0)
(3-0)
(0-3)
(2-3)
(3-0)

3
3
3
2
3
3

(3-0)
(3-0)
(2-3)
(0-6)
(3-0)
(3-0)

17

(14-9)

3

(1-6)
(0-6)
(3-0)

2

3

2
3
6

) 7 or ) 6

(2-0)
(3-0)
(6-0)
( 13-12)
or (12-12)

:j: Reduced for students placed ahead in freshman mathematics and/or English.
* Electives are to be chosen from the humanities and social sciences, with the approval of the
Department Chairman.
t Technical electives may be chosen from the following courses, ME 350, 355, 365, 367,
368, 375, 480, 490, 492, 494l and other engineering and science courses, with approval of the
Department Chairmon. Students enrolled in the ROTC programs moy, with approval of the Department Chairma n, su bstitute Aerospace Studies or Naval Science for up to 6 hours of technicol electives.
** Student electing both 350 and 355 may substitute a technical elective for 356.
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HE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS offers instruction in architecture, art, dance,
drama and music. Its courses are designed to advance understanding of
the arts as a vital force in civilization, to promote scholarship, and to provide advanced instruction for those who wish to enter professional careers in
architecture and in the fine arts.
The genera I (or liberal arts) curricula place principal emphasis upon the
historical and philosophical background of the arts, and are designed for students who seek a liberal education centered upon the arts. Students completing
all specified requirements in the general curricula receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts.
The curricula in art education and music education and the program leading
to teacher certification with a maior in dramatic art are offered in cooperation
with the College of Education. These curricula lead to the degrees of Bachelor
of Fine Arts in Art, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dramatic Art, and Bachelor of Music
Education.
The professiona I curricula are designed for students of high ability who have
serious professional intentions in architecture or the fine arts. Admission to these
curricula is limited 'and is separate from: (1) admission to the University; and
(2) admission to the College of Fine Arts. Requirements for admission to the
professional curricula are stated below. Students completing all specified requirements in the professional curricula receive one of the following degrees:
Architecture:
Art:
Dramatic Art:
Music:

Bachelor of
Bachelor of
Bachelor of
Bachelor of

Arts in Fine Arts, Bachelor of Architecture
Fine Arts in Art
Fine Arts in Dramatic Art
Music

For information regarding graduate study in art and music, leading to the
degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Fine Arts, Master of Music and Master of
Music Education, the Bulletin of the Graduate School should be consulted.

ADMISSION
All freshman students are admitted to the University College. A detailed
statement of entrance requirements is in the "Admission" section of this catalog.
ADMISSION FROM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Any student enrolled in the University College who wishes to transfer to the
College of Fine Arts is advised to follow during the freshman year the suggested
first-year curriculum in the particular field of his interest. The various curricula
are set forth in this section of the catalog.
The requirements for transfer from the University College to the College of
Fine Arts are:

1. Twenty-six hours of earned credit.
2.

(a) A sdolarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted;
or
(b) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted in the
previous 2 semesters of enrollment; provided that, if fewer than 26
189
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hours were attempted in the previous 2 semesters, a scholarship
index of at least 2.0 shall be required on all work attempted in as
many previous consecutive semesters as are necessary to bring the
student's total hours attempted to at least 30.
3.

A satisfactory score on the English Proficiency Examination (administered
by The University of New Mexico), or a grade of C or better in English
010, a non-credit course offered by the Department of English.

ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

In addition to the above requirements, students expecting to follow and
complete a curriculum leading to certification to teach are subject to the reqUirements for admission to teacher education listed on p. 156 in the College of
Education section of this catalog.
ADMISSION TO THE PROFESSIONAL CURRICULA

The requirements for admission to the professional curricula of the College
of Fine Arts are:

1. Completion of a minimum of 12 hours of specified prerequisite courses
(see departmental listings below) with a grade average of 2.5.
2.

Satisfaction of such additional proficiency requirements as may have
been established by the maior department.

Applications for admission to the professional curricula must be filed with
the Dean of the College of Fine Arts no less than eight weeks prior to the beginning of the semester in which such enrollment is to be effective.
If after a student is admitted to the professiona I curricula he fails to maintain
an average of 2.5 in all courses attempted in his major field of study, or if he is
placed on academic probation, the student will be excluded from the program.
Upon improvement in his grade average, the student may petition the Scholarship Committee of the College for readmission to the professional curricula.
TRANSFERS

A student will be eligible for transfer to the College of Fine Arts from other
degree-granting colleges of the University or from other accredited institutions
if he has completed at least 26 hours of acceptable college credit, and has a
scholarship index of 2.0* or better on all work attempted in the other degreegranting colleges or institutions. Students wishing to enter the Teacher Education
Programs or the Professional Curricula offered by the College of Fine Arts may
make application for admission to these programs and curricula during the first
semester after admission to the University.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
1. Completion of all course requirements outlined in one of the several curricula offered by the College.
2.

Completion of at least 40 hours in courses numbered 300 or above.

* Refer to p. 74 for the University's qualitative admission requirement for non-resident
transfers.
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3.

A scholarship index of 2.0 or higher, except that University College
hours not considered for admission to the College of Fine Arts and not
used in satisfaction of degree requirements may be excluded.

4.

If enrolled in a Teacher Education program, a grade-point average of
at least 2.3 in the maior teaching field.

5.

If enrolled in one of the Professional Curricula, a grade-point average
of at least 2,.5 in all courses taken in the major field of study.

6. Completion of the English Proficiency Requirement (see item 3 under
Admission, above).
7. Complet'lon of the Graduate Record Examination.
8.

Completion of the Group Requirements appropriate to the program or
curriculum in which the student is enrolled. These are described below.

9. Completion of an application for degree at the beginning of the first
semester of the senior year. This application is made in the Office of
the Dean.
The student is solely responsible for completing all reqUirements for
graduation.
The College of Fine Arts will not grant two undergraduate degrees to a
student unless he has completed a minimum of 30 semester hours in residence
subsequent to completion of all requirements for the first such degree.
GROUP REQUIREMENTS

General (liberal arts) curricula
Candidates for graduation in these curricula must have completed no fewer
than 60 hours in the following areas:
English 101 and 102
Natural Science or Mathematics
Social Science
Humanities
Fine Arts
Additional hours chosen from fine arts, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, natural science, speech, and
social science
Physical Education

6 hours

8
9
9
6

18

4
60

Teacher Education Programs
Candidates for graduation in these programs must have completed no
fewer than 48 hours in the following areas:
English 101 and 102
6 hours
Dramatic Art 101 or a course in Speech
3
Natural Science (including 3 hours in psychology and 8
11
hours of la boratory science chosen from courses offered
by the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Geology, and
Physics and Astronomy)
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Humanities and Social Science (including 3 hours in English
literature)
Fine Arts
* Additiona I hours chosen from fine arts, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, natural science, speech and
social science
Physical Education

12
3
9

4
48

Professional Curricula
Candidates for graduation in these curricula must have completed no fewer
than 48 hours in the following areas:
Engl~h 101 and 102
Natural Science or Mathematics
Socia I Science
Humanities and Fine Arts (including a minimum of 2 hours
in each area)
Additional hours chosen from fine arts, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, natural science, speech, and
socia I science
Physical Education

6 hours

8
6
9

15
4
48

A student may not take courses numbered 300 or above until he has completed at least 24 hours in satisfaction of the group requirements; a student who
has completed more than 24 hours but fewer than 44 hours may take courses
numbered 300 or above provided that he is concurrently enrolled in at least
one course (excluding P.E.) which will serve to reduce the remaining deficiency.
Exception to this rule can be made only with the written permission of the Dean
of the College.
The acceptability of transferred work toward fulfilling group requirements
will be determined by the Director of Admissions and the Dean of the College.
Students who accept an invitation to join in the General Studies program (see
p. 126) may apply their various seminars to satisfying appropriate requirements
as approved by the Dean of the College.
To clarify these requirements, the following definitions are given:
Natural Science. Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics, and
Psychology.
Social Science. Anthropology, Economics, Geography, Sociology, and Government and Citizenship.

Humanities. English literature, literature courses offered by the Department of
Modern and Classical Languages, History, and Philosophy.

* Maiars in Music Education may include 6 hours of music history or literature in satisfaction
of this requirement.
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Fine Arts. Architecture, Art, Dance, Drama, and Music; except that students
may not use courses in the field of their major in satisfaction of such
requirements.
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS

A departmental 11Onors program is offered in each of the departments of the
College of Fine Arts. A student who wishes to enter one of these programs should
so inform his department chairman prior to beginning his senior year.
Minimal requirements for graduation with Departmental Honors are as follows: (a) an over-all grade point average of 3.2; (b) completion of Fine Arts 490,
an interdepartmental proseminar; and (c) completion of the Senior Thesis course
offered by the student's major department.
For general information about departmental honors programs, see p. 127.
SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS
Students in the College of Fine Arts will be governed by the scholastic regulations given under "General Academic Regulations."
Students wish ing to enroll for more than 18 hours in a given semester must
first secure the written permission of the department chairman and then the approva I of the Dean of the College.
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
The College of Fine Arts offers work in four departments as listed below.
Descriptions of the courses will be found, listed by department, in the catalog
section, "Courses of Instruction." Courses in Dance are offered in the Department
of Music. An interdepartmental seminar is listed under "Fine Arts."

ARCHITECTURE
The professional curriculum described. below is designed to meet the academic requirements of a student who is undergoing training to enter the practice of arch itectu reo
The Department of Architecture does not offer a major in architecture under
the non-professiona I curriculum.
Students intending to study architecture should take in high school all of the
mathematics and Eng lish possible, as well as chemistry and physics. The mathematics should include a minimum of 2 units of algebra, 1 unit of plane geometry,
and Y2 unit of trigonometry or college-preparatory mathematics.
CURRICULA IN ARCH ITECTURE

The 5-year curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Architecture has
been replaced by a 6-year curriculum, described below.
Students enrolled in the 5-year curriculum prior to June 1966, should note
carefully the first paragraph under Degree Requirements, page 123 in this catalog. Students who have completed Arch. 241-242 may proceed toward graduation under the 5-year curriculum provided that there is no interruption in their
studies and provided further that Arch. 341 L is scheduled in 1966-67, Arch. 441 L
in 1967-68, and Arch. 491 L in 1968-69. For degree requirements in the 5-year
curriculum, students are referred to the catalog which, in terms of the paragraph
cited, governs their graduation.
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The Department does not offer a major in architecture under the General
(Liberal Arts) Curriculum of the College of Fine Arts. Students enrolled in the
Combined Curriculum prior to June 1966, should consult their advisers with respect to degree requirements.
PROFESSIONAL CURRICULUM LEADING TO THE DEGREES OF
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FINE ARTS AND BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE

The professional curriculum in Architecture leads to the degrees of Bachelor
of Arts in Fine Arts and Bachelor of Architecture. The former degree is granted
upon completion of 128 hours in prescribed courses; the latter upon completion
of an additional 62 hours, a total of 190 hours.
Freshman Year
* Art 103-104 Visual Fundamentals
*Arch 101 Architecture and Society
Engl 101 Writing w/Readings in Expos
Engl 102 Writing w/Readings in Lit
Math 162 Math for Physical Sciences
Math 122 Introduction to Finite Math
**Electives
Physical Education
Junior Year
tElements of Architecture
Contemporary Architectural Theory
and Its Sources
Building Assemblies and Services I
Structures I
Electives

6
3
3
3
4
4
6
2
31

8

4
4
6
11

Sophomore Year
*Arch 201-202 Fundamentals of Design
* Arch 261 Ancient & Medieval Arch
*Arch 262 Renaissance & Baroque Arch
* Art 130 Contemporary Art
Physics 111 General Physics
* * Electives
Physical Education

6
3
3
3
3
12
2
32

Senior Year
Architecture of the Community
1ntroduction to Plonning
Building Assemblies and Services II
Structures II
Electives

33

8
3
4
6
11
32

Upon completion of the senior year and graduation requirements as listed
on pp. 190-191, the student will receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts,
Before entering the fifth and/or sixth year of this curriculum, the student shall
have attained a level of proficiency satisfactory to the Architecture faculty.
Fifth Year
Advanced Problems in Architecture
Planning Studio
Working Drawings
Structures III
Landscape Architecture
Electives

12

3
3
4

4
6
32

Sixth Yeor
Thesis, Specialization in Architecture,
Landscape or Planning
Seminar
Professionol Proctice
Professional Electives

14

2
2
12
30

ART
The majors in art and art education offered by the College of Fine Arts are
described below. For a description of the major in art in the College of Arts
and Sciences and for minor study requirements, refer to the "Courses of Instruction" section, p. 235.

* Students applying for admission to the professional curriculum in Architecture must have
achieved a grade averoge of 2.5 or higher in the courses so marked (a total of 24 hours).
** Electives taken· during the freshman and sophomore years must include six hours chosen
from History 101-102, Philosophy 101-102; and six hours chosen from Anthropology 101-102,
Economics 100,200,201, Sociology 101, and Government 101. Electives in these and subsequent
years must include courses to satisfy fully the group requirements of the College of Fine Arts.
t Course numbers and content of this and subsequent courses in Architecture will be speci£led in the 1967-68 catalog.
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GENERAL (LIBERAL ARTS) CURRICULUM

A major in the history and criticism of art is offered under the general curriculum. It is also possible under this curriculum to combine study of art history
and criticism with a limited specialization in the studio area. Students enrolled
in the general curriculum may not use more than 30 hours in studio courses in
satisfaction of degree requirements. This curriculum leads to the degree of
Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts.
1. Group requirements, including as many semesters of one
foreign language as needed for completion of the intermediate courses (251, 252) in that language. For the student who chooses a language which he has not previously
studied, this ordinarily means a minimum of 4 semesters
(12 semester hours).

60 hours

2. Major in art, including courses 103, 104, 105, 130, 270,
271,272; 3 hours chosen from 213, 257, 263, 268, and
287; a nd a minimum of 12 hours chosen from courses in
art history and criticism numbered 300 or above.

48

3.

Electives

20
Total

128 hours

PROFESSIONAL CURRICULUM

A studio maior is offered under the professional curriculum. The following
courses must be completed with a grade' average of 2.5 or higher as prerequisites for adm ission to the professional curriculum: 103, 104, 105, 130, 270,
271; and 6 hours chosen from 213, 257, 263, 268 and 287. This curriculum
leads to the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art.
1. Group requirements, including 6 hours in a single modern or classical language

48 hours

2. Major ina rt, including the prerequisite courses listed
above; 205, 272; 9 hours chosen from courses in art
history and criticism numbered 300 or above; a minimum of 6 hours in advanced courses in a single studio
field; and 2 hours in courses 493 and/or 498.

60 hours

3.

20

Electives
Tota I

~12::-:8:-;-h-o-ur-s

CURRICULUM FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS
Freshman Year
Second Semester
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
3
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in lit
*Sac Sci
3
*Sac Sci
*Natural Science
4
*Natural Science
Art 103 Visual Fund
Art 104 Visual Fund
3
Art 105 Fund of Drawing
3
Art 270 Hist of Art I
Physical Ed
1
Physical Ed
17

3
3
4
3
3
1
17

* The student enrolled in the College of Fine Arts must satisfy all Group Requirements as
listed on p. 191. Electivs are also to be used to meet departmental minor requirements. A minor
may be selected from approved list shown on p. 174.
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Engl Lit
*Soc Sci
*Gen Elective
Art Ed 210 Creot Art in Sec Sch
Art 271 Hist of Art II
Physico I Ed

Sophomore Year
Spch 255 Pub Spkg
3
Ed Fdns 290 Foundo of Ed
3
*Psy 101 Gen Psy I
3
Art Ed 211 Creot Art in Sec Sch
3
Art 272 Hist of Art III
3
Physical Ed
1

16

16

Ed Fdns 300 Hum Grwth & Dev
Sec Ed 301 Foundo of
Art Ed 320 Pre-tchg Exp in Art
Art, Studio
Art Elective

Junior Year
Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classrm
3
*Gen Elective
3
Art Ed 434 Tchg Art in Sec Sch
3
Art, Studio
6
Art Elective (above 300)
2

3
3
3
6
2
17

17

Ed Fdns 415 Philos of Ed
*Gen Electives
Art Electives (obove 300)

3
3
3
3
3
1

Senior Year
3
ttSec Ed 461 Stu Tchg in Sec Sch
6
*Geri Electives (above 300)

6
6

7
12

16

DRAMATIC ART
For curricula leading to the B.F.A. in Dramatic Art and the B.A. in Fine Arts,
see below.
For major study in the College of Education, and for minor study requirements, refer to the "Courses of Instruction" section, p. 255.
PROFESSIONAL CURRICULA IN DRAMATIC ART

(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dramatic Art. Hours required for graduation, 132.)
Requirements for admission to the professiona I curricula: satisfactory completion of all courses specified for the freshman and sophomore years with a
grade average of 2.5 in all courses in Dramatic Art.
Freshman Year
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Soc Sci Elective
DA 101 Voice & Diction
DA 115 Theotre Appreciotion
DA 129 Stagecraft or 140 Makeup
Physical Ed

3
3

3
3
3
1

Second Semester
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
Soc Sci Elective
DA 102 Voice ond Diction
DA 116 Theotre Apprec
DA 129 Stogecroft or 140 Makeup
Physical Ed

16

Art Elective
Math or Nat Sci
DA 255 Stage Lighting
DA 275 Tech Prod
DA 285 Acting Tech
Physical Ed

Sophomore Year
Music Elective
3
Math or Nat Sci
4
DA 256 Stage Lighting·
3
DA 276 Tech Prod
3
DA 286 Acting Tech
3
Physical Ed
1
17

3
3
3
3
3
1
16

3
4
3
3
3
1
17

* The student enrolled in the College of Fine Arts must satisfy all Group Requirements as
listed on p. 191. Electives are also to be used to meet departmental minor requirements. A minor
may be selected from approved list shown on p. 174.
tt Student teaching may be divided between the 2 semesters of the senior year.
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Junior Year
Engl Lit Elective
DA 305 Rehearsal & Perform
DA 335 Theatre Hist
DA 385 Costume Design
Philosophy Elective

3
3
3
3
3

Psych 101 Gen Psych I
DA 306 Rehearsal & Perform
DA 336 Theatre Hist
DA 386 Costume Design
English Lit Elective
Electives

15
DA 375 Scene Design
DA 361 Adv Rehea rs & Perform
Engl Lit 441 or 442 Shakespeare
Electives

3
3
3
3
3
2
17

Senior Year
DA 376 Scene Design
3
DA 362 Adv Rehears & Perform
3
Engl Lit Elective above 300
3
Electives above 300
8
Other Electives
17

3
3

3
4
4
17

EMPHASIS IN TELEVISION-RADiO

Students who wish the B.F.A. in Dramatic Art with an Emphasis in TelevisionRadio may substitute the following courses for 18 hours of the required Dramatic
Art courses as Iisted in the above curriculum: Speech 251, 265, and 6 hours
selected from 465 ar 466, and 480; Dramatic Art 351 and 352. All course substitutions and the sequence in which all courses are to be taken shall follow a
curriculum pattern established by the Department of Dramatic Art.
PUBLIC SCHOOL CERTI FICATiON

(Curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dramatic Art and
meeting the requirements for provisional secondary teachers certificate in New
Mexico.) In addition to the course requirements listed below, see also requirements for admission to teacher education listed on pp. 156-157 in the College of
Education section of this catalog.
Freshman Year
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Soc Sci Elective
DA 101 Voice and Diction
DA 115 Theatre Apprec
DA 129 Stagecraft or 140 Makeup
Physical Ed

3
3
3
3
3
1

Second Semester
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdngs in Lit
Soc Sci Elective
DA 102 Voice and Diction
Fine Arts Elective
DA 129 Stagecroft or 140 Makeup
Physical Ed

1

16

16
DA 275 Tech Prod
DA 255 Stage Lighting
DA 285 Acting Tech
Natural Science
Psych 101 Gen Psych
Physical Ed

3
3
3
3
3

Sophomore Year
DA 276
3
DA 256
3
DA 286
3
Natural
4
Ed Fdns
3
1
Physical

Tech Prod
Stoge Lighting
Acting Tech
Science
290 Founda of Ed
Ed

17

3
3
3
4
3
1
17

Junior Year
Philos Elective
Ed Fdns 300 Hum G rwth & Dev
DA 305 Rehearsa I and Perform
DA 385 Costume Design
Engl 253 Surv of Engl Lit
Engl 264 Inform Writing

3

3
3
3
3
3
18

Engl 254 Surv of Engl Lit
Engl Lit Elect above 300
DA 306 Rehearsal and Perform
DA 335 or 336 Theatre Hist
Ed Fdns 310 Learn & Classroom
Sec Ed 30 I Founda of Sec Ed

3
3
3

3
3

3
18
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Senior Year

DA 361 Adv Rehears & Perform
DA 375 Scene Design
Sec Ed 310 Mat & Meth of Tch
Engl Lit Elective
Engl 441 or 442 Shakespeare

3
3
3

3
3

DA 362 Adv Rehears & Perform
Sec Ed 461 Stu Tchg in Sec Sch
Educ Elective
Engl Lit Elective above 300

3
6

3
3
15

15

GENERAL CURRICULUM IN DRAMATIC ART

(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts. Hours required for
graduation, 128.)
College of Fine Arts Group
(Liberal Arts) Curriculum

Requirements for General
60 hours

Dramatic Art Courses
101, 102, 115, 116, 129, 140, 255, 256, 275, 276, 285,
286, 305, 306, 335, 336.
English Literature Courses
To be chosen from: English 339, 437,441,442,448.

48

9

11

Electives
Total

128 hours

It is strongly urged that the student broaden his field of study by choosing
electives from the curricula of other colleges of the University, especially courses
in the social sciences, so as to gain better insight into the problems of contemporary society.
In addition to the planned course of study, students of the Department are
required to participate in all phases of production of three-act and one-act
plays. So far as is possible, this work is correlated to class work.
In lieu of courses not offered during certain terms, substitutions made with the
advice of the Chairman of the Department will be accepted.

MUSIC
The Department of Music offers professional curricula leading to the degree
of Bachelor of Music and a curriculum in music education leading to the degree
of Bachelor of Music Education; for requirements in these curricula, see below.
The Department does not offer a major in music under the General (Liberal
Arts) Curriculum.
For minor study requirements in music and in creative dance and choreography, refer to the "Courses of Instruction" section, p. 334.
NASM MEMBERSHIP

The University of New Mexico is a member of the National Association of
Schools of Music. The requirements for entrance and for graduation as set forth
in this catalog are in accordance with the published regulations of the National
Association of Schools of Music.
PROGRAM FOR FRESHMAN YEAR IN MUSIC DURING
ENROLLMENT IN THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Completion of courses 105, 106, 107, and 108; and 4 hours in Applied
Music (a total of J2 hours) with a grade-point average of 2.5 or higher is pre-
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requisite to admission to the professional curricula in music. Freshmen in all
music curricula, except Music Education, should enroll for the following courses:
Engl 101, 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos & Lit
Mus 105, 106, Music T~eory I & II
Mus 107, 108, Ear Training I & II
Physical Education
One of the following:
Social Science
Language
Mathematics or Science

1

J

12 hours each
Semester

In the follOWing curricula freshmen should enroll for additional courses as
indicated:
Applied music, Instrumental
Music 119, 120 (major instrument)
Ensemble
Applied music, vocal
Music 119, 120
Music 119, 120 (piano)
Theory and Composition
Music 119, 120 (piono)
Music 155 (Orch Instrum) each
semester
Ensemble eacn semester
Music Literature
Music 119, 120 (piano)
Music 155 (Orch Instrum) each
semester
Ensemble eacn semester

}

3 hours each
semester

3 hours each
semester

3 hours each
semester

3 hours each
semester

Freshmen in Music Education should enroll for the following courses:
CURRICULUM FOR STUDENTS PREPARING TO TEACH
MUSIC IN GRADES 1-12
Freshman Year
Fi rst Semester
Second Semester
English 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
3
Science
4
Science
Mus 105 Music Theory I
2
Mus 106 Music Theory II
Mus 107 Ear Training I
Mus 108 Ear Training II
2
Applied Mus Elective
Applied Mus Elective
3
Ensemble Elective
Ensemble Elective
1
PE Activity
PE Activity
1
15
1 PE

+

3
4
2
2
3
1
____ 1
15

+ 1 PE

FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION IN MUSIC
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music.)
THEORY AND COMPOSITION (132 hours)
ReqUired subject areaS (48 hours): English 101 and 102,6 hrs.; natural science or mathematics,
8 hrs.; social science, 6 hrs.; humanities and fine arts, 9 hrs.; additional hours chosen from
fine arts, foreign languages, humanities, mathematics, natural science, speech and
social science, 15 hrs.; physical education, 4 hrs.
Applied music (14 hours): Piano, 8 hrs.; orchestra instruments, 155,4 hrs.; voice, 2 hrs.; and
completion of Mus 319.
Theory (32 hours): 105, 106, 107, 108, 205, 206, 207, 208, 309, 310, 405, 406, 409, 410,
453, and 463 or 467.
Conducting (4 hours): 263,264, and 457 or 458.
History and literature (16 hours): 271. 272,311,312, plus 8 additional hrs.
Ensemble: 6 hours.
Elective: 12 hours.
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APPLIED MUSIC (PIANO OR ORGAN) (132 hours)
Required subject areas (48 hours): English 101 and 102, 6 hrs.; natural science or mathematics,
8 hrs.; social science, 6 hrs.; humanities and fine arts, 9 hrs.; additional haurs chosen from
fine arts, foreign languages, humanities, mathematics, natural science, speech and
social science, 15 hrs.; physical education, 4 hrs.
Applied Music (30 hours): 28 hours in piano (or organ); 2 hours in orchestral instruments
(155); and campletion of Mus 402.
Theory (26 hours): 105, 106,107,108,205,206,207,208,309,310,405,406,453.
Conducting (2 hours): 263, 264.
History and literature (16 hours): 271,272,311,312,449, plus 6 additional hrs.
Ensemble: 8 hours, including 2 semesters of 237 and 1 of 395.
Elective: 2 hours.
APPLIED MUSiC (INSTRUMENTAL, OTHER THAN PIANO OR ORGAN) (J32 hours)
Required subject areas (48 hours): English 101 and 102, 6 h rs.; natural science or mathematics,
8 hrs.; social science, 6 hrs.; humanities and fine arts, 9 hrs.; additional hours chosen
from fine arts, foreign languages, humanities, mathematics, natural science, speech
and social science, 15 hrs.; physical education, 4 hrs.
Applied Music (34 hours): 28 hours in major instrument, 4 hours in piano, 2 hours in Music
155; and completion of Mus 402.
Theory (26 hours): 105, 106, 107, 108,205,206,207,208,309,310,405,406,453.
Conducting (2 hours): 263, 264.
History and literature (14 hours): 271, 272, 311, 312, plus 6 additional hours.
Ensemble: 8 hours.
APPLIED MUSIC (VOCAL) (132 hours)
Required subject areas (48 hours): English 101 and 102,6 hrs.; natural science or mathematics,'
8 hrs.; social science, 6 hours.; humanities and fine arts, 9 hrs.; additional hours chosen
from fine arts, foreign languages, humanities, mathematics, natural science, speech and
social science, 15 hrs.t; physical education, 4 hrs.
Applied Music (38 hours): Voice, 28 hours; piano, 4 hrs.; plus 230, 4 hrs.; and 387, 2 hrs.;
and completion of Mus 402.
Theory (26 hours): 105,106,107,108,205,206,207,208,309,310,405,406,453.
Conducting (2 hours): 263, 264.
History and literature (12 hours): 271, 272, 311, 312, 447, plus 2 additional hrs.
Ensemble (6 hours): chorus, 4 hrs.; ensemble elective, 2 hrs.
APPLIED MUSIC PEDAGOGY (128 hours)
Required subject areas (48 hours): English 101 and 102,6 hours; natural science or mathematics, 8 hours; social science, 6 hours; humanities and fine arts, 9 hours; additional
hours chosen from fine arts, foreign languages, humanities, mathematics, natural science,
speech, and social sciences, 15 hours; physical education, 4 hrs.
Applied music (28 hours): completion of Music 402.
Theory (26 hours): 105, 106, 107, 108,205,206,207,208,309,310,405,406,453.
Conducting (2 hours): 263, 264.
History and literature (12 hours): 271, 272, 311, 312; other music literature, 4 hours.
Music Pedagogy (4 hours): 388, 389.
Ensemhle: 8 hours
MUSIC LITERATURE (132 hours)
Required subject areas (48 hours): English 101 and 102, 6 hrs.; natural science or mathematics, 8 hrs.; social science, 6 hrs.; humanities and fine arts, 9 hrs.; additional hours
chosen from fine arts, foreign languages, humanities, mathematics, natural science,
speech and social science, l5 hrs.*; physical education, 4 hrs.
Applied Music (8 hours): Piano, 4 hrs.; elective, 4 hrs.; and completion of Mus 319.
Theory (28 hours): 105, 106, 107, 108, 205, 206, 207, 208, 309, 310, 405, 406, 453, 463
or 467.
Conducting (2 hours): 263, 264.
History and literature (24 hours): 271,272,311,312, plus 16 additional hours.
Ensemble: 6 hours.
Electives: 16 hou rs.

t Student must complete 12 hours (or the equivalent) in anyone, or any combination, of
these languages: French, German, or Italian.
* Must complete foreign language 252.
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CONCENTRATION IN MUSIC EDUCATION
(Leading to t~e degree of Bachelor of Music Education.)
CURRICULUM FOR STUDENTS PREPARING TO TEACH
MUSIC IN GRADES 1-12 (133 ~ours)
(Qualifies the graduate for t~e Music Certificote.)
Required subject areas (48 ~ours): Englis~ 101 and 102, 6 ~rs.; Dramatic Art 101 ar a
course in speech, 3 hrs.; natural science (including 3 hrs. in psychology and 8 hrs. of
laboratory science chosen from courses offered by the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Geology, and Physics and Astronomy), 11 hrs.; humanities and social science
(includi ng 3 h rs. in English literature), 12 hrs.; fine arts, 3 hrs.; tadditional hours
chosen from fine arts, foreign languages, humanities, mathematics, natural science,
speech and sociol scier.ce, 9·hrs.; physical education, 4 hrs.
Professional Education (24 hours): Ed Faunda 290, 3 hrs.; Ed Faunda 300, 3 hrs.ep; Music
Ed. 293, 294, 445, 446, 8 hrs.; Music 264, 1 hr.; Elem. Ed. 400, 3 hrs.; Sec. Ed. 461,
462, 6 hrs.
Music (61 hau rsl:
Theory (24 hours): 105, 106, 107, 108, 205, 206, 207, 208, 309, 310, 453, plus 2 hrs.
selected from 405, 406, 409, 463, 467.
History and literature (2 hrs. plus 6 hrs. required subjects): 271, 272, 311, 312.
Applied Music: 22 hours; and completion of Mus 319.
Conducting (5110urs): 263, 313, 314, and 457 or 458.
Ensemb Ie: 8 hours.

Students majoring in music education who wish also to obtain general certification in elementary education should inquire of their advisers. To complete requirements for both certificates requires more than a four-year program.
"PIANO PROFICIENCY

Before graduation every candidate for the bachelor's degree must demonstrate proficiency at the piano by successfully passing an examination. This
examination should be taken before the junior standing examination, upon
written appl ication to the Department Chairman. Students should consult adviser
for graduation req uirements.

t Mojors in Music Educotion may include 6 ~ours of music history or literature in satisfaction of this requirement.
ep In addition, Ed Founda 310 should be scheduled if possible.
*" For Praficiency Examination in Music Education, see p. 336.

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
RADUATE WORK leading to the master's degree is offered in the following fields: Anthropology, Art, Art Education, Biology, Business
Administration, Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Civil Engineering,
Comparative Literature, Economics, Educational Administration, Electrical Engineering, Elementary Education, English, French, Geology, Government, Guidance
and Counseling, History, Industrial Administration, International Affairs, LatinAmerican Studies, Mathematics, Mechanical Engineering, Music, Music Education, Nuclear Engineering, Philosophy, Physical Education, Physics, Portuguese,
Psychology, Recreation, Secondary Education, Sociology, Spanish, Teaching of
Home Economics, Teaching of Industrial Subjects, Teaching of Science (or
Mathematics), Teaching of Spanish, and Speech.
The degree of Master of Fine Arts is offered.
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy is offered in American Studies, Anthropology, Biology, Chemistry, Economics, Education, Engineering, English, Geology,
History, Ibero-American Studies, Mathematics, Medical Science, Physics, Psychology, and Spanish. The degree of Doctor of Education is offered in Education.
Prospective applicants should contact the Graduate School and the chairman of the department concerned.

G

ADMISSION, FELLOWSHIPS, TRAINEESHIPS, AND ASSISTANTSHIPS
Graduates of any recognized college or university may apply for admission
to the Graduate School. All communications regarding admission, as well as all
inquiries concerning graduate study, should be addressed to the Dean of the
Graduate School.
A formal application is required of all students, including graduates of The
University of New Mexico, who seek admission to the Graduate School. Application blanks and the Graduate School Bulletin may be obtained by writing to the
Dean of the Graduate School. Applicants from other institutions must have two
transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate work sent directly to the Graduate
Office from each institution preViously attended. Even though a master transcript
may carry records from other institutions, University regulations require that these
records be sent from each institution. Transcripts in the possession of students will
not be accepted for entrance purposes. In order to be assured of consideration
for admission, students should have their applications, transcripts, and the $10.00
application fee on file in the Graduate Office at least two months in advance
of the beginning date of the session in which they plan to enroll. The final
deadlines for receipt of applications and all reqUired credentials are: for
Semester 1, July 15; for Semester II, January 1; for the Summer Session, May 1.
Failure to observe this requirement may result in denial of permission to register.
No student is assured of admission until he has received official notification of
admission from the Dean of the Graduate School and from the Director of Admissions.
Although each application is reviewed individually, in general an over-all
average of near B and no less than a full B average in the intended major
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field are required for admission to degree status and consideration for financial
aid. For status categories, consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
Fellowships, traineeships, and assistantships are available for well-qualified,
degree-seeking graduate students. Application deadline for financial aid is
Februa ry 15, 1967.
The Graduate School reserves the right to refuse admission to any student
for scholastic as well as non-scholastic reasons.
GRADUATE CREDIT FOR WORK TAKEN AS AN UNDERGRADUATE OR IN EXTENSION AND
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

The University accepts no correspondence credit toward its advanced degrees.
A minimum of extension credit from The University of New Mexico is acceptable,
but no extension credit may be transferred from other institutions.
Graduate credit for work taken as a senior may be granted, prOVided the
applicant (1) is within ten hours of the baccalaureate degree, (2) is taking
sufficient work to complete the requirements for the degree during that semester.
Requests for obtaining graduate credit for 300- and 400-level courses ordinarily
will not be considered unless the student has an over-all grade-point average
of not less than 3.0 on a 4-point scale. In order to be admitted to a 500-level
course, the student must have an average of not less than 3.0. Generally, the
total amount of graduate work is not permitted to exceed 6 hours per semester,
or 3 hours in the summer session. A student wishing to take graduate work on
this basis must obtain in advance the approval of the maior department and of
the Dean of the Graduate School for the courses in which he desires to receive
graduate cred it.
INFORMATION

For further information regarding advanced work, the conditions under
which higher degrees may be obtained, and fellowships and assistantships, consult the Graduate School Bulletin or the Graduate Office.

SCHOOL OF lAW

T

HE STATE BAR of New Mexico having previously adopted a resolution to
that end, and the Legislature of New Mexico having made financial provision, the Regents of The University of New Mexico, on March 31, 1947, as
expressly authorized by Laws 1889, Ch. 138, Sec. 15, approved the establishment
of a School of Law. The School is fully accredited: it was approved by the
American Bar Association on February 24, J948, and membership in the Association of American Law Schools was granted in December 1948. The School
offers a curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.).
Information concerning the School is found in the School of Law Bulletin
which may be obtained by writing to the Dean of the School of Law, J915 Roma
N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106.

ADMISSION
A formal application of the School of Law must be filed by all students,
both beginning and transfer. Beginning students are accepted for the fall
semester only.
The School of Law is continually concerned not only with its own curriculum
but also with the quality of prelegal education and with the continuing selfeducation which should be pursued by all members of the profession. In consequence, it is urged that students enter the School with as broad a cultural and
educational background as possible. Accordingly, the basic requirement for
admission is a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or university,
although students with a better-than-average undergraduate record and a
demonstrated aptitude for law study may be admitted upon completion of threefourths of the work reqUired for a baccalaureate degree and exceptional students may be permitted to enter upon a 6-year combined course of college and
law school study leading to the acquisition of a B.A. or B.S. and the LL.B. degrees.
All applicants for admission to the School of Law are required to take the
Educational Testing Service's Law School Admission Test (LSAT); to avoid delay
on application, the test should be taken no later than April preceding the fall
semester for which application is made.
Two transcripts of all work done at other institutions must be sent directly
to the Dean of the School of Law.
An evaluation of the applicant's chance of success in the study of law and
in the profession is based on the aptitude test, the undergraduate record, and
other factors.

STUDENT AIDS
See the School of Law Bulletin for scholarships, prizes, awards, and loans
available to law students.

ADDITIONAL EXPENSES
All students registered in the School of Law
versity of New Mexico Student Bar Association
addition to the University's tuition and fees for
membership dues for the Association. The current
able to the School of Law at registration.
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become members of The Uniand are expected to pay, in
residents or for non-residents,
dues are $7.50 per year, pay-

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE for The University of New Mexico was approved
in 1960, and a grant for the initial development of the school was made
available by the Kellogg Foundation in the same year. The New Mexico
Legislature made a token appropriation toward support of the school at its 1961
session and in 1963 provided major support for future development. The School
of Medicine enrolled its first entering class in the fall of 1964 and progress to
the third year, and subsequent full four-year program was approved in 1966.

A

FACILITIES

The Medical Sciences Building is now being constructed on the north campus
in close approximation to the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital. This hospital, together with the Albuquerque Veterans Administration Hospital, provides the
primary resources for introductory student experience in clinical medicine. The
Library of the Medical Sciences is housed in a bUilding immediately north of
the Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital and across the street from the site of the
Medical Sciences Bui Iding. Student laboratories, including the gross anatomy
laboratory, lecture room, and faculty offices and laboratories at present occupy two additional bUildings in the same block.

PROGRAM
The School of Medicine is a professional and graduate school of the Uni~
versity. In addition to providing education in the basic and clinical sciences for
the Doctor of Medicine degree, opportunities are available for work leading to
a Doctor of Ph i1osophy degree. Further resources for medical education at the
internship, resident, and post-graduate education levels are offered through
hospitals associated with the University program.
The educational program provides a unified experience in the biological
science areas basic to medicine: anatomy, biochemistry, physiology, microbiology, pathology, pharmacology, clinical laboratory medicine, and an early
introduction to cI in ical medicine through seminars, history-taking and phYSical
diagnosis. The school program is planned to take advantage of recent advances in medical teaching, early involvement of the student in research, and
multi-disciplinary approaches when appropriate. It is designed to provide an
environment in which each medical student can develop to the level of his
highest potential. The ability to recognize and achieve excellence is considered
a primary attribute, whether a student will eventually become a practicing
physician, a teacher, or a research scientist.

ADMISSION
The first few entering classes will be limited to 24 students. An eventual class
size of 48 students is planned. The requirements for admission parallel those of
most approved medical schools in this country. It is probable that a special admission plan will be developed for exceptionally talented students at The University of New Mexico who wish to identify themselves early in college with a
career in the area of human biological science or medicine.
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In general, the admission requirements include a bachelor's degree from
an accredited institution with a major field of concentration in an academic discipline within the arts and science college. Students who major in the humanities
or social sciences are given equal consideration with those who major in the
sciences, providing, of course, they have shown the ability to handle scientific
material effectively.
In addition to the general requirements indicated above, the following specific courses must be taken:
General Chemistry, including laboratory, one year;
Organic Chemistry, including laboratory, one year;'
General Biology, including laboratory, one year;
General Physics, including laboratory, one year;
College Mathematics, one year. Mathematics through calculus is strongly
recommended.
The courses taken to fulfill the specific requirements listed above should be those
required of students majoring in the respective fields.
Applicants are required to take the Medical College Admission Test, preferably in May of their junior year, and in most instances an interview with the
Committee on Admissions of the School of Medicine is necessary.
Exceptions to the general requirements outlined above may be made fo'r
special program students, for qualified students who wish to enter medical
school after only 3 years of college, and at the discretion of the Committee on
Admissions.
Preference for admission is given to qualified applicants who are residents of New Mexico or of regional states which do not have their own medical
schools and which participate in the Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education student exchange program.
Admission materials may be obtained by writing to the Dean of the School
of Medicine. It is recommended that applications be filed not later than December 1 of the year preceding anticipated enrollment.

FEES
Application Fee $5. Non-refundable.
Tuition-see p. 81.

INFORMATION REQUESTS
Inquiries are welcome and interested students may write or call at the Office
of the Dean, School of Medicine.

COLLEGE OF NURSING

T

HE PURPOSE of the College of Nursing is to provide opportunities for
students to acquire the basic knowledge and skills which they will use as
professional nurses in giving nursing care, in helping individuals and
families to understand their responsibilities for the maintenance of health and
the prevention of disease, and in working with members of other health professions toward the goal of health for individuals and communities.
METHODS

The purpose of the College of Nursing is achieved through general liberal
arts courses which contribute to the cultural development of students, through
professionally-related courses in the natural sciences and the social sciences
which provide a foundation for professional courses, and through professional
courses which incorporate specific nursing content.
Beginning in the sophomore year and increasing in the junior and senior
years, students have opportunities to correlate and apply their cumulative
knowledges and skills as they are supervised in the nursing care of individuals
and families in hospitals, homes, and clinics.
ACCREDITATION

The basic program in nursing was first accredited by the National League
for Nursing in December 1959. The accreditation includes approval of preparation in public healHl nursing.
LICENSURE OF GRADUATES

Graduates of the College of Nursing are eligible to take the State Board
Examinations which provide the legal basis for becoming registered nurses.
OPPORTUNITIES IN NURSING

In New Mexico and throughout the country, there is urgent need for professional nurses in all categories of service. The continuing expansion of hospital
facilities and publ ic health programs demands increasing numbers of staff
nurses, head nurses, supervising nurses, nursing administrators, and teachers
of nursing.
Graduates of the College-of Nursing will be prepared to accept beginning
staff positions in hospitals, out-patient departments, health departments, visiting nurse associations, industries, schools, and the military services. Graduates
may also become head nurses in hospitals after suitable experience.
Supervisory, administrative, and teaching positions in hospitals, health departments, and schools of nursing require advanced preparation. Those graduates of the College of Nursing who wish preparation beyond the baccalaureate
program will be qualified to seek the master's degree in the special nursing
field of their choice.

ADMISSION
All students seeking admission to the College of Nursing must meet requirements for adm ission to the University.
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Freshman students are admitted to the University College. A detailed statement of entrance requirements is in the "Admission and Registration" section of
this catalog.

A~MISSION

FROM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Students are advised to request transfer to the College of Nursing as early
in the program as possible.
Transfer from the University College to the College of Nursing requires:
1. Twenty-six hours of earned credit acceptable toward the nursing degree.

2. (a) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted;
or
(b) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted in the previous 2 semesters of enrollment; provided that, if fewer than 26 hours
were attempted in the previous 2 semesters, a scholarship index of
at least 2.0 shall be required on all work attempted in as many previous consecutive semesters as are necessary to bring the student's total
hours attempted to at least 30.
3.

Each student must make a satisfactory score on the English Proficiency
Examination (administered by The University of New Mexico), or make a
grade of C or better in English 010, a non-credit course offered by the
Department of English.

4.

Each student must make a high enough score on the mathematics section of the American College Testing Program to be eligible for Mathematics 160 or 162.

5.

Each student who is already a registered nurse must make a satisfactory
score on the Graduate Nurse Examination, Plan C, of the National
League for Nursing.

TRANSFERS

Students seeking to be accepted as transfer students must meet requirements
for admission to the University.
Students transferring from other accredited collegiate institutions with fewer
than 50 semester hours of credit acceptable to this University are not directly
admissible to the College of Nursing. Such students will be enrolled at least
one semester in University College.
Students seeking to transfer from other degree-granting colleges in the
University must present at least 26 semester hours of acceptable credit with a
scholastic index of 2.0 or better on all work attempted while enrolled in the
other degree-granting college.
To challenge a course, the student seeks the approval of the Dean of the
College of Nursing for an opportunity to give evidence of knowledge of the
content of the course. For specific College regulations governing the procedure
for challenging courses, consult the Dean.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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REGISTERED NURSES

Graduates of approved diploma or associate degree schools of nursing may
apply for admission to the University by the routine procedure. These students
may apply for admission to the College of Nursing from the University College
upon attainment of a satisfactory score on the Graduate Nurse Examination,
Plan C, of the National League for Nursing, and satisfactory completion of the
other requirements listed above.
The student may request admission to appropriate upper-division nursing
courses following satisfactory completion of lower division required courses and
specific prerequisites.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Students in the nursing program follow the general policies and procedures
described in the appropriate sections of this catalog and the specific regulations
included in the section, "College of Nursing." All students are responsible for
compliance with rules and regulations set forth in this catalog.
HONORS PROGRAMS

The General Honors Program (leading to graduation with Honors in General Studies) is available to qualified students in the nursing program. For information see p. 126.
A Departmenta I Honors program is available to qualified students in the
College of Nursing.
The purposes of the Departmental Honors program are: (1) to intensify and
deepen the student's knowledge in nursing; (2) to put this specialized knowledge
into better relationship with knowledge in related fields and in the larger general area of nursing; (3) to bring the student under closer guidance of, and into
closer acquaintance with, teachers in nursing. The student enters the program
during the junior year. Qualifications include a scholastic index of 3.2 on all
work taken and in all nursing courses. Transfer students must have earned at
least 15 semester hours at the University.
Minimal requirements for graduation with Departmental Honors are as follows: (a) an over-all scholastic index of 3.2; (b) 3 hours each in Independent
Study and in Senior Thesis in addition to the usual requirements for the degree;
(c) at least 60 earned credits at the University. The level of honors at which the
candidate shall be graduated is at the discretion of the faculty of the College of
Nursing.
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

Zimmerman library, the general University libra:"y, is available to students
in nursing.
The Library of the Medical Sciences includes nursing and medical publications.
Classrooms located on the main campus and in the clinical facilities are used
fornursing classes.
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CLINICAL FACILITIES

Facilities for clinical instruction include: Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital,
Bataan Memorial Methodist Hospital, Presbyterian Hospital Center, Veterans
Administration Hospital, Bernalillo County Health Department, Albuquerque
Public Schools, and the Chapman Nursing & Convalescent Home, Inc. All facilities are in greater Albuquerque.
Selected observational experiences are arranged at The Rehabilitation
Center; Public Health Service, Indian Health Division; New Mexico State Hospital; and New Mexico Department of Public Health.
STUDENT SERVICES

All services concerned with student welfare and activities are under the
coordinating supervision of the Dean of Students. For descriptions of services
and programs see "Student Services" section in this catalog.
Athletic, cultural, recreational, religious, and social activities of the University are available to all students. The Student Nurse Association is the professional organization open to all students in the nursing program.
Academic advisers assigned for students in the nursing program are normally from among the faculty in the College of Nursing.
Students are responsible for their living arrangements and costs. Nursing
students must comply with the University regulations as stated in the "Student
Housing" section of this catalog.
HEALTH PROGRAM

Students in the College of Nursing follow the requirements for medical examinations described in the "Admission and Registration" section of this catalog
and use the Health Service described in the "Student Services" section of this
catalog. Nursing students are required to carry insurance for hospitalization
and medical care. Students who do not have health insurance policies will find
an adequate policy available through the University. It may be purchased at
the time of registration.
Students are required to present health and immunization records, as
specified by the College of Nursing, when they register for nursing practice
courses.
Students who are pregnant at the time of registration are not eligible to
enroll in nursing courses which include clinical practice.
UNIFORMS

Students are required to purchase the uniforms which are worn in nursing
practice periods. Uniforms are available at the Associated Students' Bookstore
and may be purchased at the time of registration.

ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
Students in the nursing program are subject to the general regulations of the
University (see section, "General Academic Regulations") and to specific academic regulations in the College of Nursing.
Students enrolled in the College of Nursing are expected to be progressing
toward the Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree.
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Students are required to maintain an average of 2.0 or better for all courses*
attempted while registered in the College of Nursing. No student will be per• mitted to enroll in the upper-division nursing courses in the junior or senior
year unless the scholastic index is 2.0 or better. Students are required to maintain an average of CIt least 2.0 for all nursing courses. A student must h~ve a
grade of C or better in each upper-division clinical nursing course in order to
progress to the sequential nursing course.
To enroll in an upper-division nursing course the student must have had the
prerequisite nursing course during the year immediately preceding or must
give evidence of knowledge of the content in the prerequisite course before
being permitted to enroll in the upper-division nursing course.
Maximum credit load for which a student may register is 18 semester hours.
The College of Nursing reserves the right to request a student to withdraw
for unprofessional c'Onduct or unsafe nursing practice.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing is granted to basic and registered nurse students on fulfillment of the following requirements:
1. Completion of 127 semester hours of course work including the prescribed
curriculum.
2. Completion of 4 semester hours of physical education in accord with the
University requirement.
3. Completion of at least 60 semester hours of upper-division course work.
Such courses are numbered above 300.
4. Completion of the Graduate Record Examination.
5. For minimum residence requirements, see "Degree Requirements" in the
section of this catalog entitled "General Academic Regulations."
6. Unanimous recommendation for the degree by the faculty of the College of Nursing.

CURRICULUM
Descriptions of the courses offered will be found, listed by departments, in the
catalog section "Courses of Instruction." Prerequisites are included in the course
descri ptions.
Students planning to complete degree requirements within the time allotted
will, while freshmen, complete the courses outlined for the freshman year.
Students who participate in the General Honors program may apply General Studies seminars to satisfy appropriate requirements upon approval by the
Dean, College of Nursing.
Students who wish to make substitutions in the program are required to
present their plans in writing .
• Exclusive of hours in nonprofessional physical education and ensemble music.
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Freshman Year

First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Chem 101 L Gen Chem
Bioi 101 L Gen Bioi
Soc 101 Intro to
Physical Education
14

4
4
3
1

+ 1 PE

Sophomore
4
4
3
3
3
1

Chem 281 Integ Org & Biochem
Bioi 393L Gen Bacteriology
Psych 101 Gen Psych I
Soc 225 Struc & Func of Family
Nursing 251 L Family Nursing
Physical Education
17

Nurs 303L Med-Surg Nurs
Psych 311 Developmental
Engl 282 Amer Lit

3

Second Semester
Engl 10:2 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
Chem 102L Gen Chem
Bioi 102L Gen Bioi
Psych 102 Gen Psych II
Physical Education

4
4
3
1

14
Year
Pharmacol 276, 278L Prin of
Bioi 236L Paramed Anat-Phys
Psych 260 Adjustment
Anthro, Gen
Nursing 252L Family Nursing

17

Junior Year
10
Nurs 323L Mat-Child Nurs
3
Psych 308 Abnormal
3
Elective
Physical Education

10
3
3

1

16

Senior Year
6
Nurs 463L Prob in Clin Nurs
9
Nurs 482 Issues in Nurs
Electives
15

+ 1 PE

4
4
3
3
3

+ 1 PE

16

Nurs 451 L Psychiatric Nurs
Nurs 452L Public Health Nurs

3

+ 1 PE

9
2

7

18
Total Completed: 127 hours and 4 P.E.

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
T IS the primary purpose of the College of Pharmacy to prepare its students so
that they may not only achieve success in the practice of the profession but
may also effectively assume their responsibilities as educated citizens. In addition to providing the opportunity to acquire the necessary knowledge, the College
also purposes to incu Icate in its students those habits of industry and thoroughness
and the qualities of loyalty and ethical behavior which the profession demands
of its practitioners.
The College of Pharmacy also provides a consultant service to the profession
in the State of New Mexico in connection with unusual prescriptions and other
aspects of pharm aceutical practice.
In addition, the two-year certificate program in Dental Hygiene is administered by the College of Pharmacy. (See p. 217.)

I

OPPORTUNITIES IN PHARMACY

The profession of pharmacy offers, to properly trained individuals, a wide
variety of opportunities for service in interesting and satisfying positions. Most
of the graduates of colleges of pharmacy enter the retail field. Many, however,
occupy positions as manufacturing pharmacists, sales representatives, hospital
pharmacists in civilian and governmental hospitals, analysts for state and federal
food and drug departments, and as pharmacists in the Army, Navy, Air Force,
Public Health Service, and Veterans Administration. Limited numbers are engaged
in editing or writing for pharmaceutical publications and as managing officers
of local, state, and national pharmaceutical organizations. Positions as research
workers in manufacturing plants and as teachers in colleges of pharmacy are
open to those who prepare themselves by pursuing graduate work toward advanced degrees.
RECOGNITION

The College of Pharmacy is accredited by the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education, the national accrediting agency in pharmaceutical education,
and holds membership in the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS

The College of Pharmacy annually grants freshman scholarships to a number
of deserving graduates of New Mexico high schools who follow the freshman
Pharmacy program in the University College. They are normally awarded for
one semeSTer but may be renewed for a second semester if the student maintains
a satisfactory grade average. Other scholarships and loans are available to
those who qualify. For information apply to the Dean, College of Pharmacy.
LAWS RELATING TO LICENSURE AS A PHARMACIST

The laws relating to the requirements for licensure as a registered pharmacist
by examination in the State of New Mexico are presented below in simplified
form.
Persons of good moral character who have satisfactorily completed not less
than 30 semester hours in an approved college of pharmacy shall, upon application and payment of the required fee, be issued a certificate of registration as a
pharmacy interne.
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An applicant for examination for licensure as a registered pharmacist by the
New Mexico State Board of Pharmacy must be a graduate of a recognized college
of pharmacy, must be not less than 21 years old, of good moral character, and
not addicted to the use of narcotic drugs or alcoholic beverages. However, before
he can receive a certificate as a registered pharmacist he must have had not less
than 1 year of approved pharmaceutical experience under the direction of a
qualified pharmacist. Further information regarding licensure as a pharmacist
may be obtained from the Secretary of the New Mexico State Board of Pharmacy whose address is available in the office of the College of Pharmacy.
ADMISSION

All freshman students are admitted to the University College. A detailed statement of entrance requirements is in the "Admission" section of this catalog.
ADMISSION FROM UNiVERSITY COLLEGE. The minimum requirements for transfer
from the University College to the College of Pharmacy for the study of pharmacy
are:

1. Twenty-six hours of earned credit.
2. (a) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted;
or
(b) A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on all hours attempted in the previous 2 semesters of enrollment; provided that, if fewer than 26
hours were attempted in the previous 2 semesters, a scholarship
index of at least 2.0 shall be required on all work attempted in as
many previous consecutive semesters as are necessary to bring the
student's total hours attempted to at least 30.
3.

Completion of the English Proficiency Examination (administered by The
University of New Mexico) with a satisfactory score or a grade of C or
better in the remedial English course offered on a non-credit basis by The
University of New Mexico English Department.

In addition to the foregoing minimum requirements, the student who wishes to
transfer to the College of Pharmacy from the University College should have completed Chemistry lOll and 102l and Biology lOll and 102L with grades of C or
better. Students who do not obtain a grade of C or better in each of these
courses may be admitted to the College of Pharmacy but will be required to
obtain grades of C or better in each of these courses before being allowed to
enroll in other courses in these fields or in courses for which these are prerequisite.
Students who do not complete the recommended freshman Pharmacy program
in the University College will almost certainly find it necessary to spend more than
the normal time to complete the requirements for graduation.
(For admission requirements for students of Dental Hygiene, see p. 218.)
TRANSFERS. Students who wish to transfer to the College of Pharmacy from
other degree-granting colleges of the University or New Mexico residents transferring from other accredited non-pharmacy institutions must present at least 26
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semester hours of acceptable credit with a grade-point average of at least 2.0
on all hours attempted in the other degree-granting colleges or institutions.
(The required grade-point average for non-residents transferring from other
institutions is 2.5.) Those who present 2 years of college-level work, including
the courses outlined in the preprofessional and first professional years of the
Pharmacy curriculum (excepting Pharmacy 231-232, which may be taken in the
second professional year), may be admitted to the second professional year.
Admission of those students desiring to transfer from other colleges of pharmacy will be based on the requirements speCified above.
All transfer students must satisfactorily complete the English Proficiency
Examination or the remedial English course as specified in 3 above.
SCHOlASTIC REGULATIONS

In general, students in the College of Pharmacy will be governed by the scholastic regulations described under "General Academic Regulations." In addition,
the faculty of the College of Pharmacy has adopted the following rules and
regulations:
1. Deficiencies in grade points incurred while in residence may not be removed by an excess of grade points earned in extension or correspondence
courses.
2. Credit will not be transferred for any required course taken in another
institution if an unsatisfactory grade has been previously received in the course
at The University of New Mexico. For this purpose a grade of F in a non-professional course, or a grade of D in a course in the fields of Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Pharmacognosy, and Pharmacology, shall be considered to be an
unsatisfactory grade.
3. Generally, only work of C quality or better is acceptable as credit toward
graduation in the required courses of the major fields of Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Pharmacognosy, and Pharmacology. However, a student who receives grades of D in no more than a total of three such required courses may,
upon written petition to the faculty of the College of Pharmacy, be granted credit
toward graduation for the work in such courses. (For the purposes of administering
this rule, each semester of a course which runs throughout the year shall be considered as a separate course.)
4. No student will be permitted to enroll in the professional courses of the
fifth year if his grade average is less than 2.0.
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HOURS

Students in the College of Pharmacy may not normally enroll for more than
17 credit hours per semester not including required physical education courses.
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT

In order to provi de proper assistance to students in the election of courses and
other academic matters, the College of Pharmacy has established a system of
academic advisement. Each student is assigned to a faculty adviser who is authorized to act in all academic matters which do not require the approval of the
Dean. The facu Ity advisers assist students in planning their programs, approve
all elections of courses, authorize changes in programs, and furnish advice on
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other academic matters. Students are urged to consult with their advisers
regularly.
AFROTC AND NROTC

The courses in Aerospace Studies and Naval Science are acceptable as elective courses in the Pharmacy curriculum.
MINIMUM RESIDENCE REQUIREMENT

Students entering the College of Pharmacy with advanced standing from nonpharmacy colleges are required to complete not less than 6 semesters of fulltime resident study before they will be recommended for the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Pharmacy. Those transferring from other colleges of pharmacy may
be given credit for more than 2 years of work provided the courses and credit
are applicable to the work outlined in the curriculum of this College.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy is granted upon completion
of all the specified requirements. The candidate for this degree must:
1. Complete all of the work outlined in the pharmacy curriculum. Of the 27
elective hours, the student may not elect more than a total of 12 hours of course
work in the professional and/or basic science areas; he must elect at least 15
hours in the humanities, social sciences, and/or fine arts from courses offered
in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, and Nursing, the School of Law, or the Departments of Aerospace Studies or Naval Science, as approved by his academic adviser.
2. Complete a total of not less than 160 semester hours plus 4 semester hours
of physical education or its equivalent.
3. Maintain a grade average of 2.0 on all hours attempted* in satisfying the
scholastic requirement of the University for the bachelor's degree.
4. Receive grades of C or better in all the required courses in the fields of
Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Pharmacognosy, and Pharmacology, except that a candidate who has received grades of D in no more than a total
of three such required courses may, upon written petition to the faculty of the
College of Pharmacy, be granted credit toward graduation for the work in such
courses. (For the purposes of administering this exception, each semester of a
course which runs throughout the year shall be considered as a separate course.)
5. Satisfy the minimum residence requirement.
6. Complete the English Proficiency Examination (administered by The University of New Mexico) with a satisfactory score or obtain a grade of C or better
in the remedial English course offered on a non-credit basis by The University of
New Mexico English Department.
7. Be unanimously recommended for the degree by the faculty of the College
of Pharmacy.
CURRICULUM LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

(Descriptions of the courses offered will be found, listed by departments, in
the catalog section "Courses of Instruction.")
* Exclusive of hours in nonprofessional physical education and ensemble music.
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First Year
(Preprofessional Year)
(Progra m recommended for Freshmen in the University College)
First Semester
Second Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
3
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
4
Chem 102L Gen
Chem lOlL Gen
4
Bioi 102L Gen
Bioi lOlL Gen
5 or 4
Electives
Moth 160 or 162
I
Physico I Ed
Physical Ed
17 or 16
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3
4
4
6
1
18

The above is the recommended freshman Pharmacy program for University
College students who wish to enter the College of Pharmacy. At the time of their
first enrollment, such students will be assigned to an adviser from the College
of Pharmacy. See p. 214 for specific requirements for admission to the College
of Pharmacy.
PROFESSIONAL CURRICULUM
Second Year
(First Professional Year)
1
Phm 232 Orientotion II
3
Chem 302 Organic Chem
1
Chem 304L Organic lab
Physics 112 & 114l Gen
4
Ecan 200 Prin of
4
Elective
3
Physical Ed
1
17

Phm 231 Orientotion I
Chem 301 Orgonic Chem
Chem 303L Organic La b
Physics III & 113l Gen
Bioi 393L Bacteriology
Elective
Physical Ed

Third Year
(Second Professional Year)
Phm 341l Intro
5
Phmcog 372l Gen
Chem 253L Quant Analysis
4
Chem 323 & 324L Bioi Chem
Phm Chem 361 Inarg Phm Ch
2
Bioi 430L Verte Physiol
Bioi 429l Cellular Physiol
Spch 255 Pub Spkg
4
Elective
15

Phm 443l Operative Phm
Acct 105 Prin of
Phmcol 475L Phmcol
Elective

Fourth Year
(Third Professional Year)
5
Phm 444L Operative Phm II
Phm 420 Pharmaceutical low
3
4
Phmcol 476L Phmcol II
3
Elective
15

Fifth Year
(Fourth Professional Year)
Phm Chem 463l Org Phm Chem
Phm Chem 464L Org Phm Chem II
5
Phm 447L Disp Phm I
Phm 448L Disp Phm II
5
Phm 421 Phm Management
2
Phm 434 Hist of Pharmacy
Phm 493 Inspection Trip
o
Electives
Phmcol 477 Phmcol III
3
15

1

3
1

4
3
3
I
16

4
4
4

3
3
18

5
3
5
3
16

4
5
2
6
17

DENTAL HYGIENE PROGRAM
The Dental Hygiene Program is a 2-year curriculum leading to a Certificate
in Dental Hygiene. It is open to those who meet the admission requirements and
are selected by the Admissions Committee of the Program.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN DENTAL HYGIENE

Dental Hygiene is a health service profession with the emphasis on prevention
of dental diseases. A dental hygienist is trained and licensed to provide dental
services to patients under the supervision of a dentist. These services include:
cleaning patients' teeth, teaching patients home care of their mouths, examining
patients' teeth and charting findings for the dentists' inspection, taking and
developing dental x-rays, assisting the dentist with routine office duties, speaking
on dental health to groups, applying topical fluorides, helping in community
health programs.
Students receive practical training in a 23-chair clinic in the Dental Programs
Building on the University of New Mexico campus.
The demand for the services of dental hygienists is great in private dental
office practice, clinics, and institutions. The 2-year curriculum prepares the student
for these services. Additional training is required for dental hygienists who choose
to teach or serve in public health capacities. The financial rewards vary with the
type of employment, community standards, and the hygienist's education but
compare favorably with those in similar professions.
QUALIFYING TO PRACTICE

Upon successful completion of the prescribed curriculum, the University confers
a Certificate in Dental Hygiene. This certificate entitles the recipient to take the
state board licensing examinations in dental hygiene in all 50 states, the District
of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.
STUDENT LOANS AND SCHOlARSHIPS

Student loans are available from the New Mexico Dental Association. Recipients of loans must have been residents of New Mexico for 10 years and must
be enrolled in the Dental Hygiene Program at the time application for loan is
made.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS
Monica A. Novitski Scholarship in Dental Hygiene. A $100 scholarship loon given by first closs
of hygienists receiving certificates from The University of New Mexico. It is awarded to a student who has completed 3 semesters in the Dental Hygiene Curriculum and is in need of financial assistance.

Four $800 national scholarships are available to dental hygiene students
who have completed their first year of training and have earned a scholarship
index of 3.0. Students in all the dental hygiene programs in the United States
compete for these four scholarships. Information concerning application for
them is available from the Director.
See "Scholarships and Awards" section, pp. 91-108, for other financial
assistance.
PRIZES
John K. Phelan Essay Award in Clinical Dental Hygiene. Two cosh awards presented annually to graduating dental hygiene students for the best essays submitted on subiects relating
to the clinical practice of dental hygiene.
ADMISSION

The total class enrollment in dental hygiene at The University of New Mexico
is restricted. Students are admitted only in the fall semester. They will be ac-
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cepted on the basis of scholarship, aptitude, and interest. Dental hygiene students should be capable of maintaining high scholastic standards. If a dental
hygiene student withdraws from the program, that place in the class cannot
be filled by a transfer student from some other field of study.
Requirements for admission are:
1. Admissibility to The University of New Mexico as described in bulletin
(refer to "Admission"); completion of the English Proficiency Examination
(administered by The University of New Mexico) with a satisfactory score
or a grade of C or better in Remedial English.
2.

Personal interview before April 1.

3. Satisfactory scores in Dental Hygiene Aptitude Test.
There is no time during the 2-year period to remove high school deficiencies.
Anyone with such a deficiency must remove it before making application to the
Dental Hygiene Program.
The American Dental Hygienists' Association, in cooperation with the Council
on Dental Education of the American Dental Association, conducts an aptitude
testing program for applicants to dental hygiene schools. Testing periods are in
May, November, and February of each year. There are various testing centers
in the Western States, one of which is Albuquerque. An application for the test
can be obtained from the American Dental Hygienists' Association, 304 East 45th
Street, New York 17, New York or from the office of the Dental Programs. Reports on test scores are sent directly to the dental hygiene schools indicated by
the applicant.
The deadl ine date for receipt of applications and credentials required for
the Dental Hygiene Program is April 1. All requirements for admission must be
fulfilled by this date. Communications regarding entrance to the Dental Hygiene
Program shou Id be addressed to the Director of Admissions of The University of
New Mexico. The applicant should make an appointment directly with the Director of the Denta I Hygiene Program for a personal interview before the
deadline date. The Admissions Committee of the Dental Hygiene Program selects
the class for the following September during the month of April. The Office of
Admissions of the University notifies the applicant of acceptance or nonacceptance.
Freshman students with no previous college work will be admitted to the
University College for the first year's work in dental hygiene. Students with 26
hours or more of acceptable college-level work will be admitted to the College
of Pharmacy. No transfers from other schools of dental hygiene can be accepted.
It is advisable for prospective students to complete one year of college work
before making application to the Dental Hygiene Program.
EXPENSES

In addition to tuition, housing, and school supplies, students in the Dental
Hygiene Program are required to purchase instruments, clinical supplies, and
uniforms. The approximate cost of these expenses is $400 for the 2-year
period; most of thisexpense is in the first year.
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The Dental Hygiene Program at The University of New Mexico participates
in the Student Exchange Program operated by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, under which legal residents of Western States without
a professional school in this field pay the same tuition and fees at this institution
as residents of the State of New Mexico. To be certified as eligible for this
program, the student must write to the WICHE certifying officer in his home State,
who will send the proper application forms. State eligibility requirements vary,
and the number of students included from each State depends upon appropriations by the State legislature. For addresses of State certifying officers, write to
the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, Fleming Law Building,
Boulder, Colorado.
Dental hygiene students are eligible for junior membership in the national
organization, the American Dental Hygienists' Association.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CERTIFICATE IN DENTAL HYGIENE

The candidate for the Certificate in Dental Hygiene must:
1. Complete all of the work outlined in the curriculum in dental hygiene.
2. Maintain a grade average of at least 2.0 in the last 66 hours of
college-level work* attempted at The University of New Mexico.
3. Complete the English Proficiency Examination (administered by The
University of New Mexico) with a satisfactory score or obtain a grade
of C or better in the remedial English course offered on a non-credit
basis by The University of New Mexico English Department.
4.

Be unanimously recommended by the full-time Dental Hygiene Program staff.

CURRICULUM LEADING TO THE CERTIFICATE IN DENTAL HYGIENE

(Descriptions of the courses offered will be found, listed ~y departments, in
the catalog section"Courses of Instruction.")
First Year
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Chem 141 L Elem of Gen Chem
Speech 101 Fund of Speech
DH 100L Orientation
DH 110L Oral Anat
Physical Ed

3
4
3
3
4
1

Second Semester
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
Chem 142L Elem of Org Chern
Bioi 136 Human Anat & Physiol
Bioi 139L Human Anat & Physiol Lab
DH 102L Preclin Dent Hyg
DH 112 Oral Radiography
Physical Ed
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Bioi 393L General Bacteriology
Psych 101 General Psych I
DH 200L Clin Dent Hyg
DH 210L Histology
DH 220L Dent Materials
DH 230 Oral/Dent Medicine
Physical Ed

Second Year
4
Soc 101 Intra to
3
Pharmacology 276 Prin of
3
DH 202L Clin Dent Hyg
DH 212 Pathology
2
2
DH 222 Dent & Pub Health Ed
2
DH 232 Nutrition
1
DH 242 Practice Mgt & Ethics
Physical Ed
17

DENTAL ASSISTING PROGRAM.

3
4
3
2
3
1
1
17

3
3
4
2

2
2
1
1
18

Refer to p. 223. (An Extension Division program.)

* Exclusive of hours in nonprofessional physical education and ensemble music.

OTHER DIVISIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY
TELEVISION PROGRAMMING
HE UNIVERSITY offers instruction via television in a number of courses selected from residence offerings. These courses are selected by the University
Television Committee and are recommended to the Administration through
the office of the Academic Vice President.
Like all other residence course offerings, courses taught via television receive
residence credit, applicable to undergraduate degree programs of the University.
These telecourses are broadcast over Channel 5-KNME, which is owned and
operated jointly by The University of New Mexico and the Albuquerque Public
Schools.
The University's academic course offerings in television production are coordinated with Channel
Students enrolled in television production courses observe, and participate to a limited degree in, on-the-air broadcast activities of
Channel 5.

T

.s.

DIVISION OF EXTENSION, SUMMER SESSION,
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
EXTENSION ."

The Division of Extension of the University was established as a separate unit
with a full-time director in J928, and has been conducting instruction by correspondence and extension class continuously since that date. On May 7, 1930, the
Extension Division of The University of New Mexico became a member of the
National University Extension Association, the acknowledged accrediting agency
for institutions wh ich offer instruction by correspondence or extension class.
Extension and correspondence courses allow many people who are unable to
attend classes in residence to pursue their educational programs. A special correspondence bulletin is issued periodically giving regulations and information concerning courses offered by the Division of Extension. For a copy of the Correspondence Bulletin and further information address the Director, Division of Extension, The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
EXTENSION CLASSES. The University is always pleased to arrange extension
classes in any commu nity in the State. Any of the regular University courses may
be offered by extension prOVided there is a large enough group in anyone center
to justify doing so, and as long as the class is not dependent upon the campus
library and laboratory facilities. Persons interested in having an extension class
offered in a specific community should address their inquiries to the Director,
Division of Extension. for questions concerning audit status refer to p. JJ9.
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES. A number of courses are offered which are carried
on entirely by mail and are planned and conducted by qualified university personnel. Credits received in this manner may be applied toward an undergraduate degree to the extent of 30 semester hours, subiect to the approval of the dean
of the college in which the student is enrolled. (See additional regulations on
p.125.)
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SUMMER SESSION

A summer session of 8 weeks is conducted each year on the campus. (For dates,
see the Calendar.) Every attempt is made to meet specialized needs of the particular student group of the session. Emphasis is placed on advanced and graduate
work. A special program is offered for teachers and school administrators. The
summer climate is warm but delightful; nights are cool. The residential halls are
regularly operated during the Summer Session. For a copy of the Summer Session Bulletin and further information, address the Director, Summer Session,
The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
COMMUNITY COlLEGE

The Community College offers a program of late afternoon, evening, and Saturday courses, both credit and non-credit, and supervises the programs of all students enrolled in the University for non-degree work. The Community College has
these objectives:
1. To make it possible for adults to supplement their education along general,
cultura/lines or in the fields of their special interest.
2. To make it possible for employed persons who are unable to attend the
regular daytime program of the University to supplement their education through
the evening offerings, and thereby become more valuable in their work and as
.
citizens.
3. To assist those mature students who cannot meet the regular admission
requirements of the University to obtain some college credit while working off
their admission deficiencies.
CREDIT COURSES.
The standards and requirements maintained for credit
courses taken in non-degree status in the Community College are the same as
those required in the 4-year degree-granting colleges of the University. The
instruction is carried on by members of the regular University faculty. Credits
earned are recorded on the permanent academic record of the student, and suoject to the restrictions set forth on p. 76 of this catalog, are applicable in the
regular degree programs of the University.
NON-CREDIT COURSES. The only prerequisite necessary for the non-credit offerings is the desire 10 learn. Classes are open to any adult interested in further
training in either professional or vocational fields, or as a means of better enjoying leisure time.
The Community College Bulletin listing both credit and non-credit courses
offered each semester will be supplied to anyone making a request to the
Director, Division of Extension, The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
CONFERENCES, INSTITUTES, AND SHORT COURSES

All conferences and special courses connected with The University of New
Mexico are coordinated through the Division of Extension. The development of any
conference, institute, or short course is, of necessity, a cooperative process, from
initiation and planning through the actual operation, between a specific department of instruction on campus and the special interest group desiring the activity.
Business, professional, or lay groups interested in a series of meetings to dis-
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cuss topics of special interest should contact the Director, Division of Extension,
who will make the necessary arrangements for the meetings.
ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMS

To any community, club, or organization which wishes help in setting up adult
education activities the University will be glad to give all the assistance possible.
Such activities as classes for illiterates, club study groups, forums, lecture series,
etc., will receive special attention. Upon request, the University will make specific
written suggestions for organizing any or all of these activities.
AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER

The purpose of the Audio-Visual Center will be to promote modern methods
of teaching through audio-visual materials now in use, to make accessible to the
faculty and students the audio-visual equipment and materials now becoming
standard, and to serve as an advisory and demonstration center for these teaching aids. Major emphasis is placed on acquiring the best in modern audio-visual
equipment and in building up an adequate library of teaching materials for
on-campus use.
HARWOOD FOUNDATION

The Harwood Foundation, located at Taos, New Mexico, is operated in connection with the Division of Extension, Summer Session, and Community Services
as an extension and field center. Various credit classes are offered by extension
during the acodemic college year whenever demand exists. A library is maintained the year around for the people of the vicinity.
CIVIL DEFENSE PROGRAM

Under contract with the Office of Civil Defense, Department of the Army,
courses in various civil defense specialities are offered to the public free of
charge. Courses are norma lIy conducted, in cooperation with the State Civil
Defense Office, throughout the state where there is a need to increase the civil
defense operational capability in the area. Conferences on civil defense subjects are also conducted in various communities in cooperation with municipal
and county officials.
DENTAL ASSISTING PROGRAM

The Dental Assisting Program is a 2-semester course which starts each year
in the fall semester only. It is open to applicants who meet University admission
requirements and are selected by an Admissions Committee of the Program. On
satisfactory completion of the 2 semesters' work, the student is awarded a
Certificate of Proficiency in Dental Assisting from the Division of Extension of
The University of New Mexico.
Communications regarding application to the Dental Assisting Program may
be directed to the Director of Dental Programs, The University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
REQUIREMENTS fOR THE CERTIFICATE IN DENTAL ASSISTING

The candidote for the certificate must:
1. Complete 011 work outlined in the curriculum.
2. Maintain 0 grade average of at least 2.0 in the entire curriculum.
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CURRICULUM LEADING TO THE CERTIFICATE IN DENTAL ASSISTING
First Semester

Second Semester

Cr. Clock
Hrs. Hrs.
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos 3
3
DH 100L Orientation
3
5
DH 110L Oral Anatomy
4
6
Laboratory Techniques
4
Microbiology & Sterilization
2
Radiography
1
Physical Educotion
3
1

o
o
o

11

Cr. Clock
Hrs. Hrs.
Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
3
3
Soc. 101 Intro to
3
3
DH 222 Dent & Pub Heolth Ed 2
2
Choirside Assisting
0
12
Dentol Office Management
0
4
Laboratory Techniques
0
4
Nutrition
0
1
Oral Pathology & Anesthesia
0
1
Seminar
0
2
Physical Education
1
3

24

9

35

A student who cannot type is required to take a 1-semester course in typing
the first semester.
DENTAL HYGIENE PROGRAM.

Refer to p. 217. (An offering of the College of

Pharmacy.)

AIR FORCE RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
This department is administered by officers of the United States Air Force
under rules promulgated by the Department of the Air Force and The University
of New Mexico.
The mission of Air Force ROTC is to commission career-oriented second
lieutenants in response to Air Force requirements.
Students may enter the Air Force ROTC from any college of the University.
However, new students may enter the program only in the fall semester. Transfer students with an ROTC background can receive credit for previous ROTC
experience and enter the program in the spring or fall semester as directed by
the Professor of Aerospace Studies.
Processing of new students will normally occur during the first semester of
the student's sophomore year. Specifics may be obtained by contacting the Air
Force ROTC staff members. An $8 annual activity fee will be collected at the
beginning of the fall semester. This fee makes up an activity fund which is administered by the cadets. (For further information refer to the section on Military Training under "General Information," p. 64 in this bulletin.)
DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
Freshman Year
No freshmen will be enrolled in Aerospoce Studies during the 1966-67 ocademic year. All
interested freshmen are encouroged to visit the AFROTC bUilding ond complete a Personnel
Questionnaire. When so doing, they will be advised of the procedures for taking the written
and physical examinations as well as other processing data.
Sophomore Year
(Aerospace Studies 2)
Pre-processing for new students of the 2-year program. (Interested sophomores contact the
Professor of Aerospace Studies.)
Junior Year
(Aerospace Studies 3)
Aerosp 301 (3)
Aerosp 300 (3)
Senior Year
(Aerospace Studies 4)
Aerosp 401 (3)
Aerosp 400 (3)
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NAVAL RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

This department is administered by officers of the United States Navy and
Marine Corps under rules promulgated by the Navy Department.
The mission of the NROTC is to provide, by a permanent system of training
and instruction in essential naval subjects at The University of New Mexico, a
source from which qualified officers may be obtained for the Navy and Marine
Corps, and for the Naval Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve.
DEPARTMENT OF NAVAL SCIENCE

Students enrolled in the NROTC Unit may be enrolled in most colleges in the
University. Completion of the Naval Science requirements will constitute completion of a minor study in the College of Arts and Sciences.
Freshman Year
First Semester
NS 101. Naval Orientajj on
NS 201. Naval Weapons

3

Second Semester
NS 102. Evolution of Sea Power

Sophomore Year
3
Psy 102. General Psy II

3
3

NS 301. Navigation

Junior Year
3·
NS 302. Naval Operations

3

NS 401. Naval Engineering

Senior Year
3
NS 402 Prin and Probs of Leadership

3

Marine Corps subjects, given below, are substituted by Marine Corps applicants during jun ior and senior years.
Junior Year
Fi rst Semester
NS 333. Evolution of
the Art of War Part I

NS 444. Amphibious Warfare
Part I

3

Second Semester
NS 334. Evolution of the Art of War
Part II, Modern Basic Strategy
and Tactics

Senior Year
NS 445. Amphibious Warfare
3
Part II, Leadership,
and Military Justice

3

3

NROTC students are required to attend 2 hours of Naval Science drill/
laboratory per week.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
N THE following pages, under the respective department and division
headings, are listed all the courses offered for residence credit by the
University as well as requirements for major and minor studies in the
various departments.
Courses are numbered from 001 through 699. Courses from 001 to 099, are
sub-college level and carry no credit; from 100 to 199, lower division, are
normally open to freshmen; from 200 to 299, lower division, normally open to
sophomores; from 300 to 499, upper division, normally open to juniors, seniors,
fifth-year undergraduates, and graduates; 500 to 699, graduate and professional, normally open to students enrolled in the Graduate School only, The
School of Law, or The School of Medicine.

O

Symbols used in course descriptions:
*-course ollowed for graduate credit to students enrolled in the Graduate School.
Normally, a Graduate student enrolled in a starred course numbered below 500
is required to do extra work in the course.
[ ]-former course number or title
L-part of the course is loboratory work
F-course is given in field session
SS-course offered in summer session only
Yr-course offered throughout two semesters and credit for the first semester's work is suspended until the entire course is completed
( )-semester hours' credit; credit hours separated by a hyphen (1-3) indicates variable
credit in the course.
When a prerequisite courSe number is not preceded by a department designation, reference
is to the department under which the prerequisite statement oppears.
A schedule of course offerings, including hours of meeting, is issued at the opening of each
session. The University reserves the right to cancel any listed course or to make a substitution in
instructors when necessary.
The departments and fields of study are arranged in olphabeticol order in accordance with
the table below:
Accounting (See Business Administrotion)
Aerospace Studies
American Studies
Anthropology
Architecture
Art
Art Education (See Education, Art)
Astronomy (See Physics & Astronomy)
Basic Language (See Modern & Classical
Languages)
Biology
Business Administration
Business Education (See Business Administration)
Chemical Engineering (See Engineering,
Chemical)
Chemistry
Chemistry, Pharmaceutical (See Pharmacy)
Civil Engineering (See Engineering, Civil)
Classical Languages (See Modern & Classical
Languages)
Comparative Literature
Curriculum & Instruction (See Education,
Elementary and Secondary)
Data Processing
Dental Hygiene
Dramatic Art
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Economics
Economics-Philosophy
Education, Art
Education, Business (See Business Administration)
Education, Educationol & Administrative Services
Education, Elementary
Education, Guidonce ond Special Educotion
Education, Heolth, Physico I Education, ond
Recreation
Educotion, Home Economics
Educotion, I ndustriol Education (See Educotion,
Elementory and Secondory)
Educotion, Library Science
Educotion, Secondary
(See Education, Elementary and Secondary)
Educational Administration (See Educational
ond Administrotive Services)
Educational Foundations (See Educotional
and Administrative Services)
Electrical Engineering (See Engineering,
Electrical)
Elementary Education (See Education,
Elementary)
Engineering, Chemical
Engineering, Civil
Engineering, Electrical
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Engineering, Meehan ical
Engineering, Nuclear
English
Eng !ish-Phi losophy
Fine Arts
Folklore (See Modern & Classical Languages,
and Comparative literature 461)
French (See Modern & Classical Languages)
General Studies
Geography
Geology
German (See Modern & Classical Languages)
Government & Citizenship
Greek (See Modern & Classical Languages)
Guidance (See Education, Guidance and
Special Education)
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (See
Education, Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation)
History
Home Economics (See Education, Home
Economics)
'bere-American Stud ies
Industrial Educatian (See Education,
Elementary and Secondary)
Italian (See Madern & Classical Languages)
Journalism
Latin (See Modern & Classical Languages)
Law
Library Science (See Education, Library Science)
Mathematics & Stotistics
Mechanical Engineering (See Engineering,
Meehan ical)
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Medical Science
Modern & Classical Languages
Music
Music Educatian
Naval Science
Nuclear Engineering (See Engineering,
Nuclear)
Nursing
Paleoecology
Pharmaceutical Chemistry (See Pharmacy)
Pharmacognosy (See Pharmacy)
Phormacology (See Pharmacy)
Pharmacy
Philosophy
Philosophy-Economics (See EconomicsPhilosophy)
Physical Education (See Education, Health,
Physical Education & Recreation)
Physical Science
Physics and Astronomy
Portuguese (See Modern & Classical Languages)
Psychology
Recreation (See Educotion, Health, Physical
Education & Recreation)
Russian (See Modern & Classical Languages)
Secondary Education (See Education,
Elementary and Secondary)
Sociology
,I
Spanish (See Modern & Classical Languages)
Special Education (See Education,
Guidance and Special Educotion)
Speech
Statistics (see Mathematics & Statistics)

ACCOUNTING
See Business Administration.

AEROSPACE STUDIES
William C. Naylor, Lt. Col., USAF (Chairman), Professor of Aerospace Studies
Associate Professor Richard T. Jones, Captain, USAF.
CURRICULUM

See p. 224.
300·301. Air Science 3-Growth and Development of Aerospace Power.

(3, 3)

The nature of war; development of airpower in the United States; mission and organization of the Defense Department; Air Force concepts, doctrine, and employment; astronautics and space operations; and the future development of aerospace power. Includes
the U.S. space program, vehicles, systems, and problems in space exploration.
400-401. Air Science 4-The Professional Officer. (3, 3)
Professionalism, leadership, and management. The meaning of professionalism, professional responsibilities, the military iustice system, leadership theory, functions, and practices, management principles and functions, problem solving, and management tools,
practices, and controls.

AMERICAN STU DIES
Committee in Charge: Professors G. W. Arms (English), Chairman; Bainbridge
Bunting (Art), W. M. Dabney (History), D. B. Hamilton (Economics), C. B.
Judah (Government), G. W. Smith (History), E. W. Tedlock, Jr. (English);
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Associate Professors H. Hill (English), G. D. Nash (History), Undergraduate
Adviser.
Two interdepartmental programs in American Studies are offered, a graduate
major leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and a distributed minor for
undergraduates majoring in certain departments of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Requirements for the doctor's degree in American Studies are listed in the
Graduate School Bulletin. The program presupposes a Master of Arts degree in
a major such as history, English, art history, education, sociology, government,
philosophy, or economics.
An American Studies minor may be elected by undergraduate students majoring in the departments of Anthropology, Art History and Criticism, Economics,
English, Government, History, Philosophy, or Sociology.
MINOR STUDY

The requirement is 24 hours, including 9 hours in American Studies courses
(American Studies 285, 301, 302) and 15 hours in approved courses in literature, history, or social science. With the approval of the chairman of the major
department, options within the major may permit the election of additional
courses in the American area (normally 9 hours in all within the major). Since
courses counted toward a major cannot also be counted toward a minor, requirements vary somewhat according to the student's major department. In addition to 9 hours in American Studies, approved courses are as follows:
For majors in Anthropology, Economics, Government, or Sociology:
6 hours in literature or history (normally chosen from English 432, 435, 467,
468, 469, 470; History 361 through 379); 6 hours in a social science other than
the major (normally from Anthropology 305, 308, 357, 358, 404; Economics 320,
350, 360; Government 306, 368, 375; Sociology 351, 441, 461); 3 hours in
Philosophy 332 or Art 472.
For majors in Art History and Criticism or in Philosophy:
6 hours in literature or history (as above); 6 hours in a social science (as
above); 3 hours in Philosophy 332 (for majors in Art) or in Art 472 (for majors
in Philosophy).
For majors in English:
6 hours in history (as above); 6 hours in a social science (as above); 3 hours
in Philosophy 332 or Art 472.
For majors in History:
6 hours in literature (as above);
hours in Philosophy 332 or Art 472.

'6

hours in a social science (as above); 3

285. American Life and Thought. (3) Baughman
Important themes and issues of our society (1607 to the present), as reflected in American literature. Prerequisite: English 282, or History 261 or 262.
301-302. Interdepartmental Studies in the Culture of the United States. (3, 3) Dykstra,
Hamilton, Hill, Martin, Nash
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Subiects, varying from year to year, will be topicol in 301 (os "Crises in American
History," "American Institutional Dissent," "The City in American Society") and chronological in 302 (as "The Age of Determinism," "The Formation of an American View
During the Early Notional Period, 1775-1828").t
*501. InterdepartmentClI Seminar in the Culture of the United States. (3) Dabney, Arms,
Judoh, Tedlock, G. W. Smith.
Travelers' accounts of colonial and revolutionory America, 1700-1825; religious backgrounds in the United States during the 19th century; contemporory Americon politicol
thought; the influence of rodicol politics on ort ond literature, 1918-1939; the Civil War
period; and simi lor topics.
*699. Dissertation. (3·6 hr•. per sem.)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

ANTHROPOLOGY
Professors H.
Associate
Springer;
Schwerin,

W. Basehart, F. H. Ellis, F. C. Hibben, W. W. Hill, S. S. Newman;
Professors J. M. Campbell (Chairman), N. L. Gonzalez, G. P.
Assistant Professors P. K. Bock, J. J. Brody, B. J. Rigsby, K. H.
J. M. Sebring, W. T. Stuart.

MAJOR STUDY
Anthropology 101, 102, 201, 493, and 27 additional semester hours in
courses numbered from 300 through 499 within the Department. Anthropology
courses are offered in four major divisions: archaeology, linguistics, general
ethnology, and techn ical. A student must concentrate in one of the first three,
and take a minimum of 12 hours in that division. Six hours must be taken in
each of the other two divisions, and 3 hours in the technical division. No more
than 3 semester hours of Field courses may be applied toward the fulfillment
of the requirements of the appropriate division of concentration. In selecting
from general ethnology, a student must take at least 3 hours in courses numbered 305, 306,310,314,321,336,347,357,358,382 and 383, and at least
3 hours in courses numbered 301-302, 308, 315, 316, 350, 352, 389, 398, 399,
and 404. Upper division courses from other departments, chosen with the approval of the Chairman of this Department are acceptable as electives toward a
major in Anthropology.
MINOR STUDY
14 hours in add ition to Anthropology 101, 102 and 201, at least 6 hours to
be taken in courses numbered above 300. No more than 3 semester hours of
Field courses may be applied toward the minor.
DISTRIBUTED MINOR FOR ANTHROPOLOGY MAJORS. With the consent of the
Department Chairman, a major may offer an American Studies minor as well
as a minor in a sing Ie department. For requirements, see American Studies.
General Anthropology
101. Origin and Antiquity of Men. (3) Stafl
Introductory course dealing with the physical origins of man ond the development of
human culture as revealed by archaeology.
102. Development of Culture. (3) Stafl
The concept of culture as exemplified by contemporary peoples.

-t As the

content varies, this course may be repeated with the consent of the American
Studies Undergraduate Adviser or of the Chairman of the Department.
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201. Principles and Fields of Anthropology. (3) Bock. Stoff
Introduction to the history, literature, and current problems in the major fields of anthropology. Includes lectures by all members of the deportment on strategies of research
and frontiers of knowledge in their specialties. Prerequisites, 101,102.
275F. General Field Session. (2·6) Stoff
Introductory summer field course in archaeology, linguistics, or general ethnology.
*475F. Advanced Summer Field Session. (2-6) Graduate Stoff
For upper-division and graduate students. Field course in archaeology, linguistics, or
general ethnology. An advonced course that includes intensive instruction in field techniques ond the opportunity for independent research on the part of the student. Prerequisite, 275F or equivolent.
*493. History of Anthropology. (2) Basehart
The development of anthropological theory from the 19th century to the contemporary
period. with major emphasis on cultural anthropology. Limited to majors and minors in
anthropology.
*499F. Field Research. (2-6) Graduate Staff
Field research for qualified advanced or graduate students with previous experience in
archaeology, linguistics, or general ethnology. Problems are selected on the basis of
student-faculty interest and field research opportunities. Students are expected to work
under minimal supervision and to produce publishable reports. Prerequisite, permission
of staff.
*505. Proseminar: Introduction to Research. (2) Campbell. Hill
Methods and techniques of collecting and analyzing data and of writing scientific reports. Limited to graduate majors.
*509. Seminar: Anthropological Theory. (2) Basehart, Gonzalez
Intensive analysis of selected problems and theories, both historical and contempotary,
in anthropology. Limited to graduate majors.
*511. Advanced Research. (2) Graduate Stoff
Individual research projects in Archaeology, General Ethnology, or Linguistics. Limited
to graduate majors.

General prerequisite: Anthropology 101 and 102 or equivalent.
Archaeology:
t266F. Archaeological Field Techniques. [Archaeologic Field Methods] (2) Brody
An introduction to site surveying, excavation techniques, field conservation, cataloging
principles and techniques. field mopping, and site reporting.
*312. European Prehistory. (3) Hibben
The archaeological backgrounds of Europe and contiguous areas in the Mediterranean,
Africa. and Asia from earliest times to the historical period.
*355. Southwestern Archaeology: Mogollon and Hohokam. (3) Ellis
The development of the various branches of Mogollon and Hohokam cultures, from
Southwestern Desert Culture roots; influences from Mexico are examined.
*356. Southwestern Archaeology: Pueblo Area. (3) Ellis
The development of Basket Maker-Pueblo culture through its periods and regional
bronches from a combination of Southwestern Desert Culture roots and borrowed traits.
*362. Archaeology of the Old World. (3) Hibben
Prehistory of Africo, Asia, and Oceania with emphasis on Egypt, Mesopotamia, Indio,
and Chino. In each area the prehistoric sequence is brought up to historic times.
*384. Archaeology of Mexico, Centrol America, and the West Indies. (3) Hibben
Prehistoric beginnings of human culture from the appearance of man in the New World
to the Spanish Conquest. Emphasis is on the Volley of Mexico, the Mayan area, and
contiguous regions.
*385. American Archaeology: North America. (3) Hibben
Prehistory of the North American continent from the first appeorance of man in America
to the European contact period. The American Southwest and Mexico are excluded.
*386. American Archaeology: South America. (3) Hibben
The archoeology of the continent of South America from the time of the Paleo-Indian to
the European period. Emphosis is upon the Andean area.

----

t No prerequisite
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*391. Classical Archaeology. (3) Hibben
Cultural beginnings of Greece, Rome, and associated cultures in the Mediterranean area
from the Neolithic period to the Byzantine empire.
*507. Seminar: Archaeological Theory and Method. (2) Graduate Stoll
The approaches and strategies of the study of archaeology with an emphasis on methodological rather than technical procedures.
*514. Seminar: South American Archaeology. (2) Graduate Stall
Readings, g roup discussions, and presentation of a research paper on aspects of South
American prehistory.
*516. Seminar: European Prehistory. (2) Hibben
Individuol and group discussion of the cultural backgrounds of European archaeology,
with special reference to recent developments in the field.
*557. Seminar: Early Man in the New World. (2) Hibben
Special readings and discussion of various aspects of Paleo-Indian problems.
*582. Seminar: Americen Archaeology. (2) Campbell, Hibben
Detailed readings and discussion of various aspects of North American archaeology.
Special reading by each seminar member will result in a paper presented. to the entire
group.
*594. Seminar: Southwestern Archaeology. (2) Ellis
Individual research dealing with a current problem selected for group study.
Linguistics:
*313L. Linguistic Field Methods. (3) Newman
Practice in transcribing from oral dictation, phonemic analysis, introduction to problems
of morphology. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
*317L. Phonetics end Phonemics. (3) Newman, Rigsby
Phonetic principles and the production of speech sounds, transcription practice from a
variety of languages, analysis of graded phonemic problems, description of phonemic
systems. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
*354. The Nature of language. (3) Newman
Introduction to modern descriptive linguistics, principles of comparative linguistics, language as 0 social and psychological phenomenon.
*359. language and Culture. (3) Rigsby
The interrelationships between speech and the linguistic system; other selected aspects
of language as it operates in culture. Prerequisites: 317l, 354, or equivalent.
*418L. Structura I Analysis. (3) Newman, Rigsby
A continuation of 317l. Principles of grammatical structure, analysis of graded morphologicol problems, description of morphological systems. Prerequisites: 313l, 317l, 354,
or permission of instructor. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
*446. Introduction to Comparative Linguistics. (3) Newman
The comparative method applied to Indo-European and to unwritten languages; other
methods and techniques used in comparing languages. Prerequisites: 313l, 317l, 354
of permission of instructor.
*660. Methods of Comparative Linguistics. (2) Newman
Evaluation of diflerent methods used in the comparison of languages; current trends in
comparative linguistics.
*661. Types of linguistic Structure. (2) Newman
Linguistic analysis and synthesis, language os on integrated system, varieties of language structures.
General Ethnology:
t301-302. Interdepartmental Studies in the Culture of the United States. (3, 3) Dykstra,
Hamilton, Hill, Martin, Nash
(Same as American Studies 301-302).
*305. The American Indian: North America. (3) Hill
Major culture types and selected ethnographic examples of North American Indian
cultures.
*306. The American Indian: South America. (3) Schwerin
Major culture types and selected ethnographic examples of South American Indian
cultures.

----

t No prerequisite.
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*308. Psychologicol Anthropology. [The Individual in His Society] (3) Bock
Materials and concepts useful in understanding the influence of group culture upon
personality and of the individual upon his society.
*310. Peasant Cultures of the World. (3) Bock, Gonzalez
An introduction to the comparative study of peasantry. Focuses an the social and economic organization of peasant societies and the relationships of these groups to the
civilizations of which they are a part.
*314. latin American Culture and Societies. (3) Gonzalez, Schwerin
Culture patterns cammon throughout Latin America and their historical antecedents.
Analyses of the variations among selected Latin American societies.
*316. Applied Anthropology. (3) Bock,Stuart
The application of anthropological methods and principles to problems of inter-cultural
communication and social change.
*321. Ethnology of Asia. [Races and Cultures of Asia] (3) Sebring
Survey of modern social structures and cultures of Asia with emphasis upon selected
areas and problems.
*336. Ethnology of Africa. [Ethnography of Africa] (3) Basehart
Cultural and social patterns characteristic of sub-Saharan Africa with special reference
to problems of culture history and comparative political organization.
*347. Oceania. (3) Hill, Stuart
Major culture types of Oceania. Selected examples covering Australia, Melanesia, Polynesia, and Micronesia.
*350. Methods in Cultural Anthropology. (3) Ellis
Methods used in the collection and ordering of anthropological data for historical,
scientific, and administrative problems.
*352. Primitive literature. (3) Newman
Comparative study of literature as a historical phenomenon, as a reflection of a cultural
setting, as a formal expression for aesthetic purposes; examples drawn from oral literature.
*357. Southwestern Ethnology: Non-Pueblo Peoples. (3) Ellis
The cultures, and relationships of Pima, Papago, Yaqui, Tarahumara, Seri, Yumans, Navajos, and Apaches.
*358. Southwestern Ethnology: Pueblo Peoples. (3) Ellis
The origin, social organization, material culture, and relationships of Southwestern
Pueblo tribes.
*361. Social Implications of Technological Change. (3) Gonzalez
(Also offered as Sociology 361.) The impact of technological change on societal institutions with special attention to underdeveloped areas. Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or equivalent.
*365. Urbanization in latin America. (3) Gonzalez
(Also offered as Sociology 365.) Analyses of the processes of urbanization, with emphasis on the cultural changes accompanying rural to urban migrations.
*382. Middle American Ethnology. (3) Schwerin
Emergence of the modern Indian cultures of Mexico and Guatemala. Persistence and
change in social institutions and cultural patterns.
*383. Caribbean Ethnology. (3) Gonzalez
A descriptive and analytic survey of modern West Indian sociocultural systems, taking
into consideration their African, European, and East Indian cultural antecedents.
*389. Cultural Evolution. (3) Schwerin
Nineteenth century theories of cultural evolution and revival of the evolutionary view in
contemporary anthropology. Selected cultural examples are analyzed in terms of the
modern theories.
*398. Primitive Religion. (3) Hill
Selected examples of non-literate religions. Special emphasis on revitalization or nativistic movements which develop in acculturative situations.
*399. Comparative Value Systems. (3) Sebring
A comparative treatment of values, world views, belief systems of selected societies; basic
premises and tenets revealed in a society's interpretation of its experiencesi examination

of relation between values, world views.
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*404. Comparative Social Structure. (3) Basehart
A systematic comparative analysis based upon the intensive study of a limited number
of social systems.
*506. Cultural Ecology. (2) Campbell, Stuart
Analysis of cultural technological adaptations to environment in cross-cultural perspective.
*508. Processes of Culture Change. (2) Basehart
Analysis of contemporary anthropological approaches to problems of social and cultural
change.
* 512. Seminar: Ethnology. (2) Graduate Staff
Specific topics related to problems in the interpretation of ethnological data.
*513. Anthropologicol Problems in Latin America. (2) Gonzalez, Schwerin
Analyses of current anthropological problems in the area.
*584. Interdisciplinory Seminar on Problems of Modernization in Latin America, (3) Liepe,
Lieuwen, Schwerin
(Same as History 584).
*595. Seminar: Southwestern Ethnology. (2) Ellis
Individual research related to a current problem selected for group study.
*610. Kinship Studies. (2) Bosehart
An introduction to the forms and variations of kinship systems.

Technical:
t260L. Beginning Museum Techniques and Methods. (3) Brady
An introduction to the history, philosophy, and purpose of museums. Techniques and
problems of museum administration, education, collection, exhibition, conservation, and
public relotions. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
*303L. Chronology. (3) Ellis
Methods of dating in relationship to archaeological problems. Prerequisite: permission of
instructor. 1 lecture, 4 hrs. lab.
*307L. Physical Anthropology: Osteology. (3) Basehart
A laboratory course in the identification of human skeletal materials with attention to
problems in the evolution of the primates. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
*311. Material Culture. (3) Ellis
Materials and techniques of manufacture, with emphasis an analysis and identification
of the prehistoric and historic Southwestern tribes.
*360L. Advonced Museum Techniques and Methods. (3) Brady
Specialized work an a sub-curatorial level in one area of anthropology, art, or folk art.
Emphasis on conservation, cataloging, and interpretation of collection materials to the
public. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
*409L. Southwestern Pottery. (3) Ellis
Prehistoric pottery types of Mogollon and Pueblo cultures: identification and relationships. Prerequisites: 355 and 356 or permission of instructor. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
Individual Studies:
*551-552. Problems. (2 hr>. each semester) Graduate Staff
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

ARCHITECTURE
Professors T. R. Vreeland Jr. (Chairman), J. J. Heimerich; Associate Professor
D. P. Schlegel; Assistant Professor J. R. Jarrett; Lecturer R. Eichorn; Lecturers
(Part-time) W. A. Gathman, C. W. Quinlan.
CURRICULA

See p. 193.
101. Architecture and Society. (3) Jarrett
A discussion of social, political and economic factors as they affect the evolution of
_ _--=b:..:u~i.lding form.

t No prerequisite.
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201·202. Fundamentals of Design. (3, 3) Eichorn
An analytic and rational approach to design; system analysis, operational techniques
and human behavior as form determinants; application of problem-solving and decisionmoking techniques to design. Lectures, laboratory ond shop work. Prerequisites: Art 103,
104.
261. Ancient and Medieval Architecture. (3) Bunting
262. Renaissance and Baroque Architecture.

(3)

Bunting

t271. Introduction to City Planning. (3)
Comprehensive survey of city forms. Comparative analysis of urban behavior and its
interpretation into urban physical forms among various cultures. Not open to freshmen.
t283-2B4. Materials and Construction. (2, 2)
The manufacture and uses of materials as applied to the architectural features of a
building, emphasizing advantoges and limitations of such materials, types of foundations,
drawing of selected details. Not open to freshmen.
t341 L. Architectural Design. (5)
The integration of technical disciplines of building into the design of architecture. Not
open to students enrolled in the University College. Prerequisites: 242L, Civil Engineering
210. May be repeated to a maximum of 10 hours credit. 15 hrs. lab.
t361. The Sources of Modern Architecture. (2) Schlegel
t362. Contemporary Architecture in Europe and the Americas.

(2)

Schlegel

t429. Workshop. (1-5)
Design work in architecture and planning. Special permission required.
t441 L. Architectural Design. (5)
The emphasis of concepts of form appropriate for building types. Prerequisites: 10 hours
credit in 341 L, Civil Engineering 312, Art 103, 104, 105, 293; corequisite: Mechanical
Engineering 308. May be repeated to a maximum of 10 hours credit. 15 hrs. lab.
t*462. Seminar (2) Graduate Staff
Discussion of the theory and creative process of architectural design. Prerequisite: senior
standing.
*471. History af American Architecture. (3) Bunting
The history of American architecture from the 17th century to World War II.
t4721. Planning Design. (3)
Studies of regions, megalopolises, or cities. Compilation of the basic data, formulation
of a general plan of land use 000 transportation. Prerequisite: 271. 9 hrs. lab.
t481. Architectural Programming. (1)
The methods of developing a building program. Prerequisite: 4411.
t483L. Working Drawings. (3)
The preparation of working drawings, showing the quantity and method of construction of a specified type of bUilding. Prerequisite: senior standing. 9 hrs. lab.
t*484. Office Practice and Specifications. (3) Heimerich
Duties of the architect, relationships of architect-client-contractor, professional ethics,
office management, requirements for licensing, analyses and writing of various specifications. Prerequisite: senior standing.
t490. Interdepartmental Proseminar.
(Same as Fine Arts 490.)

(3)

Honors Staff

t4911. Architectural Design. (5)
Feasible solution through the collaborative method to a large scale architectural problem. The synthesis of all experiences in a final project. Prerequisites: 10 hours credit in
441 L, 472L, Civil Engineering 313, 314; corequisite: 481. Thesis to be taken during last
semester. May be repeated to a maximum of 10 hours credit. 15 hrs. lab.
t4991. Architectural Thesis. (7)
A continuation of 491 L and the solution of the architectural problem chosen in 481, and
a further development of all the components of the problem. Prerequisites: 491 L, 472L,
Civil Engineering 313, 314, Fine Arts 490. Thesis to be taken during last semester. 21
hrs. lab.
t Courses so marked are open to students enrolled in the six-year curriculum only with permission of the Department Chairman.
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Professors C. Adams, B. Bunting, J. Kacere, S. D. Smith, J. Tatschl; Associate Professors V. D. Coke (Chairman), G. Z. Antreasian, C. E. Paak; Assistant Professors R. Ellis, R. L. Grow, N. Harrison, R. W. Lewist, M. E. Smith; Visiting Lecturer G. Laing; a nd Staff. **
MAJOR STUDY

1. For the student enrolled in the College of Fine Arts, a 60-hour Professional Curriculum is offered leading to the degree of B.F.A. in Art. (See curriculum, p. 195).
2. For the student enrolled in the College of Fine Arts, a 48-hour General
(Liberal Arts) Curriculum is offered leading to the degree of B.A. in Fine Arts.
(See curriculum, p. 195).
3. For the student enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences, a 32-hour
major may be taken in one of two fields of specialization: Studio or Art History and Criticism.
Of these 32 hours, at least 12 must be in courses numbered above 300.
Those specializing in Studio take the following:
6 hours chosen from Art 101, 103, 104, or 105.
8 hours Art History and Criticism including Art 270, 271, or 272.
18 hours additional in the field of specialization.
Those special :zing in Art History and Criticism take the following:
12 hours Studio including Art 103 and 105.
20 hours of Art History and Criticism including Art 270, 271, and 272.
If a student majors in Art in the College of Arts and Sciences, he may not
count toward graduation any other hours taken outside that College. An Art
adviser shall be appointed by the Art Department, and the program approved
byhim.
MINOR STUDY

The minor consists of 20 credit hours. The student minoring in Art is expected
to specialize in a single field (such as the crafts, history of art, graphic design,
painting, photography, etc.) but he should also take one or more of the general
introductory courses offered by the department. Prerequisite courses shall be
taken. The student must consult an Art Department adviser regarding his minor,
and the advised program in his minor must be approved by his major department.
MATERIALS AND STUDENT WORK

Students en rolling in Art courses furnish their own material except certain
studio equipment prOVided by the University.
ALL WORK when completed is under the control of the department until after
the exhibitions of student work. Each student may be required to leave one or
several pieces of original work with the department.
CREDIT

For 1 semester hour of credit it is expected that the student do 3 clock hours

t Sabbatical leave 1966-67 (I).
** New appointments to be made, effective July 1,1966.
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work per week through the semester. This includes time spent in recitation, preparation and studio. If full studio hours are not assigned in the schedule, outside
assignments will be given by the instructor.
GENERAL
101. Art Appreciation. (3) Ellis
Introduction to the visual arts; acquaints the general student with various fields, media,
ond masterpieces.
490. Interdepartmental Proseminar. (3) Honors Staff
(Same as Fine Arts 490.)
STUDIO

103-104. [103-203] Visual Fundamentals. [Two-Dimensional Design; Three-Dimensionol Design]
(3, 3) Harrison
An introductory course dealing with the problem of visual organization.
105. [106] Fundamentals of Drawing. [Beginning Drawing] (3)
Pictorial interpretation of form.
205. [216] Beginning Drawing. [Intermediate Drawing] (3)
Understanding of form through a proficiency in drawing. Prerequisite: 105.**
213. Beginning Sculpture (3) Grow, Tatschl
Sculptural techniques in various media. Prerequisites: 103, 104.
257. Beginning Jewelry and Metolwork. (3) Lewis
The handworking of various metals. Prerequisites: 103, 104.**
263. Beginning Painting. (3)
Technique and concepts. Prerequisites: 103, 104, 105.* *
268. Beginning Ceramics. (3) Paak
Ceramic techniques. Prerequisites: 103, 104.**
277-278. Beginning Graphic Design. (3, 3)
The problems of graphic design and communication. Prerequisites: 103, 104, 105.
287. Photography. (3) Read
Introductory courses in still photography. Prerequisites: 103, 104, or permission of instructor.
293. Beginning Watercolor Painting. [Watercolor Rendering] (2) Lewis, S. D. Smith
Fundamentals of watercolor painting. Emphasis will be placed on the landscape as a
subject. Prerequisites: 103, 104, 105.**
305. [466] Intermediate Drawing. [Drawing: Materials and Media] (3)
Drawing as a foundation for painting and sculpture. Prerequisite: 205.**
323. Intermediate Painting. (3) S. D. Smith, Staff
The concepts of painting leading toward a proficiency in the technique of oil painting.
Prerequisite: 263.**
*343. Advanced Landscape Painting. (2) S. D. Smith
Landscape painting in various media. Prerequisites: 305, 323.**
357. Intermediate Jewelry and Metalwork. (3) Lewis
Development of metalworking techniques with emphasis on the creative application of
various skills. Prerequisite: 257.**
368. Intermediate Ceramics. (3) Grow, Paak
Experimental approaches to ceramic design. Prerequisite: 268.**
373. Intermediate Sculpture. (3) Grow, Tatschl
Relationships of various materials to specific conceptual problems. Prerequisite: 213.**
374. Lithography. (3) Antreasian
Techniques and methods of lithography. Prerequisite: 305.**
378. Intermediate Graphic Design. (3)
Experimental use of technique and material in solving problems of graphic design. Prerequisite: 278; or corequisite, 387. **
386. Techniques of Photography. (3)
Applications of photography as a recording tool.
---,;",

** Instructor and Department Chairman must approve repetition of this course. May be
taken for credit no more than three times.
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387. Intermediate Photography. (3)
Practical and historical study of still and cimematic photography with emphasis on the
development of dillerent techniques to engender various kinds of content. Prerequisite:
287.**
*405. [476] Advanced Drawing. (3)
Drawing as an expressive medium. Prerequisite: 305. May be repeated for credit.t
*457. Advanced Jewelry and Metalwork. (3) Lewis
Experimental use of metal-working processes. Prerequisite: 357. By permission of instructor only. May be repeated for credit. t
*473. Advanced Sculpture. (3) Grow, Tatschl
Investigotion of individual problems based on a thorough knowledge of materials and
methods. Prerequisite: 373. By permission of instructor only. May be repeated for credit. t
*474. Advanced Lithography. (3) Antreasian
Continuotion of 374. Prerequisites: 374, 405, By permission of instructor only. May be
repeated for credit. t
478. Advanced Graphic Design. (3)
Continuotion of 378. May be repeated for credit.t
*483. Advanced Painting. (3) Kacere, S. D. Smith, and Visiting Artists
Development of concepts and ideas as related to an individual approach to painting.
Prerequisites: 323, 405. By permission of instructor only. May be repeated for credit.t
*484. Material. and Techniques of the Artist. (3) Tatschl
Experimental study and application of traditional and contemporary techniques and materials. Recommended for Art History majors.
*487. Advanced Photography. (4) Coke
The practice of photography as a creative means of expression with emphasis on various
approaches to the deveioprneni

or

u personal vision. Pieiequi~jte:

387 or permission

of instructor, May be repeated for credit. t
*488. Advanced Ceramics. (3) Paak
Experimental approach to ceramic design based on a thorough knowledge of processes.
Prerequisite: 368, By permission of instructor only. May be repeated for credit.t
*493. Criticism: Painting, Sculpture, Lithography. (1)
Criticism for advanced and graduate students in painting, sculpture and lithography.
May be repeated for credit, t but no more than 2 hrs. of credit may be counted toward
a graduate degree.
*498. Criticism: Crafts. (1)
Criticism for advanced and graduate'students in crafts. May be repeated for credit,t
but no mare than 2 hrs. of credit may be counted toward a graduate degree.
499. Senior Thesis. (3)
Directed study in the major field, culminating in a written thesis or exhibition. Open to
students by faculty invitation only.
*551-552. Problems. (2-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Stall
Graduate work in projects or fields nat covered in the regular catalog courses. Maximum
6 hours.
*563. Projects in Sculpture. (3) Grow
Directed individual assignments.
*565. Projects in Drawing. (3) Kacere
Directed individual assignments.
*574. Project. in Lithography. (3 or 6) Antreasian
Prerequisite: 474 or permission of instructor.
*583. Projects in Painting. (3) Kacere
Directed individual assignments.
*599. Master's The.i.. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Stall
See the Graduote School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*699. Dissertation. (3·6 hrs. per semester) Graduate Stall
See the Graduote School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

---

** Instructor and Department Chairman must approve repetition of this course. May be
taken for credit no more than three times.
t Instructor and Departmen(Chairman must approvE' all cases of repetition in this course.
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ART HISTORY AND CRITICISM
130. Contemporary Art. (3)
Emphasis will be given to the theoreticol boses of the major movements since Impressionism.
270. Histary of Art I. (3)
Introductory study of Prehistoric, Neor Eastern, Egyption, Greek, Roman, Early Christion,
Byzantine and Romonesque Art.
271. History of Art II. [Introduction to History of Ancient ond Medieval Art] (3)
Introductory study of Western Art from the beginning of the Gothic period to the end
of the Renoissonce.
272. History of Art III. [Introduction to History of Renaissance and Boroque and Modern Art]
(3)

Introductory study of Western Art from the beginning of the Baroque period to 1874.
*400. Museum Practices. (3)
Practical and theoreticol work in museum practices such as registration, conservotion,
exhibition and cataloging works of art.
*401. Primitive Art. (3) M. E. Smith
Art of Africo ond Oceania.
*410. American Indian Art. (3) M .E. Smith
Prehistoric ond historic art forms of the Indians of North America.
*411. Pre-Columbian Art. (3) M. E. Smith
The arts of the Americas prior to the conquests of the Spanish in the 15th century.
*420. History of the Grophic Arts. (3) Tatschl
Drawing and printmoking from the 13th century to the present.
*430. Greek and Roman Art. (3)
History of painting and sculpture from 1800 B.C. to the 6th century A.D.
'440. Medieval Art. (3) Bunting
A survey of architecture, painting, and sculpture from the dissolution of the Roman
empire to the 16th century, with emphasis on the religious art forms of the 12th and
13th centuries.
*450. Sponish Colonial Art. (3) M. E. Smith
Architecture, sculpture, and painting in the period of Spanish colonization and the
relation of these art forms to both the Spanish and the native Indian troditions.
*451. Fifteenth Century Art in Italy and Northern Europe. (3) Bunting
Painting and sculpture from the late 14th century to the end of the 15th century.
*452. Sixteenth Century Art in Italy and Northern Europe. (3)
Painting and sculpture during the High Renaissance and Mannerist periods.
*461. Seventeenth and ,Eighteenth Century Art in Italy. (3)
Pointing and sculpture during the Baroque and Rococo periods.
*462. Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Art in Narthern Europe. (3)
Painting ond sculpture in France, Germany, the Low Countries, and England during the
Boroque and Rococo periods.
*471. Hispanic Art. (3) M. E. Smith
Survey of Hispanic art in Europe and the New World.
*472. Art of the United States. (3) Bunting, Coke
History of painting and sculpture from colonial times to the Armory Show.
*481. 19th Century Art. (3) Coke
History of painting and sculpture from the late Rococo period through Impressionism.
*482. Foundations of Modern Art. (3) Adams, Coke
History of painting and sculpture from Post-Impressionism to Surrealism.
*491. Later 20th Century Art. (3) Adorns, Coke
History of painting and sculpture from Surrealism to the present day
499. Senior Thesis. (3)
. Directed study in the major field, culminating in a written thesis. Open to students by
faculty invitation only.
*501. Bibliography and Research. (2) Bunting
Bibliography and research techniques in the study of art history.

--t

Instructor ond Department Chairman must approve all cases of repetition in this course.
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*521. Seminar: Lithography. (2) Adams
Consideration of the historical development and aesthetic character of lithography.
*551-552. Problems. (2-3 hrs. each semester) Bunting, Coke
Graduate work in proiects or fields not covered in the regular catalog courses. Maximum
6 hours.
*561. Problems in Ancient and Medieval Art. (2)
May be repeated for credit.t
*571. Problems in Renaissance and Baroque Art. (2)
May be repeated for credit.t
*581. Problems in 19th and 20th Century Art. (2) Adams, Coke
May be repeated for credit.t
*599. Master's Thesis [1-3 hrs. per semester)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

ART EDUCATION
See Education, Art

ASTRONOMY
See Physics and Astronomy

BASIC LANGUAGE
See Modern and Classical Languages.

BIOLOGY
Professors L. D. Potter (Chairman), H. J. Dittmer, M. W. Fleck, C. C. Hoft w. J.
Koster; Associate Professors J. S. Findley, W. C. Martin, M. L. Riedesel; Assistant Professors J. W. Beakley, C. S. Crawford, W. G. Degenhardt, G. V.
Johnson, W. W. Johnson.
MAJOR STUDY

Biology 101 L, 102L, 271 L, 272L, 393L, 408, 429L or 478L, and 12 additional
hours. Courses 133L, 136, 139L, 148, 326L, 433L, and 434L are not accepted
toward a maior. Chemistry 102L and Mathematics 120 or 121 or 160 or 162
with "C" grades or better, are required of biology majors. The mathematics
requirement may be met by examination for advanced standing.
A student desiring to concentrate in some special field of biology such as
bacteriology, botany, ecology, phYSiology, or zoology, should consult an appropriate staff member early in his college career.
MINOR STUDY

Biology 101 Land 102L and J 2 additional hours.
MINOR STUDY IN PALEOECOLOGY

See p. 342.
CURRICULA PREPARATORY TO DENTISTRY, FORESTRY,
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY, OR MEDICINE

Seepp.138-141.
Note: Credit wi II not be allowed for both 112L and 101 L-1 02L; or for 133L
and 393L; or for 136-139L and 429L or 430L; or for 148 and 408; or for 236L
and 429L or 430L.
t Instructor and Department Chairman must approve all Cases of repetition in this course.
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lOll. General Biology. (4) Yr. Crawford, Degenhardt, Dittmer, Fleck, Koster
The fundamental structures and functions of higher plants and animals with emphasis on
principles and the unity, rather than the diversity, of phenomena. Credit suspended until
102L is completed. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
102L. General Biology. (4) Crawford, Degenhardt, Dittmer, Fleck, Koster
A continuation of 101 L. Survey of the plant and animal kingdoms; heredity, environmental
relations, and evolution. Prerequisite: 101 L. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
112L. General Zoology. (4) Degenhardt, Fleck, Hoff
The fundamental structures and functions of the vertebrates, and a review of the animal
kingdom. Open to majors in P. E. and Home Economics only. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
133L. Paramedical Microbiology. (3) Beakley
Introduction to the principles of infection and immunity; disinfection and antibiosis;
elementary bacteriologic technique. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
136. Human Anatomy and Physiology. (3) Fleck, Riedesel
The structure and functions of the human body. Lectures emphasize physiology. May be
taken with, or independently of, 139L. Not accepted toward a biology major.
139L. Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory. (2)
Laboratory work in elementary anatomy and physiology with emphasis on anatomy. Cannot be taken independently of 136. 3 hrs. lab.
148. Human Heredity. (2) Dittmer, Fleck
A cultural survey of the field of inheritance.
236L. Paramedical Anatomy and Physiology. (4)
Principles of anatomy and physiology as applied to man. PrereqUisites: 102L; Chemistry
281. Not accepted toward a biology major. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
271 L. Invertebrate Zoology. (4) Hoff and Assistant
Evolution; morphology; and complementarity of structure, environment, and function' of
the invertebrates. PrereqUisite: 102L. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab.
272L. Comparative Plant Morphology. (4) Dittmer
The origin, morphogenesis, and evolution of members of the plant kingdom. Prerequisite:
102L. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab.
286L. General Vertebrate Zoology. (4) Findley
Principles of classification; ecology, behavior, and speciation of the vertebrates. One or
more overnight field trips required. Prerequisite: 102L. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab. (Offered
in alternate years.)
288. Vertebrates of the Past. (3) Findley
A survey of vertebrate faunas of past geologic periods, their evolution and environments.
One weekend field trip. Prerequisite: 102L or Geology 102. (Offered in alternate years.)
*323. Introduction to Biological Chemistry. (3) West
(Same as Chemistry 323.)
*324L. Introduction to Biological Chemistry Laboratory. (1) West
(Same as Chemistry 324L.)
326L. Physiology of Exercise. (3) Fleck, Riedesel, and Assistants
Physiological processes and their relation to exercise. PrereqUisite: 112L or 102L. Open
to P. E. maiors only. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*393L. General Bacteriology. (4) Beakley
Taxonomy, anatomy, physiology, and ecology of bacteria; principles of bacteriological
technics, sterilization, and hast-parasite relationships. PrereqUisites: 102L; Chemistry 102L;
Chemistry 301, 303L recommended. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
*401 L. Biometrics. (4) W. Johnson
Collection, handling, and statistical treatment of biological data. Prerequisites: 20 hrs.
of Biology and Mathematics 120, 121, 160, or 162. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
*408. Genetics. (3) W. Johnson
Structure, function, and transmission of hereditary factors with emphasis on mathematical
description. May be taken with, or independently of, 409L. PrereqUisite: 102L.
*409L. Genetics Laboratory. (2) W. Johnson
Methods of culturing and breeding fruit flies and of comp'iling and presenting genetic
data. May not be taken independently of 408 without permission of instructor. 6 hrs. lab.
*410. Evolution. (3) Martin
History of the principle and theories of evolution. Prerequisite: 408.
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*412L. Comparative Embryology of the Vertebrates. (4) Koster
Prerequisites: 102L, 271 L. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
*414L. General Entamology. (4) Crawford
Structure, hobits, and classification of the insects. Prerequisite: 102L. 2 lectures, 4 hrs.
lab.
*415L. Insect Ecology. (4) Crawford
Environment~I effects limiting activity, distribution, and abundance of insects. Prerequisite:
414L. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate years.)
*416L. Cytology arid Histology. (4) Riedesel
General structure of the animal cell, tissues, and organs. Emphasis on correlation of structure with function. Prerequisite: 12 hours of biology. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab. (Offered in
alternate years.)
*421L. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy. (5) Findley
Prerequisites: 102L, 271 L. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
429L. Cellular Physiology. (4) Riedesel
Prerequisites: 102L, Chemistry 102L, Mathematics 120, 121, 160, or 162. Chemistry 301,
303L recommended. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lob.
*430L. Vertebrate Physiology. (4) Riedesel and Assistant
Functions and structures with emphasis on fundamental physiological processes and
mechanisms. Prerequisites: 429L or 478L, Chemistry 102L, Mathematics 120, 121, 160,
or 162. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*433L-434L. Foundations of Modern Biology. (4, 4) Fleck and Staff
Analysis of fundamental concepts and a reappraisal of the foundations of biology in light
of recent advances. Concept approach supported by detailed laboratory review of form
and processes. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Credit not allowed 8iology majors.
3 lectures, 3 hrs. lob.
**435. Teaching of Biology. (3) Degenhardt
(Same as Secondary Education 435.) Prerequisite: 102L, Sec. Ed. 310. (Offered in alternate years.)
*443L. Comparative Physiology. (4) Riedesel
A comparison of physiological processes with emphasis on osmoregulation, nutrition,
and metabolism. Prerequisites: 271 L, 429L or 478L, Chemistry 102L. Organic chemistry
recommended. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate years.)
*447. Endocrinology. (2) Riedesel
The glands af internal secretion with special reference to the vertebrates. Deals primarily
with the hormones of reproduction. Prerequisite: 429L or 430L.
*448. Endocrinology. (2) Riedesel
The glands of internal secretion with special reference to the vertebrates. Emphasis on
hormones associated with metabolism. Prerequisite: 429L or 430L.
*454L. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (4) Beakley
The properties and characteristics of disease-producing bacteria and their relationship
to disease. Prerequisites: 393L and Chemistry 301, 303L. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
*456L. Immunology. (4) Beakley
Principles af antigen-antibody reaction, hypersensitivity, and auto-immune diseases.
Laboratory prepa ration, detection, and measurement of antibodies. Prerequisites: 393L
and Chemistry 302, 304L. Chemistry 323 recommended. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lob. (Offered in
alternate years.)
*457L. Virology. (4) Beakley
Structure and function of animal, bacterial, and plant viruses. Prerequisites: 454L or both
393L and Chemistry 323, 324L; Mathematics 120, 121, 160, or 162. 2 lectures, 6
hrs. lob. (Offered in alternate years.)
*463L. Flora of New Mexico. (4) Martin
Identification, classification, and nomenclature of vascular plants. Field trips required. Prerequisite: l02L. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab.
*471 L. Terrestriol Ecology and Geography. (4) Potter
Animals and plants in relation to the environment; a study of biotic communities; problems of plant and animal distribution. Field trips. Prerequisite: 102L. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.

---

** Credit for undergraduate teaching majors in A. & S. or in Education and graduates in
Education only.
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"473l. Mycology and Plant Pathology. (4) Martin
A taxonomic study of the fungi, with some considerotion of the causotive factors ond
economic ospects of plont diseases. Prerequisites: 102l, 2721. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab.
(Offered in olternote years.)
"4741. Plant Anatomy. (4) Martin, Potter
Structure of vascular plants. Prerequisite: 1021. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate years.)
"475L. Phormacology I. (4) Ferguson
(Same as Pharmacology 4751.) Not allowed for undergraduate Biology credit.
"476L. Pharmacology II. (5) Ferguson
(Same as Pharmacology 476L.) Not allowed for undergraduate Biology credit.
"477. Economic Botany. (3) Dittmer
Plants of economic importance throughout the world, geographic distribution, relation to
world economy, and papulation distribution. (Offered in alternate years.)
"47BL. Plant Physiology. (4) G. Johnson
General physiology of plant functions, emphasizing photosynthesis, respiration, and
transpiration. Prerequisites: 102l, Chemistry 102l, Mathematics 120, 121, 160, or 162.
Chemistry 301, 303l recommended. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
"479. Conservation. (3) Dittmer
Various aspects of canservatian including soil, water, mineral. wildiife, forestry, range,
and human. lecture, demonstratian, field trips. (Offered in alternate years.)
"4Bll. Medical Entomology. (3) Hoff
The insects and arachnids af importance in human and veterinary medicine. Emphasis in the
laboratory on identification. Prerequisite: 2711. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate years.)
"482L. Parasitic Protozoa and Helminths. (3) Hoff
The protozoa and worms important in human and veterinary medicine. Emphasis on the
structure and life-cycle of various forms, with practice in laboratory identification. Prerequisite: 2711. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate years.)
"484L. Limnology. (4) Koster
Fresh-water habitats and aquatic invertebrates with special reference to problems of
productivity. All-day field trips reqUired. Prerequisite: 1021. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
(Offered in alternate years.)
"486L. Ornithology. (4) Findley
Classification, phylogeny, natural history and literature of birds. Early morning field
trips required. Prerequisite: 1021. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate years.)
"487L. Ichthyology. (4) Koster
Classification, phylogeny, natural history and literature of fishes. All-day field trips required. Prerequisite: 1021. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate years.)
"488L. Herpetology. (4) Degenhardt
Classification, phylogeny, natural history and literature of reptiles and amphibians. Allday and one or more overnight field trips required. Prerequisite: 102l or 1121. 3 lectures,
3 hrs. lab.
"489L. Mammalogy. (4) Findley
Classification, phylogeny, natural history and literature of mammals. All-day field trips
and one or more over-night field trips required. Prerequisite: 1021. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
"490l. Histological Technique. (3) Degenhardt, Martin, Riedesel
The preparation for microscopic examination of plant ond animal structures, tissues, and
cells. Additional emphasis on topics of special interest to individual students. Prerequisites:
l02l, and permission of instructor. 1 lecture, 4 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate years.)
"491 L. Radiobiology. (4) Fleck, G. Johnson
Properties of radiation; principles, theory, and use of detection and counting instruments;
visits to installations using radiation in industry, medicine, and research. PrerequisiTes:
102l, 429l or 478l, Physics 111 and 1131. One year of organic chemistry recommended.
2 lecTures, 6 hrs. lab.
"492L. Radiobiology. (4) Fleck, G. Johnson
Interaction of radiation with matter; biologic effects of radiation; radiation syndrome;
relotive radiosensitivity of cells, organs, and organisms; health physics and practical
applications of radiation. Prerequisites: 102l, 429l or 478l; pre- or corequisite: Physics
1 J 2 and 1141. One year of organic chemistry recommended. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.

------
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*493l. Plant Mineral and Water Relations. (4) G. Johnson
Absorption and utilizotion of minerols and water with emphasis on problems of semiarid lands. Prerequisites: 47BL or 429L and one semester of organic chemistry. 2 lectures,
6 hrs. lab. (Alternates with 494L.)
*494l. Plant Metabolism and Growth. (4) G. Johnson
Advanced treatment of photosynthesis, respiration, and hormonal control of growth. Prerequisites: 478L or 429L and one semester of organic chemistry. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
(Alternates with 493l.)
*501. Seminar: Current Topics in Biology. (2) Groduote Staff
*503. Research TechniqtJes. (2) Koster
The basic techniques used in exploring biological literature, in planning experiments, and
in making and recording observatians.
*504. Environmental Physiology. (3) Riedesel
Principles of physiological limits and adaptations in relation to environmental stresses.
Prerequisites: 430l; Mathematics 120, 121, 160, or 162; Physics 111 and 113L; or permission of instructor.
*508L. Advanced Invertebrate Zoology. (4) Hoff
Emphasis an the phylogeny of invertebrate groups, principles of comparotive morphology
and embryology. Prerequisite: 271L. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate years.)
*509. Advanced Genetics. (3) W. Johnson
Detailed consideration of hereditary material, transfer af genetic infarmation, and
evolution and integration af genetic systems. Prerequisite: 408.
*510. Genetics of Speciation. (3) W. Johnson
Factors affecting the genetic composition of populations. Prerequisite: 408.
*511l. Insect Physiology. (4) Crawford
Physiology of. terrestrial arthropods with special reference to insects. Prerequisites: 414L,
429l, and one semester of organic chemistry. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab. (Offered in alternate
years.)
*525. Fundamental Concepts of Biology. (3) Fleck
Trend of scientific thought and method from earliest times to the present; origin and history of impartant biological principles. (Offered in alternate years.)
*551. Problems. (2-3) Graduate Stolt
*554. Advanced Vertebrate Zoology. (3) Findley
Recent advances and special topics in population dynamics, distribution, paleontology,
and behavior of vertebrates. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. (Offered in alternate
years.)
*562. Phylogeny of the Plant Kingdom. (2) Dittmer
Evolutionary trends with emphasis on the vascular plants.
*563l. Advanced Plant Taxonomy. (4) Martin
Experimental approach to plant systematics, application of nomenclatural code, and
mechanics of monographic studies. Prerequisites: 408 and 463L, 471 L, 474L, 478L, and
562 recommended. (Offered in alternate years.) 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
*571l. Physiological Plant Ecology. (4) Potter
Autecological studies stressing physialogical effects of environment. Prerequisites: 471 L
and 478L. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Graduote Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Professors H. V. Finston (Dean), R. L. Edgel, W. H. Huber, P. T. Mori, W. G. O'Donnell, K. W. aim, J. Thompson; Associate Professors J. Matthews, E. G. Nolan, V.
Reva, L. G. Winter; Assistant Professors A. A. Blumenfeld, K. Christman, E. G.
Dillman, F. P. Fowler, J. W. Park, L. Seaton, J. Yeakel; Instructors R. Eck, C. G.
Sampley; Lecturers (Part-time) S. Herman, R. B. Kool, J. W. McMahan, J.
Perovich, W. Shinnick.
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CURRICULA AND CONCENTRATIONS

Seepp.147-148.
For Business Education, see p. 166.
For Data Processing, see p. 150.
105·106. Principles of Accounting. (3, 3) Staff
Introductory accounting: statements, accounts, iournals, adiusting and closing entries, the
worksheet; the voucher system, accounting for proprietorship, partnership, and corporate
equities; cost allocation devices, managerial approach to statement analysis and controls.
The second semester (106) emphasizes the function of accounting in reporting data for
management planning and for general evaluation of the firm. Credit in 105 can be
obtained without continuing in 106. Open to students of sophomore status or to freshmen
eligible to enroll in Mathematics 120 or 121 or 'higher level courses, and to Non-degree
students with the permission of the Bus. Adm. adviser.
:j: Ill. Beginning Typewriting. (2) Park, Reva
The learning of the keyboard by the touch system. Students who have had typewriting
in high school or business school will not receive credit in 111.
:j:112. Intermediate Typewriting. (3) Park, Reva, Sampley
Business forms, correspondence and letter styles, manuscripts, tabulation, speed building
with individual goals. Prerequisite: knowledge of typewriter operation and keyboard.
§ 113-114. Shorthand Theory; Beginning Dictation. (3,3) Park, Sampley
Gregg theory and essentials of writing; speed goal: 50 wam minimum. 114: Review of
theory; introduction of transcription; speed goal: 80 wam minimum. Students wha have
had shorthand in high school should enroll in 114 or a more advanced class, as they
will not receive credit in 113. Prerequisites for 114: 111, 113, or equivalent.
117. Office Machines and Filing. (2) Reva
Laboratory work in filing, transcription from recorded dictation, mimeograph, direct
process duplicators, listing and non-listing calculators. Prerequisite: 112.
200-201. Principles of Economics. (3, 3)
(Same as Economics 200-201.)
202. [101 L] Data Processing. (3) Eck, Fowler.
Evolution, language, and media of data processing; the systems concept; function, operation, and control of IBM punch card machinery; the stored progr~m concept; CPU
functions; storage and input-output media; programming the IBM 1401 in machine,
symbolic, and interpretive languages; data processing applications to In Line, Random
Access, and On Line-Real Time systems. 3 class hrs. Prerequisites: BA 105, Mathematics
122.
§253. Transcription. (3) Sampley
Review of theory; dictation and transcription from shorthand notes correctly and speedily.
Mailable letters are rquired. Prerequisites: 112 and 114 or eqUivalent. Speed goal:
120 wpm.
255. Managerial Accounting. (3) Christman, Mori, Seaton, Yeakel
Interpretation, use, and analysis of accounting reports and supplementary information
for management planning, coordination, and control. Effects of taxation and price
levels on administrative decisions. The application of various theories and concepts which
underlie cost accounting and budgeting. Prerequisites: 105, 106.
257. [357] Secretarial Office Practice. (3) Reva
Development of the ability to apply secretarial skills to office duties and to handle effici,
ently the responsibilities of a secretarial position. Prerequisites: 112, 114, or equivalent.
262. Advanced Typewriting. (3) Reva, Sampley
Production, with efficiency and accuracy, of business letters, reports, manuscripts, tabulation, rough drafts, corporation reports, legal documents; study of skill performance
problems from point of view of teacher and/or office supervisor. Individual speed goals.
Prerequisite: 112.

----

:j: No credit allowed toward degrees in Colleges of Arts and Sciences, and Pharmacy.
§ A maximum of 6 hours credit allowed in shorthand in the College of Arts and Sciences.
No credit allowed toward degree in the College of Pharmacy.
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263. Intermediate Accounting I. (3) Christman, Mari, Seaton, Yeakel
An expansion of the fundamentals of occounting; accounting theory; problems relating to
control of, and accounting for, current assets. Prerequisites: 105, 106, with minimum grade
ofCinl06.
264. Intermediate Accounting II. (3) Christman, Mori, Seaton, Yeakel
Continuation of accounting theory; problems relating to control of and accounting for
permanent assets, liabilities and reserves; the preparation and interpretation of financial
statements. Prerequisite: 263.
265. Business Commun ications. (3) Reva
Prepares the student to understand terms, policies, and procedures in business relations;
letter writing, reports, memoranda, and other media of communication.
289. Statistical Analysis. (3) Fowler, Dillman, Shinnick
Introduction to the analysis of numerical data, pertinent to business and economics. Includes descriptive statistics, sampling, inference, index numbers, time series and correlation.
Emphasis is on the logic of analysis, application, and interpretation. Prerequisite: Mathematics 120 or 121.
290. Managerial Ecanamics. (3) Blumenfeld, Winter
Application of economic theory and behavioral science concepts in decision-making by
the firm. Focus is upon economizing the use of resources, determining optimal combinations of praduds, price determination and strategy, analysis of competitive forces, and
evaluation of rna rket demand and trends.
305. Introduction to International Business. (3) Winter
Will provide an understanding of international business operations-the managerial .and
operational problems of a global enterprise and focus on socio-economic differences.
Structure and functions of a world-wide organization. Emphasis to global business decision maki n9. Prerequisite: Economics 200.
306. Man, Society, and Law. [Business Law] (3) Huber
An intensive examination of the nature, functions and ends of law. The major philosophical schools of thought concerning the nature of man, organizations and governments discussed from a conceptual approach. Natural Law concepts beginning with the
ancient Greek philosophers through the periods of Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Kant to
contemporary views of law stressing sociological jurisprudence with emphasis on applicotion of low to specific current business and sociol problems and the external constraints
on man and decision-making which result from laws. Prerequisite: upper-division standing.
307. Law of Contracts. [Business Law]
(3) Huber
An intensive examination emphasizing a conceptual approach through the case method
of transactions between men and organizations. Development of an understanding of the
elements of ag reements, the types of agreements which are legally enforceable, and the
legal remedies available to the parties thereto. Prerequisites: 306 and upper-division
standing.
308. Principles of Marketing. (5) Winter
Designed to give the student an understanding and appreciation of the marketing process
within the -Framework of the firm. The centro I purpose is to develop a comprehension of
the increasingly important role of behavioral and quantitative models in developing
marketing strategy in domestic and international markets. Prerequisites: 290, Economics
200.
310. Principles of Finar1ce. [Corporation Finance] (3) Matthews
The introductory course in finance. Includes sources and uses of short- and long-term
funds, internal fi nancial management, problems of capital and cash budgeting, asset
management and valuation. Prerequisites: 290 or Economics 201; BA 225 or equivalent.
315. Money and Banking. (3) Chung
(Same as Economics 315.)
*320. Econom ics of Labor Relations. (3) Cohen
(Some as Economics 320.)
321. [421] Advanced Accounting I. (3) Christman, Mori, Perovich, Seaton
Problems and theory relating to partnership dissolution and liquidation, consignments,
installment sales, the statement of affairs, realizotion and liquidation, estates and trusts,
and insurance. Prerequisite: 264.
327. life Insurance. (3) Mori, Seaton
The economic aspects of risk as exemplified by life insurance; basic actuarial considerations; detailed investigation of provisions and costs of policies and their suitability for
various types of buyers; organization of the business.
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328. Property and Casualty Insurance.

(3) Christman, Mori, Seaton
Basic principles and theories of insurance will be treated generally, followed by a special
study of fire, liability, marine, automobile, and aviation insurance. Fidelity and surety
bonds will also be included in the study of property insurance.

329L. Quantitative Analysis far Management.

330.

*332.
340.
*350.
*362.
363.

364.
366.

(3) Dillman, Fowler
The opplication of modern quantitative methods to business problems. Includes allocation,
inventory, and waiting line models, decision theory, forecasting and advanced statistical
techniques. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab. Prerequisite: 289.
Organization Theory. (5) Dillman, Herman, Nolan, aim
Fundamentals of organization and management which apply not only to industrial organizations but to any enterprise involving sizeable groups of people. Study of the manager's
job in setting goals and in utilizing both human and material resources to meet organization objectives. Introduction to human relations case problems.
Government Control of Business. (3) Parker
(Same as Economics 332.)
Transportation. (3) Hufbauer
(Same as Economics 340.)
Public Finance. (3) Therkildsen
(Same as Economics 350.)
Econamic Fluctuations. (3) Chung, Hamilton
(Same as Economics 362.)
Financial Analysis. (3) Matthews
Tools and techniques useful in the systematic analysis of financial alternatives characterized by uncertainty. Includes security and portfoliO analysis, appraisal of capital
budgeting procedures, estimating funds flows, and profit-ability analysis. Prerequisite: 310.
Rise of Modern Industry. (3) Hamilton
(Same as Economics 364.)
Financial Management. (3) Matthews
Planning, directing, and controlling the uses of an organization's financial resources,
both internal and external. Promotion, mergers and consolidations, role of financial intermediaries, and regulation. Prerequisite: 310.

384. [484] Cast Accounting.

(3) Mori, Seaton
Industrial and distribution cost accounting principles and techniques; job and process
cost systems; standard costs. Prerequisite: 106.
*410. Marketing Communication. (3) Winter
An investigation of communicotions theory including market, audience, and individual
behavior; relationships of communications in the marketing mix; personal and nonpersonal forms of communications including tales management and advertising; problems of
determining advertising appropriations, budgets, campaign strotegy, media analysis, ond
evaluotion of the communicotions effort of the firm. Prerequisite: 308.
*422. Advanced Accounting II.

(3) Christman, Mori, Seaton
Branch accounting; preparing consolidated financial statements; effecting combinotions and
mergers. Prerequisite: 264.

439. Teaching of Business Subjects. (3) Park, Sampley
(Same as Secondary Educotion 439.)

447. Auditing.

(3) Christman, Mori, Seaton
Auditing principles and procedure; preliminary considerations, plonning the oudit program, c10sses of audits, audit reports, professional ethics and legal responSibility; case
prablems. Prerequisite: 321.
*449-450. Income Tax Accounting. (3, 3) Christman, Mori, Seaton
Federol and stote income tax laws and regulations; history and background; sources of
tax law; tax services; organization and procedures of the Bureau of Internal Revenue;
tax returns, rates and credits; deductions and exclusions; Withholding provisions; capital
gains and losses; community property clauses. Prerequisite: 105, 106 with minimum grade
of C in 106. Credit may be obtained in 449 without continuing in 450.
*469. Financial Palicy. (3) Motthews
Formulation and applicotion of long- and short-term policies for working capital management, investment decisions, financial structure, dividend policy, stockholder relations.
Emphasis on the development of a policy-making framework suited for deCiSion-making
under varying degrees of uncertainty and risk. Prerequisites: 310 ond either 363 or 366.
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*483. Marketing Research. (3) Thompson, Winter
Research methods and techniques as an aid to marketing management and the application of these tools to the process of obtaining information upon which to base marketing
strategy. Prerequisites: 289, 308.
*486. Marketing Logistics. (3) Winter
In this course the student considers analysis and development of an integrated distribution network. A systems approach is applied to the problems of marketing logistics.
Economic analysis and quantitative tools are used in decision-making concerning the
physical Aow of goods. Included are warehousing and inventory planning. Prerequisites:
308, 329L.
*487. Contemporary Accounting Problems. (3) Mori, Seaton
Comprehensive coverage of current problems related to income determination, asset
and equity valuotion and statement presentation. Prerequisite: 264.
*490. Methods Engineering. (3)
(Same as Mechanical Engineering 490.)
492. Senior Seminar. (3) Edgel. Dillman, O'Donnell, Olm
Emphasis is placed on the specific functions of top management. A variety of case studies
offers the student an opportunity to develop a habit of administrative thinking as company-wide objectives and policies are formulated, and consistent plans and programs are
carried into action. Prerequisite: senior standing.
*493. Labor Law and Collective Bargaining. (5) Finston, Kool
Case studies of common, statutory, and administrative law, with emphasis on modern
labor legislation and related court and administrative agency decisions affecting labormanagement relations. An examination of the game theory approach to collective bargaining strategy and tactics. Intensive analysis of negotiation and arbitration cases
involving wages, employee discipline, seniority rights, management prerogatives, and
other collective borgaining issues. Prerequisite: 330 or permission of instructor.
*495. Administrative 'Theory and Practice I. (3) Dillman, Finston, Hermon, Nolan
Analysis of managerial functions and responsibilities. Extensive case studies involve formal
and informal relationships among workers, supervisors, staff and line officers, and top and
middle management. Special emphasis is placed upon administrative processes and techniques. Prerequisite: 330 or permission of instructor.
*496. Advanced Theory in Personnel Management. (3) Dillman, Finston, Hermon, Nolan
An investigation into the behavioral models underlying the instruments, their nature, administration ond interpretation as used in personnel management, Implications for interviewing, testing, training, performance evaluation, and wage ond salary administration.
Prerequisite: 330 or permission of the instructor.
*500. Quontitotive Analysis I. [Operations Analysis I] (3) Fowler
Study and application of mathematical techniques in the solution of administrative problems. Primary applications will be made to deterministic models of resource allocation and
inventory control.
*501. Quantitative Analysis II. [Operations Analysis II] (3) Fowler
Continuation of 500 with emphasis on stochastic models and the use of statistics in administrative decision making. The computer will be used in depth for data reduction and
manipulation. Emphasis will be laid upon simulation models of administrative phenomena.
Prerequisite: 500.
*502. Managerial Accounting and Control. [Accounting Analysis
Mahan, Mori
Intensive study of accounting theory, both as a systematic
the total performance and status of an enterprise, and as
making cu rrent decisions, planning future activities, and
control.

* 504.

and Techniques]

(3)

Mc-

approach to e~aluation of
on aid to management in
in maintaining operational

Business Econom ics I. (3) Blumenfeld, Olm
Economic systems, institutions, and organization; macro- and micro-economic principles,
problems, and analysis.

*505. Business Economics II. (3) Blumenfeld,Olm
Application of macro- and micro-economic principles and analysis to managerial and
and financial problems.
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* 506. Organizational Behovior I.

(3)
Interpretation of administrotive
organizotional settings as social
and generated. Reviews af the
tional studies.

Herman, Nolan
behavior in terms of psychological lows. Analysis of
environments where psychological laws can be tested
basic behavioral science techniques used in arganiza-

*507. [506] Organizational Behavior II. (3) Dillman, Finston
Traditional and contemporary theories af organizatians as abstract organisms, especially
cybernetic systems of communication and control, and their goals and motivations. Problems generated by the presence of human decision-makers in the organization, and consideration for means for resolving conflict between the goals of the organization and the
goals, needs, and sentiments of individuals and groups within it. Emphasis is laid upon
designing a structure consonant with the basic purpases of the enterprise, and in
developing an organizational climate conducive to maximum growth and productivity of
the individual.
*509. Low and Society. [legal Problems of Business Administration]

(3)

Huber

*511. Marketing. (3) Thompson, Winter
The purpose of this course is to provide an understanding of the marketing-decision
making process and to develop in the student analytical and conceptual abilities as well
as problem-solving capacity. Surveys normative models for deCision-making in different
marketing situations and discusses various analytical tools available to the marketing
executive for appraising, diagnosing, organizing, planning and formulating of marketing programs. Marketing problems discussed within the system of the firm in an international setting. Student's attention directed towards an understanding of the economic,
social and political forces leading to change in the market place and the development
of concepts that are useful in evaluating marketing situations. Emphasis upon the construction of a marketing plan, strategy,. and tactics.
*520. Seminar in Systems Analysis. (3) Fowler
Information systems, including approaches to the description of those data characteristics
relevant to a given problem; approaches to data reduction, storage, and analysis; and
schemes of iustification for a recommended system. Topics include discussions of general
systems theory, cybernetics, value analysis, information retrieval, computer metalanguages, and implementation.
.
*521. Seminar in Managerial Economics. (3) Fowler,Olm
Selected topics of current importance in the area of managerial economics; significant
books and articles read and discussed. Emphasis given to problems in the area of production and resource allocation.
*522. [504] Seminar in Marketing. (3) Thompson, Winter
Selected topics of current importance in the field of marketing. Significant books, articles,
and research reviewed and discussed. A high degree of participation by seminar members is expected.
*523. [515] Seminar in Organizational Theory. (3) Herman, Nolan
Advanced theory of organizatian structure and behavior with emphasis upon behavioral
science research contributions. Advanced cases focus upon management's role in resalving
inter-personal, inter-group, and inter-organization problems.
*524. Seminar in Low and Society.

(3)

Huber

*525. [512] Advanced Accounting Theory. (3) Mori, Seaton
Controversial aspects of depreciation, treasury stock, surplus, goodwill, no par capital
stock, inventory valuation, fixed assets valuation, overhead costs.
*526. [508] Seminar in Finance. [Financial Administration] (3) Matthews
Internal and external financing of business and non-business organizations with special
emphasis on determination of capital needs, sources of funds and planning for the effective use of funds.
*527. [516] Seminar in International Business. (3) O'Donnell, Winter
The prablems of intense and sophisticated competition in world markets which confront
US businessmen. As company activities in foreign business g raw, management must acquire better understanding on which to base reasonable decisions. Emphasis to the
development af an internatianal business strategy. Considers crucial differences in foreign business such as psychalogical aspects, sacialogical structure, as they relate to US
business operatians abroad.
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*528. Seminar in Administrative Policy. (3) O'Donnell,Olm
The functional areas of administration are integrated and their interdependence shown.
Emphasis upon (a) the diagnostic procedures necessary to identify relevant quantitative
and qualitative decision variables in a particular problem, (b) developing a model of the
functional relationships among these variables, and (c) using the foregoing to make specific decisions.

*535. Advanced Accounting Theory and Practice. (3)
The application of advanced accounting principles to practical coses and accounting
problems. Prereq uisite: permission of insrtuctor.
*540. [503] Administrative Research and Problems I. (3) Edgel, Nolan, Winter
Designed for MBA students who (J.) will be required to deal with questions and problems (make or assist in making decisions), the solutions to which depend upon obtaining
and interpreting relevant factual evidence, (2) will be required to make investigations
and to report their methods and conclusions to superiors, (3) will be expected to make
critical evaluations of research reports. The final proiect in the course is the submission
of a complete prospectus of the student's thesis. This prospectus must, at a minimum, explain the background and significance of the problem, state the hypothesis(es) or proposition to be investigated, establish the design and/or method of investigation, and indicate the character and availability of evidence required.
*541. Administrative Research and Problems II. (3) Graduate Staff
Second research course to be used by the student for the completion of his thesis. In
order that the student may be entirely ready to begin work immediately upon this project,
it is necessary that he will have chosen and obtained approval of a thesis topic and
developed a clear-cut statement of his problem and a plan of action for pursuing it.
Enrollment in 541 will not be permitted until the student has satisfactorily completed 540.
*551-552. Problems. (1·2 each semester) Edgel, Finston, Fowler, Huber, Matthews, Mori,
Nolan, Winter
Special permission of the adviser and of the Dean of the College of Business Administration required.
*555. [507] Seminar in Advanced Tax Accounting. (3) Mori
Case studies in advanced federal income tax problems; federal estate and gift taxes; a
study of those New Mexico State taxes which concern the public accountant.
* 599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. p~r semester) Dillman, Edgel, Finston, Fowler, Hermon, Huber,
Matthews, Mori, Nolan, Olm, Seaton, Winter
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
See Engineering, Chemical

CHEMISTRY
Professors R. N. Castle (Chairman), G. H. Daub, M. Kahn, J. L. Riebsomer, S. E.
Smith; Associate Professor G. A. Crosby; Assistant Professors R. D. Caton,
L. D. Hansen, D. R. McLaughlin, B. D. West; Instructors M. P. Maim and V. V.
Searcy.
The program of the Department of Chemistry conforms to the standards
prescribed by the American Chemical Society; however students who wish to be
certified to the American Chemical Society should elect Chemistry 431, Inorganic
Chemistry.
MAJOR STUDY

For the degree of Bachelor of Arts: Chemistry 101 L, 122L, 301, 302, 303L,
304L, and at least 11 additional hours selected from courses numbered 305-499;
or Chemistry lOll, 102L, 253L, 301, 302, 303L, 304L and at least 8 additional
hours selected from courses numbered 305-499.
For the degree of Bachelor of Science: Chemistry 101 L, 122L, 301, 302,
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303L (2 hr.) 304L (2 hr.), 311, 312, 313L, 314L, 350, 352L and at least 10 additional hours selected from courses numbered 305-499; or Chemistry 101 L, 102L,
253L, 301, 302, 303L (2 hr.), 304L (2 hr.), 311, 312, 313L, 314L, 350, 352L and
at least 10 additional hours selected from courses numbered 305-499. The program must also include Physics 260, 261, 262, 263L, 264L and German equivalent to 252 or 262.
MINOR STUDY

20 hours in Chemistry, including Chemistry 10 1L, 102L, 253L, and either 301,
302, 303L and 304L or 311,312, 313L and 314L; or Chemistry lOlL, 122L, 301,
302, 303L and 304L or 311, 312, 313L, 314L and 3 additional hours selected
from courses numbered 305-499. Chemistry 141 L, 142L, and 281 do not count
toward the minor.
lOll. General Chemistry. (4)
Introduction to the chemical and physical behavior of matter. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lob.
102l. General Chemistry. (4)
Continuation of 101 L and including qualitative analysis. Prerequisite, 101 L with grade
of C or better. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lob.
122l. General Chemistry. (5)
Introduction to chemical equilibrium and the periodic properties of the elements. Application of these principles to qualitative and quantitative analysis. Prerequisite, 101 L
with grade of C or better and permission of instructor. 3 lectures, 6 hrs. lab. (Credit nat
allowed for bath 122L and 102l.)
141l. Elements of General Chemistry. (4) Searcy
A one-semester course in general chemistry. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
142l. Elements of Organic Chemistry. (4) Searcy
A brief course in organic chemistry. Prerequisite, 141 L or lOll. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
253l. Quantitative Analysis. (4) Caton
Theory and techniques of volumetric and gravimetric analysis. Prerequisite, 102L. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
281. Integrated Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry. (4) Maim
A survey interrelating the maiar principles of organic chemistry and biochemistry. Prerequisites, 10) L or 14) L.
**301-302. Organic Chemistry. (3,3) Castle, Daub, Riebsomer
The chemistry of the compounds of carbon. Prerequisite, 102L or 122L; it is mandatary
that 303L be taken concurrently with 301, and 304L with 302.
**303l. Organic Chemistry Laboratory. (1-2)
To be taken concurrently with 301. 3 or 6 hrs. lab.
**304l. Organic Chemistry Laboratory. (1-2)
To be taken concurrently with 302. 3 or 6 hrs. lab.
**311-312. Physical Chemistry. (3,3) Crosby, Kahn, Mclaughlin
The quantitative principles of chemistry, developed by numerous problems. Prerequisites
for 311: 253L or 122L, Mathematics 264; pre- or corequisites: Mathematics 265, Physics
262. Prerequisite for 312, 311.
**313l. Physical Chemistry Laboratory. (1) Crosby, Kahn, McLaughlin
Experimental study of the subiects discussed in 311-312. Prerequisite, 311. 3 hrs. lab.
**314l. Physical Chemistry Laboratory. (1) Crosby, Kahn, McLaughlin
Continuation of 313l. Prerequisite: 312. 3 hrs. lob.
**323. Introduction to Biological Chemistry. (3) West
An introductory course dealing with the chemistry of biological compounds and their
transformation in plants and animals. Prerequisite, 302, 304l.
**324L. Introduction to Biological Chemistry Laboratory. (1) West
3 hrs. lob.
350. Special Methods in Quantitative Analysis. (3) Caton
A lecture survey of the theory and proctice of qualitative and quantitative analysis. An
_ _ _i_n_troduction to instrumental methods. Prerequisites, 122L, or 253L, 311.
** Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Chemistry.
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352l. Special Methods in Quantitative Analysis laboratory. (2) Caton
Laboratory and conferences. Chemical and instrumental analyses, colorimetry, potentiometric and conductometric titrations. Pre- or corequisite: 350. 6 hrs. lab.
*40Sl. Qualitative Organic Analysis. (3-4) Castle, Daub, West
Identification of carbon compounds through the characteristic reactions of the 'functional
groups. Prerequisites: 302, 304L and permission of instructor. 1 lecture, 6 hrs. lab. or 1
lecture, 9 hrs. lob.
*406l. Organic Preparations. (2-4) Castle, Daub, Riebsomer
The synthesis of organic compounds utilizing the usual reactions such as Grignard,
Friedel-Crafts, etc. Prerequisite: 304L and permission of instructor. 6 to 12 hrs. lab.
*407. The Chemistry of the Alkaloids. (3) Castle
The chemistry involved in the isolation, proof of structure and synthesis of typical representatives of the different classes of alkaloids. Prerequisite: 302 and permission of
instructor.
*41S. Structure of Matter. (3) Crosby, McLaughlin
Elements of molecular orbital theory, dipole moments, dissociation energies, quantum
mechanical description of chemical bonds, hybridization, chemical consequences of
structure. Enrollment only by permission of instructor.

*420. Advanced Organic Chemistry. (3) Daub
Prerequisite: 302 with grade of B or better or permission of instructor.
*431. Inorganic Chemistry. (3) Hansen
A systematic study of the chemical properties of the elements and their compounds, including an introduction to coordination chemistry. Prerequisite: 311, pre- or corequisite:
312.
*435l. Inorganic Chemistry laboratory. (2·3) Hansen
Techniques used in synthetic inorganic chemistry. Co- or prerequisite: 431 or permission
of instructor. 1 lecture, 3 or 6 hrs. lab.
*4S4l. Instrumental Analysis. (4) Caton
Instrumentation and applications of instrumental methods to chemical analysis, including
spectrophotometric and electroanalytical methods. Prerequisite: 352L or permission of
instructor. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
*481-482. Biological Chemistry. (3,3) West
Prerequisites: 302, 31:2.
*483l. Biological Chemistry laboratory. (1) West
Pre- or corequisite: 481.
*484l. Biological Chemistry laboratory. (1) West
Pre- or corequisite: 482.
497-498. Undergraduate Problems.

(2-S hrs. each semester)

*SOI-S02. The Chemistry of the Heterocyclic Compounds. (3,3) Castle, Daub
The chemical properties and synthesis of representative members of the various classes
of the heterocyclic compounds. Prerequisite: 302.
* S04-S0S. Theoretico I Organic Chemistry. (3, 3) Daub
The more important theories of organic chemistry. Prerequisites: for 504: 302, 312, for
505: 504.
*S06l. X-ray Crystallography. (4) Rosenzweig
(Also offered o.s Geology 506L.) Theory and practical application of X-ray crystallography.
Prerequisite: Geology 487L or permission of instructor. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
*SOB. Advanced Topics in Organic Chemistry. (3) Castle, Daub.
May be repeated for credit at discretion of the Department Chairman. Prerequisite: 302.
*S09. Advanced Topics in Organic Chemistry. (3) Castle, Daub
Topics such as carbohydrates, synthesis of polycyclic compounds, relation of chemical
structure to physiological activity. May be repeated for credit at the discretion of the
Department Chairman. Prerequisite: 302.
*SI1. Advanced Seminar in Physical Chemistry. (3) Crosby, Kahn, McLaughlin
Includes such topics as the application to chemistry of quantum mechanics, statistical
mechanics, and atomic and molecular spectra; thermodynamics and kinetics of chemical
reactions. Prerequisite: 312 or permission of the instructor. May be repeated for credit at
the discretion af the Department Chairman.
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*513. Radiochemistry. (3) Kahn
Elementary nuclear theory; radiations and their interactions with matter; detection of
radiation. Prerequisite: 312.
*514. Advanced Topics in Radiochemistry. (3) Kahn
Principles, ideas, and tracer techniques in the application of radioactivity to chemistry.
Prerequisite: 513 or permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit at the discretion
of the Deportment Chairman.
*532. Advanced Topics in Inorganic Chemistry. (3) Hansen
May be repeated for credit at the discretion of the Department Chairman. Prerequisite:
311,43l.
*534. Advanced Topics in Analytical Chemistry. (3) Caton
May be repeated for credit at the discretion of the Department Chairman. Prerequisite:
312.
*581 Advanced Topics in Biological Chemistry. (3) West
Typical subiects: Nucleic Acids, Detoxification Mechanisms, Chemistry of Natural Products, etc. May be repeated for credit at the discretion of the Department Chairman.
Prerequisites: 323 or 481 and 482.
*599. Masler's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per sem.) Caslle, Caton, Crosby, Daub, Hansen, Kahn, McLaughlin, Riebsomer, West
See the Graduate School Bullelin for total credit requirements.
*650. Research. (2-6 10 a maximum of 12) Graduate Slaff
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per sem.) Caslle, Colon, Crosby, Daub, Hansen, Kahn, McLaughlin, Riebsamer; Wesl
.
See the Graduate School Bulletin for lotal credit requirements.

CHEMISTRY, PHARMACEUTICAL
See Pharmacy

CIVIL ENGINEERING
See Engineering, Civil

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
See Modern and Classical Languages

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
Committee in Charge: Professors W. F. J. Dejongh (Languages), Chairman; G. W.
Arms (English), F. M. Dickey (English), R. M. Duncan (Languages), W. D.
Jacobs (English), R. R. MacCurdy (Languages), D. A. McKenzie (Languages);
Assistant Professor J. B. Zavadil (English).
The major in Comparative Literature is an interdepartmental major administered jointly by the Department of English and the Department of Modern and
Classical Languages.
MAJOR STUDY

The minimum requirement of 30 hours includes: English 275-276; Greek 339
or Latin 340; Comparative Literature 466; British or American literature (9 hours,
including at least 6 in courses numbered above 300); a foreign literature (9 hours
from French, German, Portuguese, or Spanish). For descriptions of individual
courses see the listings under the two departments. Students may minor in literature (British or American or any foreign language), but courses taken to satisfy
the major cannot be used to satisfy the minor requirement. Other minor fields
particularly recommended are anthropology, art history, history, and philosophy.
Students planning to major in Comparative Literature are requested to consult with an adviser either in their sophomore year or early in their junior year.
Programs will be carefully planned in both the major and the minor.
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MINOR STUDY

15 hours including:
Group 1,6 hours in literature in a foreign language;
Group 2, 6 hours from courses listed under Comparative Literature in this
bulletin;

3 additional hours from either Group.
275. World
(Same
Bible.
276. World
(Same

literature from Homer to Dante. (3) Jacobs, Kuntz, Staff
as English 275.) Masterpieces of European and Asiatic literature, including the
literature from Rabelais to Mann. (3) Jacobs, Kuntz, Staff
as English 276.) Masterpieces of European literature, including the great Russian

writers.

*338. Russian literature in Translation. (3)
(Same as Russian 338.)
*339. Greek Drama in Translation. (3)
(Same as Greek 339.)

T. Holzapfel

*340. Latin literature in Translation. (3)
(Same as Latin 340.)
*437. Contemporary Drama. (3) Freedman, Jacobs, Staff
(Same as English 437.)
*456. literature of Medieval Europe. (3) Baltzell, Zavadil
Selected authors and genres, Augustine to Petrarch.
*461. The Folktale in English. (3) Baughman
The tradition of folk motifs and themes in the development of the tale as a form of
storytelling in Engl ish and American literature.
*465. Tragedy. (3) Dickey, Freedman, MacCurdy, Trowbridge
Selected tragedies from world literature in translation and theories of the tragic form.
Prerequisite: 3 hrs. in literature.
*466. Literary Criticism. (3) Arms, Dickey, Trowbridge
A history of major critical attitudes toward literature. Prerequisite: 6 hrs. in literature.
*475. Dante. (3) White
Principally the Vita nuova and the Divine Comedy.
*599. Master's TI.esis. (1-3 hrs. per sem.) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

DATA PROCESSING
Assistant Professor F. P. Fowler, Jr. (Director); Part-time Lecturers J. H. Feise, R. R.
Jeffery; Part-time Instructors R. E. Brinkmoeller, S. Abrams.
CURRICULUM

See p. 150.
Courses offered only according to the curriculum schedule and restricted to
enrollees of the Program.
005. Unit Record Labaratory.
The functions and control
IBM machines: sorters,
machine. The key punch
business applications will

(0)
of unit record punched card equipment, including the following
alphabetic interpreter, collator, reproducer, and accounting
is studied in detail but production skill is not required. Basic
be studied by control panel wiring. 5 closs hours.

010. Systems Programming. (0)
Systems f1ow-chorting; programming the IBM 1401 for card, tape, and magnetic disc
systems; programming topics in sub-routines, indexing, looping, and macro·instructions.
5 class hrs.
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011. Systems Programming. (0)
Translators, compilers, and assemblers; macro- and report generators; 1-0 control and
supervisory routines; simulators; system languages (COBOL, SIMSCRIPT, IPLV, etc.). Exploration of the full potential of the IBM 1401 data processor and examination of the
function and operation of other EDP hardware. 5 class hrs.
015. Systems Design and Development. (0)
Information requirements as established by system abiectives; data collection, reduction,
and processing protocol; machine configuration and specification; system evaluation and
implementation techniques; basic elements of the Operatians Research approach to prob.
lem-solving. 3 class hrs.
016. Field Project. (0)
An independently conceived and executed system designed ta solve a stipulated problem
will be required of each student. A "managerial" report in proper form will describe
all phases of the system, from card and forms design to wiring diagrams and programs,
with feasibility to be demonstrated by "live" output. 2 class hrs.
017. DP Supervision and Training (0)
The use of behavioral science concepts in human situations, particularly those arISing in
and unique to technical installations. Discussion of meons for resolving conflict, using
cases ond role-ploying techniques. 3 closs hrs.

DENTAL HYGIENE
Associate Professor M. Novitski (Director); Assistant Professor M. L. duFault; Parttime Lecturers C. E. Cullen, M. Latini, H. Naeve, R. Sei, L. Voelker, R. J. Walpole; Part-time Instructors B. Brabb, T. D. Breshears, P. Clark, L. Keeffe, W.
Keeffe, V. R. Mellott, I. Navarre.
CURRICULUM

See p. 220.
100L. Orientation. (3) Novitski
Survey af dental hygiene, dentistry, and related prafessions. Personal and oral health.
Introduction to potient education. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
102L. Preclinical Dental Hygiene. (3) duFault, Keeffe
Introduction to techniques of oral prophylaxis. Prerequisites: 100L, 110L. 2 lectures, 8
hrs. lab.
110L. Oral Anatomy. (4) Novitski
The morphology of head, neck, and oral structures. Laboratory work emphasizes tooth
anatomy. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
112. Oral Radiography. (1) Naeve
The physics af raentgenology, the operation of the X-ray machine, and the proctice of
taking and developing dentol X-rays.
200L. Clinical Dental Hygiene. (3)
Continuation of 102L. Student gains experience in oral prophylaxis and radiography by
providing services for patients in dental clinic. Prerequisite: 102L. 2 lectures, 11 hrs. lab.
202L. Clinical Dental Hygiene. (4)
Continuation of 200L. Prerequisite: completion of satisfactory work in all courses of first
3 semesters of Dental Hygiene Curriculum. 1 lecture, 16 hrs. lab.
210L. Histology. (2) Walpole
Introductory study of cells, tissues, and organic structures of human body with emphaSiS on oral structures. 1 lecture, 2 hrs. lab.
212. Pathology. (2) Wolpole
Introduction to general pathology; pathology of diseases affecting teeth and their supporting structures; oral manifestations of systemic disturbances. Prerequisites: Biology
136, 139L, 133L; DH 21 OL.
220L. Dental Materials. (2) Sei
A survey of materials used in dentistry; troining in common dental loboratory procedures.
1 lecture, 2 hrs. lab.
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222. Dental and Public Health Education. (2) Voelker
Teaching of dental health; methods and materials to use; theory and practice of preventive dentistry and public health.

230. Oral/Dental Medicine. (2) Cullen
Diagnosis and recognition of the nature and couse of the disease process; principles of
treatment; diagnosis, etiology, prevention and control of diseases of teeth, their surrounding and supporting structures. Relation of dental health to total health. Prerequisite:
J02L.
232. Nutrition. (2) Latini
The chemistry of food; adequate nutrition and its relation to dental health. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 142L.
242. Practice Menegement and Ethics. (1) Novitski
The principles of professional ethics; the lows and regulations related to dentistry and
dental hygiene; essentials of office management, record keeping, and practice building.

DRAMATIC ART
Professors E. Snapp (Chairman), J. E. Yell; Associate Professor N. Blackburn;
Assistant Professors J. Buckles, B. McMullan.
MAJOR STUDY

For Dramatic Art Curricula in Fine Arts: Professional Curricula (with emphasis
in Television or for teachers' certificate) and General Curriculum, see pp. 196-198.
College of Education: Dramatic Art 101, 115, 116, 129,275,276,285,286,
305,306,361, and English 441 or 442 or 465. Total 36 hours.
MINOR STUDY

College of Education: Dramatic Art 101, 115, 116, 129,285,286,305,306,
and English 441 or 442 or 465. Total 27 hours.
College of Arts and Sciences: A minimum of 24 hours including Dramatic
Art 115, 116,305,335, English 441 or 442 or 465; 3 hours to be chosen from
Dramatic Art 129, 306, or 336; 6 additional hours in Dramatic Art numbered
above 200.
101. Voice ane! Diction. (3) Yell
Training for the effective use of the speaking voice: basic principles of voice production,
diction, ane! phonetics. Credit will not be allowed for both Speech 101 and Dramatic
Art 101.

102. Voice and Diction. (3) Yell
Specialized training in the use of the voice for interpretation of stage roles and for
students preparing to enter speech-oriented careers. Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
115·116. Theatre Appreciation. (3,3) McMullan
An introduction to the theatre in terms of the rewording experience and personal enjoyment it affords both those who create it and those who appreciate it.
129·130. Stage Craft. (3,3) McMullan
Methods, materiels, and techniques of stage carpentry. Students construct scenery for
season's p reductions. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
140. Makeup. (3) Blackburn
A practical course on the ort of makeup for stage and television, covering both basic
principles ond specific techniques.
255·256. Stage Lighting. (3, 3) Blackburn
Theory end practice of present.day methods of lighting the stage.
275·276. Technical Production. (3, 3) McMullan
Analysis, planning, and construction of stage scenery and properties; study of the
theatre plont. Prerequisite: minimum of 1 semester of stage croft. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
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285-286. Acting Technique. (3, 3) Snapp
Basic methods of interpretotion for stoge, television, and screen. 3 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
305-306. Rehearsal and Performonce. (3, 3) Yell
Techniques for the director in both rehearsal and performance; a study of acting styles
as related to periods of theatre history.
315. Theatre Production for Teachers: Acting and Directing. (3)
Essentials of acting and directing; rehearsal methods and production organization. May
not be taken by drama majors for credit. 3 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
316. Theatre Production for Teachers: Technical Production. (3)
Essentials of stagecraft, lighting, make-up, scene and costume design; backstage organization and production techniques. May not be taken by drama majors for credit. Students are required to serve on a technical crew for one production. 3 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
317. Educational Theatre. (3) Snapp
The organizing and teaching of droma and dramatic activities in the junior and seniar
high schools. Special emphasis given to the uses of educational theatre as an integral
part of the school curriculum and the student activities program. Prerequisites: 315 and
316, or equivalent courses.
335-336. Theatre History. (3, 3) Blackburn
The development of dramatic art from the Greeks to the present day, with a study of
historical backgrounds of dramatic thought and with special emphasis on production
techniques.
350. Theatre Organization and Management. (3)
A practical and correlated study of the university theatre, the civic and community, and
the professional theatre; principles of production, organization, programming, house
management, budgets, advertising, and box office. Prerequisite: upper-division stonding
and permission of instructor.
351. Radio-Television Drama Production. (3)
Basic directing techniques for the dramatic radio and television program. Workshop. 3
lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
352. Advanced Radio-Television Drama Production. (3)
Advanced directing techniques, adapting and editing the dramatic radio-television program. Workshop. Prerequisite: 351 or permission of instructor. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
355-356. Playwriting. (3,3) Snapp
,
Writing, reading, and analysis of student plays is supplemented by a critical examination
of their playing qualities as revealed in laboratory performances before invited groups.
Prerequisite: upper-diVision standing or permission of instructor. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
361-362. Advanced Rehearsal and Performance. (3, 3) Snapp
Advanced study of directing techniques; analysis of scripts and methods of interpretation
in production. Prerequisite: 305, 306.
375-376. Scene Design. (3, 3) Yell
Materials, techniques, and methods of scene design and scene painting. Student designs
compete for season's productions.
385-386. Costume Design. (3, 3) Blackburn
Historic, modern, and stylized costume and how to design it for the stage. Students
execute costumes for season's productions.

490. Interdepartmental Proseminar.
(Same as Fine Arts 490.)

(3)

,Honors Staff

499. Senior Thesis. (3) Honors Staff
Directed study in any major field of the theatre arts. Open to seniors approved by the
departmental honors committee.

ECONOMICS
Professors N. Wollman (Chairman), S. Cohen, D. B. Hamilton; Associate Professors W. Liepe, P. T. Therkildsen; Assistant Professors P. Chung, G. C. Hufbauer,
T. W. Murray, A. L. Parker, K. J. Sato.
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MAJOR STUDY

Economics 200, 201, 300, 303, 315 and 18 additional hours in Economics,
15 of which must be upper-division, plus Business Administration 289 or equivalent.
DISTRIBUTED MI NOR FOR ECONOMICS MAJORS. With the consent of the departmental chairman, a major may offer an American Studies minor as well as a
minor in a single deportment. For requirements, see American Studies.
MINOR STUDY

Economics 200, 201, and 12 hours in upper-division courses in Economics of
which at least one course must be either Economics 300 or 303.
100. I ntroducti on to Economics.

(3)

Resources, institutions, and problems of the economic system.

200. Principles of Economics.

(3)

Bosic economic concepts, economic organization, notional income, money and bonking.

201. Principles of Economics.

(3)

Market price behovior, income distribution, international trade. Prerequisite: 200.

*300. Economic Theory.

(3) Porker, Wollman
Intermediote economic analysis with emphasis on generol equilibrium models under perfect
ond ;mperfect competition. Prerequisite: 201.

301·302. Interdepartmental Studies in the Culture of the U.S. (3, 3)
(Some as American Studies 301-302.) May be token for departmental credit only with the
consent of the chairman.

*303. National Income Analysis.

(3) Hufbouer
Composition, fluctuotions, growth, and distribution of notional income. Prerequisite: 200.
*306-307. Introduction to Mothematicol Economics. (3,3) Murray
Maximization procedures, derivatives, theory of costs and production, utility and consumer
demand, oligopoly, macro-economic models, and on introduction to linear programming.
Prerequisites: 201, Mathematics 120 or 121; 306 prerequisite to 307.
310. Principles of Finance.

(3) Goode
(Some as Business Administration 310.)
*315. Money and Banking. (3) Chung
Principles of mone)' credit, and banking; organization and operation of the banking system.
Prerequisite: 200.
*320. Economics of La bar Relations. (3) Cohen
Labor force, unions, labor-management relations, legislation, wages, and level of employment. Prerequisite: 201.
(3) Cohen
Woge theory, pol icies, and structures; patterns of labor mobility and the nature of labor
markets. Prerequisite: 320 or permission of instructor.
*325. Economic Security. (3) Therkildsen
Public and private annuity, unemployment compensation, workmen's compensation, and
medical programs. Prerequisite: 200.
*330. Consumer Econom ics. (3) Hamilton
The theory of consumption. Especially recommended for students in Education and Home
Economics. Prerequisite: 200.

*321. Wage Theory and Labor Markets.

(3) Porker
Government and social control of business enterprise, including public utilities; the economics of rate making in publiC utilities. Prerequisite: 201.

*332. Government Control of Business.

340. Tronsportation.

(3)
Principles and problems of transportation. Prerequisite: 201.

*350. Public Finonce.

(3) Therkildsen
Taxation, governmental borrowing, financial administration, and public expenditures. Pre·
requisite: 201.
*355. National Defense. (3)
Strategies and policies, allocation of resources, economic controls. Prerequisite: 201.
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*360. Hisiory of Economic Thought. (3) Therkildsen
Development of the principol economic doctrines and schools of economic thought from
the Physiocrats to Keynes. Prerequisite: 201.
*362. Economic Fluctuations. (3) Chung, Hamilton
The history of the theory of economic fluctuotions, including contemporary theory; proposals
to increase economic stability. Prerequisite: 201.
*364, Rise of Madern Industry. (3) Hamilton
Institutional and technologicol forces in the evolution of the industriol economy. Prerequisite: 200.
*415. Central Banking (3) Chung
Mojor developments in centrol bonking theory and practice and a comparative analysis
of central bonking in developed and underdeveloped money markets. Prerequisite: 315.
*420, Economic Problems of Underdeveloped Countries. (3) Hufbauer, Liepe
Theories, policies, and practices. Prerequisite: 201 or permission of instructor.
*421. Latin American Economic Development Problems. (3) Liepe
Economic analysis of international and domestic development problems and foreign aid
programs applying to the area. Prerequisite: 201 or permission of instructor.
*424. International Economic Relations. (3) Liepe
Trade and balance of payments adiustments, theories of the gains from trade, policy
issues. Prerequisite: 201 or permission of instructor.
*440. Regional Analysis. (3) Sato
Analysis of regional economies, economic models. Prerequisite: 201.
*442. Natural Resources. (3) Wollman
Food, water, mineral, energy resources; development, allocation, pricing; productivity and
effects on notional income and balance of payments. Prerequisite: 201.
*450. Comparative Economic Systems. (3)
A critical analysis of the proposed major reforms of the existing economic system. Prerequisite: 201.
*455. The Soviet Economic System. (3)
Structure, institutions, growth rate, international position, and economic and military
potentials of U.S.S.R. economy. Prerequisite: 201.
*485. Philosophical Foundations of Economic Theory. (3) Evans, Hamilton
(Some os Economics-Philosophy 485). Prerequisite: 201.
*490. Economic Problems. (3) Graduate Stoff
Selected problems. Normally given only in the summer.
497. Reading for Honors. (3)
498. Reading for Honors. (3)
499. Senior Honors Thesis. (4)
*500. Micro·economic Theory. (3) Wollman
Competition and monopoly; value and distribution; general equilibrium; welfare economics.
Prerequisite: 300 or equivalent.
*505. Macro-economic Theory. (3) Hufbauer
Comparative statics, dynamics, and money flows. Prerequisite: 303.
*515. Theory of Money and Banking. (3) Chung
Major developments in monetary and bonking theory. Prerequisite: 305 or 315.
*520. Seminar in Labor Economics. (3)
Prerequisite: 320 or equivalent.
*551. Problems. (2-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Stoff
*560. Theory of Public Finance. (3) Therkildsen
Economic theory and its application to the public economy: welfare economics and other
theoretical tools applied to taxation, public expenditure, and public debt. Prerequisite:
350 or equivalent.
*562. Seminar in State and Local Finance. (3) Therkildsen
An analysis of the economics of state and local expenditures, taxation and administration of public funds. Particular atlention to the problems, policies, and practices in New
Mexico and neighboring states. Prerequisite: 360 or permission of instructor.
*570. Institutional Economics. (3) Hamilton
The "American contribution" to economic thought as found in the work of Veblen,
Mitchell, Commons, and other institutional economists. Prerequisite: graduate status in
Economics or permission of instructor.
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*S80. International Trade Theory. (3) Liepe
Theory of trade arld welfare and its applications. Prerequisite: 424 or permission of instructor.
*583. Seminar in Economic Development. [Seminar in Economic Development and International
Trade] (3) Hufbauer, Liepe, Wollman
Economic theory a pplied to case studies in development, with particular reference to
Latin America. Prerequisite: either 420, 421, or 424.
*S84. InterdiscipliClnry Seminar an Problems of Modernization in Latin America. (3)
Liepe, Lieuwen, Schwerin
(Same as History 584.)
*599. Master's Thesis. (1·3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School 8ulletin for totol credit requirements.

ECONOMICS-PHI LOSOPHY
The combined maior in Economics and Philosophy is an interdepartmental
major administered jointly by the two departments. Students interested in this
program should consult the chairmen of both departments.
This major is directed toward a deepened and fuller understanding of the
theoretical phases of economics and toward the extension of philosophy into one
of its traditiona I areas of interest; namely, that of value theory and its application.
MAJOR STUDY

Students completing an Economics-Philosophy major are not required to have
a minor. The minimum requirement is 45 hours, including: Economics 200, 201,
300, 303, 315, 360 or 450, and three hours to be selected from 320, 325, 332,
340, 350 or 424; Philosophy 145, 201,255, 256 or 356, 301, 302, 308, 322 or 385,
and three additiona I hours above 300; and Economics-Philosophy 485.
MINOR STUDY

Not offered.
*48S. Philosophical Foundations of Economic Theory. (3) Evans, Hamilton
Philosaphica I backgrounds of classical and neo-c1assical, socialist and communist, and
institutionalist ecorlomics. Prerequisite: Economics 201.

EDUCAliON, ART
Professor A. S. Masley (Chairman); Instructor W. Rutkowski.
CURRICULUM

See p. 165.
MINOR STUDY

See p. 165.
110. Creative Art in Elementary School. (3) Rutkowski
Developing ort owareness through comprehension and expression.
I1S. Creative C raft in Elementary School. (3) Rutkowski
Developing craft awareness through comprehension and participation.
120-121. Techniques of Craft Education. (2,2)
Beginning crofts.
130-131. Techniques of Design Education. (3,3)
Design in everyday life.
210-211. Creative Art in Secondary School. (3, 3) Masley
Fundamentals of art education.
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320. Pre-teaching Experience in Art. (3) Masley
Introductory art teaching.
351. Problems. (1-3) Masley, Rutkawski
*400. Children and Art. (3) Masley
Pre-school through adalescence.
*410. Creative Paper Crafts. (3) Masley
*429. Workshop. (1-4)
Carries graduate credit when specifically approved by the Graduate Committee. For
degree restrictions see p. 163 of this catalog or consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
434. Teaching Art in Secondary School. (3) Masley
Objectives, motivation, and procedures. Prerequisite: Educational Foundations 310.
*500. Seminar. (2) Masley, Rutkowski
·529. Workshop. (2) Masley
For degree restrictions consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*551. Problems. (1-3) Masley, Rutkowski
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Masley
See the Graduate School Bulletin for totol credit requirements.
*699. Doctoral Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

EDUCATION, BUSINESS
See Business Administration.

EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Professors P. V. Petty (Chairman), C. C. Travelstead (Dean), F. Angel, D. A
Ryan; Associate Professors J. G. Cooper, C. R. Griffith, P. A. Helfert, P. D.
Lynch, E. Nolan, T. Wiley, W. O. Wilson; Assistant Professors R. J. Berger,
H. Lavender, H. Ulibarri, A. W. Vogel, J. T. Zepper; Lecturers M. Ulibarri, R.
Utter.
Two areas are included in this Department: Foundations of Education and
Educational Administration. The degree program in both areas is at the graduate
level. Program information concerning master's and doctoral degree plans available is contained in the Graduate School Bulletin.

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
*410. Introduction to Educational Administration. (3) Angel, Petty, Ryan
An overview of the field of educational administration including schaol organization,
operational areas, and principles. Required of all school administration majors.
*412. Public Educatian in New Mexico. (2) Angel, Petty, Wiley
A comprehensive survey of the New Mexico public school system and its tax supported
system of higher educotion.
*429. Workshop. (1-4)
Carries graduate credit when specifically approved by the Graduate Committee. For
degree restrictions see p. 163 of this cotalog or consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*510. School-Community Relations. (3) Petty, Ryan, Travelstead
The underlying principles of satisfactory and canstructive relationships between the school
ond the community olong with the development of practices which will implement these
principles.
*520. [420] The School Principalship. (3) Angel, Drummond, Ivins. Ryan
The orgonizational, administrative, and supervisory responsibilities of the school principal
-elementary and secondary.
*521. Public School Finance. (3) Angel, Ryan, Wiley
Basic principles underlying the financing of public schools. Special attention is given to
New Mexico.
*522. School Business Management. (3) Ryan, Wiley, Wilson
Practices in school budgeting, purchasing, funds accounting, auditing, payrall administration, supply management, and miscellaneous business transactions.
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*526. Educational Planning and the School Plant. (3) Angel, Ryan. Wilson
The teaching-learning concepts involved in the planning of desirable school plants. Prerequisite: a course in curriculum.

*529. Workshop in Educational Administration. (1-4) SS Graduate Staff
For degree restrictions consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*530. [430] Adult Ed ucotion. (3) Candie, Travelstead, Ulibarri
Origin, development, philosophy, objectives, methods, and materials.
*531. Administration of Stoff Personnel. (3) Pelly, Wiley
The principles of educational administration applied to the organization and administration of the staff personnel.
*532. [422J Current Ed ucotional Problems. (3) Graduate Staff
A group study of specific problems in education. Usually offered as an off-campus course.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3, 1·3) Graduate Staff
*560. [460J Supervision of Instruction (Elementary and Secondary). (3) Angel, Pelly
(Also offered as Curriculum and Instruction 560.) Purposes of supervision in the instruc·
tiona I prog ram, theory and nature of instructional leadership, supervision as group leadership; classroom visitation and conferences as supervisory techniques; and evaluation of
supervision. Special allention to role of principal and general supervisor in instructional
improvement.

*561. School law. (3) Angel, Pelly, Wiley
Legislation and caurt decisions, with special reference to New Mexico school law.
*564. School and Community Surveys. (3) Lynch, Ryan, Wilson
Practices and techniques in all phases of school and community surveys.
*571. State and Federal Educational Administration. (3) Angel, Ryan
State school systems; federal and state policy; and forms of control.
*581. Seminar in Educational Administration. (2) Angel, Lynch, Pelly
Advanced reading and problem study in educational administration. Required of
moiors; others may be admilled upon consultation with instructor.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*612-613. Field Experiences in Educational Administration. (3, 1-3) Angel, Pelly
Ryan, Travelstead
Planned, practical experiences in connection with the actual administration of a school
system. Designed to provide supervised administrative practice for those school administra·
tion students wha lack actual experience.
*626. Educational Buildings and Equipment. (3) Angel, Wilson
Problems of building construction and maintenance. Standards and practices. Field trips
are included. Prerequisite, 526.
*629. Seminar for Practicing School Administrators. (1-3) SS Graduate Staff
A graduate seminar for practicing school administrators offered only during summer
sessions. It prOVides study of the latest practices and trends in speCialized areas of
school administration.
*630. Administration in Higher Education. (3) Lavender, Zepper
An overview of higher education principally for students who are likely to have some
administrative as well as teaching responsibilities in higher education. Prerequisite:
moster's degree ar permission af instructor.
*699. Doctoral Di'5ertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
290. Foundations of Ed ucation. (3) Vogel, Zepper
An introductian to the philosophical, social, historical and comparative foundations of
education.
300. Human Growth and Development. (3) Berger, Doxtator, Loughlin, Schroeder
Principles of growth and development and implications far the school curriculum.
310. Learning and the Classroom. (3) Berger, Cooper, Rasenblum
(Also affered as Psychology 210.) The basic principles of learning and their application to
classroom situations.
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331. Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques. [The Use of Audio-Visuol Aids in Teaching] (3)
Helfert, Runge
(Also offered os Curriculum and Instruction 331.) Selection and utilization of educational
media to enhonce teoching. Fomiliorization with standard equipment and moterials and
the newer media. Emphosis given to production of locally-mode teaching aids ond to the
practice of A-V techniques in the c1ossroom situation.
351. Problems. (1-3)
*411. History of American Education. (3) Vogel, Zepper
The development of American education from the Colonial period to the present. An
analysis of the contributions of teachers, statesmen, philanthropists, psychologists, sociologists, and philosophies to educotional thought ond practice in the U.S.A. Prerequisite:
o course in Americon history.
*412. History of Education. (3) Vogel, Zepper
The development of education in world civilizations (With the exception of the U.S.A.).
An analysis of educotional thought and practice in historicol perspective. Prerequisite:
courses in world history.
*415. Philosophies of Education. (3) Vogel, Zepper
Prerequisite: 290 or equivolent.
*421. Educational Sociology. (3) Angel, Griffith
Sociological aspects of school problems.
*422. Education and Anthropology. (3) Griffith
An overview of educotionol implications from the field of anthropology.
*429. Workshop in Foundations of Education. (1-4) Graduate Staff
For degree restrictions see p. 163 of this catalog or consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
471. Statistics in Education. (2) Lynch, Petty, Wiley
The use of basic statistics in the field of education. Frequency distribution, measure ot
central tendency, applications of the normal probability curve and linear correlativn
will be emphasized.
*474. Evaluation in the School Curriculum. (3) Berger, Cooper, Crowford, Lynch
Designed to help the classroom teacher better evaluate the progress of pupils. Maior
emphosis is ploced on constructing teacher-made tests in vorious subject-motter areas.
The use ond interpretation of stondordized tests are also Lvnsidered.
*481. Education Across Cultures in the Southwest. \3) Angel, Condie, Griffith, Zintz
(Same os Curriculum and Instruction 481.J
*501. Research Methods in Education (3) Cooper, Lynch, Utter
Required of candidotes for a groduate degree in the College. Methods, techniques, and
designs of educotional reseorch. Elementary statistics and data processing are taught in
assigned laborotory sections as port of this courSe.
*502. Research Seminar in Education. (2) Cooper, Crawford, Lynch, Nolan
Application of reseorch techniques to a current educational problem. Re~uired of all
candidates for a graduate degree in education under Plan II, with the following exceptions: (I) candidates in Elementary Education; (2) candidates in Educotional and
Administrative Services moy substitute Educational Administration 581. Prerequisite: 501.
*503. Seminar in Human Growth and Development. (3) Loughlin
Reseorch oriented seminar; implications for classroom practices.
*515. Comparative Philosophies of Education. (3) Vogel, Zepper
Inquiry into differences of basic outlook and their implications for educational practice
of competing philosophical positions. Prerequisite: 290 or equivolent.
*516. Educational Classics. (3) Zepper
A philosophicol critique of outstanding educotional and philosophical works token from
lists of educotional classics. Primary source readings are the basis of study. Prerequisite:
Ed Fdns 415 or equivolent work in philosophy.
*517. Educational Ideas in Literature. (3) Vogel
An investigotion into the educotional ideas found in works of literoture of the world.
*518. Comparative Education. (3) Zepper
A comporotive and evoluotive study of the purposes, objectives, orgonization, ond
methodology of contemporary educotional systems of representative European, Latin
American, and Afro-Asian countries. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3, 1-3) Graduate Staff
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*581. Seminar in the Foundations of Education. (3)
Studies in the foundations of education (historical, philosophical, psychological, sociological, or comparative education). An original project in the area of study is required.
Prerequisite: one of the fallowing: Ed Fdns 501, History 301, Psychology 521, or Sociology 481 . May.be repeated for credit as different topics are studied.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Stoff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*603, Advanced Statistics in Education, (3) Berger, Cooper, Lynch
Application of advanced techniques in statistical treatment of education data. These
techniques include testing experimental hypotheses, regression and prediction, analysis
of variance, non-parametric methods, and partial and multiple correlation. Prerequisite:
a course in statistics.
*645. Advanced Seminar in Educatian, (3) Drummond, Ivins, Petty, Travelstead
For doctoral and post master's students in Education. Ideas, concepts, problems, and
critical issues foci ng education today. Designed to help students integrate and synthesize
Course work taken in Education and cognate fields, as this work may be related to and
helpful in the solution of the problems under consideration. Individual student preparation and reports followed by critical reaction from other students and faculty members
participating in the seminar.
*699. Doctoral Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

EDUCATION, ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY DEPARTMENTS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Professors H. D, Drummond (Chairman), M. V. Zintz; Associate Professors H. J.
Carlson, L, R_ Condie, L. H. Walters; Assistant Professor C. S, Loughlin; Instructor (Part-time) C. Yesselman and Staff.**
SECONDARY EDUCATION

Professors W. H. Ivins (Chairman), B, M, Crawford, H. O. Ried, W. B. Runge;
Associate Professors R. J, Doxtator, P. Prouse; Assistant Professors J. Dettre,
D. B, Johnston, C. Zweig, and Staff.**
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

Associate Professor C. R, Brown; Assistant Professors R, D. Nesbitt, R. A. Warner,
and Staff.**
In these Departments programs are offered for elementary school teachers,
secondary school teachers, industrial arts teachers, and general courses in curriculum and instruction for teachers and curriculum specialists,
CURRICULA

Elementary Education, see p, 167.
Secondary Education, see pp. 173-176.
Industrial Education, See p. 173.

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION (GENERAL)
331. Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques. [The Use of Audio-Visual Aids in Teaching] (3)
Helfert
(Also offered as Educational Foundations 331.) Selection and utilization of educational
media to enhance teaching. Familiarization with standard equipment and materials and.
the newer media. Emphasis given to production of locally mode teaching aids and to the
practice of A-V techniques in the classroom situation.
*435. [El Ed 435] Remedial Reading Prablems. (3) Walters, Zintz
PrereqUisite: EI Ed 331 or permission of instructor.
*481. [EI Ed 481] Education Across Cultures in the Southwest. (3) Angel, Condie, Zintz
Educational im p licatians of the Pueblo, Novaio, Apache, and Spanish-American cultures.
Research on New Mexico school problems will be reviewed and evaluated.

---

** New appointments to be made, effective September 1, 1966.
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*482. lEI Ed 482] Teaching English as a Second Language. (3) Graduate Staff
Pre- or corequisite: English 392 or equivalent.
*515. lEI Ed 515] Remedial Teaching Techniques. (3) Wolters, lintz

*535.

*541.

*560.

*581.

Diagnosis of learning difficulties; developmental and corrective measures for use with
individual learners.
lEI Ed 535] Practicum in Learning Disabilities (Reading). (3) lintz
Tutoring severely disabled readers under supervision. Prerequisites: C&I 435 and EI Ed
531 or Sec Ed 520.
lEd Fdns 541] Principles of Curriculum Development. (3) Angel, Drummond, Ivins
Sociol, philosophical, and psychologicol boses reloted to principles of curriculum development ot 011 levels of educotion.
Supervision of Instruction (Elementary and Secondary). (3) Angel, Ivins
(Also offered as Educational Administration 560.) Pu rposes of supervision in the instructional program; theory and nature of instructional leadership; supervisian as group
leadership; classroom visitation and conference as supervisory techniques; and evaluation
of supervision. Special attention to role of principal and general supervisor in instructional improvement.
lEI Ed 581] Bilingual Education. (3) lintz
Prerequisite: 481.

ElEMENTARY EDUCATION
319. Physical Education in the Elementary School.

(2)

Gugisberg

Five class meetings per week.
321. Social Studies in the Elementary School.

331.
333.
351.
353.

(2) Drummand
(3) Walters, lintz
Teaching Oral and Written English. (2) Condie, Walters, lintz
Prablems. (1-3)
Science in the Elementary School. (3) Condie, lweig
Reading in the Elementary School.

Prerequisites: 1 yr. biological science; 1 yr. physical science.

361. Arithmetic in the Elementary School. (2) Yesselman
Prerequisites: Mathematics 111, 212.
400. Student Teaching in Elementary Schools. (3, 6, 9)
Prerequisites: 321, 331,353,361. See also additional requirements on pp. 159-160.
*405. Curriculum for Early Childhood. (3) Loughlin
Education of children 2-5 years of age. Prerequisite: Home Economics 408L.
*429. Workshop. (1-4)
Carries graduate credit when specifically appraved by the Graduate Committee. For
degree restrictions see p. 163 of this catalog or consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*441. Children's Literature. (2) Walters
Pre- or corequisite: 331.
497. Reading and Research in Honors. (3-6)
Prer~qui$ite: see p. 155.
*511. Curriculum in the Elementary School. (3) Drummond
Proble'11s of selecting, organizing, and presenting content in the elementary school.
*521. Seminar in the Social Studies. (3) Drummand
Prerequisite: 32 J.
*529. Warkshop. (1-4) SS
For degree restrictions consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*531. Seminar in Teaching Reading. (3) Walters, Zintz
Prerequisite: 331.
*533. Seminar in the Language Arts. (3) Walters, Zintz
Prerequisfte: 333.
*541. Seminar in Children's Literature. (3) Walters
Prerequisite: 441.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Staff
Prerequisite: Educational Foundatians 501.
*553. Seminar in Teaching Elementary Science. (3)
Prerequisite: 353.
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*561. Seminar in Arithmetic. (3) Yesselman
Prerequisite: 361.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1.3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
Prerequisite: Educational Foundations 501. See the Graduate School Bulletin for total
credit requirements.
*699. Doctoral Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Grad.ate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

EDUCATION, SECONDARY
301. Foundations of Secondary Education. (3) Crawford, Dettre, Daxtatar, Ivins, Runge
Development of the secondary school in the United States, emphasizing its social and
philosophical backgrounds. The purposes of secondary education, theories of curriculum
and their application in the contemporary program of the secondary school. Includes a
study of the secondary school population, the organization of the educational system, and
status of the modern secondary school.
310. Materials and Methods of Teoching. (3) Crawford, Dettre, Doxtator, Ivins, Johnston,
Prouse, Runge
Special attention given to methods applicable to all secondary teachers, such as socialized
procedures, experimental and problems; observation and demonstration; question and
answer; lecture; and the project. Examination and analysis of instructional materials used
in secondary schools. Observation in the public schools required. Prerequisite: 301 or permission of instructor.
351. Problems. (1-3)
*429. Workshop. (1-4)
Carries graduate credit when specifically approved by the Graduate Committee. For degree restrictions see p. 163 of this catalog or consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
430. Teaching of Communication Arts. (3) Prouse
Prerequisite: Sec. Ed. 310.
431. Teaching of Sciences. (3) Zweig
Prerequisite: Sec. Ed. 310.
432. Teaching of Social Studies. (3) Doxtator
Prerequisite: Sec. Ed, 310.
433. Teaching of Industrial Arts. (3) Brown, Nesbitt, Warner
434. Teaching Art in Secondary School. (3) Masley
(Same as Art Education 434.)
'*435. Teaching of Biology. (3) Degenhardt
Prerequisites: Biology 102L, Sec. Ed. 310. (Offered in alternate years.)
436. Teaching of English. (3) Simons, Staff
Prerequisites: English 102, Sec. Ed. 310. Carries credit both in Education and in English.
*437. Teaching of Home Economics. (3) Elser
**438. Teaching of Mathematics. (3) Mitchell
Prerequisite: Sec. Ed. 310.
439. Teaching of Business Subjects. (3) Park, Reva
Prerequisite Sec. Ed. 310. Carries credit both in Education and in Business Administration.
*440. Teaching of French. (3) Book
Prerequisite: Sec. Ed. 310.
441. Teaching of Sponish. (3) Lamadrid, Ulibarri
Prerequisite: Sec. Ed. 310. (Offered in alternate years.)
442. Teaching of Reading. (2)
Prerequisite: Sec. Ed. 310.
*443. Work Experience in Secondary Schools. (3) Runge
The development of present practices in work experience programs for secondary school
students. Special emphasis is given to organization and administration of vocational
education cooperative part-time work plans for distributive occupations.
444. Teaching of Physical Education. (3) Gugisberg
445. Teaching of German. (3)

** Credit for undergraduate teaching majors and graduates in Education only.
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461-462. Student Teaching. (3-6,3-6, maximum total allowed 9)
Observation and teaching in New Mexico schools. May be completed in one or two semesters. Assignments during a second semester will place more emphasis on teaching in an
additional subiect, or grade level, and will provide fewer hours in observation and participation. Weekly seminar meetings with University staff members are required. Prerequisites: 301, 310; 2.3 grade-point average in teaching major (2.5 for students under jurisdiction of Sec. Ed. Deportment); minimum of 12 hours in professional education. See
also additional requirements on pp. 159-160.
497. Reading and Research in Honors. (3-6).
Prerequisite: see p. 155.
*501. High School Curriculum. (3) Crawford, Doxtator, Ivins, Prouse, Runge
Setting, development, and present form of the secondary school curriculum. Includes
specific attention to problems of development of classroom instruction, guidance and
activity programs, and related parts or auxiliaries of the total secondary school program.
*502. The Junior High School. (3) Crawford, Doxtator, Ivins, Prouse, Runge
Backgrounds of the junior high school and its purposes related to pupils' characteristics.
The fundamental learning program, guidance and exploration, the pupil population, the
teacher's role, leadership and organization in the curriculum.
*503. Student Activities in the Secondary School. (3) Crawford, Ivins, Prouse, Runge
The activity concept in learning; relationship of activities to needs and characteristics of
adolescents; and purposes of the activities program. The basic principles and problems in
the organization and administration of activities programs, as well as sponsorship and
the teacher's role in activities.
*520. Instructional Trends in the Communication Arts. [Secondary School Communication Arts]
(3) Prouse
Analysis of the associative use of the language arts and communication skills for the
development of communicative competency, with emphasis upon recent research and
instructional trends in the field.
*521-522. Seminar in Science Teaching. (2,2) Zweig
Discussions, lectures, practice sessions, critiques in teaching of science. Distinguished visiting professors and resident professors in science and mathematics will lecture and conduct
discussions centered on problems of effective presentation of science and mathematics.
*523. Instructional Trends in the Social Studies. (3) Doxtator
An analysis of social studies curricula, State and nationwide. Emphasis upon proposals
for change and current experiments. Students are expected to develop a proposal for
experimentation in their own local situations.

*529. Workshop. (1-4) SS Graduate Staff
For degree restrictions consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Crawford, Doxtator, Ivins, Prouse, Runge
*555. Techniques of the Language Laboratory. (3) Lamadrid, Nason
(Same as Spanish 555.)
*556. Proseminar in Problems of Secondary Language Instruction. (3) Lamadrid
(Same as Spanish 556.)
*590. Seminar. (3) Crawford, Doxtbtor, Ivins, Prouse, Runge
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Crawford, Doxtator, Ivins, Prouse, Runge
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Crawford, Doxtator, Ivins, Prouse, Runge
See the Graduate Schaal Bulletin for total credit requirements.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
I. Technical
101. Shop Computation. (4) Brown
Practical application of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry in the solution of applied
problems found in the Industrial Arts laboratories. 5 class meetings per week.
125. Design in Industrial Arts. (2) Brown, Warner
Theory and utilization of design principles in the development and use of the various materials of industry. 4 hrs. per week.
230L. Power Mechanics. (3) Nesbitt
A basic course pertaining to the internal combustion engines. Experiences in the maintenance
and repair, with reference to the consumer level, on the automobile and various other small
engines. 1 lecture, 6 hrs. lab.
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245. Slide Rule. (2) Brown
The use of the various scales for solving technical problems.
280l. General Electricity and Electronics. (3) Nesbitt, Warner
An introductory course in electrical theory and its application in the field of lighting,
heating, communication, and electronics. Individual and group experiences are derived
through experimentation and the construction of electrical projects. 1 lecture, 6 hrs. lob.
335l. Intermediate Power Mechanics. (2) Nesbitt
Hydraulic and mechanical methods of transmitting power. Theory and function of gear
and hydraulic transmissions. 1 lecture, 3 hrs. lab.
II. Woods

110l. Wood Area I. (3) Brown, Warner
Introduction to tile woodworking area. Emphasis on the proper use of hand tools, power
machinery, and basic finishing methods. 1 lecture, 6 hrs. lab.
115l·116l. General Woodwork. (2, 2) Brown, Nesbitt, Warner
Designed to meet the various individual needs of non-maiors. Basic instruction in the care
and use of hand tools, power machinery, and finishing methods used in the processing of
woods. 6 hrs. lab.
265l. Wood Area II. (3) Brown
Techniques, processes and application of finishes on the various kinds of wood. Practice in
tool and machine maintenance and repair, tool fitting and sharpening, and saw filing. 1
lecture, 6 h rs. lab.
315l. Wood Area III. (2) Brown, Nesbitt, Warner
Use of wood turn ing tools and equipment in spindle, faceplate, and special turning processes. Construction and use of the different types of chucks in metal spinning. Construction
of the various patterns and care boxes used in pattern making. 6 hrs. lab.
350l. Wood Area IV. (2) Brown
Advanced instruction in the use of power woodworking machinery. Emphasis on cabinet
and furniture designing and construction. Basic techniques and processes in upholstery.
Prerequisite: 110L or equivalent. 6 hrs. lab.
462l. Wood Area V. (3) Brown
Plot layouts, foundations, floor and wall framing, roof construction, rafter cutting, inside
and outside finishing, and the use of the steel square. A scaled model house is constructed.
Prerequisite: 110L or equivalent. 1 lecture, 6 hrs. lab.
480l. Wood Area VI. (1·3) Brown
Advanced course designed to meet the individual needs of students wishing to concentrate
in a specialized orea of woodworking. 3 to 9 hrs. lab.
III. Metals

117l-118l. Generel Metalwork. (2, 2) Nesbitt, Werner
Designed to meet the various individual needs of non-maiors. Basic instruction in the cere
and use of hand tools and power machinery in the fabrication of mete Is. Includes experiences in the sheet metal, crt metal, foundry, welding, forging, and machine shop areas.
6 hrs. lab.
120l. Metal Area I.
(3) Nesbitt, Warner
Introduction to the metalworking area. Emphasis on the proper use of hand tools and the
operation of tile engine lathe, drill press, grinders, and shapers. 1 lecture, 6 hrs. lab.
285l. Metel Aree II. (2) Nesbitt, Warner
Arc and oxyacetylene welding with some resistance welding. Techniques, methods, and
processes a re considered with emphasis on the welding and cutting of the cammon metals.
6 hrs. lab.
386l. Metel Area III. (2) Nesbitt, Warner
Introduces the various aspects of the sheet metal and ornamental iron industries and the
fundamental principles and practices involved. Experience in the operation of the various
machines and equipment, and the forming and fobricotion of metals. 6 hrs. lab.
390l. Metal Area IV. (2) Brown, Nesbitt, Warner
The forging and foundry industries with the various principles and practices involved. Ex·
perience in the operation of the forge and foundry equipment. Emphasis on the forging
and costing of various metals. 6 hrs. lob.
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465L. Metal Area V. (3) Nesbitt, Warner
Advanced course in the machine shop. Includes experiences in the various processes and
practices of metal machining. Emphasis on work with the engine lathe, shaper, surface
grinder, and the horizontal and vertical milling machines. Maintenance and repair of tools
and machinery. 1 lecture, 6 hrs. lab.
475L. Metal Area VI.
(1.3) Nesbitt, Warner
Advanced hand tool and machine processes in the areas of forging, bench metal, sheet
metal, welding, foundry, art metal, and other areas of metal working used in the school
shop situation. Students will choose the area or areas in which they desire to concentrate
additional experiences. 3 to 9 hrs. lab.
IV. Professional
105. Introduction to Industrial Education. (2) Brown, Nesbitt, Warner
Orientation of the student to industrial arts and its place in general education.
351. Problems. (1-3)
429. Workshop in Industrial Education. (1-4)
For degree restrictions, see p. 163 of this catalog.
433. Teaching of Industrial Arts. (3) Brown, Nesbitt, Wa mer
(Same as Secondary Education 433.)
466. Theory and Organization of General Shop. (3) Brown, Nesbitt, Warner
An analysis of organizing and teaching under general shop conditions found in the modern
school.
V. Graduate Study
*490. Measurement and Evaluation Techniques. (3) Brown, Nesbitt, Warner
Methods of measuring achievement in industrial subjects. Emphasis is given to evaluation
of manipulative activities and technical knowledge.
*492. Instructional Analysis. (3) Brown, Nesbitt, Warner
Techniques and methods used to identify content for instruction in the practical and industrial subjects. Analysis of occupations or activities in determining content for instructional purposes.
*505. Instructional Materials in Industrial and Vocational Education. (3) Brown, Nesbitt,
Warner
Research in the study of sources, values, limitations, and classification of instructional
materials. Emphasizes objectives, theories, and practices underlying the formation, evaluation, and revision of learning materials. Prerequisite: 492 or permission of instructor.
*510. Laboratory Planning and Design. (3) Brown, Warner, Wilson
An appraisal and analysis of current laboratory requirements. Research in the problems
associated with the development of modern laborotory facilities: Revision of present
facilities to meet current demands. Special attention given to lighting, heating, cooling,
ventilation, color, bUilding materials used in construction, location in relation to other
educational areas ond the selection and placement of equipment for efficient operation
and work flow.
*515. Industrial Accident Prevention. (3) Nesbitt
The principles of accident prevention, philosophies involved, psychology of safety, personal protective devices, machine guarding, occupational diseases and other areas pertinent to industrial safety, industrial and vocational instructors and personnel in industry.
*520. Administration of Industrial and Vocational Progrems. (3) Worner
Problems and procedures in organizing and administering the various types of programs
in the practical arts areas. A study of the laws on the federal, state, and local levels
relating to these arts.
*525. Advanced Technical Knowledge and Skills. (2) Brown, Nesbitt, Warner
Individual or group study in research and experimentation with advanced industrial
subject information, skills, knowledges, attitudes and concepts. Areas of work can be in
the woods, metols, drafting, electrical, power mechanic, industrial plastics and ceramics,
or other related areas. May be repeoted for a total of 6 semester hours with the adviser's consent.

*529. Workshop. (1-4) Graduate Staff
For degree restrictions consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*551·552. Problems.

(1-3 hrs. each semester)

Graduate Staff
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EDUCATION, GUIDANCE AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
Professor G. L. Keppers (Chairman); Assistant Professors F. K. Adams, L. C.
Bernardoni, H. Whiteside, G. Zick; Lecturers N. Bloomberg, J. Papcsy, B.
Patten.
This Department offers graduate programs! in the field of Guidance and an
undergraduate minor in the field of Special Education. Students wishing to pursue any of these programs should consult the Chairman of this Department for
details.

GUIDANCE
*415. Guidance: Philosophy, Principles, and Practices. [Introduction to Guidance] (3) Bernardoni, Keppers, J. Papcsy, lick
To ossist tne student to develop on adequate philosophy of guidance services and to
understand the principles of guidance practice in keeping with this philosophy.
*431. Mental He<dth. [Mental Hygiene in the Classroom] (3). Bernardoni, lick
Aims to help clossroom teachers, supervisors, principals, deans, advisers of students,
and guidance workers to understand the personal problems affecting success and failure
of pupils.
*513. Socio·Economic Information in Guidance. (3) Bernardoni, Keppers, Patten, lick
The essential nature of environmental information in educational, vocational, and personal-social guidance services and of the methods of collecting, organizing, filing, evaluating, and using such information. Prerequisite: 415 or permission of instructor.
*514. Organizing and Supervising Guidance Services. (3) Bernardoni, Keppers
Includes such topics as sound organization practice and patterns, understanding of the
total pupil personnel program, qualifications and acquisition of staff, facilities, budgetary
needs, evaluation, and possible ways of initiating a guidance program. Prerequisite: basic
guidance courses or permission of instructor.
*516. The Case Study in Guidance. (3) Bernardoni, Keppers, Patten, lick
The techn iques available for understanding on individual, the values and limitations of
each technique, and methods of synthesizing the data about on individual. Prerequisite:
Educational Foundations 474 or Psychology 331.
*517. Group Tecnniques in Guidance. (3) Keppers, lick
The place and functions of group methods in the gUidance program, the values and
Ii mitations of each method and the techniques to be utilized. Prerequisite: 431 or
Psychology 305.
*518. Techniques of Counseling. (3) Bernardoni, Keppers, lick
Various techniques employed in counseling and in developing competence in applying
the tech niques consistent with the basic' personality and philosophy of the individual
cou nselor. Prereq uisites: 513, 516; Psychology 305 or permission of instructor.
*519. Practicurn in Guidance. (1-4) Bernardoni, Keppers, lick
To provide the student experience in the practical application and integration of the
principles and methods of guidance which he has studied. Pre- or corequisite: 518.
*529. Workshop. (1·4) Graduate Staff
For deg ree restrictions consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*550. College Personnel Work. (3) Bernardoni, Whiteside
Philosophy and principles of college personnel services, as well as the nature and extent
of various personnel services on college campuses. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3,1-3) Graduate Staff
*599. Moster's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*620. Seminar in Guidance. (3) Bernardoni, Keppers, lick
Current problems and research in the field of guidance. Prerequisites: experience as a
school counselor; basic courses in guidance or permission of instructor.
*621. Client-Centered Counseling. (3) Bernardoni, Keppers, lick
An approach to counseling through a consideration of personal problems of the client.
Prerequisites: 518,519.
1

Master's, 6th Year, and Doctoral.
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*622. Multiple Counseling. (3) Keppers, Zick
Counseling through vorious group approaches. Prerequisite: 517.
*623. Play Therapy. (3) N. Bloomberg. Keppers, Zick
To develop in the student the ability ta utilize techniques of play therapy and to provide experiences and applications that will provide insights into the inner world of
childhood problems. Prerequisite: 51 B.
*630. Advanced Procticum in Guidance. (3-6) Groduate Staff
Experience in the practical application and integration of the principles and techniques
of counseling in a clinical setting. Prerequisite: master's degree in Guidance and Counseling, or equivolent.
*699. Doctoral Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

SPECIAL EDUCAnON
*471. [EI Ed 471] Education of the Exceptional Child. (3) Adams
Teaching atypical children in the regular classroom. Prerequisite: Psychology 312.
*473. [EI Ed 473] Teaching the Mentally Retarded. (3) Adams
Obiectives, curriculum, content, methods, organization of work. Prerequisite: Psychology
313.
*573. [EI Ed 573] Seminar in Educating the Mentally Retarded. (3) Adoms
Prerequisite: 473.
*577. [EI Ed 577] Education of Gifted Children. (3) Adams
Prerequisite: 471.

HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
Professors A. H. Seidler (Chairman), l. R. Burley, E. M. Small; Associate Profe'ssors W. W. Clements, M. Gugisberg, F. McGill, I. l. Shand, W. U. Weeks,
A. K. Young; Assistant Professors E. G. Belzer, W. A. Bynum, L. F. Diehm,
B. H. Geba, E. H. Heath, G. Milliken, J. Montgomery, F. E. Papcsy, G. T.
Petrol, E. Waters; Lecturers (Part-time) F. N. Roche, H. L. Kil; Instructors S.
Anderson, R. K. Barney, G. C. Gilmore, J. Olson, C. Piper, R. Jacobsen;
Part-time Instructors M. Asbury, B. Benison, H. Bridgewater, D. Colacino, J.
Cook, B. Coren, D. Earl, G. Edwards, R. Felda, M. Gruensfelder, K. Heath,
D. Hunt, G. Jones, E. Lange, P. luna, M. Mehring, J. Menapace, G. McWilliams, C. Rhudy, R. Stelzer, D. Waples.
The Department offers a number of programs. The service program in Physical Education (see "Non-Professional Courses") is part of the general education
requirement of the University. (See "All-University Requirements.")
The department offers curricula leading to undergraduate and graduate
degrees in the preparation of teachers of Health and Physical Education. In
addition, it offers undergraduate and graduate degree programs in Recreattion designed to train recreation leaders and administrators. A park and recreation field service of limited scope is operated by the Department.
All-UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS

Four semester hours of nonprofessional activity physical education shall be
completed by all undergraduate students in the University. Veterans, Navy
ROTC students, students over 30 years of age, and handicapped students
excused by the University physician are exempted from the physical education
requirement. ROTC and medical excuse exemption is on a semester-by-semester
basis. Not more than 1 hour may be earned in a semester except by physical
education majors and minors. Not more than 4 semester hours of required
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physical education may count toward a degree. Physical education majors and
minors may not substitute their participation in sports for the required physical
education classes. Men physical education majors must pass a departmental
Physical Fitness Test before admission to the College of Education.
The instructor in each course should be consulted concerning proper cloth·
ing or uniform.
CURRICULA

See pp. 168-170.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
NONPROFESSIONAL COURSES-PHYSICAl EDUCATION
101. Beginning Swimming. (1) Barney,Olsan
102. Intermediate Swimming. (Women Only) (1)

McGill

103. Advanced Swimming. (1) Barney, Piper
Prerequisite: ability to swim.
104. Lifesaving. (1) Barney, McGill
Prerequisite: ability to swim.
107. American Country Dance. (1) Anderson
108. Ballroom Dance. (1) Anderson
109. Beginning Contemporary Dance. (1) Waters
111.
112.
115.
116.

Mexican & New Mexican Dance. (1 ) Anderson
International Folk Dance. (1) Small
Gymnastics. (1) Jones
Apparatus Stunts. (1) Gilmore

117. Individual Tumbling.

Papcsy

(1)

118. Movement Fundamentals.

(1)

Small

119. Personal Defense. (Men Only)
120. Wrestling. (Men Only)

(1)

121. Weight Lifting. (Men Only)
122. Individual Activities.
123.
124.
125.
126.

(1)

(1)

Heath

(1)

Outward Baund. (1) Heath
Developmental Physical Education. (1)
Badminton. (1) Burley
Begiri'ning Golf. (1) Petrol, McGill

127. Intermediate Golf. (Women Only)
128.
129.
130.
131.

Seidler

Bynum

Heath

Gugisberg

(1)

Beginning Tennis. (1) Geba
Intermediate Tennis. (Women Only) (1) Milliken
Bowling. (1) Special fee. Olson
Horseback Riding. (1) Special fee. Corbin

134. Volleyball-Softball. (1) Olson
135. Basketball-Softball. (1) Gruensfelder
136. Field Hockey. (1) McGill
137. Flickerball·Bowling.

(1)

138. Speedaway-Basketball.
139. Soccer.

(1)

Special fee.
(1)

Gruensfelder

Piper

Barney

140. Volleyball-Badminton.
141. Ice Skating and Skiing.

(1)
(1)

Burley
Special fee.

149. Therapeutic Physical Education.

(1)

Geba

Papcsy
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PROFESSIONAL COURSES-PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Some of the following courses are scheduled to meet more periods per
week than indicated by the number of credit hours. These courses, in addition
to lectures, include professional activity, laboratory, or field types of class
experiences. To identjfy these courses, the number of class meetings per week is
stated after the course description.
151. Body Mechanics and Self.Testing Activities. (1) Piper
Five class meetings per week.
152. Team Sports. (1) Milliken
Five class meetings per week.
160. Physical Fitness Programs. (2) Bynum
The professional course in physico I fitness progroms. 5 closs meetings per week.
161. Fundamentals af Basketball. [Theory and Practice of Basketball] (2) King
The professional course in the caaching of basketball. 5 class meetings per week.
162. Fundamentals af Foatball. [Theory and Practice of Football.] (2) Weeks
The prafessional course in the coaching of football. 5 class meetings per week.
163. Swimming. (2) Barney
The professional course in swimming. Prerequisite: ability to swim. 5 closs meetings per
week.
201. Gymnastics. (2) Gilmore
The professional course in gymnastics. Prerequisite: 117. 5 class meetings per week.
202. Theory and Practice of Baseball. (2) Leigh
The professional course in the coaching of baseball. 5 class meetings per week.
203. Combatives. (2) Bynum
The professional course in combotives. 5 closs meetings per week.
204. Theory and Practice of Track and Field. (2) Hockett
The professional course in the coaching of track and field. 5 class meetings per week.
210. Folk Dance. (1) Small
Five class meetings per week.
211. Individual and Dual Sparts. (1) McGill
Five class meetings per week.
301. Recreational Sports. (2) Montgomery, Popcsy
(Also offered os Rec 301.) The professionol course in recreotionol sports. Prerequisite:
PE 160 or permission of instructor. 5 class meetings per week.
302. Recreational Sports. (2) Montgomery, Papcsy
(Also offered as Rec 302.) Continuation of 301. Prerequisite: PE 160.
307. Team Sports in the Secondary School. (2) Milliken
Prerequisite: 152 or permission of instructor. 5 closs meetings per week.
308. Individual and Dual Sports in the Secondary School. (2) McGill
Prerequisite: 211 or permission of instructor. 5 class meetings per week.
309. Aquatics and Gymnastics. (2) Piper
Prerequisite: 151 or permission of instructor. 5 closs meetings per week.
310. Folk Dance in the School Program. (2) Small
Prerequisite: 210 or permission of instructor. 5 closs meetings per week.
319. Physical Education in the Elementary School. (2) Gugisberg
(Some as Elementary Education 319.) 5 closs meetings per week.
326L. Physiology of Exercise. (3) Fleck, Riedesel and Assistant
(Some as B',ology 326L.)
345. Professional Laboratory Experiences in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. (1-3)
May be repeated to a maximum of 4 semester hours.
351. Problems. (1·3)
360. Officiating in Sports. (2) McGill
Discussion and practice in officiating techniques in soccer, speedball or field hockey,
bosketboll, etc. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. 4 closs meetings per week.
366. Teaching of Contemporary Dance. (2) Waters
Selection of methods and materials for teaching modern dance. 4 class meetings per week.
373. The Treatment of Athletic Injuries. (2) Diehm
397. Kinesiology. (4) Burley
Prerequisites: Biology 136, 139L.
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398. Principles of Physical Education. (3) Seidler
The aims and obiectives of physical education: physiological, psychological, and sociological pri nciples which underlie practices in the profession. Prerequisite: permission of
instructor.

399.

*429.

444.
452.
461.

463.

464.

*489.
*490.

*491.
*492.
497.
*505.
*510.
*514.
*516.
*523.

*529.
*551.
*552.
*588.

*599.
*699.

Organizatio~ ond Administration of Physical Education.
(3) Gugisberg, Clements
Program building including criteria for the selection of activities and progression, and
other factors affecting course of study construction such as facilities, equipment, budget,
lows, policies, professional responsibilities. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
Workshop. (1-4)
Carries graduate credit when speCifically approved by the Graduate Committee. For
degree restrictions see p. 163 of this catalog or consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
Teaching of Physical Education. (3) Gugisberg
(Same as Secondary Education 444.)
Organization of Sports Programs. (3) Clements, McGill
(Same as Recreation 452.)
Adaptive ond Corrective Physical Education. (3) Papcsy
The field of adaptive and corrective physical education and its relationship to the regular
curriculum in P.E. Prerequisite: 397.
Theory of Basketba II. (3) King
To review and enlclrge the student's knowledge of the basic techniques of basketball and to
acquaint him with the principles, techniques, and strategy of coaching basketball at the
ir. high, hign school. and college level. Prerequisite: senior standing.
Theory of Football. (3) Weeks
To review and enlarge the student's knowledge of the basic techniques of football and to
acquaint him with the principles, techniques, and strategy of coaching football at the ir.
high, high school. and college level. Prerequisite: senior standing.
Tests and Measurements in Physical Education. (3) Burley
Techniques ta determine abilities, needs, and placement in the physical education program.
Supervision of Health and Physical Education Pragrams. (3) Burley, Clements, Gugisberg, Small
(Also offered as Health Education 490.) Supervisory techniques stressing cooperative
planning will be applied to city and county programs in New Mexico. Each student
will be required to develop a problem in terms of his particular needs and situation.
Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
Administration of Varsity Athletics (3) Seidler
History of Physical Education. (3) Papcsy
Reading and Research in Honors. (3·6)
Prerequisites: see p. 155.
Foundations for a Philosophy af Physical Education. (3) Bu'rley, Seidler
Prerequisite: at least 3 hours in history, principles, or methods of physical education.
Curriculum Construction in Physical Education. (3) Burley, Seidler
The Remedia I Program in Physical Education. (3) Burley, Papcsy
Seminar in Physical Education. (3) Burley, Seidler
Analysis of Physical Education Activities. (3) Seidler
Analysis of a selected number of physical education activities by application of principles
and methods of odvanced physiology of exercise, mechanics, and kinesiology.
Workshop. (1·4)
For deg ree restrictions consult the Graduate Schoal Bulletin.
Problems i~ Physical Education. (1-3) Graduate Staff
Problems in Physical Education. (1·3) Graduate Staff
Psychalagica I Aspects of Sport. (3) Geba
Examination and utilization of basic psychological concepts and demonstrations within the
areas of physical education, recreation, and athletics.
Master's Thesis. (1·3 hrs. per semester) Burley, Seidler, Small
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
Dissertation. (3·6 hrs. per semester) Burley, Seidler, Small
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

HEALTH EDUCATION
164. First Aid. (2) Belzer. Clements
First aid and prevention of the common injuries and accidents occurring in and about
the school.
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171. Personal and Community Health. (3) Belzer, Clements, Small
351. Problems. (1-3)
370. Teaching of Health Education in the Schools. (3) Clements, Gugisberg, Small
Responsibilities of the teacher in praviding certain health services, desirable environmental conditions, and health instruction in elementary and secondary grades; basic
health principles, unit planning, methods, and use of community resources. Prerequisite,
171.
401. General Safety Education. (3) Belzer, Clements
Basic principles of safety education. Current safety programs as they apply to school,
home, and community.
402. Traffic Safety Education in Secondary Schools. (3) Belzer, Clements
Those enrolling must be licensed drivers. Discussion includes improvements of traffic
conditions; the school's part in the safety program; the need for high school courses;
methods and equipment for skill tests; insurance costs, and records for behind-the-wheel
training; classroom teaching methods; and physical tests for drivers.
*410. Administration of a School Health Program. (3) Clements, Gugisberg, Small
Prerequisite, 370.
*429. Workshop. (1-4)
Carries graduate credit when specifically approved by the Graduate Committee. For
degree restrictions see p. 163 of this catalog or consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*490. Supervision of Health and Physical Education Programs. (3) Burley, Clements, Gugisberg, Smail
(Also offered as Physical Education 490.) Supervisory techniques stressing cooperative
planning will be applied to city and county programs in New Mexico. Each student
will be required to develop a problem in terms of his particular needs and situation.
Prerequisite, permission of instructor.
*495. Studies in Community Health Problems. (3) Belzer, Clements, Small
*496. Investigations in School Health Programs. (3) Belzer, Clements, Small
497. Readings and Research in Honors. (3-6)
Prerequisite, see p. 155.
*506. Analysis of Health Concepts and Practices. (3) Belzer, Small
Prerequisite, minimum of an undergraduate minor in Health Education or permission of
the instructor.
*516. Seminar in Health Education. (3) Burley, Small
*529. Workshop. (1-4)
For degree restrictions consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*551. Problems in Health Education. (1-3) Graduate Staff
*552. Problems in Health Education. (1-3) Graduate Staff
*599. Moster's Thesis. (1-3 hrs_ per semester) Burley, Belzer, Small
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Burley, Small
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

RECREATION
290. Sociol Recreation. (2) McGill, Montgomery
Experience in selection of materials, and leadership techniques in group work in social
and recreational gomes, mixers, and dances for use in recreation programs. 5 class
meetings per week.
301. Recreational Sports. (2) Montgomery, Papcsy
(Also offered as PE 301.) The professional course in recreational sports. Prerequisite,
P.E. 160 or permission of instructor. 5 class meetings per week.
302. Recreational Sports (2) Montgomery, Papcsy
(Also offered as P.E. 302.) Continuation of 301. Prerequisite, P.E. 160.
303. Principles of Recreation. (3) Heath
History of leisure and recreation; concepts of play and recreation; major recreation
agencies.
331. Principles and Practices of Camping. (3) Burley, Heath
The obiectives of this course are to introduce students to camp experiences, to study needs
for camping with emphasis on school-camp programs, and to study organizational and
administrative aspects with emphasis on leadership functions. Prerequisite, permission of
instructor.
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351. Problems. (1-3)
374. Organization of Community Recreation. (3) Heath, Mantgamery
The arganization, administratian, and canduct of recreatian pragrams an the ca';'munity
level. Prerequisite: 303.
*429. Workshap. (1-4)
Carries graduate credit when specifically approved by the Graduate Committee. For
degree restrictions see p. 163 of this catalog or consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
452. Organization of Sports Programs. (3) Clements, McGill
Organization and administration of games and sports in intramural, interschool, and
community recreation programs. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
475-476. Field Work in Recreation. (3, 3) He~th, Montgomery
Theory and practice in recreation leadership in centers, playgrounds, etc. Prerequisite:
374 or permissian of instructor.
*477. Industrial end Institutional Recreation. (2) Heath, Montgomery
Planning, organizing, and conducting recreation programs in industry and in hospitals
and other types af institutions. Prerequisite: 303 or permission of instructor.
*478. Outdoor Recreation. (3) Bynum, Heath
Organization and administration of all types of outdoor recreation-leadership, programming, financing, etc. Includes programs in camps, resorts, ranches, lodges, and state
and national parks. Prerequisite: 303 or permission of instructor.
*479. Park Management. (3) Heath, Montgomery
The principles, practices and problems involved in public park management, with emphasis upon facility design, maintenance, finance and administration. Prerequisite: 374 or
permission of instructor.

497. Reeding Clnd Research in Honors. (3-6)
Prerequisite: see p. 155.
*507. Foundations for a Philosophy of Recreation. (3) Burley, Heath, Seidler
*508. Recreation Administration. (3) Heath, Montgomery
OrganizCltion Clnd administration of public recreation, administrative practices and techniques. Prerequisite: 507 or permission of instructor.
*516. Seminar in Recreation. (3) Burley, Heath
*524. Evaluation of Recreation Resources and Programs. (3) Montgomery, Seidler
Determining recreational needs, interests, and opportunities of individuals and communities tl1raugh surveys, studies, and appraisals; evaluating and appraising community
recreation programs and services; and research in the field of recreation.
*529. Workshop_ (1-4) Graduate Staff
For degree restrictions consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*551. Problems in Recreation. (1-3) Graduate Staff
*552. Problems in Recreation. (1·3) Graduate Staff
*555. Socio.Psychological Concepts of leisure. (3) Geba
Basic sociologica I Clnd psychologicol concepts of leisure and their impact upon the fields of
physical education, recreation, and athletics.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Burley, Heath, Seidler
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

EDUCAnON, HOME ECONOMICS
Associate Professors E. Snell (Chairman), F. M. Schroeder; Assistant Professors I. H. McMurray, R. B. Harris; Instructor M. K. Huff.
CURRICULUM IN EDUCATION

See p. 171.
COMBINED MAJOR IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION AND DIETETICS

See p. 170.
MAJOR STUDY IN ARTS AND SCIENCES

A major study in Home Economics in the College of Arts and Sciences prepares the student for the role of homemaker and for a career in Home Economics
in business. A special curriculum is planned for those who wish to prepare for a
career in dietetics.
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Home Economics 102L, 120L, 15OL, 222L, 325, 341, 408L, 418, 431 L, 443,
and one of the following courses: 252 or 254L. Chemistry 141 Land 142L and
Biology 112L, 136, and 133L are also required.
If a student majors in Home Economics in the College of Arts and Sciences,
she may not have any other hours outside the College.
For requirements for a maior in dietetics consult the Dean of the College and
the Home Economics Department Chairman.
MINOR STUDY

See p. 171.

HOME ECONOMICS
102L. Infant Growth and Development. (3) Schroeder
An introduction to the basic needs and growth factors of the child with emphasis on the
prenatal period, infancy, a,nd through the second year. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
120L. Food and Nutrition. (3) Harris
Principles of selection and preparation of food including economic aspects. 1 lecture, 4
hrs. lab.
150L. Clothing Selection and Construction. (3) McMurray
Clothing selection and construction from the stondpoint of ortistic, economic, and
hygienic standards for the individual. 1 lecture, 4 hrs. lob.
2221. Food and Nutrition. (3) Huff
Principles of selection and preparation of food. Meal planning and service. Prerequisite:
120L or equivalent. 1 lecture, 4 hrs. lab.
240. Personal and Family Health. (2)
Personal and family health, sanitation; prevention and control of communicable diseases;
fundamentals of home care of the sick.
252. Textiles. (3) McMurray
Construction, identification, use and care of clothing and household textiles.
254L. Tailoring. (3) McMurray
Construction of a wool suit or coat emphasizing fitting and techniques of finishing.
Consumer information in relation to clothing. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. 1 lecture, 4 hrs. lab.
325. Nutrition. (3-4) Harris
The relation of nutrition to the health program; normal nutrition for all ages, prenatal
through old age.
341. The Hause and Its Furnishings. (3) McMurray
Guides in the selection of a house and furnishings with emphasis upon the use of space
for function, economy, and beouty.
*408L. Child Growth and Development. (3) Schroeder
Pre-school through adolescence. For laboratory work, observation, and participation in
nursery school and in kindergarten. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
*409L. Organization and Management of Nursery Schools. (3) Schroeder
Organization and administration of nursery schools with emphasis on curriculum, housing, equipment, budget, and staff ond with parent ond student participotion. Practicum
in teaching 0 group of preschool children. Prerequisite: H.Ec. 408L or Ed. Foundations
300. 1 lecture, 4 hrs, lab.
418. Family Relationships. (3) Schroeder
Family relationships as they affect courtship, marriage, parenthood, old age, and community responsibilities and activities.
*431l. Experimental Foods. (3) Huff
Experimental methods applied to food preparation, food marketing and food laws.
Prerequisites: 222L; Chemistry 141 L, 1421. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*433L. Advanced Nutrition. (3) Harris
Nutritive value of foods, onalyses of adequate diets for normal individuals of all ages,
and the relation of nutrition to the health of the world's populations. Prerequisites:
120L, 222L, or equivalents; Chemistry 141 Land 142L, or equivalents; Biology 136. 2
lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
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443. Home Management. (3) Huff
Use of money, time, and energy for the satisfaelion of family needs. Selection, use, and
care of equipment in the home.
445L. Home Management Residence. (4) Huff
Six weeks' residence with supervised planning, buying, preparatian, and serving af
meals, housekeepi ng; care of a resident infant. Pre- or corequisites: 102L, 443. Special
fee.
*456L. Creative Design in Clothing. (3) McMurray
To develop some creative ability in dress designing through manipulation of a basic
.pattern. Prerequisites: 150L, 254L; Art Ed. 130, 131. 1 lecture, 4 hrs. lab.
*520. Family Living in Madern Society. (3) Graduate Staff
Pertinent research in the field af family life and family life educatian. Prerequisite: 418
or Sociolagy 225.
*535. Seminar in Nutrition. (3) Harris
A critical study of recent research in nutrition. Prerequisite: 325 or 433L.
*549. Managing Family Resources. (3) Graduate Staff
Research findings and developments in relation to management in the home and their
application to homes in today's society. Prerequisites: 443, Economics 330.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester)
*555. Seminar in Textiles. (3) McMurray
Recent research a nd developments in the field of textiles as related to end products in
wearing apparel and household textiles. Prerequisite: 252.

HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
351. [H Ec 351] Problems. (1-3)
429. [H Ec 429] Workshop. (1-4)
For degree restrictions see p. 163 of this catalog.
*437. Teaching of Home Economics. (3) Snell
(Same as Secondary Education 437.)
465. [H Ec 465J Home Economics Seminar. (1-2) Snell
History and trends in home economics, professional organization for home economists;
Federal and state laws pertaining to, and research facilities available for, home economics.

*475. Evaluation in Harne Economics. (3) Snell
Newer' concepts concerning evaluation and testing instruments and techniques for home
economics. The canstruelion and use of evaluative devices for home economics in the
classroom and ways of determining their value. Pre- or corequisite: Secondary Ed. 461.
*480. Curriculum Develol'ment for Gainful Employment. (3) Graduate Staff
Curriculum, methods, and facilities for courses for gainful employment which use home
economics knowledge and skills. Prerequisite: major in home economics.
497. [H Ec 497] Reading and Research in Honors. (3-6)
Prerequisite: see p. 155.
*570. Seminar in Home Economics Education. (3) Snell
Survey of literature related to research in home economics education in elementary and
secandary schools, in adult programs, and in programs serving out-of-school youth including those prog rams for wage earning. Means of improving present curriculum and
methods in all types of home economics programs. Prerequisite: major in home economics.

EDUCATION/ LIBRARY SCIENCE
Professor D. O. Kelley.
MAJOR STUDY

Not offered.
MINOR STUDY

Library Science 424, 425, 426 or 428, 427, 429, 430, and 441.
*424. Fundamentals of Library Science. (3) Graduate Staff
A survey of the history of libraries; the library as a social institution; the objectives and
functions of modern libraries; types of library service; the library profession, its philosophy,
publications and organizations; major trends and problems.
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*425. Reference and Bibliagraphy. (3) Graduate Staff
Training in the use of standard works of reference.
*426. Public Library Administration. (3) Graduate Staff
The place of the library in the community; its organization, financing, and administration.
*427. Classification and Cataloging. (3) Graduate Staff
Principles of classification and the techniques of catalog ing for libraries.
*428. School Library Administration. (3) Graduate Staff
Practical study of the management of the school library, including the organizCltion of the
book collection, housing, equipment and maintenance.
*429. Book Selection for Young People. (3) Graduate Staff
A survey course covering tools and principles of selection of books for young people.
*430. Reading Guidance. (3) Graduate Staff
Study of research concerning reading with implications for libraries; reading interests and
habits and evaluation of books for various purposes, such as for recreation, information,
therapy, etc.; advisory services in relation to the library's general educational function.
*441. Children's Literature. (2) Walters
(Same as Elementary Education 441. See EI. Ed. for prerequisite.)

EDUCATION, MUSIC
See Music Education.

EDUCATION, PHYSICAL
See Education, Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

ElECTRICAL ENGINEERING
See Engineering, Electrical.

ElEMENTARY EDUCATION
See Education, Elementary and Secondary Departments, Elementary

ENGINEERING, CHEMICAL
Professor T. T. Castonguay (Chairman); Associate Professor A. A. Armstrong, Jr.;
Assistant Professors K. E. Cox, D. D. Phillips.
CURRICULUM

See p. 182.
251. Chemical Calculations. (3)
More extensive problem work in the stoichiometric principles of chemistry, including composition changes; the material balance; units and dimensions. Prerequisite, Chemistry
102l or the equivalent.
252. Industrial Stoichiometry. (3)
The application of the fundamental lows of chemistry, physics, and mathematics to
industrial chemical calculations. Prerequisites, 251 or the equivalent, Physics 261, Mathematics 264.
317. Process Calculations. (3)
Numerical and graphical techniques; calculations involving phase equilibria; multistage
processes; thermochemistry; energy balances. Prerequisite, 252.
353. Advanced Chemical Engineering Calculations. (3)
Prerequisite, Mathematics 265.
**354L. Process Dynamics. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
Application of special mathematical techniques to chemical processes; topics in process
cantrol and instrumentation. Prerequisite, 353. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
360. Natural Gas Production and Transmission. (3)
Prerequisite, 411 or ME 301.

----

** Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Chemical Engineering.
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**362. Inorganic Unit Processes. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
The processes and manufacturing methods used in more important industries based on inorganic chemistry. Prerequisites: Chemistry 311, 313L; corequisite: 412.
**364. Organic Unit Processes. (3) Castonguay, Cox
The theoretical basis and application of unit processes to the organic chemical industries;
studies involving nitration, halogenation, sulfonation, oxidation, alkylation, hydrolysis,
polymerization, and similar topics. Prerequisites: 412, Chemistry 301, 302, 303L, 304L.
398. Field Trip. (0)
Required for graduation. Annual inspeelion tour to leading chemical plants in different
seelions of the country. Approximately one week is spent on these visits. Prerequisite:
senior standing.
**401. Principles of Thermodynamics I. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
The laws of thermodynamics; irreversible processes; development of the energy properties; applications to chemical and physical systems. Prerequisites: Mathematics 265,
Physics 262.
**402. Principles of Thermodynamics II. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
Continuation of 401 with applications to chemical engineering processes; physical and
chemical equili brio.
**411. Unit Operations I. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
Transport phenomena. The mechanisms and the related mathematical analysis of heat,
mass, and momentum transfer. Macroscopic balances. Prerequisites: 252 or the equivalent,
Math 265, Physi cs 262.
**412. Unit Operations II. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
A continued lecture and recitation of the Unit Operations and their applications to the
chemical industries: problems in heat tronsfer, evaporation, humidification, drying, crystallization, phose separation, and related topics. Prerequisite: 411 or the equivalent.
**413. Unit Operations III. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
A continuotion of Unit Operations; problems in mass transfer, phase relationships,
extraction, distillation, and related topics. Prerequisite: 414L.
**414L. Unit Operations Laboratory I. (2) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox.
Laboratory practice and experimental study of Unit Operations covered in 411 and 412.
Corequisite: 412. 6 hrs. lab.
**415L. Unit Operations Laboratory II. (2) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox
Experimental laboratory study of the Unit Operations covered by 412 and 413. Prerequisite: 414l; corequisite: 413. 6 hrs. lab.
451-452. Seminar. (1, 1)
Senior year. Reports on selected topics and surveys; presentation and discussion of papers
from cu rrent technical journals, and topics of interest to the chemical engineer.
**470. Applied Chemical Kinetics. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
The kinetics of homogeneous and heterogeneous catalytic and non-catalytic reaelions
for Aow and non-Aow processes. Prerequisites: 353, 402.
472. Chemical Engi neering Economics. (3)
Factors other than engineering and chemical which determine the feasibility of putting a
chemica I on the market. Particular reference to control of raw materials, markets, competi·
tion, patent situation, and related topics. Prerequisites: 413, Economics 200 or the
equivalent.
481L. Chemical Engineering Process Laboratory I. (2)
Experimental laboratory studies employing a series of unit operations and unit processes
to produce small quantities of chemicals by pilot plant methods. Emphasis on literature
review, laboratory notebook, and reports. Prerequisites: Chemistry 311, 313L; corequisite:
ChE 362 or 364. 6 hrs. lab.
482L. Chemical Engineering Process Laboratory II. (2)
Continuation of 481 L, but may be taken as an independent unit. Prerequisites: Chemistry
311, 313l; ccrequisite: ChE 362 or 364. 6 hrs. lab.
**494L. Chemical Engineering Design. (2) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
Selection and design of process equipment; layout of building and cost estimates. Prerequisites: 412, 401. 1 lecture, 3 hrs. lab.

----

** Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Chemical Engineering.
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*501. Chemical Engineering Seminar. (1-2) Castonguay
Individual study on advanced phases of chemical engineering and industrial chemistry.
Research, reports, and conferences. Offered each semester.
*521. Advanced Chemical Engineering I. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay
An advanced study of the unit operations of chemicai engineering; problems of heat
transmission, fluid flaw, air conditioning, and drying.
*522. Advanced Chemical Engineering II. (3) Armstrong, Castonguay
Continuation of 521, but may be taken as an independent unit. Problems of distillation,
absorption, and extroctian.
*531. Refinery Pracess Engineering. (3) Castonguay, Cox
The design of equipment for processing petroleum, with emphasis an the unit operation
and thermodynamics of chemical engineering as applied to these processes.
*532. Gas Process Engineering. (3) Castonguay, Cox
The fundamentals applied to the prac<'ssing of natural gas with emphasis placed an the
unit ope rot ion and thermodynamics involved in the desiqn.
*541. Catalysis and High Pressure. (3) Castonguay, Phillips
Principles involved in the use of catalysis and high pressure in the chemical industry.
*542. Advanced Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics. (3) Castonguay, Phillips
Advanced thermodynamics with reference to its application in chemical engineering.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester)
Advanced reading, design, or research.

Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips

*561. Chemical Engineering Calculation and Kinetics. (3) Costanguay, Phillips
Applications of kinetics to industrial problems in Chemical Engineering.
*591. Theoretical Physical Metallurgy. (3) Smith
Electronic structures and the bonding of solids, crystal structures and crystal imperfections.
The physical and mechanical behavior of metals. Prerequisite: Physics 430 or EE 471.
*592. Physical Metallurgy of Alloys. (3) Smith
Equilibrium and nonequilibrium phase relations in binary and ternary alloys. Interrelations of microstructures and physical and mechanical properties. Control of structures
and properties by alloying and by thermal and mechanical treatment. Prerequisites: 591,
Chemistry 312.
*593. Ceramics. (3) Cowan
Properties, applications, and manufacture of electrical ceromics, refractory intermetallic
compounds, ceramic-metal and glass-metal composites, and cermets. Sinter/ng and solid
state reaction, glassy state, thermodynamics of ceramics. High temperature techniques.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 312 and Physics 430 or EE 471.
*594. Plastics. (3) Church
Properties, applications, and fabrication of plastic adhesives, foams, castings, and
coatings. Basic polymerization chemistry. Material selection, machining, molding techniques,
thermoforming, embedments. Effects of fillers, plasticizers, and modifiers. Prerequisite:
permission of instructor. Recommended: Chemistry 301, 302, or 420.
*595. Seminar in Materials. (1-3) Graduate Staff
*596L Physical Metallurgy laboratory. (1) Groduate Staff
The techniques and applications of metallography; preparation of metallographic sections;
microscopy and photomicrography; physical, chemical, and mechanical evaluation of
metal specimens. Pre- or corequisite: 592. 3 hrs. lab.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Armstrong, Castonguay, Cox, Phillips
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

ENGINEERING, CIVIL
Professors C. L. Hulsbos (Chairman), R. H. Clough, W. R. Gafford, R. G. Huzarski, J. E. Martinez, M. C. May, E. M. Zwoyer; Associate Professors M. M.
Cottrell, E. J. Rhomberg, G. E. Triandafllidis, J. T. P. Yao; Assistant Professors J. B. Carney, Jr., W. W. Hakala, C. Omid'varan; Instructor W. T. Abbott.
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CURRICULUM

See p. 184.
lOll. Engineering Graphics.

(3)
Graphical communications; point, line, and plane relationships; distances, ongles, and
intersections. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lob.

102L. Engineering Computational Methods. (3)
Graphical computations, nomogrophy, flow diogramming, digital computer systems and
language. Prerequisite, 101 L; corequisite, Mathematics 160 or 162.2 lectures, 4 hrs. lob.
103. Engineering Lectures. (1)
A discussion qf tne engineering profession.
tlllL. Drafting J. (2)
Essentials of drafting, including the use of instruments, lettering, orthographic projections,
dimensioning, auxiliary views, pictoriols, sections, graphic symbols. 1 lecture, 3 hrs. lab.
tl12L. Drafting II. (3)
A continuation of 111 L, with emphasis on advanced dimensioning, detail and assembly
drawings, exploded views, etc. Prerequisite, 111 L. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab.
202L. Engineering Stetics. (3)
Statics of particles and rigid bodies in two and three dimensions using vector algebra as
an analytico I tool; centroids; distributed loads; trusses, frames; friction. Corequisites,
Physics 261, 263L, Mathematics 264. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
t210. Introduction to Structurol Analysis. (3)
Qualitative study of loads on architectural structures and their resulting behavior,
structurol materials and structural requirements. Determination of reactions and force
resultants in structural components, study of stability of systems and farm. For architectural students only. Prerequisite, Physics 111 or equivalent.
t261 L. Drafting III. (2)
Problems invo Iving the point, line, and plane; and practical problems involving the
above principles with emphasis on triangulation, developments, intersections, perspective.
Prerequisite, i IlL. 1 lecture, 3 hrs. lab.
270L. Construction Meterials. (1)
A laboratory study of the physical, mechanical. and chemical properties of engineering
materials. 3 hrs. lob.
281 L. Engineering Measurements. (3)
Principles and theories of physical measurements of spatial quantities; theory of probable
error and adjustment of observations; use of measuring instruments and systems using
surveying techniques where desirable. Corequisite, Mathematics 161 or 163. 2 lectures,
3 hrs. lob.
282L. Engineering Su rveys. (3)
Engineering applications of theories and principles developed in 281 L; horizontal and
vertical control surveys, topography, alignment curve geometrics, modern survey systems,
and instrumen ts; introduction to photogrammetry and geodesy. Prerequisite; 281 L. 2
lectu res, 3 h rs. lab.
302. Mechanics of Materials. (3)
Stresses and strains associated with elastic and plastic behavior of members stressed in
tension, compression, .torsion, and flexure; Mohr's circle construction; principles of combined stresses a nd resultant deformation; columns and buckling phenomena; preliminary
consideration of statically indeterminate members. Prerequisite, 202L.
303L. Mechanics of Materials Laboratory. (1)
Laboratory practice in the application of strain measuring and indicating devices directed
at verification of fundamental principles developed in 302; mechanical, electrical, photoelastic, and stresscoat equipment usage. Corequisite, 302. 3 hrs. lab.
305. Structural Analysis I. (3)
Analysis of determinate structures including beams, frames, roof and bridge trusses subjected to both fixed and moving loads by algebraic and graphical methods; introduction
to deflection theory, moment-area, conjugate beams, and virtual work. Corequisite, 302.

t

No credit a II owed in College of Engineering.
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**306. Structural Analysis II. (3) Graduate Staff
Statically indeterminate structures; use af mament-area, conjugate structure, column
analogy, virtual wark, slope deflection and moment·distribution methods; sidesway and
multi-degree of freedam structures; introduction to structural dynamics. Prerequisite: 305
or permission of instructor.
t311. Strength af Structural Materials and Systems I. (3)
Qualitative study of behavior of structural form, beams, frames, arches, plates and plate
systems, membranes and thin shells. Deformation analysis of structural members and
frames. Elastic and ultimate resistance of structural materials. For architectural students
only. Prerequisites: 210, Mathematics J6 J or 163.
t312. Strength af Structural Materials and Systems II. (3)
Analysis of members subjected to axial force, shear, moment, and torque. Buckling of
compression members. Introduction to the analysis of indeterminate structures. Design
of structural components in steel. For architectural students only. Prerequisite: 311.
t313. Design af Structures I. (3)
Qualitative behavior of structural systems; choice and planning of structural systems.
Design of truss and frame structures in steel and wood. For architectural students only.
Prerequisite: 312.
t314. Design of Structures II. (3)
Approximate and simplified methods of proportioning reinforced concrete members. Design
of reinforced concrete buildings, including foundations, in accordance with current codes.
Qualitative behavior and simplified design of arches, shells, and folded plates. For
architectural students only. Prerequisite: 312.
3241. Structural Design in Metals. (3)
Methods of design of tension, compression, and flexure members of metal including their
connections; the analysis and design of structural elements of metal as consistent with
modern practice. Prerequisite: 305. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
**330. Fluid Mechanics. (3) Carney, Martinez
The mechanics of incompressible and compressible flow; fluids at rest, geometry of fluid
motion; general equations of motion; laminar and turbulent flow, boundary layer, lift,
form drag; flow through pipes, pipe systems, and open channels. Prerequisite: 202L;
corequisite: ME 2061.
**3321. Water Resources and Hydraulic Engineering I. [Hydrology and Hydraulics] (3) Carney,
Martinez
Components of the hydrologic cycle; ground water flow, stream flow, storage requirements, flood routing; dams and spillways; conveyance by canals, flumes, and pipe systems; laboratory study of basic principles of hydraulics. Prerequisite: 330. 2 lectures, 3
hrs. lab.
t3621. Drafting IV. (3)
Residential working drawings, with emphasis on construction details. Selected field trips.
Prerequisite: III L. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab.
370. Engineering Materials Science. (3)
(Also offered as ME 370.) The structure of matter; phase relations, mechanical, thermal,
electrical and magnetic properties of polymers, metals and ceramics; fracture mechanics;
corrosion, protective materials, cementing materials and concrete. The use and selection
af materials. Corequisite: 302.
380L. Cartography. (3)
Map proiection and use of maps to show areal distribution and graphic representation
of statistical data. Prerequisite: 101 L and permission of instructor. 2 lectures, 4 hrs. lab.
382. Transpartatian Engineering. (2)
The planning, economics, finance, location, geometric design, and administration of
transportation systems. Prerequisite: iunior standing in Civil Engineering.
*401. Advanced Mechanics af Materials I. (3) Cottrell, Yao
State of stress, strain at a point, stress-strain relations, plane theory of elasticity, inelastic behavior, stability of equilibrium, index notatian. Prerequisites: 302, Mathematics
311.

t

No credit allowed in College of Engineering.
** Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Civil Engineering.
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*402. Advanced Mechanics of Materials II. (3) Cottrell, Hakolo
Analysis of stress and deformation in a continuum, equations of motion, applications to
solids and fluids. Prerequisites: 302, Mathematics 311.
411. Reinforced Concrete Design. (3)
Structural mechanics of concrete beams, slabs, columns, walls, and footings; checking
and proportioning of members and connections in accordance with specifications for
elastic, ultimote, and prestressed concrete design. PrereqUisite: 306.
*416L. Analysis and Design of Structural Systems. (3) Graduate Stoll
Analysis, design, and optimization of various structural systems. Topics to be selected
from the following systems: buildings, bridges, oerospoce structures, plates, cylindrical
shell ponels, space frames. Structural model analysis. Prerequisites: 306 and permission
of instructor. 2 lectures, 3 hours lob.
*420. Plastic Design ()f Framed Structures. (3) Rhomberg
Basic theorems of plastic collapse, bending moment-curvature relationships, methods of
plastic analysis and design, deflection estimates, influence of axial and shear forces on
the plastic moment. Prerequisite: 306.
*430. Applied Hydrodynamics. [Intermediate Fluid Mechanics] (3) Carney, Martinez
Principles of dimensional analysis, dynamic similarity, flow nets, irratational flow, gravity
flow, unsteady flow, boundary layer theory, separation, cavitation, drag; pumps and
turbines. Prerequisite: 330.
'
**435L. Sanitary Engineering I. [Water Supply and Waste-Water Disposal] (3) Martinez
Quantities of 'Ho1er and waste-water; collection, transmission, and distribution of water;
design of drainage systems; water purification; waste-water treatment; examination of
water and waste·water. Prerequisite: 330. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
(3) Martinez
*436. Sanitary Engineering II. [Sanitary Science]
The principles of sanitary science as applied to the control of environment; sanitary ond
economic factors of air and water pollution; collection and disposal of liquid ond solid
wastes; health aspects of housing and food supplies; industrial hygiene; radiological
health aspects af sanitary engineering. Prerequisite: 435L.
*440. Arid Land Engineering. (3) Huzarski
Engineering studies related to problems of air, water, ground, and culture, relevant to
arid and semi-a rid regions. Prerequisite: senior standing and permission of instructor.
*441. Water Resources and Hydraulic Engineering II. (3) Carney, Martinez
Applied hydrology, hydraulics, and water resources development. Prerequisite: 332L.
460L. Soil Meehani (5. (3)'
Physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of soil as an engineering material; relation
of properties to engineering problems. Prerequisite: 302.2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*462. Engineering Foundations. (3) Carney, Hakala
Application of principles of sail mechanics to analysis and design of footing's, piles,
caissons, cofferdams, and ather substructures. Prerequisite: 460L.
*463. Intermediate Sail Mechanics. (3) Carney, Hakala
Detailed study of physical and mechanical properties of soils, shear strength, consolidation, introd uction of physico-chemical properties of soils. Prerequ}site: 460L.
*464. Soil and Rock Engineering in Arid Regions. (3) Carney, Hakalo
The engineedng properties and uses of consolidated ond unconsolidated rock in arid
regions. Prereq uisite: 460L.
*471 L. Building Construction. (3) Gallord
Engineering and architectural details within the framework of a building; floor and
roof systems; bearing curtain walls; use and relative costs of materials; building codes;
selected field trips. Prerequisite: senior standing in Engineering. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*472. Construdian Management. (3) Clough
Management principles as applied to the conduct and control of construction projects;
estimating met hods, bidding, construction contracts, bonds, insurance, cast accounting,
labor law, labor relations, and safety. Prerequisite: senior stonding in Engineering.
*475L. Materials Technology. (3) Mortinez, Rhomberg
Theories of concrete-mix proportioning, use of concrete additives; testing of concrete
agg regates a nd cement; asphalts; design of bituminous paving mixtures. Prerequisite:
senior standing in Engineering. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.

----

** Availoble for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Civil Engineering.
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*476. Highway and Airport Pavements. (3) Martinez
Principles of highway and airport pavement design. Prerequisite: 460l.
*480. Municipal Engineering. (3) May
Forms of municipal government; municipal functians, organization, and management;
city finance; engineering functions of city government; city planning and zoning; public
utilities, recreational development. Prerequisite: senior standing in Engineering.
*482. Traffic Engineering. (3) May
Application of engineering principles to the problems of highway traffic; traffic counts,
origin and designation surveys, accident studies, traffic estimates, planning studies; highway and intersection capacities; traffic control; geometric design principles. Prerequisite:
senior standing in Engineering.
490. Professional Problems in Engineering. (3)
Ethical and profeSSional considerations in the engineer's relationship to other engineers, his clients, and society; contractual agreements common to engineering; professional economics; profeSSional history. Prerequisite: senior standing in Engineering.
*491-492. Special Topics in Civil Engineering. (1-3 to a maximum of 6) Graduate Staff
Advanced studies in various areas of civil engineering.
*501. Advanced Indeterminate Structures. (3) Graduate Staff
Advanced topics in indeterminate structural analysis using conjugate structure, column
analogy, slope deflection, moment-distribution, and energy methods; shearing stiffness
and flexibility methods for analyzing multi-story structures; the analysis of multi-gable
bents. Prerequisite: 306 or permission of instructor.
*505. Advanced Reinforced Concrete. (3) Hulsbos, Rhomberg
Behavior of reinforced concrete members and structures; ultimate strength design; review
of current literature. Prerequisites: 306, 411.
*506. Prestressed Concrete. (3) Hulsbos, Rhomberg
Theoretical and practical aspects of behavior and design of prestressed concrete structures. Prerequisite: 411.
*510. Advanced Structural Design in Metals. (3) Omid'varan, Yaa
Advanced structural design in steel and aluminum alloys; relation of code requirements
to theoretical and experimental studies of elastic and inelastic structural behavior; analysis and design of light·gage members. Prerequisite: 324l.
*516. Advanced Structural Mechanics. (3) Graduate Staff
Introduction to the theory of elasticity with application to structural problems; theory,
analysis, and design of flat and folded plate structures; membrane and. bending theory
of shells. Prerequisite: 401 or permission of instructor.
*518. Elastic Stability. (3) Cattrell,Omid'voran
Elastic and inelastic bending and buckling of prismatic bars, beams, curved bars, thin
shells, and thin plates under axial and lateral loads. Prerequisites: 401, Mathematics 311.
*519. Theory of Shells. (3) Cottrell,Omid'varan
Theory of surfaces, general theory of elastic shells with small displacements, shells of
revolution, cylindrical shells, various approximate theories and methods of analysis,
buckling and vibration. Prerequisites: Mathematics 3) 2 and ME 5) 6 or CE 516.
*520. Dynamics of Structures. (3) Cottrell
Principal modes and natural frequencies of discrete and cantinuous elastic systems. Approximate methods: numerical, Rayleigh-Ritz, Stodollo. Forced motion including arbitrary
excitations. Elosto-plostic response. Prerequisites: Mathematics 311 and permission of
instructor.

*521. Design of Structures for Dynamic loads. (3) Cottrell
Nature of dynamic loading from earthquakes and bomb blasts; nature of dynamic
resistance of structural elements and complete structures; criteria for design of blastand earthquake-resistant structures; application to actual problems. Prerequisite: 520 or
permission of instructor.

*535. Open Channel Hydraulics. (3) Carney, Martinez
Surface curves in open channels; steady and unsteady flow; boundary resistance; standing Waves in supercritical flow; hydraulic jump; surges and waves; slowly varied flow
involving storage. Prerequisite: 330.
* 536. [434J Hydraulic Structures, (3) Carney, Martinez
Design of hydraulic structures such as spillways, stilling basins, concrete dams, canals,
measuring devices, sediment excluders, and other hydraulic devices. Prerequisite: 535.
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*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Stall
Advanced reading, analysis, design, or research.
*560. Advanced Soil Mechanics. (3) Carney, Hakala, Triandafilidis
Selected topics in advanced soil mechanics. Prerequisite, 463.
*561L. Advanced Soil Mechanics Laboratory. (2) Carney, Hakala
Advanced soil testing procedures, laboratory study of the mechanical and physical properties of soil, soil-exploration. Corequisite, 463. 1 lecture, 3 hrs. lab.
*562. Advanced Foundation Engineering. (3) Carney, Hakala, Triandafilidis
Theoretical and practical aspects of various foundation problems; retaining structures,
vibration problems in foundation design. Prerequisite, 463.
*563. Earth Structures. (3) Carney, Hakala
Analysis and design of earth dams, embankments, and excavations; flow nets, slope
stability. Prerequisite: 463.
*599. Moster's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Stall
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*601. Structural Reliobility. (3) Yao
Application of the theory of probability and statistics in structural engineering; study of
probable values of loads and resistances of structural elements; safety analysis and reliability predictio. of structural and mechanical systems. Prerequisites, 501 and permission of instructor.
*622. Random Vibrotions. (3) Graduate Stall
(Also ollered as ME 622.) Introduction to mathematical description of stochastic processes. Fou rier transforms, power spectral density and auto-correlation functions, analysis
of response of mechanical systems to random excitation. Properties of narrow band
Gaussian distributions. Applications of vibration problems in road vehicles, ships, airplanes, and space vehicles. Prerequisites, CE 520 or ME 494L and permission of instructor.
*627-628. Mechanics of a Continuum. (3, 3) Cottrell, Ju, Skoglund
(Also offered as ME 627-628.) Application of tensor calculus in mechanics, non-linear
theory of elasticity, a study of the various assumptions leading from a non-linear theory
to the classical theory, mathematical theory of plasticity, fluid mechanics, the mathematical theory o·f visco-elasticity. Prerequisites, ME 516 and permission of instructor.
*640. Soil Dynamics. (3) Hakala, Triandafilidis
Behavior of soils subjected to loads, elastic and inelastic wave prapagation in soils,
ground motion, machine foundations, wave ellects On structures, seismic studies, pile
driving, nlJclear eJ<cavation, and dynamic soil testing. PrereqlJisites, 401 or 402, 463.
*650. Research.

(1-6 to a maximum of 12).

*691-692. Seminar.

(1·3 hrs. each semester)

Graduate Stall
Graduate Stall

*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Graduate Stall
See the Graduate School BlJlletin for total credit requirements.

ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL
Professors A. H. Koscnmann (Chairman), A. Erteza, W. W. Grannemann; Associate Professors W. J. Byatt, J. Djuric, F. Janza, S. Kami, R. D. Kelly, J. S.
Lambert, R. R. Mohler, D. P. Petersen, H. D. Southward, D. C. Thorn, R. H.
Williams; Assista nt Professors L. T. Boatwright, M. D. Bradshaw; Visiting Assistant Professor B. L. Weinberg; Instructor T. V. Nguyen.
CURRICULUM

See p. 185.
201. Electrical Engineering I. (3)
Electric fields, potentials, dielectrics and capacitors; current density. Ohm's and Kirchhall's lows; mag netic fields and forces; interaction of electric and magnetic fields; applications to circuits, electron devices and electromechanical devices. Prerequisite, Physics
260; corequ;site, Mathematics 264.
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202. Electrical Engineering II. (3)
Review of pertinent field concepts, Kirchhoff's laws, free and forced response analysis of
circuits, complex algebra, power in circuits, resonance, network equations, polyphase
circuits, basic electric instruments. Topics are covered for electric and other circuits. Prerequisite: 201 or junior standing; corequisites: Physics 261, Mathematics 265.
205L. Electrical Engineering Laboratory I. (1)
Fundamentals of electrical measurement, instruments and laboratory techniques. Prerequisite 201; corequisite: 202. 3 hrs. lab.
305L. Electrical Engineering Laboratory II. (1)
Prerequisite: 205L; corequisites: 311, 361. 3 hrs. lab.
306L. Traveling Waves Laboratory. (1)
Prerequisite: 305L; corequisites: 312, 362. 3 hrs. lab.
311-312. Electric Circuit Analysis. (3,3)
Transient and steady-state behavior of electric networks; introduction to Laplace transform methods, pole-zero plots, and generalized impedance functions; magnetic circuits.
Prerequisite: grade of C or better in 202. Corequisite: Mathematics 311.
**321-322. Electronic Circuits I and II. (3, 3) Graduate Staff
Fundamentals of linear and nonlinear transistor and vacuum tube circuits, amplifiers,
feedback theory, oscillators modulation and demodulation. Prerequisite: grade of C or
higher in 311; corequisites: 325L and 326L respectively.
**325L. Electronics Laboratory I. (1) Graduate Staff
Prerequisite: 305L; corequisite: 321. 3 hrs. lab.
**326L. Electronics Laboratory II. (1) Graduate Staff
Corequisite 322. 3 hrs. lab.
361-362. Electromagnetic Fields and Waves I and II
(3, 3)
Static electric and magnetic fields; vector calculus; Maxwell's equations; plane, cylindrical
and spherical waves. Applications to transmission lines, wave guides, coaxial lines and
antennas. Prerequisite: grade of C or better in 201; corequisite: Mathematics 311.
406L. Senior Laboratory. (1)
Laboratory work in energy conversion and other selected topics. Prerequisite: 481; corequisite: 482. 3 hrs. lab.
*421. Computer and Waveforming Circuits. (3) Grannemann, Kelly
Theory and design of generators and shapers of nansinusoidal waves. Includes c1ampers,
clippers, stretchers, selecting circuits, circuits to perform mathematical operations, special
digital computing circuits, counters, multivibrators, blocking oscillators, and sweep circuits. Prerequisites: 322 and senior standing or permission of instructor.
*423. Advanced Electronics and Instrumentation. (3) Graduate Staff
Standard measuring techniques and limitations; oscilloscopes, vacuum-tube voltmeters,
bridges. Use of electronics instrumentation in obtaining and recording data from various
transducers. Corequisite: 322 or permission of instructor.
*425L. Electronics Laboratory III. (1) Graduate Staff
Prerequisite: 326L; corequisites: 421 and permission af instructor. 3 hrs. lab.
*431. Servamechanisms. (3) Graduate Staff
Theory and applications of servomechanisms to control problems. Prerequisite: 312.
*432L. Servomechanisms Laboratory. (1) Graduate Staff
Corequisite: 431. 3 hrs. lab.
*435. Introduction to Digital Computers. (3) Graduate Staff
Computer logic; coding; binary and decimal arithmetic units; computer organization;
basic programming. Prerequisites: Mathematics 265 and permission of instructor.
*436L. Introduction to Digital Computer Programming. (1) Graduate Staff
Flow diagramming, machine language programming, assemblers and compilers. Use of
computer in problem solution. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. 3 hrs. lab.
*441. Introduction to Communication Systems. (3) Graduate Staff
Principal types of communication systems, including radar systems; amplitude, angle,
and pulse modulation; noise; capacity of communication channels. Prerequisites: 312,
Mathematics 311.
** Available for graduate credit except for graduate maiors in Electrical Engineering.
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*445L. Communication, Laboratory I. (1) Graduate Staff
Corequisites, 441 and permission of instructor. 3 hrs. lab.
*461. Electromag netic Propagation. (3) Graduate Staff
Application of Maxwell's equations to the solution of simple wove propagation problems;
reflection and refraction of plane waves; Poyntings' vector; radiation from dipoles and
loop antennas; ground and tropospheric wave propagation; the role of the ionosphere in
propagation. Prerequisite: 362.
*462. Microwave Theory. (3) Graduate Staff
Theoretical and practical considerations associated with microwave devices and circuits. Prereq uis ites: 362, 306L.
*465L. Microwave Laboratory. (1) Graduate Staff
Laboratory problems in microwave measurements and microwave subsystems. Corequisite:
462. 3 hrs. lab.
470. Electronic Devices. (2)
Physical phenomena in electronic devices with emphasis on solid state devices. Prerequisites: 321, Physics 330.
*471. Solid State Engineering. (3) Erteza, Grannemann, Southward
Elastic, thermal, electriC and magnetic properties of crystals and metals. Magnetostrictive
and piezoelectric effects. Conduction in metals and semiconductors with applications.
Prerequisite: Physics 330 or equivalent.
*475L. Solid State Engineering Laboratory. (1) Graduate Stoff
Ca- or prerequisite, 470 or 471. 3 hrs. lab.
*481. ElectromecllCmical Energy.Conversion Principles. (3) Ertezo, Thorn
Application of ~eld principles, conservation of energy, linear and non-linear magnetic
circuit theory to the study of two-way flow of energy between electrical and mechanical
systems. Analysis of selected ac and dc machines and transformers. Prerequisites: 311,
361.
*482. Principles of Direct Energy Conversion. (2) Erteza, Grannemann
Conversion of various forms of energy into electrical form. Study of use of thermoelectric, electro-chemical. photo-voltaic, thermionic, and magnetohydrodynamic effects for
direct energy conversion. Prerequisites: 201, Physics 330; ME 301 or ChE 401.
*484. Active Microwave Devices. (3) Graduate Staff
The construction, operation and application of microwave devices such as magnetrons,
klystrons, traveling wave tubes, masers and parametric complifiers. Prerequisite: 322, 462.
491. Undergraduate Problems.

(1·3 hrs. each semester)

493. Honors Seminar. (1-3 hrs. each semester)
A special seminar open only to honors students. Registration requires permission of the
Department Chairman.
494. Honors Individual Study. (1-6 hrs. each semester)
Open on Iy to honors students. Registration requires permission of the Department Chairman and of the supervising professor.
498-499. Seminar. (1-3 hrs. each semester)
Prerequisite: senior standing and permission of instructor.

All courses following are understood to have the prerequisite of graduate
standing in Electrico I Engineering or permission of instructor.
**502. Electrical Engineering Principles for Advanced Students. (3) Graduate Staff
Electrostatics, steady currents, mognetostotics, and Maxwell's equations. Lumped circuit
approximation. Linear circuits, transforms, transients, and feedback. For students not
majoring in Electrical Engineering. Prerequisite: knowledge of differential equations,
vector ana lysis, and elementary electric circuits.

** Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Electrical Engineering.
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*504-505. Advanced Engineering Analysis. (3, 3) Graduate Staff
(Also offered as ME 504-505.) Engineering analysis of linear and non-linear systems.
Techniques af the engineering sciences, similitude, statistics and probability, and data
analysis applied to a variety of problems.
*511. Principles of Network Theory. (3) Graduate Staff
Properties of linear networks in frequency and time domains. Matrix analysis. Network
topology; analytic properties of network functions; block diagrams; signal flow graphs;
classical filter theory.
*531. Advanced Control Systems. (3) Graduate Staff
Multiple-loop and multiple-input systems; nonlinear and sampling servos; statistical properties of noise and servo-inputs. Prerequisites: 431, 511.
*533. Systems Engineering and Operations Research. (3) Karni, Koschmann
Analysis of engineering systems using methods of linear programming, dynamic programming, game theory.
*535. Design of Digital Systems. (3) Erteza, Koschmann
Over-all design of digital systems; basic gating and storage elements, digital control
units; arithmetic units; input and output to digital systems; digitalization of analog data.
Prerequisite: 435.
*541-542. Communication Theory I and II. (3,3) Graduate Staff
Statistical theory of communication. Analysis of signal spaces; random processes. Optimum filters. Information in discrete and continuous systems; coding; decision theory.
*561-562. Electromagnetic Waves I and II. (3,3) Graduate Staff
Electrostatic and magnetostatic problems. Maxwell's equations and their application to
plane, cylindrical and spherical electromagnetic waves.
*571. Theory of Solid State Electronic and Magnetic Devices. (3) Grannemann, Southward
Applications of quantum theory to photoelectric and thermionic emission, and to the conduction of electricity through solids. Transistor theory, transistors, p-n junctions, theory
of magnetism and magnetic materials. Prerequisite: 471.
*582. Advanced Direct Energy Conversion. (3) Erteza
Review of quantum physics, thermostatics and statistical physics, irreversible thermodynamics, and transport theory. Energy conversion techniques utilizing the thermoelectric,
thermionic, photovoltaic, electrochemical and magnetohydrodynomic phenomena. Analysis
of models of energy conversion devices. Prerequisites: 471, 482 or equivalent.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per sem.) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*611. Network Synthesis. (3) Karni
Realizability conditions. Synthesis of one- and two-port networks. Approximation techniques. Topics in N-port synthesis and active network synthesis. Prerequisite: 511.
*612. Advanced Transient Analysis. (3) Graduate Staff
Transients in linear distributed systems. Z-transforms and sampled-data systems. Inverse
transforms; contour integration. Prerequisite: 511.
*613. Nonlinear Analysis. (3) Graduate Staff
Numerical and graphical methods, singular points, analytical methods, free and forced
oscillating systems, time-varying parameters, stability considerations. Prerequisite: 511.
*614. Linear Active Network Theory. (3) Karni, Kelly, Koschmann
Review of physical principles of transistor action; three-terminal linear non-reciprocal networks, relation to two-ports; characterization of networks over a wide frequency band;
high-frequency transistor network representations; power gain and stability in amplifiers;
thermo I design in transistor amplifiers. Prerequisites: 471, 511.
*619. Seminar in Network Theory. (3) Graduate Staff
*641. Principles of Communication Systems. (3) Diuric, Koschmann
Analysis of various types of modulation and their relative advantages for communication
in the presence of noise; detection systems and their optimization, coding, applications to
wire and radio communications; radar, navigation systems and others. Prerequisite: 542.
*651-652. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Staff
*661. Antennas. (3) Williams
Elements in antenna theory; pallern synthesis. Cylindrical antenna theory. Aperture antennas; Babinet's principle. Fundamentals of traveling Wave antennas, structures with
reflectors, and lenses. Prerequisite: 562.
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*662. Microwave TechniqlJes. (3) Byatt, Thorn
The interactions of electronic currents with microwave fields with applications to magnetrons, klystrons, traveling wove tubes and related physical devices; ,wave guide circuits.
Prerequisite: 562.
*663. Magnetohydrodynamics. (3) Byatt, Erteza, Grannemann
Particle dynamics in electromognetic field. Cyclotron and Lormor frequency. Mocroscopic
viewpoint and Boltzmann equation. Perturbation concepts. Study of pinch phenomena
and pinch stability. Current experimental machines. Prerequisite: 562.
*664. Advanced Electromagnetic Propagation. (3) Lambert, Williams
Theories dealing with anomalous wave propagation; evaluation of fields considering a
spherical earth and the ionosphere; use of geometric-optical and residue series to compute
fields; propagation through a non·homogeneous atmosphere. Prerequisite: 562.
*699. Seminar in Eleclre>magnetic Waves. (3) Graduate Staff
*671. Charge Tra~sport Phenomena in Solids. (3) Byatt, Grannemann
Theory of charge tronsport in solids involving such topics as band structure, the fermi
surface, scattering by electrons, electron-phonon interaction, scattering by lattice imperfections, g rain boundaries, dislocations and electron theory of imperfection resistance,
surface and size effects. Prerequisites: 471 and permission of instructor.
*679. Seminar in Solid State Theory. (3) Graduate Stoff
*695,696, 697, 698. Seminar.

(3, 3, 3,3,)

Graduate Stoff

*699. Dissertatio~. (3-6 "rs. per sem.) Grad~ate Stoff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

ENGINEERING, MECHANICAL
Professors R. C. Dove (Chairman), B. Albrecht, C. T. Grace, V. J. Skoglund; Associate Professors A. V. Houghton, F. D. Ju, M. W. Wildin; Assistant Professors W. E. Baker, F. O. Calvert, K. T. Feldman, C. G. Richards, H. L. Schreyer;
Instructor J. C. Wambold; Instructors (Part-time) L. W. Christensen, J. D.
Gibson, R. G. Talboys.
CURRICULUM

See p. 187.
201 L Introduction to E~gineering Design. (3)
Introduction to elementary design theory, including experimental design, of a system,
product, or process, for the satisfaction of on observed need. Preparation of drawings,
specifications, and reports. Introduction to the general method of engineering design.
Case studies of engineering designs. Corequisite: CE 202L 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lob.
206L Dynamics. (3)
Principles o~d applications of dynamics. Prerequisites: CE 202l; corequisite: Mathematics
265. 2 lectu res, 3 hrs. lob.
301. Thermodynamics. (3)
Principles of thermodynamics. First and second lows, properties and equations of state,
kinetic theory. Prerequisites: Chemistry 102l, Physics 261, 263L; corequisites: Mathematics
265 and junior standing.
**302. Thermochemistry and Gas Dynamics. (3) Graduate Stoff
Thermodyna mics of reactions and requirements of equilibrium. Isentropic flow, thermody.
namics of shock waves, supersonic characteristics of internal and external flow. Prereq·
uisite: 301; corequisite: 317 or permission of instructor.
308. Mechanical Equipment of Buildings. (3)
For architecture students only. Theory and practice of heating equipment; heat loss of
bUildings; heoting layouts; plumbing and heating codes. Prerequisite: junior standing.
314L Intermediate Dynamics of Solids. (3)
Dynamics of solids, balancing, kinematic and kinetic analysis of simple machine elements,
mechanical vibration analysis. PrereqUisite: 206L 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.

---

** Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Mechonical Engineering.
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3161. Space Flight Dynamics. (3)
Dynamics of solids, advanced lopics of dynamics, vibration and stability, orbital dynamics
and rocket dynamics. Prerequisite: 206l; corequisite: Math 311. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
**317. Fluid Mechanics. (3) Graduate Staff
Kinematics of fluid motion; elements of hydrodynamics; effects of viscosity, compressibility,
and drag. Prerequisite: 206l; corequisite: 301.
3181. Mechanical Engineering laboratory I. (2)
Modern instrumentation techniques; dynamics, vibrations, and thermodynamics experi·
ments. Corequisites: 301, 314l or 316l, 317. 6 hrs. lab.
**320. Heat Transfer. (3) Graduate Staff
Principles and engineering applications of heat transfer by conduction, radiation, and
free and forced convection. Prerequisites: 301, 317; corequisite: 302, or permission of
instructor.
350. Engineering Economy. (3)
A study of methods and techniques used in determining comparative financial desirability
of engineering alternatives. Includes time value of money (interest), depreciation methods
and modern techniques for anolvsis of management decisions. Prerequisite: junior standing.
351L. Mechanical Engineering laboratory II. (2)
Continuation of 3181. Prerequisites: 302, 317, 370. 6 hrs. lab.
3521. Mechanical Engineering laboratory III. (2)
Experimental projects in heat transfer, thermodynamics, dynamics and analogues. Prerequisites: 320, 351l. 6 hrs. lab.
355. Engineering Statistics and Quality Control. (3)
Statistical methods applied to quality contra I problems; significance tests; correlat;'on
analysis; sequential sampling; analysis of variance; design of experiments. Prerequisite:
senior standing.
356. Industrial Engineering. (2)
The principles of management applied to the general operation of engineering projects
and manufacturing plants. Prerequisite: senior standing, or permission of instructor.
3571. Analysis of Solid Systems. (3)
Solid systems with multi-degree of freedom, operational method analysis, kinematical
and kinetic analyses of machine elements, dynamics of elastic solids, current special topics.
Prerequisites: 3 J 4l or 3 J 6l, CE 302. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
358l. Design of Solid Systems. (3)
Application of mechanics of materials and analysis of solid systems to the design of
elements and systems. Prerequisite: 3571. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
3591. Mechanical Engineering Design. (3)
Analysis and design of some piece of eqUipment or system. Prerequisites: 358l, 3631. 1
lecture, 6 hrs. lab.
3631. Analysis of Fluid Systems. (3)
Engineering analysis of fluid systems bosed on the principles of fluid mechanics, heot
transfer, and thermodynamics. Prerequisites: 302, 317, 320, or permission of instructor.
2 lectures, 3 hrs. lob.
**365. Environmental Control System Design. (3) Graduate Staff
Space vehicle atmospheric control systems, climatic test chambers, atmospheric control
for manufactUring processes, cooling of miniaturized electronic equipment, space radiator
design, noise control, clean rooms, and. comfort air conditioning. PrereqUisites: 301, 317,
320.
367. Analysis of Space Vehicle Performance. (3)
Engineering analysis of a space vehicle for a specified mission. Prerequisites: 302, 317,
320.
368. Design of Space Vehicles. (3)
Requirements, preliminary and detailed design of a space vehicle for a specified mission.
Prerequisites: 316l, 358l, 367.

---

** Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Mechanical Engineering.
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370. Engineering Materials Science. (3)
(Also offered es CE 370.) The structure of matter; phase relations; mechanical, thermal,
electrical and mognetic properties of polymers, metals and ceramics; fracture mechanics;
corrosion, protective materials, cementing materials and concrete. The use and selection
of materiels. Corequisite: CE 302.
375. Aerospace Structural Analysis. (3)
Static and dynam ic analysis of aerospace structures. Corequisite: 358L.
*477. Physical Metallurgy. (3) Graduate Staff
The physical properties of metals, and how alloying, mechanical treatment, surface
treatment, and heat treatment affect the physical properties of both high-and low-meltingpoint alloys. Prerequisites: Chemistry 102L and a course in engineering materials. (Offered
at the Los Alamos Scientific Labarotary only).
*480. Analysis of Mechanical Contral Systems. (3)
Dynamic analysis and design af thermadynamic, hydraulic, and mechanical contral
systems; concept of feedback; performance and stability of systems; introduction to inertia
guidance controls. Prerequisites: 302, 314L ar 316L, 317; Mathematics 311 or eqUivalent.
*487. Principles of Missi Ie Guidance. (3) Foote
Equations of motion, theory of orbits, contral theory, types of gUidance, theary of
inertial guidance. Prerequisites: Mathematics 311 or equivalent, M.E. 316L. (Offered at
Hallamon Graduate Center only.)
*490. Methods Engineering. (3) Graduate Staff
Introduction to problems of work methods and work measurements associated with in·
creasing productivity and decreasing the cost of producing goods and services. Methods
used in developing procedures for effective utilization of effort in industrial operations.
Analytical study of manufacturing systems. Prerequisites: 355, and senior standing.
491. Undergraduate Problems.

(1-3 hrs. each semester)

*492. Design Analysis II. (3) Graduate Staff
Special problems in design involving combined stresses, stress concentration, and cases
beyond the limitations of conventional tensile, flexure, and torsion formulas; study of
theories of failure; and an introduction to methods of experimental stress analysis and
their application to design. Corequisite: 358L, or permission of instructor.
*494L. Mechanical Vibration. (3) Graduate Staff
Kinematics of vibration; the single degree of freedom; two degrees of freedom; many
degrees of freedom; natural frequency; forced vibration; effect of dry and viscous damp.
ing; torsional vibrations of cronkshafts and geared systems; suppressions and elimination
of vibrotion. Prerequisite: Mathematics 311, senior standing in engineering. 2 lectures,
3 hrs. lab.
*501. Heat Conduction. (3) Graduate Staff
Analytical, numerical, and analogical solution to heat conduction. Transient systems,
moving boundaries, stationary and moving sources. PrereqUisites: 320 or equivalent,
Mathemalics 311.
**502. Mechanical Engineering Principles for Advanced Students. (3) Graduate Staff
Principles C1nd applications of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, and heat transfer. For
students not majoring in Mechanical Engineering. Prerequisites: 301, 206L, Mathematics
311, Or thei r ea\Ji'ialents.
*503. Advanced Fluid Mechanics I. (3) Graduate Staff
General principles and applications of fluid mechanics. Prerequisites: 301, 206L; Mathe·
matics 311, or their eqUivalents.
*504-505. Adval1ced Engineering Analysis. (3, 3) Graduate Staff
(Also offered es E.E. 504·505.) Engineering analysis of linear and nan·linear systems.
Techniques of the engineering sciences, similitude, statistics and probability, and data
analysis ore applied to a variety of problems.
*506. Advanced Thermodynamics I. (3) Graduate Staff
Precise development of thermodynamic definitions, principles, and analytical methods.
Prerequisites: 301,302, or equivalents, Mathematics 311.
** Available for graduate credit except for graduate maiors in Mechanical Engineering.
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*507. Similitude in Engineering. (3) Graduate Staff
Basic theory and applications of similitude. Metrology, similarity, dimensional analysis, and
design and interpretation of similar and distorted models. Prerequisites: 501 or 503 or 516.
*508. Viscous Non·lsothermal Fluid Systems. [Basic Fluid Systems] (3) Graduate Staff
Theory and experimental results of isothermal and non-isothermal viscous fluid systems.
Prerequisite: 503.
*509. Advanced Gas Dynamics. [Gas Dynamics] (3) Graduate Staff
Two·dimensional flow of ideal gases including shock waves, friction and heat transfer.
Prerequisites: 501, 503.
*511. Radiant Heat Transfer. (3) Graduate Staff
Principles of thermal radialion, thermodynamic and electromagnetic bases of material
property relations, basic equations of radiative transfer, techniques of analysis, including approximate methods. Analogy between energy transfer by radiation and by free
molecular flow. Prerequisite: 501.
*515L. Experimental Stress Analysis. (3) Graduate Staff
Modern techniques for experimental determination of stresses in complex machine parts;
study of mechanical gages, optical gages, electrical gages and circuits, brittle lacquer
methods, photoelasticity and strain grids. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*516. Applied Elasticity I. (3) Graduate Staff
Fundamental principles of the mechanics of elastic bodies; analyses of stress and strain,
basic equations of elasticity, plane problems of elasticity and fundamental boundary
value problems; torsion of a prismatic bar and analogy methods. Prerequisites: CE 302
or equivalent, Mathematics 311; corequisite: Mathematics 312.
*518. Advanced Applied Dynamics. (3) Graduate Staff
Fundamental concepts in mechanics; vector analysis and its application in statics and
dynamics; Newton's laws of motion; principles of momentum and moment of momentum;
energy principles and Lagrange's equations of motion; gyroscopic motion; small oscillation; mechanical transient and operational calculus. Prerequisites: 206L or equivalent,
Mathematics 311; corequisite: Mathematics 312.
*519. Applied Elasticity II. (3) Graduate Staff
Muskhelishvili method and boundary value problems of elasticity. Energy principle and
variational methods in elasticity. Prerequisite: 516.
*520. Analysis of Thermal Stresses. (3) Graduate Staff
Basic equations of stress and strain, elementary temperature equations, thermal stresses
in one and twa dimensions, transient thermal stress, special topics on thermal effects on
material properties. Prerequisite: 516.
*522. [602] Theory of Shells in Mechanical Engineering. [Plates and Shells in M.E.] (3)
Graduate Staff
Introduction to Riemannian space and differential geometry of a surface, linear theory
of shells, membrane and bending theory of shells. Special topics. Prerequisite: 516.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester)
Advanced reading, design or research.
*561-562. Special Topics.
*591-592. Seminar.

Graduate Staff

(1·3 hrs. each semester)

(1-3 hrs. each semester)

Graduate Staff

Graduate Staff

*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*603. Theoretical Fluid Mechanics. [Advanced Fluid Mechanics II] (3) Graduate Staff
Theoretical analysis of special fluid systems. Laminar flaw and two and three dimensional
potential flow. Use of special coordinates, complex variables, conformal mapping, free
streamlines, sources and sinks, and numerical analysis. Prerequisites: 501, 503, 508.
*604L. Experimental Methods in Mechanics. (3) Graduate Staff
Modern techniques for vibration and shock testing. An extension of experimental stress
analysis to measurement of thermal stresses and of strains at interior points in solids.
Prerequisite: 515L. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
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*605. Convection. (3) Graduate Staff
Theory and experimental results for convection of single- and multi-component fluids.
Prerequisites: 501,503, 508.
*606. Kinetic Theory and Statistical Mechanics. (3) Graduate Staff
Principles of kinetic theory and statistical mechanics, and their application to engineering
problems. Prerequisites: 506, Mathematics 341.
*622. Random Vibrations. (3) Graduate Staff
(Also offered as CE 622) Introduction to mathematical description. of stochastic processes,
Fourier transforms, power spectral density and auto-correlation functions, analysis of
response of mechanical systems to random excitation. Properties of narrow band Gaussian
distributions. Ap p Iications of vibration problems in road vehicles, ships, airplanes, and
space vehicles. Prerequisites: CE 520 or ME 494L and permission of instructor.
*627-628. Mechanics of a Continuum. (3,3) Cottrell, Ju, Skoglund
(Also offered as CE 627-628.) Application of tensor calculus in mechanics, non-iinear
theory of elasticity, a study of the various assumptions leading from a non-linear theory
to the classical theory, mathematical theory of plasticity, fluid mechanics, the mathematical theory of visco-elasticity. Prerequisite: 516 and permission of instructor.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 I1rs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School 8ulletin for total credit requirements.

ENGINEERING, NUCLEAR
Associate Professors G. A. Whan (in charge), W. L. Everett; Assistant Professors
R. L. Long, R. D. O'Dell; Part-time Lecturers N. G. Nereson, P. D. O'Brien.
**430. Introduction to Nuclear Engineering. (3) Graduate Staff
Principally for non-nuclear engineering maiars. The nucleus and nuclear properties; fission
process and chain reaction; survey of design and operation or reactors and associated
equipment; effects, uses, and detection of radiation.
*460. [460L] Fundamentals of Nuclear Engineering I. (3) Graduate Staff
Introduction to radiation and its interaction with matter, radiological health, and the
detection ond anolysis of radiation. Pre- or corequisites: Physics 330, Mathematics 311,
or equivalents.
*461. [461 L] Fundamentals of Nuclear Engineering II. (3) Everett, Southward, Whan
Fundamentals of radiation interactio'n with matter; conservation lows and cross sections
for neutrons, charged particles, and electromagnetic radiation. Prerequisite: 460; pre- or
corequisite: Mathematics 312.
*463l. Nuclear Engineering Laboratory I. (1) Graduate Staff
Experiments to demonstrate the properties and analysis of radiation: radioactive decay,
counting, scattering, moderation, absorption, activation, cross sections, and health monitoring. Pre-or corequisite 460. 3 hrs. lab.
*464L. Nuclear Engineering Laboratory II. (1-2) Graduate Staff
Laboratory studies to demonstrate neutron and gamma reactions in fuels, moderators,
and shields. Experiments to demonstrate the characteristics and operation of nuclear
reactors. Prerequisites: 430, 463L or equivolents. 3 or ~ hours lab.
*470L. Materials for Nuclear Applications. (3) Graduate Staff
Selection and fundamental praperties of materials for nuclear applications; physical and
extractive meta II urgy as related to nuclear materials; behavior of materials under irradiation; corrosion of materials. Prerequisite: 430 or eqUivalent. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*476. Reactor Fuel Processing. (3) Armstrong, Whan
Fuel cycles in nuclear reactors; production of reactor fuels; processing of spent fuels
by prec; pitat ion, solvent extroction, etc.; and separation of isotopes. Prerequisite: 430
or equiva lent.
*480L. [480] Nuclear Systems Design. (3) Graduate Staff
Examination of the main variables in nuclear systems design; nuclear system, heat remaval, radiation effects, structure, can trois, shields, economics, etc. Design problem.
Prerequisites: 430, 460 or eqUivalents. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
** Available for grad uate credit except for graduate maiors in Nuclear Engineering.
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*510-511. Nuclear Reactor Theory I & II. [Reactor Principles and Engineering] (3, 3) Graduate Staff
Basic theory of reactors; multiplication, slowing down, diffusion and transport of neutrons;
applications to bare, reflected, homogeneous, heterogeneous, thermal, and fast reactor
systems; introduction to reactor dynamics. Prerequisite: 460; pre- or corequisite: Mathematics 312.
*515. Seminar. (1-3) Graduate Stoff
Selected topics in nuclear engineering.
*530. Radiotion Shielding. (3) Everett, Whon
Radiation sources; methods of calculating the attenuation of gamma rays, high energy
electrons, and fast neutrons; shielding of reactors, acceleratars, and radioactive materials.
Prerequisite: 461 or equivalent.
*540. Radiation Effects on Materials. (3) Armstrong, Everett, Whon
Theory of radiation interaction with matter; application to crystalline lattices, fluids,
plastics, and elastomers; radiation chemistry and chemical reactions in intense radiation
fields; reactor materials and radiation effects on reactor design. Prerequisite: 461 or
equivalent.
*551·552, Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Staff
Advanced reading, analysis, design, or research.·
*560. Control of Nuclear Reactors and Power Plants. (3) long, Mohler
Reactor control systems and associated instrumentation; dynamics of integrated nuclear
plants; transient and steady state response of feed back systems; use of simulators. Prerequisite: 511. Recommended: EE 431.
*56lL. laboratory in Control of Nuclear Reactors. (1) long, Mohler
Pre- or corequisite: 560. 3 hrs. lab.
*580. Controlled Fusion. (3) Erteza, Everett
Basic theory of plasmas; conditions for thermo-nuclear reactions; formation and heating
of plasma; diagnostic techniques; stability theory; controlled fusion systems. Prerequisites:
Mathematics 312, 313, and permission of instructor.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per sem.) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*610. [520] Advanced Reactor Theory. (3) Hansen, O'Dell
Development of the theory of reactor systems and description of calculational methods
for homogeneous and heterogeneous reactors. Prerequisites: 511, Mathematics 312. 313.
*620. Transport Theory. (3) lathrop, O'Dell
The Boltzmann transport equation; legendre polynomial expansions; introduction to
Fourier transform techniques and Case's method; energy dependent collision probabilities
and thermalization kernels. Prerequisites: 511, Mathematics 312, 313.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per sem.)
Graduate Staff
See the Groduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

ENGLISH
Professors G. W. Arms, E. W. Baughman, N. B. Crowell, F. M. Dickey, W. D.
Jacobs, G. Ridenour, E. W. Tedlock, Jr., H. Trowbridge (Dean), D. Wynn;
Visiting Professor (Sem 1) Harold Blodgett; Associate Professors E. Buchanan,
H. l. Hill, J. M. Kuntz, R. Pickett, K. G. Simons; Assistant Professors J.Baltzell,
P. B. Davis, J. Holland, D. John~on, J. Martin, C. G. Masinton, B. McBride,
I. P. Melada, M. J. Power, J. L. Ruff, J. Thorson, F. B. Warner, M. B. Whidden,
J. B. Zavadil; Lecturer in English, R. Cree ley; Instructors C. Buechmann, E. H.
Cohen, W. T. Cotton, A. M. Leland, J. Morris, K. M. Symes; Part-time Instructors M. Bullard, D. Bunting, W. F. Carstens, R. S. Gillespie, A. Hogan, C. S.
McClure, M. Raymond, E. S. Walker.
MAJOR STUDY

Normally an English major consists of 250, 253 and 254, 441 or 442, 446 or
451, and 18 additional hours of which at least 3 hours must be taken in each
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of the following groups. Of the total number of hours for the major, 18 should
be taken in courses numbered above 300.
I. Writing and Contemporary Literature:
261,262,321,432,435,437,438
II.

British Literature:
441, 442, 444, 445, 446, 448, 451, 454, 457, 473, 474, 478, 481, 482, 485,
486

III. American Literature:
282,285,467,468,469,470
IV. General and Comparative Literature:
275,276,339,340,456,461,465,466,480
V. Linguistics:
392, 403, Anthropology 354.
Course 490 may be used for anyone of the 5 groups when applicable. This
course may be repeated for credit as its content varies.
Students preparing to teach English in secondary schools are required to
take English-Secondary Education 436 (Teaching of English).
Students who wish to substitute writing courses in the Departments of Speech,
Journalism, or Dramatic Art may do so with permission from their advisers.
MINOR STUDY

18 hours in English courses numbered above 103, including at least 6 hours
numbered above 300.
GROUP REQUIREMENTS

English 10 1 is a required course for all students except those who are
exempted upon the basis of their ACT score in this area. English 102 is required
of all students, except transfers who may offer an equivalent course toward the
satisfaction of the g roup requirements. Students in the lowest percentiles of the
ACT or students who have twice failed the English Proficiency test, will take
English 010 in addition to English 101. Workshop sections are provided for other
students weak in English 101 or 102. Additional group requirements are as
follows:
College of Arts and Sciences: 3 credit hours in a course in literature numbered
above 250. Up to 6 additional hours in literature may be offered in meeting the
requirements under Group III: Humanities.
College of Business Administration: 6 credit hours in literature including
3 upper-division hours. But see "General Requirements" of the College of
Business Administration.
College of Education: see Education curricula.
COURSES IN GENERAL LITERATURE FOR GROUP REQUIREMENTS IN ALL COLLEGES

The following courses in the lower division are recommended for students
selecting hours for the group requirements or for general reading: 140, 257,
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275,276, 277, 282, 285; not accepted as literature are 250, 255, 261, 262, 264,
321, 392, 403.
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS

Students interested in registering for Honors in English should see the Chairman of the Department for details.
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

The major in Comparative Literature is an interdepartmental major administered jointly by the Department of English and the Department of Modern and
Classical Languages. See p. 252.
I. WRITING
010. English Review. (0)
A non-credit course in grammar, usage, and reading comprehension for students whose
native language is English and who need additional background and drill. Especially
designed for students preparing for the English Proficiency Examination, though open to
others. Foreign students are to take 103. Special fee of $20.
015. English Tutoring. (0)
Two hours of tutoring for students needing special instruction in the essentials of
composition.
101. Writing with Readings in Exposition. (3) Buchanan, Pickett, Staff
Expository writing, paragraph methods, and readings.
102. Writing with Readings in Literature. (3) Buchanan, Pickett, Staff
The types of literature with readings and reports.
103. Fundamentals of English as a Second Language. [English for Foreign Students.] (3)
A course in speaking, writing, and understanding English, designed for students to whom
English is a second language. English 103 precedes, and is not a substitute for, English
101. 5 hours of classroom work.
261. Creative Writing: The Essay. (3)
An intermediate course with emphasis on the types, structure, and style of expository
writing.
262. Creative Writing: Description and Narration. (3) Cree ley, Staff
The types, materials, and techniques of descriptive and narrotive writing.
264. Informative Writing. (3)
Professional expository composition and the preparation of elementary reports.
320. Advanced Technical Writing. (3)
Practice in the writing and editing of technical, engineering, and scientific reports and
articles. Prerequisite: 261, 262, or 264; or permission of instructor.
*321. Advanced Creative ,Writing. (3) Cree ley, Staff
An examination of vorious approaches to advanced writing with frequent writing contributions from the student. Prerequisite: 261, 262, ar permission of instructor. May be repeated once at the discretion of the instructor.
436. Teaching of English. (3) Simons, Stoff
(Same as Secondary Education 436.)
II. LITERATURE **
1. British
253-254. Survey of English Literature, Early and Later. (3, 3)
253: From the Old English writings through Neo-c1assicism. 254: From Pre-romanticism to
the contemporary period.
*441. Shakespeare: Histories and Comedies. (3) Dickey, Simons, Whidden
A detailed study of the comedies and historical plays.
*442. Shakespeare: Tragedies. (3) Dickey, Simons, Whidden
A detailed study of the problem plays and tragedies.

----

** With the exception of English 320, 321, and 466, for which specific prerequisites ore
listed, all courses in English numbered between 300 and 499 have the same prerequisite: 3
hrs. in literature.
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*444. The Early Seventeenth Century. (3) Buchanan, Dickey
Cavalier and metaphysical poets, maior prase writers.
*445. The Later Seventeenth Century, Exclusive of Milton. (3) Thorson, Stofl
Restoration drama and poetry, scientific and philosophical prose, etc.
*446. Milton. (3) Buchanan
The maior works, poetry and prose.
*448. Elizabetha n Dramc Exclusive af Shakespeare. (3) Dickey, Simons
Special ottenticn to the plays of Marlowe and Jonson.
*451. Chaucer. (3) Boltzell, Zavadil
A detailed study of the Canterbury Tales with same attention to Chaucer's ather works.
*454. Middle-English Literature. (3) Baltzell, Zavadil
A general survey of the types of 13th- and 14th-century literature.
*457. Elizabethan Non-Dramatic Literature. (3) Dickey, Simons
Development of humanism, new poetry, literature of courtesy.
*473. [477] Age of Swift and Pope, 1700-1744. (3) McBride, Thorson, Stafl
*474. [477] Age of Jahnsan, 1744-1798. (3) McBride, Thorson, Stafl
*478. The Romantic Period. (3) Ridenour. Stafl
The 18th-century background of Romanticism and the maior poets, Blake to Keats.
*481. Victorian Poets. (3) Crowell, Stafl
The representative poets from 1830 to 1890.
*482. Nineteenth.CentlJry Prase. (3) Crowell, Stofl
Representative prase writers from 1800 to 1890.
*485. Early English Novel. (3) Davis, Stafl
From the beginnings through Jane Austen.
*486. Later English Novel. (3) Crowell, Davis
From Scott to 1910.
t*619. Studies in Middle-English Literature (11 00-1500). (3) Baltzell, Zavadil
The drama, romances, ballads, religious works, or other subiects.
t*623. Studies in the English Renaissance (1500-1616). (3) Buchanan, Dickey, Stafl
Marlowe, Spenser, Shakespeare, Jonson, or others.
t*625. Studies in the 17th Century. (3) Buchanan, Dickey, Thorson
Prose writers, metaphysical poets, or Milton.
t*633. Studies in the 18th Century. (3)
The novel, drama, poetry, biography, or criticism; Swift, Pope, Johnson, Fielding, or Burke;
or other subiects.
t*643. Studies in the 19th Century. (3) Crowell, Stafl
Romantic and Victorian poetry and prose.
2. American
277. Southwestern Literature. (3) Baughman, Stafl
Myth, legend, ond song of the Indians; literary values in the Spanish colonial narratives;
literature of the Santa Fe trail and the cattle country; contemporary writing.
282. American Literature. (3) Arms, Baughman, Blodgett, Hill, Martin, Tedlock
A general survey to 1900, with more extensive study of the great writers of the 19th
century.
285. American Life a nd Thought. (3) Baughman
(Same as American Studies 285.)
301·302. Interdepartmental Studies in the Culture of the U.S. (3,3)
(Same as American Studies 301-302.) May be taken for departmental credit only with
the consent of the Chairman.
*467. Calonial and Revolutionary Period in American Literature. (3) Hill, Martin, Tedlack
Leading writers from 1600 to 1800.
*468. The Romantic Periad in American Literature. (3) Arms, Baughman
Major writers f rom Irving to Melville.
*469. The Period af Realism in American Literature. (3) Arms, Hill, Tedlock
Maior writers from Whitman to Henry Adams.

----

t This course may be repeated for credit as its content varies.
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*470. American Humor. (3) 8aughman, Hill
American humorists from 1830 to the present.
*501. Interdepartmental Seminar in the Culture of the United States. (3) Dabney, Arms,
Judah, Tedlack, G. W. Smith.
(Same as American Studies 501.)
t*603. Studies in the Literature of Colonial and Revolutionary America (1600-1800). (3) Hill,
Martin, Tedlock, Stall
The Connecticut Wits; early influences of the Frontier in literature; or other subiecrs.
t*606. Studies in 19th Century American Literature (1800-1912). (3) Arms, Blodgett, Hill
Emerson and Thoreau; Hawthorne, Melville, and Poe; Whitman and Dickinson; Howells,
James, and Clemens; or others.
3. General and Comparative
140. Literary Farms and Figures. (3)
An introduction to literature with variable content, each course treating a maior writer or
literary type as indicated by subtitle. Open to freshmen and others. Prerequisite: English
101 or exemption.
250. Approaches to Literature. (3)
Practical criticism and introduction to scholarly and critical method. A specialized course
designed for English majors and students with high aptitude for and interest in literary
study.
257. Masterworks of Later Literature. (3) Simons, Stall
Selected masterworks of the 19th and 20th centuries.
275. World Literature from Homer to Dante. (3) Jacobs, Kuntz, Stall
Masterpieces of European and Asiatic literature, including the Bible.
276. World Literature from Rabelais to Mann. (3) Jacobs, Kuntz, Stall
Masterpieces of European literature, including the great Russian writers.
*338. Russian Literature in Translation. (3)
(Same as Russian 338.)
*339. Greek Drama in Translation. (3) Baltzell, Stall
(Same as Greek 339.)
*340. Latin Literature in Translation. (3) Zavadil, Stall
(Same as Latin 340.)
. *432. Contemporary Poetry. (3) Arms, Jacobs, Tedlock, Stoll
The leading figures in contemporary poetry with analysis of style and critical theory.
*435. Contemporary Fiction. (3) Davis, Jacobs, Tedlock, Stall
British, American, and European novelists since 1912.
*437. Contemporary Drama. (3) Jacobs, Stall
European and American playwrights from Ibsen to the present.
*438. Literary Movements since 1940. (3) Creeley, Jacobs, Tedlock
Significant writers and schools of the post-war period. Specific subject to be designated by
the instructor.
*456. Literature of Medieval Europe. (3) Baltzell, Zavadil
(Some as Comparative Literature 456.)
*461. The Folktale in English. (3) Baughman
(Same as Comparative Literature 461.)
*465. Tragedy. (3) Dickey, MacCurdy, Trowbridge
(Some as Comparative Literature 465.)
*466. Literary Criticism. (3) Arms, Dickey, Trowbridge
(Some as Comparative Literature 466.)
*480. Philosophy and Literature. (3) Alexander, Tedlock, Stall
(Same as English-Philosophy 480.)
t*490. Individual Authors. (3) Graduate Stoll
Intensive study of one or more writers, to be designated by the instructor.
t*500. Introduction to Graduate Study. (3) Graduate Stoll
An intensive course in on author, period, or genre designed primarily to prepare students
for advanced work.
t This course may be repeated for credit as its content varies.
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*528. Studies in Literature far Secondary Teachers. (3) SS Graduate Stafl
Basic approaches to the interpretation, iudgment, and teaching of literature, with intensive
study of selected British and American writers and works. Examples chasen will be novels,
plays, short stories, and poems commonly taught in junior and senior high schools.
*598. Methods of Literary Study. (3) Arms, Dickey, Hill
An introduction to scholarly bibliography and basic approaches to the study of literature.
Required of doctoral candidates.
t*660. Studies in Contemporary Literature. (3) Jacobs, Tedlock, Stafl
Prose: James Joyce, D. H. Lawrence, William Faulkner, or others; poetry: T. S. Eliot, Wallace
Stevens, Dylan Thomas, W. H. Auden, or others.
t*675. Types, Backgrounds, and Forces. (3) Graduate Stafl
Drama, relig ious perspectives, archetypal patterns, and other subjects not contained within
a chronological period.
III. LINGUISTICS
255. Vocabulary Building. (3)
Lotin ond Greek word roots; introduction to etymology and semantics.
*303. [301 J Phonetics. (3) Chreist, SI. Onge
(Same as Speech 303.)
*392. Introduction to Linguistics. (3)
The structure of English, including traditional grammar and descriptive lingUistics.
*403. History of the English Language. (3) Baltzell, Kuntz
The etymology, nlorphology, phonetics, and semantics of English; the relation between
linguistic and cultural change.
*515. Old English. (3) Baltzell, Zavadil
Elementary gramnlar; translation of prose and poetry, exclusive of Beowulf.
*516. Beowulf. (3) Baltzell. Zavadil
Reading of the text and examination of problems connected with the poem. Prerequisite:
515 or consent of instructor.
*673. language Seminar. (3)
Phonology of English speech; linguistic structure; American dialect and regional vocabulary; or other subiects.
IV. INDIVIDUAL STUDIES

498. Individual Study. (3) Honors Stafl
Open to juniors and seniors approved by Honors Committee. May be repeated once.
499. Honors Essay. (3) Honors Stafl
Open only to seniors enrolled in Departmental Honors.
t*551. Problems for the Master's Degree. (1-2 hrs. each semester) Graduate Stafl
Studies in literature and philology.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Stafl
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*651. Problems for the Doctor's Degree. (1·2 hrs. each semester) Graduate Stafl
*699. Dissertation. (3-b hrs. per semester) Graduate Stafl
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

ENGLISH-PH ILOSOPHY
The combined major in English and Philosophy is an interdepartmental major
administered jointly by the two Departments. Students interested in this program
should consult one of the Chairmen.
The purpose of the interdepartmental major is to develop an understanding of
the history of ideas, ideals, and values; their expression in literature and philosophy; and the relation of these fields. The major will serve the interests of
general education, and will also be useful to many preprofessional students.

t This course may be repeated for credit as its content varies.
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MAJOR STUDY

Students completing the English-Philosophy major are not required to have a
minor. It is recommended that courses in literature and philosophy in related
periods be taken concurrently where possible.
The minimum requirement is 45 hours, including: English 275 and either 253,
254, 01- 276; Philosophy 145 or 255, and 201 or 308; English 466 and Philosophy 307, 301, and 302; English 441 or 442 or 446; 6 additional hours of
literature above 300 and 3 additional hours of Philosophy; an additional 6
hours above 300 in English or in Philosophy; and English-Philosophy 480. Advisers may recommend as much as 6 additional hours in related fields.
MINOR STUDY

Not offered.
*480. Philosophy and literature. (3) Alexander, Tedlock, Stoff
Selected philosophical movements and their relationship to literary masterpieces. Prerequisites, 6 hours of literature and 3 hours of Philosophy from the courses specified as requirements for the program.

FINE ARTS
490. Interdepartmental Proseminar. (3)
Open to iuniars and seniors with approval of a Fine Arts departmental honors committee. May be repeated once for credit.

FOLKLORE
See Modern and Classical Languages, and Comparative Literature 461.

FRENCH
See Modern and Classical Languages.

GENERAL STUDIES
Courses listed as "General Studies" are open by invitation or special permission only. With the exceptions noted below in the listing, the courses are designed for students enrolled in the General Honors program. This program is
not to be confused with the Departmental Honors program described on p.
127 of this catalog.
Specific information about General Studies and the General Honors program can be obtained from the office of the Director of General Honors.
Courses in General Studies will be given credit towards appropriate Group
Requirements of the College of Arts and Sciences and may also satisfy certain
general requirements in other colleges. The student should consult his college
dean on this point.
101-102. Freshman Reading Seminar. (3,3)
Rapid, broad general reading for first- and second-semester freshmen.
201-202. Sophomore Seminar in Humanities.
203-204. Sophomore Seminar in Science.

(3, 3)

(3, 3)

205-206. Sophomore Seminar in Social Science. (3, 3)
Selected seminar topics by staff of various departments. Instructors and topics to be
announced semester

by

semester.

301-302. Junior Seminar in Humanities.
303-304. Junior Seminar in Science.

(3, 3)

(3, 3)
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305-306. Junior Semi nor in Sociol Science.
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(3, 3)

Selected seminar topics by staff of various departments. Instructors and topics to be
announced semester by semester. These Junior Honors seminars mayan occasion be opened
also to qualified juniors and seniors who are not officially candidates for graduation with
Honors in General Studies. (Minimum qualification: overage of 3.0 over-all and in
major subject.) Applications of such students must be received in General Honors office 5
weeks before beginning of a semester. Right to limit such enrollment is reserved. Certain
seminars mayan occasion have suspended credit or require first semester as prerequisite
to second semester.

401-402. Great Issues (Senior Honors Colloquium.)

(3, 3)

Discussion of selected issues based an close reading of relevant texts.

*411-412. Interdisciplinary Seminar in Humanities. (3,3)
*413-414. Interdisciplinary Seminar in Science. (3,3)
*415-416. Interdisciplinary Seminar in Social Science. (3,3)
Although offered from time to time under auspices of the General Honors program, the
interdisciplinary seminars are not required of candidates for graduation with Honors
in General Studies. Open only to qualified seniors and graduate students who are
majoring in a department within the general area indicated or who have the special permission of the General Honors office. (Minimum qualification: average of 3.0 over-all
and in major subject.) Right to limit enrollment is reserved. Certain seminars mayan occasion have suspended credit or require first semester as prerequisite to second semester.

GEOGRAPHY
Professor R. E. Murphy (Chairman); Associate Professor I. Bennett; and Staff.t
MAJOR STUDY

Geography 101, 102,251; Anthropology 101; Geology 101; and 8 upperdivjsion courses (not fewer than 22 hours), including at least 1 problems course
of 2 or 3 hours. Two of the required upper-division courses may be selected,
upon approval by the Chairman of the Department, from related fields of study.
MINOR STUDY

Geography 101, 102, 251, and 12 additional hours.
GROUP REQUIREMENTS

Geography 479 is accepted as non-laboratory science in fulfillment of the
Science (Group V) requirement of the College of Arts and Sciences; all other
Geography courses are accepted toward fulfillment of the Social Science
(Group IV) requirement in that College.
101. General Geography.

(3)
Introduction to world geography; physical elements.

102. General Geography.

(3)

Introduction to world geography; cultural elements.

251. Physical Geography.

(3) Bennett
A systematic study of the physical environment; world climate and land forms. Prerequisite: Geography 101, or permission of the instructor.
263. Economic Resources. (3)
Survey of the basic economic resources of the world; industrial regions; trade routes.
*301. South America.

(3)

Regional geography of South America.

*302. Middle America.

(3)

Regional geography of Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies.

*303. North Americo.

(3)

Regional geography of Canada and the United States.

---t

New appointment to be made, effective September 1, 1966.
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*331. Eastern Asia. (3)
Regionol geogrophy of Chino, Koreo, and Japan.
*332. Western Europe. (3) Murphy
Regional geography of Eurape, excluding the U.S.S.R.
*333. The Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. (3)
*381. political Geography. (3) Murphy
Study of political areas of the world from a spatial point of view, including problems
of size, population, boundaries, location, productivity, ethnic grouping, and political
power.
*479. Conservation. (3) Dittmer
(Same as Biology 479.)
491-492. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester)
Supervised individual study and field work.
*551-552. Problems. (2-3 hrs. each semester)
Supervised individual study for graduate students.

GEOLOGY
Professors V. C. Kelley (Chairman), S. A. Wengerd, J. P. Fitzsimmons; Research
Professor S. A. Northrop; Associate Professors R. Y. Anderson, W. E. Elston,
A. Rosenzweig; Assistant Professors E. F. Cruft, R. J. Gibbs, L. A. Woodward;
Faculty Associates C. B. Read, C. V. Theis.
MAJOR STUDY

For the degree of Bachelor of Arts: Geology 101, 102, 105L, 106L, 201 L,
302L, 307L, 309L or 311 L, 319L, 42OL, and 4 additional hours in approved
courses. Chemistry 10 1L, 102L; Mathematics 160; Civil Engineering 111 L; English
264; and either Biology 101 Land 102L or Physics 111, 112, 113L, 114L are required.
For the degree of Bachelor of Science: Geology 101, 105L, 102, 106L or
120, and 121 L, 20 lL, 307L, 309L or 311 L, 319L, 420L, 421 L, 422L, and 3 additional hours in approved geology options; Mathematics 264; Chemistry lOlL,
102L; English 264; Electrical Engineering 436L; Psychology 280. In addition students will take courses to complete one of the options below.
OPTION A: MINERALOGY, PETROLOGY, GEOCHEMISTRY, ECONOMIC
GEOLOGY. Chemistry 311, 312; Physics 260, 261, 262; Mathematics
265.
OPTION B: PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY. Chemistry 142L, Biology
101 Land 102L, and 9 hours in approved courses from Biology, Paleoecology, Chemistry, or Mathematics courses numbered greater than
200.
OPTION C: GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING, STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY. Physics
260, 261; Mathematics 265; Civil Engineering 111 L; and 6 hours from
Civil En'gineering 281 L, 202L, 302, Mechanical Engineering 301 or
206L.
Students interested in Geophysics, Hydrogeology, or Geomorphology will
elect Option A or C; students interested in Petroleum Geology or Sedimentology may select any option.
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On completing all required courses for one of the options listed above
the student will have a distributed minor.
MINOR STUDY

Geology 101, 102, 105L, 106L, and 12 additional hours.
MINOR STUDY IN PALEOECOLOGY

See p. 342.
101. Physical Geology. (3)
Materials composing the earth, and work of agencies, both external and internol, modifying
its surface. t
102. Historical Geology. (3) Anderson, Northrop, Wengerd
History of the earth; rise and succession of the various forms of life. Prerequisite: 101.t
lOSt. Physical Geology Laboratory. (1)
Minerals, rocks, and topographic mops. Credit suspended when credit in Geology 101 is
nat earned. Corequisite: 101. 3 hrs. lab.
106L. Historical Geology Laboratory. (I)
Fossils and paleogeographic maps; emphasis on the historical geology of New Mexico.
Credit suspended when credit in 102 is not earned. Corequisite: 102. 2 hrs. lab.
120. General Geology. (4)
The basic principles of physical and historical geology covered in Geology 101 and 102.
An introduction to the methods and concepts of the science. Open only to science and
engineering students and those intending to maior in geology.t
121L. General Geology Laboratory. (I)
Systematic study and identification of minerals, rocks, and fossils. Study of geomorphic,
geologic, and paleogeographic maps. Corequisite: 120.3 hrs. lob. and/or field trips.t
201 L. Minerology. (4) Cruft, Rosenzweig
Elementary crystallography; fundamentals of chemical and physical mineralogy; elements
of mineral identification. Prerequisite: 105L; pre- or corequisite: Chemistry lOlL. 2 lectures,
6 hrs. lab.
288. Vertebrates of the Past. (3) Findley
(Same as Biology 288. Offered in 1966·67 and alternate years.)
**302L. Petrology. (4) Elston
Classification, hand-specimen identification, occurrence, and origin of rocks. Prerequisite:
201 L; pre· or corequisite: Chemistry 102L. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
**304L. Determinative Mineralogy. (3) Cruft, Rosenzweig
Classification of minerals; mineral associations; methods of mineral identification; laboratory
study of minerals and mineral suites. Prerequisite: 302L, Chemistry 102L. 1 lecture, 6
hrs. lab.
**307L. Structura I Geology. (4) Kelley, Woodward
Nature and origin of rock structures and deformation; map and stereographic problems.
Prerequisites: 106L or 121 L, and Mathematics 160. CE 111 L is strongly recommended. 2
lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
**309L. Principles of Stratigraphy. (4) Northrop
Prerequisite: 106L; some biology is strongly recommended. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab. (Offered
in 1966·67 and alternate years.)
**311L. Paleontology. (4) Northrop
Fossil plants and invertebrates with emphasis on the common megafossils. Prerequisite:
106L; some biology is strongly recommended. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab. (Offered in 19651966 ond alternate years.)
319L. Field Geology and Reports. (4) Woodward
Principles and techniques of field mapping; content and arrangement of reports; layout and
preparation of illustrations. Prerequisite: 307L. 1 lecture and 1 full day in field each
week.

*.

Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Geology.
t The sequence 101, 105L, 102, 106L will satisfy prerequisites listed os 120, 121L and
vice versa. Students beginning in one sequence must complete that sequence and credit
may nat be earned in both sequences.
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*420L. Advanced Field Geology. (3) Kelley, Woodword
Geological mapping with plane table; mine mapping; special field problems. Prerequisite:
319l. 1 full day in field each week.
*421L-422L. Optical Mineralogy and Petrography. (4, 4) Fitzsimmons
Optical mineralogy; the polarizing microscope; systematic study of rocks with respect to
their mineralogy, texture, and genesis. Prerequisite: 201l or permission of instructor.
Course 421l may be taken separotely, but 421l is prerequisite to 422l. 2 lectures, 6
hrs. lob.
*426. Fundamentals of Geophysics. (3) Fitzsimmons
Physical properties of rocks ond their application to instrumental methods of determining
subsurface geology. Prerequisites: 307l, Mathematics 160, Physics 111l, 112l, 113l,
114l (or equivalent).
*428L. Advanced Structural Geolagy. (3) Kelley, Woodword
Description and analysis of major structural types; map studies and problems. Prerequisite:
307L. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*430L. Advanced Paleontology. (4) Northrop
Prerequisite: 311 L. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
*432L. Micropaleontology. (3) Anderson
Forominifera, ostrocods, bryozoa, conodonts, ond other microfossils. laboratory techniques,
opplications, and ecologic relationships. Prerequisite: 106l; some biology is strongly
recommended. 2 lectures. 3 hrs. lab.
*433L. Palynology. (3) Anderson
Morphologic, systematic, and ecologic study of pollen, spores, dino-f1ogellates, etc. loboratory techniques and applications to reloted fields. Prerequisite: 106l or 121l; some
biology is strongly recommended. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lob.
*436L. Paleozoic and Mesozoic Stratigraphy. (4) Northrop
The stratified Poleozoic and Mesozoic rocks of North America, their correlotion, strati·
graphic relations, and guide fossils. Prerequisite: 309L. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lob.
*439L. Geochemistry I. (3) Crult
Physical chemistry of oqueous solutions at low temperature. Evolution of the atmosphere
ond hydrosphere. Chemical oceanography, geochemistry of chemical ond biogenic sediments. Pre- or corequisite: 302l or 422l. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*440L. Geochemistry II. (3) Cruft
Fundamental crystal chemistry. Element distribution in the earth with particular emphasis
on igneous and metamorphic rocks. Introduction to phose equilibria in binary and ternary
systems, and with the addition of volotile components. Geochemistry of ore formation.
Pre- or corequisite: 302l or 422l. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lob.
*441L. Sedimentology. (4) Gibbs, Wengerd
A study of sedimentary materials, their origin, distribution ond correlation in stratified
rocks with respect to the principles 01 sedimentology, correlation, and poleoecology. Prerequisite: 201l. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
*442. Petroleum Geology. (3) Wengerd
An inductive opproach to the principles of oil origin, migration, and occumulation. Charocteristics of oil and gas reservoirs; techniques of petroleum exploration .. Prerequisites:
4411.
.
*455L. Air Photogrammetry and Photogeology. (3) Wengerd
Photogrommetric computations; stereoscopy; preparation of plonimetric, topographic, and
photogeologic maps. Prerequisites: 106l or 1211, Mathematics 160, or permission of
instructor. 1 lecture, 6 hrs. lab.
*462L. Hydrogeology. (3) Wengerd
Occurrence and development of water with special emphasis on the Southwest. Prerequisites: 102 and 106l, and senior stonding. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
*471·472. Mineral Deposits. (3,3) Elston, Kelley
Metalliferous ond' non metalliferous deposits, their occurrence, classification, properties, origin, exploration, mining, beneficiation, ond utilization. Prerequisite: 302l. Course 471 may
be taken separately, but 471 is prerequisite to 472.
*481. Geomorphology. (3) Wengerd
Origin, development, and classification of land forms, with detailed consideration of gradotion process. Prerequisite: 307l.
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*482L. Geomorphology of the United States. (3) Fitzsimmons
Detailed study of the physiographic provinces and sections of the United States; emphasis
on Western United States. Prerequisite: 481 or permission of instructor. 2 lectures. 3 I
hrs. lab.
*486. Mineral Chemistry. (2) Cruft. Rosenzweig.
Detailed discussion of the composition and occurrence of selected mineral groups. with
particular emphasis on the application of physical chemistry and phase equilibria. Prerequisites: 302L or 422L. 439L or 440L. or permission of instructor.
*487L. Morphological Crystallography: (3) Rosenzweig
The 32 'point groups; crystal form and habit; crystal projections; crystal measurement and
drawing. PrereqUisite: Mathematics 264. Civil Engineering 101 L is strongly recommended.
2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
491-492. Problems. (2. 2)
*504L. Isotope Geochemistry. (3) Cruft
Distribution of nuclides; radioactive processes in nature; age-doting techniques; and
variation of isotope ratios in natural environments. Prerequisite: 439L or 440L. or per·
mission of instructor. 2 lectures. 3 hrs. lab.
*506L. X-ray Crystollog raphy. (4) Rosenzweig
(Also offered as Chemistry 506L.) Theory and practical application of X-roy crystallography.
Prerequisite: 487L or permission of instructor. 2 lectures. 6 hrs. lab.
*512L. Petrography of Opaque Ores. (2) Kelley
Determination and paragenesis of minerals in polished sectians. Prerequisites: 421L. 471.
6 hrs. lab.
*517L. Instrumental Methods in Geochemistry. (2) Cruft. Rosenzweig
An intensive discussion of two major instrumental techniques in current use in geochemistry. Topics will normally be chosen from X·ray methods. DC arc emission spectrography.
otomic absorption and Aame emission spectrography. mass spectrometry. electron microscopy. and differential thermal analysis.With permission of the deportment chairman.
course moy be repeated for credit as content varies. 2 lectures. 6 hrs. lob.
*521 L. Metamorphic Petrology. (3) Fitzsimmons
Recrystallization and metasomatism in the transformation of solid rock mosses and the
structural modifications attending them. Prerequisite: 422L. 2 lectures. 3 hrs. lob.
*528. Regional Tectonics. (2) Kelley
Principles of ori9 in of regional structures as illustrated by Cordilleran examples.
*531L. Igneous Petrology. (3) Elston. Fitzsimmons
Genesis af magmatic rocks; eruptive mechanisms; tectonic setting and differentiation
trends of igneous rocks in continental, oceanic, orogenic, and nanorogenic environments.

Prerequisites: 421 Land 422L or 302L. 2 lectures; 3 hrs. lab.
*537L. Stratigrophic Anolysis. (3) Wengerd
Quantification of stratal variations on regional bases utilizing statistical approaches to thickness. sediment content. inherent sedimentary structure. and Auid distribution in sedimentary
rocks. Prerequisites: 309L. 441 L. 2 lectures. 3 hrs. lab.
*542L. Subsurfoce Geology. (3) Wengerd
Well-logging and correlation techniques; study of cuttings. drilling-time logs. electric logs.
radioactivity logs, and insoluble-residue logs; construction of subsurface-contours. isopach.
and isopleth maps, and detailed cross-sections. Pre- or corequisite: 442 or 462L. 1 lecture.
6 hrs. lab.
*543L. Advanced Sedi mentology. (4) Gibbs
A study of sedimentary materials from origin through lithificatian; sedimentary processes
and environments; methods of studying sedimentary materials-analysis of thin sections.
heavy minerals. insoluble residues. and porticle sizes and shapes. Prerequisites: 441 Land
permission of instructor. 2 lectures. 6 hrs. lab.
*547-548. Seminar. (2. 2) Graduate Stal!
*551-552. Problems. (2-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Stoff
*590. Graduate Conference. (0) Graduate Stal! t
*599. Master's lhesis. (1-3 hrs. per sem.) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per sem.) Graduate Stal!
____S_e_e the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

t

Required each semester of all graduate students in Gealogy.
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GERMAN
See Modern and Classical Languages.

GOVERNMENT AND CITIZENSHIP
Professor C. B. Judah (Acting Chairman); Associate Professors E. C. Hoyt,! D. I.
Cline, M. C. Needler; Assistant Professors H. Ingram, H. P. Stumpf, T. P. Wolf.
MAJOR STUDY

I

A total of 36 hours including Government 10 1, 102, 201, 203, and 8 upper
division courses in Government, including a minimum of one course from each
of the following 4 groups:
Group A (International Relations and Comparative Government): 343, 351,
355,356,357,358,442,450,469.
Group B (Local Government and Public Administration): 301, 302, 304, 321,
422.
Group C (Political Theory): 361, 362, 368.
Group D (National Government and Politics): 305, 306, 308, 375, 412, 475.
Up to 6 hours of the major study requirement may be satisfied by related
courses from other departments, chosen with the approval of the Department of
Government.
MINOR STUDY

A total of 21 hours including Government 101 or 102, 201 and 203.
DISTRIBUTED MINOR fOR GOVERNMENT MAJORS

With the consent of the Departmental Chairman, a major may offer an
American Studies minor as well as a minor in a single department. For requirements, see American Studies.
PROGRAMS IN WESTERN EUROPEAN STUDIES AND IN RUSSIAN STUDIES

The combined majors in Western European Studies and in Russian Studies, as
well as a minor in the latter field, are administered by the Department of Government and Citizenship in cooperation with an interdepartmental committee. As in
the combined major in Latin American Studies (see Division of Inter-American
Affairs), the emphasis in these two areal programs is upon language study and
the social sciences, with special attention to the important countries of each area.
Proficiency in French and a reading knowledge of either German or Russian
are required for a Western European major. The Russian Studies program is
designed to give considerable competence in the Russian language. Students
are expected to use the languages as tools in various advanced courses in the
programs.

I. Major in Western European Studies
fOREIGN LANGUAGES, 36 hours

french 101, 102,251,252,301,302,307,308;
German 101, 102,251,252 ar
1. Sabbatical leave 1966-67.
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Russian 101. 102,251,252.
HISTORY, 21 haurs
Histary, 101, 102, 303, 335, 336, 338,
Three additianal hours chosen fram 339,341,342,344.
GOVERNMENT, GEOGRAPHY, & SOCIOLOGY, 18 hours
Government 201, 203, 343, 362, 351.
Three odditionol hours chosen from:
Government 305, 321, 368, 469,
Geogrophy 332,
Sociology 316.
ECONOMICS, 9 hours
Economics 200, 424, 450.
FREE ELECTIVES, 17 hours

II. Major in Russian Studies
FOREIGN LANGUAGE, 22 hours
Russian 101, 102,251,252,307,345,497.
ECONOMICS, GEOGRAPHY, & GOVERNMENT, 15 hours
Economics 200, 201, 455;
Geography 333,
Government 357.
HISTORY, 15 hours
History 101, 102,303,347,349.
ADDITIONAL REQUI REMENTS, 12 hours
to be selected from the following in consultation with adviser;
Economics 360, 450,
Geography 102,331;
Government 203, 361, 362;
History 335, 336;
Russian 338;
Sociology ) 0 I. 451, 46 I.
FREE ELECTIVES, 28 hours

III. Minor in Russian Studies, 21 hours
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Russion 101, 102, 251, 252,
9 ADDITIONAL HOURS CHOSEN FROM:
Economics 455,
Geography 333;
Government 357;
History 303, 347, 349;
Russian 307, 338, 345, 497.

101.
102.
201.
203.
*301.

Introduction to Politics. [Introduction to Government] (3)
Comparative Politics. [Comparative Government] (3)
American Government. (3)
International Politics: Basic Factors. (3)
Municipal Government and Administration. (3) Cline
The organization, administration, and problems of counties, municipalities, metropolitan
areas, and administrative districts. Prerequisite: 201.
*305. ,Public Opinion and Propaganda. (3) Wolf
Prerequisite: 201. (Alternates with 304.)
303. Problems of Democracy. (3)
Government problems of special contemporary importance. (No credit towards Government
major or minor.)
*304. The Government of New Mexico. (3) Cline
Prerequisite: 201. (Alternates with 302.)
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*305. Public Opinion and Propaganda. (3) Wolf
Public opinion as it affects party alignments and governmental programs, the methods used
by special interests in influencing public opinion.
*306. Political Parties. (3) Judah
The American party system, national, state, and local.
*308. Politics in Actian. (3) Cline
Current political action: local campaigns, primaries, legislative programs, lobbying. Prerequisites: 101 or 102 or 201.
*310. Problems of Communism and the Soviet Union. (3) Hoyt, Tobias
An interdisciplinary study of Communist ideology and Soviet power, dealing with historical origins and present nature of the Soviet system; the relationships between the Russian Communist leaders and revolutionaries in other countries; the place of Communist
ideology in world history and world politics and its relation to rival political beliefs and
systems. (Special course for secondary school teachers. Not counted toward Government
majoL) Permission of instructor required.
*321. Public Administration. (3) Wolf
Introduction to the general problems of public administration in the modern state. Prerequisite: 201.
*343. International Law and Organization. (3) Hayt
Prerequisite: 203.
*350. Public Finance. (3) Therkildsen
(Same as Economics 350.)
*351. Comparative Politics: Developing Countries. (3)
*355. Governments and Politics of Latin America. (3) Needler
A survey of the political institutions of representative Latin American states. Recommended
preparation: History 182.
*356. Governments and Politics of Latin America. (3) Needler
Contemporary political problems of Latin America, with emphasis on the problem of
revolution and the politics of nationalism, communism, and the non-Communist radical !eft.
Prerequisite: 355.
*357. Comporative Politics: Communist Countries. (3) Hoyt
*358. Mexican Government and Politics. (3)
*361. Political Theory from Plato to Locke. (3)
Knowledge of ancient and medieval history is recommended.
*362. Political Theory from the Enlightenment to Today. (3)
Knowledge of modern European history is recommended.
*363. Latin American Political Theory. (3)
The development of political philosophy in Latin America with emphasis on contemporary
thinkers. Knowledge of modern Latin American history is recommended.
*368. American Political Theory. (3) Judah
The origin and development of political ideas in the U. S. from colonial times to the
present. Prerequisite: History 261, 262, or permission of instructar.
*375. Law and Politics I. (3) Stumpf
The nature of the iudicial process and the role of law and courts in the American political
system, with emphasis on the United States Supreme Court.
*412. Congress and the Presidency. (3) Ingram
*422. The Administrative Process. (3)
Policy formulation; problems of decision-making; conflicts of interests in administration; the
contribution of administration to social satisfaction. Prerequisite: 321.
*442. International Politics II. (3) Hoyt
Contemporary problems of international politics considered on a regional basis; foreign
policies of the United States and other powers. Prerequisite: 203.
*450. Politics and Governments in Modern Asia. (3)
*469. Comporative Politics: Industrial Democracies. (3)
Recommended preparation: 102.
*475. Law and Politics II. (3) Stumpf
Prerequisite: 375 or permission of instructor.

Wolf
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*498. Readings in Political Science. [Reading for Honors] (3)
Seminar open to graduate students and to undergraduates who have had 18 hours of
B-Ievel work in Government,
499. Senior Thesis. (3)

*501. Interdepartmental Seminar in the Culture of the United States. (3) Dabney, Arms,
Judah, Tedlock, G. W. Smith
(Same as American Studies 501.)
*506. Seminar in Political Parties. (3) Judah
*511. Seminar in Urban Government. (3) Cline
*521. Seminar in Public Administration. (3)
* 541. Seminar in International Law and Organization. (3) Hoyt
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Staff
*575. Seminar in Public Law. (3) Stumpf
*584. Interdisciplinary Seminar on Problems af Modernization in Latin America. (3) Liepe,
Lieuwen, Needler, Schwerin, Graduate Staff
(Same as History 584.)
*596. [496] Methodology and Bibliography. (3) Wolf
Required course for M.A. candidates. Also open to qualified Government maiors.
*599. Master's Tile,is. (1-3 hrs. per sem.)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

GREEK
See Modern and Classical Languages.

GUIDANCE
See Education, Guidance and Special Education.

HEALTH/ PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ AND RECREATION
See Education, Hea Ith, Physical Education, and Recreation

HISTORY
Professors E. Lieuwen (Chairman), D. C. Cutter, W. M. Dabney, G. W. Smith;
Associate Professors T. S. Floyd, F. W. Ikle G. D. Nash, G. E. Rothenberg,
W. W. Wagar; Assistant Professors B. Beer, R. H. Dolkart, R. R. Dykstra, D.
E. Skabelund, P. M. Sonnino, H. J. Tobias; and Staff.t

+.

MAJOR STUDY

The history program for maiors, as outlined below, is designed to provide
some of the cultural background necessary for intelligent social living, and also
to prepare students for such specific activities as careers in law, the civil and
diplomatic services, and the teaching profession.
Requirements: FOlJr lower-division courses which must include 101 and 102,
and one of the follOWing pairs: 181 and 182, 251 and 252, or 261 and 262.
Eight 300- or 400-level courses, including 309 and 7 more including 2 courses
each from 3 of the follOWing areas: European, United States, Hispanic-American, Far Eastern history.
MINOR STUDY

The planned program outlined below is designed to supplement a student's
work in his major field. The lower-division requirement includes a minimum of
:j: Sabbatical/eave Sem. I, 1966-67.
t New appointments to be made, effective Sept. 1, 1966.
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2 semester courses to be selected from the following: History 101, 102, 181, 182,
251, 252, 261, 262. The upper-division requirement includes a minimum of 5
semester courses, at least 3 of which must be concentrated in European history,
American history, Hispanic-American history, or Far Eastern history.
DISTRIBUTED MINOR FOR HISTORY MAJORS

A major may offer an American Studies minor as well as a minor in a single
department. For requirements, see American Studies.
101-102. Western Civilization. (3,3) Beer, Rothenberg, Skabelund, Sonnino, Tabias
101-Ancient times to 1500; 102-1500 to the present.
160. History of New Mexico. (2) Cutter
Survey from Cabeza de Vaca to J 912.
181-182. History of the Americas. (3,3) Dolkart, Floyd
1B1: European exploration and settlement of the Americas. 182: The Western Hemisphere
nations in the 19th and 20th centuries.
251-252. Eastern Civilizations. (3, 3) Ikle, Tobias
251: The development and interaction of Chinese, Central Asian, Russian, and Japanese
societies until the 16th century. 252: From the 16th century until today.
261-262. History of the United States. (3,3) Dabney, Dykstra, Nash, Smith
Survey of the economic, political, intellectual, and social development of the United States
from 1607 to the present, including the place of the United States in world affairs. History
261 covers the period from the beginning to 1865.
301-302. Interdepartmental Studies in the Culture of the U.S. (3, 3) Dykstra, Hamilton, Hill,
Martin, Nosh
(Same as American Studies 301-302.) May be taken for departmental credit only with the
consent of the chairman.
*303. History of World Communism. (3) Tobias
From Ma rx to the present.
*305. History of Science to 1687. (3) Skabelund
Evolution of scientific ideas and the role of science in the formation of Western civilization from antiquity to the Newtonian synthesis.
*306. History of Science since 1687. (3) Skabelund
Development of scientific thought from the Newtonian synthesis to the present.
*309. Historiography. (3) Son nino, Tobias, Wagar
Extensive reading and discussion of the great histories and historians.
*311. Ancient Civilizations of the Near East. (3)
*313. Greece. (3)
A survey of developments in Greek civilization from early times to the reign of Justinian.
*314. Rome. (3)
Survey of the rise, decline, and fall of Raman power from the Italian expansion to the
establishment of the successor states.
*321. The Eorly Middle Ages. [Political and Social History of the Middle Ages] (3)
*322. The Late Middle Ages. [Social and Intellectual History of the Middle Ages]
*323. The Renoissonce. (3)
*325. Early Modern Europe 1500-1648.
The Age of the Reformation.

(3)

Sonnino

*328. European Social and Intellectual History, 1762·1870.
*329. European Social and Intellectual History. 1870·Present.

(3)
(3)

Wagar
Wagar

*332. Early Modern Europe, 1648-1763. [Early Modern Europe, 1648·1789]
Europe under the Old Regimes.
*333. French Revolution and Napoleon.

(3)

(3)

(3)

Sonnino

Sonnino

*335. Modern Europe, 1815-1914. (3) Wagar
Emphasis upon the ideological struggle between such forces as absolutism, individualism,
nationalism, and socialism.
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*336. Dictatorships and Democracies in Europe since 1914. (3) Wagar
Emphasis upon the domestic institutional experiments in the major countries-Russia, Ger·
many, Italy, France, and Great Britain.
*338. European Diplomatic History. (3) Rothenberg
Since 1815.
*339. Military History of Europe to 1790. [Military History of Europe] (3) Rothenberg
*340. Military History of Europe since 1790. (3) Rothenberg
*341. France. (3) Sonnina
From 1500 ta the present.
*342. Germany. (3) Rothenberg
From 1500 ta the present.
*343. History of England to 1603. (3) Beer
*344. History of England from 1603 to the Present. (3) Beer
*345. The British Empi re and Commonwealth. (3) Beer
*347. Modern Russia, 1500-1917. (3) Tobias
*349. Soviet Russia. (3) Tabias
Emphasis upon domestic developments.
*351. History of China. (3) Ikl"
Social, political, and economic institutions from historical beginnings to modern times.
*352. History of Japan. (3) Ikl"
Social, political, and economic institutions from historical beginnings to modern times.
*354. The For East in the Contemporary World. (3) Ikl"
Emphasis upon diplomatic relations between Asia and the West.
*356. History of the Near East. (3) Ikl"
From ancient Mesopotamia to the present.
*357. History of Africa since 1800. [Africa] (3) Beer
*361. The American Calanies, 1607-1763. (3) Dabney
The settlement of British America and a study of American institutions in their infancy.
Prerequisite: 26 J, or permission of instructor.
*362. The Period of the American Revolution, 1763-1789. (3) Dabney
The American Revolution as a political, social, economic, cultural, and intellectual movement. Prerequisite: 261, or permission of instructor.
*363. The Federal Republic. [The Young Republic] (2) Dabney
The United States from 1789 to 1820. Prerequisite: 261, or permission of instructor.
*365. The Era of Sectional Conflict, 1820-1860. (3) Smith
The impact of nationalism and sectionalism upon American life from the Missouri Compromise to the election of Lincoln.
*366. The Civil War. (3) Smith
Political, social, economic, military, and diplomatic history of the period 1860-1865.
*367. The United States From Reconstruction to 1898. (3) Smith
*368. Recent Histary af the United States. (3) Nash
From 1898 to the time of the great depression.
*369. Recent History of the United States. (3) Nash
From the time of the great depression to the present day.
*371. American Diplamacy. (3) Nash, Smith
Americon diplomotic personalities, problems, and policies from independence to the present
day.
*372. Urban History af the United States. (2) Dykstra
*373. History of the American Frontier. (3) Cutter, Dykstra
Anglo-American expansion from the 17th century to the 1890's.
*374. The Trans-Mississippi West. (3) Cutter
*375. Intellectual and Social History of the United States, 1607-1860.

(3)

Dykstra

*376. Intellectual and Social History of the United States Since 1860.

(3)

Dykstra

*377. Economic History of the United States. (3) Nash
Topical study of American economic life-agriculture, industry, lobar, and commerce-from
the beginning to the present, stressing the relations of government and business.
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*378. Constitutional History of the United States. (3) Dabney
From English origins to the present day. Prerequisites: 261 and 272, or permission of
instructor.

*379. History of the Southwest. (3) Cutter
Spanish exploration and occupation of the Southwest; colonial government and missions.
*381. History of Latin America. (3) Cutter, Floyd, Staff
Spanish and Portuguese occupation and colonial control in the Americas.
*382. History of Latin America. (3) Dolkart, Lieuwen
Emergence of national states in Latin America.
*383. Madern and Contemporary Latin America. (2) Lieuwen
Social, political, and economic developments in the area since World War II.
*384. Inter-American Relations. (3) Dolkart, Floyd, Lieuwen
Relations among the American republics from 1810, with emphasis upon the Pan-American
movement and the recent period. 382 strongly recommended as a prerequisite.
*386. Southern South America. (3) Dalkart
Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay since 1810.
*388. The Andean Republics. (3) Dolkart
Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador since 1810.
*394. History of 8razil. (3) Floyd
From 1500 to the present.
*395. History of Spain. (3) Floyd
From Roman times to the present.
*396. History and Civilizatian of Portugal. (3) Lopes
Emergence of Portugal as a national state; establishment and decline of the Portuguese
Empire.
*397. Mexico ta 1821. (2) Cutter, Floyd
*398. Mexico since 1821. (2) Dolkart, Floyd, Lieuwen
493. Reading and Research in Honors. (3)
Prerequisites: senior standing and permission of major adviser.
494. Senior Thesis. (3)
Prerequisite: 493.
*500. Seminar in Historical Research Methods. (2) Nash
*501. Interdepartmental Seminar in the Culture of the United States. (3) Graduate Staff
(Same as American Studies 501.)
*504. Interdepartmental Seminar in Ibero-American Studies. (3) Graduate Staff
(Same as Ibera-American Studies 504.)
*520. Seminar in Ancient History. (3)
*521. Seminar in Medieval History. (3)
*532. Seminar in Early Modern European History. (3) Sonnino
*540. Seminar in European Social and Intellectual History. (3) Wagar
*542. Seminar in Modern European Histary. (3) Rothenberg
*545. Seminar in British History. (3) Beer
*547. Seminar in Modern Russian History. (3) Tobias
Emphasizes the period 1861-1917.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Staff
*554. Seminar in Far Eastern History. (3) Ikle
*562. Seminar in Early American History. (3) Dabney
Pre- or corequisite: 362 or permission of Instructor.
*564. Seminar in American Intellectual and Social History. [Seminar in American Social History]
(3) Dykstra
*566. Seminar in Civil War Period. (3) Smith
Intensive study of bibliography, research in source materials, and the writing of original
papers on the period of the Civil War and Reconstruction.
*568. Seminar in Recent American History. (3) Nash
Topical investigation in American history since 1900.
*579. Seminar in Southwest History. (3) Cutter
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*581. Seminar in Colonial Latin American History. (3) Floyd
Emphasis upon the constitutional and cultural history of the Spanish colonies in America.
*582. Seminar in Rece~t Latin American History. (3) Lieuwen
The national period of Latin America.
*584. Interdisciplinary Seminar on Problems of Modernization in Latin America. (3) Liepe,
lieuwen, Sc"werin, Graduate Staff
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*699. Dissertotion. (3-6 "rs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

HOME ECONOMICS
See Education, Home Economics

IBERO-AMERICAN STUDIES
Facilities for a program leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in
Ibero-American Studies are provided through an interdepartmental major. For
details consult the Graduate School Bulletin.
*504. Interdepartmental Seminar. (3) Davison, Floyd, Lieuwen, Lopes, Nason
History, literature, and institutions of Latin America.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Cutter, Davison, Floyd, Lieuwen, Lopes, Nason,
Ulibarri
See the Graduate School Bulletin for t~tal credit requirements.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
See Education, Industrial Education.

ITALIAN
See Modern and Classical Languages.

JOURNALISM
Professor K. A. Rafferty (Chairman); Associate Professor L. L. Jermain; Lecturers
G. M. Hunsley, James Abarr.
MAJOR STUDY

Editorial Sequence (Accredited by the American Council on Education for
Journalism.)-30 hours including Journalism 251, 252, 301, 302, 311, 312, 322,
and 475. Six hours may be chosen from the following: English 255, 403, 466;
Speech 466; Government 305.
Journalism 100 counts toward the major but is not required. It is strongly
recommended for all who plan on a Journalism major.
A partial list of courses which may help the person majoring in Journalism:
Economics 320, Labor Relations; Economics 350, Public Finance.
MINOR STUDY

18 hours including Journalism 251 and 252. Three hours in other departments
may be chosen from the lists given under Major Study.
Intraductio~ to Journalism.
(2) Abarr, Hunsley
Lecture two hours a week on the meaning, history, and practices of American journalism,
together with some practice in news writing and an introduction to copy-editing.
251. News Writing a~d Reporting. (3) Hunsley, Jermain
2 lectures, 2 hrs.lab.
252. News Writing a~d Reporting. (3) Hunsley, Jermain
Prerequisite: 251. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.

100.
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261. News Photography. (3) Jermain
Training in the use af the standard news camera, and in the taking, developing, and printing of pictures for newspaper use, together with some study of desk preporation of photographs for the photoengraving process. 1 lecture, 4 hrs.lab.
301. History of Journalism in the United States. (3) Jermain
Americon newspaper and magazine history from the early Colonial periodicals through the
present.day streamlined mass-production newspaper.
302. Editariol and Special Writing. (3) Rafferty
Practice and criticism in the writing of the editorial essay and the information editorial, and
in the writing of the column, and of other interpretive matter.
311. Copy-Editing and Makeup. (3) Rafferty
Practice in the assembling and editing of news copy, in dummying of newspaper pages, in
headline writing, ond in page makeup. Prerequisites: 251, 252. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
312. Copy-Editing and Makeup. (3) Rafferty
Continuation of 311, with emphasis on wire copy and problems of typography. Prerequisite: 311. 2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
322. Law of the Press. (3) Jermain
Lectures, discussions, and case histories in the law of libel and the Constitutional guarantees, and in laws relating to contempt and injunction proceedings and other checks of law
upon the press.
332. Writing the Magazine Article. (3) Rafferty
Writing the longer factual article for professional publication.
465. Management of High School Publications. (3) Jermain, Rafferty
A survey of the problems in production of high school newspapers and yearbooks, as well as
some incidental publications, including approaches to design, advertising content, the news
and editorials, circulation and printing, and over-all business administration and staff management. Not open to Journalism majors.
475. Advanced Reporting. (3) Rafferty
Discussions of, and work in, news and interpretive coverage of matters and events of public
'concern; visits to, and investigations into, community areas and public bodies, during additional arranged sessions each week; production of a series of newspaper or magozine-type
articles by each student, each eventually during the semester to work upon a specific problem, situation, or crusade, of public significance. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
494. The Press as a Social Force. (3) Rafferty

LATIN
See Modern and Classical Languages.

LAW
Professors T. Christopher (Dean), V. Seed, H. Weihofen; Visiting Professors J.
Hall, F. Hart, M. Sharp; Associate Professors W. Ellis, M. Fink (Librarian), D.
Ingram, L. Kanowitz, C. Selinger, A. Utton; Assistant Professor A. Liker.
MINOR IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Available only to students accepted by the School of Law in the combined
six-year program leading to the bachelor's degree in the College of Arts and
Sciences and the bachelor's degree in the School of Law. See the School of
Law Bulletin.
First Year Courses
t500. Agency and Partnership. (2)
Master's liability for injuries to servant at common law and under federal and state
statutes; express, implied, and apparent authority of agent; liability of disclosed and
undisclosed principol to third porty in contract and in tort; liability of agent ta third
party and af third party to principal and agent; ratification of unauthorized acts; terminotion of agency. Certain related problems in partnership.

----

t Required.

LA W

t 501.
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Civil Procedure I. (3)
A brief survey and evaluation af the range of available methods far the resolution of
civil disputes: self-help, private settlement, the administrative process, and litigation. A
consideration of the fundamentals of procedure in litigation from the commencement of
an action through appeal, with particular emphasis on procedural devices for raising
issues of substantive law.

t502. Contracts I.

(3)
Promises and consideration-the bargain; fairness, duress, and mistake.

t503. Contracts II.

(3)
Includes supervening events, default as an excuse, damages; an introduction to multipleparty transactions.

t504. Criminal Low.

(3)
Criminal law viewed as a means for the prevention of criminal behavior.

t505. International Law.

(2)
A study of the nature and sources of international law and its application to problems
relating to international agreements, membership in the international community, nationality, jurisdiction, state responsibility, and force and war.

t506. Legal Research.

(I)

Materials and methods of legal research.
t507. Personal Property and Introduction to Law. (2)
The concepts of property, possession and ownership, law of finders, bailment, lien, pledge,
gifts, bona fide purchaser, fixtures. Emphasis is placed on legal method and process.

t 508. Real Property I. (3)
"Original" ownership; the evolution of interests in real property, briefly treating feudalism and tenure, freehold estates, future interests, and concurrent ownership; leases.
t509. Real Property II. (3)
Sales of land, including the real estate contract, the deed, the recording system, and
methods af title assurance; the use of land, including easements and licenses, real covenants, and related public controls of land use.
t510. Tarts I. (3)
The development af definite bases of tart liability including liability without fault, negligence and intentional wrongs, and the role of insurance in compensating personal injuries.

t511. Torts II.

(2)
Fraud and misrepresentation, defamation, liability of owners and occupiers of land, and
liability of manufacturers.

Second and Thi rd Year Courses
520. Administrative Law. (3)
The system of legal control exercised by administering agencies ather than the courts;
definition and farms of administrative agencies; their functions; their constitutional limitations; their statutory powers and limitations; administrative pracedures; agency hearings
and decisions; judicial control of administrative agencies.

521. Business Planning.

(3)
A combination of advanced work in Corporations and Federal Taxation in the context
of business planning and counseling. The caurse will be based upon a series af prablems involving common business transactions which present corporate and tax issues for
analysis and resolution; topics include the formation of corporations, both closely held
and publicly owned, stock redemption, the sale and purchase of business, mergers and
other forms of acquisition, recapitalization, and divisian and dissolution of corporations.
Prerequisites: Corporations, and Federal Income Taxation.

522. Civil Procedure II. (3)
An examination of selected topics, including multi-party litigation, the right to a jury
trial, former adjudication, and personal and subject matter jurisdiction. A brief survey
of the development of legal and equitable remedies. The law governing actions in the
federal courts.
523. Commercial Transactions. (4)
Problems of sales, commercial paper, and security interests in personal property.

t

Required.
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524. Community Property. (1)
The New Mexico community property system, and its relationship to common law property rights.
525. Conflict of Laws. (3)
The concepts of domicile and jurisdiction of courts; the effect of foreign judgments; and
the law applied to torts, contracts, and status.
526. Constitutional Law. (4)
Judicial review, the judicial process in constitutional cases, scope of national legislative
power, scope of state power, intergovernmental relationships; limitation of governmental
power (fair procedure, equal protection, business and econamic relationships, freedom of
expression, freedom in education and religion).
527. Corporations. (3)
The structure and legal characteristics of the modern business corporation; the promotion
and organization of corporations; fiduciary duties of directors, officers, and stockholders;
financial problems, particularly applicable to the closely held corporation including the
issuance and sale of securities, changes in capital structure, and the declaration and payment of dividends.
:1:528. Creditors' Rights. (3)
Enforcement of judgments, fraudulent conveyances, general assignments, creditors' agreements, bankruptcy, and arrangements.
:1:529. Criminal Procedure. (2)
Administration of the criminal process, including legal control of police practices, and
procedure before, during and after trial in the light of constitutional requirements.
530. Estate Planning. (3)
The criteria for selecting one or another of the available methods of disposition of
property, with particular emphasis upon federal income, estate and gift tax consequences;
inter vivos transfers such as revocable and irrevocable trusts; wills; the settlement of life
insurance proceeds, social security and employee death benefits; and the disposal of
a business interest; the preparation of estate plans and documents in light of tax considerations and the law of future interests ond powers of appointment including on investigation of various restrictions upon the freedom of property disposition such as the rule
against perpetuities. Prerequisites, Wills and Trusts, and Federal Income Taxation.
:1:531. Equitable Remedies (2)
Introduction to the forms of judicial remedies, principles governing their scope and
availability, and consideration of grounds for choosing between alternative remedies;
includes general principles of specific performance, and injunction.
532. Evidence. (3)
Legal, logical, and epistemological problems involved in the trial of contested issues of
fact; judicial notice; real proof; testimonial proof, including competency of witnesses,
privilege, impeachment, rehabilitation and forr" of examination; the hearsay rule and
its exceptions; circumstantial proof, logical relevance, remoteness, prejudice, both generally and in connection with proof of character and habit; burden of proof and presumptions.

533. Family Law. (2)
Marriage, separation, and divorce; economic relations as between husband and wife,
parent and child.
534. Federal Income Taxatian. (3)
Income taxation of individuals including items of gross income, deductions for and from
adjusted gross income. Problem method used.
:1:535. Food and Drug Law (3)
A study of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, and of the work of the Federal
Trade Commission in connection with false advertising of food, drugs, and cosmetics. The
course includes discussion of the philosophy, history, and application by the courts and
administrative tribunals of the laws involved; also the effect of ond need for these laws
in modern society.
536. Future Interests. (2)
The classification of future interests, including rights of entry for condition broken, reversions, vested and contingent remainders; rule in Shelley'S Case, ond future interests
in personal property; the construction of limitations in deeds and wills; powers; the rules
against perpetuities; and illegal conditions and restraints on alienation.

:I: Offered in alternate years.
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537. Labor Law. (3)
Historical introduction; the negotiation and administration of the collective bargaining
agreement; the establishment of the collective bargaining relationship, recourse to ecanomic weapons; tl1e individual and the union.
538-539. Law Journal. (2,2)
Second-year students with superiar acodemic records are selected to compete for positions
as student editors of the Natural Resources Journal. During the course of their second
year they must perform assigned editorial tasks and write two case comments of publishable quality. Upon successful completion of this work, they are elected to the editorial
board and receive 2 credit hours for their work. During their third year as student
·editors they are ossigned greater editorial responsibility under the immediate supervision
of the Faculty Editor, and are also required to write one Law Nate of publishable quality.
Upon successful completion of their editorial duties, they receive on additional 2 hours
of ungraded credit.
540. Legal Accounting. (2)
A critical examinotion of selected issues relating to generally accepted accounting principles and an introduction to corporate financial problems. After on introduction to
financial statements and bookkeeping, consideration will be given to the principles governing recog nition of income, the matching of costs ogainst appropriate revenues, and
accounting for such proprietary transactions as repurchase of stock, stock dividend, and
quasi-reorgonization. Emphasis throughout will be laid on the legal contexts in which
the lawyer is Iikely to confront accounting problems.
t541. Legal Aid. (0)
Service in the office of the Legal Aid Society of Albuquerque three hours each week
during one semester. Required of all senior students. No subject credit.
542. Legal Process. (3)
An examination of the main institutions and processes of the American legal system in
the perspective of their everyday working inter-relationships. Porticular attention is given
to legislative jurisdiction and to problems of statutory interpretation.
t543. Legal Writing. (2)
Exercises and drills in legal writing and methods to be dane independently by each
student. Prerequisite: Legal Research, or equivalent.
*544. Law of Oil and Gas. (3)
Major emphosis on the ail and gas lease; selected additionol materials at instructor's
discretion, on conservation af natural resources, taxation of mineral interests, solid mineral
mining, and the public domain.
545. Security. (3)
Low of mortgoges and suretyship.
*546. Trade Regulation. (3)
Restroints of trade and monopoly at cammon low and under the federal antitrust lows,
including the Sherman Act, Federal Trade Commission Act, and Clayton Act; also trademarks and unfoir competition.
547. Water Low. (3)
Western law of surface and ground water with emphasis on New Mexico administrative
procedures; the problems of federalism as they affect water rights.
548. Wills and Trusts. (4)
The law of intestate succession and wills; the nature, creation and termination of trusts;
problems of construction; administration of trusts and decedents' estates.
Seminars
570. Seminar: Low for the Poor. (2)
571. Seminar: Low and Psychiatry. (2)
572. Seminar: The legal Profession. (3)
The lawyer os counselor, advocate, citizen and public servant, with emphasis on analysis
of the nature of his professional responsibilities; contemporary problems of the organized
bar.
573. Seminar: Lagic and Evaluation in the Low. (2)
l.\Iogical elements in accepted legol orgument; their relotion to the practical evaluation
which determines the results of deliberation.

t
t

Required
Offered in alternate years.
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*574. Seminar: Mining and Public Lands
575. Seminar: Trial Practice. (1)

(2)

Courses and Seminars Offered on Occasion
549. Comparative Law. (2)
550. Copyright and Unfair Competition. (2)
551. Damages. (2)
552. Federal Jurisdiction (Federal Courts). (3)
553. Insurance. (2)
554. International Business Transactions. (2)
555. Jurisprudence. (3)
556. Local Government (Municipal Corporation). (3)
557. State and Local Taxation. (2)
576. Seminar: Current Constitutional Problems. (2)
State, Federal, Civil liberties.
577. Seminar: Legal Counseling. (2)
578. Seminar: Real Estate Transactions. (2)
579. Seminar: Taxation. (2)
5BO. Seminar: Urban Renewal. (2)

LIBRARY SCIENCE
See Education, Library Science.

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
Professors J. R. Blum (Chairman), B. Epstein, M. S. Hendrickson; Associate Professor D. W. Dubois, A. Hillman, S. Kao, M. Katz, L. H. Koopmans, J. V.
Lewis, J. Mayer, M. Mitchell, H. Renggli, J. Rosenblatt, A. Steger; Assistant
Professors R. Bierstedt, J. Davis, W. S. Eberly, R. Entringer, N. Friedman, R.
Griego, R. Hersh, M. Janowitz, R. Metzler, B. Morse, A. Steiner, E. Steiner,
H. E. White, Jr.; Instructor P. Carr.
MAJOR STUDY

264, 265 and 21 hours in courses numbered above 300, approved by the
Mathematics Department. A student who wishes to enroll in any course requiring
a prerequisite must earn a minimum grade of C in the prerequisite course.
COMBINED PROGRAM IN MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING

Students interested in the fields of computer design, guided missiles, electronics, or aeronautics are advised to take one of the following engineering
minors:
Minor in Electrical Engineering: EE 201, 202, 205L, 311, 321, 361, plus 2
courses selected from EE 312, 362 and 306L, 322, 421, 431.
Minor in Mechanical Engineering, Solids Option: CE lOll, 202L, 302: ME
206L, 314L or 316L, 357L, and 318L.
Minor in Mechanical Engineering, Fluids Option: CE 202L; ME 206L, 301,
302, 317, and 320.
MINOR STUDY

264, 265 and 6 hours in courses numbered above 300. A student who wishes
to enroll in any course requiring a prerequisite must earn a minimum grade of
C in the prerequisite course.
* Offered in alternate years.
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I. Introductory Courses
010. Intermediate Algebra. (0)
Remedial course. A rapid exposure to high-school algebra with emphasis upon polynomials, equation salving and logarithms. A fee of $20.00 is charged.
120. Elementary Mathematics.' [Elementary Mathematics for the Social Sciences]. (5)
Algebra of the basic number systems, trigonometry, elementary functions, and applications. Prerequisite: 010 or an adequate score on the ACT mathematics area.
12J. Introduction to Mathematics for the Sciences.' [Introduction to Mathematics for the Social
Sciences] (4)
Topics in algebra; triqonometry and elementary functions. Prerequisite: 010 or an adequate score on the ACT mathematics area.
122. Introduction to Finite Mathematics. (4)
Mathematical models and their interpretations; game and decision theory; linear and
dynamic programming; elementary probability and Markov chains. Prerequisite: one of
120,121,160, or 162.
160-161. Elementary Mathematics for the Physical Sciences. ' (5, 5)
Some content as 162-163 with odditional work in algebra and trigonometry.
162-163. Introduction ta Mathematics for the Physical Sciences.' (4,4)
Number systems; coordinate geometry; introductory survey of differential and integral
calculus; rigorous and thorough development of the foundations .of calculus.
241-242. Elementary Prabability and Statistics. (3,3)
An elementary pre-calculus development of the principles and methods of probability
and statistics. Prerequisite: one of 120, 121, 160, 162, or permission of inst ructor.
264-265. Calculus with Coordinate Geometry. (4, 4)
Rigorous development of integral and differential calculus of one variable with some
applications to differential equations. Introduction to calculus of several variables and
infinite series. Prerequisite: 161 or 163:

II. Courses for Teachers and Education Students

The following courses are intended primarily for undergraduate and graduate students in the College of Education and for participants in Teacher's Institutes. Other persons may be admitted to these courses by permission of the
Department Chairman.
I I I. Arithmetic for Elementary School Teachers. (3)
The intuitive and logical background of arithmetic; drill in fundamental operations; materials for enrichment of the elementary curriculum.
200. Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics. (3)
Survey of elementary logic, algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, and calculus
stressing fundamental concepts and applications.
21 I. Foundations of Elementary Mathematics. (2)
Topics from elementary arithmetic, algebra, and geometry designed for the in-service
teacher.
212. Structure of Arithmetic. (3)
Properties of natural numbers; axiomatic approach to the systems of the integers and
the rational numbers; review of arithmetic processes with an introduction to the use of
•
bases other than ten; directed numbers and elementary algebraic processes.
213. Elementary Algebra from a Modern Viewpoint. (3)
Primarily for teachers of iunior high school mathematiCS. Algebraic systems; axiomatic
approach to the real number system; functions.
214. Elementary Geometry from a Modern Viewpoint. (3)
Primarily for teachers of iunior high school mathematics. Ideas of intuitive geometry;
concepts in informal geometry with atlention to precise terminology.
t301. Introduction to Analysis I. (3)
Review of algerbra; limit process; derivatives; applications of differentiation; elements of
onalytic geometry.

---

I. Credit may be received for only one of the courses 120, 121, and for only one of the
sequences 160-161, or 162-163.
t Graduate credit for the degree of Master of Education in Science only. Does nat carry
any credit for students who have had 264, 265, or the equivalent, within the last 10 years.
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t302. Introduction to Analysis II. (3)
Review of functions, limits, and derivatives; curve tracing, conic sections, tronsformations,
definite integrals with applications, transcendental functions. Prerequisite: 301.
p03. Introduction to Analysis III. (3)
Selected topics in vector analysis, partial differentiation, multiple integrals, infinite series,
and expansion of functions. Prerequisite: 302.
**304-305. Foundations of Secondary Mathematics. (2-3, 2)
Number systems to various bases; introduction to logic; analysis of the axiomatic method;
Hilbert's axioms for plane geometry; introduction to non-Euclidean geometry, axiomatic
, treatment of the rational number system; elementary theory of sets.
* *306. Modern Euclidean Geometry. (3)
Foundations of Euclidean geometry in the plane and in space; geometry of the triangle
and the circle; introduction to non-Euclidean geometry.
III. Engineering Mathematics

The following courses are intended primarily for students of engineering
and the physical sciences. 265 is a prerequisite for all of these courses.
**311. Engineering Mathematics. (3)
Vector algebra and calculus; ordinary differential equations.
**312. Advanced Engineering Mathematics I. (3)
Infinite sequences and series of functions; uniform convergence; Taylor and Fourier expansions with applications to ord.inary and partial differential equations; special functions. Prerequisite: 311.
**313. Advanced Engineering Mathematics II. (3)
Theory of functions of a complex variahle with applications to physical and engineering
problems. Prerequisite: 311.
"
* * *314. [320] Linear Algebra with Applications. (3)
Algebra and analysis of matrices and linear' operators. Effective solution of systems of
linear equations. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of symmetric linear operotars. Applications to problems in engineering and mothematicol physics.
***315 [314] Generalized Functions and Operational Methods. (3)
Theory of integral transforms and generalized functions, with applications to differential
and integral equations arising in engineering and mathematical physics. Prerequisite: 313.
IV. Upper-Level Undergraduate Courses

265 is a pre-or corequisite for all the following courses.
***319. Theory of Numl :r$. (3)
Divisibility, congruences, primitive roots, quadratic residues.
***321-322. Introduction to Higher Algebra. (3,3)
Vector spaces, linear transformations, systems of linear equations, matrices, similarity;
Euclidean and unitary spaces, groups, rings, and fields.
"**331. Survey of Geometry•. [Introduction to Proiective Geometry] (3)
Topics from affine, projective, Euclidean, and hyperbolic geometries.
***332. Introduction to Differential Geometry. (3)
Differential geometry of curves and surfaces in Euclidean 3-space.
"**341-342. Probability Theory. (3,3)
Sample spaces, probability measures, random variables, densities and distribution functions, expectation, Chebyshev's inequality, generating functions, central limit theorems,
lows of large numbers, introduction to the theory of stochastic processes.
***343-344. Mathematical Statistics. (3, 3)
.
Elementary decision theory, testing of hyp.:>theses, point and interval estimation, regression and analysis of variance, non-parametric techniques. Prerequisite: 341.
351-352. Undergraduate Honors Seminar. (1-3 hrs. each semester)
The use of induction, analogy, generalization, specialization, and other techniques in
solving mathematical problems. Permission of instructor required. May be repeated for
credit with permission of instructor.
•

---t Graduate credit for the degree of Moster of

Education in Science only. Does not carry
any credit for students who have had 264, 265, or the equivalent, within the last 10 years.
** Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Mathematics.
*** A maximum of 2 of these courses may be used for graduate work in Mathematics. These
courses are available for graduate work in fields other than Mathematics.
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***361-362. Advanced Calculus. (3,3)
A rigorous development of the differential and integral calculus of functions of one
and several real variables.
*415. Foundations of Mathematics. (3)
Peano axioms; ordinal and cardinal numbers, axiom of choice.
*431. [481] Introduction to Topology. (3)
Metric spaces, topological spaces, continuity, concepts used in analysis.
*441. Stochastic Processes for the Physical Sciences. (3)
Stationary processes and harmonic analysis, renewal theory, discrete and continuous-time
Markoff processes. Probability models and applications of importance in the physical
sciences. Prerequ isite, 341.
*461. Functions of a Complex Variable. (3)
Analytic functions, Cauchy theorem and consequences, conformal mopping.
*472. Fourier Series and Integrals. (3)
Convergence and summability theory of trigonometric series; Bessel's and Porseval's relations, Fourier integ rals and their inversion; expansions in series of orthogonal functions;
selected applications. Prerequisite, 361 or consent of instructor.
*473-474. Integral Equations and Boundary Value Problems. (3, 3)
Theory of integral equations, eigenfunction expansions, boundary-value problems, conversion into integral equations, variational methods, approximation methods. Prerequisite:
314 or 321; corequisite, 312 or 362.
*475. [371] Elements of Numerical Analysis. (3)
Fortran programming. Numerical integration and differentiation, numerical solution of
equations and systems of equations, and ordinary differential equations. Prerequisites,
361-362 or 311-312.
*476. [372] Numerical Applied Mathematics. (3)
Numerical analysis of problems of wave propagation, vibration. The eigenvalue problem.
Existence theorems. Prerequisite: 475.
*481. [482] Linear Spaces. (3)
Linear spaces, normed linear spaces, Hilbert spaces, applications to differential and integral equotions_ Prerequisite: 431.
499. Individual Study. (1-3)
Guided study, under the supervision of a faculty member, o( selected topics not covered
in regular courses. Admission by approval of the Department Chairman. May be repeated
for a maxi mum total of 6 credits.
V. Graduate Courses

Satisfactory completion of 321-322 and 361-362, or evidence of equivalent
preparation, is reqUired for admission to any of the follOWing courses.
*511-512. Analytic Number Theory. (3, 3) Entringer
Prime number theorem, twin primes, Dirichlet's theorem, selected topics. Prerequisite, 319.
*513-514. Algebraic Number Theory. (3,3) Bierstedt
Arithmetic in number fields, ideals, valuations; class field theory. Prerequisite, 319.
*519. Selected Topics in Number Theory.' (3) Bierstedt, Entringer
*521. -522. Modern Algebra. (3, 3) Dubois, Steger
Topics in groups, rings, and fields.
*523-524. Abelian Groups. (3,3) Dubois
Structure of Abelian groups and modules over special rings. Homological and duality
theorems. Prerequ isite, 521.
*525-526. lattice Theory. (3, 3)
Distributive, modular and orthomodulor lattices, Boolean algebras. lattice congruences,
products and sums of lattices. Selected topics. Prerequisites: 521,522.
*527-528. Theory of Rings. (3, 3) Steger
Ideal theory of commutative rings. Special types of rings, representation and structure
theory. Prerequisites, 521, 522.
*529. Selected Topics in Algebra.' (3) Bierstedt, Dubois, Janowitz, Steger
1. May be repeated for credit with permission of the Deportment Chairman.
*** A maximum of 2 of these courses may be used for graduate work in Mathematics. These
courses are available for graduate work in fields other than Mathematics.
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*531-532. [581-582] Topology. (3,3) Moyer, A.. Steiner
Convergence structures, uniform spoces, characterization theorems, selected topics.
*533-534. Algebraic Topalagy. (3, 3) Mayer
Homology theary, fundamental theorem, cohomology theory, homotopy.
*536. [531] Differential Geometry. (3) Renggli
Introduction to the theory of differentiable manifolds.
*539. [589] Selected Topics of Geometry and Topology.' (3) Hillman, Kao, Mayer, Renggli
*541-542. Probability Theory. (3,3) Blum, Koopmans, Rosenblatt, Katz
Probability spoces, random voriobles, chorocteristic functions, conditional probability, limit
theorems. Prerequisites: 341-342; corequisite: 563.
*543-544. Mathematical Statistics. (3, 3) Katz, Blum, Koopmans
Decision theory, hypotheses testing, point ond interval estimation, selected topics. Pre·
requisite: 343-344 or permission of instructor.
*545-546. Stochastic Processes. (3, 3) Blum, Friedman, Katz
Structure theorems, martingoles, Markov processes, stationary processes, selected topics.
Prerequisites: 541, 542.
*549. Selected Topics in P;obability and Statistics. ' (3) Blum, Friedmon, Katz, Koopmans,
Rosenblatt.
*551-552. Problems. ' (1-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Staff
*561-562. Functions of a Complex Variable. [Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable]
(3,3) Epstein, Davis, Renggli, Hersh
Analyticity, Cauchy theorem and formulas, Taylor ond Laurent series, singulorities and
residues, conformal mapping, selected topics.
*563-564. Functions of a Real Variable, Measure, Integration. (3, 3) Hersh, Metzler, White
Functions of one and several real variables, measure theory, integration, function spaces.
*565. Classical Harmonic Analysis. (3) Hersh, Davis
Fourier series ond integrals, extensions and generalizations to L' and L'.
*569. Selected Topics in Analysis. ' (3) Epstein, Davis, Hersh, Metzler, Renggli
*571-572. Ordinary Differential Equations. (3. 3) Epstein, Hersh, Morse
Existence and uniqueness theorems, linear systems, stability theory, asymptotic integration,
topology of integral curves. Prerequisites: 461 or 561. Recommended: 473, 474.
*573-574. Partial Differential Equations. (3,3) Hersh, Morse, Epstein
Equations of first order, c1ossification of equations and systems, elliptic equations and
introduction to potential theory, hyperbolic equations and systems, parabolic equations.
Prerequisites: 473-474.
*575. Colculus of Variations. (3) Hersh, Lewis
Classicol theory, Euler-Lagrange equations, conditions for a minimum, Hamilton-Jacobi
theory, direct methods, applications. Prerequisites: 473, 474.
*576. Approximation Theory. (3)
Chebyshev's approximation, L" approximation, theories of Sard, and Golomb and Weinberger, rational approximotion, Jackson's theorem, nonlinear approximation. Prerequisites: 563, 564. Recommended: 581, 582.
*577-578. Integral Equations. (3, 3) Morse
Non-singulor ond singular integral equations; Cauchy and Wiener-Hopf type equations,
dual equations; applications. Prerequisites: 561, 562.
*579. Selected Topics in Applied Mathematics.. ' (3) Epstein, Hersh, Lewis, Morse
*581-582. [583-584] Functional Analysis. (3,3) Davis, Eberly, E. Steiner
Linear tronsformations on Banach and Hilbert spoces, integral equations, spectral theory,
semi-groups of operators, Banach algebras, topics in non-linear analysis. Prerequisites:
563-564. Recommended: 473, 474.
*583. Linear Topological Spaces. (3) Eberly, Metzler
Locally convex spaces, separation axioms, duality, generalized functions. Prerequisite: 481.
*584. Banach Algebras and Spectral Theory. (3) Eberly
Representation of commutative and non-commutative Banach algebras, abstract harmonic
analysis, spectral decomposition of linear algebras. Prerequisites: 431,481. Recommended: 531.
*589. Selected Topics in Functional Analysis.' (3) Davis, Eberly, Metzler
1. May be repeated for credit with permission of the Department Chairman.
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*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per sem:)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*619. Seminar in Number Theory.l (1-3) Graduate Staff
*621-622. Theory of Groups. (3, 3) Dubois
Permutation groups, free groups, Abelian groups, Sylow theorems, solvoble, super·
solvoble ond nil-potent groups. Prerequisites: 521, 522.
*623-624. Multilinear and Homological Algebra. (3, 3) Dubois
Tensor products, tensor and exterior algebras. Derived functors, homologicol dimension,
cohomology theories. Prereq uisites: 521-522.
*629. Seminar in Algebra? (1-3) Groduate Stoff
*631-632. Algebraic Geometry. (3,3) Kao
General theory of places, algebraic varieties, absolute theory of varieties, products,
proiections, ond correspondence, normal varieties, divisors and linear systems, differential
forms.
*639. Seminar in Geometry and Topology.l (1-3) Graduate Staff
*649. Seminar in Prabobility and Statistics.1 0-3)
*650. Reading and Research. 1 (1-6) Graduate Staff
*669. Seminar in Analysis? (1-3)
*673-674. Theoretical Numerical Analysis. (3, 3) Wendroff
Mathematical foundations of interpolation and approximation theory, finite difference
methods for ordinary and partial differential equations. Emphasis on convergence proofs
ond error estimates. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
*675-676. Differential Operators. (3, 3) Hersh
Detailed study of linear ordinary differential operators and of various classes of linear
partial differential operators, using methods of functional analysis. Prerequisites: 481,
473-474 or 573-574. Recommended: 581, 582.
*679. Seminar in Applied Mathematics. 1 (1-3) Graduate Staff
*689. Seminar in Function Analysis. 1 (1-3) Graduate Staff
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
See Engineering, Mechanical.

MEDICAL SCIENCES
Anatomy

Professor A. J. Ladman (Chairman); Associate Professor L. M. Napolitano; Assistant Professor S. Dietert, T. J. Leppi; Instructor N. J. Adamo.
Biochemistry

Professor R. B. Loftfleld (Chairman); Associate Professor F. N. LeBaron; Assistant
Professor T. J. Scallen; Research Associate L. F. Smith; Instructor F. Yu.
Medicine

Professor S. Popper (Chairman); Associate Professors M. Brandfonbrener, T. N.
Finley; Assistant Professors A. L. Kisch, J. K. Leach, E. R. Simon, R. Whang;
Instructor E. L. Klinger, Jr.
Microbiology

Professor L. C. McLaren (Chairman); Visiting Professor D. W. Baker; Associate
Professor J. V. Scaletti; Assistant Professors D. Gale, S. Tokuda; Instructor
C. E. Cords.
1. May be repeated for credit with permission of the Department Chairman.
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Obstetrics-Gynecology

Professor R. A. Munsick (Chairman).
Pharmacology

Professor T. Cooper (Chairman); Instructor D. V. Priola.
Physiology

Professor S. Solomon (Chairman); Associate Professor A. Despopoulos; Assistant
Professors D. T. Frazier, H. Sonnenberg.
Surgery

Professor J. C. Clarke (Chairman); Assistant Professors M. Pollay, J. K. Weaver.

CLINICAL SCIENCE
504-505. [505-535J Clinical Science I. (5, 5)
The basis for and methods of evoluating the patient as a human being. Lectures and
seminars, practical demonstrations and experience.
530-531. Clinical Science II. (5,5)
Continues to emphasize the development of the student's skills in evaluating the numerous
factors which influence human behavior in health and disease. Further experience in history-taking and physical examination, coordinated with study of the disease process as
it affects the various organ systems of the body. The significance of emotional, environmental, and sociocultural factors in determining the success or failure of the total adaptation of the individual, family, or group. Field trips to take advantage of the special opportunity available in New Mexico to study firsthand the influence af unique cultural -and
environmental factors in various health problems. Prerequisites: 504-505.

MEDICAL SCIENCES
500-501. [501-531J Medical Biology I. (13,13)
A unified and interdisciplinary study of biological principles basic to medicine; selected
pertinent material from Anatomy, Biochemistry, Physiology, Microbiology, Pathology, and
Pharmacology; biological organization and function from the molecular through cell,
tissue, organ system, and whole organism biology_ Lectures and seminars. Prerequisites:
Mathematics 160 or 162; Chemistry 101 L, 102L, 301, 302, 303L, 304L; Biology 101 L,
102L; Physics 111, 112, 113L, 114L.
502L-503L. [512L-542LJ Medical Biology I Laboratory. (6, 6)
Laboratory experience designed to illustrate experimentally those biological principles
being considered in 500-501. Prerequisites: same as for 500-501.
526-527. Medical Biology II. (11, 11)
A transdisciplinary study of biological principles, bosic to the monifestotions of disease
in human beings; a unified approach utilizing pertinent material from Microbiology, immunology, Pharmocology, Preventive Medicine, and Pothology; clinical aspects of disease
cammonly studied in introductory courses in Medicine, Obstretrics and Gynecology, Pediatrics, and Surgery; the interrelationships between altered structure and function are
considered at the severol levels of biological organization. Lectures and seminars. Prerequisites: 500-501, 502L-503L.
528L-529L. Medical Biology II Laboratory. (6, 6)
Laboratory experience designed to illustrate experimentally those biological principles
being considered in 526 and 527. Prerequisites: 500-501, 502L-503L.
532-533. Elective Project and Tutorial. (2, 2)
Each student is reqUired to develop, under faculty guidance, an independent schOlarly
project reloted to studies in progress during the semester.
*590-591. [502-532; 600-601 J Medical Biology I. (3-13 hrs. each semester)
Same content as 500-501, except thot credit is varioble and will be arranged with the
instructors. Prerequisites: same as for 500-501.
*592L-593L. [602L-603LJ Medical Biology I Laboratory. (6,6)
Same content as 502L-503L. Prerequisites: same as for 500-501.
*594-595. [626-627J Medical Biology II. (3-11 hrs. each semester)
Some content as 526-527, except that credit is variable and will be arranged with the
instructors. Prerequisites: 590-591, 592L-593L.
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*596L-597L. [628L-629l] Medical Biology II Laboratory. (1-6 hrs. each semester)
Laboratory experience designed to illustrate experimentally those biological principles
being considered in 594-595. Prerequisites, same as for 594-595.
*610L. Experimental Cytology. (3-6) Adamo. Dietert. Ladman. Leppi. Napolitano
Detailed survey of cellular structure as related to function in a variety of tissues ond
species. Selected laboratory experience with fixatives and staining methods. Prerequisites,
590-591 or equivalents.
*611 L. Fine Structure and Electron Microscopy. (6-12) Dietert. Ladman, Leppi. Napolitano
A consideration of the ultrastructure of various cells and tissues as revealed by the
electron microscope. A systematic examination of all the organelles with particular emphasis on the evolution of current thought of structure as related to function. In the
laboratory, theory and instruction in the techniques basic to tissue processing, sectioning
and use of the electron microscope. Some practical photographic techniques involved in
data recording. Prerequisites: 590-591 and 610 or equivalent and approval of Anatomy
Department Chairman.
*612L. Histochemistry and Cytochemistry. (4·6) Dietert. Ladman, Leppi, Napolitano
An exposition of the theory and practice of methods used to elucidate chemical constituents and activities in cells and tissues. Consideration given to methods used in protein. lipid and carbohydrate localizations. Special emphasis directed towards enzyme
localization and modification. Selected topics including radio-autography. differential
centrifugation. and in vitro cell systems. In the laboratory, opportunities to have experience in several of these areas will be given. Prerequisites, 590·591 and 610 or
equivalent.
*613. History of Anatomy. (1-2) Ladman
A consideration of past and present workers and their impact on the substance of the
Anatomical Discipline.
*618. Seminar in Anatomy. (1) G'r~duate Staff
Weekly or biweekly discussions of pertinent information in the current literature relative
to selected topics in morphology.
*620. Advanced Biochemistry. (4) LeBaron, Loftfield. Scallen. Smith. Yu
An exhaustive treatment of one or two broad topics in Biochemistry. the subject being
different each year and rotating in a 3 or 4-year cycle. Topics will include, Chemistry
and Metabolism of Nucleic Acids and Proteins, Metabolic Control Mechanisms, Chemistry
and Metabolism of Macromolecules. Chemistry and Metabolism of Carbohydrates and
Complex Polysaccharides. Prerequisites, Chemistry 311-312 and either Chemistry 481-482
or Medical Sciences 590-591. May be repeated for credit under different topics.
*621. Biochemistry of Proteins. (3) Loftfield
In alternate years the structure of proteins or the metabolism of proteins will be covered
in depth. The former will cover the physical chemistry and ultrastructure of the protein
molecules and dete rmination of amino acid sequences. The alternate course will cover
protein biosynthesis and breakdown and the interrelationships of protein synthesis and
nucleic acid metabolism. Prerequisites, Chemistry 311-312 and either Chemistry 481-482 or
Medical Sciences 590·591. May be repeated for credit under different topics.
*622. Biochemistry of Phospholipids. (3) LeBaron
A detailed discussion of the chemistry and metabolism of phospholipids. their interrelationships with other constituents in macromolecular complexes. their relationships to membranes. and their other possible functions. Prerequisites, Chemistry 323 or 481-482 or
Medical Sciences 590-591.
*623. Biochemistry of Steroids. (3) Scallen
Includes such topics as the isolation, proof of structure, chemical synthesis, stereochemistry and absolute configuration of important steroids; biosynthesis and metabolism of
cholesterol. adrenal steroids. androgens and estrogens. Prerequisites, Chemistry 301-302;
Chemistry 323 or 481 or Medical Sciences 590-591.
*631 L. Introduction to Research Techniques in Microbiology. (2)
Methods and techniques employed for research in microbial physiology, genetics, virology
and immunology; includes independent literature review, laboratory experimentation, interpretation and expression of data. and acceptable science writing form.
*632. Advanced Microbiology. (3) Scaletti
Chemical and physical properties of microorganisms; special staining; growth; influence
of environment on growth, nutrition, enzymes ond metabolism. Prerequisites: biochemistry,
general microbiology or equivalent. (Offered in alternate years.)
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*633l. Advanced Microbial Physiology and Metabolism. (4) Scaletti
Advanced treatment of microbial metabolic cycles, enzymes and energy-yielding reactians,
electran transport systems in fermentation and oxidative processes; advanced metabolic
methods for microbial enzyme studies. Prerequisites: biochemistry, general microbiology
or equivalent. (Offered in alternate years.)
*635l. Advanced Immunology. (4) Tokuda
Advanced treatment of the nature of· antigens and antibodies; chemical basis of immunologic specificity; qualitative and quantitative aspects of antigen-antibody reactions;
hypersensitivity; transplantation and tumar immunity. Prerequisites: biochemistry, general
microbiology, immunalogy or equivalent. (Offered in alternate years.)
*636. Advanced Virology. (3) McLaren
Advanced treatment of the bialogy and biochem istry of bacterial and animal viruses.
Prerequisites: biochemistry, immunology, virolagy or equivalent. (Offered in alternate
years.)
*637l. Virology laboratory. (2) Mclaren
Research techniques related ta virolagy. Prerequisites: biochemistry; pre- ar corequisites:
immunology and virology. (Offered in alternate years.) 6 hrs. lab.
*638. Microbiology Seminar. (1) Graduate Staff
*650. Translocations in Biological Systems. (3) Solomon
Survey of mechanisms by which solutes and water move across membranes in biological
systems. Thearetical basis of salute movement will first be considered followed by a detailed descriptian of translocatian in specific cells and tissues. Prerequisites: 590-591 or
Biology 429l, 430L and permission of instructar; pre- or corequisite: Chemistry 311-312.
*651. Integrative Functions of the Endocrine System. (3) Despopoulos
Advanced seminar emphasizing interactions of the endacrine secretions in tissues of sex
and reproduction, growth and intermediary metabolism. Prerequisites: 590-591 or equLvalent and permission of instructor.
*658. Physiological Techniques. (3-6) Graduate Staff
The student works with individual members of the Physiology staff learning current research techniques. Prerequisites: 590-591 or Biology 429L, 430L.
*659. Seminar in Physiology. (2) Graduate Staff
*690. Research in Medical Sciences. (2-6 hrs. per sem. to a maximum of 12 hrs.)
*695. Research. (2-6 hrs. each semester to a maximum of 12 hrs.) Graduate Staff
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester)
See the Graduate Bulletin for total credit requirements.

MODERN AND CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
Professors R. R. MacCurdy (Chairman), W. F. J. Dejongh, R. M. Duncan, J. Kolbert, A. R. Lopes, D. A. McKenzie, M. R. Nason; Associate Professors N. J.
Davison, S. R. Ulibarri; Assistant Professors E. T. Book, R. Cobos, P. H. Fernandez, R. Holzapfel, T. Holzapfel, R. C. Jespersen, G. A. Jocums, E. E.
Lamadrid, A. Salgarello, J. E. White; Lecturer P. Murphy; Instructors C. M.
Book, L. M. Calvert, L. J. Marquez, L. N. Santa Anna, R. Welsh; Part-time
Instructors A. Carmona-Morgan, L. Hoshour, A. H. Luft, I. J. Parker, E. Robert.
GROUP REQUI REMENTS

Portuguese 396, Spanish 345, 346, and courses in the Folklore Division are
not accepted toward fulfillment of Foreign Language group requirements
(Group II in the College of Arts and Sciences).
LANGUAGE LABORATORY

The Department operates a Language Laboratory where students in beginning
languages and conversation and composition classes go for weekly exercises in
pronunciation. Any student having special difficulties may be assigned work in the
Laboratory. No extra credit is allowed for this work which is done chiefly in connection with regular courses.
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NOTE TO FRESHMEN

Students who have had 2 or more years of a foreign language in high
school cannot enroll for credit in the beginning semester of the same language
(101) but may take the second semester (102); however, if they made a grade
average of B or better they are urged to take the intermediate course (251).

BASIC lANGUAGE
.No major or minor study offered.
497. Undergraduate Problems in Language. (1-4)
Qualified students may register far the course more thon once, to a maximum of 4 sem. hrs.
in anyone language.

CLASSICS
MAJOR STUDY

15 hours of Latin in courses numbered above 250, including 251, 252, or
303, 304; 9 hours of Greek numbered above 250; History 313, 314; and Philosophy 301.
MINOR STUDY'

Not offered.

COMPARATIVE lITERATURE
The major in Comparative literature is an interdepartmental major administered jointly by the Department of English and the Department of Modern and
Classic Languages. See p. 252.

FOLKLORE
No major or minor study offered.
297. Southwestern Hispanic Folklore.
*361. Hispanic Folktoles. (2)
*362. Hispanic Folk Ballads and Songs.

(2)

Cobos

(2)

FRENCH
MAJOR STUDY

30 hours in French in courses numbered above 250 including 301, 302, 351,
352, 353; and 2 years of college work in another foreign language (or reading
knowledge).
MINOR STUDY

18 hours in French courses numbered above 250 including 301 or 302.
ELEMENTARY AN D

J NTERMEDIATE

COURSES.

Students who have hod 2 or more years of high school French cannot receive
credit for 101 but may toke 102; however, if they mode a grade overage of
B or better they are urged to toke French 251.
.
101-102. Elementary French. (3,3) Yr. T. Book and Stoff
Credit for 101 suspended until 102 (or more advanced course) is completed.
251-252. Intermediate French. (3, 3) Murphy and Staff
Grammar, reading, and translatian. Prerequisites: 101, 102 ar equivalent.
254. French Conversation and Composition. (3) C. Book, Hoshour
Designed to give students of 251, 252 extra practice in speaking and writing French.
May be taken concu rrently with 251 and 252.
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General prerequisites for the following courses: French 251, 252, or the
equivalent.
*301-302. Advanced Composition and Conversation. (3,3) C. Book, T. Book, Hoshour
Composition based on a thorough review of French grammar, and conversation based on
modern French plays.
*307-308. French Prose of the 19th and 20th Centuries. (3, 3) T. Book, Kolbert
*310. Modern French Drama. (3) T. Book
Begins with Romanticism and includes contemporary period.
*351-352. Survey of French Literature. (3, 3) C. Book, White
351: Origins to 1800.352: 1800 to present.
*353. French Phonology. (3) T. Book
Phonetic and phonemic system of French. ReqUired for the undergraduate maior.
*360. Survey of French Poetry. (3) Kolbert
From the Middle Ages to dote.
*366. French Classical Theatre. (3) White, T. Book
Corneille, Moliere, Racine.
*370. French Literature of the 16th Century. (3) Kolbert
Prerequisite: 15 sem. hrs. of college French numbered above 250.
*375. French Prose and Non-dramatic Poetry of the 17th Century. (3) White
Prerequisite: 15 sem. hrs. of college French numbered above 250.
*380. French literature of the 18th Century. (3) Murphy
(3) C. Book
*401. French Stylistics and "Explication de Textes."
Required for the M.A. degree.
*440. Teaching of French. (3) T. Book
(Same as Secondary Education 440.)
498. Reading and Research for Honors. (3)
Open to juniors and seniors approved by the Honors Committee.
499. Honors Essay. (3)
Open only to seniors enrolled for departmental honors.
*501. History of the French Language. (3) White
Evolution of latin to French with selected medieval readings. Required for the M.A. degree.
*502. Readings in Medieval French Literature.

(3)

White

*505. Introduction to Research Methods. (1) C. Book, T. Book, Kolbert
Resources available for research and how to use them. Required for the M.A. degree.
*510. History of French literary Criticism. (3) Kolbert
This course or Comparative Literature 466 is reqUired for the M.A. degree.
*520. French Thought. (3) White
*551-552. Problems in French Literature.

(1-3 hrs. each semester)

T. Book, Kolbert, White

*560. Seminar in French literature. (3)
Topic may deal with individual authars, genres, or periods. May be repeated for credit
as subject matter varies.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per sem.) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

GERMAN
MAJOR STUDY

30 hours in German courses numbered above 250, including 254, 301, 302,
307, 345, 351, 352, but 262 cannot be counted toward the major; and 2 years
of college work in another foreign language (or reading knowledge).
MINOR STUDY

18 hours in German numbered above 250, including 254.
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ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE COURSES

Students who have had 2 or more years of high school German cannot receive credit for 101 but may take 102; however, if they made a grade average
of B or better they are urged to take German 251.
101-102. Elementary German-Reading Emphasis. (3,3) Yr. McKenzie, Welsh
Credit for 101 suspended until 102 (or more advanced course) is completed.
103-104. Elementary German-Oral Emphasis. (3, 3) Yr. Jespersen
Should be taken instead of 101-102 by prospective German maiors and other students
who are interested in acquiring greater comprehension and oral skills. Extra laboratory
work required. Credit for 103 suspended until 104 (or more advanced course) is completed.
251-252. Intermediate German. (3, 3) Holzapfel, Welsh
Prerequisites: 101, 102, or the equivalent.
254. German Conversation and Composition. (3)
May be taken concurrently with 251 or 252.
262. Scientific German. (3) Welsh
Prerequisite: 251 or equivalent.

General prerequisites for the following courses: German 251, 252, 254, or
the equivalent.
301-302. Advanced Conversation and Composition. (3, 3) Jespersen, Jocums, Welsh
Prerequisite: 254 or the equivalent.
307. Introduction to German Literature. (3)
307 is a prerequisite for all literature courses listed below.
345. German Civilization. (3) Welsh
*351-352. Survey of German literature. (3, 3) Holzapfel, Jespersen
*355. Medieval and Renaissance literature. (3) McKenzie
*360. Classicism. (3)
*365. Romanticism. (3) Jespersen
*370. Realism and Naturalism. (3) Jespersen
*375. Contemporary literature. (3) Holzapfel
*380. The "Novelle". (3) Jespersen
*385. Lyric Poetry. (3) Jocums
390. Undergraduate Seminar. (3) Holzapfel, Jespersen, McKenzie
445. Teaching of German. (3) Jocums
(Some as Secondary Education 445.)
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 Ius. each semester) Holzopfel, Jespersen, McKenzie

GREEK
MAJOR STUDY

Not offered.
MINOR STUDY

A minor may possibly be worked out if sufficient demand arises.
Students who contemplate attending a school of theology requiring an undergraduate degree should plan to take Greek 101 and 102 in the junior year and
Greek 301 and 302 in the senior year.
101-102. Elementary Greek.

(3, 3) Yr.
Preparation for work in Classical Greek or in New Testament Greek. Credit suspended for
101 until 102 (or more advanced course) is completed. (Alternates annually with Greek
301-302.) Baltzell
301-302. The Greek New Testament. (3,3)
Close scrutiny of meanings of words. (Alternates annually with Greek 101-102.)
*339. Greek Drama in Translation. (3) Baltzell, Staff
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester)
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ITALIAN
No major or minor study offered.
275-276. Beginning Italian (Accelerated). (3, 3)
Prerequisite: 6 hours (or equivalent) of another Romance language or Latin. (Offered
in alternate years.)

LATIN
MAJOR STUDY

Not offered.
MINOR STUDY

J2 hours in courses numbered above 250.
ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE COURSES

Students who have had 2 or more years of high school Latin cannot receive
credit for 101 but may take 102; however, if they made a grade average of B
or better they are urged to take Latin 251.
101-102. Elementary Latin. (3,3) Yr. DeJongh
Credit suspended for 101 until 102 (or more advanced caurse) is completed.
251-252. Intermediate Latin. (3, 3) DeJongh
Prerequisites: 101, 102 or the equivalent.
303-304. Readings in Latin Literature. (3, 3) DeJongh
Designed for students with 3 or 4 years of high school Latin or other students who are
capable of work more advanced than Latin 251-252. The readings assigned may vary to
fit the needs and interests of the students. Regular consultations with the instructor are
scheduled. May be repeated with different authors by approval of the instructor and the
Chairman of the Department.
*340. latin Literature in Translation. (3) Zavadil, Staff
*351-352. latin for language Students. (3, 3) McKenzie
A comparative study of Latin and its relationship to modern longuages for upper-division
and graduate students; the reading of selected classical and medieval texts.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) DeJongh

PORTUGUESE
MAJOR STUDY

30 hours in Portuguese courses including 301, 302, 351, 357, and 2 years
college work in another foreign language (or reading knowledge).
MINOR STUDY

18 hours in Portuguese courses.
275-276. Beginning Portuguese (Accelerated). (3, 3) Lopes
Prerequisite: 6 hours (or equivalent) of another Romance language or Latin.
277-27B. Portuguese Drill. (2, 2) Carmona-Morgan
Corequisite: 275-276.

General prerequisites for the following courses: Portuguese 275, 276, or the
equivalent.
*301·302. Advanced Composition and Conversation. (3, 3) Carmona-Morgan, Lopes
*303. Portuguese Drill. (2) Carmona-Morgan, lopes
Corequisite: 301 or 302.
307. Introduction to Portuguese and Brazilian Literature. (3) Lopes, Salgarello
Prerequisites: 275, 276.
*351. Survey of Portuguese Literature. (3) lopes, Salgorello
*352. Contemporary Portuguese Literature. (3) lopes, Salgarello
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*357.
*358.
*365.
*396.

Survey of Brazilian Literature. (3) Lopes. Solgorello
Contemporary Brazilian Literature. (3) Lopes. Salgarello
Camees and Gil Vicente. (3) Lopes
History and Civilization of Portugal. (3) Lopes
(Same as History 396.)
*501. History of the Portuguese Language. (3) Lopes
Evolution of Latin to Portuguese with selected Medieval readings. Required for the M.A.
degree.
*551-552. Problems. (l·3 hrs. each semester) Lopes. Salgarello
For M.A. candidates.
*560. Seminar in Portug uese Literature. (3)
Topic will deal with individual authors, genres. or periods. May be repeated for credit
as subject matter '1ories.
*570. Seminar in Brazilian Literature. (3)
Topic will deal with individual authors. genres, or periods. May be repeated for credit
as subject matter varies.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*651-652. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester)
For Ph.D. candidates.

Lopes. Salgarello

RUSSIAN
MAJOR STUDY

Not offered.
MiNOR STUDY

18 hours in Russian courses numbered above 250, including Russian 254 and
307.
ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE COURSES

Students who have had 2 or more years of high school Russian cannot receive credit for 101 but may take 102; however, if they made a grade average
of B or better they are urged to take Russian 251.
101-102. Elementary Russian. (3,3) Yr. T. Holzapfel. A. Luft
Credit for 101 is suspended until 102 (or more advanced course) is completed.
251-252. Intermediate Russian. (3,3) Luft
Prerequisites: 101-102 or the equivalent.
254. Russian Conversation and Composition. (3)
May be token concurrently with 251 or 252.
307. Introduction to Russian Literature.
Prerequisite for 351-352.
*338. Russian Literature in Translation.

(3)
(3)

T. Holzapfel
T. Holzapfel

345. Russian Civilization. (3) T. Holzapfel
Required for the major in Russian Studies.
. *351·352. Survey of Russian Literature.
Prerequisite: 307.

(3,3)

SPANISH
MAJOR STUDY

30 hours in Spanish courses numbered above 250, including 301·302, 351,
352, and 353; and 2 years of college work in another foreign language (or
reading knowledge.) (It is recommended that students who do not speak Spanish
natively take 254 concurrently with 251 or 252.)
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MINOR STUDY

18 hours in Spanish in courses numbered above 250.
ELEMENTARY COURSES

There are two types of elementary Spanish courses: (1) the oral emphasis
courses (Spanish 101, 102)-4 hours per week for 3 hours credit each, with stress
on the acquisition of comprehension and oral skills; (2) the reading emphasis
courses (Spanish 103, 104)-4 hours per week for 3 hours credit each, with stress
on the grammatical structure of the language and acquisition of reading skill.
New Mexican students who speak Spanish natively are not permitted to take the
beginning oral courses (Spanish 101, 102). Students who have had 2 or more
years of high school Spanish cannot receive credit for 101 or 103 but may take
102 or 104.
INTERMEDIATE COURSES

Students who have completed 2 or more years of high school Spanish with
a grade average of B or better are urged to take Spanish 251, 252.
COURSES FOR SPANISH-SPEAKING STUDENTS.

New Mexican students who speak Spanish natively and who have had less
than 2 years of high school Spanish should take Spanish 201. Those who have
had 2 or more years of high school Spanish should take Spanish 255, 256.
Students who take 255, 256 cannot receive credit for 251, 252, or 254. Spanish 201, 255, 256 are not designed for foreign students whose education has
been in Spanish.
101-102. Elementary Spanish-Oral Emphasis. (3,3) Yr. Lamadrid, Staff
Credit for 101 suspended until 102 (or more advanced course) is completed.
103-104. Elementary Spanish-Reading Emphasis. (3, 3) Yr.
Credit for 103 suspended until 104 (or more advanced course) is completed.
201. Espanol elemental para estudiantes de habla espanola. (3) Davison
Exercises in grammar, speech correction and vocabulary bUilding. For New Mexican
Spanish-speaking students who have had less than 2 years of high school Spanish.
251-252. Intermediate Spanish. (3, 3) Duncan, MacCurdy, Calvert, Stoff
251 and 252 offered every semester.
254. Elementary Spanish Conversation. (3)
Designed primarily to give qualified students of 251-252 extra practice in the oral use of
the language; therefore it is recommended that it be taken concurrently with 251 or 252
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
255-256. Espana! avanzado para estudiantes de habla espanola. (3, 3) Cobos
For New Mexican Spanish-speaking students who have hod 2 or more years of high
school Spanish or Spanish 201.
292. Introduction to Spanish Literature. (3) T. Holzapfel, Ulibarri
Assignments of advanced reading material and discussion of principal Spanish literary figures and movements. Prerequisites: 251, 252 or the equivalent.
*301-302. Advanced Composition and Conversation. (3, 3) Cobos, Fernandez, Nason, Ulibarri
Prerequisite: 254 or 256 or the equivalent.
*303·304. Patterns of Modern Spanish. (3, 3) Cobos, Lamadrid
A review of Spanish in terms of structural linguistics with oral pattern drills and written
composition.

Spanish 292 or the equivalent is prerequisite for all literature courses listed
below.
*305. Contemporary Spanish Literature.

(3)

Fernandez
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*307. The Spanish Novel. (3) Fernandez
A survey of the novel with chief emphasis on the 19th century.
*321. Modern Spanish Drama. (3)
*345. Hispanic Civilization. (2) Fernandez. Ulibarri
*346. Ibero-American Civilization. (2) Cobos
*351-352. Survey of Spanish Literature. (3, 3) Fernandez, MacCurdy
*353. Spanish Phonology. (3) Duncan, Nason
Phanetic and phonemic system of Spanish.
*357-358. Survey of Spanish-American Literature. (3, 3) Davisan, Nosan
Required of candidates for a graduate degree.
*361. Spanish-American Novel. (3) Davison, Nason
*363. Mexican literature. (3) Davison
*364. The Literature of Argentina, Uruguay, and Chile. (3) Nason
*366. Spanish Drama from the Beginning through the 17th Century. (3) MacCurdy
*375. Cervantes: The Ouijote. (3) MacCurdy
A detailed analysis of the Ouijote and treatment of its place in world literature.
*376. Cervantes: Other Works. (3) MocCurdy
Works other than the Ouijote with emphasis on the Novelas Ejemplares and the theatre.
441. Teaching of Spanish. (3) Lamodrid, Ulibarri
(Same as Secondary Education 441.)
498. Reading ond Research for Honors. (3)
Open to juniors and seniors approved by the Honors Cammittee.
499. Hanors Essay. (3)
Open only to seniors enrolled for departmental honors.
*501. History af the Spanish Language. (3) Duncan
Introduction to linguistics ond study of the phonological, morphological ond semantic
evolution from Latin to Spanish; intensive reading of selected Old Spanish texts. Required
of all candidates for a graduate degree.
*504. Interdepartmental Seminar. (3) Graduate Staff
(Same as Ibera-American Studies 504.)
*505. Introduction to Research Methods. (1) Duncan, MacCurdy
Required of all candidates for a graduate degree.
*506. Spanish Bibliography. (1) Duncan, MacCurdy
Required of candidates for the Ph.D. degree ..
*507. Seminar in the Spanish Novel. (3) Fernandez
*540. Seminar in Spanish language. (3) Duncan, T. Holzapfel, Nason
Topic selected according to the specialization of the professor and of the students.
*551-552. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Staff
For M.A. candidates.
*553. Linguislic rl1eory for language Instruction. (1) Lamadrid
Pre· or corequisite: Spanish 353.
*554. Application of Linguistics to Language Instruction in the Secondary School. (2) Lamadrid
Pre- or corequisite: Spanish 553.
*555. Techniques of the Language Laboratory. (3) Lamadrid, Nason
Pre- or carea.u·,site: Spanish 353.
*556. Proseminar in Problems of Secondary Language Instruction. (3) Lamadrid
Pre- or corequisites, Spanish 353 and either Spanish 553-554 or 555.
*557. Application of Ling uistics to Language Instruction in the Elementary School. (3) Ulibarri
*558. Preporotion of Language Materials for the Elementary School. (4) Ulibarri
*559. Praseminar in Problems of Language Instruction in the Elementary School. (4) Ulibarri
*560. Seminar in Spanish literature. (3) Groduate Stoff
Topic will deal with individual authors, genres, or periods. Moy be repeated for credit
as subject motter v<lries.

*562. Seminar in Spanish.American Poetry.
*563. Seminar in Spanish-American Prose.

(3)
(3)

Davison
Davison, Nason
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*566. Seminar: Golden Age Drama. (2) MacCurdy
*567. Seminar in Spanish-American literature. (3) Davison, Nason
Topic will deal with individual authors, genres, or periods. May be repeated for credit
as subject matler varies.
*571·572. Spanish Poetry. (2,2) Ulibarri
*578. Seminar: The Spanish Picaresque Novel. (2) MacCurdy
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit req uirements.
*651-652. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Staff
For Ph.D. candidates.
*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

MUSIC
Professors J. Blankenship (Chairman), K. Frederick, W. B. Keller, H. M. Miller,
G. Robert, J. Stephenson; Associate Professors J. M. Batcheller, W. E.
Rhoads, M. G. Schoenfeld, J. Snow; Assistant Professors D. Kempter, D. R.
McEwen, D. C. McRae, J. I. Thornton, E. Waters, J. L. Whitlow; Instructor W.
Seymour; Part-time Instructor W. T. Selby.
Applied Music faculty:
Piano
W. Keller, G. Robert, M. Schoenfeld, W. Seymour
Organ
W. T. Selby
Violin and Viola
K. Frederick
Cello and String Bass
D. Kempter, J. Stephenson
Wind Instruments and Percussion
J. Blankenship, D. Kempter, W. Rhoads,
W. Seymour, J. Thornton, J. Whitlow
D. McEwen, D. McRae, J. Snow
Voice
MAJOR STUDY

For curricula leading to the Bachelor of Music, see p. 199.
See below and following page for additional requirements.
MINOR STUDY IN MUSIC

College of Arts and Sciences: 20 hours including Music 105, 106, 107, 108,
139, 140, and 4 hours of applied music.
MINOR STUDY IN DANCE

20 hours, including 9 hours chosen from Music 105 with 107, 106 with 108,
139 and 140, 3 hours in drama elective, and 8 hours in Music 259 and 359.
Students working toward a minor in dance are required to present a dance
demonstration and to perform with the Dance Workshop.
ENSEMBLE

One credit hour represents from2 to 4 hours a week of rehearsal.
Course numbers for ensemble are: (vocal) 143, 243; (instrumental) 231, 233,

237, 241, 395.
Every music maior undergraduate enrolled for 7 or more hours must be enrolled in band, chorus, or orchestra during every semester of residence,:j: meeting
the specific requirements listed below as a minimum:
:j: Voice performance maiors, every semester of residence after freshman year.
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THEORY AND COMPOSITION CONCENTRATION
6 hours of ensemble, 2 of which must be in chorus
APPLIED MUSIC (PIANO OR ORGAN) CONCENTRATION
8 hours including 2 semesters of Music 237, 1 semester of 395, and 2 semesters of chorus
APPLIED MUSIC (INSTRUMENTAL OTHER THAN PIANO OR ORGAN) CONCENTRATION
8 hours: winds and percussion toke bond, and strings toke orchestra
APPLIED MUSIC (VOCAL) CONCENTRATION
6 hours in chorus
MUSIC LITERATURE CONCENTRATION
6 hours, 2 of which must be in chorus
MUSIC EDUCATION CONCENTRATION (MUSIC AND ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM)
6 hours in chorus, bond, or orchestra depending on concentration (area of senior recital)
Piano and organ concentrators (area of senior recital): 6 hours including 2 semesters of
Music 237, 1 semester of 395, and 3 semesters of chorus
MUSIC EDUCATION CONCENTRATION (MUSIC ONLY)
8 hours in charus, bond, or orchestra depending on concentration (area of senior recital)
Piano and organ concentrators (area of senior recital): 8 hours including 2 semesters of
Music 237, 1 semester of Music 395, and 3 semesters of chorus.
HISTORICAL MUSIC LITERATURE

Students may be required to attend listening periods of 1 to 3 hours each
week at the option of the instructor.
The following courses come under the heading of "Historical Music Literature":
271,272,273,274,311,312,411,412,475,477,478,479.
APPLIED MUSIC (PRIVATE INSTRUCTION)

Applied music is offered in the following areas: piano, voice, string instruments, wind instruments, percussion, and organ.
Students registering for Applied Music must file a teacher assignment card in
the Department of Music office.
Students studying Applied Music must perform before a faculty jury for grading and course number assignment at the conclusion of each semester of study.
Applied Music courses may be repeated upon recommendation by the faculty.
A student whose field of concentration is applied music is required to give a
public recital in the junior year and another in the senior year. Students should
consult the appropriate advisers before enrolling for applied music.
In applied music, the Department offers degree courses, and also secondary
courses for students desiring a cultural background in music. The student may
continue these courses through 4 years.
Students who have had previous training elsewhere will take a placement
examination.
The degree courses are 119-120, 201-202, 301-302, 401-402, 50 1-502 (graduate course); 591·592 (graduate recital). Degree courses carry 2 or 4 hours
credit each for 1 or 2 half-hour lessons per week respectively. The secondary
courses are 119- 120, 219-220, 319-320, 419-420, 519-520, and 569-570 (graduate courses), and carry 1 hour credit each for 1 half-hour lesson a week.
REQUIREMENT FOR JUNIOR STANDING IN MUSIC

Before entering the junior year of study each student majoring in music or
music education must appear before the music faculty for approval to pursue
a stated degree program. Applicants should have completed or be currently
en'rolled in Music 206 and 208.
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MUSIC EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

All music education students must successfully complete before graduation:
1.

A proficiency examination in piano, voice, and secondary orchestra instruments.

2.

Allor part of a senior recital in the maior area of performance.

3.

A senior comprehensive examination in music and music education.

RECITAL AND CONCERT ATTENDANCE REGULATION

All students registered for 5 or more hours in the department are required to
attend a specified number of the departmental recitals and concerts each semester as a regular part of their musical education. The number of recitals and concerts required is determined by the department at the beginning of each semester.
Fulfillment of this requirement is necessary for graduation.
Applied music fees of $16 per credit hour, in addition to regular tuition, will
be charged all full-time University students enrolling for applied music courses
beyond their curriculum requirements. Part-time students should consult the Music
Department for a schedule of applied music fees.
105. Music Theory I. [Music Theory] (2)
Fundamentals of music: scoles, key signatures, intervals, triads, simple four-port writing.
106. Music Theory II. [Music Theory] (2)
Diatonic port-writing and analysis: inversions, dominant seventh chords, non-harmonic
tones, simple modulation. Prerequisite: 105 with grade of C or better.
107. Ear-Training J, (2)
Apprehension through sound of the materials of 105, with special emphasis on melodic,
rhythmic and harmonic dictation, and the singing of melodies and intervals.
108. Ear-Training II. (2)
Apprehension through sound of the materials of 106, with more advanced singing and
dictation. Prerequisite: 107 with grade of C or better.
109-110. Group Voice. (I, I) Batcheller, McEwen
Open to all beginners in voice exclusive of voice maiors.
111-112. Group Piano. (I, I) Seymour
Open to all beginners in piano exclusive of piano moiors.
119-120. Applied Music. Freshman major, secondary or elective course. (lor 2 hrs. each
semester)
139-140. Music Appreciation. (3,3) McRae, Miller, Whitlow
Introduction to music literature. listening periods are required. Not open to students
majoring in music.

143. University Chorus. (I) McEwen
Open to all University students. May be repeated for credit.
ISS. Orchestral Instruments. (1) Frederick, Kempter, Rhoads, Stephenson, Thornton, Whitlow
Group instruction in the playing of woodwind, bross, percussion, high string instruments
and low string instruments. May be repeated for credit.
201-202. Applied Music. Maior Sophomore Course.

(2 or 4 hours each semester)

205. [265] Music Theory III. (2)
Chromatic alterations and analysis: secondary dominants, chorale harmonization, remote
modulation. Prerequisite: 106 and 108 with grade of C or better.
206. [266] Music Theory IV. (2)
Continued chromatic alterations and analysis. Two-part counterpoint, strict and free imitation. Prerequisite: 205 with grade of C or better.
207. Ear-Training III. (2)
More advanced singing and dictation, correlated with the materials of 205.
108 with grade of C or better.

Prerequisite:

----------------
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208. Ear-Training IV. (2)
Continuation of advanced singing and dictation. Prerequisite: 207 with grade of C or
better.
219-220. Applied Music. Sophomore Secondary or Elective Course.

(lor 2 hours eoch semester)

t230. Opera Workshop. (2) Frederick, Snow
Designed to give singers the fundamentals in practical operatic experience.
t231. Chamber Music. (1) Frederick, McEwen, Stephenson, Thornton, Whitlow
The practice, performance, and study of chamber music in various ensemble groups.
t233. Symphony Orchestra. (1) Frederick
Study and public performance of symphonic literature.
t237. Piano Ensemble. (1) Keller, Robert, Schoenfeld, Seymour
Study and performance of literature for twa pianos selected from all periods including the
contemporary. Open to qualified students with permission of instructor.
t241. University Band. (1) Rhoads
Study and performance of marches and concert band literature. Appearance and performance in uniform at football games, Commencement, and other University functions.

243. A Cappella Choir. (1) McEwen
Auditions required. Open to all University students with permission of instructor. May be
repeated for credit.
259. Modern Dance. (1-2) Waters
Explorations in movement leading into choreography. Open to all University students with
permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit.
263. Conducting. (1) Blankenship, Frederick, McEwen, Thornton
Basic technique and theory of conducting.
264. Choral Conducting ond Organization. (1) McEwen
Execution of choral techniques, score reading, choral interpretation, actual experience in
choral conducting with moior organization. Study of senior high school choral materials.
Prerequisite: 263.
271. Music Literature I. (2) McRae, Miller
Introduction to the study of music history. Survey of music before 1580.

272. Music Literoture II. (2) McRae, Miller
Survey of music from 1580 to 1750.
273. Opera. (2) McRae
The history of opera and its principal composers.
274. Concerto. (2) McRae
The form and its principal composers from Bach to the present.
295. Music in Recreation. (2) Batcheller, Stephenson
The social foundations and practices of music in recreation. Stress will be placed an equipping the recreational leader with effective means to deal musically with yaung children,
older children, and adults. Emphasis will be placed on all phases of the publiC performance
from planning to production.
296. Music in Recreotion. (2) Batcheller, Stephenson
Designed to prepare the maior in recreational leadership for practical supervIsion of
recreation a I music programs covering appreciation of music, music in the hospital as entertainment and therapy, music in the industrial plant, and music in the community center.
301-302. Applied Music_ Major Junior Course.

(2 or 4 hrs. each semester)

309-310. Form and Composition. (2,2) Keller, Miller
Analysis of the structural elements of music from Gregorian Chant to the present, and the
application of standard formal procedures to the creative process of music composition.
Prerequisites: 206, 208.
311. Music Literatu re III. (2)
Survey of music from 1750 to 1900.
312. Music Literotu re IV. (2)
Survey of music since 1900.

t Maximum of 8 hours' credit allowed toward degrees in the College of Fine Arts or College of Education, 4 hours in other colleges.
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313. Band Organization and Conducting. (1) Rhoads
Band organization, materials; rehearsal techniques; marching band techniques; and laboratory experience in band conducting.
314. Orchestral Conducting and Organization. (1) Frederick, Stephenson
Orchestral organization, materials; string techniques; and laboratory experience in orchestral conducting.
*319-320. Applied Music. Junior Secondary or Elective Course. (1 or 2 hours each semester)
Prerequisite: 4 hrs. credit in the instrument to be studied, or equivalent. Maximum allowable
graduate credit 4 hrs. or equivalent.
359. Dance Workshop. (1·2) Waters
Rehearsal and productian experiences. Open to all University students with permission of
instructor. May be repeated for credit.
371-372. General History of Music. (3, 3) Miller
From antiquity to the present. Non-technical study of the forms, styles, schools, principal
composers and representative masterpieces of each era. Not open to students majoring in
music.

t387. Vocal Coaching. (1) Robert
One half-hour of private instruction per week. Required of all seniar voice majors and
open to iuniors with permission of instructor.
388-389. Music Pedagogy. (2, 2) Seymour
Designed especially for the music student who plans to teach privately, the course is
concerned with preparation in teaching beginners in music at various age levels. Second
semester will treat problems in teaching intermediate and moderately advanced students.
Prerequisite: iunior standing in music.
391·392. Undergraduate Problems. (1-3 hours each semester)
tt395. Accompanying. (1) Robert
One half-hour of private instruction per week carries one hour credit. Students accompany
other students in practice and at recitals as part of the requi rement for receiving credit.
401·402. Applied Music. Major Senior Course. (2 or 4 hours each semester)
*405. Counterpoint. (2) Frederick, McRae, Robert
Analysis and techniques of writing in the contrapuntal forms and styles of the 16th century.
Prerequisites: 206, 208.
*406. Counterpoint. (2) Frederick, McRae, Robert
Analysis and techniques of writing in the contrapuntal forms and styles of the period of
Bach. Prerequisites: 206, 208.
409-410. Composition. (2, 2)
Techniques and procedures in the composition of music in various forms, styles and media.
Prerequisite: 310.
*411. Contemporary Period. (2) McRae, Miller
Stylistic tendencies of the 20th century and the study of representative works of the most
important composers.
*412. Baroque Period. (2) Keller, Miller
A comprehensive study of the musical forms, styles, schools, principal composers, and general historical background of the period roughly from 1600 to 1750.
*419-420. Applied Music. Senior Secondary or Elective Course. (1 or 2 hours each semester)
Prerequisite: 4 hrs. credit in the instrument to be studied, or equivalent. Maximum allow
able graduate credit 4 hrs. or equivalent.
447. Vocal Repertory. (2) Snow
A survey of important and representative literature for solo voice.
449. Piono Repertory. (2) Schoenfeld
A sllrvey of important and representative literature far piano.
453. Instrumentation. (2) Rhoads, Thornton
Properties and limitations of bond and orchestral instruments; detailed score study of instru.
mental techniques from the past to the present, scoring of works carrying through to completion of proiects for actual performance. Prerequisites: 206, 208.

----

t May be repeated to the limit of 4 hours' credit.
tt Maximum of 8 hours' credit allowed toward degrees in the College of Fine Arts or Col.
lege of Education, 4 hours in other colleges.
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*457. Advanced Choral Conducting. (2) Frederick, McEwen
Historical background and advanced techniques of choral organization and conducting.
Prerequisites: 263, 310, and piano proficiency to be determined by the instructor.
*458. Advanced Instrumental Conducting. (2) Frederick, Rhoads, Thornton
Historical background and advanced techniques for conducting band and orchestra and
studying scares. Admission by permission of instructor.
*463. Advanced Instrumentation. (2) Rhoads
The scoring of larger works for the major ensembles carrying through to actual performance. Prerequisite: 453.
*467. Choral Arranging. (2) Frederick, McEwen, McRae
Techniques and practice in arranging for mixed chorus, men's and women's glee clubs, trias
and quartets. Prerequisites: 206, 208.
*475. Symphonic Literature. (2) McRae, Miller
A survey of the developments in orchestral music from Bach to the present.
*477. Medieval and Renaissance Periods. (2) Keller, Miller
The musical culture of Western Europe from the early middle ages to the end of the 16th
century.
*478. History of Cham ber Music. (2) Miller
A survey of chamber music literature from the Baroque to the present.
*479. Choral Literature. (2) McRae
The principal developments in choral music from Palestrina to the present.
490. Interdepartmental Proseminar.
(Same as Fine Arts 490.)

(3)

Honors Stofl

*493. United States Composers. (2) Keller, McRae
The creative trends in the art music of the United States from the 18th century to the present.
Special emphasis upon the style and contributions of the mast important composers.
499. Senior Thesis. (3)
Open to seniors approved by the departmental honors committee.
*501-502. Applied Music. Maior Graduate Course.

(2 or 4 hours each semester)

*505. Advanced Composition. (2) Keller
Individual gUidance in composing for various instrumental and vocal ensembles; survey of
techniques in appropriate fields; completion of one or more major works for public performance. May be repeated to the limit of 4 hrs. credit.
*519-520. Applied Music. Graduate Secondary or Elective Course.

(lor 2 hours each semester)

*531. Bibliography and Research. (3) Miller, Stephenson
The study and application of basic methods in musical bibliography, acquaintance with
maior reference sources; praiects in bibliography. Materials and basic techniques of musical
research. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
*533. Seminar in Music. (3) Blankenship, Miller, Stephenson
Explorations in various areas of musical research. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
May be repeated for credit.
*551-552. Problems.

(1·3 hours each semester)

Blankenship

*569-570. Applied Music. Graduate Secondary or Elective Course

(lor 2 hours each semester)

*591-592. Graduate Recital. (2,2)
For the degree of Moster of Music in Applied Music the student is required to perform a
full-length graduate recital (a) which he has selected and prepared subject to the approval
of a committee comparable to a graduate thesis committee and (b) for which he h03 written
comprehensive program annotations (also subiect to the approval of the same committee)
and which will be printed an the program of the graduate recital. Work in 591, 592, is
to be in addition to that done in 501,502 (performance majors) or in 519-520, 569-570
(music education concentrators). Students may distribute their major applied study over
more than one year but in such cases will be subject to the current fee for applied music
for each one-half hour lesson after the first year of study has been completed.
*599. Master's T"esis. (1-3 "rs. per sem.) Blankenship, Keller, Miller, Rhoads
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
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MUSIC EDUCATION
CURRICULUM

See pp. 172, 201.
293. Primary School Mosic. (2) Batcheller, Stephenson
The musical needs of children of pre-school age, in kindergarten and grades 1, 2, and 3.
Inclodes the rate song, singing games, rhythm band, and music reading techniques. Children of this age level will be observed in the public schools.
294. Intermediate School Music. (2) Batcheller, Stephenson
The musical needs of children in grades 4, 5, and 6, including harmonic activity, creative
experience, and instrumental techniques. Children of this age level will be observed in the
public schools. Prerequisite: 293.
*429. Workshop. (1-4)
Carries graduate credit when specifically approved by the Gradoate Committee. For
degree restrictions see p. 163 of this catalog or consult the Graduate School Bulletin.

*440. Investigations in Mosic Education. (3) Batcheller, Stephenson
Philosophy of music education in a self-contained classroom. Advanced study of the child
voice. Creative activity and public performance. Guided research in current materials and
publications. Prerequisites: 293, 294.
*445. Junior High Music. (2) Batcheller, Stephenson
The musical needs of the iuniar high school student, the position of music in the curricula,
and methods and materials for the various music activities. Observation of junior high
school music classes will be reqUired.
*446. Senior High Music. (2) Batcheller, Stephenson
The musical needs of senior high school students: methods and materials for specialized
activities (e.g. band, chorus) and general activities (e.g. appreciation and assembly singing); administration and public relations. Observation of senior high school music classes
will be reqUired.
*459. Advanced Elementary Music Education. (3) Batcheller, Stephenson
The teaching af music in the elementary c1assroam: the development of techniques in the
teaching of melodic and harmonic music reading; advanced investigations in the use of
instrumental and vocal materials; guided research in the current audio-visual aids and the
evaluation of music ensemble participation. Prerequisite: permissian of instructor.
*550. Philosophy of Music Education. (3) Batcheller, Stephenson
Philosophical foundations and principles of music education and their application to practices in school. Prerequisites: 293, 294, 445 or 446.
*551-552. Problems in Music Education. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Blankenship
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per semester) Batcheller, Blankenship, Stephenson
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total cred;t requirements.

NAVAL SCIENCE
Captain T. F. Schneider, USN (Chairman), Professor; Major R. E. Haebel, USMC,
Assistant Professor; Lieutenant Commander N. L. Jeter, USN, Assistant Professor; Lieutenant R. W. Fugate, USNR, Assistant Professor; and Staff.
CURRICULUM

See p. 225.
101.. [lll] Naval Orientation. (3)
An introduction to basic customs, traditions of the U. S. Navy; organization for natianal
defense; iunior officer responsibilities, components of modern Navy; U. S. Naval ships and
aircraft; seamanship.

102. [122J Evolution of Sea Power. (3)
The roles of navies of the world in shaping world affairs socially, politically, and economically with emphasis on naval strategy and tactics.
201. [211 J Naval Weapons. (3)
The principles of modern weapons systems, including materials and processes, fluid theory,
energetics, mechanics, optics, electronics, physics of underwater sound, and atomic theory,
stressing the application of these principles in weapons systems. (Confidential security clearance required.)
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301. [311] Navigation. (3)
The theory and application of terrestrial and celestial navigation to enable prospective
officers to became proficient naval navigators aboard ships and aircraft.
302. [322] Naval Operations. (3)
To provide the stLldent with a basic understanding of relative motion, tactical communications and instructions, Rules of the Nautical Road, fleet communications, operational importance of weather and an introduction to electronic countermeasures.
333. Evolution of the Art of War, Part I. (3)
A survey of the evolution of warfare from the earliest recorded times to 1865.
334. Evolution of the Art of War, Part II; Modern Basic Strategy and Tactics. (3)
Continuation of the evolution of warfare from 1865 including a consideration of U. S. military and foreig n policy and the theoretical principles behind modern strategy and tactics.
401. [411] Naval Engineering. (3)
Naval engineering plants, machinery and systems, including nuclear propulsion, to provide
a basic understanding necessary for all naval officers.
402. [422] Principles and Problems of Leadership. (3)
A study of effective naval leadership based upon three precepts-personal example, good
management practices, and moral responsibility.
444. Amphibious War/ore, Part I. (3)
A survey of the development of amphibious warfare doctrine from Gallipoli to the Korean
War.
445. Amphibious War/ore, Part II; Leadership and Military Justice. (3)
Continuation of 151 M. Provides basic indoctrination in the principles of the Uniform Code
of Military Justice, military leadership and Marine Corps administration.

NUCLEAR ENGI NEERING
See Engineering, Nuclear

NURSING
Professor V. P. Crenshaw (Dean); Associate Professors E. D. Flynn, K. J. Grismer;
Clinical Associate Professor C. E. Madore; Assistant Professors J. Baca, H-M
Klar, P. F. Weins; Clinical Assistant Professor E. Tuttle; Instructors L. Amos,
D. Carter, E. Cleary, N. B. Nunez, E. Rosenblum, A. M. Voda; Part-time Instructor A. J ue.
CURRICULUM

See p. 212.
251 L·252L. Family Nursing. (3, 3)
Study of bosic concepts and beginning skills in nursing. Focus on families ond their heolth.
Examinotion of nursing role, fomily dynamics, human growth and development, interpersonal relationships, and definitions of illness. Learning skills in problem-solving-observation, collection and analysis of data, and inference systems. Prerequisites, Sociology 101,
Biology 102L, Chemistry 102L; corequisites, Pharmacology 276, 278L. 2 lectures, 3 hrs.
lab.
303L. [304L] Medical-Surgical Nursing. (IO)
Application of scientific principles in the nursing care of patients with medical and
surgical conditions; physiological, emotional, cultural components; preventive and theropeutic nursing co re including operative surgery; clinical practice in hospital and outpatient deportment. Prerequisites, completion of lower-division courses required in the
nursing program, scholastic index of 2.0, enrollment in and junior standing in the College
of Nursing. 4 lectures, 18 hrs. lob.
323L. [305L] Maternal-Child Nursing. (IO)
Family-centered approach in the nursing care of mothers in all phases of the maternity
cycle, and children through all periods of growth and development; emphasis on maintenance of health, prevention of illness, and therapeutic nursing care; clinical practice
in hospital including lobar and delivery rooms, nursery, pediatric unit, out-patient department, and other community agencies. Prerequisites: completion of lower-division
courses required in the nursing program, scholastic index of 2.0, enrollment in and junior
standing in the College of Nursing. 4 lectures, 18 hrs. lab.
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451 L. [404l] Psychiatric Nursing.

(6)

Principles and practice of nursing care of patients with psychiatric disorders; interpersonal. physiological. emotional, cultural factors. Prevention and treatment of mental illness;
leorning experiences in hospitol ond community agencies. Prerequisites: senior standing,
Psychology 308. 3 lectures, 9 hrs. lab. (limited enrollment, special assignment by Dean,
College of Nursing.)

452L. [404L] Public Health Nursing.

(9)
Principles and practice of nursing in community programs for promotion of health, prevention and control of disease and disability, rehabilitative and supportive functions;
epidemiological, cultural, socio-economic, educational factors influencing community organization for health, nurse-family group relationships in nursing care and health education; experience in homes, group service, health department, schools, and other community agencies. Prerequisite: senior standing. 4 lectures, 15 hrs. lab. (limited enrollment, special assignment by Dean, College of Nursing.)

463L. [405L] Problems in Clinical Nursing.

(9)
Synthesis of knowledge from natural and behavioral sciences and study of interdis·
ciplinary approaches in the care of patients with various conditions; preventive and rehabilitotive aspects of care; analysis of nursing problems, and leadership of the nursing
team. Prerequisites: 303l, 3231. 4 lectures, 15 hrs. lab. (limited enrollment, special assignment by Dean, College of Nursing.)

482. Issues in Nursing.

(2)
Issues and trends in the evolution of nursing and contemporary developments. Prerequisite:
senior standing.

497. Special Studies in Nursing. (1·3)
Prerequisite: senior standing and permission of the instructor.
498. Independent Study. (3)
limited to students in Departmental Honors.
499. Senior Thesis. (3)
limited to students in Departmental Honors.

PALEOECOLOGY
Committee in Charge: Professors F. C. Hibben (Anthropology), S. A. Northrop
(Geology), L. D. Potter (Biology), J. L. Riebsomer (Chemistry); Associate Professors R. Y. Anderson (Geology), Chairman; J. S. Findley (Biology).
Interdepartmental undergraduate and graduate minors in Paleoecology are
offered to majors in the Departments of Anthropology, Biology, Chemistry, and
Geology.
UNDERGRADUATE MINOR

The minor requires 30-36 hours in courses listed in the "Paleoecology Pool"
including Paleoecology 301 L. No more than 18 hours may be taken in anyone
department and courses in the major field may not be used for the minor. The
following courses have been approved (see appropriate departmental listings
for course descriptions and prerequisites).
Anthropology 266F, *303L, *307L
Biology lOlL, 102L, 271L, 272L, 288, *393L, *408, *410, *463L, *471L,
*484L, *487L, *489L
Chemistry lOlL, 102L or 122L, 253L, **301, **302, **303L, **304L, **311,
**312
** Graduate credit only if taken outside major department.

PALEOECOLOGY-PHARMACY

~3

Geology 101, 102, 105L, 106L, 120, 121L, 201L, **302L, **309L, **311L,
*421 L, *432L, *433L, *439L, *441 L
Mathematics 264, 265, *341, *342
GRADUATE MINOR

Requirements are listed in the Graduate School Bulletin.
301L. Concepts in Paleoecology. (2) Anderson, Findley
The basic concepts and principles of environmental reconstruction. limitations and applications of research tools. 1 lecture, 3 hrs. lob. (Offered in alternate years.)
451-452. Problems in Paleoecology.
*551-552. Problems in Paleoecology.

(2,2)
(2-3 hrs. eoch semester)

PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY
PHARMACOGNOSY
PHARMACOLOGY
See Pharmacy.

PHARMACY
Professors E. L. Catoline (Dean), G. L. Baker; Associate Professors W. C. Fiedler,
K. H. Stahl; Instructor G. G. Ferguson.
CURRICULUM

See p. 217.
231-232. Orientation I, II. (1, 1) Cataline
A survey of the profession of pharmacy.
341L. Introductary Pharmacy. (5) Fiedler
Fundamental principles and processes of pharmacy, including metrology and pharmaceutical calculations. Prerequisites: Chemistry 302, 304L; Biology 393L (or concurrent enrollment); Physics 112, 114L. 2 lectures, 2 recitations, 3 hrs. lab.
420. Pharmaceutical Law. (3) Cataline
Laws and regulatians relating to the practice of pharmacy. PrereqUisite: faurth-year
standing.
421. Pharmacy Management. (2) Cataline
Principles af management of retail pharmacies. PrereqUisites: Business Adm. 105, Economics
200, fourth-yea r standing.
434. History of Pharmacy. (2) Fiedler
The historical development of pharmacy with emphasis on its history in North America.
Prerequisite: fifth-year standing.
443L-444L. Operative Pharmacy I, II. (5, 5) Fiedler
A survey of the preparations of pharmacy; the applications of physical principles to compounding and the manufacture of preparations; technology of pharmacy. Prerequisites:
Pharmacy 341L; Chemistry 253L (or concurrent enrollment), 302, 304L; Physics 112, 114L;
Pharmacognosy 372L; Pharmaceutical Chemistry 361. 3 lectures, 6 hrs. lab. each semester.
447L. Dispensing Pharmacy I. (5) Baker
Dispensing pharmacy is broadly defined as the translation of the sciences underlying
pharmacy into tile art of pharmacy. More specifically it is the application of the scientific
and practical knowledge upon which the practice of pharmacy is based to the extemporaneous campaunding of drugs and medicines and making these available under proper
control. PrereqUisite: fifth-year standing. 3 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.
448L. Dispensing Pharmacy II. (5) Baker
A continuatian of 447L. The compounding and dispensing of prescriptions including incompatibilities. 3 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.

----

** Graduate credit only if taken outside maior department.
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493. Inspection Trip. (0)
Required for groduation. Annual inspection tour to leading pharmaceutical manufacturing
plants in various sections of the country. Approximotely one week is spent on this tour.
Prerequisite: flfth-year standing.

497·498. Problems in Pharmacy. (1·3 hrs. each semester)
Experimental and library problems in some phases of pharmacy. Prerequisites: permission
of instructor and of the Dean.

PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY
361. Inorganic 'Pharmaceutical Chemistry. (2) Baker
The chemicol and pharmaceutical properties of the official and non-official inorganic
substances used in medicine or in the preparation of medicinal substances. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 102L.
463L. Organic Pharmaceutical Chemistry I. (5) Stahl
A study, from the chemical viewpoint, of organic substances used in pharmacy and medi·
cine. The laboratory includes work in the synthesis of organic medicinals as well as qualitative and quantitative analytical operations. Prerequisite: fifth-year standing. 3 lectures,
6 hrs. lab.
464L. Organic Pharmaceutical Chemistry II. (4) Stahl
A continuation of 463L. 2 lectures, 6 hrs. lab.

497-498. Problems in Pharmaceutical Chemistry. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Stahl
Experimental and library problems in some phases of pharmaceutical chemistry. Prerequisite: permission of instructor and of the Dean.

PHARMACOGNOSY
372L. Generol Pharmacognosy. (4) Stahl
Drugs of plant and animal origin. Prerequisites: Chemistry 302, 304l; Biology 102L. 3 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
497·498. Pharmacognosy Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester) Stahl
Experimental and library problems in some phases of pharmacognosy. Prerequisite: permission of instructor and of the Dean.

PHARMACOLOGY
276. Principles of Pharmacology. (3) Ferguson
The actions of drugs on living tissue and the basis upon which drugs are classified for their
therapeutic usefulness. Includes the subdivisions of pharmacology: pharmocodynamics,
posology, toxicology, and pharmacy. Prerequisites: Mathematics 010 or eligibility for
Mathematics 160 or 162 on bosis of ACT score; Biology 136, 139L, 133L; Chemistry
142L. (Open only to students in the College of Nursing and in the Dental Hygiene
Program.)
278L. Principles of Pharmacology Laboratory. (1) Fergusan
Instruction and practice in pharmaceutical calculations. The actions of drugs in important
pharmacolagical classes upon living animals will be demanstrated. Pre- or corequisite:
Pharmacology 276. (Open only to students in the College of Nursing and in the Dental
Hygiene Program.) 3 hrs. lab.
*475L. Pharmacology I. (4) Ferguson
A study af the effects produced by drugs and the mechanisms whereby these effects are
produced. Includes the subdivisions of pharmacology, materia medica, therapeutics, posology, toxicology, and biometrics. The actions of the more important drugs are demonstrated
upon living animals. Prerequisites: Chemistry 323, 324L; Biology 430L. 3 lectures, 3 hrs.
lab.
*476L. Pharmacology II. (5) Ferguson
A continuation of 475L. 4 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
477. Pharmacology III. (3) Ferguson
Agents used locally or systemically for the prevention or treatment of microbial and
parasitic infections; immunological products, antibacterial, antiviral, antiprotozool, and
antifungal drugs, as well as those used in helminth diseases. Prerequisites: Biology 393L;
Chemistry 323, 324L.
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497-498. Pharmacology Problems. (1·3 hrs. each semester)
Experimental and library problems in some phases of pharmacalogy. Prerequisites: permission of instructor and of the Dean.

PHILOSOPHY
Professors P. F. Schmidt (Chairman), H. G. Alexander, A. J. Bahm; Associate
Professor M. G. Evans; Assistant Professor P. Sanborn; Lecturer B. O'Neil;
Part-time Visiting Lecturer H. J. Sherman.
MAJOR STUDY

Philosophy 145 or 255; 201; 256 or 356; 301-302; 308, and 12 additional
hours of courses num bered above 300.
MINOR STUDY

Philosophy 145, 255, 256, or 356; 201 or 308; 301-302, and 6 additional
hours.
101-102. Humanities. (3,3) Alexander, Bahm
Perspectives of world cultures with particular reference to their religious, intellectual,
ethical, and artistic developments.
145. Thought and Expression. (3) Alexander
The processes of communicating, symbolizing, thinking abstroctly, imagining, generolizing,
defining, ond inferring.
153. Problems in Religion and Ethics. (3) Schmidt
Comparison and analysis of various religious and moral beliefs with emphasis on discussion of specific contemporary problems.
201. Introduction to Philosophy. (3) Bahm, Evons, Sanborn, Schmidt
Main philosophical problems and maior types of solutions.
255. Inductive Logic and Scientific Method. (3) Evans
The nature of empirical evidence, principles of induction, probability, and the problem of
truth.
256. Introduction to Formal Logic. (3) Alexander, Evans
Traditianal forms of deductive argument with an introduction to the more elementary
symbolism of propositional forms.
263-264. Comparotive Religions. (3, 3) Bohm
Introduction to the world's religions. 263: Meaning of religion, and Eastern religions; 264:
Western religions with emphasis upon the Judeo-Christian trodition.
*301-302. History af Western Philosophy. (3, 3) Alexander, Evans, Sanborn, Shermon
301: Ancient and medieval philosophy; 302: Renaissance and modern philosophy.
*307. Aesthetics. (3) Alexander, Shermon
An introduction to the philosophy of art and beauty.
*308. Ethical Theory. (3) Bahm
Philosophical study of the principles of morality.
*323. Hispanic Thought. (3) Alexander
Maior philosophies and philosophers in Spain and Hispanic America.
*332. American Philosophy. (3) Bohm, Evans, Schmidt
The development of philosophical ideas in America.
*355. Philosophy of Science. (3) Evans
Critical examination of the methods and concepts of science as exemplified in mathematics,
physics, biology, psychology, and the sociol disciplines.
*356. Symbolic Logic. (3) Evans
Structures of thought and their analysis with respect to validity, as solved through modern
techniques of symbolic notation.
*361. Political Theory from Plato to Locke. (3)
(Some as Government 361.)
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*362. Politico I Theory from the Enlightenment to Today. (3)
(Same as Gavernment 362.)
*365. Philosophy of Religion. (3) Bahm
Critical examinatian al thearies 01 the nature 01 religiaus experience, including religious
knowledge, values and realities. Prerequisite: 3 hours 01 philosophy or permission 01
instructor.
*385. Oriental Philosophy. (3) Bahm
Introduction to maior philosophical concepts and movements in Orientol cultures.
*391. Philosophy of Languoge. (3) Alexander
Philosophies 01 meaning with speciol attention to the relations between language and
thought. Prerequisite: 3 hours 01 philosophy or permissian 01 instructor.
*429. Aesthetics Institute Workshop. (1) SS Alexander, Staff
A one-week session in Taos, New Mexico, at the Lawrence Ranch ond Harwood Foundation,
leaturing lectures in general aesthetics, discussions, and gallery tolks by Taos artists.
Carries graduate credit when specifically approved by the Graduate Committee. May
be repeated to a maximum of 3 hrs.
*471. Plato. (3) Alexonder, Evans, Sherman
Selected readings in the philosophy 01 Plato. Prerequisite: 3 hours 01 philosophy or permission 01 instructor.
*474. British Empiricism. (3) Alexander, Evans
British philosophy with special emphasis on the works 01 Locke, Berkeley, and Hume. Prerequisite: 3 hours 01 philosophy or permission 01 instructor.
*476. Contemporary Philosophy. (3) Alexander, Bahm, Evans, Schmidt, Sherman
Current philosophical movements: Analysis, Existentialism, Phenomenology, ond Post
World Wor II movements. Prerequisite: 3 hrs. 01 philosophy or permission of instructor.
*480. Philosophy and literature. (3) Alexonder, Tedlock
(Same as English-Philosophy 480.)
*485. Philosophical Foundations of Economic Theory. (3) Evans, Homilton
(Same as Economics-Philosophy 485.)
498. Reading and Research in Honors. (3)
Prerequisite: iunior-senior standing and permission 01 maior adviser. May be repeated lor
credit.
499. Senior Thesis. (3)
Prerequisite: 498.
*541. Seminar: Philosophical Movements. (3) Graduate Staff
*542. Seminar: Individual Philosophers. (3) Groduote Staff
*551-552. Problems.

(1·3 hrs. each semester)

Graduate Staff

*555. Seminar in Theory of Knowledge. (3) Bohm
Bosic categories 01 knowledge and existence. Prerequisite: 3 hours of philosophy or permission of instructor.

*556. Seminar in logical Theory. (3) Evans
Historical and criticol study 01 the principles and methods 01 logic. Prerequisite: 356 or
permission of instructor.

*599. Master's Thesis. (1·3 hrs. per semester) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

PHILOSOPHY-ECONOMICS
See Economics-Philosophy.

PHILOSOPHY-ENGLISH
See English-Philosophy.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
See Education, Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE
No major or minor study offered.
261·262. Introduction to Physical Science.
Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

(3,3)

Riebsomer

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Professors V. H. Regener (Chairman), J. R. Green, C. P. Leavitt, R. Thomas; Associate Professors J. G. Breiland, H. C. Bryant, C. Dean, J. L. Howarth; Assistant Professors D. S. King, A. G. D. Philip, D. E. Skabelund, D. B. Swinson.
MAJOR STUDY IN PHYSICS

Physics 260, 261,262, 263L, 264L, 267, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307L,
308L; Mathematics 264,265, 311, 312; Chemistry lOlL, 102L.
MINOR STUDY IN PHYSICS

Physics 260, 261, 262, 263L, 264L, 267, 301, 302, 303, 305; Mathematics
264,265, and 31l.
MAJOR STUDY IN ASTRONOMY AND PHYSICS

Physics 260,261,262, 263L, 264L, 267; Astronomy 270, 271, 272L or 321L;
Physics 301, 302, 303, 305; Astronomy, two of the courses 421, 422, 424; Chemistry 10 1L; Mathematics 264, 265, 311.
MINOR STUDY IN ASTRONOMY AND PHYSICS

Physics 260,261,262, 267; Astronomy 270, 271, 272L or 321L; Physics 302;
Mathematics 264, 265, and 311.
GRADUATE STUDY

Prerequisite for all courses numbered 500 and above: an undergraduate
major in Physics equ iva lent to that outlined above.
PHYSICS
102. Introduction to Physics. (3) Skobelund
A non-technica I course, including demonstrotions.
103. Meteorology. (3) Breilond
Introduction to the physics of the otmosphere. Weother onolysis ond forecosting.
111. General Physics. (3) Breilond, King
Mechanics, sound, heat. The sequence 111, 112, 113L, 114L is required of premedical,
predental, and preaptometry students, also of NROTC students in A. & S. and af Pharmacy
students. Prerequisites: Mathematics 160 ar 162.
112. General Physics. (3) Breiland, Hawarth, Swinson
Electricity and magnetism, optics. Prerequisite: 111.
113L. General Physics Laboratory. (1)
Mechanics, sound, heat. Pre- or corequisite: 111. 3 hrs. lab.
114L. General Physics laboratory. (I)
Electricity, magnetism, optics. Pre- or corequisite: 112. 3 hrs. lab.
260. General Physics. (3) Breiland, Dean, Green, Regener
Mechanics, sound. The sequence Physics 260, 261, 262, 263L, 264L is required of students
planning to mojor in certain sciences and in engineering. Pre· or corequisite: Mathematics
161 or 163.
261. General Physics. (3) Breiland, Dean, Green, Howarth, King, Regener
Heat, electricity, magnetism. Prerequisite: 260; pre· or corequisite: Mathematics 264.
262. General Physics. (3) Bryant, Dean, Green, Regener, Swinson
Optics, modern physics. Prerequisite: 261; pre- or corequisite: Mathematics 265.
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263l. General Physics labaratary. (1)
Mechanics, sound, heat. Pre- or corequisite: 261.3 hrs. lab.
264l. General Physics laboratory. (1)
Electricity, magnetism, optics. Pre- or corequisite: 262. 3 hrs. lab.
267. General Physics. (3)
A fourth semester of general physics for science majors. Prerequisite: 262.
**301. Heat and Thermodynamics. (3) Bryant, Dean, Green, Howarth, Thomas
Kinetic theory; specific heats; conduction, convection, radiation; change of state; classical
thermodynamics. Pre- or corequisite: Mathematics 311. (Semester I)
**302. Physical Optics. (3) Bryant, Dean, Green, Howorth, Leavitt, Thomas
Wave theory of light; Fresnel and Frounhofer diffraction; polarization; dispersion, absorption and scattering; black-body radiation. Pre- or corequisite: Mathematics 311. (Semester
II).
**303-304. Analytical Mechanics. (3, 3) Bryant, Dean, Green, Leavitt, Thomas
Statics and dynamics of particles and rigid bodies; introduction to Lagrange's method;
Pre- or corequisites: Mathematics 311, 312.
**305-306. Electricity and Magnetism. (3, 3) Dean, Green, Howarth, Regener, Skabelund,
Thomas
Electrostatic and electro-magnetic field theory. Direct and alternating current circuit
theory. Pre- or corequisites: Mathematics 311, 312.
**3071-308l. Junior Laboratory (2,2)
Heat, electricity, electronics, optics, 1 lecture, 3 hrs. lab. each semester.
**330. Atomic and Nuclear Physics. (3) Bryant, Dean, Green, Leavitt, Skabelund, Swinson,
Thomas
Special relativity, quantum effects, atomic structure, X-rays, nuclear structure and nuclear
reactions, instruments of modern physics. Prerequisite: 262 or equivalent. (Semester I
and SS).
**351. Introduction to Atomic and Nuclear Physics. (3) SS
Elementary particles, electro-magnetic radiation, structure of the atom, radioactivity, nuclear reactions. Prerequisite: one year of college physics. (Offered in the summer session
primarily for secondary-school teachers.)
*400. Seminar.

(l hr. each semester)

Graduate Staff

*430. Physics of Matter. (3) Dean, Green, Leavitt
An introduction to experiment and theory in the structure of matter: physical properties
and mechanics of fluids, binding in solids, mechanical and thermal properties of solids,
electrical and magnetic properties of matter, semi-conductors, plasmas. Prerequisite: 330
or equivalent.
*440. Atmospheric Physics. (3) Breiland, Regener
Distribution of gases in the atmosphere; the ozone problem; distribution and variation of
temperature; the ionosphere; aurora and the light from the night sky; atmospheric electricity. Pre- or corequisite: Mathematics 311. (Offered occasionally.)
*461-462. Experimental Research Methods.
Philip, Regener
Advanced laboratory work.
*463-464. Experimental Research Methods.
Philip, Regener
Advanced laboratory work.

(1, 1)

Bryant, Dean, Green, Howarth, Leavitt,

(2, 2)

Bryant, Dean, Green, Howarth, Leavitt,

*466. Methods of Theoretical Physics. (3) Dean, Thomas
Problems of diffusion, heat conduction, wave motion, and potential theory. (Semester II)
*491-492. Contemporary Physics. (3,3) Bryant, Dean, Green, Leavitt, Regener, Skabelund
Theory of special relativity, introduction to quantum mechanics; atomic and nuclear physics,
cosmic rays.

*493l-494l. Contemporary Physics laboratory. (2, 2)'
Spectrographic methods; lasers; atomic structure; natural and artifiicial radioactivity;
cosmic rays. 6 hrs. lab. each semester.
*500. Advanced Seminar.

(l-3 hrs. each semester)

Graduate Staff

** Available for graduate credit except for graduate majors in Physics.
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*503. Classical Mechanics. (3) Green, Thomos
Lagrangean dynamics; theory of oscillotions; Hamiltonion theory. (Usually offered in
alternate years.)
*505. Statistical Mechanics and Thermodynamics. (3) Thomas
Classical and quantum statistics with opplications to molecules and elementary particles.
(Usually oAered in olternate years.)
*511. Electrodynamics. (3) Green, Thomas
Maxwellian theory of fields; electromagnetic radiation. (Semester 1. 1966-67 and alternate years.)
*512. Advanced Electrodynamics. (3) Green, Thomas
Covariant form af field equations; classical theory of electrons. Prerequisite: 511. (Offered
occasiona Ily.)
*521. Quantum Mechanics. (3) Green, Leavitt, Thomas
Uncertainty relotions; potential wells and barriers; hydrogen atom, matrix mechanics;.
pertubotion theory. (Semester 11.)
*522. Advanced Quantum Mechanics. (3) Thomas
Relotivistic wave equation; quantization of the radiation field; selected topics in corpuscular interactions. Prerequisite: 521. (Usually offered in alternate years.)
*523. Topics of Quantum Field Theory. (3) Thomas
Boson and Fermion fields, covariant commutation laws, the S-matrix and Feynman graphs.
Prerequisite: 522. (Offered occasionally.)
* 530. Solid State Physics. (3) Dean
Structure ond properties of crystal lattices; insulators and electronic conductors; semi·
conductors. Prerequisite: 521. (Offered occosionally.)
*534. Topics of Biophysics. (3) Howarth
Biologicol and medical applications of physical principles and methods. Biological eAects
of rodiation; radiation dosimetry.
*537. Space Physics. (3) Leavitt
Particles and fields in space: plosmos and magnetic fields; tropped radiation; solar effects;
acceleration mechanisms; origins and composition of galactic rodiation; experimental techniques.
*541. Theoretical Nuclear Physics. (3) Green, Leovitt, Thomos
Properties of nuclei, nuclear models, scattering, rodio-activity, nuclear reactions, fission,
neutron physics. Prerequisite: 521. (Usually offered in alternate years.)
*542. High-Energy Physics. (3) Leovitt, Thomos
Fundomental po rticles and their interactions; production and properties of strange particles; conservation laws and symmetry. Prerequisite: 521. (Usually offered in alternate
yeors.)
*551-552. Problems. (2-4 hrs. each semester) Bryont, Dean, Green, Howorth, Leovitt, Philip,
Regener, Thomos
* 566. Advanced Methods of Theoretical Physics. (3) Thomas
(Offered occasionally.)
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-6 hrs. per semester) Groduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*650. Research. (6·12) Breiland, Bryant, Dean, Green, Howarth, Leavitt, Philip, Regener,
Thomas
*699. Dissertation. (3·6 hrs. per semester) Breilond, Bryant, Dean, Green, Howarth, Leavitt,
Philip, Regener, Thomas
See the Groduate School Bulletin for totol credit requirements.

ASTRONOMY
101. Introduction to Astronomy (3) Philip
A non-technico I course, including observations with the telescope.
270-271. General Astronomy. (3, 3) King, Philip
Prerequisite: Physics 260.
272L. Practical Astronomy. (3) Philip
Principles ond opplications of spherical ostronomy; methods of observation. Prerequisite:
Astronomy 270. 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lab.
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**321 L. Observational Techniques. (3) Philip
(Semester II) 2 lectures, 3 hrs. lob.
*421. Introduction to Astrophysics.

(3)

Philip

Distances, motions, masses, luminosities, colors, and spectra of stars. Binary stars, inter-

stellar material, stellar photometry, and evolution of stars.
*422. Solar System. (3) King, Philip
Configuration of the planets and their satellites, planetary surfaces and atmospheres,
the interplanetary medium, solar-terrestrial effects. (Semester II)
*424. Stellar Structure. (3) King
Chemical composition, temperature, energy sources of the stars. Prerequisites: Physics 267,
Astronomy 271. (Semester II)

PSYCHOLOGY
Professors F, A. Logan (Chairman), R. D. Norman; Associate Professors D. T.
Benedetti, H. C. Ellis, J. M. Rhodes, S. Rosenblum; Assistant Professors D. W.
Bessemer, D. P. Ferraro, K. P. Koenig, B. Zippel.
The student wanting a complete introduction to Psychology should take
both 10 1 and 102 with their associated laboratories, 103L and 104L. These
courses are strongly recommended for all students and are required for maior
and minor programs and for most upper-level courses. However, credit can be
obtained for 101 and/or 102 separately. Normally, students should take at
least one 200-level course before registering for more advanced courses.
MAJOR STUDY

The Psychology major is encouraged to broaden his training in related
fields, especially Biology, Mathematics, and the Social Sciences. Toward this
end, up to 8 hours credit toward the major requirements (if not used toward
the minor requirement) may be counted from the following courses: Biology
271 L, 286L, 323, 324L; Mathematics 121, 122, 241, 242, 341, 342; Anthropology
354, 308; Economics 300, 306, 307; Sociology 331, 471; and others iustified
by the student and approved by his adviser.
The Honors major requires 30 hours credit beyond General Psychology, including 280, 391, 392, 491, 492, and one laboratory course numbered above
300.
The standard major requires 26 hours credit beyond General Psychology,
including 280, 470 and one laboratory course numbered above 300.
The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred if the minor is in or distributed among Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics or Physics, Otherwise, the
Bachelor of Arts degree is conferred.
MINOR STUDY

12 hours beyond General Psychology.
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS

Superior sophomore students, especially those anticipating graduate study
in Psychology or interested in research training, are invited to apply for admission to the undergraduate Honors Program beginning in the junior year.
[NOTE: For convenience in advance planning of curricula, the coyrse number** Available for graduate credit except for graduate maiors in Physics.

PSYCHOLOGY
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ing system has the following code: course numbers ending in zero typically
offered during both semesters; odd course numbers (except those ending in 7)
offered first semester only; even course numbers (except those ending in zero)
offered second semester only; course numbers ending in 7 offered summer only.]
101. General Psychology I. (3) Logon
An introduction to the areas of learning, motivation, and comparative-physiological
psychology.
102. General Psychology II. (3) Norman
An introduction to the areas of testing, perception, and personality.social psychology.
103L. General Psychology I Laboratory. (1) Logan, Staff
Classroom proiects and demonstrations. 2 hrs. lab requiring weekly reports. Pre- or
corequisite: 101.
104L. General Psycholagy II Laboratory. (1) Norman, Staff
Classroom projects and demonstrations. 2 hrs. lab requiring weekly reports. Pre- ar
corequisite: 102.
107. Introductory Psyche>lagy. (3) SS
A general introductory course for special summer school students.
210. Educational Psychology. (3)
(Also offered as Education Foundations 310.) Introduction to the opplicotion of psychologi.
cal principles to the learning and teaching process. PrereqUisite: 101 or 102.
260. Psychology of Adjustment. (3) Rhodes
A study of adiustive processes, with emphasis upon motivation, frustration and conflict,
defensive behaviors, and psychological health. Prerequisites: 101,102.
262. [261 J Interpersonal Relations. (3) lippel
Structure ond processes invalved in relationships between individuals. Prerequisite: 102.
280. Psychological Stotistics. I. [Psychologicol StatisticsJ (3) Zippel
An introduction to inferential statistics: sompling theory, estimotion techniques, evaluation of experimental data. Prerequisite: Mathematics 010 or equivalent.
282. Psychological Research Techniques. (3)
An introduction to the methods of behavoriol research. Individual proiects. Prerequisites:
101, 102.
295. Physiological Psychology. (3) Rhodes
Survey of research on the biological bases of behavior. Prerequisite: 101.
*301. [302J Sociol Psychology. (3) lippel
The behavior of individuals os influenced by other humans. Prerequisite: 261.
*303L. [304LJ Social Psychology Laboratory. (2) lippel
Laborotory study of the role of sociol factors influencing psychologicol pro(esses. Prerequisite: 280; corequisite 302. 4 hrs. lob.
*305. Psychology of Personality. (3) Koenig
Theories, development, and meosurement of personality. Prerequisite: a 200-level course.
*308. Abnormal Psychology. (3) Koenig
An introduction to the ~eld of psychopathology. Prerequisite: a 200-level course.
*311. Developmental Psychology. (3) Rosenblum
The child from conception through adolescence with emphosis upon experimental analyses
of behavioral development. Prerequisites: 101, 102.
*312. Child Clinical Psychology. (3) Rosenblum
Theories and practices related to the problems of mentally subnormol, gifted, physically
disabled, and emotionally disturbed children and odolescents. Prerequisite: 311.
*313. Mental Subnormality. (3) Rosenblum
Biological ond psycho-cultural factors related to mental de~ciency and
Prerequisite: 312.
*321. Psychology of Learning. (3) Ellis
Methods, principles and theories of learning. Prerequisite: 101.
*322. Psychology of Perception. (3) Ellis
Methods, principles and theories of perception. Prerequisites: 101, 102.

retardation.
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*323L. Psychology of Learning Laboratory. (2) Ellis
Laboratory proiects. Prerequisite: 282; corequisite: 321. 4 hrs. lab.
*324L. Psychology of Perception Laboratory. (2) Ellis
Laboratory projects. Prerequisite: 282; corequisite: 322. 4 hrs. lab.
*331. Psychological Testing. (3) Norman
Problems related to mental measurement; review of various types of tests and their
practical applications. Prerequisites: 102, 280.
391-392. Junior Honors Seminar. (3, 3) Ferraro
Contemporary viewpoints and issues in historical perspective. Prerequisite: permission
of instructor.
*412. Advanced Educational Psychology. (3) Rosenblum
Emphasis on the research applicotions of psychology to educotion. Prerequisite: 210.
*417. Programmed Learning. (2) Ferraro, Ellis
Application of principles of learning necessary for the preparation and use of programmed instructional materials, with practice in frame-writing, construction and evaluation
of programs. Prerequisite: 321.
*422. [421] Motivation of Behavior. (3) Ferraro
Principles and theories of motivation. Prerequisite: 321.
*424L. [423l] Motivation Laboratory. (2) Ferraro
Laboratory projects. Prerequisite: 282; corequisite: 422. 4 hrs. lab.
*451. Industrial Psychology. (3)
Application of psychological principles to industrial needs. Prerequisite: 102.
*452. Engineering Psychology. (3)
Problems arising from man-machine relationships. Prerequisite: 102.
*470. History of Psychology. (3) Benedetti
Survey of the major developments and systems in the history of psychology. Not open
to Honors majors. Prerequisite: 101 or 102.
*473. Mathematical Psychology. (3) Bessemer
Survey of mathematical descriptions of behavior. Prerequisites: 101, 102,280.
*482. Psychological Statistics II. (3)
Multiple and partial correlation, multivariate analysis, factor analysis. Prerequisite: 280 or
equivalent.
491-492. Senior Honors Seminar. (3, 3) Ellis
Experimental methods and laboratory techniques. Senior thesis based on independent
research. Prerequisite: 392.
*493. Advanced Physiological Psychology. (3) Rhodes
Intensive examination of neurophysiological bases of behavior. Prerequisite: 295.
*494. Camparative Psychology. (3) Bessemer
Heredity, maturotion, leorning, and the higher mental processes as revealed in vorious
animals. Prerequisite: 101.
·'495L. Advanced Physiological Psychology laboratory. (2) Rhodes
loboratory projects. Prerequisite: 282; corequisite: 493. 4 hrs. lab.
*496L. Comparative Psychology laboratary. (2) Bessemer
Laboratory projects. Prerequisite: 282; corequisite: 494. 4 hrs. lab.
499-498. Undergraduate Problems. (1-3 hrs. each semester; maximum 6.)
*501. Advanced Social Psychology. (3) lippel
Prerequisite: 302.
*503. Theories of Personality. (3) Norman
Prerequisite: 308.
*505. Research Techniques in Experimental Psychology. (2) Ferraro
Shop techniques, elementary principles of electric circuits.
*511. Advanced Developmental Psychology. (3) Rosenblum
Critical survey of current research techniques and problems in the behovior of children
ond odolescents. Prerequisite: 311.
* 512. Theory in Educational Psychology. (3) logan
The relation of theories of learning to educational psychology. Prerequisite: 210 or
equivalent.
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*521. Psychological Statistics III. (3) Bessemer
Probobility theory, analysis of variance, nonparametric tests. Prerequisite, 280 or equivalent.
*522. Design of Experiments. (3) Bessemer
Examination of problems of design, control and evaluation of experiments. Prerequisite,
521.
*531. Introduction to Projective Techniques. (3) Norman
Prerequisite, 308.
*532L. Individual Mental Testing. (3) Norman
Practical loboratory study and discussion of Binet and Wechsler tests. Prerequisite, 331.
*551-552. Graduate Prablems. (2-3 hrs. each semesteL)
*558. Advanced Industrial Psychology. (3)
Prerequisites, 2BO, 451.
*568. Cognitive Processes. (3)
A study of thinking, concept formation, iudgment, and problem-solving.
*571. Theories of Learning. (3) Logan
Systematic examination of the major viewpoints. Prerequisite, 321.
*574. Experimental Analysis of Operant Behavior. (3) Ferraro
An advanced study of the experimental literature, methodology, and applications of freeoperant conditioning. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

*578. Human Learning. (3) 'Ellis
Critical analysis of selected topics in basic human learning processes.
*591. Animal Learning, Complex Processes. (3) Bessemer
Analysis of complex learning processes and problem solving in animals, with emphasis on
the primates.
*596. Seminar in Physiological Psychology. (3) Rhodes
Examination of cu rrent research and issues. Prerequisite, 496L.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per sem.) Graduate Stoff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.
*615-616. Experimental Psychotherapy I, II. (3,3) Koenig
Application of experimental methods and theories to clinical problems. Prerequisite, permission of instructor.

*699. Dissertation. (3-6 hrs. per sem.) Graduate Staff
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

RECREATION
See Education, Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.

RUSSIAN
See Modern and Classical Languages.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
See Education, Elementary and Secondary Departments, Secondary.

SOCIOLOGY
Associate Professors D. W. Varley (Chairman) N. L. S. Gonzalez; Assistant Professors J. L. Dyer, H. C. Meier, C. E. Woodhouse; and Staff.**
MAJOR STUDY

36 hours of course work, including 101, 331 or 431, 351 or 451, 341 or
445,371 and 481, and including two courses in Economics and/or Government
at the 200 level or above.
** New appointment to be made, effective September 1966.
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MINOR STUDY

18 hours in Sociology courses, of which 12 must be above 300, and including 101,351 or 451, 341 or 445.
DISTRIBUTED MINOR FOR SOCIOLOGY MAJORS

With the consent of the departmental chairman, a major may offer an
American Studies minor as well as a minor in a single department. For requirements, see American Studies.
101. Introduction to Sociology. (3) Dyer, Meier, Varley, woodhouse
Basic course; prerequisite to most other courses in the department.
211. Social Problems. (3) Varley
Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
221. The Fields of Social Work. (3) Waodhouse
History and philosophy of social work; an introduction to case work, group work, com·
munity organization, and organized sociol action; professional status of the social
worker; analysis of social needs from selected life histories. Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
225. Structure and Functions of the Family.
Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.

(3)

Gonzalez, Meier, Woodhouse

301·302. Interdepartmental Studies in the Culture of the U.S. (3, 3)
(Same as American Studies 301-302.) May be taken for departmental credit only with
the consent of the Chairman.
*31 I. Social Problems of New Mexico.

(3)

*312. Juvenile Delinquency. (2-3)
Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*313. Criminology. (3)
Cdme as a social phenomenon. Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*314. Probation and Parole. (2)
Treatment of delinquents and criminals with a moior obiective of rehabilitation; accumulated experience and studies of results; community interests and responsibilities involved;
predictions of success of treatment. Prerequisite: 312 or 313.
*316. Race and Cultural Relations. (3)
Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.

Gonzalez

*33 I. Collective Behavior. (3)
Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*341. Sociology of Industrial Relations. (3) Dyer
The influence of progressive industrialization on traditianal institutional arrongements.
Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*351. The Urban Community. (3) Varley
The form and development of the urban community with respect ta demographic structure, spatial and temporal patterns, and functional organization. Metropolitan emergence
and City-hinterland relations. Prerequisite: 101 Or equivalent.
*361. Social Implications of Technological Change. (3) Gonzolez
The impact af technologicol change on societal institutions with special attention to
underdeveloped areas. Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*365. Urbanization in Latin America. (3) Gonzalez
Analyzes the processes related to urbanization in Latin America, comparing them with
developments following industrialization and rural-to-urban migrations elsewhere. Emphasis on social and cultural changes accompanying rural·to-urban migration. Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*371. History of Social Thought. (3)
Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.

Woodhouse

*431. Society and Personality Development. (3)
The interaction of personality, the social structure and ideologies; the integration of
contributions from various behavior sciences. Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
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*435. Small Group Analysis. (3) Meier
Behovioral dynamics and emergent structures in small groups and interpersonal networks;
the interplay of informol ond institutionolized pollerns of sociol relationships. Prerequisite:
101 or equivolent.
*441. Industry and Society. (3) Dyer
Prerequisite: 101 or equivolent.
*445. Occupations and Professions. (3) Woodhouse
A comparisan af occupational subcultures; the pallerns of interaction and the social
norms which characterize relations among colleagues, and their relations with the people
being served; recruitment and mobility within occupations; the process of professionalization. Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*451. Population Problems. (3) Varley
Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*461. Social Change. (3) Woodhouse
The conditions and processes related to the formation of new social structures and the
emergence af new social norms as exemplified by political revolutions, reform movements, and cultural diffusion. Theories of social change will be critically analyzed. Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*471. Contemporory Sociological Theory. (3) Woodhouse
Analysis and comparison of maior contributions to sociological theory since 1900, considering their continuity with older theoretical positions and application in contemporary
research. Prerequisite: 101 or equivalent.
*481. Research Methods in Sociology.
Prerequisite: 101 Or equivalent.

(3)

Meier, Varley

490. Directed Study. (1-3 hrs. up to maximum of 6) Dyer, Gonzalez, Meier, Varley,
Woodhouse
Restricted to students with substantial background in Sociology. Permission of Chairman
required.
*500. Seminar: Social Organization. (3) Gonzalez
'501. Interdepartmental Seminar in the Culture of the United States.
(Same as American Studies 501.)
*502. Seminar: Social Processes.
*503. Seminar: Social Control.
*504. Seminar: Human Ecology.

(3)
(3)
(3)

(3)

Graduate Staff

Meier
Woodhouse
Varley

'505. Seminar: Theory af Complex Organizations. (3) Dyer
*551-552. Problems. (2-3 hrs. each semester) Dyer, Gonzalez, Meier, Varley, Woodhouse
*584. Interdisciplinary Seminar on Problems of Modernization in Latin America.
Lieuwen, Schwerin
(Same as History 584.)

(3)

Liepe,

*599. Masler's Thesis. (1·3 hrs. per sem.) Dyer, Gonzalez, Meier, Varley, Woodhouse
See the Graduate School 8ulletin for lolal credil requiremenls.

SPANISH
See Modern and Classical Languages.

SPECIAL EDUCATION
See Education, Special Education.

SPEECH
Professors W. C. Eubank (Chairman), F. M. Chreist; Associate Professors E. W.
Bundy, C. B. Owens; Assistant Professors D. S. Butt, R. C. Dick, R. L. Halle;
Assistant Professor (Part-time) T. W. Norris; Instructors J. D. Cloward, G. R.
Gray, R. L. Heath.
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MAJOR STUDY

36 hours in Speech including 101 and 102 (or equivalent), 251, 260, 280,
354 or 403, 303, 470, 495 or 496, and 498.
SPEECH MAJOR WITH EMPHASIS IN TELEVISION-RADIO.
42 hours completed in the
Departments of Speech and Dramatic Art. Required Speech coul·ses: 101, 102,
251, 260, 265, 280, 303, 470, 480, 495 or 496 or 498, and 3 hours selected
from 465 and 466. Required Dramatic Art courses: 351 and 6 hours selected
from 305, 306, and 352.
SPEECH MAJOR WITH EMPHASIS IN SPEECH CORRECTION. 39 hours in the Department of Speech: 101, 102,280,285,403 or 354, 303, 321,330,430,435, and
9 hours (3 hours upper-division) selected from areas other than Speech Pathology and Audiology.
MINOR STUDY

21 hours completed in the Department of Speech, including 101, 102, 260,
280 and 470.
Students in the College of Arts and Sciences may minor in Dramatic Art. For
course requirements, see p. 255.
101-102. Fundamentals of Speech. (3,3) Staff
The preparatian and delivery af ariginal and practical extempare speeches, including a
study af rhetarical principles, audience psychology, methods of presentation, and the
basic principles of the physiology of speech and voice.
103. Speech Improvement. (3) Butt, Chreist
Articulation, voice and language problems in formal and informal speech situations. 2
lectures, 2 hrs. lao.
105. Speech for Foreign Language Students. (3) Butt, Chreist
Designed for the student who speaks English with a foreign accent or who lacks English
speech patterns and rhythms. Considerable work will be given in International Phonetics.
2 lectures, 2 hrs. lab.
250. Parliamentary Procedure. (1) Eubank, Halle, Owens
Study and practice of the rules governing the proceedings of groups and deliberating
assemblies.
251. Introduction to Radio and Television. (3) Bundy
Origin and development of broadcasting; nature, functions, obligations, and responsibilities of radio and television in modern society; observotion of studio operations and
techniques. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
255. Public Speaking. (3)
Critical analysis of significant public speeches. Emphasis on audience analysis and adaptation, organization and delivery. Speech majors and minors should take 101 and 102, and
not 255. Credit will not be allowed for both 101 and 255. Students haVing completed
255 may take 305.
260. Oral Interpretation. (3) Eubank
Voice training with emphasis upon the developing of voice and body in oral communicatian; aral reading of paetry and prase excerpts. Prerequisite: 101 or 255.
265. Production Procedures in Rodio and Television. (3) Bundy
Theory, methods, tools, and techniques af basic television-radio production. Prerequisite:
251 ar permission of instructor.
277. Discussion and Leadership Training. (3) Dick, Eubank, Halle, Owens
Theory and practice of elements of discussion and related leodership training. Prerequisite:
permission of instructor.

278. Argumentation and Debate. (3) Dick, Eubank, Halle, Owens
Theory and practice of principles of argumentative speaking ond debate aimed at training
the student to be a more effective advocate in the public forum. Prerequisite: permission
of instructor.
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280. Scientific Bases af Speech. (3) Chreist
The bases af the speech process as presented in the scientific materials of such related
fields as physics, physiology, psychology, and linguistics.
285. Introduction to Speech Pathology. (3) Butt, Chreist
Nature, diagnosis, and treatment of speech disorders. Prerequisite: 280 or permission of
instructor.

*303. [301J Phonetics. (3) Chreist
English phonetics as applied to the problems of articulation, pronunciation, rhythm, dialects,
and to the teaching of speech, English, and to speech correction.
*305. Advanced Public Speaking. (3) Eubank, Owens
Rhetorical principles combined with construction and delivery of various forms of public
address. Prereq uisites: 101 and 102 or 255 or permission of instructor.
*321. Pathologies of Hearing. (3) Lamb, Norris
Structure and fu nctian of the hearing mechanism. Effects of breakdown in the auditory
system on speech communication. Prerequisite: 285 or permissian of instructor.
*330. Speech Pathology in the Schools. (3) Butt, Chreist
An introduction ta types of speech and hearing problems found in the schools. Prereq·
uisite: permission of instructor.
*354. The Nature of Language. (3) Newman
(Same as Anthropology 354.)
*361. Advanced Oral Interpretation. (3) Eubank
Theory and techniques involved in the interpretation of prose, drama, and poetry. The
student will build and present a lecture·recital. Prerequisite: 260 or permission of
instructor.

*403. History of the English language. (3) Baltzell, Kuntz
(Same as English 403.)
*422. Hearing Problems and Hearing Testing. (3) Lamb, Norris
Current principles, procedures, techniques, and instrumentation used in evaluating the
receptive function in communication. Prerequisite: 321 or permission of instructor.
*430. Development of Speech and language. (3) Butt, Chreist
The study of typical and atypical acquisition of phonetic and morphemic skills in the
child and in the adult. Prerequisites: Psychology 311, Educational Foundations 300,
Speech 280 or permission of instructor.
*435. Pathological Problems in Speech. (3) Butt, Chreist
Problems of speech including those of articulation and voice. Laboratory work required.
Prerequisite: 285 or permission of instructor.
*436. Stuttering. (3) Butt
The various theories of stuttering and other rhythmic disorders as well as corrective therapies will be studied. Prerequisite: 285 or permission of instructor.
*458. Clinical Practice. (3) Butt, Chreist
Speech pathology and audiology in the clinic. Prerequisites: 321, 435, 436, or permission of
instructor.

*465. Broadcast Programming and Policy. (3) Bundy
Principles of television and radio programming; analysis of programming practices; regulations governing broadcasting; responsibilities of broadcasters. Prerequisites: 251 and permission of instructor.

*466. Television and Radio Writing. (3) Bundy
Theory, analysis, and practice in writing station and program continuity. Prerequisite:
permission of instructor.
*470. Teaching Speech in the Schools. (3) Eubank
For teachers in the elementary and secondary schools. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
*480. Advanced Televisian·Radio Production and Directing. (3) Bundy
Practicum in television-radio. Detailed study of directing techniques; planning, preparation, and presentation of program proiects. Prerequisite: completion of all other requirements af Television-Radio Emphasis.
*490. Administration of the Forensic Program. (3) Eubank, Owens
Directing competitive speech activities: debate, discussion, oratory, extemporaneous and
impromptu speaking, oral interpretation, tournaments and festivals in high school and
college. Prerequisite: 470 or permission of instructor.
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493. Reading and Research in Honors. (3)
494. Senior Thesis. (3)
*495. American Public Address. (3) Eubank, Owens
Speeches of great American speakers studied against the backgraund of their lives and
the issues of the times. Prerequisites: 101, 102,277, or permission of instructar.
*496. British Public Address. (3) Eubank, Owens
Speeches of great British speakers studied against the background of their lives and the
issues of the times. Prerequisites: 101, 102,277, or permission af instructor.
*498. Persuasion. (3) Eubank, Owens
Open to seniors and graduates. Theary of persuasion. Construction and delivery of persuasive speeches. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
*499. Rhetorical Theory. (3) Eubank, Owens
Focus on classical rhetorical theories. Some attention will be given to British rhetorical
theorists of the 18th and 19th centuries. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
*500. Introduction to Graduote Study. (3) Chreist, Eubank, Owens
The various areas within the field of speech with emphasis on research problems, techniques and bibliography. Each student will submit a seminar paper demonstrating research
ability. Required of all graduate students.
*520. Seminar in Television and Radio. (3) Bundy
*530. Advanced Speech Pathology. (3) Butt, Chreist
The less common types of speech and hearing problems which require clinical treatment.
*535. Speech and Hearing Problems of the Retarded. (3) Butt, Chreist
Differential diagnosis and therapy for developmental retardation in speech ond languoge.
Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
*540. Classical Rhetoric. (3) Eubonk, Owens
Emphasis on rhetorical criticism; a study of the works of the ancients that have influenced
rhetorical thought, criticism and speaking (Attic and Roman orators and rhetoricians.)
*551-552. Problems. (2-3 hrs. each semester) Graduate Staff
*560. Audiology in Hearing Conservation. (2) lamb, Norris
Application of audiological theory and techniques to the problems of auditory deficiency
and deafness. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
*599. Master's Thesis. (1-3 hrs. per sem.)
See the Graduate School Bulletin for total credit requirements.

STATISTICS
'ENROLLMENT FOR. 1965-66
Men

Women

Totol

Semester I, 1965-66

7,629

4,557

12,186

Semester 1 L 1965-66

7,133

4,343

11,476

Summer Session, 1965 (including workshops)

2,317

2,299

4,616

SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED 1901·1965
Earn ed Deg rees
Bachelor's

Master's

Law

Doctor's

14,524

3,656

271

270

Totol Earned
Degrees
18,721

Honorary
Degrees
93

, Exclusive of correspondence, extension, and non<redit courses.
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INDEX
Absences, 121
Academic calendar, 7
Academic programs, 51
Acodemic regulations, 116
Accounting concentrotion, 148
Accounts, student, 83
Accreditotion, Un iversity, 51; Education, 51,
153; Engineering, 51,179; Extension, 51,221,
225; Journalism, 51,313; Law, 51, 204; Medicine, 51; Music, 51. 199; Music Education, 51,
172; Nursing, 51. 207; Pharmacy, 51, 213
ACT, See American College Tests
Activities, see Student Services
Activity fee, Air Force ROTC, 82, 224; see also
Associated Student fee
Address, change in, 85, 118
Administrative offices and officers, 12
Admission, general regulations, 67; by examination, 72; from Pilot high schools, 72; of freshmen, 69; of non.degree students, 76; of students from other countries, 77; of transfers,
72; quolitative requirements for, 70, 74, 202;
to A&S, 132; to BA, 145; to Data Processing,
150; to Dental Assisti ng, 223; to Dentol
Hygiene, 218; to Ed, 156; to Engr, 178; to
FA, 189; to Grad School, 202; to Low, 204;
to Medicine, 205; to Nurs, 207; to Phorm,
214; to Univ Coli, 69, 73, 129; with deficiencies, 71
Adult education, 50, 222, 223
Advance housing deposit, 85,86; refund, 86
Advonce payment, of tuition and fees, 81
Advanced placement program, 72
Advanced standing, admission with, 72; examinations for, 123; in Data Processing, 151;
in fareign languages, 135; in Law, 202; in
Nurs, 208; in Pharm, 214
Advisement, 67, 79,109,111,130,215
Aerospace eng ineering, 179, 187
Aerospace Studies, Deportment of, 227; curriculum, 224
Aid, student, see Financial aid
Aims of the University, 50
Air Force ROTC, 64, 224; activity fee, 82, 224;
in A&S, 137; in BA, 149; in Engr, 179; in
Pharm, 216; see also Aerospace Studies
Alumni Association, 54
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy,

51,213
American
American
American
American
American

Associotion of University Women, 51
Bar Association, .51,204
Chemical Society, 249
College Tests, 67, '31
Council on Education for Journalism,

51. 313
American Council on Pharmaceutical Education,

51,213
American Dental Hygienists' Association, 219
American Medical Association, Council on
Medical Education, 51

American Society for Engineering Education,

179
American Studies, 202, 227; minar, 136, 228,

229,257,306,354
Annual Research Lectureship, 63
Anthropology, Department of, 229; field session, 7, 230; museum, 58
Aportments, see Housing
Applicotion fee, 67, 72, 75, 82, 202, 206
Applicotion for admission, 67, 69, 72, 75, 76,
151,202, 206, 219; deadlines, 67, 69, 73,

151,202,206,219
Applied music, concentrations, 200; fees, 81,
82,336; requirements, 335
Applied music pedagogy concentration, 200
Archaeology, see Anthropology
Architecture, Department of, 233; curricula,
193; thesis fee, 82
Architectural thesis fee, 82
Art, Department of, 235; curricula, 194, 235;
galleries, 59, 114; museum, 59
Art Education, Department of, 259; curricula,
158, 164, 195; minor, 165
Art galleries, 59, 114
Art Museum, University, 59, 114
Arts and Sciences, College of, 132; admission
to, 132; combined pragram with Law, 138,
204, 314; departments of, 142; distributed
minors, 135, 228, 253, 307, 342; Division of
Inter-American Affairs, 141; Law minor, 314;
scholastic regulations, 119, 133, 134, 135;
teacher education, 136, 156
Assistantships, 202
Associated Students, 114; fee, 83
Association of American Law Schools, 51, 204
Association of American Medical Colleges, 51
Astronomy, courses offered, 349; major and
minor with Physics, 347
Athletic Coaching, minor in, 168
Athletics, 112
Attendance, class, 121; Commencement, 126;
recitals, 336
A.udio-visual center, 223
Audio-visual equipment laboratory, 161
Audited courses, 119; fees, 81. 119
Awards, 91, 204; freshman, 95; upper class,

105
Bachelor's degree, see Degrees
Basic Language, 327
Basic training credit, 78
Biology, Department of, 239; museum, 60
Board, see Housing
Bookstore, Associated Students, 112
Botany, see Biology
Breakage, 83
Buildings, 54, 205
Bureau of Business Research, 61; Center for
Community Action Services, 62; Technology
Applicotion Center, 62
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Bureau of Engineering Research, 62
Business Administration, College of, 145; admission to, 145; Bureau of Business Research,
6 i; courses offered, 243; scholastic regulations, 119, 146; see also Business Education
Business Educatian, curricula, 158, 166; laboratory, 161; minors, 167
Business Research, Bureau of, 61
Calendar, 6-8
Campus and bUildings, 54, 205; see also campus
map at front of catalog
Center for Community Action Services, 62
Certificate, admission by, 69
Certificates, 107, 150, 151,155,217,223
Certification, dental hygienist, 217; medical
technologist, 139; nursing, 207;· pharmacist,
213; teacher, 136, 153, 189, 190
Change, in address, 85, 118; in college, 118; in
grade, 117; in program of studies, 117; and
fee, 82, 83; in residence status, 83
Chemical Engineering, Department of, 278;
curriculum, 182; laboratory, 182
Chemistry, Department of, 249; pharmaceutical,

344
Choreography, see Dance
Churches, see Religious activities
Civil Defense Program, 223
Civil Engineering, Department of, 280; accreditation, 51; curriculum, 184; laboratories,

183
Class hours, see Credit hours
Classics, 327
Classification, of caurses, 226; of students, 119
Clinical science, courses in, 324
Collections, 58
College, change in, 118
College Entrance Examination Board, advanced
placement program, 72
College Work-Study Program, 89, 111
Colleges of the University, see Arts & Sciences,
Business Administration, Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, Graduate School, Law, Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, UniverSity; see also
Community
Commencement, 126; excuse from, 126; see also
Academic calendar
Commercial work, see Business Education
Communication Arts, composite in, 175
Community College, 222; non-degree status in,
76,222; scholastic regulatians, 120
Comparative Literature, 202, 252; minor in
A&S, 136
Composite teoching areas, 174
Computers, 150, 179
Concentrations, in BA, 148; in Geology, 302; in
Music, 199; in Secondary Ed, 175
Concerts, 114; attendance, 336
Concurrent enrollments, 75
Conferences, 222
Contract, housing, 85, 86
Correspondence courses, see Extension
Counseling, see Advisement, and Guidance
Counseling Center, 130

Course numbering system, 226
Course repetition, 119, 125,215
Courses of instruction, 226
Courses required for degrees, 124; see also
college sections
Crafts, see Art
Credentials, 67, 69, 72, 75, 76, 77, 140, 202,

204,219
Credit hours, 116,235
Cuban loans, 111
Cultural oppartun ities, 112
Curricula, see Colleges, and Caurses of instruction

Curriculum and instruction, courses in, 263
"0" grades; 74, 116, 119, 133,215
Dance, minor, 334
Dato Processing Program, 150; admission, 150;
application deadline, 67, 151; courses offered, 253; laboratory, 162
Deadline, for application, 67, 69, 73, 151,202,
219; for housing application, 86; for loan and
scholarship applications, 90, 92
Dean's list, 119
Deferment, Selective Service, 79
Deferred payment, 111; fee, 82, 87
Deficiencies, entrance with, 71; removal of, 71
Degree requirements, 123; in A&S, 133, 139,
142; in BA, 147; in Ed, 162; in Engr, 180; in
FA, 190; in Nurs, 211; in Pharm, 216
Degrees, double, 124, 191; offered, 132, 139,

141,142,146,155,162,179,189,194,202,
204, 205, 211, 216; statistics, 359; with
distinction, 128; with honors, 126; see also
Deg ree requi rements
Dental Assisting program, 223
Dental Hygiene, 217; admission, 218; application deadline, 67, 219; courses offered, 254;
licensure, 218
Dental Hygiene Aptitude Test, 219
Dentistry, see Predentistry
Departmental Honors program, 126, 127; in
Ed, 155; in Eng I, 296; in FA, 193; in Law,
128; in Nursing, 209; in Psychology, 350
Departments of instruction, 142, 164, 181, 193,

202, 226
Development Office, 53
Dietetics, 170,275
Dining halls, see Housing
Diploma fee, see Graduation fee
Dishonesty in academic matters, 73, 122
Dismissal. disciplinary, 73, 122; honorable, 122;
see also Suspension
Disqua Iificatian, Graduate School, 121
Distinction, degree with, 128
Distributed minors, 135, 228, 229, 253, 257,

303,306,307,310,342,354
Dividends, 124
Divisian of Government Research, 63
Division of Inter-American Affairs, 141
Division of Veterans Affairs, 111
Doctor of Education, 155, 202
Doctor of Philosophy, 155, 179, 202, 228,313
Dormitories, see HOUSing
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Dramatic Art, Department of, 255, curricula,
196
Early admission, 70
Early decision, 69
Economic geology aptian, 302
Economics, Department of, 256, EconamicsPhilosophy, 259, see also Business Administration

Education, art, see Art Education
Education, business, see Business Education
Education, College of, 153, accreditation, 51,
153, admission to, 156; curricula, 164, departments of, 259; scholastic regulations,
119,159,160,162.
Education, library science, see library Science
Education
Education, Music, see Music Education
Education, placement, see Placement Center
Education Specialist, Certificate of, 155
Educational administration, courses in, 260
Educational and Administrative Services, Department of, 260
Educational deferment, mi litary, 79
Educational foundations, courses in, 261
Educational Opportunity Grants, 92, 111
Electives, in A&S, 136; in BA, 147, in Pharm,
216, restricted req uired for adm ission, 71
Electrical Engineering, Department of, 285; accreditation, 51, curriculum, 185; laboratories,
185, minor with mathematics, 318
Electronics, see Electrical Engineering
Elementary Education, Deportment of, 263; curriculum, 167
Emeriti,16
Employment, student, 89, 110, Work-Study Program, 89, 111
Engineering, College of, 177; 'accreditation, 51;
admission to, 178; Burea u of Engineering Research, 62, 177; combined curricula, 138,
318, curricula, 181, departments of, 278;
minor with Geology, 303; with mathematics,
318; scholastic reg ulotions, 119, 180
Engineering mechanics, 179, 187
Engineering Research, Bureau of, 62,177
Engineers' Council for Professional Development, 51,179
English, Department of, 294, Comparative literature, 252; English-Phi losophy, 299, placement, 295, tutoring, 296
English 010, 295, 296, fee, 82,83,84
English Proficiency Examination, see Examinations

Enqlish-Philosophy, major in, 299
Enrollment, see Registration
Enrollment statistics, 359
Ensemble music, 334
Entrance, see Admission
Estimate of expenses, 84
Ethnology, see Anthropolgoy
European studies, see Western 'European Studies
Evaluation of transferred credentials, 73, 75,
215
Evening courses, 222
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Examination, admission by, 72
Examinations, 122, absence from, 121, advanced placement, 72, advanced standing,
123, 135, American College Tests, 67, 131;
comprehensive, 336, Dental Hygiene Aptitude, 219; dishonesty in, 112; English Proficiency, 130, 133, 134, 146, 147, 151, 157,
16~ 17~ 181, 19Q 191, 20~ 211, 21~ 21~
220, entrance, 67, 72; fees, 82, 123, Graduate Nurse, 209, Graduate Record, 125, 131,
134,163,181, 191,211, Law admission, 204,
medical, 78, 110, 159,210; Medical College
Admission, 206; music education proficiency,
336, National Teacher, 163, piano profiCiency, 201, special, 122, speech, 79; TOEFL, 77
Exhibitions, 58
Expenses, 81, estimate of, 84, in Data Processing, 151, in Dental Hygiene, 219; in Medicine, 81
Extension and correspondence caurses, 125,221;
acceptance in Engr, 180; in Grad Sch, 203, in
Pharmacy, 215, addition of, 75, 118, transferred credit in, 74, 78,125,180,203,215
Extension Division, 221, accreditation, 51, 221
Extracurricular activities, see Student Services
Faculty directories, 18, see also Courses of
instruction

Federal Loan Program, 90, 111
Fees, 81; for Data Processing, 151, for Law,
204; for Medicine, 81, 206; payment of, 81,
and deferred, 81, 87, refunds, 83, 86, 88
Fellowships, 202
Field sessions, 7, 230
Film library, see Audia-visual center
Finance concentration, 149
Financial aid, 89,142,202,213,218
Fine Arts, College of, 189, admission to, 189,
collections, 59, departments of, 193, galleries, 59, 114, library, 57; Museum, 59;
scholastic regulations, 119, 191, teacher education, 189
Fine Arts proseminar, 300
Fine Arts Center, 59; Art Museum, 59, 114,
library, 57
Folklore, 253, 327
Foreign language, advanced standing examinations, 135; see also Modern and Classical
Languages
Foreign students, see Students from other countries, and International Student Program
Forestry, see Preforestry
Fraternities, honorary, 114, social, 115
French, 327
Freshman Handbook, 79
Freshman program, in A&S, 137, in BA, 148,
in Ed, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171,
172,175; in Engr, 181, in FA, 194, 195, 196,
197, 198, in Nurs, 212, in Pharm, 217, 220;
in Secretarial Program (2 yr), 131
Freshman orientation period, 79, see also Academic calendar
Freshmen, admission of, 69
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Fuel processing, 179
Fulbright Progrom, 109
G. I. Bill, see Veterons
Golleries, art, 59,114
Generol Business concentrotion, 149
Generol Business curriculum, in Ed, 166; minor,
167
General Educational Development Tests, 72, 78
General Honors program, 126,209,300
General Studies, 126, 148,300; Honors in, 126
Geochemistry option, 302
Geography, Department of, 301
Geological engineering option, 302
Geology, Department of, 302; museum, 59
Geomorphology, 302
Geophysics, 302
German, 328
Glossary of college terms, 9
Government and Citizenship, Department of,
306
Government of the University, 53
Government Research, Division of, 63
Grade points, 116, 117
Grade reports, 117
Grades, 116; change in, 117; "0" on transfer,
74,133,215
Graduate credit, for courses offered, 226; for
courses taken in senior year, 203
Graduate Nurse examination, 209
Graduate programs, 202; in A&S, 142; in BA,
146; in Ed, 155; in Engr, 179; in FA, 189
Graduate Record examination, see Examinations

Graduate School, 202; course numbering in,
226; disqualiAcation, 121; Office of Research
Services, 60; sixth-year programs, 155; assistants, list, 43; thesis binding fee, 82
Graduatian, 126; fee, 82; with Honors, 126;
see also Degree requirements, and Degrees
Greater U.N.M. Fund, 54
Greek,329
Group requirements, A&S, 134; BA, 147; Ed,
163; FA, 191; see also Courses of instruction
Guidance, 79,109,111,129,130,131, 219
Guidance, and Special Education Department
of, 269; programs in, 167
Harwood Foundation, 59, 223
Health education, courses in, 273; minor, 169
Health, Physical Educotion, and Recreation, Department of, 270; curricula, 168-170
Health service, see Student Health Service
High school, admission from, 69
High school teaching curriculum, see Secondary
education

History, Department of, 309; American Studies,
310

History of the University, 52
Holloman Graduate Center, 53; staff, 40
Home Economics, Department of, 275; in A&S,
136,275; in Ed, 171; Home Management fee,
82; minor, 171,276
Home Management fee, 82

Honorable dismissal, 122
Honorary organizations, 114
Honors, deg ree with, 126; see also Departmental Honors
Honors major in Psychology, 350
Honors work, 126
Housing, 85; advance deposit, 85, 86; apartments, 88; application, 69, 73, 85; board, 87,
112; cancellation, 86; contract, 85, 86; morried, 88; payments, 87; rates, 87; refunds,
86, 88; regulations, 85, 86; reservations, 86
Hydrogeology, 302
Ibero-American Studies, 142,313
Incomplete, grade of, 116, 117, 119; removal
fee, 82, 116
Index, scholarship, 117
Industrial Administration concentration, 149
Industriol Education, courses in, 266; curriculum,
172; laboratories, 161
Industriol engineering, 187
Infirmory, see Student Heolth Service
Installments, housing payments, 87
Institutes, 222
Instrumental Music concentration, 200
Insurance plan, 110; fee, 81
Inter-American Affairs, Division of, 141
Intercollegiate athletics, 112
Internationol Affairs, 202
Internationol Services, Office of, 109
International Student Program, 109
Internships in Latin American Education, 66
Intramural program, 112
Italian, 330
Jobs, see Employmnet
Jonson Gallery, 59, 114
Journalism, Department of. 313; Western Regional Student Program participation, 66
Junior college, transfer from, 74
KNME-TV, 221
laboratories, Ed, 161; Engr, J 80, 182, J 83, 185;
Language, 326
Lang uoge laboratary, 326
Languages, see English, and Modern and Classical Languages
Late payment fee, 82
Late registration, 79; fee, 79,82
Latin, 330
Latin America, Peace Carps Training Center for,
65
Latin American Education, Internships in, 66
Latin American Studies, 141,142,202,313
Law, School of, 204; accreditation, 51, 204; admission test, 204; admission to, 204; combined
prog ram with A&S, 138, 204, 314; courses
offered, 314; credentials required, 204;
Dean's list, 1 19; fees, 204; graduation honors, 128; Library, 58; minor, 314; see also
Prelaw
Leorning Materials Center, 161
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Lectures, 63, 114
Libraries, Fine Arts, 57; Law, 58; Medical Sciences, 58; Zimmerman, 55; staffs, 41
Library Science Education, 277
Licensure, dental hygiene, 218; education, 153;
nursing, 207; pharmacy, 213
Linguistics, 231, 295, 299
Literature, see Comparative Literature, English,
and Madern and Classical Languages
Loan funds, 89, 111; Federal Pragram, 90; in
Dental Hygiene, 218; in Law, 204; in Pharm,
213; National Defense Student, 90; Nursing
Student, 90; United Student Aid, 90
Los Alamos Graduate Center, 53; staff, 40
Lower division, course numbering in, 226
Major and minor studies, 135, 162, 174; distributed minor, in A&S, 135; residence requirements, 125, 147; see also Courses of
instruction

Manzanita Center, 161
Map, campus, 4-5
Marine Corps, see Naval ROTC
Marketing concentration, 149
Marking system, 116
Married housing, 88
Master's degree, 202; in SA, 146; in Ed, 155;
in Engr, 179; in FA, 189; in Latin American
Studies, 142
Mathematics 010, 148, 182,319; fee, 82, 83, 84
Mathematics and Statistics, Department af, 318;
combined program with Engr, 318
Matriculation fee, 81
Meals, see Housing
Mechanical Engineering, Department of, 289;
accreditation, 51; curriculum, 187; minar with
Mathematics, 318
Mechanics, engineering, 187; theoretical and
applied,179
Medals, 107
Medical College Admissions Test, 206
Medical examinations, see Examinations

Medical sciences, courses in, 323
Medical service, see Student Health Services
Medical Technology, 139
Medicine, Schaal of, 205; admission, 205;
courses offered, 323; fees, 81; library, 58;
see also Premedicine
Mentally retarded children, teaching specialization, 167
Military credits, 77
Military deferment, 79
Military training, 64; see also Air Force ROTC,
and Naval ROTC
Mineralogy, aptian, 302
Minor studies, see Major a nd minor studies
Modern and Classical Languages, Department
of, 326; Comparotive Literature major, 252;
laboratory, 326
Museums, 58, 114
Music, Department of, 334; Concerts, 114; curricula, 198; fees, 81, 82, 336; record collection,58
Music, private instruction, see Applied Music
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Music Education, concentratian, 201; cu rricu la,
155, 172; courses in, 340; minar, 173; proficiency examination, 336; senior comprehensive examination, 336
Music literature concentration, 200
National Association of Schaols af Music, 51,
172,198
Natianal Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education, 51, 153
National Defense Student loans, 90, 111
National League for Nursing, 51,207
National Teacher Examination, 163
National University Extension Association, 51,
221
Naval ROTC, 64, 225; in A&S, 137, 141; in
SA, 149; in Ed, 162, 164, 174; in Engr, 179;
in Pharm, 216; in Univ Coli, 130
Naval Science, Department of, 340; curriculum,
225
New Mexico Division of Vocational Rehabilitation,91
New Mexica Research and Study Council, 161
New Mexica Union, 111
Nan-credit cau rses, 222
Nan-degree status, 76, 2 2; credit limitation,
76; scholastic regulations, 120
Nonresident tuition, 81,82
North Central Association, 51, 78, 112
Nuclear engineering, 180, 202; courseS in, 293;
laboratory, 180; see also Electrical Engineering, and Physics
Numbering of courses, 226
Nursing, College of, 207; admission to, 207;
courses offered, 341; federal loons, 90;
scholastic regulations, 119, 211; Western Regional Student Program participation, 66
Nursing, licensure, 207
Nursing Student Loans, 90, III

t

Office training, see Secretarial program
Opera workshop, 114,337
Orchestra, see Music
Organ, concentration, 200; see also Music
Organizations, student, 114
Orientation, 79, see also Academic calendar
Painting, see Art
Paleoecology, courses offered, 342; minors in,
136,342
Paleontology option, 302
Payments, see Fees, and Housing
Peace Corps, 65
Penalties and dividends, 124
Petroleum geology, 302
Petrology option, 302
Ph.D., see Doctor of Philosophy
Pharmaceutical chemistry, 344
Pharmacognosy, 344
. Pharmacology, 344
Pharmacy, College of, 213; accreditation, 51,
213; admission to, 214; courses offered, 343;
scholastic regulations, 119,216
Pharmacy, licensure, 213
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Philosophy, Deportment of, 345; EconomicsPhilosophy, 259, English-Philosophy, 299
Photogroph collection, 58
Photogrophy, see Art
Physical Education, courses in, 271, curricula,
168; exemption from, 124, 270; minor, 168,
169, required, 124, 270; see also Athletics
Physical examinations, see Examinations, medical
Physical science, 347
Physicians, University, 109
Physics and Astronomy, Department of, 347
Piano concentratian, 200, see also Music
Placement Center, 89, 110
Palitical science, see Government
Portuguese, 330
Practice rooms, music, fees, 82
Practice teaching, see Student teaching
Predentistry, 138
Preforestry, 138
Prelaw, 204
Premedicine, 140, 206
Prizes, 95, 105, 204, 218; freshman, 95, upper
class, 105
Probation, 120, 121, 122
Professional organizations, 115
Program of studies, change in, 117, 118, fee for
change, 82,83, 118
Publications, student, 115
Psychology, Department of, 350
Public Laws, see Veterans
Public speaking, see Speech
Publications, student, 115
Radio, see Dramotic Art, Electrical Engineering, Speech, Television-Radio
Rates, see Fees, and Housing
Reading Clinic, 130
Read';'ission, 67, 75, 120, 151; housing, 86
Recitals, music, 336, 339
Record Collection, 58
Recreation, courses in, 274; curriculum, 170;
minor, 170
Recreational facilities, 111,112
Refunds, 83, 86, 88
Regents of the University, 11,53
Registration, 79; changes in 117; concurrent enrollments, 75, 118, fees, 81; in non-degree
status, 76; late, 79
Regulations, general academic, 116; see also
Attendance, Housing, Scholastic
Religious activities, 114
Remedial reading, 130,263
Remedial speech, 79, 356
Removal of entranCe deficiencies, 71
Repetition of course, 119, 125,215
Research activities, 60; Research Lectureship, 63
Research Allocations Committee, 60
Research and Fellowship Services, Office of, 60
Reservations, housing, 85, 86
Residence requirements, 124; in 8A, 147; in
maior and.minor, 125; in Pharm, 216
Residence status, 82

Resident tuition, 81, 82
Residential halls, see Housing
Retarded children, Teaching specialization, 167
Romance languages, see Modern and Classical
Languages
Room and board, see Housing
Room regulations, see Housing
Room reservations, see Housing

ROTC, see Air Force, and Navol
Russian, 331
Russian Studies, 306; minor in A&S, 136, 307
Scholarship index, 117
Scholarships, 91, 111; Educational Opportunity
Gronts, 92; freshman, 93; in Dental Hygiene,
218; in Inter-American Affairs, 142; in Low,
204; in Pharm, 213, upper class, 96
Scholastic regulations, 119; for degree, 124;
see also the various colleges
Scholastic status, 119, 122
School Administration, see Educational and Administrative Services

School Plant Planning Services, 161
Science, composite in, 175
Secondary Education, Department of, 263; curriculum, 173
Secretarial curriculum, in Ed, 166; in Univ Coil,
131, minor, 167
Selective Service, regulations, 79
Semester hours, see Credit hours
Senior residence requirements, see Residence requirements
Service credits, see Military credits
Service organizations, 114
Shop, see Industrial Education
Short courses, 222
Shorthand, see Business Administration
Situation of the University, 51
Sixth.year graduate programs, 155
Slide collection, 58
Social Studies, composite in, 175
Sociology, Department of, 353
Sororities, social, 115
Southwest Management Development Program,
61
Southwestern Biology, Museum of, 60
Spanish,331
Special Education, Department of, 269; minor
in, 167
Speech and Hearing Clinic, 79
Speech correction, emphasis, 356
Speech, Department of, 355; Emphasis in Television-Radio, 356
Speech test, required, 79
Statistics, degree, 359; enrollment, 359; see
also Mathematics and Statistics
Stratigraphy option, 302
Structurol engineering, 179
Structural geology option, 302
Student activities fee, see Associated Students
Fee
Student Aids office, 89, 90, 92, 111
Student Bar Association, 204
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Student employment, see Financial aid
Student Health Service, 109, 210; insurance
plan, 110; medical examinations, 78, 110
Student services, 109, 210
Student teaching, 159, 173,264,266
Student welfare, see Student services
Students from other countries, 77
Summer session, 223; see also Academic calendar
Suspension, 75, 120, J 2 L 122; see also Disqualification, Graduate School
Teacher education, 156
Teachers, certification, 136, 153, 156, 189;
cooperating, 160; placement, 110
Teaching, see Education, College of
Teaching assistants, list, 42
Teaching majors and minors, 162, 174
Technical institutes, credit from, 74
Technology Application Center, 62
Television, educational, 221; programming,
221; see also Dramatic Art, Electrical Engineering, Speech
Television-Radio, Emphasis in, 197,356
Testing Center, 131
Tests, see Examinations
Theatre, 114; see also Dramatic Art
Theory and composition concentration, music,
199
Thesis binding fee, 82
Traineeships, 202
Transcripts, 122; fees, 82, 122; see also Credentials
Transfer, from University College, 129; to
A&S, 132; to BA, 145; to Ed, 156; to Engr,
178; to FA, 189; to Nurs, 208; to Pharm, 214
Transferring students, 72; A&S, 133; BA, 146,
151; Ed, 156, 158; Engr, 178; FA, 190; Low,
204; Nurs, 208; Pharm, 214
Tuition, 81,151
Typewriting, see Business Administration
Unaccredited institutions, admission from, 70,
74
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Unclassified students, 75
Uniforms, dental hygiene, 219; nursing, 210;
physical education, 271
Union, see New Mexico Union
United Student Aid Fund loans, 90, 111
University Art Museum, 59,114
University College, 129; admission to, 69, 73,
75,129; certificate, 130; continuation in, 129;
Counseling Center, 130; release from, 129;
scholastic regulations, 119
University Program Series, 114
University Theatre, 114
Upper division, course numbering in, 226
U.S.A.F.!. courses, acceptance of, 78
Validation, college credit, 74; fee, 82; high
school credits, 70
Veterans, admission of, 77; guidance, 111;
service credits, 77; training approval, 51
Veterans Administration educational assistance
programs, 111
Veterans Affairs, Division of, 111
Vocal concentration, 200
Vocational guidance, 111, 130
Vocational rehabilitation, 91
Voice, see Music
Western Enropean Studies, 306
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 66, 81, 206, 220
Western Regional Student Program, 66
Wind instruments, see Music
Withdrawal, from a course, 117, 121; from the
University, 118; refunds, 83
Work, see Employment
Work-Study Program see College Work-Study
Program
Workshop, dance, 338; education, 163; English,
295; opera, 114,337
Writing, see English
Zimmerman Library, 55
Zoology, see Biology

